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PREFATORY NOTE

This book is based upon the Outlines of the Renaissance and

the Reformation by Professor George Lincoln Burr, printed, but

not published, for the use of his students at Cornell. Here and

there I have ventured to change the outlines, but the framework

of the book remains his in every essential respect. To his list

of references I am also indebted for guidance in my reading and

for aid in compiling the list of books published for the first time

in the second printing of my book. In the course of our long

correspondence other books than those mentioned in his Outlines

have been called to my attention by my former teacher, and for

this aid, too, I wish to make public acknowledgment. Another

debt to my master is for his " enthusiasm of humanity," which is

so highly contagious, and which I hope pervades in some degree

every page I have written.

For the subject-matter of the book I am particularly indebted

to Gebhart, Berger, Dilthey, Gothein, and Beard, whose works

are mentioned in the lists of references for the various chapters

to which they relate.

E. M. H.
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THE RENAISSANCE

CHAPTER I

THE PAPACY

1. Christendom at the Dawn of the Renaissance.

2. Pope Boniface VIII and King Philip IV.

3. The "Babylon.; - Ihe :'-','-'-'

4. The "Great Schism of the We;:

5. The Rivalry of Papacy and Council.

CHAP. 1WE shall begin the study of the Renaissance with the last

quarter of the thirteenth century. Not that the Middle

Ages ended at this time and that then the Renaissance, in all its

aspects, began. One cannot say when the Middle Ages gave

place to the Renaissance. Indeed, in some respects, the Middle

Ages are not over yet. They still subsist, stealing in silent cur-

rents along the subterranean ways of the world. It is impossi-

ble to date the bounds of an era with any degree of accuracy.

Eras are not initiated with single dramatic events. In the great

development of civilization there is nothing sudden, but rather

is the change like that which takes place in a forest— birth,

growth, and death go on almost unnoticed side by side. There

are always many foreshadowings of any intellectual movement.

So, one must not expect to find the Renaissance, or any other

important era, inaugurated by a striking event or a violent revo-

lution. Only very gradually did the new dispensation take form

and shape. It was not announced to a startled world by the

blast of a sudden trumpet

Let us first of all make a brief survey of the Europe of that

day from Sicily to Scotland, and from Cape Finisterre to the

frontiers of Muscovy. At the dajvn_ojtjie_ Renai^nce, Chris-

tendom could claim onlv a small parTof the"world. The Moham-
d)

medan conquests had greatly diminished its extent since the *aw» «f

r.th century. Christianity, as the ruling power, had been

expelled from her most glorious seats — from Palestine. Syria.

Asia Miner. Egypt, North Africa, and from a considerable part

of the Spanish peninsula. The Greek and Italian peninsulas

3



THE RENAISSANCE

The Divi-
sions of
Christen-
dom

The Neigh-
bors of

Christen-
dom

were hers, the German Empire, France, the northern part of

the Spanish peninsula, the British Isles, the Scandinavian king-

dom, and in a rather dubious way the outlying Slavic and Dan-
ubian kingdoms. In exchange for her old and illustrious strong-

holds she had fallen back upon the northern countries, and all

along her frontiers she maintained a spirit of incessant watch-

fulness and sometimes of actual aggression.

But Christendom was divided within itself into two parts.

There were the Greek Church and the Latin Church. In the

Greek peninsula, and in Asia Minor, were to be found the ad-

herents of the former, surrounded and submerged by the con-

quering Moslem ; and here and there, too, in the turbulent Dan-
ubian and Slavic lands. To the Latin Church belonged the re-

mainder and by far the greater part of Christendom.

To the East and the South there lay the Soldan's country.

When the Moslems were defeated by Charles the Hammer, in

732, the tide of their conquest in the West was checked ; but in

the East it continued to flow onward, slowly yet steadily, until

even Constantinople itself was subject to the age-long threat of

capture. Beyond Islam was the far Orient, of which little

definite information was possessed by the Europeans.

The schism that had divided Christendom into its Greek and
Latin Churches took place in the tenth century; and so^ bitter

had become the cojilxov^r-sy_Jietw€eH--jthe--two churches that in

Constantmople]l^_opjmon_was freely^jexpressed.Jthat the Turk-
ish turbanwould pollute St^-Sophia less than tbf hat _of the

cardinaL_ The Greek Church had been reduced to a fatal though

oftentimes mutinous subjection to the State; and it had little

contact with Western life. Not only doctrinal and ritualistic

differences had separated it from the Latin Church, but also

political and racial. The elements that went to make up the

Greek Church were very composite; and this is to be accounted

for, in part, by the fact that there was a large Asiatic admix-
ture.

At the head of Latin Christendom was the Pope who claimed

both spiritual and temporal supremacy, a claim which received

its fullest expression at the hands of Innocent III and Boniface

VIII. No Roman Emperor ever wielded such power. He it

was who launched the Crusades against the infidel, the heathen,

and the heretic. He alone could call a general council of the

Church, and he alone could confirm its decisions. He could pro-

nounce an interdict against an entire country ; and he could create

and depose kings. All Western Europe professed obedience to

the Roman pontiff. The same splendid ritual was performed

The
Greek

The
Pope
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in the same sonorous language, the same incomparable tradi- chap, i

tions were held in reverence, and the same doctrines received 1275

universal assent. Within this vast fold were to be found the

most diverse peoples and kingdoms antagonistic one to the other.

This great Church was exceedingly well organized and immensely

rich. The Pope had his curia at Rome, the supreme appellate

tribunal of the Church with great power and many functions.

Indeed, the twelfth century had witnessed the final change of

the pastoral character of the Roman see into the juristic and
political character of the Roman curia, its moral and theolog-

ical activity superseded by its worldly interests. Law had re-

placed theology as the basis of the papal power.

The cardinals were the advisers of the Pope, and it was they

who elected his successor. Eventually they were to be found
in all the principal countries, but as yet the non-resident cardinal-

ate was only beginning and so the large majority of them were
Italians. Beneath the Pope were the archbishops, who could Tneciergy

exercise their power only after having received the pallium from £
f

a*j|J

him, and each of whom was the overseer of a number of bishops, church

Under the bishops were the priests who administered the serv-

ices of the Church to the people in town and country. The
regular clergy consisted of monks, and nuns, and friars. They
were grouped into different orders, the more recently organized
of which acknowledged obedience to a general. They were more
directly under the control of the Pope than were the secular

priests, who owed obedience to their bishops; the Pope could

give them direct orders through the generals, or other officers,

so they could be used as a sort of papal militia. The monks
remained in their monasteries and left the care of men's souls

to the secular clergy. But the friars, fortified with the priv-

ileges given them by the Pope, traversed the world. Every-
where they preached and heard confessions. They were itiner-

ant priests. Through the friars especially the papal power was
felt directly in every part of the continent.

The Latin Church had gradually built up a most comprehen-
sive and, with regard to its fundamental dogmas, a well-articu-

lated system of belief; though one must not think that all its Creeds ami

various elements had been completely harmonized, because there pJ^ticei

were many cross-currents, many conflicts of theory with prac- Latin

tice, and not a little that was confusing. For her creed she
Church

claimed in the most outspoken of terms indefeasible autWjty
She alone was the interpreter to man of the will and the word of
God. Seven sacraments had been instituted for the salvation
of man; they were indispensable to his spiritual life, and they
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The Greek
Empire

could be administered, with the exception of baptism under cer-

tain conditions, only by a regularly ordained priest. So the

laity were absolutely dependent upon the priesthood for the

nourishment of their religious life. Outside the pale of the

Church it was hopeless to seek an approach to God. In tem-

poral matters, also, the Church was omnipresent. Her pene-

trating power touched every worldly subject. She had come
to be not only a religious guide, but also a great juristic, eco-

nomic, and financial institution. Over the temporal as well as

the spiritual personalities of men she exercised control in an

extraordinary degree. Nor was her power confined to this

world. She had been given authority to bind and loose in

purgatory as well as upon earth.

There were two empires, both of them " imperial shadows that

represented the majesty of Constantine and Charlemagne," yet

both of them claiming the inheritance of the ancient authority

of Rome. For centuries the Greek Empire had been essen-

tially a static not a dynamic State. Its history is that of a gov-

ernment, not that of a nation. Its story is that of administra-

tion and law, rather than that of literature or of liberty. Yet it

must not be forgotten that through the Middle Ages it held in its

keeping the treasures of Greek learning. Out of hordes of

barbarians it had created the kingdoms of Servia, Croatia, and

Bulgaria. To Slavs and to Goths it had given ideas and institu-

tions of government ; and its missionaries were to be found from
the shores of the Baltic to Abyssinia. Yet now it was in its

last agonies of servile decrepitude, awaiting inevitable extinc-

tion at the hands of the Turk.

The Holy Roman Empire extended from the Baltic Sea to the

Mediterranean and from France to Hungary. Nominally this

vast territory was ruled over by an Emperor with supreme au-

thority, but except in his own personal dominions his power was
but a shadowy thing. Under strong and able successors of

Charles the Great the imperial power had been made something

more than symbolical, but under weak and irresolute ones it had
diminished again to the vanishing-point. There were many rea-

sons for this,—geographical, social, and political. The Holy
Roman Empire had for its basis only an idea, that of cosmopol-

itan dominion, or world-monarchy ; but feudalism established

itself in Germany as elsewhere, and before the fact of feudalism

the idea of imperialism gave way. Every decade saw the centrif-

ugal force increase and the common bond of union grow weaker.

The imperial office was not hereditary but elective ; and the elec-

tion lay in the hands of great feudatories who were generally

The Holy
Roman
Empire
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unwilling to place in power any one who would be likely to check CHAP - *

the gradual growth of their own independence. Imperial tax- 1275

ation and an imperial army, two things indispensable to the exer-

cise of imperial authority, had never been acquired. So the

Empire remained a congeries of some 362 principalities, ecclesi-

astical and secular; many of them composed of patches lying

separate from each other ; and many of them too infinitesimal to

be represented on any ordinary map. Among the more important

of the Germanic secular States were Saxony, Brandenburg,

Bavaria, Lorraine, and Bohemia.

And now, having glanced briefly at the empires, let us look at

the kingdoms. In Germany the most striking fart f *hp ^mp-—
is the election of Rudolf ^_gi_Jia^sbu£g_toJh^Jirip£iial throne.

The territorial possessions of that secondary prince were insignifi-

cant, but in a few years he acquired Austria and Styria and so The

a new dominion was created, destined to assume great impor-
Kinsdom£

tance among the principalities that made up the Holy Roman
Empire. Bohemia, which lies in the very heart of Europe,

almost equally distant from each of the great seas, a distinct

physical unit by virtue of its encircling and forested mountains,

became a kingdom in the middle of the twelfth century, but it

remained within the Empire. In_ExaxLQe_ the piinciple of con-

solidation had been at work for a long time, and was continuing

when the age of the Renaissance opened. Nowhere else was

there to be found so highly centralized a government. These

things were made possible by the sense of nationality which the

French people had acquired, and by the existence of a national

army and national taxation. In ^England the long reign of Ed-

ward I, a vigorous, able, and truly national king, had just begun.

It was an era in which the English came into their own, a time

of political, economic, and social development, and of territorial

aggrandizement. In the land won back from the Moslem in-

vaders in the Spanish peninsula there were four Christian king-

doms,— Aragon, Castile. Navarre and Portugal . At times there

had been more than three Spanish kingdoms. Their unions and

divisions had been frequent, and such changes were to continue

until at last but two kingdoms, Spain and Portugal, should share

the territory south of the Pyrenees. In the far North there were

three Scandinavian kingdoms, Norway, Sweden, and Denmark,

whose relations to each other hacTconstantly shifted: To the

North and East three Slavic kingdoms were to be found. JBo^
hernia, the land of the Czechs, was, as we have seen, a member
of the German Empire. Poland had grown up from a collection

of small States into a powerful kingdom. Lithuania^the last
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of the heathen States in Europe, which had led a troubled career,

witnessed at the close of the Middle Ages a great outburst of

vigor and became one of the most far-extended of the European

countries. In the territory drained by the Danube there was
_Hungax^, the land of the Magyars, who with the Ottoman Turks,

were the only Turanian people who succeeded in establishing

permanent States in the continent of Europe. The two other

Danubian kingdoms
JL

Seryia and Bulgaria, were both Slavonic

powers, ancfthe chief of them was Servia, whose people made a

brave resistance to the Turk.

Italy was made up of innumerable little republics and despo-

tisms, petty commonwealths that were constantly at war with

each other. In that Southern peninsula it was the cities that

were of chief importance. In Italy and in Germany territorial

disintegration had favored the rise and growth of cities that

became centers first of commerce and then of culture. Venice^

Milan , Florence , Rome , Padua , Siena, and Naples were among
the principal Italian cities. In other countries, too, cities had
achieved importance. They were to be seats of the new secular

culture that was to work so great a change in the world. In Ger-

many there were Augsburg and Nuremberg, and in the far North,

Liibec, Hamburg, and Bremen. In the Low Countries, Bruges
,

Gijen^AnisJejrdam, and Antwerp were all busy hives tfTcom^
merce.

In this brief survey of Europe the universities must not be

overlooked. Until the rise of secular culture made the cities of

chief importance in the social life of Europe the universities were

the most potent of the intellectual forces. In them were to be

found the acutest minds of the time drawn from every country

and from every class. Far to the South lay Salerno^ then as

always chiefly a medical school. The great law scHooTat Bologna

gathered to itself vast numbers of students from every land and

by its inculcation of the principles of Roman Law became a

force in the decline of feudalism and the rise of the modern
nations. The mother university, the one that served as a model

for others, was Paris, and there scholasticism made for itself a

stronghold. In England there were Oxford andXamhridgfc. In

Spain there was Salamanca, devoted es^eciallyto law, and quite

aloof from its sistermstitutions of other countries. At the be-

ginning of the Renaissance period Germany did not possess a

single university. Prague^ was founded in 1348, and the same
century witnessed the establishment of "Vienna. Erfart, Heidel-

bejr^1_an^_CoJogne^_There were other schools of lesser impor-

tance such as Padua, Toulouse, and Montpellier; but altogether
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there were not many universities. The new age was to make CHAP I

important additions to their number. 1294-isoa

Such was the general condition of Europe when, on Christmas

Eve, 1294, Benedetto Gaetani was elected Pope and assumed the

title of Boniface VIII. He was a scholar learned in the civil Bonifaca

and the canon law, handsome, eloquent, and arrogant, and filled
rax

with the lust of worldly power. Although he was an old man
his vigor, as he proceeded to assert the most extreme claims of

the Papacy, soon became apparent. Nine years previously there

had succeeded to the French throne Philip IV, a man bent upon

continuing the work of welding France into a compact monarchy.

He was ably assisted in his government of the country by men of

the sword and men of the law. Between the Papacy and France

there was soon precipitated a quarrel. In the great struggle

with the Empire the Papacy had triumphed, very largely because

the world-wide dominion to which the Empire aspired was op-

posed to the tendencies of the time. In its struggle with France

it was destined to fail, because it had come into conflict with one

of the rising forces of the time, that of national development.

Philip the Fair was the representative of the growing feeling

of nationality. The French and the English kings were at war

with each other over the possession of Guienne. The Pope re- Phiiipiv

quired them to submit to his arbitration, and when they refused, JJJJfJ

he issued the bull Cljrici^jakjos which forbade the clergy to pay -with the

taxes or to make gifts to laymen without the papal consent, and Pope

summoned the French prelates to confer with him in Rome.

This bull, one of the most important pronunciamentos of the

temporal power of the papacy, is ako the keynote o* i>g der1l
'

np

Both Philip and Edward I replied with retaliatory measures.

The former, by prohibiting the exportation of money from France

without the royal consent, cut off French contributions to Rome.

In 1300, while this struggle between the medieval Papacy and

the rising tide of nationality was still in its first stages, Boniface

proclaimed the famous year of Jubilee. Remission of sins was
granted to all who should visit the Holy City in that year. Vast

throngs of pilgrims from many countries came flocking to the
" threshold of the apostles," filled with the desire to see the holy

places with their bodily eyes, and leaving large sums of money
as a token of their devotion. Boniface was seemingly tri-

umphant. He had crushed the Colonna, his personal enemies in

Rome, and he had proclaimed that the Pope was set over the

kingdoms of the world, to aid or to destroy. But he could not

read the signs of the times. He was misled by the outburst of

feverish religious enthusiasm, and he failed to estimate the grow-
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ing sense of nationality in Europe. He strained the bow toe

hard and it broke in his hands. The breach between the Papacy
and France went on widening. The people of France, including

the lawyers whom the recent development of legal studies had
created, and even the clergy, were gathered about Philip, for they

saw in him the champion of French nationality. In the course

of the controversy the papal legate was imprisoned and brought

to trial. In reply, Boniface, on December 5, 1301, issued the

bull Ausculta Mi. in which he reasserted the papal power over

kings "and kingdoms, denied the right of all laymen to exercise

any power over ecclesiastics, and repeated the summons of the

French prelates to his presence. Philip caused the bull to be

burned in public; the legate was banished, and the clergy for-

bidden to attend the papal conference. On November 18, 1302,

Boniface issued the bull Ungm sanctam in which he declared

that the Pope holds both the temporal and the spiritual sword, of

which he delegates the former to secular princes ; and that it is

absolutely necessary to salvation that every human creature

should be subject to the head of the Church. Both sides began

the final attack. At a meeting of the States-General in June

1303, in which every class of the nation, except the peasantry

who were unrepresented, voiced its protest against the demands
of the pontiff, the Pope was accused of heresy, tyranny, and

unchastity, and an appeal was made from him to a general council

of the Church. Boniface, who had gone to the little mountain

town of Anagni, pronounced excommunication against Philip

and was preparing to declare the French throne vacant, when he

was seized by an emissary of the French king aided by Italians

who had suffered injury at the hands of the Pope. It had been

planned to capture the Pope and bring him before a Council in

Lyons, but one of the cardinals persuaded the repentant populace

of the town, who had abandoned the Pope to his enemies, to

avenge the outrage upon the pontiff. The conspirators were

driven from the town and the Pope released. A few weeks

later, greatly weakened, if not mad with rage and terror, Boniface

died. The outrage of Anagni has been called a " generative

fact." With it the political supremacy of the Papacy comes to

an end, and its ecclesiastical supremacy is threatened. Even the

great Innocent III had failed to secure for the political claims of

the Papacy more than a temporary success, and since his time

the new force of nationality had made their success more hope-

less than ever. So, when those claims were asserted at this

time by a pontiff of inferior power, in words more haughty than

those of the most powerful of his predecessors, it is scarcely a
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matter of surprise that the struggle ended with their defeat. chap.i

Henceforth if we would find the medieval Papacy we must 1303-77

descend with Dante to visit the regions of the dead.

Boniface was succeeded by Benedict XI, a mild and concilia-

tory Dominican friar, who died within a year after his accession

to the papal throne. The next Pope, Clement V, elected after

an interregnum of nine months, was the nominee of Philip IV.

He was a Frenchman, and after his coronation at Lyons he never

set foot in Italy. For some time he wandered over Gascony and

Guienne, stopping wherever he found reverence and entertain-

ment. Then he took up his residence in the town of Avignon,

which, in 1348, became the property of the pontiffs. With the

election of Clement there began the long foreign residence of the

Papacy. Seven successive pontiffs resided in Avignon, sur-

rounded by French influence and, in the opinion of contemporary

Europe, dominated by French interests. It is true that Clem-

ent V and his immediate successor bowed to the will of the

French monarchy, but the other Avignonese popes were more

independent of French control than has been commonly sup-

posed. Clement, at the instigation of Philip, revoked the ob-

noxious bulls of Boniface VIII, and concurred in the suppression

of the Templars whose property the king desired and whose

power and privileges he wished to take away. The next Pope,

John XXII, quarreled with Louis of Bavaria who had succeeded The ''Cap-

to the Germanic Empire ; and when he pronounced heretical the gj?^',
doctrine of the Spiritual Franciscans that the Church and the in Avignon

clergy should follow the example of Christ and his apostles and

hold no corporate or individual property he alienated a large

part of that powerful body and also great numbers of the Ger-

man peasantry. Benedict XII was a modest and feeble Cis-

tercian who remained a monk under the purple robes of the

pontifical office. Clement VI was an amiable man, luxurious

and lettered, fond of the society of scholars and artists, and

self-indulgent to the point of laxity. Under Innocent VI, a born

ascetic and something of a reformer, the license of the papal

court which had become notorious was somewhat checked.

Urban V displayed no little sagacity in carrying out the reforms

to which he was earnestly devoted. He returned to Rome but

deemed himself too insecure there and so went back to France.

The last of the Avignonese popes, Gregory XI, was also an able

man of high character, sincerely though not very aggressively

active in the work of ecclesiastical reform.

What had transpired in Rome, the erstwhile capital of Latin

Christendom, during all these years of the "Babylonish Cap-
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tivity " ? Even under the ablest of the popes who lived in Rome
before the Captivity the Papal States had never been effectively

governed. Every city of importance was either a self-governing

community or subject to a despot. In Rome itself the popes had
exercised very little direct authority. Indeed, in turbulent times

popes had been obliged to seek safety in flight. It was a difficult

city to govern. Its rabble had been demoralized ever since the

days of panem et circenses. Its streets were narrow and tortuous.

It was perpetually crowded with thousands of foreigners, many
of whom doubtless discarded their own code of morals when
they visited a city of alien manners, a fact frequently true of

travellers today. But the chief cause of disorder was perhaps

the fact that the great feudal families, particularly the Orsini

and the Colonna, who had made the city a cluster of forti-

fied camps, carried on warfare with each other within the city

walls. It was seldom that the popes when they were in Rome
had been able to quell the disturbances ; and now that they were
absent, the lawlessness and the license went on without restraint

;

the squalid populace was the prey of first one baronial family and
then another ; and brigands came up-to the very gates of the city.

At last Cola di Rienzi (i3i3?~54), a man of humble birth, took

it upon himself to restore Rome to her greatness. He persuaded

her people to resist the oppression of the nobles. On May 20,

1347, a self-governing community was established. But it was
only for a brief time that the pale shadow of the great republic

had been evoked from the ruins of the Campagna, for Rienzi

was essentially a weak man. The new government fell at the

end of seven months, and Rome relapsed into anarchy.

Despite the fact that the removal of the papal residence could

be justified, in part at least, by the prolonged state of political

anarchy that had prevailed in Italy, the residence of the popes in

Avignon had the most deleterious effects upon the Church.

When the Papacy became to all outward seeming the mere vassal

of France, it lost in a large measure the respect and the allegiance

of other countries. Its revenues diminished. To offset this it

resorted to increased taxation and to irregular practices. Bish-

oprics and abbacies were handed over to laymen in consideration

of payments to the Papacy, that they might enjoy the incomes.

Plurality of benefices was allowed for the same reason. The
meshes of the whole network of the deplorable fiscal system were
drawn ever tighter. At the head of monastic establishments

were men better fitted to wear the helmet than the miter, and
on the episcopal thrones were men who would have made better

bankers than bishops. Increased fees were demanded for indue-
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tion into the episcopal office and for the trial of cases in the chap. 1

ecclesiastical courts. This financial system contributed with tfrp 1303-77

Avignonese residence to a great loss in the prestige of the Papacy.

No longer did the Papacy derive any support from the fact of

living outside the jurisdiction of any one of the conflicting Euro-
pean nations. No longer did it obtain additional reverence by

residence at the shrine of the two great apostles, in a city uni-

versally deemed sacred and sonorous with the voice of many
centuries.

Upon the religious life of the time the effect of the captivity

was no less undesirable. It is true that several of the Avignonese
popes were not unworthy men themselves, and that they initiated

that patronage of the Renaissance which the papacy generally Effects of

maintained until the Council of Trent; but their court was only t&ecap-

too often a center of scandal. As the seat of the Papacy, theReiig

Avignon was a cosmopolitan city and the center of European ^"^J
1"*

politics. Artists, scholars, statesmen, and adventurers flocked Time

thither. It was a city given up very largely to worldly affairs,

to pleasures and to gaieties. Its corrupt politics and foul im-

morality provoked the wrath of Dante, the mockery of Petrarch,

and the censure of all who had the welfare of the Church at

.leart. The moral state of Latin Christendom matched that of

its temporary capital. Everywhere immorality was increasing.

The Franciscan revival was a thing forgotten ; and the preaching

friars of St. Dominic had themselves fallen into the most de-

plorable degeneration. Among the monastic and secular clergy

alike, monks and nuns, prelates and priests, moral corruption was
rampant. The quarrel with the Spiritual Franciscans had pro-

duced a profound division within the Church. Lollardy in Eng-
land had alienated the sympathy of thousands. And everywhere
mysticism was making for less dependence upon the Church and
her sacraments. But while there was much corruption within

the Church and incipient revolt against the Papacy there were
many devout men who desired the return of the pope to Rome
and an internal reform that should sweep away the crying evils

of the time. It was St. Catherine of Siena, a dreamy and mystic

girl, who in a state of ecstasy, so she believed, saw Christ and
received the Host from the hand of an angel, that gave supreme
Expression to this spirit of religious enthusiasm. From her con-

vent cell she had closely watched the politics of Italy, and had
become aware of the wide-spread corruption that prevailed. She
determined to restore the Papacy to Rome and to initiate a moral

teform. There floated before her eyes " the vision of a purified

Church,, of which the restoration of the papacy to its original
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seat was to be at once the symbol and the beginning." Display-

ing the diplomatic finesse of the Italians in the highest degree

she corresponded with popes and princes. From city to city she

went pleading for peace in the distracted peninsula. She braved

the perils of the sea, and at last stood at the foot of the papal

throne. What passed between the pontiff and Catherine in their

final interview at Avignon we do not know, but on September 13,

1376, Gregory, stepping over the prostrate body of his aged

father, took the road to Marseilles where the galleys had secretly

been made ready to take him to Rome. It was destined that

Gregory and Catherine should meet only once more, but that was
on Italian soil. She died on April 29, 1380, having proved her-

self to be the leading statesman in Italy in the fourteenth century.

Had she lived, her purity and her perspicacity, her ardor and
her persistence, and the feminine grace of her policy, would
doubtless have profoundly modified the course of events.

Gregory died fourteen months after his triumphant entry into

the Eternal City. Then it was felt that a great crisis was at

hand. Only by the election of an Italian pope could papal resi-

dence at Rome be assured. The election to the Papacy of a

French prelate would involve a return to Avignon. The con-

clave resulted in the election of Urban VI, an Italian, who at

once began measures for the reform of the curia and the Church.

But so tactless was he, and even brutal, that he soon offended a

large number of the cardinals. Still more important than their

personal dislike of Urban were the deep-seated motives of po-

litical interest that made the French cardinals view with disfavor

the new Italian pope. Six months later, declaring that the pres-

sure of the Roman populace, in its demand for an Italian pontiff,

had prevented the free action of the conclave, some of the cardi-

nals elected Roger of Geneva who assumed the name of Clem-

ent VII, and who before long took up his residence at Avignon.

It is impossible to learn the absolute truth of the circumstances

that brought about the great schism in the Church. The wit-

nesses of one side take jharp issue with those of the other. But

the schism was an indisputable fact. Motives that for the most
part were purely political began to group the various nations and

principalities about each of the rival popes. The German Em-
peror declared for Urban, but he did not carry all the Germanic
principalities with him, for Bavaria, Luxemburg, Lorraine,

Mainz, and other German States lent their sanction to Clement.

Italy also was divided. Naples, Savoy, Piedmont, and Monfer-

rato adhered to Clement, while the remainder of the peninsula

acknowledged obedience to L'rban. Scotland held for Clement
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England supported the Roman pontiff, as also did Flanders, 0HAPI

Hungary, and Poland. France, too, was divided; the English i378-i4is

possessions followed the leadership of their ruler, while the

French king recognized Clement. For a time Castile, Aragon,

and Navarre remained neutral, but eventually they gave their

support to Clement, while Portugal gave hers to Urban. Every-

where the prelates followed the princes in their allegiance, and

the people followed their pastors. The Schism was complete.

Very early there was broached for the settlement of the Schism

the plan of a general council of the Church. But great difficulties

were in the way. It would not be easy amid the conflicting

interests of Europe to decide upon a place of meeting. The

two popes were opposed to it. Who, therefore, should convoke

it? Then, too, the question as to who should be summoned was ^e

of
c°^

a disputed one. And, should these difficulties be overcome, how

could the decrees of the council be enforced? While the ques-

tion of a general council was being debated, three popes of the

Roman line died— Urban VI in 1389, Boniface IX in 1404, and

Innocent VII in 1406. The Roman pontiff was now Gregory

XII. In 1394 the Avignonese pope, Clement VII, had died.

His successor was Benedict XIII. Some of the cardinals of

both popes issued an invitation to all bishops to attend a council

at Pisa. An imposing number of prelates was present at the

council which met in 1409. The two popes, having failed to

answer the summons to appear at the council, were solemnly

deposed, and Alexander V was elected in their stead. The new

pope was acclaimed by the majority of the countries. But

neither of the deposed popes acknowledged the action of the

council ; and as Naples, Poland, and parts of Germany continued

to obey Gregory, and the Spanish kingdom and Scotland per-

sisted in their allegiance to Benedict, the council instead of les-

sening the number of popes simply added a_third one. And in

the matter of the reformation of morals the council did nothing.

The new pope, Alexander V, proved to be altogether too feeble

and ineffective to meet the crisis. His pontificate was a short

one, lasting only a little over ten months. He was succeeded by

John XXIII who was more of a politician than a priest, more of

a condottiere than a Churchman.,

A second council was inevitable. It was opened at Constance

in 1414, and continued for four years. John XXIII, the pope

elected by the council of Pisa, was deposed and submitted with
JJ® f

c
£££;

little opposition. The Roman pope, Gregory XII, resigned, ataace

Benedict XIII of Avignon, was also deposed, but he stubbornly

refused to yield. When he died in 1424 three of his cardinals
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elected one successor, and one cardinal elected another. But
eventually these " phantom popes " disappeared. Then there

was left only the Pope who had been elected by the council of

Constance, Martin V. Thus the council had accomplished one

of the tasks that had confronted it. The Schism had been healed.

In its attempt to check the spread of heresy it committed John
Plus and Jerome of Prague to the flames. But as for the moral

reformation, for which the very stones in all Christendom were
crying out, it did practically nothing. Europe was hopelessly

distracted, and the council failed in its most important work
very largely because it had reflected only too faithfully the na-

tional dissensions and antagonisms of the time.

The results of the long Captivity and the Schism had been

most deplorable. At Avignon the papal retinue had gradually

become larger and more luxurious, and the immorality of the

city on the Rhone, despite its thousand belfries, had become a

byword throughout Europe. And when the Schism had occurred

the nations had taken the side of one nrthp__nrh.fr <^i the rival

pontiffs asT^esflsuIteH 1^eI?7own^irrfeTeStsl Finally, when the

high office of the successor of St. Peter was contested like a

temporal throne by unworthy disputants, who were continually

fulminating excommunications against each other, it had fallen

into greater disrespect than ever. The papal administratiori-Jiad^
become demoralized. Among clergy and laity alike, immorality

had spreaa^mce^a" plague. Corruption in every rank of the

hierarchy is the constant theme of St. Catherine of Siena; and

the reform measures considered by the Council of Constance
" are eloquent as to the evils which they were designed to re-

move." Very largely the Churchjiad^ce^s^d_to^n^w^r_to_lhe

spiritiial_jie^ds^f_tne-4i£ople, and so heresy Jiad been_fostered,

and increased, and eventually the Protestant Revolution was to

result. A not undesirable impulse was given to European

thought. Within the Church the anti-papal theory of the su-

premacy of general councils over popes had gained adherents

and had become entrenched in the University of Paris, hitherto

the champion of orthodoxy. This discussion of the basis of papal

power was not without result. The " old unquestioning confi-

dence in the vice-gerent of God was gone."

The Schism had ended ; but the position of Martin V was beset

with difficulty. In the midst of the conflicting interests of na-

tions and of individuals he had to regain the lost power and

prestige of the Papacy, and to effect a satisfactory reformation

throughout the entire Church. Something of the first part of

this great task he had accomplished when he died in 143 1, and
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he had also made a beginning with reform. The Council of

Constance had provided for the periodical summoning of a gen-

eral council; and so it came about that a council was convoked

at Basel in 1431. Three questions confronted it— that of re-

fornrrthaToTTRe spread of heresy, especially in Bohemia; and

that of union with the Greek Church, the ever-increasing pres-

sure of the Turkish conquest upon the Eastern Empire having

brought this last question to the surface. The new Pope, Eu-

gene IV, though " self-opinionated like all Venetians," was a

man of culture, skilled and aggressive. He viewed with disfavor

the independent spirit of the council, and the cynical politicians

of the curia smiled at its enthusiasm. So, another struggle began

between papal absolutism and the aristocracy of the prelates.

The long-continued differences between the pope and council

broke out into open war. On September 13, 1437, Eugene de-

clared the council to be dissolved and then, as a foil, he sum-

moned another one to meet at Ferrara, which duly acknowledged

the primacy of the papal power. He desired to effect a recon-

ciliation between the Greek and the Latin Churches, and the

dire extremities to which the activity of the Turks had reduced

the Eastern Empire seemed to furnish a fair prospect of success.

For several reasons the Pope's council was removed from Ferrara

to Florence. Thither came the Byzantine Emperor, John Palse-

ologus VI, in company with a number of eminent prelates and

scholars. It was argued that if a reunion of the two Churches

could be brought about, men and arms could be obtained with

the papal influence from the Western powers to thrust back the

infidel Turk. The chief doctrinal differences between the two

Churches were that the Greeks held that the Holy Ghost proceeds

dirprtW from the Father and not from the Father and the Son,

and tnat^he_Pop_£_d r>pg "^ pnggp^ s supreme authority over the

ChurcET^Beneath these differences in dogma were deep-seated

differences in. temperament, in history, and in political interests.

But so dark was the despair to which they had been reduced,

that at length the Greeks acknowledged that the Holy Ghost

proceeds from the Father and the Son, and that the Pope is the

vicar of Christ upon earth and the supreme head of the entire

Church. The Council of Florence, however, did not result in

the union of the two Churches, for the action of the Greek

envoys was repudiated by the Greek people".

In the meantime the Council of Basel, which had denied the

right of the Pope to dissolve it, was pursuing its own way, and

for some time it was not without support. In 1438 a synod of

French prelates at Bourges resolved that general councils were
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to be summoned every ten years, recognized the authority oi

the Council of Basel, and provided for a number of ecclesiastical

reforms in France. This was the assertion by a national church

of the right to determine for itself the details of its administra-

tion. These things the king of France made binding as a Prag-

matic Sanction. The Sanction was obnoxious to the Pope be-

cause it gave countenance to the conciliar movement, and because

it served as an example of national opposition to the universal

authority of the Papacy. True, the Sanction was abolished

twenty-three years later, but it was another indication of the

gathering force of nationality. The Council of Basel ventured

to depose Eugene for summoning a new council, and in his place

it elected the Duke of Savoy, who assumed the title of Felix V.

By this time the council had lost greatly in numbers and in

influence. It had degenerated from a body earnestly committed

to moral reform to a mere " engine of political attack upon the

papacy," and afterwards it had resolved itself into a mere col-

lection of political cliques. So, gradually, it lost support. Eu-

gene was succeeded upon his death by Nicholas V, a man of high

character, whose pacific diplomacy enabled him to win over

Germany from the Council to the papacy. Then Felix laid aside

his office and, in 1449, the Council, having decreed its own disso-

lution, came to an end. The Captivity was concluded, the

Schism was at an end, and the Papacy, though not restored to its

former power and prestige, was at least unmistakably reinvigor-

ated. But although the storm was past and a period of com-

parative calm was at hand, there loomed on the far horizon the

ominous clouds of the Protestant Revolution,

Foresnad-
owings of
National
Vigor and
of Ecclesi-
astical

Revolution



CHAPTER II

POLITICAL AFFAIRS IN THE AGE OF THE RENAISSANCE

In the Holy Roman Empire : Decentralization.

In France: the Hundred Years' War.
In the Balkan Peninsula : Turk and Mongol.
In the Italian Peninsula: Decentralization.

In the Spanish Peninsula: Centralization.

HAVING seen something of the ecclesiastical and religious ohap.ii

conditions of Europe in the fourteenth century and the i2^T30 8

first half of the fifteenth it will be well to get a bird's-eye view

of the political affairs of the continent, to treat very briefly of

the political history of the Holy Roman Empire, of the Hundred

Years' War between France and England, of the coming of the

Turk and Mongol into Europe, and of the break-up of Italy and

the up-building of Spain, before proceeding to deal with the

various revivals -of human activity that constitute the Renais-

sance. An outline of these events will serve as a setting for a

study of those deeper forces at once the cause and the conse-

quence of the energetic and full-blooded activity of the life of

the time

The interregnum in the Germanic imperial power, which be-

cause of its chaos is known as the period of " fist law," came to

an end in 1273 with the election to the imperial_positinn of K"- -

dolf, count o f Hapsburg. The last thing the electors desired

waa-a puvVeTiul and vigorous emperor, so they chose a " pauper

count." But Rudolf disappointed them. He abandoned the Else of the

efforts of the preceding emperors to subjugate Italy and con- J^sburg,
centrated all his attention upon Germany. From the control

J
,uxem-

of Bohemia he wrested Austria. Styria, Carinthia, and Carniola, wwtei^

which had been added to the Bohemian territories in the in- bach

terregnum, and he succeeded in making the Hapsburg power a

factor to be reckoned with. Because of the important terri-

tories he had inherited, the electors passed over Rudolf's son

at the election in 1292 and chose another petty prince, Adolf

of Nassau, for the imperial office. His brief reign of six years

was all too short to demonstrate that the electors had made
another mistake in their search for a puppet ruler. He was

\
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succeeded in 1298 by Albert I, the son of Rudolf and the sec-

Quarrel
between
the Papacy
and the
Empire

ond emperor of__the Hapsburg "line^ whose restless rule of ten

years, devoted chiefly to the carrying out of the policy of cen-

tralization and aggrandizement inaugurated by his father, was
ended in 1308 by his assassination. The electors passed over

Albert's son and chose ]fenry
I
_count_nf T .nxembnrg. The reign

of Henry VII lasted only five years, and for most of the time

he was absent in Italy, having been lured thither by the old

dreams of universal empire. The next election was a disputed

one. The Hapsburgs put forward as their candidate Frederick,

the son of Albert I, who had failed of election at his father's

death; while the opposition forces united upon Louis, of the

house of Wittelsbach, Duke of Upper Bavaria, known in history

as Louis the Bavarian. The electors were divided and a double

election and a double coronation took place. Seven years of

dreary warfare ended with the defeat and capture of Frederick,

and then a quarrel broke out between the Emperor Louis and
the Pope. What was this quarrel?

John X.XTT was the second of the Avignonese popes. The
ending of the protracted war between the two claimants for the

imperial title seemed to him to threaten the papal interests in

Italy. So he required Louis to surrender his crown and to

await the papal action, without which, he averred, the imperial

election was of no avail. But Louis declined to submit his cause

to the curia, and it was with his excommunication that this new
struggle between the empire and the papacy began. When John
declared the doctrine of the Spiritual Franciscans, that the Church
and the clergy should_hold neither corporate nor individual prop-

erty^to~be heretical, another quarrel was precipitated, and into

the arms of the defiant Emperor the recalcitrant friars who
advocated

^

his doctrine_were driven^ as .
.

allies. Then the flood-

gates of a voluminous literary warfare regarding the relations

of Church and State were opened. First of the important docu-

ments in the battle of books was the Defensor Pacts, issued in

1324, and written by Marsilio of Padua (1270-1342) and John
of Jandum, two members of the University of Paris. The orig-

inal source of all governmental power, the book declares, resides

in the people. The public law is valid only in so far as it ex-

presses the public will, and it can be modified, suspended, or

abrogated by a majority of the people at their discretion. The
power of the prince is merely delegated to him by the people.

This theory of popular government did not originate with Mar-
silio. It was enunciated in the Roman law, and it had been

held by several medieval thinkers. The original contribution of
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the Italian publicist lies in the fact that he boldly carried the chap, ii

theory over into the ecclesiastical field. He asserted that the 1313-4,!

Church consists of all the faithful and that in their hands rests

the ultimate legislative and elective powers. The faithful make
known their__will_ through jhejnstrument of a general council,

consisting of laymen as well as ecclesiastics, which is the highest-

delegated authorityJn the Church. The pope can impose upon
the people only_the things decreed by the councitT"The members
of each r^risli~haye power to elect their

j
parish priest. The

power of the~priesthood is equal in all priests! It comesHirectly
from God ; it does not require the intervention of a bishop ; and
it can be conferred by any priest upon any person who has been

duly elected by the members of his parish. No man can be

punished or even tried for heresy, for each is responsible for his

religious beliefs to God alone. The clergy are entitled only to

those exemptions and privileges directly necessitated by their

spiritual activity, and they have the right to hold only as much
property as is necessary to maintain them. The relations are

clear. The pope, as a priest, has no greater religious power than

any other priest, for all priests are equal. Whatever govern-

mental authority he may possess arises out of expediency, and
not out of any faith essential to salvation. This executive au-

thority is derived solely from a general council and requires

confirmation by the State. The pope, then, is merely an ad-

ministrative official. In so far as spiritual matters are concerned,

the Church has no visible head and requires none. All the prop-

erty of the Church rightfully belongs to the emperor, the supreme
representative of the people, who can punish any ecclesiastic.

Such was the most audacious of all the attacks yet made upon
the Church, an attack that went far beyond the positions that

were to be assumed by Luther and Calvin, an attack that had to

wait for a partial realization until the days of the French Revo-
lution. The papal controversialists were equally bold. Agostino
Trionfo and Alvaro Pelayo claimed for the pope absolute au-

thority over the entire world.

Among the Spiritual Franciscans who flocked to the support

of Louis was William of Occam ( ?-i349?), an Englishman who
at Paris, where he was a distinguished lecturer, had been closely influence

associated with Marsilio by whom he had been greatly influenced
giil^and

in his political thought. Taking as his point of departure the Occam

distinction between the temporal and the ecclesiastical authorities

he asserted that to the temporal power belongs the control of all

the secular things of life and that to the ecclesiastical power
there is entrusted only the care of faith derived from revelation.
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The Church has no coercive authority ; she can exercise no juris-

diction. There is only one authority, the secular, in legislative

and judicial matters alike. The power that makes the law is the

only power that can interpret and apply it. So the cognizance

of what is just or unjust belongs exclusively to the secular au-

thority. The influence of Marsilio and Occam upon their time

was not very wide-spread, for they were too far in advance of it.

Yet they did much to help the legal theory of the inalienable

and imprescriptible sovereignty of the State to displace the medi-
eval conception of the subordination of the State to the Church,
and their influence seems clearly traceable in the thought of the

leaders of the Protestant Revolution.

In the flaring up of a national sentiment in Germany, due very
largely to the French residence of the Papacy, Louis enjoyed an
important advantage not possessed by his imperial predecessors

in their great struggle with the popes. But his personal unfit-

ness rendered him unable to profit by the situation. He threw
away the opportunity to build up a strong central government in

Germany, spent his energy in pursuing the Italian will-o'-the-

wisp, alienated many of the German princes by his policy of

adding to the territorial possessions of his family, and finally, in

1346, saw himself displaced from the imperial office by the elec-

tion of Charles IV. The new ruler, the first of the Bohemian
emperors, a member of the house of Luxemburg and a grandson
of Henry VII, was a diplomat, a peace-maker above all things

else, well fitted to cope with the serious difficulties that con-

fronted him. In four years all opposition to his election had
been smoothed away and then, practically renouncing the imperial

claims to Italy, he found himself free to devote his attention to

creating an effective central government. Foremost of all the

problems to be settled was that of the imperial elections. The
solution to this was found in the famous Golden Bull of 1356
which restricted the right to vxj£_in_Jli£_Jmpj^na^^ to

sey^n_^"ncesj--^h^a^5isHopTof Mainz . Cologne, and Trier,

the king of Bohemia, the count Palatine of theRrTTne, the "cfuEe

Charles IV
and the
Golden
Bull

of Saxony, and the margrave of Brandenburg^ The new law
resulted jn__peaceful elections, but it increased the prestige_and

power^of_the_£lectors, whose territories Ave7e~lieverTo
_
15edivided

and whose succession was to~be^eterminedbyTrTe~law of primo-

geniture, and it stamped^Germany^-
'a'"coni£^ratinn rather than

ajiation. At his death in 1378 Charles was succeeded by his son

Wenceslaus, a boy of sixteen, who ruled fairly well during the

first ten years of his reign, but who afterwards gave way to

indolence and drink.
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It was in the time of Wenceslaus that the Swiss succeeded in chap, ii

freeing their Confederation from all externalxontroLexcept that 1387-1410

of the Empire. WneiTThe~Iiapsburg family, taking advantage

of the anarcKy of the interregnum, sought to win for itself the

territory of the disrupted duchy of Swabia the villages of Uri,

Schwyz, and Unterwalden made a vigorous resistance. The
courageous little communities would probably have been crushed

had not the Hapsburg energy been deflected to the conquest of

Austria. In 1291 they drew up their first articles of alliance of

which we have record. In the struggles of the Hapsburg family

to maintain itself in the imperial position the young confederacy

found its opportunity for expansion. When, in the person of

Henry VII, a Luxemburg eniperor was elected the freedom nf
.

the mojjntam leag"ue from alfcontrol except that of the Empire

was confirmed. The effort of Austria in T3TS to check the grow-

ing" power of the Confederation met with disa^lexjiLjhe_^attle_j^ogres8

of Morgarten, and three years later the Hapsburgs acknowledged s^scon-
the independence of the forest cantons from all but the imperial federation

authority. Thus assured of its position the Confederacy was
joined by several of its neighbors, by Lucern in 1330, by Zurich

in 135 1, and by Glarus in 1352. In this last year it was that the

Confederacy by the conquest of Zug made the first forcible addi-

tion to its territory. The following year witnessed the accession

of Bern, the last of the eight old cantons. There was as yet no

central government, and the union of the eight, which had various

relations with each other, was by no means uniform. It was the

external pressure of the Austrian menace that held the loosely-

knit confederacy together. When at last hostilities broke out

again the Swiss in the battle of Sempach, 1386, won an even

more decisive victory than that of Morgarten and two years

later they inflicted another defeat upon the Austrians at Nafels.

By the treaty of I.^8Cj_the_ HapsburgS rennnpred their feudal

claims over Lucern, Glarus, and Zug and thus left the little

Confedejation. a^_a_^gmponent^art pf the lirnpjre subj ect only

to imperial controTT

The apathy anH~~incompetence of Wenceslaus led the three

ecclesiastical electors and the Count Palatine to depose him in

^1400 and to elect one of their number, Rupert, the Prince Pala- The

tine^jnjiis-sieiid. Wenceslaus declined to acquiesce in the pro- slg^m?iLd

ceedings and so for ten years there was an imperial schism.

Rupert ruled in the West, and Wenceslaus retained the obedience

of the East. In the year of Rupert's death, 1410, the_electors

raised tQ^the imperial position Sigismund (1410-37), a half-

brother Qfjh~e""uilworthy"W enceslaus^ who thereafter for the rest
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trian

perors

chap, ii f h^ iife> restricted to the affairs of Bohemia, remained in a

1410-40 state of " innocuous desuetude." To Sigismund, a valiant war-

rior who had exerted every effort to check the invading Turk,

was chiefly due the effort to solve the grave problems of the time

by summoning the Council of Constance., The failure of the

council to effect the desired reforms rendered impossible the

fulfilment of Sigismund's cherished plan of building up a strong

monarchy in Germany. Everywhere the prevailing discontent

deepened. The Hussite wars broke out in Bohemia, and all the

disintegrating forces in the Empire gathered headway. When
Sigismund died in 14£7 ^e ma^e nne °f the house of Luxemburg
became extinct. His daughter had been married to the man
who succeeded him, Albert of Austria , and so a union of the

two houses of Hapsburg and Luxemburg had been effected .

Unfortunately Albert IL a man of justice and energy in whom
all those who desired law and order reposed the greatest confi-

dence, survived his election only a year. He left no son, and

so a Hapsburg of the younger line, Fred^rickJII. ( 1440-93), was
TheAus- elected his successor. The fifty-three years' reign of Frederick,

a man altogether lacking in the qualities required by the critical

condition of his country, was a disastrous period for the imperial

interests. On the West the national feeling in England, France,

and Spain had resulted in each of those countries in a compact

national union. France acquired Dauphiny, Provence, and Bur-

gundy, and thus extended her territorial possessions to the border

line of Germany. In the East the Turks were steadily advanc-

ing; Poland, which had declared her independence in the inter-

regnum, secured additional German territories for herself ; and

Bohemia acquired Silesia and Moravia and became practically

independent. Internally the imperial losses were even more
serious. Never had the imperial power sunk so low. All the

centrifugal forces were unchained. " The Empire is attacked

by a mortal sickness," said Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa, " and it

will certainly perish if a cure be not found immediately." Let

us then pause to glance at the rival forces that wprp making for

the dismemberment of the Empire.r ,

\\\First there were the rising hous.es . When the custom of divid-

The Rising ing the lands of a ruling prince among his children, a great

hindrance to the growth of powerful houses, had been done away
with by the introduction of primop-enitnre

T

houses that aspired

for national supremacy began rapidly to develop. These new
rivals appeared especially along the frontier for there it was
easier to acquire additional territory. In 1423 the house of

Wettin, which for long had held the mark of Meissen, became
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one of the most important of the princely houses by the acquisi- CHAF - n

tion of the electorate and duchy of Saxony. The power of the 1440-93

house was greatly lessened, however, by the division of Saxony

in 1484 into the Ernestine and the Albertine branches. The

house of Hohenzollern at first held some scattered territories in

Swabia, then~others in Francqnia. Then it acquired the mark of

Brandenburg and afterwards it grew by various means, conquest

and inheritance, until at the end of the fifteenth century it was a

great Germanic power. To the west of the empire there lay the

loosely connected territories of the Burgundian Capetians, substan-

tially increased in the reign of Duke Philip the Good (1419-67).

Philip hoped to weld his motley aggregation of possessions into an

organic whole, to fuse them with a national life, and to transform

his duchy into a kingdom, but the dream was vain. His son,

Charles the Bold (1467-77), inherited his father's ambitions. He
thought to win for himself a spacious kingdom between Germany

and France, and gradually his dreams grew greater and before

his eyes there floated the alluring phantom of the imperial crown.

Within the Empire there were lesser dynasties rising into power.

When in 1268 the last Duke of Swabia died a considerable part

of the duchy fell into the hands of the count of Wiirtemberg.

Then the possessions of the house of Wurtgmberg, which was

me first to make imperative the indivisibility of territory, adopt-

ing the principle of primogeniture in 1482, grew steadily until

in 1495 they were made a duchy. Two other rising principalities

were the margraviate of Hesse , which was substantially enlarged

by Henry of Brabant who secured possession when in 1247 the

line of the former rulers, the landgraves of Thuringia, became

extinct, and the margraviate of Baden, whose scattered terri-

tories had once been part of the now extinct duchy of Swabia.

Owing to the frequent subdivisions of its territories the once

powerful house of Welf was a waning force and was destined

not to become prominent again until the eighteenth century when
a prince of its house became King of England.

The second force thaLmade against national unity in Germany increasing

1 T^vas the increasing power of the electoral princes . The right of *°5£r

voting in the imperial elections had, as we have seen, been con- Electoral

fined by the Golden Bull to seven princes of the realm. None
nnces

of the good results that might be expected to flow from the new
pian of electing the emperor came to pass. It was seldom the

sole concern of the electors to choose the best man, but father

did they choose men whose power they did not fear, or those who
had offered the most tempting bribes. Then when the Haps-

burgs grasped the scepter they never let it slip from their hands.
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chap, n with a single unimportant exception in the eighteenth century,

1440-93 until the title was abolished. Candidates were obliged to pur-

chase their elections with relinquishments of imperial power that

left the emperor ever more and more a mere shadow. And just

as the imperial power was diminished that of the electoral princes

increased.

.>=2^A third disrupting force was that of_thecity leagues^the Hansa
V associations in the North and West and the"Swabian League in

the South. In the fifteenth century the Hanseatic League reached

Tie city the height of its power, carrying on its commercial operations not
Leagues on|y jn Germany, but also in Lithuania, Poland, Russia, Den-

mark, Norway, Scotland, England, France, Spain, and Portugal.

Charles IV had realized the dangerous disintegrating tendencies

of the municipal confederations and in the Golden Bull he sought

to cripplethem by requiring_all such associations to obtain the

sanctioning th(T territorial" lord and, forbidding the towns to be-

Stow their citizpn.ship_upon^people OUtside__th.ei r wql1g_and to give

shelter_tq_fugitive serfs. In spite of all restrictions, however,

the towns continued to develop. Never were the city leagues

so numerous as during the decades immediately following the

promulgation of the Golden Bull. The Hanseatic League was
never so powerful as at the end of the thir(Tquarter of the four-

teenth century. The Swabian League was able to compel Charles

to grant them the right of union that had been denied to them,

and under the feeble Wenceslaus its gains were so marked that

it boasted a membership of seventy-two towns and the command
of ten thousand men-at-arms.

Tka A fourth element making for decentralization consi\sted_of_the

K^hl
31 impeTialknigHits7 beja^gji_xeirinam^--o£^ej£dalism, living from hand

to mouth, hostile to all the other forces, the princes, the burghers,

and the bishops, that were slowly crashing them out of existence,

and preying upon them whenever opportunity offered.

Finally, among_JJ2£-_fcii££s_j2in^

The effective centraLgovernment. were the Vehmic. courts,, survivals

Oourts°
probably, of the courts of Char1es~TTTen?ren|^^ppe.pinng first m
We^fcphafe, where they flourished best and acquired an immense
power, and thence spreading throughout the empire, these secret

tribunals played an important part in the life of Germany from
the end of the twelfth century to the middle of the sixteenth.

They were of two kinds, open and secret^ The open courts took

cognizance of civil suits and ordinarycrimes. The secret courts,

to whose meetings only the members of the Holy Fehm were ad-

mitted, took charge of crimes of a serious nature, especially

heresy and witchcraft. Their rise was due to the failure of the
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imperial power to enforce law and order, and at first they were CHAF - n

a beneficial institution ; but gradually their secrecy and the arbi- 1154-1328

trary character of their rules changed them into the ready tools

of the lawless and selfish forces they were designed to resist.

Such were the concrete causes that made for the impotence of

Germany as a national power. To these must be added a cause Effects

more impalpable but none the less potent in its disastrous effects ^Ul
^ial— the th£Q.ry that held the Empire to be an international power Theory

and thus led to thejjissipation of its energy . Instead of regarding

themselves solely as the kings of Germany and making them-

selves the leaders of the national sentiment, the emperors al-

lowed themselves to be lured by the will-o'-the-wisp of the

imperial title and tradition into the quagmire of international

diplomacy and warfare. Thus all through the Renaissance era

was Germany an aggregation of principalities and powers and not

a robust monarchy.

Leaving the conglomeration of conflicting elements of which

the Germanic Empire was comprised, we have now to deal with a

people who became imbued with a powerful sense of nationality

and who achieved an effective national union. When Henry_II Causes of

of Anjou became King of England in 11 54 he retained rnsgreaf: )£e(f
:u11'

French possessions, Normandy, Maine, and Anjou. Later on he Years'

secured the overlordship of Brittany, and when he married

Eleanor of Aquitaine he obtained Poitou, Aquitaine, and Gascony.

He was succeeded first by his son Richard Lion-Heaxk who left

no direct heirs, and then by his third son John, who, by a for-

feiture that the French kings regarded as absolute, lost all the

French possessions except Aquitaine and Gascony. In 1259 there

was concluded the Treaty of Paris by which Henry III definitely

renounced all the revived claims of England to Normandy, Anjou,
Maine, Touraine, and Poitou, and by which he agreed to hold

Gascony as a fief of the French king. On his part, Louis_DL,
acknowledged Henry as the Duke of Aquitaine (which had be-

come known as Guienne) and ceded to him several minor terri-

tories. The treaty was disliked by the French because of the

surrender of territory and by the English because of the aban-
donment of their wide-sweeping claims. The chie f thing to

note is that the agreement confirmed England in "possession ot

territoryThat hindered the development o f the French monarchy

.

and thus left a cloud upon the hnn>on" The predominant charac-

teristic of/Edward 1^( 1272-1307), one of the greatest of the

medievajrlangs of England, was his conscious devotion to the

cause{of his country. Equally devoted to the welfare of France
N

was ^Sniip__IV_ (1285-1314), who included among his projects
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chap, n ^he ending of the independence of Flanders under its counts and

1328 38 the conquest of Guienne, in both of which plans, however, he

failed. The brief reigns of Philip's three sons, Louis X (1314-

16), Philip V_ ( 1316-22), and Charles IV (1322-28), were all

insignificant, save that in the time of Charles, with whose death

the main line of the house of Capet came to an end, the French

encroached upon Gascony. Uneventful, too, and dismal was the

reign of Edward II (1307-27) of England. It was left to the

successors of these kings to witness the opening of the long

impending war.

Philip VI (1328-50), Count of Valois, the first of the Valois
S kings, nephew of Philip IV, inherited his uncle's ambition to

wrest Aquitaine (as the two provinces of Guienne and Gascony
yf~^ came to be called) from the English. Opposed to him was Ed-_

.
\S-

> ward III. (1327-77), one of the most energetic of the English

^ ^) kings, who exhausted his country in his efforts to ruin France.

In their reigns it was that there broke out the long and terrible

struggle called the Hundred Years' War. What were the causes

of the conflict? On the one hand it wasalways with reluctance

.^\ i^hxt theJF^gYizh king^ djd homage to the Frenchkings for_their

territoriesjjyex the w^terj^while, on the~other handTthe F^encTT

kings,, actuated as thev__were by the natural desire_to win for

their country_all the ^rritorv_from the Pyrenees to theJJInglish

Channel_and_-£rpm the Atlantic to^H^AlpT^d^ixe-J^hiaey-seized
>^very opporj^injty tQ_iaaepn the~"hnld nf the English kings_iiprm

Vthe French possession s that still remained to therm This was
the fundamental cause of the war. There were several more
immediate causes." First, the bitter rivalry of the French and
English_sailors and fishermen resulted in constant quarrels in the

Channel.QYSecond, the FrenrV
|
frequently gave asdsrqpre to the

Scotsjn their wars^withjhe English, and the latter were becom-
ing convinced that it would be possible to conquer Scotland only

after France had been crushed.V>Vrhird, the English were de-

termined to resist the _encjoa_chments of France upon Flanders .

The independence of Flanders was of prime importance to Eng-
land. English wool, the chief product of the island, was woven
into cloth in Flemish looms and from that cloth much of the

clothes of Northern Europe was made. The export-tax on wool
was the largest single source of revenue that the English crown
possessed down to the sixteenth century, [fourth, Edward HI,
through his motlier^Jaidclaim to the French crown . If a woman
could inherit the crown, Edward certainly had a right prior to

that of Philip. The French, of course, balked at the idea of an
English king in Paris ; and so it was declared that a woman, un-
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By temperament the new king was a man of peace. Even had

he been so minded, his arm was too weak to wield a weapon.

But he fully merited the epithet of " Wise," for he was patient,

tactful, and diplomatic. His policy of peace and of the rehabili-

tation of France, of the dressing of its bleeding wounds, of the

strengthening of its defenses and the reparation of its material

loss and its moral ruin, was exactly the policy calculated to result

eventually in the expulsion of the invaders. He subdued unruly

nobles, cleared his land to some extent of the vulture hordes of

mercenaries, punished the infraction of law, and prepared for

the inevitable renewal of the conflict with the hitherto invincible

English. In the second period of the war the wisdom of the

cautious tactics of Charles and his commanders was fully demon-

strated. The French avoided pitched battles, kept themselves

shut up in the fortified towns, and left the English to be wasted

by want and disease and to be harassed by guerrilla attacks.

The Black Prince, stricken with fever, returned to England,

where his death was soon followed by that of his father and by
the accession of his only child, "Richard TT

( 1377-99), a forlorn

little boy of ten. For five years the English had lost command
of the sea, and further defeats made even the voyage from Dover
to Calais a perilous one; while on the land the English posses-

sions melted away one after the other. But heavy losses befell

the French, for the death of Bertrand du Guesclin, the ablest

of their generals, was followed in a few weeks by that of Charles,

the wisest of their kings. With the passing of all these grea*

figures the second period of the war came to a conclusion.

Charles VI fi 380-1421) was also a child when he came to the

throne. Like Richard of England he was a handsome and lovable

boy ; but like Richard, too, he was unfitted to rule in so tem-

pestuous a time. About the lad there clustered his uncles, the

Dukes of Anjou, Berry, Burgundy, and Bourbon, each greedy

to advance his own personal interests, each oblivious to the wel-

fare of the country, who plunged him so deeply into voluptuous-

ness and sensuality that they led him on to madness. All through

the remainder of his life he was lucid only at intervals and was
always subject to the dictation of whomsoever happened to have
control of his person. So oppressive were the financial burdens

of this third period of the war that everywhere from the Alps

to the Bay of Biscay and from the Pyrenees to the Cheviot Hills

the people, with an essential identity of cause, rose in rebellion.

Under Wat Tyler the peasants from the Southeastern counties

of England demanded the abolition of serfdom. At Rouen the

coppersmiths opened the prisons and destroyed the charters; the

The Third
Period of

the War
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Parisians seized twelve thousand mallets and for three days were CHAP - n
masters of the city ; in Flanders the burghers rallied around 1413-29

Philip von Artevelde only to be cut to pieces by the French at

Roosebeke ; and in Auvergne, Languedoc, and the old Swabian

duchy the uprisings of the peasants and the townspeople, goaded

to desperation by the misery of war and taxation, were sup-

pressed with unspeakable cruelty. The quarrels between the

relatives of Charles gradually resolved themselves into one be-

tween his younger brother, Louis, Duk^_of_JZ)rJeans, and his

youngest uncle, Philip, Duke of Burgundy. The Burgundians

were clever enough to enlist the support of the tax-ridden people,

being especially diplomatic in winning the support of the Paris-

ians; while their opponents, the Orleanists, who from their

leader received the name of Armagnacs, represented the forces

of feudalism. All France became involved in the war of the

factions, the whole country was ravaged, and for two years Paris

was in the hands of the turbulent proletariat.

In the early years of this war of Burgundian and Armagnac
neither Richard II nor his successor, Henry IV (1399-1413), was
in a position to make an effort to regain England's lost posses- TheFourt*

sions; but with the accession of Henry ¥(1413-22), a wild j^/war'
prince suddenly transformed into a sober monarch of iron will,

conditions changed and a fourth period of the war began. Once
more English fleets swept the narrow Channel; and, in 1415, the

field of Agincourt was reddened with the blood of the flower of

French chivalry. The rivalry of the French factions continued

to paralyze the national activity, the king was mad and the queen

was licentious, and so when two years later Henry began the

conquest of the country in earnest he found but a feeble oppo-
sition. The murder of the leader of the Burgundians by an

Armagnac retainer drove the former party into the arms of the

English. By the Treaty of Troyes, signed between the English

and the Burgundians, Henry was married to the daughter of the

crazy king and declared to be the Regent of France and the heir

9f his father-in-law. The dauphin Charles, who was associated

with the Armagnacs, did not approve of the iniquitous agreement

;

but the opposition was powerless to stay the advance of the Eng-
lish and Burgundian armies, when suddenly, in 1422, Henry
died, and a month later he was followed to the grave by that sad

symbol of his country's decadence, the mad king Charles. Henry
VI (1422-61) was a babe of nine months when he became King
of England and, so far as the treaty with the Burgundians could

make him, King of France, while his rival, Charles VII (1422-

61), was a youth of nineteen. Son of a mad father and a disso-

/3N
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lute mother, it is little wonder that Charles, who spent most of

his years safe inside the walls of strong castles, proved weak
both in body and mind. He held his court at Bourges, while the

Duke of Bedford, uncle of xhe infant Henry and Regent in

France, made his capital at Paris. This, then, was the condition

at the close of the fourth period of the war. Roughly speaking,

all the territory North of the Loire and East of that river as far

south as Lyons refused allegiance to Charles, while in the South
much of the country that surrounded Bordeaux was loyally Eng-
lish. The remainder of the Southwest was held by self-seeking

nobles not actually committed to either side ; and in the Southeast

Provence was practically independent. Only the center of

France, a mere remnant, acknowledged Charles. Armagnacs,
Burgundians, and English, hordes of armed brigands who cared

little for the cause for which they fought, ravaged the wretched

country, laid desolate the fields, sent up the villages in smoke,

tortured and killed the starving peasants, and found the only

effective resistance to their plundering forays in the walls of the

cities whose inhabitants, forewarned by experience, denied ad-

mittance to them one and all. Such was the mournful situation

when, while the siege of Orleans, the gate-way to the central

provinces, was under way, there appeared upon the scene the

last and fragrant flower of medieval civilization, Jeanne d'Arc,

the savior of France.

We do not know a great deal about Jeanne before she was
drawn into the whirlpool of war. She lived at Domremy, a

little village in the green and narrow valley of the Meuse, on
the highway from Dijon to Flanders. But whether Domremy
belonged to France or to the Empire, to Champagne or to Lor-

raine, we are altogether uncertain, so complex were the feudal

relations of that border region. Even her name is uncertain.

The name " Dare " came to her from Arc, the place from whence

her father came. But in those days a girl usually had no sur-

name. She was known only by her first name, or if she had

another it was from her mother that she got it and not from

her father. The habit of taking the father's name was only just

coming into vogue. Jeanne of Domremy was called Jeanne la

Pucelle ; and when she was ennobled she took the name Jeanne

du Lis, doubtless from her banner. Her own village was devoted

to the Armagnac-French cause, while the neighboring village of

Maxey was attached to the Burgundian-English side. Between

the two villages there were frequent disputes upon the burning

question of the time; up and down the highway there traveled

the news of the weary struggle, and on the northern horizon

The Fifth
Period of

the War:
Jeanne
d'Arc
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Jeanne more than once saw the columns of smoke that marked chap, n
the trails of the bands of soldiers that harried the countryside. 1429-53

So all through her childhood and youth she must have been
familiar with the sore plight of France. Slowly there dawned
upon the peasants the consciousness of the fact that the first step

to end the horrors to which they were subjected was to expel

the English; their French oppressors could be dealt with after-

ward. And that belief was implanted in the heart of the child.

One summer noon when Jeanne was in her father's garden she Jeanne's

had a vision of the archangel Michael, and to the frightened little
Vi?°ns

.... .... °
. . and ¥0106?

girl the angelic visitor returned again and again in succeeding

days. Gradually her fear passed away. Other heavenly visi-

tants appeared, and St. Catherine and St. Margaret bade her

to go to the help of the unhappy King. For several years she

kept the apparitions a secret. In the house and in the fields

she worked, a true peasant's daughter. She nursed the sick, and
loved to hear the angelus sounding sweetly the twilight benedic-

tion. For some years the " voices," as she chose to call them,

repeated, though indefinitely, their injunctions to save France.

In 1428 the village of Domremy was raided and set on fire,

after which the commands of the voices became more definite.

Orleans was to be delivered from the English investment, Charles

was to be consecrated and crowned at Rheims, and then there

were vague words about driving the English from France. In

her own day men did not deny that voices spoke to Jeanne, but

Ivondered only whether they were divine or devilish. In our

day men wonder whether she was mentally deranged or an im-

postor. Both of these modern impressions are wrong. All of

us have visions unless we have been educated out of them. It is

the hardest thing in the world to discriminate between what we
know and what we imagine. It must ever be remembered that

Jeanne was a peasant girl, that the only education she ever re-

ceived was the religious teaching given in the parish church, that

it was a natural thing for her to hear voices, that many in that

time saw visions and dreamed^ dreams, that the woods that sur-

rounded her village were full of spirits and fairies, baleful and

beneficent, who had lived there since the days of Merlin, aye,

and beyond that in those far-off days of which we have not even

a legendary record. The sincerity and the sanity of Jeanne are

certain. Whatever one may think of her visions and her voices,

be sure they were to that sound and sweet and noble girl the

gravest of realities..

At last, in the middle of February 1429^, after meeting with

viany humiliating refusals of aid, clad in male attire and accom-
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CHAP. II

1429-53

Jeanne
Career

panied by six armed men, Jeanne set out from the nearby castle

of Vaucouleurs for Chinon where Charles was keeping his court

Through the heart of France they rode, often avoiding the inns

for fear of detection and sleeping in the winter fields. After

protracted examinations at Chinon and Poitiers she was sent

at the end of April with a little army of about three thousand

men and several of the ablest of the French captains to put an

end to the weary siege that Orleans had suffered for seven

months. In this manner did the fifth and the last period of the

war open. She infused new courage into the hearts of the

demoralized French soldiers and with undaunted energy drove

the English from the outlying and strongly fortified tower of

the Tourelles, which they had captured, and compelled them to

abandon the siege. The effect of this victory upon the morale

of the French may well be said to have been miraculous. The
downcast, downtrodden, and despairing country was thrilled with

a fierce confidence in its new leader, the boastful assurance of

the English began to disappear, and the whole course of the war
was changed. There were, however, two parties at the court.

At the head of one was La Tremoille, a selfish and unscrupulous

nobleman who had secured control of the weakling king, and who
saw his own defeat in the establishment of an orderly government

that would follow a final triumph of the French arms. So a

month was lost in indecision before the campaign to drive the

English from the valley of the Loire began. Jeanne wished

Charles to be crowned at Rheims without delay, but she was
overborne in the matter. When military operations were re-

sumed the French captured Jargeau, Meung, and Beaugency

;

and at Patay the English, greatly outnumbered, after a feeble

resistance left 2,500 dead upon the field. With such evidence

as this the ecstatic faith of Jeanne in her mission became more
contagious than ever and despite the fact that the road, lined

with fortified towns, ran for one hundred and fifty miles through

the hostile country of Champagne, the cowardly king at last

yielded to the urgent pleadings of Jeanne that he go to Rheims.

The danger was not nearly as great as it appeared, for the Eng-
lish garrisons of the towns were small and the French inhabitants

not difficult to win over. The march was accomplished in safety

;

the king was crowned; and Jeanne, then at the culmination of

her career, was eager to press forward in the work of driving

the English from France. Troyes had already submitted, and
now in quick succession Beauvais, Senlis, Laon, Soissons, Cha-

teau-Thierry, Provins, Compiegne, and other towns acknowl-

edged Charles as their king. If quick, aggressive action had
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been taken the hated foe could unquestionably have been expelled. CHAF - IT

But the old indecision and delay caused valuable time to be spent 1429-53

in aimless wanderings. The intrigues of La Tremoille made the

further success of the French army practically impossible; and

so when in September Jeanne led the troops in an attack upon

Paris that was repulsed, she met with her first bitter disappoint-

ment. She never wavered in her belief that she was divinely

inspired, but the unbounded confidence she once instilled in the

hearts of men was gradually dissipated. Thereafter most of her

efforts resulted in failure, and at the end of May in the follow-

ing year she was captured in the siege of Conipjegne. The story

of her trial need not detain us long. For threemonths, with an

interval of sickness, the unlettered peasant girl of nineteen years,

enfeebled and harassed by the brutal treatment of her jailors,

confronted the learned theologians and legists. " I see many
counselors," she might well have said, as did Mary Stuart at

Fotheringay, " but not one for me." Yet she had not much
need of a legal counselor, for her fate would have been the same,

and her simplicity, sincerity, and native shrewdness enabled her

to evade the most ingenious attempts to make her convict herself

of wrong-doing. On May 30, i^i^the fagots were lighted in

the old market-place at Rouen and the last word that Jeanne
uttered with her blistering lips was the name of Jesus. So
perished the peasant girl of Domremy, while in all the long

months of her imprisonment and trial there had come from those

whom she had delivered from the depths of despair never a let-

ter offering ransom, never a message threatening retaliation upon
the captive English leaders, and never a lance to attempt her

rescue. Yet the life of Jeanne d'Arc was not in vain. About
her name there gathered the memories of the sorrows inflicted

upon France by the foreign foe. In her the spirit of nation-

ality found an inspiring leader. Because of her devotion and
her deeds the fierce hatreds of Burgundian and Armagnac began
to cool. Out of her life, " stainless amid all the corruptions of

the camp and compassionate amid all the horrors of war," a new
patriotism was born in France. For her country she brought

together its shattered elements, made it hale and whole, and into

it she breathed the spirit of her sweet and tender heart, her

noble and unconquerable soul. .

The English gained very little by the capture and judicial The Be-

murder of Jeanne. Not all the criminal self-seeking of La ^"s

w°ar

Tremoille and the other perverse counselors of the miserable

puppet of a king could turn back the growing tide of French
patriotism. All that it could do was to delay the final ex-
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CHAF - n pulsion of the English for a score of years. In 1433 the trai-

1429-53 torous favorite was surprised in his bed by the opposing faction

and thrown into prison. Gradually the French auxiliaries de-

serted the English ranks. Bedford, the leader of the English

forces, died in 1435 > and in the same year Philip of Burgundy
broke his alliance with the invaders. The Norman peasants,

made desperate by the license of the English soldiers, rose to the

aid of the bands of mercenaries in the hire of France. Paris

was regained in 1436. Still the dreary war dragged on. The
French soldiers were nothing less than brigands; ecorcheurs,

skinners or flayers, their captains were called; and they were
dreaded alike by those whom they came to deliver and those

whom they came to despoil. In order to rid France of the in-

vader it was necessary to reorganize the military forces. So
the indiscriminate forming of free companies and the carrying

on of private war were forbidden, and all the troops were paid

out of the royal treasury and placed directly under royal au-

thority. In order to procure the necessary revenue to do this

the taille was taken out of the hands of the nobles and made
exclusively a national tax. The men to whom these reforms were
chiefly due were Richemont, constable of France and long an
enemy of the worthless La Tremoille, Dunois, a captain who had
fought with Jeanne d'Arc, and Jacques Cceur, a wealthy merchant

of Bourges. Thus was the monarchy sent once more along the

road to absolutism. A formidable revolt of the nobles, the

Praguerie, against these measures was suppressed, and with the

reorganized army the English were at last expelled from France,

retaining of all their great possessions only the town of Calais.

The warfare of a century had laid desolate the land of France.

Everywhere the condition of the peasantry was wretched, and
the prosperity of many of the towns had long been halted. But
out of all the misery^there was_boxa_a deepenejLxLational feeling.

Before we proceed to consider the break-up of Italy and" the

Turk and building of Spain we must stop to note the coming of the Turk

Europe"* and the Mongol into Europe, and to glance at the dying empire

of the East. The Mongols originally came from the valleys of

the upper tributaries of the Amur in Northern China. Their

greatest leader was Jenghiz Khan (1 162-1227) whose victorious

armies swept from the plains in central Asia westward as far

as the Dnieper. Long before this great invasion the Seljukian

Turks, who were also from Northeastern Asia, had established

themselves in Asia Minor. After the Mongolian invasion an-

other division of the Turks, the Ottomans, moved westward to

the Mediterranean, and, in Asia Minor, mingled with the kindred
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race and confronted the decaying Byzantine empire. The Otto- chap, n
man Turks were a young nation and to the freshness and vigor i360^i45S
of their life was added the fanaticism of the conquering religion
of Mohammed. Under Orkan (1360-89) the Turkish posses-
sions were made to include all of Asia Minor and were consoli-
dated with consummate skill, while the dwindling Greek do-
minion remained, as it had always been, a collection of
heterogeneous nationalities. Then under Murad I (1360-89)
European conquests to the west of Constantinople were made,
and Bayazid I (1389-1402) pushed those conquests to the
Danube. No sooner had this been done than still another
kindred race under the dreaded Timur (1338-1405), or Tamei_
lane_as we call him, which had been sweeping westward, cap-
tured Bagdad^Aje^p^^nd^ajnasajs^ Thus for a time the
attention of the Turks was diverted from their westward ad-
vance to their Eastern frontier. Indeed, with the defeat and
capture of Bayazid by Tamerlane the Turkish power seemed
to have crumbled to dust, and the existence of the Byzantine
empire indefinitely prolonged.

At the opening of the thirteenth century the Jouxth- crusade
had befin-dcflccted-froiiLils destination toj^onstantinople that
capital had been captured, and a Latin empn:e7^tTrCourlt Bald-
win of Flanders at its head, had taken the place of the effete
Byzantine empire. The Bvzantine rule wag rpgtnrH \n_L2^L_
but only a miserable remnant of its once extensive territory
remained. So it was but a feeble resistance that could be of-
fered to the Turks, who after the death of Tamerlane regained
their vigor and continued their western conquests. The appeals
of the Byzantines to the Christians of the West to help them
to stay the infidel tide fell upon heedless ears, and so the Turks
were able to continue the systematic and gradual extension of
their possessions. Constantinople, left like an isle in the midst
of the Mohammedan sea, was surrounded by their conquests.
But on their Western, frontier it was Latin Christendom the
Turks_jiow_£on fronted, and they found~Tt able To offer a more
stubborn resistance than Greek Christendom had shown. Un-
der the adventurous knight and able general JoJia_Jiiiny_aiiy, the
Hungarian forces drove the Turks back across the Balkans ; but
they failed to press on to Adrianople, the Turkish capital, and
finally met with defeat. In 1453 the Turks captured Constan-
tinople. At last the day of Byzantium had come to its end and
the nighty had fallen. For more than a hundred years the Turk-
ish invasion of the Christian continent had been in progress and
the fall of Constantinople could not have been difficult to predict.
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sea. Independence was the first and constant thought of the CHAF - n

Venetians, and it was maintained with the utmost tenacity and 1266-1306

courage. Their political life, dominated by a powerful aris-

tocracy, enjoyed a stability unknown to the principalities and

communes of the mainland; and when the riches of the Orient

were in part disclosed to Western Europe their city became the

gateway to those shining lands and grew to be a commonwealth

unsurpassed in commercial prosperity.

It was in £he confjosioji_j^sullingjbx^

that Genoa began to gain her independence. Additional im-

munities were obtained from time to time by contending nobles

until at last it became a self-governing commune. Its prosperity

was greatly enhanced by the expansion of commerce consequent

upon the Crusades, and Genoese traders established themselves

in the Levant, on the shores of the Black Sea, and on the banks

of the Euphrates. For two centuries a fierce rivalry raged be-

tween Genoa and Pisa, but after the victory of the former in

the battle off the island of Meloria, in 1284, the latter lost most

of its maritime power and Genoa was left to contend for com-

mercial supremacy with Venice.

Milan, one of thejmostjrriport.ant oi_the Roman cities, at the

conflux of great commercial highways, had been the__capital of

the decayrn^Empire,. Seated in the middle of a great and fertile

plamTtTnever lost its importance and became a great center for

the manufacture of wool, silk, armor, and jewelry; and a center,

also, of a great agglomeration of republics and lordships.

Florence^ unlike Milan, was one of the least important of the

Italian cities in the days of the Empire, and she developed later

than did the cities of the Lombard plain and still later than the

maritime republics. But gradually the little town began to grow

and to enter upon a career of conquest until at last it became

the capital of the most important republic in Tuscany.

Last of the important provinces in Italy at the opening of the

Renaissance era was the Papal State^acquired by real or pre-

tended gifts of emperors and other rulers, and occupying the

center of the peninsula. It must be remembered that these

seven States that we have noticed, Sicily , Naples, Venice, Genoa,

Mila^JElorence, and the Papal State, were only the principal

divisions of Italy at the opening oTThe fourteenth century. The
many minor communities in the Northern part of the discordant

peninsula we shall not stop here to notice.

Such was the disrupted condition of Italy when the popes took

up their residence in Avignon. The inhabitants of the peninsula

did not speak of themselves as Italians, but as members of the
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chap, ii State to which they belonged, as Florentines, Milanese, or Nea-
1305-77 politans. The aim of every one of the numerous political divi-

sions of the peninsula was merely to secure free-play for per-

sonal interests or party intrigues by making still weaker the

central authority, by keeping alive the antagonism of pope and
emperor. The significance of Guelf and Ghibelline had long

evaporated, but the innumerable factions still conjured with the

names and sought their petty local and personal interests in the

deepening anarchy to the sacrifice of the common welfare. Yet
there were men who dreamed of a united Italy. Dante longed

for some leader who could rise above the paltry politics of his

own State and undertake the task of healing the dissensions of

Italy Dur- his country, of welding it into a nation. Petrarch, too, never
ingtheAb- considered himself as merely a Florentine but as an Italian.
sence of ...
he Papacy When he saw the Italian communities either oppressed by the

yoke of sanguinary tyrants or torn by internal dissensions and
ruined by fratricidal wars among themselves he uttered in his

Italia Mia a passionate plea for national union that was pathet-

ically premature. All these dreams were doomed to defeat for

yet five hundred years. The tragic drama of Italian politics

moved rapidly to scenes of still greater degradation. Italy

failed utterly to understand the profound change that was being

consummated by the creation of a deep national sentiment in

other countries. She had few statesmen who perceived the

signs of the times and none who could command effective sup-

port. Let us note, briefly, some of the more important of the

political events that took place in Italy at this time.

The Holy Roman emperors had not yet either explicitly 01

implicitly abandoned their claim to suzerainty over Italy, but

for sixty years they had failed to make any practical assertion

of it. In 13 1 1 Hejiry VII entered the peninsula. Never had
there been an emperor so well-fitted for the task of replacing

anarchy with unity. Far above the petty intrigues of German
princes and Italian despots Henry moved serene with his heart

set upon justice. He was the chivalrous ideal of all Italians

who longed to see an ending made of their deplorable political

divisions. Dante wrote an impassioned address to the rulers

and people of the peninsula hailing the new Emperor as the

deliverer of Italy. But Henry failed. In spite of his desire

to keep aloof from either faction, the situation forced him to

ally himself with the Ghibelline party, and then in 13 13 he died

suddenly of fever.

The Scala family at Verona.may be chosen as the type of the

despotic rulers of the period. When the cruel Ezzelino da
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Romano, whose thirst for blood was never satisfied or equaled, chap, ii

died in 1259, Mastino della Scala was chosen by the citizens as 1305-77

their chief magistrate, and the tyranny that he established became
dynastic and continued in power for more than a century. The
most illustrious of the family was Cangrande della Scalla (1308-

29), an able and ambitious soldier, a bold and clever statesman,

one of the greatest of the Ghibelline chiefs of Northern Italy.

He made considerable additions to the already extensive terri-

tory of his family; and, with no mere selfish end in view,

dreamed of the political unity of the whole peninsula ; but he
died suddenly when he was only thirty-eight years of age.

Summoned by the Ghibelline leaders in a time of need, an-

other emperor, Louis IV, called by the old chroniclers in scorn

and hatred " the Bavarian," entered the peninsula in 1327, had
himself crownecTin Rome, deposed as a heretic Pope John XXH__
of Avignon who had excommunicated him, set up an anti-pope,

and then hurried back to Germany to look after his interests

there without having given any effective aid to his Italian allies.

The next invader of Italy was King John of Rohemiq
, who

entered the peninsula in 1330. Son of_Henry VII. he could

rightfully expect the sup^orfoTtKe Ghibellines. Friend of Pope
John XXII, he had a good claim upon the allegiance of the

Guelfs. And so many communities hastened to place them-
selves under his control that it seemed for a time as if the dream
of Italian unity would come true. But the legacies of hate were
still too deeply cherished to be dispelled by the first effort. The
affairs of Bohemia demanded John's hasty return, and when he
went back to Italy he found the task to be a hopeless one. So
he turned his back upon the warring factions and made his way
over the Alps.

The invasions of Henry ofJLuxemhur^ Louis the Bavarian.
and John of Bohemia_had left behind them bands of mercenary
soldiers who lived by brigandage or were taken into the employ
of the despots in the work of putting an end to the independence
of the republics and aggrandizing the despotisms. Knowing
little about the cause for which they were fighting and caring

less, concerned only with their pay, their plunder, and the grat-

ification of their lust, these pitiless robbers and murderers left

desolation and death in their wake. " Un ecorcheur ne pent pas
aller en enfer," boasted such a bird of. prey, " parce qu'il trou-

blerait la repos du diable." The republics were not slow to

follow the example of the despots in hiring these mercenary
troops. The_ condottieri^as the leaders of these soldiers-of-

fortune were called, found numerous opportunities for self-
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advancement. They became commanders of independent armies,

lending their aid to those who offered the highest pay. They
became wealthy. Some won for themselves ephemeral terri-

torial possessions, while others conquered important States, and
founded famous dynasties. At first these mercenaries were
foreigners, but in the latter part of the fourteenth century they

were gradually replaced by Italians. Among the more famous
of the condotfieri were " Duke " Werner, Moriale, Lando, Bar-

biano, Attendolo, Braccio, Francesco Sforza, John Hawkwood,
Colleoni, Gattamelata, and Carmagnola.

In this period it was that the death of Robert-of—Naples
plunged that kingdom into indescribable anarchy. His heir, as

we have seen, was his granddaughter Giovanna I (1343-82), a
girl of sixteen, who in her childhood had been married to her

cousin, Andrew of Hungary. Giovanna grew to be a wilful and
dissolute woman and her husband proved to be a worthless rake.

Giovanna wished to be the actual ruler and to regard Andrew
as being merely her husband; but Andrew, being the nearest

male heir, claimed the right to rule as king. In 1345 Andrew
was murdered, and rumor accused his wife of being an accom-
plice if not the instigator. Two years later Andrew's brother,

Louis of Hungary, came to avenge the crime and assert his own
claim to the throne. Many Neapolitan nobles flocked to his

banner, and a desultory warfare lasted until 135 1 when the

affairs of his kingdom compelled Louis to return to Hungary.
Giovanna, who had no children, retained the throne for thirty

years more. When the schism in the Papacy began in 1378 her

nearest male heir, Charles of Durazzo, who as a claimant of the

Neapolitan throne assumed the title of Charleg III (1382-86),

supported UrbjmJVL. while she upheld Clement_VIL_ So Gio-

vanna sent to France to invite Louis of Anjou to become her

heir. The offer was accepted. This creation of the claim of

the second house of Anjou to Naples, while it failed to effect

the disinheritance of Charles of Durazzo, resulted in a century

of intermittent warfare and furnished to Charles VIII of France

an excuse for his invasion of Italy.

It was in the midst of this anarchy that there came the ap-

parition of Rienzi^ whose story, briefly touched upon in the

preceding chapter, is one of the most romantic in an age of

romance. Rienzi, born in the most squalid of all the quarters of

Rome, was the son of a tavern-keeper and a washer-woman.
His mother died when he was still an infant, and he was sent

to a relative at Anagni where he acquired a fluent command of

Latin, read widely in literature, and perhaps became imbued with
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CHAP. II
his special hatred of the house of Colonna. At the age of

twenty he returned to Rome, then, in truth, a city of desola- 1305-77

tion. The Colonna family had surrounded with a palisade the

section of the city they claimed as their own; the Orsini had

fortified another quarter in the same manner; the Savelli were

entrenched in a third position; and the Frangipani held the

Colosseum. The Roman populace, some thirty thousand in

number, led the most precarious existence in the ruined capital.

Rienzi brooded over the desolation of Rome and dreamed of

raisiHglier from her abject prostration and of reviving her free-

dom and her glory. His fluent and impassioned eloquence won

the support of the people ; and on May 20, 1347, he was able

to effect3_blc^dle^s_Jxvolutipn. He promulgated the laws of

" the Gb^dEstate^a brief and excellent code, the administra-

tion of which brought peace to the tumultuous city. Although

invested with absolute power he took for himself the title of

" Tribune-" which in the olden days had been associated with

thrrausTof popular freedom. His plans were not confined to

the papal State. They included the pacification and unity of

alLLtalyj and for a time in that crowded and dream-like summer

it seemed as though that dearest dream was soon to be fulfilled.

But the summer drew to its close, and the autumn opened in

strife and bloodshed. The swift ascent of the Liberator turned

his brain; his pretensions, despite his sincerity and his disin-

terestedness, became not only vain "but impious; and the nobles

recovered from their consternation. On November 20 a fierce

conflict took place in which a dozen of the leading Roman
nobles, including several of the house of Colonna, were slain.

Rienzi permitted the bodies to be grossly insulted, inaugurated

a season of riotous feasting, and failed to follow up the victory

with vigorous measures. From that time his influence declined.

" Of the two alternatives," said old Stefano Colonna, the ven-

erable head of the house, " it is assuredly better to die than to

submit any longer to the tyranny of this peasant"; and he

placed himself at the head of the baronial faction. A few weeks

later, seven months after his accession to power, Rienzi fled to

Naples.

Suddenly, as if man had not done enough to devastate Italy,

the crowding calamities of the country were increased in the

spring of 1348 by a visitation of the plague, conveyed to the

peninsula by a Genoese ship returning from the East. In Siena

eighty thousand people, three-quarters of the population, died;

in Pisa,, where five hundred people a day were buried, seven-

tenths of the population perished ; and the pestilence was equally
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virulent and fatal at Venice, Florence, Rome, Naples, and other

parts of the peninsula. " We go out of doors/' said Petrarch,
" walk through street after street and find them full of dead

and dying ; and when we get home again we find no live thing

within the house, all having perished in the brief interval of our

absence." The morbo nero carried off one-third of the entire

Italian population and added to the anarchy of the time.

The wanderings of Rienzi during the years of his exile may
be quickly passed over. In I354^he was sent by Innocent VI
from Avignon to Rome to"ai3^Cardinal Albornoz to restore

order in the papal State. After some months he decided to act

independently of the warlike legate, and on the first day of

August he reentered the imperial city in triumph. But Rienzi

was now broken in body and unbalanced in mind. In October

he perished in a tumult of the populace, and confusion reigned

again. There are two_reasojis foii_the_sudden fall of Rienzi.

The degraded Roman populace wfTejujiitejmfittedjnr ^ninrmryj
and Rienzi lacked every one of the stern qualities demanded by

a time so disordered.

It was a double and a difficult task that had been given to

Cardinal Albornoz. He had to resist the inroads of secular

rulers upon papal territory and to restore to order and obedience

the unruly population of the State. But so successful was the

indefatigable Spaniard, alike in war and in diplomacy, that he

succeeded in depriving the princes of most of their usurped

possessions, of recovering practically complete the temporalities

of the Church— though he failed to subdue Perugia— and in

restoring something like order within the papal State. The war-

rior-cardinal, however, died in 1367, and the old lawlessness

soon returned.

The third stage in the melancholy story of the break-up of

Italy is therecounting of _the most important events that oc-

CUrred ^hiring the papal grVn'gm and the time of the councils.

The history of the schism, and of the councils that attempted

to end it, has already been given. So we are free to turn our

attention to the first of the important events, the struggle be-

tween Venice and Genoa for maritime supremacy, that trans-

pired in Italy while they were in progress. There were at first

three Italian competitors for the trade of the East— Venice,—

.

Pisa , and Genoa. But the maritime power of the Pisans re-

ceived a blow in the battle of Meloria from which it never

recovered. Then began a long and sanguinary struggle between

the victor and Venice, in which the strength of the two great

maritime republics was wasted, while the constant encroach-
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ments of the Turks^became a pgxil_ever more urgent to the West, CHAF - n
and which ended in 1380 with the irreparable defeat of the 1378-1450

Genoese at Chioggia. Thus Venice^ left comparatively free

from her rivals in commerce, became mistress of the Mediter-^^
rane^mse^--

Wenave seen something of the rise of Milan into industrial

and political importance. It lost its independence in 1295 and

came under the dominion of the Viscojiii family, the greatest

of whom was Gian Galeazzo, in whose subtle mind there was
born again the dream of a kingdom that should embrace all

Italy.

No sooner had Venice made herself mistress of the great in-

land sea than she aspired to conquest on the mainland. Great

States were springing up all about her, and she deemed her

dominion of the lagoons to be no longer secure. So she en-

tered upon a new stage of her history, aajuirjeii--a-4«ixiiory__that

extended., roughly speaking, from the Alps to t^ p p^ anrl from
Triest to the lake of Como. became involved in the intrigues of

>,_ Ttnlinn pnh'tirs nnd by her nurrf-,s excited the jealousy and the

fear of rivalsjvji&4a4cr on -wofe to combing and cripple her.

Florence^ as we have seen, rose from comparative obscurity

4£ be the most important republic in Italy. It found prosperity

in the pursuit of the wool and silk trade. But, like every other

commune, it became divided by the rancorous strife of its vari-

ous factions. A plutocratic aristocracy of merchants, bankers,

and manufacturers gradually arose, of which, amid tumult and
conspiracies, banishments and proscriptions, first one party

gained the upper hand and then another. The wars of conquest

in which the republic engaged and which made her the greatest

power in Tuscany, necessitated heavy taxation; and when, in

1427, the people clamored for a more equitable system of rais-

ing the sums needed to meet the expenses of the State, Giovanni

—

del-Medici, the richest banker in Italy, openly sided with them.

Giovanni had long lurked behind the people and did not fail to

seize the opportunity to put himself at their head. Thus the

Medici rose above the level of their fellow-citizens and began
their remarkable history. No other family has so influenced the

destinies of humanity. Slowly they absorbed the governmental

I

power by their cunning and traditional policy of identifying

themselves with the popular interest. Giovanni died in 1429.

G2simo_ (1389-1464), his son, more daring Imd less cautious

than his father, engaged in an open effort to secure ascendancy.

But his rival, Rinaldo degli Albizzi, was too powerful to be

overthrown at once, and the attlimpiTresulted in Cosimo's exile.
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chap. 11 Hardly a year passed, however, when at an election in Florence

1378-1450 the tide turned, Rinaldo was banished and Cosimo reentered the

city triumphant, to be thereafter its virtual ruler. Consum-
mate financier that he was, he was also an extraordinarily clever

diplomat and politician. The outward show of a republican

form of government he kept, but little by little he gathered more
power to himself until he became as truly a despot as was to

be found in Italy. The Medici continued their regular pursuits

of trade after acquiring the attributes of sovereignty; and in

finance, the patronage of art, domestic government, war, and
diplomacy, they displayed an insight, a grasp, a varied capacity,

and an enterprising spirit that was unexcelled. Piem_ (1419-

69) succeeded his father in 1464, but, weak in health, he was
not able to keep so firm a grasp upon the city. Lorenzo

X
T/

1

/19~

92) became the ruling spirit even before Piero died and with

inflexible will he continued in the path that led to an absolute

personal despotism. " Maravigliosamente" is the word chosen

by Machiavelli to describe Lorenzo, and the characterization is

most apt. The chains with which he bound Florence were golden

chains. Nowhere else was there to be seen such splendid pa-

geantry, such frequent festivities; and the licentious abandon-
ment of the carnival time was complete. So were the Floren-

tines beguiled; and so was the sober spirit of their earlier days

transformed into the most pronounced paganism. But relent-

less and cruel as was Lorenzo's determination to make himself

supreme, he was yet a genuine as well as a- generous patron of

art ; and about himself he gathered the greatest painters and
poets and philosophers of the age.

The dynastic struggle still dragged out its weary length in

Naples^ When Giovanna I, because of theip difference regard-

ing the papal schism, passed over Charles III of Durazzo and
made Louis I of the second house of Anjou her successor, war
broke out again. But Charles III, his son Ladislas, and his

daughter Giovanna II, who belonged to the first house of Anjou,
succeeded, each in their turn, in keeping the throne until the

death of Giovanna in 1435. This second Giovanna, like the

first one, was also childless. She chose as her successor Al-

fonso of Aragon and Sicily, until whose death in 1458 Naples
and Sicily were reunited. But the second house of Anjou did

not abandon its claims. The Neapolitan nobles were divided in

their allegiance to the Aragon and Angevin houses and so a pro-

longed war distracted the unhappy country, until in 1442 Rene
le Bon of Anjou abandoned the struggle. Alfonso who was
King of Sardinia as well as of Aragon, Sicily, and Naples, was
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styled by the humanists "The Magnanimous." His court was CHAP - n
filled with scholars, and there men who were persecuted in 1266-1469

other places for their opinions found an asylum.

During all this time that Italy was torn with conflict the

Turks were approaching ever nearer/ In 14^7 they gained

Athens, .and five years later the Morea was in their possession.

Thus had they come into distinct contact with Venice, who had

expended so much of her strength in crushing Genoa and secur-

ing for herself a dominion on the mainland. Here we pause

for a time in the unhappy narrative of the disruption of the

peninsula. Italy, it has been well said, was not a nation but

merely a geographical expression^

The career of the most westerly of the Mediterranean penin-

sulas, the chronicle of the up-building of Spain, is altogether a

different story.. When, in 1266, the Moors were driven beyond

the mountains and shut up in Granada the long warfare of Chris- The

tian against Moslem paused for nearly two hundred and fifty ff
Ugf^

years. The effect of the united and protracted struggle to expel

the infidel, which had been carried on at intervals for seven hun-

dred years, had been to weaken the provincial jealousies, which

in the Italian peninsula had been growing ever more intense,

and to infuse into the Spanish peoples something of the senti=

merit of nationality. With such a foundation it did not take

long to weld the Spanish States into a strong modern power.

At the .opening of JjieJ^frim^s?"^ ^ra there wprp fnnr n-F theQe—

,

States— Navarre, Aragon, Castile, and Portugal. Navarre was
made*up of territory on both sides of the Pyrenees. Aragon had
been formed by the union of the three provinces of Aragon,

Catalonia, and Valencia ; and later it gained Sicily, the Balearic

Isles, and Sardinia, and, for a time, Naples. Castile, when it

was united with Leon, became the largest of the Spanish States.

Portugal was at first a comparatively unimportant State. In

1 139 its count, Alfonso !, assumed the title of king; and Denis

the_ Laborer (1 279-1 325)" succeeded in consolidating the-Jdnj^
dom. The work of uniting Aragon, Castile, and the Spanish

part of Navarre into one country, Spain, was accomplished by
the house of Trastamara^ Alfonso XI of_Ca£lile, (1312-50)
was succeeded by his son PeJ^rJlieOnief ( 1350-69). But Al-

fonso left a number of illegitimate children, the eldest of whom,
Henry TT nf Trasjgniar^ (1369-79), killed Peter and placed him-

self upon the throne of Castile. He was succeeded in turn by
four male descendants and then by the famous I sabella^ 1474-

1504). The succession to the throne of Aragon came into dis-

pute. The Cortes offered the crown to Ferdinand I (1412-16),
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a prince of the reigning house of Castile, who accepted. So the

family of Trastamara, despite its illegitimate origin, became the

royal family of both AragojL andCastile. In due time Ferdinand

was succeeded by two of his sons, and then by his grandson,

Ferdinand 1^.(1479-1516) the Catholic. In 1469 Isabella and
Ferdinand were married, and thus the two branches of the house

of Trastamara were united. The two kingdorns, however, al-

though directed by the same policy, remained distinct until after

the death of Isabella. In 15 13 Ferdinand conquered all of

Navarre south of the Pyrenees and added it to the kingdom
of Spain.

Having made an attempt to study the history of the Papacy
throughout the period that intervened between the end of the

Midd1e_A gps an d the opening of the era of the Protestant Revo-

lution_— more definitely from the accession of Boniface VIII
Irf 1294 to the close of the Council of Basel in _i44Qu— and hav-

ing glanced at the political conditions ot Germany , France. Italy^

and Spain during the same period, we are now ready to turn

our attention to that effort to recover the intellectual and artistic

inheritance of Greece and Rome, to develop that inheritance and
to utilize it in all the channels and aspects of life, that consti-

tutes the Renaissance. It seems advisable to insist, at the out-

set, upon the fact that the development of the classical in-

heritance was of much greater importance in ushering in the

modern world than was the recovery of the actual inheritance

itself. It would be fatal to think that the Renaissance consisted

exclusively of the attempt to recover the classical literature and

the classical art ; or, indeed, to deem that attempt to be its most
important constituent. The effort to resuscitate the remains of

the antique thought and art was indispensable, it is true. At
least the modern era would have been greatly delayed without

its aid. The spirit of the Middle Ages was one of intellectual

constraint, while that of Hellenism had been one of intellectual

freedom. The passage from the one to the other was like the

passage from a prison to fields that stretched unbounded to the

blue sky. But the inheritance of the past was merely a point

of departure. Far from being no more than a renewal of an-

tiquity, the Renaissance was a new life, indigenous, autocthonous,

such as the world had never before witnessed. The mere revival

of Greek and Latin letters soon developed into a pedantic clas-

sicism that, with its back turned to the future, looked only to

the past. It would be wrong to think that these philologians,

who disdained the work of helping to create the national lan-

guages and literatures, preferring instead slavishly to copy the
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forms of tongues that were dead, were the most potent figures chap, ii

of the period. It was not they who made the Renaissance ; but 1266^1469
rather was it those Italians, and, later, those men of other coun-
tries, who, in spite of their ardent admiration of the ancients,
gave expression to their own personalities, voiced the national
sentiment of their own countries, found utterance for the spirit
of their own time, who looked keenly and lovingly into the
world about them and scanned with eager eyes the far horizon
of the future. It is the various " revivals," each of which was
more of an inauguration than a revival, which these men imbued
with the deepening spirit of modernity effected that constitute
the true Renaissance. One other word of warning may be per-

'

mitted. Politics and wars had even less than the revival of let-
ters to do with the Renaissance. That is 'why they have beee
relegated to the background.



CHAPTER III

THE REVIVAL OF THE NATION

i. Nationality.

2. How it had been lost.

3. How it came back.

4„ Where it came back.

5. Where it lagged and why.
6. The Value of Nationality.

CHAP. HI

Nation-
ality

IN dealing with the revival of the nation it is necessary, first

of all, to arrive at the meaning of the terms " nation " and
" nationality." In doing this it is perhaps well to come to an

understanding of the meaning of some words that are not

synonymous with them, but which are sometimes considered to

be so. First, there is the word " State," yyh\ch means thp-et^-

tire political community, allots ordinary citizens . It should not

be confused with the term " nation." Austria-Hungary is a sin-

gle State; but its multifarious peoples with, their diverse inter-

ests and mutual antagonisms by no means constitute a single

nation. Magyars and Slavs and Germans remain as distinct

under the crown of St. Stephen as they were eight hundred
years ago. The term " government " is likewise not equivalent

to that of " nation." It is used \n designate' the person or the.

persons_Jn whosejiands rests the fnnrtion of polfri^j^mrHj
and it _also_includes the__hody-o^-ekctQ£s. Beneath a single gov-

ernment there are oftentimes distinct elements that, like -oil and
water, refuse to unite. The term " society" is npplierl to nil .

human communities no matter how loose their organization may
be, a.nd_ re.gard1e.ss of

__
whether nationality has heep ^rhjeved A

naiiau is none of these things. It is-a hodyjpfj^opleunited^by
rnmrnnn irlpplc arjr| a rnmm^n pUrpOSC It lS~the

iT
Unity of 3.

people."

What is it, then, that gives a people unity, that makes of them
a nation? Is it race? Race is oftentimes nn important factor

in forming a nation, but by itself it cannot create a nation. If

racial unity were the essential factor there would be no nations

to-day, for there is not *a single pure face in Europe. Every

modern nation has mixed blood. The Spanish are one of the

most homogeneous of peoples, and yet they are the product of

mixed blood. It is true that race is the most popular of the

So
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rule-of-thumb solutions for the question of nationality, but so chap, hi

vigorous a nation as the English includes prehistoric Briton, 1275-1500

Celtic Briton, Roman, Saxon, Angle, Dane, Norman, Fleming,

and Huguenot.

Vt\ Does language make a nation ? It, too, can help to make one

;

but it, tooTby itself is powerless to create one. It would seem

to be the most obvious mark of nationality, and at times it has

been held to be an indispensable condition. The difficulty of

uniting populations speaking different languages has appeared to

be insuperable. But the Irish despite the fact that they speak

the same language are not united to the English by national feel™

ing. And Switzerland's three languages have not prevented her

from becoming one of the most unified of nations with a popular

and parliamentary government carried on by oral and printed

discussion. Similarity of language invites the unity of a peo-

ple, but does not compel it.

> Nor does religion determine nationality. It is true that re

ligion had much to do with the formation of the Spanish nation.

The Perpetual Crusade against the infidel in the Spanish penin-

sula did much to weld the Christians into a nation. But that

was an exceptional case. There is not a single nation to-day

that has religious unity. .For some time religion has been in

the process 'of becoming a personal matter, a matter of the in-

dividual conscience. It no longer has any influence in the de-

termination of—political boundaries. If a common religion were

an indispensable condition the leading nations of the world to-

day would not__exist.

Geographicaljjnity may help to make a nation, but it is by no
means the controlling factor. It has been well said that the

limits of a nation are not written on a map. It is violence at

times and at other times the wisdom of concession, and not

nationality, that have as a rule determined political boundaries.

Switzerland is altogether lacking in geographical unity, and yet

for centuries she has had pronounced nationality; while on the

other hand Italy with her striking and unusual geographical

unity was able to achieve national unity only in the nineteenth

century and then only because of other things. Political boun-

daries are shifting and comparatively unimportant. What is

the width of the sea, the height of ' the mountains, or the

breadth of a river, that amounts to political severance?

^ Similarity of physical environment cannot in itself make a

nation. It is written that
7rwe are what sun and wind and

waters make us." Of course even inert environment counts.

It has its effect upon man. It helps to condition his life. But
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man is not under the complete control of his environment. He
is able to modify and to change it. One must take into consid-

eration the seed as well as the soil. It is the seed that tells,

more than the soil The innate potency of men is responsible for

national feeling, far more than their physical surroundings. Sim-
ilarity of environment may contribute toward nationality, but
it cannot of itself produce it.

Nationality, the un ity nf a ppople. is not produced exclusively

by race, or language, or religion, or geographical unity, or sim-

ilarity of environment; nor does it come as the result of any
number of these things, nor of all of them combined. Two
things produce a nation— a rich inheritance ^ ri1£rj2£lip_

c and
the desire to preserve those_ mem ories- A nation is a spiritual

unity that has been broughtinto existence by complex historical

conditions, by similar traditions and a similar imagination. A
nation, like an individual, is the product of experience, of

achievement and of failures. Common triumphs, to rejoice in;

common sacrifices to remember. Common- sorrows are espe-

cially the basis of nationality. Grief and .sacrifices' are a more
potent element in the creation of nationality than are the com-
mon joys.. When a people begins to look back upon a loved

hero or heroine, 'upon those who have been brave and true, upon
a Cid, a Richard . Lionheart, a St. Louis, a St. Francis, or a

Jeanne d'Arc, or when it begins to look back upon a common
foe, upon the Northmen, the Mohammedans,, upon England, the

Empire, or the Papacy, then it begins to be conscious of a unity

that not all the other contributory forces could have produced.

Men are not bound together or kept apart 'by external and inci-

dental things. They are not united pr disunited -by racial, or

linguistic, or religious, or geographical conditions. Ireland has

been united to England for centuries by linguistic ties. She has

largely lost her own language. .Yet she cherishes memories that

keep alive the sense of Irish nationality. For a long time Poland

has been dismembered ; Russia has taken one part, Austria a

second, and Germany a third. Yet the Poles keep in their hearts

the memories of the past, and so the Polish nation lives to-day,

though one shall look in vain upon the map for the country of

Poland. It is the influence of common experience, penetrated by

poetry and by passi6n"7~that is fundamentalm the creation of a

nation— The national" bontf^s not necessarily dependent upon
similarity of race, or soil, or religion, or language. It is want-

ing between the Spaniards and the Portuguese who are so nearly

allied m all these respects. It is present among the Swiss where
nearly all these things are absent. Like an individual, a nation
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is the result of a long past of triumph and of sacrifice, of devo- chakih

tion and of defeat. Service and sacrifice in the cause of a be- 1275.1500

loved ideal seal the soul to the object of its devotion. To toil

and to suffer for the common welfare and for the fruition of

the common hopes, to win life eternally through losing it, is

the sure road to that high unity of a people that we call nation-

ality. And there is in all the world no confirmation of a faith

like that of abuse, contumely, and defeat endured in its service.

Nationality had been lost among the Romans . Originally

there wlis a singleTstate unified" by the common experiences and How Na-

aspirations of its people. By the process of absorption and con- J££j}2n
quest this was gradually changed. In the place of Roman na- Lost

tionality there came the conception of a world-wide State. And
this State was conceived merely as a jural society, bound to-

gether only by its common laws and the power to enforce them.

Such a conception is obviously too narrow and imperfect. Such

a bond is based neither upon reverence for the past nor upon

hope for the future. It is powerless to spread the contagion

of sacrifice for the sake of the future. And yet this is the chief

thing that conserves the life of nations. When Roman life

came to be conceived of as consisting only of relations estab-

lished and defined by the Roman Law, all that was vital, and

noble, and inspiring, disappeared. When this was the only bond

that united Romans, the Empire itself was doomed.

Nationality was dormant throughout the Middle Ages^. Before

the Teutonic peoples^invaded the Roman Empire they lived un-

der a crude form of tribal unity. They were united to each

other by personal allegiance to their leaders. The various tribes

combined with each other and fusion with the Roman popula-

tion was gradually effected. Homogeneous peoples with com-
mon traditions and common aims, like the Franks, began to

appear. But the Church gave to Charles the Great the title of
" Emperor," and thus the national feeling of the various Teu-

tonic peoples was side-tracked. It is true that the Empire after

Charles was only a shadowy institution, but " the idea of the

world-State continued to fascinate men's minds long after it had
lost material existence." One looks in vain for any vital mani-

festation of nationality in medieval institutions. Civil law and
canon law alike were international, and feudal law and custom
were local. In the Middle Ages the wars were not an outcome
of national feeling. It was not for national purposes that the

crusades were fought. The long-continued struggle between

the Empire and the Papacy was one for world-wide supremacy.

The innumerable petty strifes of feudalism were the very denial
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chap, in f nationality. It is not until the Hundred Years' War that

1275-1500 national feeling is visibly present. Even religion was arrayed

against nationality for it was universal and inter-national. In

the Middle Ages the European countries were nothing but vast

feudal nebulae.

Only very gradually was the sense of nationality restored.

HowNa- It was a silent transition due to many influences slowly inter-

CameBack fuse^' Onp J-hirig that raiispHthp-iinivgrsalisni of_ the Papacy
and the Empire to dissolveancl the merely local feeling of feudal^

ism to give way to nationality was the fusJQn_of thejarpg Men
of Wessex and men of Northumbria disappeared. The Eng-
lishman came in their stead. Norman and Gascon were merged
into the Frenchman, and Catalonians and Castilians were re-

placed by Spaniards.

The._grQ.wrh_ of the royal power was another factor in the re-

vival of nationality. As the power and authority of the king

grew, the imperial idea became fainter and fainter, the secular

claims of the Papacy were successfully disputed, and the dis-

integrating forces of feudalism were crushed. The king was a
symbol of national unity, and in him were centered the national

aspirations. The increase of kingly power was a concrete and
effective force in the gradual consolidation of the heterogeneous

feudal nebulae into compact and homogeneous countries.

Another force that made for the resuscitation of nationality

was the rise of the vernacular literatures. In the Middle Ages
all Latin Christendom was bound togetEer by the Latin language.

It was the language of the Church, of the secular as well as the

ecclesiastical law courts, and of all educated men. A district

in a city in which a university was situated was called the Latin

Quarter because there Latin was not only written but spoken.

The vernacular tongues were spoken, but they were regarded as

dialects are to-day. They were not organized. They had no
grammars and no literatures. But gradually, and almost simul-

taneously, in France, in Italy, in Spain, and in England, the

vernacular tongues acquired a greater dignity, and national lit-

eratures arose. These vernacular literatures displaced the idiom

of the Church and became both an expression and a guarantee

of national feeling.

The advent crf-4h«-4EliijDd__Estate was still another force in

the revival of theTTaTion:—^^lie-peasants did not gain representa-

tion and a voice in the national councils. That still lay far in

the future. But the townspeople, the bourgeoisie, succeeded in

gaining recognition in the national assemblies. The middle

classes were far more national in their feeling than were the
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feudal nobility, and more so, too, than the clergy. Retrospec- chap, in
tion did not lead them to regret a time of feudal independence. 1275-1500

It was only with the growing power of the nation that they had

won their emancipation from the thraldom of feudalism. Only

as the nation grew in power could they hope to compete in

social matters with the feudal aristocracy; only as the nation

grew in strength could feudal warfare be made to give way to

the king's peace, and peace was necessary for the commerce and

industry of the towns. Nationality affected the interests, touched

the hearts, and fired the imagination of the townsfolk. More
important in the history of the Middle Ages than the struggle

between the empire and the Papacy, was the struggle between

the secular and the spiritual power. And this in its last analysis

was nothing less than a struggle between the natural instinct

of nationality and the universal authority of the Church. With
the growth of the towns and the consequent increase of secular

culture, the sense of nationality received a great impetus. In

general it may be said that at the end of the thirteenth century

the medieval ideal of universality began to give way before the

rising tide of national spirit.

Nationality came back in France. In the days of Hugh Cape,t,

France had been the name of only a single duchy. It was merely

one of a number of feudal lordships, and it was by no means
the most powerful of them. But step by step the Capetian kings where Na.

had subdued the feudal nobles and built up a compact nation, tonality

rr^i « « *. ,*
1 » , 1 1 * r Came Back

They encouraged the towns and made them valuable supports of

the kingly power" and they -assumed direct lordship over the

peasants. And so, as we have seen, in the struggle with Boni-

faceVHI the French kings could appeal successfully to a sense _

oT'najtiojijility. Papal excommunication was pronounced in vain.

But more than ah else it was the Hundred Years' War that

kindled French nationality. Jeanne__d'Arc Is the godmother of

the Fr£nch_nation. Around" her name there clustered the mem-
ories of the misery and the humiliation of the long and cruel

war which the French people had suffered in common. Their

common memories of the past gave them a common aspiration

in the present. The peasant^ maid of Domremy became the

patron saint of their patriotism.

England also witnessed a revival of nationality. The geo-

grapJucaJ_^n^itions_were particularly favorable. Feudalism had
never been so rampant as on the continent, and England had_

never been affected greatly by the idea of the medieval empire.

But the popes hadT^ctisposed of English benefices in the most
arbitrary way ; and its kings had been men of foreign blood who
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OHAP.in ha(j introduced alien elements into the land. Edward I, whose

1275-1500 long reign began in 1272, was unmistakably English. He gave

preference to Englishmen and to English customs. Parliament

was made more widely representative by the introduction of the

middle classes, and the laws were developed and codified. The
papal pretensions were resisted by Edward III, whose parlia-

ment gave him its support; and Edward IV and the Tudors
continued the work. The English custom of sending the younger

sons of the nobility into the ranks of the^commons helped to

consolidate the people; and the opposition of the people to Poite-

vins and Gascons served to develop in them a strong sense of

national unity.

In Scotland the sense of nationality was developed—by—the
struggle undgr_ Wallace and Bruce for independence. And the

Bohemians, who, despite the fact that their kings received in-

vestiture from the German emperor, and were included among
the seven electors, kept aloof from the general politics of the

Empire, were drawn together by the brilliant conquests of Otto-

kar II and the struggles of the Hussite movement. The feeling

of nationality was greatly strengthened. by_ its_association with

the religious reform movement which was directed, to the estab-

lishment of a national Bohemian ch,urch, rin the Spanish penin-

sula the long warfare against the,infidel drew the—people to-

gether. Provincial jealousies were weakened, they were rele-

gated to the background by the greater interests of the_common
enterprise. So the Spanish peoples were welded by the Per-

petual__Crusade into a jajjaa! And when the *elementsof a

strong nationatitte had Ihus been gained, Ferdinand of Aragon

Wkere Na-
tionality

Lagged

married Isabella of Castile and thus hastened the definite political

union of the Spanish kingdom. So strong did the sense of na-

tionality become in Spain tliat ecclesiastical affairs were in a

large degree withdrawn from the dominion of the Curia and
made subject to the Crown. »

From this movement towards nationality Italy and Germany
stooil_alopf. In Itajy_jhe_JPapacy, which thought thalTits own
position would be weakened by the union of the numerous Italian

States, effectiv^ly--ryppt>9e4--political^ Ever since

the days of the Lombards it had been the traditional policy of

the Papacy to thwart any attempt of a secular leader to secure

national sovereignty in the peninsula, and the papal restoration

had made it strong enough to carry out this policy effectively.

Then, too, Italy at this time seemed to be more concerned with

intellectual, emancipation than with political consolidation. It

is true there were dreamers who had visions of a united Italy,

—
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Dante and Henry of Luxemburg among others. But Italy had chap, in
become relaxed by prosperity and still further disintegrated by 1275-1500

the rapid mental enfranchisement of the Renaissance movement.

For a long time the Italians had been accustomed to the shifting

combinations of the many States into which their peninsula was

divided. The changes in these combinations were " a game of

ceaseless check and counter-check." Oftentimes the moves in

this game were directed with extraordinary astuteness, but the

great principle of nationality was lost to view. More important

to TtaHajTsthgJ the nni6ea*wn nf .Italy seemed to be the preser-

vation of thedistinctive marks and thê privileges of a Florentine
,

a Venetian̂ -ar-N^npHitnn, ur a RnrnarT And so
;

K the swelling

tide of nationality passed them by to wash other shores." It

was not until the days of Garibaldi* and Mazzini that the sense

of nationality was developed in Italy, and it is still only opening

its wings.

The medievalidea of the universal lordship of the TJr>1y T?n

man Eippemr, lumoiigh it had grown more shadowy with each

succeeding rentnry, had much to dn with retarding national con-
gnlirlatinn. rn Hermany^ The emperor was bound to assert his

suzerainty over Italy. Although many attempts were made this

proved to be an impossible task. But it engaged the energy that

might otherwise have been directed against the disintegrating

forces that distracted Germany, and so Italy became the sepulcher

of German national unity. Germany was dissolved into a con-

federacy of States and cities and classes each bent upon the fur-

therance of its own special interests. Towards the end of the

Middle Ages there were some forty secular princes and seventy

ecclesiastical princes, besides an uncounted host of greater and
smaller imperial cities and inconsequential nobles. The em-
peror became nothing more than the titular head of this loose

confederacy. Yet the medie-valJxleal of empire was not the sole

cause of the disintegration of Germany. Other historical con-

ditions, such as-ihe opposition nf the a gricultural and urhatuin-

texests, and geographical differences were by no means unim-
portant factors.

The revival of the nation had its roots deep in human nature.

It is by the maintenance •f_wh»lesgme relationsjdth- one's fc4»- TheWortJy
low-men tn at llj^TnTdivid iial can best secure his own development. ofNation-

The ties that bind men together are not so much the accidental

and incidental things of race, language, theological creed, or

geography, but rather the con^mr5nln€mories of a people and the

will to perpetuate those memories. A nation, therefore, is not

an artificial expedient devised to attain~certam special and tem-
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chap.iii porary ends. Its elements, distinctive character, treasured his-

1275-1500 tory, deep and passionate desire, are to be found in human na-

ture itself, in the indwelling necessity for the association, of men.

Yet there should be no narrow conception of nationality. A too

limited idea of nationality inevitably results in spiritual disaster.

It makes of patriotism only a magnified selfishness. It is only

with a generous and an expanding ideal of nationality that the

solidarity of human interests, the essential brotherhood of all

men, can be concretely realized. It is only with such an ideal

that individuality can find its finest development.



CHAPTER IV

THE REVIVAL OF THE INDIVIDUAL

1. Individuality.

2. How it had been lost.

3. How it came back.

4. When and where it came back.

S- The significance of Individuality.

THE word "
individuality " means the quality of not being ,

chap, iv

capable of further~3ivision. Society is an_organization of_ji275-i600
men^ It is~~noTa.il ol

Jganism7 It is dependent upon the organ-

isms which it includes. It derives _its life from the individuals

who compose it; . Society cannot be resolved into anything more
fundamentally simple than the individual. T?he individual man
is the atom of human society, He is a real concrete entity, in-

capable of division and incapable of fusion. He remains for-

ever separate. Individuality, the force of. separate_-fietf=tTrT?wi
r

.

is the most important fact in human life. Only as a man stands

squarely "and solidly upon his own feet can he deal in the most

effective way with the world of nature and the world of men.

It is only through the channel of individuality that new thought Individ-

and new art can come into the world; and thought and art, im- uallty

material though they be, are the matrix that shapes the issues

of life. Personality i^ f np rpn|ra1 fart ajid force of human na-

ture^. The reverse of the old saying that there is nothing new
under the sun is true. There is nothing under the sun that is

not new. No two leaves upon the same tree are identical. No
two animals, even of the same parentage, are exactly alike.

Every life is a new combination of old forces. Every person-

ality is original and unparalleled. The difference between men
is so great as to become, in the case of genius, incalculable and
illimitable. The difference of our faces and our voices is merely

symbolical of mental and emotional differences vastly more im-

portant. " No other man's fingerprint," said a recent English

poet, " has the same pressure as mine, and I shall see that it

appears on everything I handle, everything I adopt, everything

I own. The gloves of party, of culture, of creed, wherewith
men hide their fingerprints lest they should be caught in the

59
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,^-J

chap, iv act f being themselves, I decline to wear." The process of

1275-1600 multiplication is powerless to produce an admirable society when
the units multiplied are themselves contemptible. "If I see

nothing to admire in a unit," said Emerson, " shall I admire a

million units ? " It is through individuality that the force of

creation flows on continually in the world. " Je rien sals Hen,"

said Napoleon when asked the origin of his new tactics,
'r
je suis

fait comme ca." So every powerful individuality is a channel

through which new truth comes among men. The certain real-

ity of the self is the starting-point of modern philosophy. The
one key to the great enigmas of life is personality.

The Greeks to a certain extent had realized the importance

of individuality. It is to this that their supreme achievements

in art were largely due. Yet despite the fact that Greek art

tells us of a high development of individuality, the political

thinkers of Greece gave the State the first claim. And Rome
endeavored to substitute for the diminished individuality of that

Howindi- time her comprehensive and formulated law. Individuality sank

JJjg, from sight still further in the Middle Ages. The Church taught

Lost that individuality was rebellion and sin.' Conscience, which is

the individual judgment of what is right and wrong, might exist

between man and man, but not between man and God. Man
must not be content to live his own life. Instead, it should be

his aim to live over again, as far as possible, the life of the saints,

the life of Chris-t. He must divest himself of selfhood. In-

stead of seeking to create he should endeavor only to imitate.

All utterance of the carnal self was fraught with danger or with

sin. Self-abnegation, self-annihilation, was the goal of the me-
dieval Christian life. It was a sort of Buddhism,, save that the

Nirvana of the Christian was God and not mere- oblivion. The
spirit of implicit faith, of unquestioning obedience, inculcated

by the age of faith, was destructive of individuality; for mere
right-doing in obedience to external commands leaves the power
of individual thought and judgment in abeyance. It empties

action of all rational significance. The ideal of life of the Mid-
dle Ages was one closed about with the circumscribing walls of

a cloister. Yet its vision, though narrow, was lofty. It ignored

as much as possible the world of nature and the world of men,

but it opened upon the infinite like " the chink which serves for

the astronomer's outlook upon the abysses of heaven." Indi-

viduality was also restricted in other affairs of life in the Middle

Ages. It was so inj^ojiticaLmattcrc . When the cities threw off

the yoke of feudalism_,it was a collective, communal, liberty they

enjoyed, not individual freedom. They were free as societies,
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but as individuals they were still unemancipated. It was so in .chap, iv

industr ial matters. The peasantry on the manorial estates were 1275-16OC

chained to the wheel of labor. And in the fl^^Jic life of the

craftsman was directed in all essential respects by the trade at

which he worked, the corporation to which he belonged, the

parish in which he worshiped, and the quarter of the city in

which he dwelt. His station in life was determined as im-

mutably as that of the villein. There were few things in which

his individual taste or opinion was a deciding factor. It was a

time of aggregate and not individual strength. Feudalism and

the ideals of universal empire and universal church had bound

together the various peoples of Europe " in a rigorous hierarchy

which imposed order on the confusion of barbarism. On all

the stages of the immense pyramid, united one to another by an

invisible force^ there reigned the fundamental law of the new
society. The individual was only part of the wnole. Isolation,

had it been possible, would have been fatal to him; for he had

no value except as a member of the group to which he belonged,

and his group was held together only by its subordination to

masters who in their turn were subordinate to a still higher

group. Thus the unity of the feudal and Catholic edifice was
maintained from stage to stage; kingdoms, duchies, counties,

baronies, bishoprics, chapters, religious orders, universities, cor-

porations, the obscure multitude of serfs. At each stratum

the human being was fettered and protected by the duty of

fidelity, by perfect obedience, and by community of interests and
of sacrifice. The individual who tried to burst his bonds, the

baron who revolted, the tribune who agitated for liberty, the

unbelieving doctor, the heretical monk, the Jacques or the Frati-

celli, were crushed." All through the Middle Ages man knew
himself only as a member of a family, a race, a party, a guild ,

or a^jchurch. He was for the most part unconscious of himself

as an individual. The central figure of Joinville's Histoire de

Saint Louis, says Gebhart, is the one clearly individual character

which the Middle Ages have left us. Thestory of the Renais-

sauceis the story of the revival of the individu al— in science,

mventionr^ir^Ts^iejy, in art, in lherature, and in ^religion.

'fhe _deep\ im3erlying cause r»f thp "ftpnai^ifice was the revival

of the^ndividual.
^
And it was in Itah/ that the individual first

-

i5egan toemerge from the guild, the corporation, the commune,
the religious order, and the hierarchy.

This emergence of the individual was not a sudden apparition

;

nor did it occur only when the hour of the Renaissance was
about to strike. It was a gradual evolution; and its workings
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Taste

*hap. iv may be observed long before the appearanc.e.. nf Petrargh_ w_ha-

1275-1600 has bgeji railed the_jjrst modern mam. TTwas at the close of the

thir^eerrthcejaJ(JPPwhile the peoples of other countries were

still cognizant ol themselves only as members of their respective

races and associations, that individuality began to assert itself in

Italy. Italians acquired the desire and the courage to be them-

selves. No longer were they afraid of being singular. Even
in the matter of dress, expression was given to personal idiosyn-

crasy and taste. In Florence there came to be no longer any

Howindi- prevailing fashion of dress for men. It was in the matter of

camera k
taste' tne thing that differentiates us from our fellow-men in

Through what we like to eat, or smell, or hear, or see, that the re-birth

of selfhood first became apparent. Nowhere is the significance

of individuality so evident as in literature and art. Indeed, art

depends upon individuality for its very existence. Upon all

poetry that has left its impression upon humanity there can be

seen the seal of personality— the " keen translunar music " of

Milton, the " cloudless, boundless human view " of Shakespeare,

Shelley's " flush of rose on peaks divine," and the " wizard twi-

light " that Coleridge knew. Before Pjatile there were poets in

Italy who were able to stamp their work with the unmistakable

impress of their personality, but it was he who for the first time

poured " in all his writings a stream of personal force by which

the reader, apart from the interest of the subject, feels himself

carried away." Others following in his wake expressed them-

selves in lyric, epic, novel, and drama. Petrarch was explicitly

aware of the fact that the highest conditions of culture can be

attained only by the free evolution and interaction of self-de-

veloped intellects. By the recognition and expression of their

individuality were the Italians enabled to emerge from the

bondage of the Middle Ages and become the apostles of hu-

manism to the modern world. Men became animated by an over-

powering desire to make the best of themselves. All around

them were the priceless riches inherited from the past, the

architecture, sculpture, literature, and philosophy of the bygone

days of a golden age which the inundating wave of barbarism had
hidden and Christianity caused to be neglected for many cen-

turies. They became filled with a deep belief in the desirability

and possibility of man's perfection. They were reinstated in

their human dignity as one by one the trammels of authority

were discarded and they began to feel, to think, and to act as

their own thought and instinct directed. And as a powerful

stimulus there came about a rehabilitation of the pagan idea of

fame. The desire for immortality upon earth was coupled with
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the hope for immortality in a world to come, and, indeed, in CHAP - Iv

many instances, replaced it altogether. 1275-1600

The story of the development of Italian art, like that of

Italian literature, is also the story of the gradual revival and

unfolding of individuality. Little by little the spell of the

Church which had held art in thrall, and allowed it to be noth-

ing more than its handmaiden, was broken. Gradually the archi-

tects, the sculptors, and the painters dared to be themselves.

Instead of mere conformity to long-established traditions, in-

stead of blind obedience to canonical conventions, the artists

learned to look within themselves, to look out into the world of

nature and of men, and then to record their visions. Some of

the arts require greater independence in the artist than do others.

Architecture is one of the least exacting. More than any of the

other arts it is dominated by the national genius and by the pre-

vailing force of the age. The cathedrals of the Middle Ages

are the expression not of the genius of individual architects but

of the spirit of the Age of Faith. They do not bear the stamp

of individual thought and feeling so much as that of popular

instinct. Their beauty and their spirit belong to the age that

gave them birth. In the architecture of the early Renaissance

one can witness the exercise of individual taste. It was this

exercise of individuality that gradually revived the Greek and

Roman styles of architecture, changed them first in one respect

and then in another, and finally combined them into a new style

that received its name from the age. Sculpture and painting

demand a more complete exercise of individual taste. The
statue or the picture is far less a common product of a people

or of an age than is the temple or the cathedral. Every picture

and every statue that has attained to the rank of art is unmis-

takably the product of an individual. So the individuality of

the Italians found fitting mediums of expression in these arts.

Although the expression of personality by the sculptors and

painters was very feeble at first, one has but to recall their names,

Cimabue, Duccio, Giotto, Orcagna, Ghiberti, Donatello, to realize

distinctly how differentiated they became. It is of course only

by the expression of their contrasting personalities that this

differentiation was produced. Each recorded his own vision.

Despite the fact that Donatello . was the first sculptor of the

Renaissance to make a free-standing nude figure he refused to

follow the conventions of classic scuplture, of which there were

doubtless many memorials about him, and trusted to his own
fine power of observation. Very feeble is the expression of

personality in the pictures of Cimabue, one of the first painters
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CHAP. IV

1276-1600

How Indi-

viduality

Came Back
Through
Curiosity

of the Renaissance, but it is unmistakable in Giotto, charming in

Perugino, opulent in Raphael, and overwhelming in Michel-

angelo.

In curiosity, as well as in taste, individuality found a channel

for expression and development. Not the ignoble curiosity of
" my landlady's neighbor, she who lives behind us to the left,

whose window commands our garden," but the curiosity that

inspired Roger Bacon, Newton, and Darwin. In the Age of

Faith curiosity was a cardinal sin. The idea that it is a duty

or that it is the part of wisdom to find out the reality of things

was quite foreign to the time. It was dangerous to trust to the

guidance of one's depraved self. Revelation was the sole source

of truth. But when Peter the Hermit preached the first Crusade

he unconsciously helped to set in motion forces that resulted in

the Renaissance. Travel incited the curiosity of men and
brought them into contact with the wonderful civilizations of

Byzantium and the Saracens. Men became filled with curiosity

not only to know the civilization of other countries, but to learn

something of men who had lived in distant ages and who had
been actuated by different ideals of life. This curiosity came to

be a powerful and important force. It extended the narrow

horizon of the Middle Ages. It produced a revival of learning

and of research, it resulted in invention and in discovery, and

so it was the starting point of modern civilization. It " whis-

pered to Columbus, plucked Galileo by the sleeve, and shook the

apple off Newton's apple-tree." It initiated the experimental

method. It implanted in the hearts of men the desire to study

and to know the world for themselves, unencumbered by the

bonds of authority. It spurred them to the most daring voyages

and the most patient and careful investigations. It was perhaps

in the field of learning that the stirring of curiosity first became
evident. And when knowledge of the classic tongues was in-

creased and men became able to see the world from the Greek

and the Roman points of view, the aroused interest of man, his

developed intelligence and his critical curiosity led him into other

fields of activity. Thus it was that the Renaissance of science

and literature and art came about; with the awakening of curi-

osity there had come into existence " that which at once produced

and was produced by all these— thorough perception of what
exists, thorough consciousness of our own freedom and powers
— self-cognizance. In Italy there was intellectual light, enabling

men to see and judge all around them, enabling them to act wit-

tingly and deliberately. In this lies the immense greatness of the

Renaissance ; to this are due all its achievements in literature
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and science, and, above all, in art,— that, for the first time since CHAPIV

the dissolution of antique civilization, men were free agents, 1275-1600

both in thought and in deed."

Individuality also made itself felt in the field of religion. In

the Age of Faith men had but to hearken and obey. The postu-

late of an infallible church that was the sole custodian of truth

rendered unnecessary the exercise of the reasoning faculty of

man. To trust one's unaided instinct or reason was to run the

risk of being deceived. But with the revival of individuality

men began to trust something within themselves— the consensus

of their faculties, which, we have narrowed into the word " con-

science." Against the authority of the Church men asserted

the reliability of the reasoning faculty, even its sovereign power, How inl-

and the dignity of the individual conscience. The only test of cam^Back
truth, said Abelard, is its reasonableness ; and the wandering Through

scholars who had flocked in tens of thousands to hear him sowed 0<mscieilC8

the seed of his method everywhere. In Provence, in northern

Italy, and elsewhere, there were found people who thought they

could live a religious life unassisted by the priesthood and di-

rected only by conscience. They dispensed with sacraments and
with clergy. The Cathari and the Patarini in Lombardy, the

Albigenses in Provence, the Lollards in England, the Hussites

in Bohemia, and the Waldenses in the Alpine valleys were the

principal groups of heretics. But not all those who were borne

along on this wave of intellectual emancipation became heretics.

There were those who stayed within the pale of Mother Church,

who denied none of her doctrines, but strove to effect a reform

in the morals of clergy and laity. Francis of Assisi, Dominic,
Bernard of Clairvaux, Bernardino of Siena, Savonarola, num-
bers of the trans-Alpine humanists, and many another reformer,
were filled with a passionate desire to regenerate society. The
movement of emancipation, the casting aside of the accepted
rules and criteria of the medieval period, led to moral reckless-

ness, to that practice and tolerance of vice which constitutes the
worst feature of the Renaissance ; but the age was by no means
given over wholly to immorality. It is often-times the striking

feature, the abnormal condition, that arrests attention.

The CrilSades
T
as we have already seen, JTadjTTiTrfMvw^w^ When ana

the igmua] nf individuality. They opened hitherto unknown dis-
J*

6™ *•-

tances to the European mind. They awakened a passion for cam^Back
travel and adventure ; and travel is perhaps the best method of
setting men free from prejudice. Gradually this passion became
coupled with a thirst for knowledge. The two became allied in

Italy. So to study the beginning of the revival of individualism,
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chap, iv the interest in the individual that overleaps all the claims and

1275-1600 bonds of race, nation, and church, one must go back to the Cru-

sades. The Crusades were the realization of the Age of Faith,

the triumph of the Church. But the results were far from those

expected by the Church. New groupings were made, new asso-

ciations formed. Englishmen, Neapolitans, Spaniards, Germans,
Frenchmen, and Italians, were brought into most intimate com-
panionship with each other. There were new crystallizations.

Everywhere, in camp, during truces, in hospitals, on the way,

and in pilgrimages, men were taken out of their old environ-

ments, out of the hearing of their village church-bells that con-

stantly recalled them to the piety of their childhood, and con-

fronted with new things. They mingled with the Mohammedan
infidels and found them to be human, kindly, intelligent, and
prosperous, and sincerely devoted to the worship of what they

believed to be the true God. The Crusaders got a new standard

of life from the comforts and luxuries of the Saracens. They
got intellectual stimulus. They lost their provinciality. No
longer were they content with the common and uniform nourish-

ment of Mother Church, but each began to crave for himself

individual stimulus to beauty and religion. It was the common
broadening effect of travel raised to a higher power. It did all

that travel can do to emancipate men in a brief space of time.

It set them to discovering that the present world is interesting

and beautiful, real and God-given. It helped to make their

vision less vertical and more horizontal.

The last part of the twelfth century and the first part of the

thirteenth was the time of the Goliardi, the wjmjdermgjschojars,

who lived the life of the open road, the free song, and the flow-

ing bowl. Theirs was a care-free, jovial life. They turned

their backs on convention and gave full vent to impulse. Their

vagrant life along the roads and in the villages and towns of

Europe was filled with youthful exhilaration, irrepressible fun,

and madcap pranks. Everywhere they were received with

pleasure. Their songs, " the spontaneous expression of care-

less, wanton, and unreflective youth," were listened to with eager-

ness. Perhaps it was the new thought which these songs con-

tained that made them so appealing, thought that helped men
to peer beyond the bounds of feudalism and ecclesiasticism.

They were charged with the new message of humanity. They
made men pause and wonder whether after all there might not

be something worthy and necessary in the impulse of nature.

They breathed the freedom of man. It is true that these songs

of the Goliardi were in Latin, but it was significant that a par-
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ticular class of society should be making its own songs. The chap, iv

transition from this to lyrics in the vernacular was not long or 1275-1600

difficult.

In Provence individuality found a fruitful soil and a con-

genial climate" Most beloved of all the possessions of Rome, it

was known in imperial times as " the Province." And not only

the name of this province par excellence bore memories of

Rome, but its roads, its bridges, its towns, and many a less

prehensible inheritance. Immigration had brought to it not only

Romans, but Phoenicians, Ionian Greeks, and Saracens. Its

civilization was stamped with the genius of the East as well as

with that of the West. Its town life had not been obliterated

by the wave of barbarism. Always some traces of the old ideals

and the old culture remained. Commerce flourished and brought

with it from distant places not only necessities but also luxuries.

Its burghers early won for themselves a large measure of free-

dom, and its nobles were less exclusively concerned with warfare

and the chase than were those of the more feudal North. In

the twelfth century the lyric poets of this country, the trouba-

dours, struck the note of modernity. Men of the proletariat

as well as the men of the palace became poets ; and the songs

of all of them appealed to the whole populace and had for their

burden the passions and the dreams of men. Things that are

not the exclusive privilege of birth, a generous and a brave heart,

a fearless mind, courtesy, and, above all, love that has forgotten

itself and that is the birthright of every youthful soul, furnished

the themes of the troubadour. Individuality found a wide field

in which to roam. Their verse-forms, too, were diversified.

They had the stately chanson, the dramatic sirvente, the elegiac

complainte, the pliant tenson, for the morning love-song at the

shy hour of dawn the aubade, for the twilight the serenade, and
for the poem of idyllic mood the pastourelle. It was a vibrant

lyrical poetry, this of the troubadours. It gave expression to

the life of the whole people. The bonds of feudalism and
ecclesiasticism had been burst asunder. The individual emerged
from the medieval shell. Freedom of thought in secular matters

led to independence in religion. Criticism of the clergy in-

creased. Heresy took root and flourished. But at length a

crusade was preached against the .Albigenses. The French king,

in part because of political considerations, gave his aid to the

pope, and Provence, devastated by fire and everywhere stained

with blood, lost its liberty and its civilization ; and so its awaken-
ing individualism was extinguished.

This yearning for youth and love, this responsiveness to na-
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chap, iv ture, quenched in Provence , found a home in Sicily . It is there

1275-1600 that one finds the first well-rounded type of manhood in that

intellectual adventurer and oriental dreamer, Frederic .II, wit,

statesman, philosopher, poet, skeptic, and theologian, who evoked
a premature .Renaissance at his southern coui;t. This descendant

of Barbarossa, who was born in Italy, and who spoke Italian,

French, Greek and Arabic from his childhood, was far removed
in spirit from the Middle Ages though he lived eighty years

before Dante. The civilization that he encouraged was essen-

tially rational and generously liberal. Its prime concern and
dominant element was intellectual culture. The Italians, who
before many years had gone by were " to be charmed by personal

energy more than by virtue, and who in the following century

permitted their masters to do anything provided only that they

accomplished great things, . . . admired this Emperor who tried

to wrest the world from the grip of the Church and who, while

amusing himself among his poets, astrologers, musicians, and
singers, was reconciling Christian Europe with Mohammedan
Asia." In his conflict with the Church, Frederic, who was ex-

communicated, dispossessed, betrayed by his chancellor, and
compelled to defend his possessions in all parts of the peninsula,

died as defeat was coming upon him. But his work left a last-

ing impression upon the course of civilization. The stimulus

he gave to the development of individuality by example and by
patronage was by no means ephemeral.

In the rity-rppnh1iVg of the Italian peninsula individuality

found opportunity to unfold. The cities themselves had thrown
off the dominion of the Empire, and this emancipation, no doubt,

was an example to the individual. The Latin intelligence and
fine imagination of the Italians was sharpened by the quick life

of the towns. The change of rule from one party to another

induced the successful leaders to exercise an ever-increasing

degree of watchfulness, thought, and power. The exigencies of

the situation compelled the leaders to develop every ability they

possessed. So more and more did these political leaders become
marked by their distinguishing characteristics. The hope of se-

curing their lost positions was likewise a stimulant to the de-

feated leaders to greater and more thoughtfully-directed energy.

The lack of such hope led them to turn their attention to other

lines of activity, to ^literature, or to the other intellectual and
artistic pursuits that were beginning to attract the attention of

men. It would be a mistake to think that the incessant civil

discords and political convulsions always hindered the progress

of the communes and the development of individuality. It was
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in the midst of such struggles that personality was formed. It CHAPIV

was only for the purpose of defending or aggrandizing their 1275-1600

own interests that the free citizens of the commune took up

arms,— the interests of their city against a neighboring commune,
the interests of their party against a rival party, and their own
personal interests against those of their opponents. Even exile

played a part in this revival of individuality. Banishment
" either wears an exile out or develops what is greatest in him."

The emigrants gave to their new cities a cosmopolitan air, and
cosmopolitanism is attained only through the widening of the

horizon by means of an increased individualism. All of them

had learned to resist authority that they deemed to be arbitrary,

and when independence has been asserted in one sphere of life

it is less difficult to assert it in the others. But these city-republics

gradually lost all the essential features of a republic; they

eventually became self-governing communities in name only.

They passed into the control of the despots, of the men who by

the force of their individuality had made themselves the masters

of their fellow-men.

The age of the despots " fostered in the highest degree the

individuality not only of the tyrant or condottiere himself, but

also of the men whom he protected or used as his tools— the

secretary, minister, poet, and companion. These people were
forced to know all the inward resources of their own nature,

passing or permanent; and their enjoyment of life was enhanced

and concentrated by the desire to obtain the greatest satisfaction

from a possibly very brief period of power and influence." Up
to this time the Italians had been arrayed against each other only

in solid masses, town against town. But the age of the despots

produced a condition even more favorable to the development of

individuality, for " the qualities, virtues, passions, and even the

vices, which the Italians had up to that time employed for the

collective good of their town were henceforth diverted to their

own private advantage with an energy all the greater because

their effort was egotistical and solitary. It no longer sufficed

to act in self-defense to avoid destruction. One must attack and
conquer in order to secure to-morrow's peace and to content

one's pride. In this struggle of man against man it was, of

course, the one equipped with the better arms that triumphed.

Wealth, knavery, and boldness proved excellent arms; but the

most certain of all was intellect." The conditions of the time

called into play the varied potentialities of each individual. So
there came into existence those versatile men of the Renaissance
who are the wonder of to-day. In order to win control of a
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chap, iv state it was not necessary to be of noble birth. Any one might

1275-1600 make the attempt, a soldier, a priest, or a tradesman, an adven-

turer, or even a criminal. The ability of the individual was not

circumscribed by convention. Provided only that he had suffi-

cient daring and the talent of success the way was open to any

one, even though of the most obscure or illegitimate birth.

Ability enabled one to climb from the lowest rung of the social

ladder. Gismondo Malatesta, who is in many respects a typical

despot, proceeded upon the assumption that to the individual all

things are possible. He trusted his own powers implicitly and
in them he placed his sole reliance. He gave free rein to his

desires. He realized that only his own capacity could protect

him against the increasing power of the pope and the growing

hostility of his powerful neighbors. He displayed the indiffer-

ence to humanity, the relentless cruelty, of the Middle Ages, the

political sagacity for which every early Italian statesman became
famous, and the intellectual independence of the age in which
he lived. Italy was a seething mass of struggling despotisms ir

which personal power, intellect and skill, were essential to suc-

cess. And when political success had been attained every rulei

proceeded to satisfy his personal desires in his own way. The
will of the despot was supreme. But even the subjects over

whom the despot ruled, as well as the poets, artists, scholars, and

philosophers whom he patronized, felt the impulse of indi-

viduality, "pie large majority of these acquiesced in the des-

potism, especially when it was unmistakably benevolent in

character. They were, of course, without political power; but

that did not prevent them from engaging to the fullest extent of

their capacity in any others of the varied activities of the social

life of the time. Aside from the lack of participation in the

control of the State, the conditions of life in the Italian des-

potism seem unquestionably to have fostered the development of

individual thought and power. " The private man, indifferent

to politics, and busied partly with serious pursuits, partly with

the interests of a dilettante, seems first to have been fully formed

in these despotisms of the fourteenth century." The democra-

cies and despotisms of Italy were the seed plots of individuality.

It was there that man first emerged from the bondage of the

age of feudalism and the Age of Faith.

The^insisteaee-iapon individuality was the greatest of the

many factors that gave rise to the Renaissance. It caused men
to question the authority of external control, and inspired them

to develop their latent powers beyond the restricting confines of

authority. It made them ready to question the conventional
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standards of conduct. It filled them with a vivid apprehension chap, iv

of life and a zeal for activity of all kinds. Endowed with confi- 1275-1600

dence in their own powers they faced without fear every problem

that confronted them. They " dared to be themselves for good

or evil without too much regard for what their neighbors

thought of them." The energy which their intense individuality

created found a wide range of expression, from superlative in-

tellectual activity and artistic creation to the depths of pagan

sensuality. The standards of internal moral control had not yet

been developed, and those of external control had been discarded.

It is this that produced such violent contrasts of emotion and individ-

conduct and that " makes the psychology of the Renaissance at JgjfJJJ
once so fascinating and so difficult to analyze." It was the portant

seemingly illimitable vitality of the individual force of princes STS?
and popes, of statesmen and scholars, of poets and of painters, naissance.

that made the Renaissance one of the most remarkable eras in

the history of the world. " A man's mind," said the wise author

of Ecclesiasticus, " is sometime wont to tell him more than seven

watchmen, that sit above in an high tower." The desire to

study and to know the world, to put aside the fetters of arbitrary

authority and discoloring prejudice, and see things as they really

are, gave birth to new thought, to literature, science, and art, and

it revived the experimental method of investigation without which

it is impossible to extend the horizon of man's knowledge. It

produced the Renaissance and the modern world in which we
live. The consciousness of the individual is the only creative

faculty in life. In the last resort it is the only center of good
and evil, the sole home of values.

" For what avail the plow or sail,

Or land or life, if freedom fail ?
"

Without the freedom and development of the individual the

modern world would have been impossible. And, one may add,

without the devotion of the emancipated individual to social service

the salvation of the modern world shall be sought in vain.

The wise man recognizes the truth in the principle of individ-

ualism and in that of association, and preserves a balance between

these two opposing forces. It was Descartes who, in a later

century, first clearly suggested the reconciliation between the

fullest individual development and the pursuit of a social end.
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fEHAP. V

Why the
Renais-
sance did
not Begin
in France

IN the twelfth and thirteenth centuries it was France that held

the intellectual supremacy of ^western Rurnpp.. But, as we
have seen,\>M:he premature Renaissance of Provence was e_xlin-

guished with fire_^no!_sword. This was not the sole cause, how-
ever, of the decline of southern France. The civilization of that

country contained intrinsic d ejects. foJTtjyas essentially lyrical,

emotional, and egotistical. It was incapable of that calm,_dis-

passjonate, objective view nf .life_jyhich is indispensable to in tel-

lectual progress . Then, too, after its rapid emancipation from

feudalism it had received certain streams of thought which

threatened to detach it from the civilization of Christendom.

It listened eagerly to the iconoclastic whisperings of Manicheism,

it gave welcome to the austere rationalism of the Vaudois, neither

of which was calculated to encourage the development of art or

of science, and it furnished votaries of Averroism, which set its

face against the revival of Greek culture. It was because of

these things that southern France failed to become the seat of

the Renaissance. Northern France had produced jthe most

spiritudarchitecture_that the world has ever seen> The sculp-

ture thlilJadorneaMieT^ot^^ product of a

refined religious sentiment, was, in its way, well-nigh perfect.

Of the seemingly lost art of stained glass that made her cathe-

drals glow with the splendor of the sunset she was the chief

mistress. She possessed the_epic spirit and the deep earnestness

that were, larking in the south. Her language was_imowiL and

used an_-QvgXJne civilized world. Civil liberty had made great

progress in her towns. And Abelard, in his lectures at the great

University of Paris, had shown the way to intellectual freedom.

Why, then, did northern France fail to carry forward the lighted

torch of civilization? Scholasticism blighted its thought. Ob-

\ 72
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servation oftheworld_of nature and of men, investigation, was chap, v

not"practised Men wereengrossed with the method of reason- 1275-1300

ing. They held logjc, and not investigation, to be the sole key

to knowledge. They made the syllogism the very end of science

instead of recognizing it as being merely one of the instruments

of science. Given over to the discipline of the syllogism, they

failed to base their premises upon the data of experience, and
they failed to verify their conclusions. Instead of going out

into the world to gather data upon which to base their generaliza-

tions they were completely absorbed in the processes of logic.

So their ingenious and interminable disputations, that remind
one of a squirrel going round and round its cage with exceeding

skill and arriving nowhere, were barren of results. The intel-

lect of northern France was benumbed by its system of educa-

tion. Logic is too thin and bloodless a thing to direct and govern
life. It is possible to reason forever and yet to learn nothing.

^\ A second reason is to be found in the decline of the inde-

pendence of the towns . The social conditions that had come to

exist in the municipal democracies favored the development of

thought and the progress of civilization. But in the process of

the centralization of power in the hands of the king, the towns
lost their independence. As a political force the middle class

grew more and more insignificant. Thus northern France lost

the two conditions that are indispensable to the development
of civilization— freedom of thought and political liberty. The
springs of her intellectual life ran low. So that the Renaissance

which might have been cradled in France found a birthplace in

Italy.

In Italy all the conditions necessary for the success of such a

movement as the Renaissance were present. \M She possessed free-

dom-pf thought,. Scholasticism had never been accepted as the,
sole andinfallible method of thought^ The Italian genius, un- why the

like the~French, did not lend itself to the study of logic for its
Renaia -

1 t i>ii , • • r , sance Be-
own sake. It was concerned with the concrete realities of the gan in

world rather than with mental abstractions. This was illustrated
Italy

in the principal university of each country. At Paris dialectics,

which was nothing more than mental gymnastics, reigned su-

preme. At Bologna it was law, which has to do with the actual

deeds and interests of men,, that flourished. The Italians made
law the basis of their liberal education. They were not afflicted

with the intellectual disease of an excess of dialectics that ren-

dered the French mind incapable of innovation. Unwarped by
the narrowing discipline of scholasticism the Italians developed

the critical sense and assigned to reason the domain which of
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chap, v right belongs to it. They were able to distinguish clearly be-

1275-1300 tween feeling and fact; they combined a capacity for deep emo-
tion with scientific procedure. All their autobiographical and
historical writings reveal them to have been consciously aiming

to produce at one and the same time a scientific document and a

piece of literature. French memoirs, on the other hand, always

so artistic and agreeable, are literary creations rather than scien-

tific documents. Social conditions also favored the development

of theRenaissance in-Italy. The rise of the communes, each

one oT which was essentially though not absolutely an autono-

mous republic, relieved her from the oppression of feudalism.

The struggle between the Empire and the Papacy, resulting as it

did in the enfeeblement of the contestants, enabled Italy to

lighten the burdens they had imposed upon her. Thus she re-

lieved the pressure ofatriple yoke,— feudalism, the^Empire,

and the~

C

hurch] AncTlrT the process of this emancipation, and
as one of "its results, there came about, as we have seen, aj^viyal

of individuality .. The age of the commune passed into the age

of the despots. This in its turn resulted in an intensification of

personality. And the despots, perhaps without a single excep-

tion, gave encouragement to literature and to art. A third cause

that made Italian soil fertile for the Renaissance was_the_p_r££er^

v ^Avationjjf the classic tradition. In Italy the civilization of the

ancient world had never so completely disappeared beneath the

wave of the barbarian invasions as it had done elsewhere. It was
always believed that the grandeur of Rome had suffered only a

transient eclipse, that her destiny was divine and her power
eternal. They found no hero, as did the French and the Ger-

mans, in the ranks of the feudal aristocracy. The only national

traditions which they had were those of Rome. So the Renais-

sance, in one sense, was but a continuation of a tradition which

the accidents of history had never abolished. This admiration

and love for the Latin civilization in medieval Italy was by no
means confined to a few cultured minds. It was " a popular

sentiment, a living passion. It was left in men's minds by
paganism, and Rome devastated, its temples overgrown with

brambles, its statues of the gods mutilated, its Forum and
Coliseum haunted by wild beasts, still spoke with a mysterious

voice to the heart of the people." The writings of Vergil, the

Latin tongue, the Roman law, each in its way contributed to the

preservation of the classic tradition. Nor was the inheritance

of Greece wholly lost. Greek traders and the descendants of

Greek colonists used the Greek language; and the negotiations

between the Greek and Latin churches compelled attention to it
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In every one of the medieval centuries there were Italians who CHAP - v

were students of Greek. The classic tradition, then, was for 1275-1300

Italy " a long continuity of memories." A fourth reason that

enabled Italy to become the first seat of the Renaissance was the

fact that she had graduall y become possessed of a language

rapahW>£giving complete expression to the spirit of the people.

This fact was demonstrated by Dante when he wrote his immor-

tal epic in which " there is no sense of damnation, no sigh of

love, no outburst of anger which does not find its form, its

colour, or its precise note." And in his hands Italian prose also

proved its capacity to express with exactitude the most subtle

shades of thought and feeling. It was at the right moment that

the Italian language, " so delicate and so sonorous, emerged from

its Latin chrysalis and became a perfect form for Italian litera-

ture."

Such were the fundamental and permanent causes of Italy's

primacy in the Renaissance. There were in addition certain sub-

sidiary and temporary causes. In the Middle Agesjhe Italian,

peninsula_was the meeting place of many tivilizatTnns.. In the

mosaics of her churches may still be seen something of the wide-

spread and long-continued influence of Byzantium. Even more
general was the influence of the Arabs. Indeed, " all Europe

felt the prestige of this elegant race, of whose strange and re-

fined customs some glimpse had been gained during the Cru-

sades." In science, in art, and in poetry they were for a long

time supreme. The Normans superseded the Arabs in the po-

litical control of Sicily. But the two races lived peaceably side

by side, and the political capacity of the Normans was inter-

fused with the Arabic civilization. This composite civilization

was carried over to the mainland by Frederic II, whose reign,

as we have seen, was a prelude of the Renaissance. Something

of the genius of Provence was interwoven with that of Italy

when the court of Frederic gave asylum to the troubadours and

their lyrical poetry. More lasting in its effect was the influence

<of the epic and romantic literature of northern France. Many
An Italian, long before the time of Dante, Petrarch, and Boc-

caccio, found his way to the University of Paris. And other

French schools, Tours, Orleans, Toulouse, and Montpellier, were

not without their students from. across the Alps^ Still another

cause was the fact that when the Renaissance Segan to dawn .

Ttalian writers an d artists found ready and generous patrons in

the popes of Avignon.

The special aptitude of the Italians, their penetrating sense of

reality, their freedom from prevenient judgment, their lack of
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prejudice with which to clothe the naked truth, their dearth

of cherished illusions that had to be saved at any cost, their

sesthetical sensitiveness as opposed to ethical sensitiveness, led

them into many lines of activity, into commerce, industry, finance,

war, politics, philosophy, literature, art, and religion. And with

their sense of reality, their clear understanding of men and of

things, their ability to see things unblinkingly in the white light

of fact, there went to complete the Italian character of the Re-

naissance period a deep-seated passion that found its vent in

love, pride, and ambition, and an indomitable will that brooked

no obstacle to its sovereign sway. These qualities, this virtu,

this perfection of the persphality, that which makes a man, the

power to will (the word is untranslatable), resulted in lives that

were compounded of wisdom and folly, brutality and kindness,

of unspeakable immorality and religious ecstasy, of unscrupulous

selfishness and the most liberal generosity. The virtuoso ac-

knowledged-no limit to his desires and set no bound to his deeds.

It wasjiis aptitudes that produced Italian civilization with all

the amazTng "variety^oi its manifestations, a civilization that for

the three centuries of the Renaissance period remained essen-

tially the same.

The first field of art in which_jpiq gening of fhp Ttahprjs frmnH

expression j^as-that- of literature. There had long been a popu-

lar poetry in Italy, as elsewhere, giving expression to the joys

and sorrows of the common people, and little known to us to-day

because it was intended to be sung and not read. The first

written poetry of any importance was that of the troubadours.

Driven by the horrors of the crusade against the Albigenses

many of the troubadours left their native country and wandered
from one end of the Italian peninsula to the other. Admiration

of these wandering minstrels engendered imitation, and so before

long Italian troubadours, scarcely to be distinguished from those

of Provence began to sing, in the language of Provence, of love

and war, the basic elements of chivalry. Individuality is but

faintly indicated in their songs, and there is little regard for

nature. Later on, in Sicily, at first under the patronage of

Frederic II, there were poets who wrote in Italian. They were

dominated by the Provencal influence, but they were not without

an originality of their own. They were innovators in that they

were the first to raise one of the Italian dialects to the dignity

of a poetic idiom, to make of it something more than a mere

dialect. They invented several verse-forms, among them the

cansona, which Dante chose, the sonnet, which Petrarch carried

to perfection, and the strambotto, which in after years suggested
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the fluent and noble stanza of The Fairy Queen. Dante tells CHAP - v

us that the influence exerted by the Sicilians was most potent. 1275-1300

It was bv this Sicilian school that the seed of Italian literature

was__sojyja. Just when the movement began to spread northward,

and what route it took, cannot now be determined, but the seed

sprang up with marvelous rapidity. St. Francis of Assisi and

his followers did much to elevate the vernacular into the rank

of a literary language. The rhythmic prose of the Poverella

constitutes the earliest example of religious literature in an

Italian dialect. In the latter half of the thirteenth century there
__

were a few poets who had something of personal inspiration, in

whose poems something~of individuality may be iouncL Among
them were Guittone di Arezzo, the first conspicuous name of the

indigenous Italian school, and Guido Guinicell i, of Bologna,

which seems to have been one of the first cities to respond to the

Sicilian influence. Before long -the. practice of writing verses

in the vernacular prevailed at Arezzo, .Pisa, Pistoia, Florence,

Lucca, Padua, Pavia, Ferrara,. Faenza, and other towns, each

of which was bent upon developing to the utmost its local dialect.

It was the Florentine dialect that finally prevailed in the -fnrma-

tion of jth&_Italian language. The central situation of Florence,

her commercial prosperity, her political importance and the

striking degree to which individuality had been developed among
her citizens all contributed to this result. But of greater impor-

tance than these causes was the fact that of all the Italian dia-

lects that of Florence was best fitted to become the fundamental

element in the formation of the Italian language. More than

any other it had succeeded in combining the regularity, the pre-

cision and the gravity of the Latin with the vital characteristics

of a living tongue. So, evoked from the chaos of dialects and
the darkness of the dead Latin, there came into being a language

whose liquid and melodious vocables invite like limpid waters,

a tongue of delicate grace and of tragic accent. With the work
of Lapo Gianni, Guido Cavalcanti, Cino da Pistoia, and others,

the Italian language was ripe for a literary Renaissance, and
with unparalleled swiftness the literature of Italy reached, in the

great epic of Dante, the greatest height it ever attained.

There are but few events in the life of Dante degli Alighieri

(1265-1321) of which we have certain knowledge. We know
that he was born in Florence, that his youth was devoted to

study, to poetry, and to the affairs of public life, that he married Dante

Gemma Donati by whom he had several children, that because
of his participation in political matters he was exiled in 1302
from his native city, that for twenty years he was a wanderer
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chap, v m Italy and France, knowing the salt taste of patrons' bread,

1300 .2 i alternately trembling with hope and disheartened by cruel dis-

illusions, and that he died at Ravenna, where often he had mused

in the pine forest by the sea and where his remains still rest far

removed from the city- of his birth, which he loved with such

passionate intensity. Dante came at the end of an era, but he

was not merely the last great writer, the last great personage,

of an age. The deep currents of life that were silently produc-

ing a profound change in human affairs affected his thoughts,

his dreams, and his deeds. It is true that with matchless power

he summed up the Age of Faith in his great epic; but to sum-

marize an era is to end it. The world cannot stand still. Life

is dynamic. It flows on ceaselessly, forever changing in its

aspects and its vision. When it seems to stand still it is but the

end of an oscillation of the pendulum. Deep as was the sympa-

thy of Dante with the Middle Ages, he was nevertheless a child

of the new birth. In his poetry- individuality is supreme. One
of the most striking characteristics of the~DivineComedy is its

autobiographical element. His concern with the secular prob-

lems of his day is not that of a medievalist. And in religion

he held that virtue and inner peace are to be attained by ethical

rather than by supernatural means. He wished to bring the

world back to a way of thinking that was far older than the

Middle Ages. He wished it to think of God as the creator and

guide of human life, and of heaven as the ultimate goal of man.

He saw the new paths that were opening for the feet of men.

He, too, wa s_ possess^d^vyitha ze^Lfox_knpwledge . He was the

most protound scholar of hlsume. He saw, though it may be

but dimly, the new realms of knowledge that were looming

vaguely along the horizon. It matters not that he saw the new
world but indistinctly. It is the direction of a man's gaze that

is of chief importance.

Something of the morning freshness of the time, the thrill of

awakening life, is to be discerned in the earliest and most directly

autobiographical of Dante's writings, The XeiiL-Lije . What is

Tie New this new life of which the poet writes with such tenderness and
LiXe frank simplicity, whose charm it is impossible not to feel? Is

it simply the story of his early life? Or is it the story of the

new life revealed to him by the poignant experience of love?

The latter seems to be the true interpretation. La Vita Xuova

is the story of Dante's life sublimated by the thaumaturgic

presence of Eeatrice. It does not recall the facts of the poet's

life in their due order, but it rearranges them freely and always

in the light of a glowing imagination and always for the pur-
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pcse if reveal-inn a saim-ai thought And under this story of ceaj-. v

live. " ..-- its r.tte if sairitual ecstasy, there seems to be the 1300-21

sttry if a v.:.. urn v,:th 1. tirriii ten eer. fault and snerte.

the two things that disputed the allegiance of every thoughtful

man in the thirteenth century. Such, it would seem, is the

inr.tr mear.mr ::' this :;;•: •::- ine erhrmatii title birrmi;

from the subject-matter to the form, one can say that The New
hlyb yi ire first great ettamtle 11" Italian z rise, and that its poems

iatepics of -the world.

Emiratim: 2: it dees nit merely 2 single aspect of life but the

while :: life it is :r.e :: trie greatest 11 r. 1 eptions that ever issued

frtm the mind if mar da^s tie drama of the soul. Eternity

is havihed ithir. it: line.: ~.Vrimer, in the last years of Dante's

lire. after ;;; •:: s.rri l.ii in ::::' time :; him. after re had

ls.b: red and th: tight i: may te said .rat the great poem is the

si try ::' his : r. semi's ailgnmnage written in ihararrers si uni-

versal 2: :: pis seas vitality for all succeeding ages. His actual

mind may doubtless be seen filled with bitterness in the gloom of

the 1
-:f
:::

. mimed :y releititr. 1:1 the ?..'_::::•:: an: lifted

hive the wirld and its dis.at z liniments in the h: ;:, :: Z:t-

diwed with the heen sense if his rate iir reality h arte wive
his tremendius eti: 1.1 :;i himself 2nd filled it with the details

1: his f.vn life 2nd :he perssmtges 1: ins 1 11 tn.e hea trite

sent Vergil to guide him through the dread scenes of Hell and
the a unifying realm- 1: Itirgatsry 11 limine bite sun if

the awful ;iuruey is riven 1:1 great ntintiteness if heti.il Fir
earn if the iist sznls 111 Aeh the arm rib al 11111.m tnat actuated

hint tint earth it: 1 heume his mentratle fate Against that

fate tite thararter if the mdividual still str ggle: In the midst
if nit less death in this king dim if everlasting tain each is

still nniefeatec _:tsteal if repenting the iantned persist :::

their sins. All Has a bene the Ash : 1 hthiiteii 1 . nshment
1 1:1 them The tern'tle tragedy ;i hte 1 : m: lies in. tite fact

that tnts straggle :s :n vant Mrieihmg 111 if earth's passion

:::.. survives -he dwellers in the bath wastes tf Hell retain

hie lives an; the hatreds if their eartltiy lives This tlate if

dantnatitn is then 2 irA :z fatal aassisms In tite Itrrttin
ea:h ::.. remembers his eartitly life dimly as 2 dream. But
eiht is : interned nit his firmer life :\\y 1e11.se if its tinse-

tentes lite histilities if the bygsne days ire forgotten.

huh si ml is animated lit the single 11:1:2 if repemante.

- us line if rename is 1 irld :: : in trite srr: Yet this

place of expiation is flhmrinaied by the assurance of ultimate
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chap, v salvation, and so it has a brooding peace. The souls are joyful

1300-21 in the midst of the flames, for they can sin no more, and are

sure of obtaining in due time eternal felicity. The Paradise,

with its radiant and celestial imagery, is a world of rarefied air,

too thin for mortals to breathe. In it there is no force of indi-

vidual character. Each soul, steeped in the beatitude of the

Divine Presence, is simply a reflection of the divine love, a single

note in the divine harmony. This place of beatitude is a world

of perfect accordance with the will of God. The Divine Comedy
may also be regarded not as a description of the future world,

but as one of the existing spiritual world with its three states

of sin, trial, and beatitude. The poem is called a " comedy "

from the fact that the pilgrimage is- not a tragedy ending in

death, but a story " issuing in triumphant life," and from certain

external and less important characteristics, such as the fact of

its being_ written in the vernacular. The epithet of "divine"
was given to the poem by its admirers among whom was Boc-

caccio.^ There are large tracts of the great epic which are not

poetry at all, but merely sections of scholastic philosophy, such

as the explanation of the Thomist doctrine of love, or medieval

science, such as the explanation of the spots on the moon, forced

into rime; sections of matter that the poet failed to melt and

fuse with his emotion and to subordinate with the power of his

imagination. These intrusions of tedious and prosaic passage?

are now no more than records of a vanished civilization. It is

impossible adequately to indicate here the wonderful beauty of

The Divine Comedy, the remarkable vividness of its personages,

the canorous melody of its majestic lines, the lurid glare that

illuminates some of the scenes, the soft pervasive glow in which

others are steeped, the touching conception of human love, the

delicacy of heart, the pity, the tenderness, the exquisite sadness,

its beautiful descriptions of nature that are so often touched with

tears. Dante's mission was to show " how the soul of man, lost

in the mazes of life and defeated by the fierceness of its own
passions, can learn its peril, escape from the stain and power of

sin, and enter into perfect blessedness," that the foes of man
are not the adverse accidents of his history but his own tumultu-

ous passions, and that it is possible for every one to change his

life from the darkest tragedy to the most glorious comedy.

This message he uttered in a clear and penetrating voice. It is

the message of a lonely spirit, whose vision was as vast as time

itself.

The reader who turns from Dante to Petrarch is like a man
who comes suddenly into a drawing-room lighted by wax candles
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after a walk through a great autumnal forest which the setting chap, v

sun had filled with red-litten spaces and mysterious shadow. 1321-74

The wild and somber beauty is left behind, but the chamber

is exquisitely furnished and admirably proportioned. Up to

Petrarch (1304^74^, the world was essentially medieval. It is

with him that the modern world begins. Some of his prede-

cessor? were fore-runners ot the Renaissance ; but, he may be "^
said to be its founde r. Some of the scholars who had preceded

him had looked at the world from the modern point of view, but

it was their own exclusive possession and private practice. They Petrarch

did not communicate it to society at large. Not one of them

had been able to make it a power in the world by kindling the

zeal and quickening the souls of his contemporaries. But

Petrarch inspired othej^_not_merely to read ancient literature,

but to think as the_Greeks had thought, to think as modern men

think, to_goJo nature in the, spirit, of free inquiry for the data

nf nneVjvrernises, to attempt to appraise the things of life at

their just value by means of the critical faculty which harl been,

ignored all through the Middle Ages, to see something of the

beauty aridjJTP nnhility nf the world, to regard the present life

as worthy of investigation and improvement. It is not alto-

gether an exaggeration to say that he was the first modern man,
that he was the founder of humanism. Some quality of his

spirit enabled' him to spi ead aifiong men the contagion of the

new attitude towards life and to make it a living force. It is

in this rather than in his poetry, exquisite as are so many of his

sonnets, that his historical importance lies. It is with him and
in his time that the Renaissance takes definite shape, with its

many-colored lights and its sinister shadows, with its vital and

versatile spirit, its squalor and its nobleness, its cruelty and its

refinement, with its richness and its splendor, at times so gor-

geous and at times so baleful.

Yet it is as the author of a series of beautiful lyric poems that

Petrarch is best known. His love for Laura, her of the golden

hair and beautiful eyes, whom history has failed to reveal, seems

Jo have been the most critical of his personal experiences. It

seems to have touched his nature to a larger and a fuller life.

It is, however, merely with the poems themselves that we are

here concerned, with their masterly technique, their interpene-

tration of sense and of sound that approaches the condition of

music, their delicacy of expression, their moving melody, and
the wide range of feeling they portray. But the art of these

sonnets is greater than their thought. One looks in vain for

the impress of distinguished mental quality. The discipline of
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hopeless love brought to the poet neither wisdom nor consola-

tion. At the end one finds him as lachrymose and as sentimental

as at the beginning. Such a finished and musical expression of

love will always claim attention. The sonnets will remain a

landmark in Italian literature because of their intrinsic merits

and because of their contribution to the development of the

Italian language. But it is as the chief " initiator of the Renais-

sance" that Petrarch's fame grows with our increasing knowl-

edge of the potent influences which he exerted at one of the

most critical periods of the world's history.

Into his great epic Dante brought the macrocosm of the uni-

verse. For the subject of his sonnets Petrarch chose the micro-

cosm of man's inner life. Boccaccio_wrote of the outward and

the common life of his day. The first of this triumvirate sang

of heaven and hell, the second of the recesses of the heart and

the sanctuary of the soul, the third of the city streets and the

gardens of country villas. Several things contribute to the

importance of Boccaccio (1313-75). He jnade adventures, in

different directions and was, ^nmpfViing. nf an innovator His

Filocopo indicates the transition from the medieval metrical

romance to the prose novel of modern times. His Ajnzto is

the first definite pastoral romance this side of the Middle Ages.

It opened one of the most delightful veins of literature. His

Fiammetta, an introspective and subjective story, burning with

passion, perhaps the most striking picture of the passions of

love which the Renaissance knew, pointed out a field, that of

the psychological novel, destined to. remain practically unculti-

vated for a long times, But the popularity of Boccaccio rests

upon the De^gm-er^n, a book such as one might expect' from its

author. Boccaccio was far less imbued with the classic spirit

than was Petrarch. His mind lacked the elevation and his char-

acter the reserve and the dignity of the older scholar. He was
much more of an Italian of his day. He delighted in the move-
ment, the gaiety and the license of the polished and vivacious

court of Naples, where his youth was spent, and where he

divided his time not altogether impartially between literature

and the ladies. If the tragic accent of life fell upon his ears its

echo soon died away. It was the romantic aspect of life that

arrested and held his attention. He was an artist who delighted

in the shifting panorama of life, from which, and from old

romances, he gathered material for his stories. Invention is

to be found in the Decameron in the variety of incident and the

skilfulness of some of the plots ; and the narrative is often witty.

But one looks in vain through all the hundred stories for a single
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touch of poetry. Imagination and eloquence one shall find, but CHAP
- v

not poetry. Most of the characters are mere masks. They are 1321-74

mere marionettes, though it is true they are moved by the hand
of a master. It is but a few of them, such as Ser Ciappelletto

and the Ferate Cipolla, that appeal to us as living personages.

There are no heights and there are no depths. Love is the most
frequent theme, but it is not love in any high and noble sense.

And it is not merely the failure to regard love in anything but

its lowest phase that one misses, but the lack of all the things

that vitally concern human society. Only very seldom does one
find stories touched with tragedy, or heroism, or generosity, or

courtesy, such as those of the fourth and the tenth days. The
greatest defect of the book, however, is its licentiousness. It is

customary to excuse this by pointing to the social standards of

the time. Dante, of course, stood far above his world in ethical

purity, but Petrarch could write of love with delicacy and refine-

ment, and in a far less civilized land, in a society more barren

of resources, Chaucer, although of the earth earthy, could touch

the many stops of emotion and passion without constantly revel-

ing in obscene buffoonery. The Decameron has a beautiful

framework, a lovely mise en scene, in which the art of the author

almost wholly resides. It bubbles with merriment, and its style

is one of exceptional beauty. But its lack of nobility of thought

prevents it from being a great book.

Petrarch became the init iator of the Renaissance by inspiring
others with the, spirit of th^ ^ass iral world, by inculcating an
ideal of life that fostered the emancipation of the individual .

This he did chiefly through the medium of Latin, and so he had
for his followers the scholars of the various countries of Europe.

Boccaccio diffused the humanistic spirit among the middle class

of Italy by giving it expression in the Italian language. It_was_ chaucer

a similar service that Chaucer ( 1
;

^?-14.00) did for England._

No other poet of his age in any land was so well-fitted for popu-
larity as Chaucer. Though he is at times too garrulous and
long-winded for modern readers he is brevity itself compared
with medieval romancers. His stories are told with a singular

directness, his limited power of imagery does not find vesture

in allusive and difficult metaphor but is confined to explicit

similes. He is a master both of. broad humor and sly, subdued
pleasantly; and his pathos, far less frequent than his laughter,

is always true and tender. He is concerned with deeds and not

with meditation. He is lucid, shrewd, cheerful, content with
life as he found it, and filled with its zest. He is full of an un-
failing freshness. He has a confiding felicity, and he reveals
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chap, v here and there a quality rarely found in the literature of his

1374-1434 time— inlimacyj. Unexcelled until Shakespeare's day in the

variety of his characters and the skill exhibited in their portrayal

he was the best story-teller of the whole Renaissance period, and

is still unsurpassed as a writer of humorous narrative verse,

Chaucer created a literary _style in England where before none

had existed. He extended the range of tHe~lirei ary interest

He portrayed aspects of life which the poets of chivalry had

ignored. He did not reveal the labor and the sorrows of the

lower classes, the down-trodden peasantry. One has to go to

the Visum^of__Pi£X±-Jhe- Plowman for their distressful tale.

But of the weavers, the dyers, the millers, the carpenters, the

sheriffs, the friars, and their like, he wrote many a realistic and

not unsympathetic story. In this and in many another thing he

was essentially modern. The course of the Renaissance in Eng-

land, which he did much to inaugurate, was, however, inter-

rupted by social and political events , by the ravages of_ihe Black

Dsaihy by the dynastic civil war that ended with the murder of

Richard II , and by the still more disastrous Wars ol th~e~ Roses.

Even without these obstacles its growth would have been slow"

for the soil of England was far less prepared for such a seed

w than was that of Italy.

^ The Italian language had been used by Dante, Petrarch, and

Latin and Boccaccio. Its scope and its diversity had been demonstrated.

T6

Mddi ^ kac* Proved capable of expressing the widest range of feeling

Ages from the most exalted emotion to the most profane ribaldry. It

had given expression not only to the primary impulses of man,

but also to the most delicate shades of his feeling. It could lay

claim to be the fitting and adequate vehicle of a great national

literature. But the attention and interest of scholars was then

turned to a revival of classical letters, and so far as literature

in Italian is concerned a sort of literary interregnum ensued.

All through the Middle Ages the Latin language had existed

though in a degenerate form. It was the language of the western

church, and it was the language of men of culture in all parts of

western Christendom. Instruction in the schools and lawsuits

in both the civil and canonical courts were conducted in it and
commerce transacted. The libraries of such great monasteries

as those of Monte Cassino and Bobbio were rich in classic

authors. The Italians cherished a love for Vergil throughout

the medieval centuries. And Greek was not unknown. Some-
thing of Aristotle and of other Hellenic writers the Middle Ages
always possessed. Each succeeding medieval century, moreover,

regained something more than its predecessors possessed of the
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lost inheritance of the classic past. But the names from the litera- chap, v

tures of Greece and Rome that lingered throughout the Middle 1374-1434

Ages were only imperfect memories, echoes of echoes, distorted

conceptions, " phantoms whereof the positive historic truth was

lost." Men did not read the ancient authors in order to obtain

knowledge of the civilization of antiquity, nor with the desire

of improving the conditions of their own time by means of the

culture of the past. They read them only for the purpose of

medieval thought. They heard but the murmur of classical cul-

ture reverberating ever fainter and fainter in the cloisters of

their medieval monasteries. They did not dream that within

the yellow pages of those old manuscripts was to be found a

talisman tnat could exercise a potent power in the creation of a

new world. So, although Greek and Latin writings were by no
means unknown in the Middle Ages, although as time went on
more and more of them were recovered, they had little effect

upon the life of that time. The capacity for understanding

them was in abeyance. And for the most part they were to be

found only in the hands of men who were antagonistic to their

spirit.

Dante wrote in Latin. But his writings in that language have
always the air of a literary exercise. They lack the stamp of

personality. As we have seen, Petrarch did much to spread

knowledge of the classic authors. He recaptured their spirit, he p»trarch

instilled it into others, and he did much towards making it one isa .

La"°

of the most powerful forces of the time. " Vergil, Horace,
Livy, and Cicero. These," he said in writing to Boccaccio, " I

have read and re-read, not once, but a thousand times, not

cursorily, but studiously and intently, bringing to them the best

powers of my mind. I tasted in the morning and digested at

night. I quaffed as a boy, to ruminate as an old man. These
works have become so familiar to me that they cling not to my
memory merely, but to the very marrow of my bones. They
have become so identified with my own genius that, even were
I never to read them again, they would still be there rooted in

the deepest recesses of my soul." Petrarch had a fine sense of

literary style. In speaking of his study of Cicero when a boy,

he said :
" At that time I could not understand what I read, but

the sweetness of the language and the majesty of the cadences

enchanted me so that whatever else I read or heard sounded
harsh in my ears and quite discordant." He was the first

humanist who assiduously collected Latin manuscripts, inscrip-

tions and coins. " Whenever I took a journey," he writes, " I

would turn aside to any old monasteries that I chanced to see
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in the distance, saying that possibly some scraps of the writings

I courted might lie hidden there." After the middle of his life

he was seldom without a copyist or two in his house, and at times

he had as many as four, making copies of the manuscripts that

he had discovered or borrowed, and he did not a little of this

work himself. His life-long devotion to Cicero and his burning

zeal in the collection of classical manuscripts were rewarded by
the singularly happy accident of his discovery of Cicero's private

correspondence with Atticus in a dusty library at Verona. His
own attempts at literature in Latin, successful as they were, need

not detain us here. It was not merely classical manuscripts and
a better mastery of Latin style that Petrarch restored to the

modern world. His chief service was the r^rivaL^ojf the lost

faculty of intelligence, the lost power of sympathetic appreci-

ation of those writings, the lost attitude towards "life~oT~the

pagan "world. At his touch the spirit of that bygtFire"Time arose

from the grave and together with what was retained of the Age
of Faith furnished a new ideal for men to follow. One of the

most ardent of Petrarch's followers in devotion to the Latin

classics, and one of his most diligent assistants as a collector.

was Boccaccio. He wrote a good deal in Latin, though his work
in that line has little value. He acquired a wide acquaintance

of the Latin poets, but he was not so deeply interested in the

spirit of Latin literature as was Petrarch, being concerned chiefly

with minor matters of style.

The j-e^datal^ofLatio^Iettexs^was^carried on by _wandering
teachers_jvho went from city to_crty_a^municating their zeal

to different group s ofjjtudents. First among these was Giovanni

da Raveana (T34"o"?-i4o6) who succeeded in arousing in his

pupils a passion for Latin literature, especially for the writings

of Cicero. Among his pupils were the foremost teachers of the

succeeding generation. Gasparino da Barzizza (i37o?-l43i)

after teaching in Pavia, Venice, Padua, and Ferrara, settled in

Milan. He was p^r^ially^giirrpqgfiil in developing_a_new-^tyle

of epistolary Latin imparting to__it-sampthmg of the careless

grace oT'refme^cmrversation, He was the first apostle of that

Ciceronianism ofwhlch we shall see more later on. The man
who may be regarded as the founder of a new system of educa-

tion based upon the ideals of humanism is Vittorino da Feltre

(1378-1446). Under the patronage of Gian Francesco Gonzaga,

Marquis of Mantua, he established a school in which he carried

on a broad system of education. He aimed to develop all the

faculties of his pupils, intellectual, moral, and physical, and to

make them good and influential members of society. Noble,
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youths from all the courts of Italy came to his school, but all CHAP - v

of his sixty or seventy scholars were placed under exactly the 1374-1*34

same discipline. The Latin classics were made the basis of the

intellectual training. They were taught in a large and liberal

spirit that stimulated the interest of the students. The long list

of the pupils who attended this school shows how great was its

influence upon the times.

Meanwhile the fj^t_Jgr r1ass iVa1 manuscripts, inauguraled-by-

Petrarch, who had discovered two speeches of Cicero at Liege

and~hiT letters at Verona, went on unabated. Boccaccio dis-

covered writings by Ovid, Martial, Ausonius, and other Latin The search

authors. Salutato recovered writings by Cato, Maximianus, caiManJ*
Germanicus, Pompeius, and the Familiar Letters of Cicero, scripts

When the Council of Constance was convened agents of the

papal curia carried on a most industrious search for manuscripts

in the libraries of central and northern Europe. Poggio and his

assistants found more writings by Cicero, a complete copy of

Quintilian's Institutions, some of the works of Valerius Flaccus,

Asconius, Priscian, Vitruvius, Vegetius, Pompeius Festus, Lu-

cretius, Manilius, Silius Italicus, Ammianus Marcellinus, Colu-

mella, Petronius, and the grammarians Caper, Eutyches, and

Probus. In an old chest the bishop of Lodi discovered still more

writings by Cicero. The History and the Annals of Tacitus

were recovered, and writings by Celsus, Gellius, Curtius, Plautus,

Frontinus, Cornelius Nepos, Donatus, Suetonius, Pliny, Porphy-

rio and other Latin authors. The most obscure monasteries

and church libraries were ransacked in the hope that some for-

gotten document containing the dearly prized lore of classic

times might be found.

It must not he. imagined that humanism , this new learning,

or rather-this-Jiew attitude towards lite, was accepted immedi-

ately, universally, and without question by scholars who had

been trained in other lines of thought. The_ aim of Jmmanism Humanism

was to interest-men- in all 4h_ings pertaining_to_ human life , to
MUlt»,lt

destroy the shackles which medieval authority had imposed upon

the mjnJLofjnam It lacked the piercing spiritual "vision of the

Age of Faith ; but, in its purest form, it was by no means devoid

of the element of religion. It sought to unite the feeling for

beauty with the spirit of religious exaltation, not in moods of

rapture and ecstasy, but in a manner more expressive of the

daily and normal life of man. It was a revolutionary movement
having for its purpose the liberation of thought. It emphasized

the ideal of the self-development and individual responsibility of

man as opposed to the ideal of self-surrender and vicarious re-
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demption. It sought to break the bonds of medieval religion,

to break the fetters of medieval philosophy, and it therefore

met with opposition from the representatives of that religion

and that philosophy. Medieval religion had depreciated human
nature, while humanism sought to rehabilitate it. Scholasticism^

as we have seen, was concerned with .thp pmc^^ r>f Ino-ir,

while Tiiirr^anfcr" was concerTTCfC wTth the concrete realities of

life. At first the jurists, doctors, grammarians and theologians

of the universities were mostly hostile to humanism. It is only

in our own time that schools have endeavored to give new thought

to the world. At the dawn of the Renaissance the universities

were merely the custodians of the truth that was already known,

and their sole function was to pass the accumulated lore on to

the succeeding generations. They were not the cradle of the

new intellectual activity that was effecting such momentous
changes. Nor was humanism brought in by a sweeping move-
ment of the popular mind. In the beginning it depended upon

powerful and wealthy patrons who gave aid to the humanists

and enabled them to secure audiences in the various Italian

cities. It made its way slowly at first. It hadto pass through

a TnjHtant period PprrarrVi_ marie war iipnn—the sc^ToTa stirs

whose learning filled him with sovereign contempt. All his life

long he protested against them and boldly assailed the medieval

tradition. In its beginning humanism was more of a religion

than a science. It derived its moral force from the emotions

rather than from the intellect. The humanists were filled with

a yearning love for the wisdom of the past. They were imbued

with sympathy for the attitude towards life of antiquity. They
saw once again, as did the Greeks of old, the divine rendered

visible in the human; and they believed that self-control rather

than self-sacrifice is the way of life. But they were not as yet

animated solely by the sober curiosity of the scientist. The
medieval and humanistic ideals are irreconcilable and mutually

exclusive. One or the other of them had to give way. In the

struggle that ensued it was the former that succumbed. It is

true that scholasticism, which for four centuries had dominated

the thought of Europe, did not receive its death-blow until the

Epistola Obscurorum Virorum were published (1515-17), but

it began to yield with the first attacks of the humanists.

Somewhat later there came a revival of Greek letters. It was

a revival that had the greatest importance. But the value of the

revival of Latin letters shoul<T~riot be underestimated. Latin

literature is not merely imitative of that of Greece. The Roman
poets adapted as well as adopted the forms of their Greek
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models. Their age was something more than a mere echo of the chap^v

golden days of Hellas. The Odes of Horace, for instance, 1574-1434

are far more in spirit and even more in form than mere copies

from the Greek. Rome, quite as much as Greece, was the

foundress of modern civilization. Greece was affected very

largely by Oriental influences, and in some things she had re-

mained very largely Oriental. Then, too, because of its lofty

idealism and indifference to biographical details, Greek litera-

ture has an impersonal character; it is lacking in individual

traits. Latin literature, on the other hand, does not rise to so

sublime a height, and is informed with a greater interest in the

daily life of man. The R^enaissance, therefore, obtajned^from

the Greeksjiterary models and philosophicaljdeas; while from

the Romans rtieajned much^^ardingJJie44v4ng_jiiaji_Jiinis£l-L,
It wa^lnstinct at first rather than knowledge that led scholars

to divine the importance of Hellenic thought. Petrarch had a

vague knowledge of Plato through Augustine, and of Homer
through Vergil, and he ardently desired to read them in their

original language. So he studied Greek, first with Barlaamo and

later on in Venice. But he never succeeded in acquiring a read-

ing knowledge of it. Yet despite his own failure to acquire

the key to the literature of Hellas, he urged others to undertake

the study of Greek. It was upon his advice that Boccaccio took

up the study. The author of the Decameron chose Pilato for

a master and secured his installation in the University of Flor-

ence in the first chair of Greek in Italy. It was an exceedingly

difficult matter to study Greek at this time. There were no Greek

grammars or dictionaries written in Latin or in any of the Ro-
mance or Teutonic languages. The only way in which a west-

ern European could acquire something of Greek grammar and
vocabulary was through a Greek-speaking teacher. Greek sailors

and traders were to be found in the seaports of the Mediter-

ranean, but they spoke a patois, and they were without scholarly

knowledge of ancient Greek. Even in Constantinople men with

such knowledge were rare. Yet it was these men from the van-

ishing Byzantine Empire who revived in the Occident the forgot-

ten knowledge of the Hellenic past. First of them was Bar-

laamo, a Calabrian monk who had long resided in Constantinople

and who returned to Italy on one. of those fruitless missions to

obtain help for the Eastern Empire against the Turks. Pilato,

who was also a native of Calabria who had gone to live in Con-

stantinople, knew little more than the Greek that was then cur-

rent in the Byzantine capital. Yet so great was the dearth of

adequate teachers that, as we have just noted, he was made the
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first professor of Greek in a western university. The first ef-

fective teacher of Greek in Italy was Manuel Chrysoloras (1350?-

1415), another of those agents of the Byzantine Empire who had

come to implore aid against the conquering infidels. He was a

man of wide learning, a gentle-hearted visionary given to medi-

tation, who proved to be a sympathetic and inspiring teacher.

He was induced to teach at Florence and began his work there

in 1397. An extraordinary crowd of students thronged to hear

his lectures. He also taught at Pavia, Milan, Venice, and Rome.

Italians were given for the first time a scholarly and sympathetic

presentation of Greek culture. Above all else in importance

Chrysoloras brought with him the intellectual contagion which is

characteristic of the Greek spirit. The charm of Hellas began

to work again. Men received new inspiration in their qupt for

a new manner of living, a new ideal of life. Trapezuntios
r

( 1395-

1484), another of the Greek schoolmasters, came to Italy about

1420. He taught at Florence and Rome, among other places,

and he worked at the papal court as a translator of Aristotle and

Plato. Gradually a new world opened to the Italians, one in

which, even more than in the days of the Roman civilization, men
lived in happy communion with nature, whose pleasures they

enjoyed without question, and whose secrets they explored with-

out fear.

The advance of the Turks sent a stream of Greek exiles into

the west. Not all of them were of much use in the revival of

Greek letters. Some of them were not men of letters, and many

of those who were scholars were ignorant of Latin and had only

a smattering of Italian. But their presence was a lively stim-

ulus to the study of Greek. They increased the passion that

had been created for the philosophy of Plato. In Gemistos

Plethon (i356?-i45o), who came to Florence in 1438, the Flor-

entines found a man able to give them something of the Greek

idealism for which they craved. There was much more in the

teachings of Gemistos that came from Alexandria, where the

philosophy of Plato had become tinctured with that of later

writers, than that which came from Athens. Yet something of

the thought of Plato he was able to give, and all that the elo-

quent old man had to say was accepted as pure gold. Theodoros

Gaza (i400?~75) came to Italy about 1430, and after teaching in

various places settled in Rome where he found employment in

the palace of Cardinal Bessarion as a translator. Greatest of the

Byzantine Platonists was Bessarion (1395 or 1403-1472), who
very early in life had risen to a high station in the Greek church.

As the Archbishop of Nicaea he attended the Council of Florence
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in 1438-9, and there, after the attempt to bring together the east- CHAP - v

ern and the western churches failed, he went over to the Latin 1371-1434

church. He was made a cardinal, and his palace in Rome, which

contained a considerable library of Greek and Latin authors,

became a haven of refuge for the exiled Greeks. In the bitter

controversy that arose among the Greeks as to the respective

merits of Plato and Aristotle he displayed a serenity and toler-

ance in striking contrast to others who joined in the fray, pro-

fessing respect for Aristotle as well as admiration for Plato.

Joannes Argyropulos (1416-86) taught Greek in Italy as early

as 1441. He lectured at Padua, Florence, and Rome. Struck

by the excellent translation and pronunciation of Reuchlin, one

of his German pupils, he exclaimed :
" Lo ! through our exile,

Greece has flown across the Alps." Another Greek who taught

in Italy before the fall of Constantinople was Chalcondyles

(1424-1511) of Athens. The most prominent of those who set-

tled in the peninsula after the fall were Apostolius, Callistus,

Constantine Lascaris, Janus Lascaris, Musurus, and Callierges.

As we have seen, the work which had been begun by Petrarch

in Florence soon spread to other cities. But Florence had longf

glmwn itself tr» he the brain of Italy. Nowhere else had the

traditions of the Roman civilization been so faithfully preserved.

Nowhere else had individuality been developed to so great an

extent. All classes of society had experienced, at least for a

brief time, the intoxication and the difficulties of governing.

Wearied somewhat, perhaps, with perpetual revolution it had

settled down to enjoy a period of stability and a government The Spmt

apparently democratic. The dissembling Medicean autocracy ofFlor -

was of course far from being democratic. But it was the gov-

ernment which the Florentines had accepted, and it nattered their

passions and pleased their pride. From the beginning of the

fourteenth century Florence had enjoyed an increasing com-

mercial prosperity which reached its maximum in the middle

of the fifteenth century. The oil of commerce filled the lamp

of culture. The wealth of the city made possible a high stand-

ard of comfort and produced a luxury and a sense of refine-

ment that called into activity the energies of artisans and of

artists. And all the people of the city profited by the wealth

of its merchants. They shared in the pomp and the splendor

of the civic and religious festivals which were paid for by the

rich merchants and bankers. They enjoyed the artistic buildings

that were erected. They saw the pictures, read the poems, and

witnessed the dramatic performances that were made possible

by the wealth of the patrons. Christianity still maintained a
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chap, v fold Upon the people. It determined not a little of the social

1374-1434 activity of the public palace, the corporation, the family, and

the individual. Even the most ardent of the humanists, the men
most enraptured with the rediscovered and the resurgent pagan

attitude towards life, were, as a rule, respectful Christians. But
it was no longer the Christianity that held complete renuncia-

tion of the world to be the highest virtue and self-maceration

to be a principal secret of peace. Indeed, Christianity was losing

ground. It was coming to be more and more merely a veneer.

It was the architecture, the decoration, and the ritual, that at-

tracted the most cultured of them to church; the perfection of

the lines of pillar and dome, the perfume of the incense and the

sweetness of the songs, things that aroused sensuous emotion.

Florence had come to be a city of epicureans. In its intelligent,

sober, and industrious citizens human nature manifested itself

in all its multifarious aspects. They had a passion for their

city, a deep-rooted sense of their citizenship. They had a love

for what was beautiful, and a keen critical sense that enabled

them to insist upon a high plane of achievement. Such was the

city to which we have now to turn our attention.

L, Florence had become a hive of learned men, congenial coteries

of whom gathered in palaces, in convents, and in villas. The first

of these groups was the one that met in the convent of Santo

Early nor- Spirito under the leadership of Luigi Marsigli (?-i394), a

manism
111

" teacher of mediocre ability who nevertheless exerted a wide-

spread influence. There came to be a passion in Italy for these

societies. In many of the towns there existed a literary group

that organized itself into an academy. Another Florentine hu-

manist of this period was Coluccio Salutato (1330-1406), who
became chancellor of the city, and who did much by the exqui-

site Latin prose of his official papers to make a correct and

graceful Latin style an indispensable accomplishment of any

one who sought to occupy a position as secretary in any of the

republics or courts of Italy. Thus an important field was thrown

open to the humanists. The revival of letters and of art found

generous supporters in several members of the Strozzi family.

It was the noble and generous Palla Strozzi who was chiefly

instrumental in the renovation of the University of Florence

and in bringing Chrysoloras to it as one of its teachers, thus

making it the center of Italian Hellenism. Had he not been

banished from the city he might have excelled his rival, Cosimc

de' Medici, as a patron of learning.

A second period in the literary and artistic history of Florence

began with the patronage of Cosimo de' Medici (1389-1464)
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who became the autocrat of the city in 1434 and held the posi- CHAP - v

tion for thirty years, with the exception of a brief period of 1434-69

exile. Cosimo

i

_vvas in many_ ways a consummate ruler . He
maintained a pertect harmony between his own aims, ideas and

aspirations and those of the Florentine people. Very early he

realized that th&JELenaissance mnvpmpnt was one oT profound

importanceJ__Tie perceived that it was something greater than

a national movement. " You might as well try to control the cosimo de'

stars in their courses," he wrote to one of his friends, " or the ^^1?
sea in its tides as to bind the Renaissance to Italy. It is a

European, perhaps a world-wide influence." And he determined

to make himself its foster-father. He identified himself with

every aspect of it. Eminent as he was in finance and politics

he was nevertheless remarkable as a man of notable and varied

culture. He gathered about him the most prominent classical

scholars,__arciii£ed:s^ sHi1ptor s, ar»H painter." By his discrim-

inating judgment and sympathy, as well as .by his financial sup-

port, he did mucli to evoke the latent genius of many of these

men. He employed agents to collect coins, inscriptions and

manuscripts. He not only accumu lated libraries but made pro- 1

vision forhousing them and making them accessible to the pub-

lic.__Trwashe who fmmHeH flip Platonic Academy at Florence .

Among the members of his circle were Niccoli, Bruni, Marsup-

pini, Manetti, Poggio, Traversari, Guarino, and Filelfo. Each

was actively engaged in furthering the revival of letters, and

each was specially interested in the study of Plato. Niccoli

( J363-1437) was an excellent Latinist, an indefatigable collector

and copyist, an able critic and a man of wide learning. Leonardo

Brimi (1369-1444), who had been one of the pupils of Chryso-

loras, became chancellor of Florence and one of its historians.

He is chiefly famous in the revival of letters as a translator from

the Greek. He possessed a critical mind, and he gave a great

impulse to textual criticism and philosophy. Carlo Marsuppini

(i399?-i453) succeeded Bruni as chancellor of Florence. He
placed little value upon the Christian faith, and upon his death-

bed he refused the rites of the Church. His work was chiefly

that of a teacher and lecturer. Manetti, ( 1396-1459) studied
m

Hphrew__as well as Latin and Greek. He was an ardent col-

lector of manuscripts, copies_o f -which-Jie circulated among the

poorer scholars! The pagan learning that led other scholars

to moral laxity served in his case for the elevation of his char-

acter. PoggJO (1380-I459) was the most rlijiorpnt and fnrtnnate
r

of all thg^searchers for classical manuscripts. He was the first

scholar to prove himself an original writer. His Latin is full
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chap, v f Italianisms, but it has the spontaneity and the vivacity of a

1434.69 living language. Despite the fact that he held papal offices under

eight successive popes he was surpassed by few in his con-

tempt for Christianity. His facile pen was ready not only to

copy classical manuscripts, but to lend itself to the licentious-

ness that marked the later years of the revival of letters. Traver-

sari^ 1386-1439) another of the pupils of Chrysoloras, became-~-

general of the Camaldolese Order. He made his convent in

Florence a meeting place for scholars, and he wrote to other

scholars all over Europe. He had the happy faculty of uniting

the Christian virtues with the pagan culture. Guarino da Ve-__
rona (1374-1460) was still another pupil of Chrysoloras, having

studied in the house of the master at Constantinople. With
Vittorino da Feltre he was one of the great schoolmasters of the

early Renaissance. He taught in many places, Venice, Verona,

Trent, Padua, Bologna, Florence, and Ferrara. He was per-

haps a better Greek scholar than any other Italian of the time^

and unlike many of the humanists his moral character was above

reproach. Filelfo (1398-1481) had also studied in Constanti-

nople under Chrysoloras. Two years after his return to Italy

he began to teach in Florence. He was conceited and arrogant,

and he quarreled with most of the humanists and with Cosimo,

their patron. His genuine enthusiasm for letters and his un-

doubted mastery of much of the literature of Greece are over-

shadowed by his venomous and obscene vituperation.

In speaking of the revival of letters we have been rnmpplleri

Italian Pa- to notice the increasing^pagamsm of the Italians . It would be
ganism incorrect to think that it was the study of Greek and Roman

life that gave to the Italians their pagan attitude towards life.

Nothing could be further from the truth. It was the innate

sense of reality of the Italians that led them to govern their

lives so largely by their senses, a sense that had been emanci-

pated by the revival of individuality, that gave to them the pagan

conception of life. When they read the classic authors they were

at first surprised and then delighted to find men who like them-

selves were bent upon enjoying to the full the pleasures of the

present life. The resuscitation of the paganism of antiquity

was merely a confirmation of their own. The paganism__oJ the -

Itahans, then, was_jn_ large pa rt sl jmattgr of temperament; but

it was also something of an intellectual epidemic, a youthful

exuberance, a reaction against the trammels from which they

had but recently become emancipated. Eventually they discov-

ered that " a system which sacrificed what was inward " could

not satisfy them; and, profound as was the indebtedness of the
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Renaissance to the new paganism, much of the finest work of the chap. v

era was accomplished when " the glow of medieval faith " in- 1469-92

spired it. Michelangelo's greatness, for instance, was due to

the fact that his genius was " spiritualized by the reverie of the

Middle Age, penetrated by its spirit of inwardness and intro-

spection," that he lived " not a mere outward life like the Greek,

but a life full of inward experiences, sorrows, and consolations."

So, in the later Renaissance, did the Hellenjstic and medieval

ideals tend to mix and mingle, to become concurrent and con-

comitant forces.

A third period in the development of letters and anew period

in the development of literature and~art began withjhTgaf.ronage

of Lor^nzo__iie!_Mjdi£L_C 1449-92), who after the brief interval Lorenzo

of five years in which his father, Piero de' Medici, held sway,
JJJgJJJ

8

succeeded, in 1469, to the position formerly occupied by his

grandfather, Cosimo. Lorenzo was only twenty-one years of

age when he came into power, but he had already displayed the

qualities that made him successful. We have here to regard

him as a^patfea-ajid a poet, rather than^aiCaLruler" As a patron

of literary men and artists he surpassed even his grandfather.

In an extraordinarily complete way he represented the varied

aspirations of his day, and he spared no effort to make Flor-

ence the mistress of literature and- art. Under his patronage Greek

scholars were brought to the Tuscan capital. " Athens, root and

branch," said a contemporary Florentine, " has been transplanted

hither, here to make her abode. Not Athens in ruins and in the

hands of barbarians, but Athens as she was, with her breathing

spirit and her very soil." To assist in the classical studies of

his circle he made costly ajid^valuable collection^_ofjKioks, coins,,

medals, inscriptiorw7--4Uid otherantiquities: Hispatronage was

marked not only by lavish expenditure and generosity but also

by tact and a most judicious discrimination. He was able not

only to recognize men of genius and to honor them, but also

to inspire them to the highest achievements of which they were

capable. With the most diverse forms of the many-sided life

of the Renaissance he could sympathize. In an unusual degree

he possessed the artistic temperament, a keen sensitiveness to

the thought and feeling of those amongst whom he lived.

Philosophers deemed him a sage. Scholars were aware of his

exquisite appreciation of literary style. In him architects, sculp-

tors, and painters found a patron of faultless taste. To liber-

tines he was a boon companion, who wrote carnival songs that

are often highly licentious, who danced and masqueraded with

the most abandoned, and who plunged into all the orgies of the
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The Pla-
tonic

Academy

carnival festivities. The pious knew and honored him as the

author of mystery plays and of hymns steeped in genuine re-

ligious emotion. Unless one realizes the rich and variegated

life of the Renaissance, Lorenzo, who was at once sensual and
spiritual, spontaneous of emotion and subtle of mind, as well

as many another man, will seem a paradoxical being.

We have already seen that there was a tendency among the

men of culture to form themselves into groups for the purpose

of discussing their intellectual and artistic interests. These
coteries usually came to be known as academies. It was not

long before academies sprang up all over Italy. There was a
need for them. They afforded the humanists definite organiza-

tions, gayejhem a corpora te pyistpnrp, and added crrpqtiy tn'tVipjr^

influence. They provided opportunity for the intercourse of

sympathetic spirits, and they made possible the free play of the

lately aroused critical faculty. The Platonic Academy at Flor-

eace. a circle of friends much more informal man tiiF^ademles"
that were organized in other placesT^as conceived by Gemistos
Plethon, founded by Cosimo de' Medici, and carried to its acme,

by Lorenzo de' Medici. It is not difficult to understand the

ardent devotion of the men of the Renaissance to Plato. Aris-

totle was coupled with scholasticism, with the submission of the

human intellect to external and arbitrary authority. Plato ap-

peared to tlT^rji-as^theprophet of freedom, as_the_phi!osopTie7~

to whom, fnore than to^lriy-ime^lse, was "due their^j^^cipation
from the fetters of ±he A

r

istotelian"scholasfjufismT He spoke to

them of the mystery of life, he corresponded to the new instincts

that stirred within them, to the new vision that floated before

their eyes, to the imaginative yearnings that filled their hearts.

The way in which Plato fused the material and the immaterial

world had for them an unfailing fascination. Moreover, their

temperaments were naturally Platonic. So they turned to Plato

with a passionate devotion. Out of this devotion grew an at-

tempt to find the Christian doctrines contained implicitly in the

body of his teachings, to reconcile him to Christ. But their

Platonism was very largely their own. The teachings of the

Athenian philosopher had come to them in a roundabout way and
in an adulterated form. They possessed only that system of

philosophical and religious doctrines and principles, compounded
of Platonism and oriental beliefs and then colored by Chris-

tianity, which had originated at Alexandria. Their Platonism

was not Greek. It was Christian, medieval, and chivalrous. Yet
their Platonic feeling was genuine. It was the same passionate

pursuit for something permanent in the midst of a world of
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change as that in which the disciple of Socrates was so active a chap, v

participant. It was in its essence the same eternal Platonism 1469-92

to which the material is but the symbol of the ideal, the phenom-

enal of the noumenal, the visible of the unseen. It made their

intellects emotional and their passions cold. It was much more
than a mere imitation of Plato. It was a veritable reincarna-

tion of his spirit divested of the environment of his far-off pagan

world. And if the Florentines have been surpassed in their

knowledge of Plato by more recent scholars, no others have

loved him better. They believed that no other philosopher had

expressed the eternal verities in speech of such consummate

beauty. They built a shrine to him, and before it they kept a

lamp continually burning. They crowned his bust with laurels.

They made the day of his birth a festal day; and on the anni-

versary of his death they pronounced stately and solemn panegy-

rics. This Platonic cult exercised an immense influence upon

the literature, the art, and the culture of the age. The concep-

tion of God as the supreme unity of all the diverse parts and

forces of the physical and moral universe penetrated the litera-

tuie of the latter half of the fifteenth century and permeated

its art. It made men of culture opponents of ecclesiastical dogma
and apostles of a general reconciliation.

Among the members of the Platonic Academy in the time of

Lorenzo was Marsilio Ficino (1433-99), who in his childhood

had been set aplirt by Cosimo de' Medici for the purpose of

becoming an interpreter of Plato's philosophy. All his energy-

was fervently devoted to the reconciliation of Christianity and
Platonism. He regarded Plotinus, the chief Neo-Platonist of Members

Alexandria, as the greatest exponent of the teachings of the platord

Greek philosopher because he found more features of resem- Academy

blance between Christianity and Platonism in the writings of the

disciple than he did in those of the master. His enthusiastic

ardor in the study of Greek literature and in promulgating the

doctrine that all religions are really one had an enormous influ-

ence not only in Italy but beyond the Alps. The Academy met,

according to the season or the circumstance, in the Medici palacT

in Florence, in the pleasant gardens of the Badia at~Fiesole . in

Lorenzo's villa at Careggi and in the forest that surrounds
the convent' 01 Lamaldoli.' In - his" Camaldolese Discussions

Christoforo Laodjno (1424-1504) has left a vivid and charming
picture of the life of the scholars of Lorenzo's circle. In the

revival of letters he is notable as an annotator of Horace and
Vergil and a translator of the elder Pliny. And with his com-
mentary on Dante he did not a little to assist in the revival of
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CHAP. V

2469-92

literature in the vernacular. He was one of the leaders of Flor-

entine scholarship. Poliziano_( 1454-94) was probably the first

Italian whose mastery of Greek was equal to that of the con-

temporary Greek scholars. He was an able interpreter both of

Greek and Latin literature. Students from all parts of Europe

came to hear him lecture. He wrote poems in Greek at the

early age of seventeen, and his Latin poetry possesses a singular

grace and beauty. As a humanist he stands easily first among
the Italians. He was able to divest his scholarship of pedantry

and to infuse into it vitality. Pico della Mirandola (1463-94)

did much to further that unity and belief that was the aim of

Florentine neo-Platonism, that was directed against the prev-

alent materialism of the Aristotelian school of philosophy and

the ignorance and corruption of the clergy. The^-seuV he said,

comes_ix©»i-Go4: It yearns to become more deeply conscious

Italian

confined to

tie Com-"
mon Peo-
ple

Value of

the Study
of Classi-

cal Letters

of its relation to God. It desires reunion with Him. rery

religious creed has this desire for its basis. He was, therefore,

intellectually tolerant of all creeds. Pico^ who died at the early

age of thirty-one, was a young man of noble birth and singular

beauty. He was eminent as a scholar, and he became the idol

of Florentine society. Between the dim figures of the half-for-

gotten gods of Greece and the pallid, blood-stained Christ of

Calvary, between the old faiths and the new, he craved with a

wistful passion to effect a reconciliation that should bring to

the world the peace of which he dreamed.

When, after the death of Boccaccio, the men of culture prac-

tically ignored Italian, it descended^elow the surface and con-

tinued its career in subterranean channels. The common life of

the people with its joys and sorrows, its victories and defeats,

its aspirations and its dreams, demanded expression. So a popu-

lar literature of ballads, tales, romances, letters, chronicles, and

hymns, sometimes the gradual result of composite authorship,

and sometimes the product of men whose names were speedily

forgotten, gave voice to the daily life of town and country-side.

It has been the fashion to decry__the renunciation of Italian

in favor_of^the literature of Greece and Rome! But the situa-

tion seemsto justify such action, if not to have made it impera-

tive. Dante's great poem, despite the fact that he himself fore-

saw something of the coming change, summed up an era that was
ended. He did not point out new paths to literature. And be-

cause of the fact that the culture and technical accomplishment

of Petrarch and Boccaccio were greatly superior to that of other

writers of their time and the generations immediately succeeding

tfeem, those writers founded no school. General culture and the
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mastery of technique had to be acquired, and this was done by CHAF - v

the study of classical letters and literature. The work of the 1469-92

humanists was not a mere harvest of barren blossom without

fragrance and without fruit. Nor did it warp the Italian genius.

Though they may have been for the most part unconscious of

the result, the work of the humanists, which was not always

that of mere imitation, served to educate and develop the Italian

genius. As the years went on they began to create an original

literature in Latin. This literature, whatever its defects may
be, contains in germ some of the characteristics of the renewed

Italian literature that was about to appear. It contains history,

oratory, and the depiction of contemporary manners in prose.

It came to be penetrated with Italian life. The work of the

revival of classic letters was then concluded. The revival of

Italian literature was at hand.

Leo Battista Alberti (1404-72), poet, philosopher, mathemati-

cian, inventor, athlete,- architect, painter, sculptor, and musician,

one of the many-sided men of the Renaissance, realized the need Benewed

of a national language to express iHe national life, and so in a E
t
®
^J™

1 of

treatise he championed the cause of the Italian_tongue, and by Literature

his example did much to bring about a second flower time of

Italian literature. The study of Greek and Latin letters was

fast becoming merely the work of pedants given over to imita-

tion and stylistic affectation. Alberti took up the development

of Italian prose where the interruption of the revival of classical

letters had left it. His prose is somewhat artificial in its imita-

tion of Latin, but his verses have a notable freshness and spon-

taneity.

Lorenzo de' Medici was essentially a poet, elegant if not pow-

erful, vivacious and always spontaneous. His sonnets have pre-

cision of technique and grace of diction and in their passages

of graphic description they give ample evidence of a loving Lorenzo as

observation of nature, though they fail to reveal a temperament * Poet

that was finely sensitive to her varying moods. His idylls, in

which he displays an easy mastery of various verse forms, are

the most elaborate of his poems. They contain portraits of

rustic folk drawn from life, and their diction is admirably suited

to their pastoral character. His carnival songs conformed to

the popular taste of the time, and so they are sometimes ex-

ceedingly licentious, and they always disguise immorality under

the mask of gallantry. His songs and ballads are sometimes

delicate, sometimes coarse, and always lyrical. They are spon-

taneous, rising out of the life of their time, but they are monot-

onous in theme. His sacred poems express a side of his nature
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Pulci

Poliziano

that was as genuine as the one disclosed in his lascivious carnival

songs. They are often eloquent, the emotion is often deeply

moving, and at times the thought rises to the purest sphere of

tragedy and religion. The dominant note of all his poetry is that

of love touched with the wistfulness of a thoughtful man. As
a poet he was accomplished rather than great. And as a writer

in prose and verse he did much by example to lift the Italian

language into its rightful place as the medium for the expres-

sion of Italian life.

The use of Italian, which had been renewed by Alhexti and

Lorenzo de* Medici , was continued by Luigi Pulci and Pp1i?iano.

The firsflorce of the revival of letters was now spent. The pas-

sion for antiquity had begun to cool. Its effects were far-

reaching and it had by no means been brought to a conclusion.

But the exclusive devotion to classical letters which had made
the century between Boccaccio and Alberti almost a blank in the

history of Italian literature came to- an end. Men were no

longer content to devote all their energies to 'mere letters, a mere

concern with the technique of literature, and to be dependent

upon the literature of the past. They began to exercise their

own creative power. They passed from letters to learning and

to literature. They broadened and deepened. Their audience

consisted no longer of little scholarly groups scattered here and

there. It became the living world of men. For his Morgante

Maggiore, Luigi Pulci (1431-2—1487-90) took the legends of

chivalry that were suited to his purpose and wove them into a

romantic burlesque. It was written part by part to be recited

before the brilliant and cultured society of the great Florentine

palace of the Medici. Mere amusement was its aim. It had

no serious and sustained object. It is at once romantic, heroic,

and ironical. It is a series of gay and reckless narratives, writ-

ten with spontaneity and vigor, convincing in its delineation of

character, shining with touches of a rich fancy, and full of the

bold and pungent irony that is a characteristic of the Italian

genius.

The greatest man in Lorenzo's circle was PjjbVianq^ As we
have seen, he was the foremost scholar among the men of letters.

He was also the grealeslLPoet of the revival of Italian literature

ihsjhe fifteenth _ century. He freed the Italian chrysalis com-

pletely from its Latin shell and reinstated it as the literary lan-

guage of the Italian people. His poetry does not soar to great

heights. It lacks the elevation of Dante and the rich imagina-

tion of Ariosto, but it is limpid, pliant, and melodious, and it

possesses an incomparable freshness. La Giostra which he
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composed chiefly for the pleasure of Giuliano, the brother of CHAF - v

Lorenzo de' Medici, lacks any noble or even central thought, but 1469-92

it is extraordinarily varied in its movement and its melody. He
wrote his play Favola d' Orfeo, the first non-religious play in

Italian, in two days, when he was only eighteen years of age.

It contains passages of golden melody, but the dialogue never

attains true dramatic quality. Without the music for which it

was meant it seems only the shell of a play; it lingers in the

memory as a thing of lyrical beauty rather than of dramatic

power. His minor lyrics have the exquisite refinement, the

limpid grace, and the enchanting melody that are their author's

chief characteristics. It is not passion, however, that pulsates

in these poems, but only the tender and delicate feeling of a na-

ture keenly sensitive to the beauty of the world in which it

lived. Poliziano's poetry and Botticelli's painting are expressive

of Florentine Platonism. The inspiration of each is love turned

into an enchanting and passionless ideal.

Florence was the central school of Italy, but the revival of

letters, ot literature, and of art tlounshed^in all parts of the

peninsula. And in some respects Florence was equaled if not

eclipsed by her rivals. In the first half of the fourteenth cen-

tury Siena, within whose rose-colored walls there was such an

apparently
-

paradoxical union of commercial astuteness, military Humanism

spirit, and contemplative passion, was the teacher of architecture, i3

Jh
the

c -

t

sculpture and painting to half Italy. In Sienarnore_.than in any Eepubiics

other Italian city did the Renaissance assume a spiritual aspect.

To this aspect of life she gave eloquent expression in painting,

but she contributed nothing of importance to Italian literature.

Most of the Greek scholars who came to Italy passed through

Venice and carried on their work in other places. The city of

the lagoons never produced any literature of distinction. In the

early stages of the Renaissance she seemed completely engrossed

in politics and commerce. Later on the rich merchants as well

as the wealthy nobles patronized men of letters and filled their

palaces with works of art. It was nrrt until the-ppi-tilin.u -press

had been invented that Venice became a literary center. Indi-

viduality had been developed to a far less extent in Venice than

in Florence. In the republic of the Adriatic the state and not

the individual was held to be of- paramount importance. Even
in her glorious period of painting in the sixteenth century it was
aliens from the mainland rather than Venetians who made Venice

famous. When Petrarch as a boy sailed from Genoa on his

way to Avignon that Italian town seemed to him " a city of

kings, the very temple of prosperity, and the threshold of glad-

&
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ness." But Genoa produced nothing of_JmpjDrtance in litera-

ture-ox_in_art.
"

Beyond the walls of Florence it was at the courts of princes

rather than the capitals of republics that letters and literature

flourished. Moral corruption abounded in these courts; and
guile, hypocrisy, cruelty, and deceit were seldom absent. Yet
these princes, who with their courtiers were often guilty of the

grossest immorality, were also possessed of extraordinary merits

and ability. They were generous to their friends and filled with

a keen zest of life. They wered^scrjminatmg^^
ture and intelligent and lavish ""patrons of_art. They vied with

each other to secure and retain men of talent. They made their

courts brilliant with all the men of genius they could allure. A
purely literary or artistic career was scarcely possible without

their aid. At Naples, as we haye seen
T
Frederic II succeeded

Humanism
at the
Italian

Courts

in prodaetfwf-a premature "Renaissance. But the culture of his

court did not become deeply rooted among the people. Culture

flourished at intervals at Naples after the death of Frederic, but

it was always dependent upon the patronage of the ruling prince.

Almost a century after the death of Frederic, Robert the Wise
became a friend to Petrarch and a patron to Boccaccio. Another

century later Alfonso the Magnanimous proved himself to be

a munificent promoter of learning. It was in his reign that the.

Academy of Naples was, founded. Antonio B'eccadelli (1394-

1471), one oi the humanists of the court of Alfonspj prostituted

his ability by producing a book that invested with voluptuous

grace all the vices that accompanied the recrudescence of pagan-

ism. Lorenzo Valla (1406 ?~57) possessed one of the keenest

intellects of the earlyHenaissance^ His critical mind was trained

in the methods of scientific investigation! Three years a7teT

Alfonso made himJiis private secretary he gave to the public

his famous treatise .on the Donation of Qonstantine. He exposed

as a forgery this medieval document that testified to the trans-

ference by Constantine of the sovereignty of Italy and the west

to Pope Sylvester. And he called into question the tradition

that the Apostles' Creed was the joint composition' of the twelve

apostles. So great a storm did he arouse that he was compelled

to take refuge in Barcellona. Later on, hjmiaiiismJ_in the person

of Nicholas V, crept to the papal throne and then Valla was
given a place in the papal curia. Thus was typified the passing

of humanism from its militant to its triumphant period. Ppn-

.tano (1426-1503) was a distinguished Latin scholar and his

Italian lyrics reveal much of the many-colored life of the Re-

naissance. Cangrande_della Scala. whom Petrarch calls " the
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consolocjDf^he~4}€H*setess--ari^^ was a patron at CHAP - v

Verona. It was in his time that Dante lived there. But Dante 1469-92

had a noble pride, and he found the patron's salt to be bitter,

and his stairs hard to climb. At Padua the University founded

by Frederic II in 1238 had been growing steadily in importance.

Jacopo II da Carrara, who had secured his lordship by forgery

and murder, was untiring in his zeal to promote the interests of

literature and art. After repeated entreaties he induced Petrarch

to reside at his capital for a time. His son Francesco was also

a man of cultured intellect who did much to further the cause

of humanism. But Padua failed to become a noted literary

center in the early Renaissance period. At a later day it became

famous as a place of intellectual freedom. For many centuries

Milan had been the second city of importance in the peninsula.

It was one of the first among the cities of northern Italy to

secure municipal independence. The commune did much to

improve the city, and the work was continued when the Vis-

conti and the Sforza were the despots of the principality. It is

to Lodovico Sforza that the Milanese school of painting owes

its origin. But Milan did not distinguish herself in letters or in

literature. As we have seen, Gian Francesco Gonzaga, Mar-
quis of Mantua, chose Vittorino da Feltre to teach his children

and thus ensured for his capital high rank among the centers

of humanism. Lodovico Gonzaga, who succeeded his father

in 1444, was also a liberal and intelligent patron of art and let-

ters. In the sixteenth century the court of Mantua was made
splendid by the residence of Bembo, Bandello, Ariosto, and

Tasso. Ferrara played an important part in the development of

Italian literature. The revival of ItaHan in the, fifteenth rpntn

took place almost simultaneously lit Florence
,

"Naples
,
—and.

Fextara^ The golden age of culture at Ferrara began in 1402

when its university was reopened. It had no part in the great

literary movement of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,

but in the fifteenth century, under its Este lords, it became cele-

brated for its literary and artistic splendor. Under Frederic,

the most ideal Italian prince of his age, Urbino gained a literary

as well as a political importance. The little duchy was scarcely

more than forty miles square and the larger part of it was
unsuitable for cultivation. But Frederic, who had been a pupil

in Vittorino da Feltre's school at Mantua, was a man of cul-

ture, and the finest general of his day. So noble youths flocked

to his court, the model court of Italy, to learn manners and the

art of war. Frederic was a liberal patron of arts and letters;

and his son Guidobaldo followed in his footsteps. Gismondo
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Malatesta, one of the most brutal and licentious despots in an

age when such men were numerous, was a patron who suc-

ceeded in making Rimini a center of humanism. But with his

death the literary glory of his capital came to an end. Thus we
have seen that although Florence was the birth-place ofJuiman-
ism_its influence spread far aridwide. At every Italian court

there were to be found scholars, poets, sculptors, and painters,

all intensely interested in the surging life of the time and bent

upon giving expressionJ^-thefr-thought and their vision in some
form of art_nr of literature,

It was impossible for the Papacy to remain unaffected by the

Humanism progress of humanism. We have seen that after the Captivity

and the Schism the Papacy was restored to something like its

old power and prestige. But it was very far from having be-

come the vigorous power that it was in the years of its medieval

supremacy. Captivity, schism, and conciliar struggles had se-

riously crippled it. So had it been disposed to stem the flowing

tide of humanism it would probably have found itself unequal to

the task. The Avignonese popes were in sympathy with the

new art and the new literature, and this attitude of the Papacy

was maintained, in general, until the Council of Trent . In the

first years of the fifteenth century Innocent VII attached Brun i

and PoggJO tO thejWa 1 Clltia ag secretaries • and humanists gath-

ered about EugenelV, despite the factjhaLJjiat^«mtifi_cannot

be considered jVHeirig"^favorabtyTTis^oseH^^ move-

ment. With the el^cripn nf^ .Mic^i^f ^ (t^t-c^) theT^enais-

sance definitely ascended the papal throne.^ Extremely poor, he

on the
Papal
Throne

had nevertheless managed to secure a university education at

Bologna. Step by step the little, ugly, bright-eyed, active scholar,

once a bell-ringer, crept up the ladder until at last he found him-

self seated in the Chair of St. Peter. From his jjnae-j3*fflre--hejL_

came the literary and artistic capital of Europe, and with brief

intervals the Papac?gaye~its chief attention during the Renais-

sance period to arj^ncfHteratureJgjthe neglect of rejig-ion Not

until half Christendom had withdrawn itself from the pale of

the church did the Papacy abandon its interest in the revival of

literature and art and turn its energies to ecclesiastical matters

and the recovery of its lost possessions. Nicholas was completely

penetrated with the spirit of humanism. He collected the books

that were in the various papal buildings and became the real

^ >Jounder of the great Vatican library . His agents were to be

^ found in all likely places seeking for manuscripts, and he em-

ployed the most skilful copyists. He was not only generous but

tolerant, or at least indifferent, to those who did not subscribe.1
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to all the doctrines of the church. Among the large number of CHAP - v

humanists employed in his service was Lorenzo. Valla. Calixtus 1469-92

III, the successor of Nicholas, whose pontificate lasted three

years, was chiefly interested in prosecuting the war against the

Turks. "PjujlJT (
T/
15
s~<i

'i )
wn * a^so dey-oted-to-the—success of___

the crusa6
re7~l3ut he was not such a fanatic as his predecessor.

Before his election he had been a man of the world and a man
of letters, who did^jrru^h^Jo^anT^Jujmajiism across the_Ajps.__

The humanists expected a great deal from him as a patron.

They were disappointed. It was only a mild encouragement that

he lent them. Yet humanism had succeeded in establishing itself

in the capital of Christendom. It proved a subtle enemy of the

Papacy that gave it patronage, for it encouraged men to think

for themselves and to rely upon their own reasoning powers.

It did not in an outright way contradict any of the essential

dogmas of* the Church, but it cultivated an attitude of mind that

was inimical to many of them. And from the standpoint of

the Papacy, had the latter been aware of the fact, or had it not

been indifferent to it, this mental attitude was far more dangerous

than an unequivocal heresy. An unmistakable heresy could be

condemned and persecuted. But a mental attitude was a less

prehensible thing. It could scarcely be defined, let alone con-

demned. So humanism went its way, quietly inculcating dis-

belief in things that were fundamental to the Age of P'aith.

It was in the city republics, at the courts of princes, and in

the papal retinue, that humanism found its most congenial quar-

ters. It had by no means taken full possession of the universi-

ties as yet. Petrarch tells us that when he went to the Univer- Humanism

sity of Bologna the educational methods of the day seemed to
jjjjjjjj^

him to be radically wrong. " Philosophy is so prostituted to the

fancies of the vulgar," he said, " that it aims only at hair-splitting

on subtle distinctions and quibbles of words. . . . Truth is ut-

terly lost sight of, sound practice is neglected, and the reality of

things is despised. . . . People concentrate their whole attention

upon empty words." And more than a century after the death

of the father of humanism most of the universities were still

dedicated to medievalism. Theology interwoven with the scholas-

tic philosophy, medicine, and the civil and canon law were the

principal subjects of study. And. the method of instruction was
fixed by tradition and prejudice that rendered every subject

comparatively lifeless. The bitter hostility and the arrogant

scorn which the humanists displayed against the medieval in-

structors was reciprocated in kind. Medievalism defended its

position in the universities with all the tenacity of a vested in-
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Humanism
beycnd the

Alps

terest. It fought with vigor against the forces of the new move-

ment which it did not understand. But despite all the skill and

vigor displayed in its defense the great medieval educational

system was doomed. It gradually fell into decay, and the uni-

versities became slowly permeated with the spirit of the new
learning.-

~~^
1 When humanism was a century oldjmlta]y_ilxrassgd the Alps

and beganlo mtect the whole~oT western Europe. With mag-
netic touch -it'rOu^ednth^~slumbering nations of~~the north to

vigorous intellectual life. It took on varied qualities and aspects

in accordance with the ethnic traditions, the racial temper, the

national characteristics, of the various peoples by whom it was
taken up. Yet in spite of all the mutations of expression the

fundamental principle of the new movement remained the same
in every country it entered. In Germany it did not consist as

largely as it did in Italy of a revival of the spirit of classical

antiquity, of a return to the rational and pagan spirit of Greek

and Roman civilization. It was rather a return to primitive

Christianity, or at least to what was understood to be primitive

Christianity. The German mind is deeply earnest and more
given to introspection than is the Italian. It lacks all instinctive

sympathy with the pagan spirit. So when the Renaissance pene-

trated into Germany it assumed a character that differed very

greatly from the one it had displayed in Italy. The French mind,

although it adopted humanism with great readiness, did not sur-

render itself as fully to the spirit of pagan antiquity as did the

Italian. It retained more completely its own essential qualities.

With a serene detachment it appropriated those qualities of classi-

cal antiquity that appealed to it and combined them with those of

its own which it retained. The effect of this combination of Gallic

and classic qualities is to be seen in all French art and literature.

Two things combined to make England receive the Renaissance

with less instinctive sympathy than did France. The English

national temperament is conservative and tenacious of whatever

custom has made familiar, it has ar-deep-seated aversion to

change; and, unlike France, the race is of Teutonic and not

Latin origin. It is characteristic of the English temperament

that the first use of humanism in England was to spread learn-

ing and not to produce art.^ Humanisjnwas_less_friiitfu1 in Spain

than in Germanyjgr France_or England. The Spaniards are not

a great artistic race like the French or the Italians, nor are they

a race of abstract thinkers and philosophers like the Germans.

Yet the achievements of the Spaniards are remarkable because

of their variety and their audacity. In discovery the Iberian
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peninsula can point to the achievements of Columbus, its adopted CHAP - v

son, Cortes and Vasco de Gama; in religion to St. Teresa, St. 1469-92

John of the Cross, Loyola, and Xavier ; in literature to Cervantes

;

and in painting to Velasquez. The essential characteristic of

the Spanish genius seems to be that its exponents have worked

by themselves; that, with the exception of mysticism, the life of

the nation has been unmarked by any great movements such as

those which have appeared in other countries. Spain, as a whole,

then, was little affected by humanism. Only little isolated groups

of humanists sheltered by powerful patronage were able to bid

defiance to the hostility of the church.

The humanistic movement-was--a-l>rQad .one. It^included therms scope

revival of^ jjreek_jmji_Ljitin letters^^uch of this was mere °

s

f

J^
uman

pedantry, aiid^Decame more and more so as the years went on.

It was concerned primarily with form to the neglect of thought.

Yet that was a necessary stage. Grammars had to be" con-

structed, dictionaries had to be compiled, texts had to be deter-

mined by the comparison of manuscripts, and commentaries had
to be written. And pedants are sometimes gopd schoolmasters.

They lay the 'foundation for the work of men of nobler mind.
Humanism also included criticism. With this it furnished a key
to new thought andpreparedtne birth of modern science.. It

led to Machiavelli and the study of man as a social being, to

Erasmus and the study of man as an ethical being, to Vesalius

and the study of man as a physical being, and to Bruno and the

study of man as a part of the sidereal system. It did all of this

because it produced a new attitude towards life.



CHAPTER VI

THE REVIVAL OF ART

1. The Relation of Art to Life.

2. The Revival of Architecture.

3. The Revival of Sculpture.

4. The Revival of Painting.

dhap. vi A R_T_js a
,

lanonacr^ It gives expression to the.. spirit_of the_

1275-1400 -*V. age, the nation, and the individual that produced it. These
three creating forces of the age, the nation, and the individual

may be discerned in every work of art. They make of art the

most eloquent expression of life. In the novels of JDickens,

The Forces Tloackeray, and George Eliot^ for instance, it is easy to see the

termine"
spirit of the nineteenth ce~ntury. No one who is at all acquainted

Art with the history of civilization would think of assigning them to

any other time should the dates of their composition by some
mischance become lost. And equally easy would it be to assign

them to the British nation. They are strikingly differentiated

from the products of other nations by the English genius that

informs them. Nor would it be difficult to come to the conclu-

sion that they were the product of three writers, quite distinct

each from the others, should the names of their authors become
forgotten. Usually, in a workof art, it is the force of the

individual that is paramount! The painting of Corotand the

music ~oi Miozart were influenced by the gentleness of their lives.

But aixkitectiireis more impersonal than any other art. It is

informed chiefly with the spirit of the age that gave it birth. It

is always a particularly true exponent of the quality of the civ-

ilization that created it. Each epoch of the world develops its

own proper form of expression. Greek architecture is the em-
bodiment of supreme serenity, of self-restraint, and the sense

of inevitable fate. It is the expression of an ideal of life that

never sought to leave the earth, the ideal of a sound mind in a

sound body. Its impulse is purely pagan. Roman architecture,

with its bridges and aqueducts, its triumphal arches, its domes
and its auditoriums, speaks of the majesty of the Roman govern-

ment, of the imperial scope of its power and its law. When
108
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paganism had fallen and Christianity had built a new civilization chap, vi

upon the wreck of the old, Gothic architecture gave expression 1275-1400

to the new spirit, to the new ideal of life, to the new vision that

soared aloft until it was lost in the blue sky. Pure beauty was

the sole object of Hellenic art, but Gothic architecture strove to

voice the aspirations of the human soul. The predominant lines

of classic architecture are horizontal lines, which are restful and

belong to the earth, while those of Gothic architecture are ver-

tical. In a Gothic cathedral, slender window, towering pillar,

pointed arch, lofty vault, delicate pinnacle, and soaring spire,

irresistibly carry the eye upward. Classic architecture was

rooted in the rational faculty ; Gothic was born of the spiritual.

The rational faculty looks about it with understanding. The
spiritual faculty aspires with rapture to God. But it is not form

alone that creates the impression produced by a Gothic cathedral.

The windows, made up of separate fragments of glass, ruby,

or sapphire blue, or emerald green, let in mellow light and per-

mit mysterious shadow. The lofty interior is steeped in the

brooding richness and solemn splendor of a strange twilight.

The effect is profoundly emotional. It is the language of the

soul become articulate. " When the house of God," wrote the

abbot of St. Denis in the middle of the twelfth century, " many-
colored as the radiance of precious stones, called me from the

cares of this world, then holy meditation led my mind to thoughts

of piety, exalting my soul from the material to the immaterial,

and I seemed to find myself, as it were, in some strange part of

the universe, which was neither wholly of the baseness of the

earth nor wholly of the serenity of heaven, but by the grace of

God I seemed lifted in a mystic manner from this lower toward

that upper sphere."

The Renaissance was_Jn_ part a harking back to classic ideals .

The neo-classicism of the time demanded an architecture that

could give it expression. Gothic architecture could not express

the lucidity and the sanity of Greek thought, nor the grandiose Italian

nature of the Roman civilization. Nor could it express the com- ^t^c

bination of classicism and modernity that formed the spirit of

the Renaissance. A new style of architecture was required.

The pure Gothic of northern and central France had never found
a congenial soil in Italy. Only a modified form of Gothic, in

which the horizontal principle held an important part, had flour-

ished there. Breadth rather than height was its characteristic

attribute. The spire was almost unknown, its place being taken

by the dome. In retainjrig_something of the character of classic

architecture Italian Gothic expressed the genius of the Italian
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chap, vi people, a genius with a classic inheritance, as contrasted with the

1400-1500 genius~oT the French people, a genius with a markedCeltjc strain.

In the creation of an architecture thaf^should give expression

to the semi-classic spirit of the Renaissance, a less radical change

was required of the Italians than of the northern nations. The
spirit of the Renaissance appealed to the Italian mind promptly

and decisively. A new style of architecture, that rapidly reached

maturity, gave expression to that spirit.

The architecture of the Renaissance began in Florence under

Brunelleschi (1377-1446). To find him as the original inspir-

ingmind cifRenaissance ecclesiastical architecture one should not

go to the enormous dome of the Duomo in Florence, for, despite

the unique beauty of its wonderful curve, it is chiefly remark-

able as a great engineering feat and not as a high artistic achieve-

ment. Rather one should go to the smaller churches of San
Lorenzo and Santo Spirito in Florence. Here one finds the

towering Gothic pillars of the Age of Faith replaced by classic

colonnades, and the high vaulted roof by lower and broader ceil-

ings of the Roman type. There are in these churches the strong,

exact proportions of classic architecture, its level lines, its ample

spaciousness, and its chaste and simple decoration. Yet despite

Brunelleschi's free use of classical details the effect of his work
is quite unlike that of antiquity. The classic inspiration was one

thing to the man of antiquity; it was quite another to the man
of the early Renaissance. To the former it was genuine, sin-

cere, and irresistible ; to the latter it was less vital because it was
not born of the time but was merely retrospective. The inter-

vening centuries had changed the complexion of life. The_ar=_
chitecture of Brunelleschi anqLJiis. followers express the spirit

that resulted from the intermingling of pagan and Christian ideals .

It is less sin^[le4iejited^anQrmore eclectic_than either the 'Greek,

or the Roman, or the Gothic architecture. A still dojeT_ap_p_roach

to the spirit of antiquity__was achieved by Albert!, (1404-72),
that many-sided man of the Renaissance whose writings we have

already noticed. Much of his gracious and elegant work still

exists. It was not only in central Italy that the new architec-

ture, deriving its inspiration from both pagan and Christian

sources, arose. While the Florentines were faithfully following

the course Brunelleschi had laid down, B£amante_(_i444-i5i4)
was doing similar__wiirk at Milan. In 1499 he went to Rome
and there after he had steepedliimself in the neo-classic spirit

of the time he became the greatest architect of his age. It is

true that, broadly speaking, Brunelleschi and his associates had
anticipated almost all that was best in the architecture of the
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succeeding century. But some things Bramante added. He had CHAP- VI

a large conception of his art, sound judgment, and refined taste. 1275-1400

His buildings have simplicity of form and unity of effect. To
this structural symmetry all the details of decoration were care-

fully subordinated. He achieved proportion and grace and ele-

gance. Something, too, of the vigor of the north he interfused

with the majesty of the south. With him the first stagejn the,

revival of arrhiterrnre wpg ronrliided and the second begun. All

during his life architecture went on its way with a due regard

for proportion and a fine feeling for a restrained richness of

decoration.

The Greeks -serenely enjoyed {he, eyjerrml wnr1ij u They drew
the inspiration for their sculpture from the men and women they

saw about them. They were not much disturbed by the moral

struggles and the ceaseless and often-times painful questionings

regarding the destiny of the individual soul that Christianity The Early

emphasized. As we have seen, this change in the attitude
8culPtors

towards life, coming by imperceptible degrees, brought with it a

change in the ideals of art. The Greek temple gave place to the

Gothic cathedral. And when men began to recover something

of the pagan attitude towards life the architecture of the early

Renaissance gave expression to that spirit. A .similar change

took place in all the arts, in sculpture and in painting. In_sculp-

ture the Italian sense _o f reality had never beeji^completely ex=.
tmguished. The carving of leaves and flowers and fruit in the

mediev^Prmurches of the peninsula give testimony to a certain

power of observation. Yet the Italian sculptors were in no
small measure bound by the subjection of their art to the exclu-

sive service of the Church. The men of the medieval centuries

were exceedingly skilful carvers of stone. Indeed, the medieval

smlprors made the thirteenth rerrhirv one of the great periodslTf

their^artT But the spell of the~~Churcn under which sculpture

worked is seen in the almost exclusive devotion to ecclesiastical

subjects, in the thin and gaunt figures, the emaciated faces, the

angular gestures, and above all in the spirit that informs it. It

was Nicholas of Pisa (i207?-8o), not a Pi^an hnf an A.pulian.

who, disregarding, the limiting traditions_ of the past, first instilled
something of the new life into theiprt^pJljTTer^
In the panels of the pulpits at Pisa and SienaTand those oTthe
tomb of St. Dominic at Bologna one can see something of the

detachment, the purity of feeling, and the sense of the dignity

of the human form, that were possessed by the Greeks. The
aim and the ideal of the sculptor are evident, despite the halting

technique. It was not alone the example" of antiquity that in-
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chap, vi Spired Nicholas. He was not a mere imitator. He went direct

3.275-1400 to nature. And from him onwards not one of the Italian sculp-

tors copied classical statuary in a slavish manner. So into the

sculpture of the Renaissance, as into its literature, its architec-

ture and its painting, there flowed from the beginning two
streams of inspiration, that of classic artj3.n<ithal of nature itself.

John of Pisa, f 1240-T 320V the sojij^LNich^las, was much more
concernedjyijJiJiatuxe. than with antiquity. It was his aim to

see nature as it is. He carried no cloak of convention ready

to throw over its truth. And coupled with his naturalism was a

genuine religious feeling. The sculpture of Nicholas of Pisa

was semi-classic. The sculpture of his son John was picturesque,

intellectual, daring in innovation and full of movement. Above
all it indicated to Italian sculpture its true path, the study of

nature. Andrew of Pisa (1270-1348?) had for his aimthejDorr

trayal of beauty rather than that of the naked'reaiity: Nowhere
is this more evident than in the large doors he made for the

Baptistery in Florence. His panels tell the old biblical storie?

not with strict lines whose sole purpose is intelligibility, but with

lines instinct with grace, with refined and swaying figures, whose
one aim is beauty. Even the soldiers who have just beheaded

St. John the Baptist stand in attitudes of gentle grace. The
great painter Giotto was teaching the Florentines that art could

make things real. Andrew of Pisa taught them that it could

make them beautiful. Qrcagna (i328?-68), another of the

many-sided men of the Renaissance. goldsmithJ_Bainter3__rjQet,

architect^nd'sculpto£:

exte"nded the range of sculpture . In his

hands the art which the Greekshad used to express impassible

serenity became a medium for the portrayal of tender and even

spiritual emotion. OrracnTa__was a greaj- art-i^t The refined and
lovely figures of the tabernacle of Or San Michele indicate what
he might have achieved in sculpture had he confined his attention

to that art. But he was more of a painter, in which art he was
the greatest of the followers of Giotto, and more of a goldsmith

than a sculptor.

Such were thejjioneers of Italian sculpture. They had broken

the bonds of medieval ^tradition. TherF^wofk was imbued with

Jacopo certain classic qualities as they understnnd̂ them, with_grace and

Querela suavity. But m them was kindled a passion for the beauty of the

living world about them, and this was the greatest force that

determined the progress of their art. We have now to turn to

the masters of that art. Jacopo della Quercia^ (1371-1438) was
a^ar£J£tj3f pronounced individuality, ""oljbold vision, of noble

senseoffo7ra7j£S^ His power to express
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movementwas_so great and so rarethat it had to wait three- chap, vi

quarters of~a cent^}rTgjml~in~MicHelaiige1n its eqrmT And in 1400-1500

his sepulchral effigy of the Lady Ilaria del Carretto, one of the

most beautiful figures in all sepulchral art, there is a perfect ex-

pression of the quality of repose.

Tw^jpairs nf gates for the Baptistery of Florenc e, represent .

the artiVi^^jTroHnrt ni the life QJ Ghiberd (1378-1455), for he

devoted the greater part of his life to them, and although he

executed other works in the same years they have either disap-

peared or are much less successful. The first set of gates were
for the north portal. They are a pendant to the gates made by

Andrew of Pisa. Despite the graceful lines of the Pisan the

panels of his gates tell the biblical stories with a direct and some- Ghiberti _
times incisive clearness. It was with a greater and a more re-

fined grace that Ghiberti told the stories that he chose from
the same stately pageant of dramatic narrative. He was far

more concerned than Andrew with the manner than with the

matter. Always when one looks at the panels of the Pisan it is

the story that dwells in the mind ; but when one looks at the

panels of the Florentine it is the graceful attitudes and the har-

monious composition that appeal most strongly. So pleased

were the Florentines with Ghiberti's gates that they removed
those made by Andrew from the east portal, the main entrance,

to the south portal where they now stand, and commissioned Ghi-

berti to execute a set of gates in their place. With ceaseless care

and infinite love the master wrought upon the new gates for

twenty-seven years. Seldom, indeed, has a life been so single-

hearted. The result was a thing of beauty of which art had
never dreamed before., Each one of the ten scenes is beauti-

fully staged. Each has an elaborate background of landscape

or architecture. In each the figures are arranged with masterly

skill. The figures, the trees, and the temples recede. Usually

in bas-relief there was only one plane, but Ghiberti's figures are

arranged in three and even four distances. Thus he achieved

the illusion of perspective which is an element of painting rather

than of sculpture. This skilful use of many planes, this illu-

sion of depth, has earned for the panels the name of " pictures

in bronze." The pictorial character of the gates is
. a rlffert in

that it oversteps the limits of noble sculptur e. And another de-

fect is that each one of the numerous figures in all the panels,

the youthful David and the giant Goliath, the honest Esau and the

cunning Jacob, the lowly shepherd and the Queen of Sheba,

moves to the same melody. It is* npj; Hebrew strength hut Latin_

grace Jhat informs these gates. But the consummate skill and
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chap, vi exquisite feeling of the figures grouped before spacious porticos,

1400-1500 or under spreading trees, fading into the dim distance, moving
in dreamy grace to an unheard melody, are incomparable. In

his youth Ghiberti practised the art of the goldsmith, and these

gates are goldsmith's work rather than sculpture. Yet they are

the incarnation of rhythmic grace and exquisite beauty, and they

won from Michelangelo the name of the Gates_of Paradise.

Fortunately the Italian sculptors of tEeRenaissance were
turned from the wrong path into which the fascinating pictorial

art of Ghiberti had threatened to lead them by the strong realism

and abounding imagination of Donatello (i386?-i466). His

statue of_St. George illustrates one period , or aspect, of his genius.

Without notable grace or elevation it has a quiet dignity and the

vigor of youth. It is a__connecting link between Gothic and
Donatella. modera_soilpture. Under the armor one feels"

the supporting muscles.

the presence of

But more important than the realism of

the statue is its imagination, the expression of the soul of the

manly and militant saint, ready to battle against the prince of

darkness. His bas-relief of the Annunciation shows the influence

of classic art. It is a more elaborate piece of work than the St.

George, but it has the same simplicity and honesty of thought,

the same freshness of vision, the same vital realism, and the same
power of imagination. With simple candor the story is told,

with dignity and with grace. The statue of David reveals his

mastery of the classic principles and his power to use them with-

out servile imitation. It is the first nude bronze statue of the

Renaissance, but it is no mere imitation. The idealism of Greek

artjs tempered with the realism of the Florentine! This"David

might have been a goatherd of the Campagna. This happy com-
bination of idealism and realism is also seen in Donatello's famous

singing gallery where the single impression is that of children

exultantly dancing to a joyous melody. More mature work may
be seen in the masterly statue of the condottiere Gattamelata

which still stands in the Piazza at Padua, the first equestrian

statue since the one of the Emperor Marcus Aurelius. In this

noble work the splendid creative power of Donatello came to a

climax. All his freshness of vision, his vivid realism, is there.

The anatomy of the horse shows careful observation, and the

movement is only slightly defective. The rider is a man of

Donatello's own time, a convincing representation of a figure

from a Renaissance pageant. The fine imagination and the inex-

haustible creative power are there. The rider and his horse are

correctly related to each other and in the man there dwells the

power to lead his fellow men. The insight of the sculptor, his
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splendid and untrammeled genius, has revealed to us the essen- CHAF
-
v*

tial character of the condottiere. Donatello not only exerted a 1400-1500

desirable influence upon sculpture by offsetting the pictorial

exampleset bx^Jjhiberti^ but his studies of the nude and of ,

drapery wereoJ__gj-eat__seryice to the painters who were_also-
turning thpir^TTenHonj^jhe things of the present world.

Luca della RorjbiaT
_

(i400-82) was more_Greek in spirit and

more sculpturesque in hi s aims than either Ghiberti or Donatello.

Ghiberti mingled the plastic and the pictorial. Donatello merged
the plastic with the dramatic, and his thought and feeling were
essentially Italian. But T,uca^He1jkJjphhja_had the Greek spirit. Luca deii^

He kept strictly within the classic limits of sculpture. His sub- -

Bobbia~
jects are ecclesiastical, angels and saints, Christ and the Madonna.
But in all of his work there is the same theme of a happy unity

of physical and emotional well-being. It is the Greek serenity

uttering itself in a modern tongue. And it is a theme that can

easily be expressed within the comparatively narrow limits of

sculpture. Luca della Robbia was the inventor of a new art.

He worked with _a_jiew_ material, glazed terra-cotta. His bas-

reliefs were modeled in clay, and then over the surface he put a

coat of enamel in which color, pure white and pale blue, was
sparingly used. Thus he made his figures clear and bright and
rendered them more durable. It was a wise innovation, for the

ductile clay lent itself admirably to the delicate feeling of the

artist. Luca della Robbia's figures are full of a tender humanity.

Each has its own individuality, but each gives voice to the same
melody, each is imbued with the same spirit of youth and serene

happiness. His tender pathos is not so deep as that of Ghiberti

and his range and dramatic power are narrower and feebler than

those of Donatello, but in classical beauty and stately repose he

was far nearer to the Greeks than were they, while at the same
time his lyric Christian sentiment and appealing-humanity made
him, quite as much as they, an artist of his own age.

There were, of course, many minor sculptors in the early Re-
naissance period. Andrea della_RobbJa (1437-1528?), Luca's Minor

nephew, produced work equal to that of his uncle in its exquisite
SculPtor6

feeling, but in general inferior in power. Desjd^rio^da^Settigj:

najio_Xi43§-64) nad creative power and charm of sentiment.

Verrocchio ^C 1435-88 ) was the creator, in part at least, of the

worlds greatest equestrian statue, that of the condottiere Col-

leoni. But none of them added any essential feature to the art

which had been so enriched by the bold spirit of Jacopo della

Quercia, the golden melody of Ghiberti, the fresh vitality of

Donatello, and trie tender grace of Luca della Robbia.
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CHAP. VI

Painting
in the

Middle
Ages

The Ap-
proach of

Painting
to Life

In the Middle Ages painting was merely the handmaid of the

Church. Its function was not to reveal to man the beauty of the

present world, but to help him to win the salvation of his soul

in the next. In the later medievaL-rettfoinVs th? ^nly rrh^l n*

paintin^-wa^--^h^-3jtzantin£ school. It is true that the Greek
church had been separated from the Latin church for centuries

but the painting of the former dominated that of the latter,

Byzantine painting was completely under the spell of the Church.

The subjects of the pictures were taken from the Scriptures,

from the legends of the Church, or from the lives of the saints.

An arid symbolism, void of all initiative, dominated art. If the

infant Child upon His mother's knee held up two fingers, if*

meant one thing; if his hands were clasped, -it meant another,

Peter was known by his keys, and Paul by his sword. Even the

colors were prescribed. Blue became the canonical color for the

outer robe of the Virgin. The gtll^J^L fr<agtrnpnf
, *hg_^jti2llPg .

the composition, and the , nolnrs, were all determined by tradi-

tion nl nil QB.- This was done in order to make the didactic story

told by the picture as quickly recognized and as easily intelligible

as possible. So one painter simply copied the work of another

who had faithfully obeyed the rules. There was no direct refer-

ence to nature. All that paintrngJaajLto^do^was . to assist the

jQh_urch_in its teaching. It had no separate and independent

existence. BuTsoTtTy and unnoticed a new era dawned upon the

world. In the thirteenth century life began to animate painting

once more as it had done in the days of Grepre_and JRnm e, and

as it was already doing in Italy in literature and sculpture. Men
once again became sensitive to the beauty of nature and the

significance of humanity. Among the painters who first made
their art more expressive of life were Guido of Siena , Giunta_oi

Pisa, and more important, Cimabue (i240?-i302) of^JElocence.

Some of Cimabue's frescoesi_sadly faded, may still be seen in the

Upper Church of San Francesco at Assisi. He was the most

advanced master of his time. A painting that has been called the

fjrst_£ictureof_ the_JRenaiss3jnre is lihe_iamous ^Madonna, that

still is to
w
De*segnln_the church of Santa Maria Novella at F'ior-

pa££^ The author of this altar-piece is unknown. He was long

thought to be Cimabue, but now we know that he was a Sienese,

and perhaps he was Duccio. Whoever he was he did not ac-

complish a sudden advance in art. He followed the traditional

injunctions of Byzantine conventionalism. But, in a slight de-

gree, he tempered the chill atmosphere, and put into his picture

a touch of the tenderness and the pathos of the modern worid

which was unexpressed by the Greeks and maybe unknown to
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them. Perhaps this timid infusion of humanity was inspired by chap, vi

the spirit of St. Francis of Assisi which " fertilized the religious 1300-1420

ideal with the simplest and sweetest instincts of mankind."

Duccio (i26o?-i320?) painted an altar-piece for the cathedral

oiSTena, which even more than the picture we have just noticed

shows the influence of the new and refreshing stream of human-
ity. It has more of tenderness, more of refinement, and a greater

degree of grace.

The beginning of the revival of sculpture preceded that of _

paintings by almost half a centux^; but the genius of one great

man, Giotto (1276-1336), raised painting to so high a pitch that.

it overtoj3k_jmd__g3?£r^ha4Qj&£d the developni£nt_ofsculpture.

The traditions which Cimabue and other painters whcTpreceded Giotttp

him and who were contemporaneous with him timidly attempted

to modify, Giotto resolutely abandoned. With masculine vigor,

and a quick, unfailing invention, he effected the regeneration of

painting. He studied under Cimabue, but soon the tradition of

the master and the budding invention of the disciple parted ways.

With a vivid dramatic feeling Giotto painted scenes that Jaa^e

the air of_actuality— the Raising of Lazarus, St. Francis receiv-

ing the Stigmata, St. Francis before the Soldan, the Death of St.

Francis, and many another similar scene. He had a keen realiza-

tion of the place in which each scene was enacted, and an extraor-

dinary faculty of design. He arranged each one of his charac-

ters in a picture so that all should contribute to the general

impression. The backgrounds of his pictures are varied. Land-
scape is utilized, though it is but crudely mastered; and the

buildings of the time appear, though distorted by an imperfect

command of perspective. Gesture is abundant and varied. It

explains, directs, and commands. It expresses the most varied

emotion. His figures are lifelike, and in their faces is seen an
astonishing variety of feeling. They are faces that resemble

those of the men and women about him. He even attempted

portraiture, painting among others the portraits of Boniface VIII,

the youthful Charles of Valois, and Dante, with whom he was
intimately acquainted. The results show methodical and ex-

perienced observation. He painted at Florence, Assisi, Rome,
Naples, Gaeta, Rimini, Bologna, Ferrara, Ravenna, and, so we
are told, at Arezzo, Lucca, and Avignon. Thus he traveled up
and down the peninsula, scattering with tireless energy the seeds
of the new art, infusing a vitality into painting that has not yet

been exhausted. He stands apart, a towering figure, the Dante
of painting. There was no immediate successor to take his place.

His followers were a feeble folk, lacking his embracing human
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chap, vi sentiment, his dramatic force, and his penetrating insight. They
1420-55 were unable to follow the path that he opened toward the study

of nature. Something more of technique they learned, but their

art was only an echo of his.

Almost a hundred years passed away before a shy and silent

youth took up the art of painting where Giotto had left it, and
in his brief, lonely, and poverty-stricken life gave it a new im-

pulse and left it assured of its future greatness. Although Giotto

infused life into painting he had left it with only a secondary

function to perform. The chiei__serviceof_JyXjd£^uxej_Js to

assist in the^-inculcation of ecclesi^sIicarHoHrmes_pr to perpetuate

_the legends of the Church. But Masaccio (1402-29?) lived at a

time when the strong new wine of Tiaj^alisrn_ was rjeinglnfused

into thought and into art ; and h^rpgJjypH that thp.Jaigkpgf fi\pr-

tion of art iaJo__express life. So he went to the world about

him for his material and his inspiration, and thus he gave to

painting a new aim, a new vision. Perhaps something of this

new point of view he owed to Masolinp, his master, who in his

turn had been a pupil of Ghiberti, but more than all else it was
his own creative power that enabled him to open to painting the

vast prospect of freedom in the portrayal of life. With_him
ecclesiasticism and painting began to pastsom^ny.
There was one artist who did not accept the new point of

view. The art of Fra Angelico (1387-1455), a painter seem-

ingly born out of his due time, was completely devoted to the

service of the Church. But he was the last of the painters whose
work is exclusively religious. He was a dreamer who through-

out his cloistral life was absorbed in heavenly visions. Into the

lamp of art he poured a stream of religious enthusiasm and

spiritual imagination that caused it to burn with a pure and

heavenly radiance. In his frescoes the gold of earth is always

glistening in a celestial blue. But though he raised his eyes to

the sky and strove to leave the earth with its hindering limitations

he did not wholly escape the strong current of naturalism that

was flowing into the art of the time. Despite the fact that

seemingly he shunned the world of men, he was exquisitely sensi-

tive to the beauty of the world of nature. And he was not so

deficient in technique as might be thought. He could draw fea-

tures with skill, and he had a flower-like grace of line and color.

The sources of his feelings were medieval, but his power of ex-

pression is unmistakably modern. A considerable part of his life

was passed in the convent of San Marco in Florence where many
of his frescoes may still be seen on the walls. Painting in fresco

requires spontaneity. The colors are mixed with water and the
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painting is done while the plaster is still damp. The work has CHAF - vl

to be done somewhat rapidly, and there is neither the leisure nor 1426-69

the chance of correction that is afforded in oil-painting. Fresco

painting requires for success not only spontaneity but also a

lyrical spirit. It is a process admirably suited to the art of Fra

Angelico. More spontaneous and more exquisite wall pictures

than those of the corridors and cells of San Marco it is difficult to

conceive. One of the most beautiful of them all is that of the

Annunciation where, in the quiet twilight, the angel Gabriel con-

veys to Mary the message that she is to be the mother of God.

It is so exquisite in the beauty of its accessories, the gray walls

of the cloister, the pale rose of the angel's robe, the tender green

of the leaves and the grass, the delicate grace of the distant

flowers, and it is so single in its thought, so child-like in its sim-

plicity, and so imbued with the spirit of devotion, that its beauty

penetrates the beholder. In the field_ of painting the work of

Fra Angelico was the final and~Iupreme~tlower olThe Age of

Faith. ""

Despite the devotion of Fra Angelico, the old lamps were sold

for new. Painting became more and more concerned with the

present world, its freshness and its wonder, and the spirit of the

time found its way even into the convents. Fra Lippo Lippi Fraiupp

(1406-69) followed the road opened by Masaccio and departed Vml

still further from the traditions of the past. He was completely

engrossed in the world about him, finding it to be, poet that he

was, a pageant of unfailing interest. Only__jhe_liiigmng spell .

of the Church induced him to paiiiLjeligjous_subJects. The pat-

ronage of art was shifting from the ChurchTto the rich burghers

and the princes, but her influence was still potent, and even

the new patrons did not always prefer secular subjects. Left to

himself Fra Lippo Lippi would probably never have chosen

ecclesiastical themes. A human quality pervades his work.

Keen observation of his_feHo_w-men, clear characterization of their

varying individualities, and a lively sympathy wnrh~TEeirjnterests,
are fully

'

Hisplayed in his pictures. For the saints that he painted

he found models in the men and women of Florence. He could

portray different moods by means of fariaLfixpression. He was
one of the first, if not actually the firstToTthe artists_of the Re-
naissancejio make the face the window_of the souk TEisls the

most important thing that he conlFibutecTto thirtferelopment of

painting. His realism is never crude, but is often-times tender

and poetic. And though his work is never distinguished by
elevation of spirit or depth of emotion it is always refined, lovely,

and harmonious. The shore of romance had now been reached.
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chap, vi The veil had been lifted. Before the eyes of men there loomed

1 455-1506 the world with all its wonderful beauty and its inexhaustible

interest.

When we dealt with the revival of literature we saw that many
of the Italian courts were centers of literary production. Among
these courts was that of the Gonzaga family at Mantua. There

it was that Vittorino da Feltre established his famous school.

And it was to this court that JVIantegna (1430-1506) was sum-

Mantegna moned ; and there, with the exception of two years spent at Rome,
he remained until the end of his life. He was a painter who
had been nourished upon antique sculpture and he had for com-

panions scholars who were busy with the revival of Greek and

Latin letters. So because of these external facts and still more
because of the predilections of his temperament he became the

moŝ Roman of all the-Xtalian painter s., They were Roman quali-

ties that entered into his work, sobriety, dignity, self-restraint,

discipline, and masterfulness. His genius was essentially mascu-

line. It would be vain to seek in his paintings for the facile

grace and the soft charm of Lippo Lippi. Mantegna jvas cold

and austere, though nnt altogether Xnrlring in tenderness. But he

was a master of characterization . Every figure in his pictures

hasTts~bwn unique individuality. He was a skil fuLportray

e

rjp_£_

personality. And he was a great techrridam OrPthe vaulted

ceiling of one of the rooms in the palace at Mantua he painted a

circular opening, surrounded by a marble balustrade, through

which the spectator seems to be looking at the blue sky with its

white clouds. In boldness of conception and skill of execution

this study in perspective excelled anything that had thus far

been accomplished in Italy.

Of all the artists of the fifteenth century none was so gifted

with imagination as Botticelli ( 1447-1510), and there are few

who so well represent that stage of the Renaissance in which the

medieval and pagan currents of inspiration were intermingled.

Many of his themes are the oft-repeated ones of ecclesiastical

history, but they are painted with a romantic imagination, and

they are made vital by intensity of feeling, highly wrought emo-

tion, bold invention, a vivid sense of life, expressed with unusual

power. It was not only religious subjects, however, that he

painted. The poetic legends of the pagan world appealed to his

imagination quite as strongly as did the saintly legends. But

his Madonnas are not the simple saintly souls of Fra Angelico

;

nor are his goddesses the serene women of an untroubled world

Botticelli of beauty. Botticelli was a poet and a dreamer, and he was

^_ steeped in the Neo-Platonism of his time. Like Pico della
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Mirandola and others, he dreamed of the reconciliation of pagan- CHAP- VI

ism and Christianity, and he gave to this intellectual fantasy 1466-1523

and spiritual yearning its highest pictorial expression. It is the

dreamy poetry of this thought that inspires so much of his work.

In the faces of his Madonnas one always finds a pensive sadness,

in their eyes a melancholy reverie. And the same wistful pathos

he gave to his goddesses. Both have that Vergilian sense that

makes the work of Ghiberti so melodious. In both he gave ex-

pression to the same sentiment of infinite but ineffectual desire.

In spite of his vivid sense of reality, that gave to him his tender

and flower-like delicacy of color, and led him to paint with such

delight the loveliness of youth, floating draperies, filmy veils, flut-

tering roses, the deep forest and the blue sky, the green fields

and the undulating sea, he was not interested primarily in the

external world. It was a beauty more remote for which he

yearned. He did not strive to lend glory to the common things

of life, but to reveal a world of more recondite beauty that would
become intelligible to the beholder when he learned to share the

emotions that were shadowed forth in the picture. He was the .

most Sensitive spirjt_njM-KP-parly repnaisganrpj anrl tn thp mnst

subtle thought oF/tHat age he sought to give expression.

Luca Signorelli (1441-1523) was a great artist of stern ideals

who declined to follow Fra Angelico, Fra Lippo LippiTand Botti-

celli in the va4ky-of~peace," in the path of tender sentiment and
romantic imagination. He traveled a more virile_and robust road, Signoreyi

the road of vigor and dramatic action. It was an austere power
that he possessed, and with it he became a potent__delir].eator of

physical hfe_and strength and action. Taking men and women
whom he selected for their special fitness for his subjects as

models he advanced the^study of the.
.human form fnj^jfg_jwn

sake much furthe r tHaH any of his predecessors. In this respect

he was the precursor of Michelangelo; but the masculine force

of Signorelli was never tempered like that of Michelangelo with

a pathos of spiritual import. With great technical accomplish-

ment, in a broad and swift manner, he painted noble and master-

ful men and women of grandeur, refinement, and grace. His

work was always seriously and even solemnly conceived, and this

with his sonorous color, his stately architectural backgrounds,

and his dignified composition, lends" to it an air of majesty. Fra
Angelico had abjured antiquity and Mantegna had discarded the

inheritance of the Middle Ages. But up to this time most of the

artists of the Renaissance had striven to unite the pagan and the

Christian elements. It was only very gradually that the classical

and the modern were amalgamated. We shall have to wait for
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CHAP. VI

1465-1524

Ghirlan-
dajo

Peruglno

Michelangelo and Raphael to witness the perfect fusion, but the

works of Signorelli made a near approach to that unity which

later artists, who learned much from him, were destined to

achieve.

Ghirlandajo (1449-94) was a skjlful _but plebeian^artistJi&ho^

lacking poetic visions-saw—

o

nly those things that are perceived

by every one, the_^iip£rficial phenomena of_ljfe> anQTio did ribth-

ing to extend the vision of his fellow-men, but merely repeated

it in all its narrowness and imperfection. Yet just because he

saw exactly as did the rest of the world he enjoyed a wide popu-

larity, for the world delights to have its own vision and its own
thought confirmed. He was acarefnl and .successful craftsman^

a facile anjl4irx>lilic-mo£ker in fx£S£Q, who painted the wealthy

bourgeojsje^_oj_^lorence, their customs and their costumei7~the

splendor of their social functions, and who received in return

their patronage and applause and remained^their favorite for

more than a qu^rte£_of_a__century. As a technicianhe possessed

the accomplisTimentsofall his predecessors. He was able to

render external things with great exactness. He had an unusual

command of stately and sumptuous composition. But his pic-
,

tures of biblical and legendary subjects have no spiritual feeling,

and into them he introduced groups and processions of wealthy

Florentines dressed in the rich robes and jeweled ornaments

that were worn so lavishly in his day. It was the practice of

many of the Renaissance painters to place their patrons in the

most august company, but none had yet done it so boldly and so

baldly as did Ghirlandajo. His pictures may be taken in at a

glance. There is no wistful mysticism to set one dreaming as in

those of Botticelli and no enigmatic smile to arrest one's atten-

tion and to disturb one'sjhoughts as in those of Leonardo. All__^
lies u£mi_the__sjirface. As aj^rtrailist-he-^was-_rnore successful

than as a frescante, but his chiefjmportancejiesjn his expression

of the averajre_taste of his time .

From an artist who was so completely objective we turn to

one who was just as completely subjective. Perugino (1446-

1524), the painter of contemplative ^ecstasy , of serene rapture,

was an artist of inwar^ vigi'nn w1irv^|pd^£vr his single theme a

mood of the sp"1 There is one pictureTlHTtf^uTii^triptych

that he painted for an altar-piece at Pavia, that may well be

considered his masterpiece, and that sums up his genius. So we
may come to know the painter through a study of this picture.

In the central panel the Virgin adores the infant Jesus. On the

left is the archangel Michael cfad in armor. And on the right

there is the archangel Raphael with the youthful Tobias. All
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the figures are completely detached from their surroundings, chap, vi

Steeped in quiet spiritual ecstasy, they are unconscious of the 1465-1524

presence of the physical world. Perugino was the painter of a

gentle mysticism^of rapt communion with God . Especially in

the figure of 'Michael is the oainter successful in rendering the

lyrical and tender feeling of the soul, the beatitude of contem-

plation, that formed his single melody. One must note, too, the

lovely landscape that unfolds itself so softly in the background,

for it is an essential part of the picture. Landscape had been used

for backgrounds since the days of Giotto, but never hacTit been

made so organic a parfoTthe composition, never had it so insidi-

ously infused the whole and reinforced its special beauty. A
serene charm of brooding peace has descended from the blue sky

and suffused the quiet valley with its winding river, the distant

hills and the slender trees. All is steeped in a soft and golden

light, in an ineffable beauty, and the beholder, like the figures in

the picture, seems to be listening to some silent song. It is in

this spiritual note, transmitted to the men who came after him,

and finding its place in the eclective ideal of art, that the work
of Perugino has its chief importance.

So at last we come to the summer noon of the Renaissance in

literature and art. The widely divergent accomplishments and
ideals of individual writers and artists and the changing life of

the time had gradually extended the gamut of technic and the

scope of art. The dawn of the Renaissance had found art with

a restricted language. Its noon did not find it with a universal

language, it has not yet acquired that, but with one that could

express a wide range of die emotions of humanity. During these

three centuries three streams had been flowing into art, medieval

life,, classical 1ife
r

and contemporary

J

ife. The first one early

began to diminish ; the decline of the second began at a later time

;

while the third, the love of all that is earthly, an interest in all

that is human, flowed on with ever increasing force. All three

fertilized the soil for the wonderful harvest of the high Renais-

sance.
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CHAP.
VII

1150-1315

Medieval
Science

THE intellectual strength of the Middle Ages did not lie in

scientific knowledge and achievement, but in a vivid quick-

ening of the spiritual imagination. The scientific learning of

the time, far from being a well-ordered system of knowledge, was
merely a compilation of detached and ill-comprehended frag-

ments. The medieval man had little ability to look things squarely

in the face ; he had no clear-eyed perception of the visible world.

It was not his practice to deal in an objective way with the facts

of the actual world about him. All things were veiled with a

mist of subjectivity. The things that he saw were treated as

symbols, and the things that he heard were understood as alle-

gories. " Supra-sensible things," said Chrysostom, " are minis-

tered to man by sensible things." The soeculatiyejiie was he]r\

to be vastly more important than the practical lifev The world

was but a house of~probation ; wherein, then, lay the wisdom of

earthly knowledge ? So the medieval man devoted himself to the

study .ojLphilosophv . But his philosophy was defective and mis-

leading. It suffered from the dictation of the Church . It was
not a free inquiry into the constitution of the world of nature

and the world of men. It was not an unhindered attempt to con-

ceive of the universe as a rational entity. Instead it was merely

an effort to put the theology of the time into a logical form, to

prove that the teaching of the Church was identical with the

universal and self-consistent truths of philosophy. To reinforce

the unassailable authority of the medieval Church the scholars of

the time invoked the infallible authority of medieval philosophy

So TnedievaT__phjjosnpriy was nx^more and nr> 1fgg t^ian an **n -

nVavor tojnye a, scientific statement of _medievalJ±&olo_gy. An-
other tKrhg that acted as an obstacle to the progress of science

in the Middle Ages and deprived men still further of the use of
124.
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their own eyes was a slavish_devotioji to Arktotlp Not all of chap.

Aristotle's worksliave come~downto us, and some of those that

we possess have been recovered from the cataclysm of the bar-
1160"131

barian invasions only in an imperfect form. They may be divided

into four groups, according as they deal withjogjc, metaphysics
and natural science , ethics , and art . Up to the thirteenth century

Aristotle was known to Christendom only through some of his

logical writings, a part of the Organon and the Categories.

But the Greek philosopher's works can be understood only when
studied in their entirety, and the fragments which the medieval

scholars possessed are precisely the ones that have most need
of the others in order rightly to be apprehended. Two other

things added to the misrepresentation of Aristotle. The few
books of the philosopher possessed by the medieval scholars had
come to western Europe by way of Alexandria where they had
been colored with the Neo-Platonic thought, and a number of

books not written by Aristotle were ascribed to him. The real

Aristotle was almost completely obscured until the thirteenth

century. Medieval man knew him only as a logician, and even

in that respect they knew him only imperfectly. Thus deceived

by the infallible Doctor they wandered still further from the

path of scientific thought than they had been sent by their per-

verted idea of the. aim and the scope of philosophy. Logic was
the key delivered into their hands by Aristotle, and with it all

the doors of knowledge should be opened. By the aid of logic

alone should all truth be revealed. It is easy to see how this

belief retarded scientific progress. With this magic key in one's

hand, what need could there be to interrogate nature? What
need of careful and extensive observation? What need of induc-

tion ? Alas ! it was long before the futility of logic apart from
observation dawned upon the consciousness of men.
By the middle of the thirteenth century much of the missing

work of .Anstetk-iiad been restored. The additional thought of

the Greek philosopher came into western Europe, in a circuitous

way, from the Mohammedan schools in Spain. The acquaintance The Ee-

of the Mohammedans with Greek philosophy dates as far back as
^ristoti

the eighth century when they penetrated into Persia. Some of

their translations of Aristotle into Arabic, made for the most
part in the ninth century by Persians who had embraced the Nes-
torian form of Christianity, were from the Syriac versions and
others from the original Greek. It was an impure form of the

Aristotelian philosophy wh ich they obtained, and it_was further

adulterated by its passage through thei-schoolr, of AWrui dria,

that great melting and mixing pot of oriental and occidental
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thought. Still, with all this, the Mohammedans in Spain had
much of Aristotle's philosophy to give that Latin Christendom

had not hitherto possessed. It was gladly accepted as pure gold,

and the scholar with whom the gift is chiefly associated is A^erroes

(1126-98) who became acknowledged as the Aristotelian inter-

preter par excellence and was known as the " Great Commen-
tator." With this new guide the Europeans could proceed to

something like a systematic and positive study of the world in

which they lived. Later on, when the menace_of the Turkish

invasion grew :more^threatening, scholars from the Jjyzanfine
EmpJxe_brought the writings of Aristotle to Italy in the original

Greek__textsl Then the syllogism was dethroned and iriVestiga-

tion set up in its place. This substitution" o f experiment and
observation, however imperfectly it was applied, for the a. priori

methods of scholasticism constituted one of the most potent of

all the revivals of the Renaissance. In every stage of culture the

physical and the psychical faculties of man are subtly co-ordinated.

Bodily activity affects thought, and thought determines action.

So the mere dealing with external realities assisted in the mental

task of understanding and interpreting them. The days of the

solitary thinker, immured within his cell, dealing with signs and
symbols, were numbered. Confidence in the value of experience

steadily increased, and confidence increased in man's ability to

interpret that experience. Thisj^onfidenre in the mujHjrf_rnan

was ai_Qnce_the seed and the__fpi& of the Renaissance. Without

it all the vasFchange in theHfe of man that is the distinguishing

characteristic of that era would have been impossible.

Among the thirteenth-century fore-runners of the revival of

science three names stand out above all the others. The first

is that of Albertus Magnus (1 193-1280), a Dominican friar, who
became convinced by the study of Aristotle and by his own inves-

tigations that a science of nature was possible. " The visible

world," he said, " was made for man's sake in order that man
might arrive at the knowledge of God through observation of it."

So despite the hindrances of the time he began to search like any

modern scientist with the instruments of analysis and synthesis

into the secrets of nature. He catalogued the, trees and plants

known in his time, and he noted the influence of the physical

enviromrretrt-Tlporr human, ajnmaj_and_yggetable life .
" All that

is here set down," he wrote in regard to his work, " is the result

of my own experience, of has been borrowed from authors whom
we know to have written what their personal experience has con-

firmed ; for in these matters experience alone can be of certainty."
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The second of these intellectual pioneers was Roger Bacon (1214- C
T̂
P -

94), a far-sighted genius, one of the most powerful minds re-

corded in history, who made many important^ discoveries, and to 1

whose credit must be placed a number "oTTrilliant anticipatory

guesses of modern science. Greater, however, than any of his

discoveries, and more important than all of them combined, was
the scientific method that he employed. He jdevoted his life to the

reformation of th ^ ^gJ-ing^methods of scientific thQL!^ 1"- The
science of the Middle Ages descended trom the highest concept,

that of pure being, down to individual things. It set its seal of

disapproval upon the method of proceeding from the particular

units of a class upwards. In other words it declared the inductive

method to be reprobate. For its own part it dealt only with a

universe evolved from its own inner consciousness. If it dealt

at all with the causal relation of earthly things it did so only in

so far as that relation lent itself to the support of the a priori

theories of the time. " Secular science intoxicates, but not with

charity." said Bernard of Clairvaux :
" it obstructs, but does not

fortify." Quite opposite was the opinion of Bacon. He warned
his fellowmen against servile subscription to the tradition of au-

thority, declaring that it confined thought in an ever identical cir-

cle. " We must not give our adhesion to everything we hear and
all we read," he said ;

" on the contrary, it is our duty to examine
with the most careful .scrutiny the opinions of our predecessors

in order to add to them what is lacking-4n them and to correct

what is false and erroneous, though with all modesty and dis-

cretion. For the truth is ever growing by G»d's grace. It is

true that a man never reaches perfection or an absolute certitude,

but he is ever perfecting himself ; that is why it is necessary not

to follow the ancients blindly, for if they could come to life

again they would themselves correct what they have said and
would change their mind on many things. In like manner the

learned men of to-day are ignorant of things the veriest school-

boy will know some day." To the writer of these words more
than to any other one man is the modern world indebted for the

perfection of the^experimental method which has been so power-
ful amelmTo?l>xtenafmgi^ The third of these

forerunners of modern science was Raymond_Lull ( 1235-13 1 5 )

,

a philosopher half-Mohammedari^^nTjialf-^-'rigtia p^ th^eologian ^
andnaturalist, missionary andlroubadoun the acu^HnidlelLof^
the Spanish miintriejQnJjie MMAU A otp'^wKT^JTT^T^ w?s ^T"

devise^system, "an ars magna, for the'purpose of ascertaining all

truth bymeans 01 logical analysis. His teachings gradually inter-

VII

;T$^
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ested his followers in the observation of reality and in convincing

them of the importance of a systematic study of the world of

nature.

This preliminary revival ol-sckacp was at once the cause and

the e.fferj
;
of the revival nf letters. It received a great impetus,

as we have seen, from the restoration of the writings of Aristotle.

It quickened men's perception of facts, and it helped to renew

the connection between words and things which scholasticism had

done away with. It interested men jn obsenraliojijatherthan in

concepts. It taught them to proceed from individuaTlhmgs to

abstraction, from example to application. Naturally they be-

came curious to know more of that ancient world from which

the intervening centuries separated them. So they looked about

them with eagerness for further writings of those far-off Greeks,

and the more they read the more were they impelled to their work
of research and invention. By Jiis reading of T,atin authors

Petrarch was helpedjbo-Qblain a firm grasp upon the luadansental
principjesjofjcience. Such was the inter-relation of the revival

of science and the^ revival of letters. Men read the ancient

authors, learned to see with their eyes and to imitate their observa-

tions and experiments. Then by their own work in observation,

testing and correcting they arrived at independent and addi-

tional scientific achievements. Thus did they take up the threads

of scientific investigation where long ago they had Tallen from

the hands of the ancients. In medicine they went back to Hip-

pocrates and Galen, in botany to Theophrastus, Dioscorides and
Pliny, in zoology to Aristotle, in mathematics to Euclid, Era-

tosthenes and Hipparchus, in physics to Archimedes, Vitruvius

and Heron, in astronomy to the Pythagoreans, in jurisprudence

to the Corpus Juris, and in politics to Plato as well as to Aris-

totle. All the great scientific investigators of the eras of the

Renaissance and the Protestant Revolution lit their torches on

the altar of the ancients. Each of the various revivals of the

time contributed to the success of the others, for each, in addi-

tion to its own definite contributions to knowledge, aided in the

production of an atmosphere that was favorable to the new
thought. So was the narrow horizon of men pushed back; so

was self-confidence restored to the reason of humanity.

The revival of research was witnessed in manylines of human
activity. In philosophy the thought of PlatoTAHstoile, Socrates

and other Greek philosophers and the works t>i Latin philoso-

phers were recovered. As a result the ancient systems were ex-

tended and a new philosophy, of which we are to see something

in our last chapter, was born. In the field of history we begin
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distinctly to HkcernjJTej^jrjt_nf_ sHenrific criticism^ in the writings C
yjj

P "

of Petrarch, and it is found as the controlling force in the work

of Lorenzo Valla. Indeed, Valla, who was one of the greatest

historians of the entire eo^aT^eeri_j^icnb^d_by some writers"

as the Tounder of historical criticism. He proved the Donation

of Consiantme to be a torgeryl With keen insight he made a

critical examination of the writings of Livy, Aristotle, and the

Areopagite; he described Moses and the authors of the four

gospels as being simply historians ; he denied that the apostles

were the authors of the so-called Apostles' Creed ; in his Notes

on the New Testament he pointed out the corrupt state of the

Vulgate in comparison with the earlier Greek texts ; and he began

an examination of the scriptural writings for the purpose of

formulating the standards of textual criticism. It is difficult to

realize how much elementary work had to be done by the critical

writers of the early Renaissance. For one thing, the correct

spelling of Latin had to be determined again, and the use of the

diphthongs, a troublesome question, decided. Many scholars

were engaged in such work. It was their endeavor to settle dis-

puted points by appealing to the evidence of old manuscripts,

coins, and inscriptions, by scientific investigation and comparison.

But in Valla, to whom the modern world is so greatly indebted,

we see, more clearly than in any one else, that the writers of the

time were by no means given over to a mere blind admiration of

the ancients but. that on the contrary the principles of criticism

which they suggested were soon turned against the classical

writers themselves.

The medieval universities recognizedmathematics jisjLjtaiKlar-d

study_^_buf the subject appears tohave been kept m a very_sub-

ordinate__position by the faynntejrti^ies nt logic
,
philosopliy^jmd The Revi-

theoKj^r^iie knowledge ofthe Arabic notation had become 1^°^"
generaTTTiroughout Europe, but it was not the custom to reckon Mathemat-

numbers with pen or pencil. Instead, counters, with which comJ

paratively complex calculations could be made, were employed.

The only books on arithmetic that had been left by the ancients

were those of Euclid, and they were neglected in the Middle

Ages. So arithmetic was regarded merely as an aid in carrying

on the affairs of daily life and not at all as a deductive science.

Only such rare geniuses as Leonardo of Pisa, Jordanus of Sax-
ony, and Roger Bacon, in the beginning of the thirteenth cen-

tury, rose to a higher level ; but, because they were too far in

advance of their time they (lid- not exercise a widespread influ-

ence upon their contemporaries. Still from this time onward a

slow evolution of ^arithmetic may be perceived. Geometry was
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only the propositions of Euclid were given ; the proofs, by a sin-

gular error, being suppressed. Theoretical geometry, then, had
in reality no existence. Practical geometry, however, was used
with great skill by the architects ofjch£_time, and it was also

employed by the surveyors. Before the opening of the thirteenth

century Mohammedan mathematics had begun to penetrate into

western Europe. Part of the^mathematical know1edgg__nf_ the.

Moslems was derived from theGreeks and ~paTf^r3m^HjndxiD
sources. With thTs aid they had acquired an excellent command
of arithmetic, algebra, geometry and trigonometry, though it

cannot be said that they extended the bounds of mathematical

science. It was principally from .Spain that their mathematics,
like their philosophy, filtered into western JburopeT But Greek
mathematics, like Greek philosophy, was broughtdirect to Italy

later on when Byzantine scholars began to flock to the peninsula

to escape the on-coming Turk ; and by the middle of the fifteenth

century the principal results of the ancient Greek studies were
accessible to western students. Then the discovery o f printing

made the dissemination of the gathered and combinedknowTedge
a comparatively easy matter. The next century and a half wit-

nessed notable developments in syncopated algebra and trigo-

nometry and symbolic algebra, and it saw the beginning of the

science of dynamics. Among the most important mathematicians

of these years were Cardinal Nicholas of Cu^a ^1401-64) , who
opened up new paths in mathematics and physics, and who in

astronomy prepared the way for the great discoveries ; Regio-

montanus (1436-76), the greatest mathematician of his time;

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-15 19), whose suggestions in mathe-

matics were of greater value than his accomplishments ; Niccolo

Tartaglia (1500-57), who contributed more than any other

scholar of his generation to the development of algebra ; Girolamo

Cardan (1501-76), a gambler and perhaps a murderer, whose
genius was allied to madness, but who, in his Ars Magna, gave

to the world the best text-book on algebra that had thus far been

published; and Franciscus Vieta (1540-1603), who wrote the

first book on symbolical algebra.

With the development of mathematics that had taken place

during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries it was possible to

TheRevi- proceed to new discoveries in astronomy. And astronomy was^

search^n*
helped by the pursui t, of a<;trn1rgy It was necessary for the

Astronomy astrologers to determine the position of the heavenly bodies as

they were at the hour of the birth of the person whose career was
to be foretold. In order to do this correctly it was necessary to
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omy. The practice of astrology wg^carrlgd on m_b^h_GreeIc

and L̂ tin ChrisgHa^al01^gg0^lMid^e-^gea.And it re-
135016i2

sultedm an increase of "astronomical knowledge and a develop-

ment of astronomical processes. To this were added the achieve-

ments of the^Mohammedans. Then, about the middle of the

thirteenth century, an Englishman, John of Holywoo d, better

known as SacrobQsco, summed up his Tredlisf on tKe Sphere

all the geome!r^r
s

knowledge_ necessary for the study__oX_asJf

tronoj»y. YerTHesplteThe fact that the westerrTEuropeans were

now equipped with far better apparatus for the development of

astronomy than any previous people had been a pause" of fully

a century occurred in the progress of the science. Then two
Germans, George of Peuerbach (1423-61), and Regiqmontanus,

owing not a little to the inspiration of Nicholas of Cusa, inaugu-

rated another period of development. The prevailing astro-

nomical theory, laid down fourteen hundred years before by
__

Ptolemy, averred that-the-earth is stationary and thaj.ih£jU2parent 1}

,

"movementjLgf the planets and the sun and the stars around it are ' r
actual mpgemgnls" Six centuries "Before

-

~fhe opening of the

Christian eraT Pythagoras had dimly suggested that the earth and

the planets might rotate about a central sun ; and three hundred
years later Aristarchus had advanced the same theory with

greater precision. In the fifth century of our own era it made
a furtive appearance in the writings of Martianus Capella. Then
it remained concealed for a thousand years until, inaccurate and
incomplete, it came to light again in the writings of Nicholas of

Cusa.,, Almost a century later Nicholas Copernicus ( 1473-1 543 )

,

the fii'st- great f43Jiridex_oXjIlQd^j^3^_a5lj^noniy, a simple scholar,

who lived in Poland far out on the'frontier of civilization, gave

to the worTcTa distincf~sTaTement~of the theory that the earth

turns upon its own axis and also, together with the planets, re-

volves around the sun. Each of the previous statements of the

theory had been a simple hypothesis given with more or less

plausibility. The claim of Copern icus to be the real discoverer

of the theory that bears his name rests upon the fact that he

was not content to advance it as a mere statement but that he
supported it with a strict train of reasoning. The new theory

displaced the earth from its central position in the universe, and
contradicted many statements in the scriptural writings. The
patient scholar well knew that the result of his long and lonely

researches would arouse a storm of opposition, so he delayed^
the publication of his discoveries until he was an old man.
When he lay paralyzeTupon his death-bed he intrusted the publi-
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cation of his great work, De revolutionibus orbium coelestium,

to Rheticus, one of his pupils. Rheticus rashly intrusted the

final care of the printing to Andreas Osiander, a Protestant

theologian of Nuremberg, who slipped in an anonymous preface

in which he stated that it was not the intention of Copernicus to

state the theory as a fact but merely to suggest it as a hypothesis.

The deception succeeded. Only seventy years later, when the

theory was boldly announced as a fact by Galileo and supported

by the revelations of his telescope, did the papal authorities pro-

ceed against it. Galileo (1564-1642) was an Italian scientist

whose chief work was that of a pioneer in mechanics and espe-

cially in dynamics. He was also an astronomer, and in 1609,

virtually inventing the instrument, he constructed a telescope

that had the power of magnifying thirty-two times. With the

discoveries he made, which included the satellites of Jupiter, he

confirmed the theory of Copernicus. Alarmed for the credit of

the Bible, whose statements relating to matters of science were
universally accepted, the Inquisition declared the system he up-

held to be false and threatened the scientist with the rack; and

the Congregation of the Index forbade the reading of any book

that advocated it. The " starry Galileo " may be regarded as one

of the chief workers in the revival of science because he did

much to remove the obstacle of medieval Aristotelianism from
the path of progress. In his own day Aristotle was a fearless

investigator who strove to inform himself of the facts of the

subjects which he studied and to base all his conclusions and
principles upon the ascertained facts. In the field of politics

there was an abundant supply of facts at his disposal, his pro-

cedure was scientific, and so his conclusions are of great value

even to-day. But in the field of natural science the supply of

facts was far from being ample, and observation, as we practise

it, was unknown to him. He was unable to distinguish between

fact and fable. When, therefore, his writings that deal with

natural science were regarded as a bible by the men of the Mid-
dle Ages, when it was believed that all information regarding the

world of nature was to be found in them, they became a bar to

progress. It was Galileo's great work to point men away from
this cast-iron Aristotelianism to the world of nature itself.

This revolt against the authority of the past paved the way for

the expanding science of the future.

One cannot say that anything like a science of physics existed

in the Middle Ages. Some facts were retained from the days

of Greece and Rome and others were restored by the Mohamme-
dans. But, at the best, the laws and the facts of nature that
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were known to the ancients were comparatively few. Sim- chap.

pie instruments for the measurement of time, such as water-

clocks and sun-dials, the Greeks had. They knew the law of the 125 °-1642

reflection of light, the law of the lever, and certain of the laws

of sound and hydrostatics. The Romans seem not to have made
any advance upon the knowledge of the Greeks in physics; and
the interestjyf the Mohammedans was confined very largely to

optics . Medieval Christianity had checked the development of TheEevi-

the physical sciences for more than fifteen hundred years. It Hl°^'
had produced a soil in which it was impossible for the seeds of Physic?

science to grow. Instead of questioning nature for her facts

in order to discover the laws which those facts reveal it was the

practice to summon nature solely for the purpose of supporting

theology. And instead of going directly to nature men went to

Aristotle. Science, then, if such it may be called, was studied

in the library aruTnot in the laboratory. The principal. pEysteaH^
problem ]o^cussedImJhe_Midd^Ages. was that of matter, of the,

constitution of natural bodies . The discussion was carried down
into the Renaissance period by such thinkers as Albertus Magnus,
Roger Baconjmd Nicholas oJ^Cusa^ but for the most part it was
purely academic. The real contributions to physics consisted of

work like that of Gajil££, to whom we are practically indebted

for the establishment of the scjenc.e nf dynamics. By observing

the oscillations of a swinging lamp in the cathedral of Pisa he
discovered the isochronism of the pendulum ; and, in opposition

to the teaching of Aristotle, he demonstrated that the rate of

descent of falling bodies is not proportional to their weight. He
also made discoveries in the laws of projectiles, and did much to

anticipate the laws of motion as eventually demonstrated by
Newton.

Chemjjjjy^vjyLbjirn oLakhemy, the psjMidp-.qriencg that sought

to transform base metals into gold and silver and to prolong TheRevi-

human life indefinitely. It was but a scanty knowledge of vaiofEe-

chemistry that the Middle Ages inherited from antiquity. And chemiBtrj

because of the fact that throughout the period chemistry, like

every other branch of science, was dominated by traditional belief,

very little was added to the store until the time oLRoger Bacon.
That alert andindefatigable investigator discovered many chemi-

cals and, what was still more important, many__cjiemical laws. -.

But, while doubting whether transmutation had ever been
achieved, he believed in its possibility. Gradually, however, men
began to neglect the formulas couched in meaningless gibberish

and the magician's wand of the " black art," and then alchemy
began to change into iatro-chemistry. The first great scholar
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who taught that the aim of chemistry is not the production of the

philosopher's stone was Paracelsus^ (1493-1 541), a Swiss savant

of rare originality, who definitely connected chemistry with

pharmacy. The mutual inter-action of chemistry and medicine,

resulting in the enrichment of each of them, is the principal

characteristic of the science throughout the period in its develop-

ment that ended with the middle of the seventeenth century.

The same fundamental defect that had hindered the progress

of the exact and the physical sciences in the Middle Ages, the

dependence upon the traditions of antiquity and the consequent

failure to observe phenomena carefully and systematically, oper-

ated to prevent the development of the natural sciences. But

gradually the fabulous lore of the medieval " Bestiaries " was

supplanted by the knowledge that the stimulated curiosity of men
had brought to light. With the dawn of the Renaissance men
awoke to a realization of the beauty_ojLthe world in which they

lived. This drew people to nature. They began to study not

only her physical laws but also her forms and her works in plant

and animal life. The zoological works of Aristotle

.

wgre_xestored

and his method of observation was noted; Physicians especially

devoted themselves to these new studies. Chief of them was

Cnnrad Gesner (15 16-65), a distinguished scholar who issued

editions of Greek authors and wrnr7^Tf"?rrip_nrtarit History of .

4jiimals. Interest in animals became widespread. Menagerifs

were kept by nobles and rich burghers, and the breeding of horses

for the perpetuation and increase of desired characteristics was

undertaken in a systematic manner. Hand in hand with the new

interest in a,n jma1s weritja new interestJiLplants. Botanical gar-

dens^^wdLas-inenageries^were kept by "rulers and wealthyjnen,

one being founfled_at Padua 111^1525 and another at Pisaln~i544.

The works of ATV^rtjjjr m q5nus contain remarks onTrie^OTganic

structure and physiology of plants that could have been obtained

only by a careful examination. Gesner did considerable work in

botany. He was the first to devise a methodical system of classi-

fication based on the fructifying organs. Among other botanists

of the sixteenth century were Jerome Bock (1498-1554), whose

Neu Kraeuterbuch was so popular that it ran through ten suc-

cessive editions; Lionel Fjifihs__{ 1501-66), who with keen obser-

vation described some four hundred plants ; and ValeriusjCordns -
]

(1515-44), whose botanical explorations were carried on in many

parts of Europe. These old ^herbalists were interested in plants

chiefly for their medicinal virtues, but their discoveries led to a

more purely scientific interest. A beginning was also made in

the science of mineralogy. Chemistry deals with the constitutents
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of a body and with its properties. There was needed a science c
^£j?"

to deal with the external characteristics of things. It was this

office that was undertaken by mineralogy. The father of the 1275"1657

new science was George Agricola (1494?-! 555), who in 1530

issued the treatise De re metallica.

The ancients had possessed only a slight_knowledge of anatomy
They held the dead body as being especially sacred, and so the

cadaver was examined but rarely. The Greeks made some TheReyi-

progress in the science of anatomy ; and at the Alexandrian school val °

c

f

h
^*"

dissection was publicly practised for the first time. Then the Anatomy

darkness of the medieval centuries intervened and it was not ^y

'liy,t"

until Mohammedan knowledge and skill penetrated into western

Europe, through Spain but principally through the school at

Salerno, that there came a revival of the science. At the medical

school of Montpellier the cadavers of criminals were regularly

dissected; in 1308 the senate of Venice provided that each year

a human body should be examined; early in the same century

Mundinus, at the University of Bologna, publicly dissected sev-

eral bodies ; and dissection was practised at Prague from the

very foundation of the University in 1348. But nowhere was
there made a careful and systematic study of the structure of

the body. All that was done was to open the great cavities and
then examine the viscera in a superficial manner. Great re-

liance was placed upon the Greek authorities, Galen and Hippoc-

rates, and upon the Mohammedan commentators. First of mod-
ern men to insist that the structure of man should be learned from
a systematic examination of the human body instead of by de-

pending upon authority was Andreas V
<
eaaliu s. (1514-64), of

Brussels. In 1543, in his De humani corporis fabrica, he gave

to the world the first careful description of the body based upon
actual observation. Many errors of the old authorities were cor-

rected, and students were continually urged to test every state-

ment by going to the ultimate source of information, the body
itself. By thus substituting the method of interrogating nature

for the medieval dependence upon authority he founded, in a
time when the path of scientific progress was beset with every

form of superstition and hampered with crass credulity, the

modern science of anatomy. He proved the fallacy of the belief

in the one " incorruptible, incombustible bone, the necessary

nucleus of the resurrection of the body." With this work and
that of his students and followers there gradually disappeared

the old superstitions about the body ; and dissection came to be
regarded as a necessary and desirable means of obtaining knowl-
edge of the structure of the body and its functions. Other in-
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vestigators who contributed to the development of anatomy were

Michael Seryetus (1509-1555), who discovered the lesser circu-

lation of the blood between the heart and the lungs; Eustachio^

(i520?-74), a papal physician , who described the Eustachian

tube and the Eustachian valve, who is the first histologist of whom
we have any record, and who shares with Vesalius the honor of

founding the science of anatomy; Fallopio (i523?-62), who
taught anatomy at Ferrara, Pisa, and Padua, and whose name

was given to the tube he discovered; Fabrizio (1537-1619), who
discovered and described the valvular folds in all the veins of the

extremities; and William Harvey (1578-1657), who demon-

strated the general circulation of the blood.

The knowledgc__of the medical practice of the Greeks had

becomejost to a_ large extent in the period of the barbarian

invasions. All through the Middle Ages medicine was nearly

as dogmatic as theology. What need of chemical preparations

when relics were at hand? Here and there, however, in defi-

ance of the edicts of the Church and in the face of the supersti-

tion of the time, was to be found a layman or an ecclesiastic who
based his practice upon study rather than upon tradition. Then
the Mohammedan physicians, whose knowledge had come_down
to them fromjhe Greeks, and who _were held in high repute,

exerted a great influence. From Spain and from SalerncTtKey

introduced new preparations into the European materia medica

and made known thejirst elements of pharmaceutical chemistry.

So at thê endljf the^Middle Ages some of the. Euro^ean_physi-
cians made valuable observations . studiejd_^a^e^_an^-w-f©te-Jiis-

tories_of therru and taught_at the bed-side. Among the things

(they accomplished we?re the segregation of erysipelas and the pre-

tention of its sprea/1, and the partial control of the spread of

^leprosy. The revival of learning enabled them to study medi-

cine from Hippocrates and Galen. Thus gradually, along with

the increase in_knnw1edge of the organs of the body and their

fnnrtinn^jjhprp was Hpyp1nppd_the_j^ejice of niedjcuie. The
diseases of the different organs were studied and'remedies based

upon experiments, and to which chemistry contributed, were
prescribed. Surgery, which is differentiated from medicine by
its treatment of disease conditions with mechanical methods
rather than by the administration of medicines, underwent a like

development. Operations were_p^rformed^njyarious parts of

the body, wine was used as an antiseptic, and twcPor three forms'

of^anjeaihgticjvere employed^
So did there come about a .gradual reviyal oj^rejearch-. Very

early the Middle Ages disprized the method of observation and
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induction. " It is not ignorance that makes us think lightly of c^ap.

science in general," said Eusebius, the most learned man of the

day, about the opening of the fourth century, "but contempt 1275 - 1600

for useless labor, while we turn our souls to better things,"

What need was there to keep trimmed and replenished the lan-

tern of science when in the heavens there shone the sun of

theology? The revival^ of research was one o f _the_ most im- imp0r-

portant phases of the Renajssan££_ar| d one ni the greatest sery-
JJJJ^Ii-

ices ever conferred upon mankind. In all its different fields it vai of Re-

was essentially the same. Of course it varied somewhat in its
searcfa

superficial aspects of the differing conditions necessitated by the

differing subject-matter of the several fields; but in every line

of investigation the fundamental process of observation, experi-

mentation, and induction, and the guiding spirit, were essentially

the same. Like any other revival of the era, and like all progress

that we witness to-day, the revival of research was a normal

sequence of the revival of individuality.

Side by side with the revival of research went a renewal of TheRevi-

invention, the first notable instance of which contributed to the val °fIn
;

•*• 1-1 vention li;

development-of navigation, to the ability of men to direct the Naviga-

course of vessels and to ascertain their positions. First in point tlon

of importance wqgjjfrp invention nf the compass . Instances have

been cited of the use in China of a needle rubbed with a lode-

stone to give it the power of polar direction as far back as the

second century of the Christian era; but the first mention of it

in Europe has been traced to Alexander of Neckham, about 1190,

and to Guyot de Provins, about 1200. It seems to have been in

general use in Europe at that time, for both of these writers

speak of the " ugly black stone " not as the guarded secret of a

few scholars, but as a common possession of seamen. So it was
probably employed by_the Genoese explorers when, in the last

quarter of the thirteenth century, they made their first explora-

tions in the Atlantic. The magnetic needle was made more use-

ful by connecting it with a compass-card. Thus mariners were
provided with an efficient portable guide, and, as far as simple

steering was concerned, they were rendered independent of the

heavenly bodies and emancipated from the coasts. This made
possible a momentous revolution in geographical knowledge. As
early as the eleventh century the asjtrolabe.^aj^nsjtrument in-

vented by the GrepWsjTri r} used chiefly to ascertain the time of day,

was borrowed from the Mohammedans. It enablecTseamen ap-

proximately to determine positions. Regiomontanus improved it,

but since then it has 'been superseded by more perfect instru-

ments. The quadrant, an ancient instrument for measuring alti-
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p
° tudes, indispensable in astronomy, surveying and gunnery, was

improved; and a similar instrument, the sextant, useful to navi-
lfioo-1600

gators because it enables them to measure angles between distant

objects, was invented. Then with the aid of these and other

instruments the science of navigation was gradually developed

and a great impetus was given to exploration and commerce.
By the end of the. thirtPf.nth century the use of the compass, the

beginning ot scientific surveying, and the ascertaining of posi-

tions by astronomical calculation had produced a marked advance
in the mapping of coast lines. Reliable maps were an indispen-

sable aid to seatarers, and so the impjgyement_in cartography

is an important feature in the prosecution of exploration and the

expansion of commerce as well as in the perfecting of the science

of navigation. The scientific charting of coasts may be said to

begin with the " handy-maps," the portolani, of the Mediter-

ranean, the earliest specimen of which that has come down
to us is the Carte Pisane that dates back to the opening of

the fourteenth century. As a result of these inventions mar-
iners came to have a working knowledge of oceanic conditions

and the science of navigation witnessed a continued develop-

ment.

Invention produced an equally great revolution in the art of

war. Gunpowder may have been known to Bartholdus Schwartz,The Eevi-
aiof in- for it was mentioned in 1220 in his writings. Forty-seven years

the Field later Roger Bacon, who perhaps had learned of its use in Spain,
•rwar described it after a careful examination of several forms. He

was certain that men would eventually learn to control it and
that then many things could be accomplished that previously had
been impossible. The means of controlling expbsionsjvv_as_jpro-

vided hy-tJTP invent ion of cannon. At first mortars and cannon

were made of brass and threw stone projectiles. After a while

they were put on wheels and iron projectiles were employed.

By the end of the fourteenth century they were used extensively

over Europe. In 1375 thegun that is fired by powder began

to displace the crossbow and the longbow, which for several

centuries had been the chief weapons of infantry. The first

guns were very cumbersome, but gradually they were made some-

what lighter. The method of igniting the powder remained

very crude for a long time, and as a consequence the bow and
arrow still figured in war in Cromwell's time. As a sequence

of these inventions both tactics, the handling of military forces,

and strategy, the directing of the larger movements of a war,

were changed and developed. They came to be something of

a science as well as an art; systematic observations of the clash
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of armies were made and books were written upon military C
^
AJ

>
-

manceuvers.

Invention_also came to the aid of bodc-making. Before the 1275 -1600

opening of the tenth century the usjTpXj^apjrrus, the writing

material made from the_reed of that name grown in the delta

of the Nile, was generally abandoned, and, although instances

of its later use may be found, parchment^ came to be the ma- invention

terial commonly^employed- But the cost of parchment was a ^^k"

serious problem which even the use of palimpsests failed to

solve. So when a new, cheap, and suitable writing material

made its appearance it was seized upon with avidity. Eaper .

was inygnlgj ?\ a rp"i^^ tim<* in pagtprn Asjf^ Its manufacture

became known to the Mohammedan world after the capture of

Samarkand in 704, where the conquerors became familiar with

its merits. By the middle of the thirteenth century it was used

to a considerable extent in the Byzantine empire; and it was
first manufactured_jn western EnrQp_e_ by the Mohammedans in

Spain3njd_in__Sicily. Cotton was the raw material used in the

Mediterranean countries, but when the industry crept northward

woolen rags were employed and then, in the first years of the

fourteenth century, linen. The making of books in the scrip-

toria of the medieval monasteries was a slow and laborious

process. Every volume had to be transcribed anew. The cost,

therefore, was very high; and there were many more oppor-

tunities for mistakes to occur than there are in the making of a

book to-day. These disadvantages were not overcome when
the universities became great book-making establishments.

Books were still so costly, being five times as expensive as they

were after the invention of printing, that in public places they

were secured with chains. Between the writing of books and

the printing of them with movable type there was an intervening

process. Books were printed from engraved blocks. An entire

page was engraved on a single block. Most of these blocks were

devoted to pictures with a few explanatory words ; but here and

there an entire page of text was engraved on a block. At first

all the blocks were of hard wood, but later on copper ones were

used. These block-books, that were printed only on one side

of the page, seem to have had their origin in the Netherlands

;

and perhaps Laurence Koster (i37o?-i44o) of Haarlem, who
has been credited by some writers with the invention of movable

type, was an engraver of these printing blocks. The invention

of printing with movable type was a gradual process. It re-

sulted from a long series of experiments carried on by various

craftsmen in different places. The principal merits of Johannes
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' Gutenberg (i400?-68?) of Mainz, who in 1450 produced a
practical printing-press, seem to have been his ability to pro-

1275-1600
(juce a cornpiete book with the new process, to teach others to

do so, and to improve the mechanism of the press so as to make
possible the printing of larger sheets. Gutenberg, then, was not

the first printer, for books were printed from engraved blocks

before his time. Nor was he the first printer of books from
movable type, for the Chinese employed separate type four cen-

turies before his printing press was set up in Mainz. But he

was the first European to make practical the process of printing

with adjustable type. The first book that was issued from his

new press was a Latin version of the Bible that was printed

somewhere between 1454 and 1456, a copy of which in the year

191 1 was sold for fifty thousand dollars, by far the highest price

ever commanded by a single book. The city of Mainz in which
the modern art of printing was inaugurated was not a university

town, but was the most important commercial center of the mid-

dle Rhine district; and from the beginning the new art was in

the hands not of scholars but of craftsmen. So in Germany
the choice of the books to be printed was determined very largely

by the interests of the reading public. The reverse was true

in France where the first printers were connected with the Uni-

versity of Paris. The new art quickly spread to other places.

In 1462 Mainz was captured and plundered by the soldiers of

Archbishop Adolph of Nassau, and the printers fled to other

towns. Strasburg, Cologne, Zurich, Augsburg, Ulm, Nurem-
berg, Leipzig, Frankfort, and especially Basel, where the larger

works of Erasmus were printed by Froben, all became centers

of the new industry. In 1464 German printers set up the first

Italian printing-press in the Benedictine monastery of Subiaco;

and six years later German craftsmen began the work of print-

ing in Paris. The introduction of printing into England was
due more than to any one else to William Caxton whose long

residence in Bruges had made him acquainted with the produc-

tion of books on the continent, and who from his press at West-
minster issued ninety-eight works, principally romances trans-

lated by himself from the French. Nearly all the great

publishers, such as Aldus of Venice, Froben of Basel, Estienne

of Paris, and Caxton of London, as well as many of the less

important ones, carried on their work not merely with a view

to pecuniary gain but from a real love of truth and learning.

All of them made sacrifices for the perfecting of their art and

the production and distribution of the books they loved.

The application of research resulted in inventions in still
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other fields— in <vg}(?n ^d in the measurement- of time. Mixz. er-
rors of polished bronze were in common use among the Egyp-

tians,^reeksand Romans. The Greeks had also mirrors of 1275-1600

polished silver, and the Romans of polished obsidian. Mirrors

of artificial glass, marking a great improvement upon their pred- invention

ecessors, were first made in Venice about the opening of the Fields'*

fourteenth century, and in the next century their manufacture

became a regular industry. Roger_Bacon discoverecLmany of

the properties of_concave and convex lenses . At first they were

made of gum or crystalline stones, but in the early seventeenth

century they were made of artificial glass. Their power to

magnify minute and distant objects was of incalculable aid in

the revival of science. Roger Bacon has also _j)een_ credited

,

with thejuvention of spectacles, with having evolved the idea of

using concave glasses for far-sighted eyes and convex for near-

sighted ones; but some writers attribute the invention to Ates-

sandro di Spina, a Florentine monk. Baconjnyxnted the tele—

scoge, but it did not come into practical use until the opening

of the seventeenth century when it was used by Galileo. After

that it was employed in many lines, in navigation, surveying and

astronomy. Roger Bacon and others used simple microscopes;

but the first to construct a compound microscop_ea_which allows

a far closer and more careful focus, was Zacharias Jajissen, a

spectacle-maker of Middleburg, in Holland. Among the pre-

cursors of the modern clock were the sun-dial, the water-clock,.

and the hour-glass. The invention of the true clock is an un-

certain matter. Perhaps the first of which we have record is

the one sent by the Sultan of Egypt to Frederick II in 1 232. A
great clock was made in 1326 for St. Albans, a town near Lon-

don. In 1379 a clock was set up for Charles V of France. The

law of the__Tiendiilum, which was discoaaced-by Galileo, was prob-

ably appliedjp clocks about th^ middle of the seventeenth cen_-

tury^ The invention early in the sixteenth century of a spiral

spring to take the place of a weight to drive the wheel-train

produced a portable time-piece ; and although these first watches

were heavy, large, and cumbersome in comparison with those

of to-day they were useful for ascertaining the difference of

longitude between two places and for many other purposes.

The revival of the spirit and the process of research and the TheSo-

application of the knowledge thus obtained and the method of
Jjjjg

1^'

experimentation to the daily affairs of life had the most mo- theEe-

mentous results to society. It was at once the result and the JJJenS

cause of that irrepressible curiosity that forever inquires into

the constitution of the universe, seeking to learn its laws and.
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to acquire control of its forces. The scientific method is a

stiff and formal process; and it is fitted to deal only with

number and with measurement, which implies number. It is

powerless to demonstrate any proposition in which the emotions

are .
directly concerned. We are coming to see that all that

science can do is to afford us an orderly way of looking at

things, a convenient way of arranging phenomena, and that it

is incapable of giving us knowledge or truth in the philosophical

signification of the words. Too long have we set up scientific

truth as the type of all truth. Too long have we ignored the

imagination as a means of ascertaining truth. In our concern

to be rid of a dictatorial theological orthodoxy we have allowed

an almost equally dictatorial and intolerant scientific orthodoxy

to take its place. But nevertheless the recovery and develop-

ment of the scientific, method has been one of the most potent

of all the ,f<^e^-g-*33^Ving fnr the emancipation of man . And
just as the spirit and method of research are greater than any

of their concrete results, so, too, the spirit of invention and

machinery that was restored to man and developed in the era

of the Renaissance is of greater value than any of the actual

inventions. The sense of machinery, like the exclusive claims

of science, has its danger. It has caused us to lose something

of the sense of personality. In our age of machinery we are all

too prone to regard a man exclusively engaged in, say, making
pin-points as a machine and not as a human being. But most

undoubtedly the sense of machinery, the inclination to inven-

tion, has performed a service past all calculation in helping man-
ind along the road of progress. And the immediate results of

the concrete inventions can by no means be neglected. They
made possible an age _of^-£jqjlpj^tio^i_aml__auvas1" expansjon^and

changeof commerced They leveled the walls of castles and

rendered of little avail the baronial keeps that hitherto had been

impregnable. They put pow^Jnto_JJTe hands nf^JJTe_jrnrlrl1e

classes_bjL_rjroviding jthem with_artillerv and thus abolished fejud-

ajisni ; and t^ey fraye, to ^ 1'v i

'

Hzed peoples a greater power over

savage and barbaric races. By making literature cheaper and

more accessible they~scaFTered everywhere the seeds of Jhe new
thought. " I do not think I am far out," said Lorenzo de'

Medici, " when I say that a century hence the peasant will be

able to purchase the volumes that are now within the resources

only of the prince. As waters cover the sea, so I believe will

literature cover Europe from end to end." They created pub-

lic opinion and thus introduced a new and potentfactor into all

the affairsjof life. Solt was that the revivafof science revealed
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the invalidity of the old method of thought and provided one in chap.
its place which, though far from being sufficient in itself to give —
to men knowledge of the truth of things, was yet an incalculable 1275-i6oo
advance unon thp nnp it riicrj-^o^advance upon the one it displaced.
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5. The Mystical Reformers.

HE revival of conscience wasjthc last of all the revivals to

arably associated, are always the last things to be changed in an

age of new birth, for only as new generations, nourished upon

new thought, come into power can they be altered. They take

hold of what is most sacred and permanent in human life. They
are the most vital of all the concerns of man. The questions of

conscience and religion are practically one and the same. They
determine the conduct of life, and so they are of permanent and

fundamental importance to history.

The word " conscience." derived from the Latin con-scientia,

means a combined knowledge, a knowledge o f some matter ob-

tained by *h*w-r>r|cenciic of one's faculties^ In p_opular usage it

mpans flip power, or the faculty, with which one, when con- _

fronted by two alternatives", decides between right and wrong.

In the first generation that followed the death of its founder,

Christianity had for its basis the simple and fundamental ethical

precepts of the Sermon on the Mount. It was possible for every

one, under that condition, even for the unlettered Syrian peas-

ants who formed the first Christian community, to decide for

himself all questions of right and wrong and thus to direct him-

self in the new way of life. And that, a new and a better daily

life, was all that Christianity was in those early years. But
as the years went on, as Christianity gradually won its way into

the sophisticated and subtle civilization of the Greeks, the em-

phasis of the new teaching was changed from conduct to creed .

It was_the_Grpp1<r wjTrldjyith its grpat citips, not the simple COUn-

'tryside of Galilee, that g-avej-o \he dominant
^Christianity of the

subsequent rpntiinps_t|TP 'nody of doctrine vipon jwJTirhfr his

placed its crneTjmphasis. That^ doctrine^ which by gradual
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accretion grew_to b£-xxLgreat_P£02ortion. soon came _to be beyond c
|!jJJ-

the Wnnw1er|ge
c-jjf_Jjie_JajtyJ_jind in many_jjoints itJiecame—so

subtle <hat Jt^jTrnved to be beyond their understanding. An 63 "32*

authoritative external custodianship and interpretation were,

therefore, felt to be necessary. Thereafter the individual was

no longer free to determine for himself what things are neces-

sary for salvation, nor was he free to interpret according to his

own reason the creeds that were declared by the Church to be

essential. So, from the age of Constantine, when the first great

council of the Church performed its task of deciding what creeds

were to be deemed essential and how they were to be formulated,

and when for the first time the arm of the State enforced the

decisions of the Church, to the age of Abelard, when a great

effort was made to enfranchise the human mind, the individual

conscience suffered a strange eclipses In those intervening cen-

turies even the very word " conscience," in the sense now cur-

rent, virtually disappeared from the life of men. The individual

consciencejaas.xeplaced by implicit faith in the external author-

ity of the Church. The notion that within one's self is to be

found a trustworthy criterion of truth, of right, of goodness, was
discredited and forgotten. It came to be held that the highest

duty of man is to accept blindly the guidance of the Church ; that,

as the heavens are above the earth, so the thoughts of God are

higher than those of men and need not, indeed, seem reasonable

to man in order to be authoritative and true.

The doctrine-QJJmplicit faith jl jls old, at least, as Gregory of

Nazianzus (325?-o,o?), who admonished those desiring baptism

to accept implicitly the orthodox Christian -dogmas of that time

and to trust to him for their defense. An imperial edict of 380, TneDevei

which made it a civic duty upon the part of all the inhabitants
^"do*-"*

of the Empire to acknowledge the orthodox doctrine of the Trin- trine of

ity, whether or no they could understand it, lent the sanction of £££"
cit

the State to this doctrine of implicit faith. The doctrine grew
apace. Augustine (354-430) boldly declared that he believed in

many articles only upon the authority of the Church, that, indeed,

it was only upon the authority of the Church that he believed

the Gospel itself. Thus the Church acquired an immense im-

portance. She was present in every act of faith. Eaiih__sank__

from the WpI of rea son to that nf frjere obedience. Every diffi-

cult dogma was relegated to the background as far as the indi-

vidual conscience was concerned. Inner conviction gave way to
pxrprnal authority, It is true that Augustine's doctrine of faith

is among the most obscure of his dicta, but in his De Utilitate

Credendi, one of the most carefully written of all this ardent
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to the
Doctrine
of Implicit
Faith

C
vm" writer's works, the statement Quod intelligimus igitur, debemus

rationi, quod credimus auctoritati, quod opinamur errori distinctly
325-H42 exciU(ies anv individual experience of faith. Strong support for

the doctrine of implicit faith was given by the utterances of

Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, who probably flourished in

either the fourth or the fifth century and whose writings exercised

an enormous influence upon medieval thought. Gregory the

Great (54.o?-6o4) lent the pontifical sanction to the doctrine.

Anselm (1033-1109), one of the great teachers of the Church,

declared the dogmas of the Church to be identical with divine

revelation. His maxim credo, ut intelligam, non quaro intelli-

gere, ut credam signifies the complete subordination of the rea-

son, of the individual conscience, to external authority. It re-

quires faith, and nothing but faith, whether rational grounds can

be adduced for that faith or not.

The first notable opposition to the doctrine of implicit faith

was made by the eminently critical mind of Peter Abelard i iQ7Q-

1142), who, in his Introductio ad Theologiam, contended that the

Opposition Christian should be ready to give an account of the hope and the

faith that are in him. He required that not only should the mere
wording of the articles of faith be grasped, but that there should

also be a certain knowledge, even though it be only of an approx-

imate character, of the grounds of the dogmas to be believed.

Faithjnay be above the reason, he admitted, but it should never

be contrary to reason. Only so is it possible to accept faith, for

that which is contrary to reason cannot proceed from God. He__
did^not discard authority. Reaj>on_arid_aiiilioxity, in his thought,

mutually supplement each other. But realizing that implicit faith,

unintelligent and mechanical faith, that makes no effort to under-

stand and then to test its accepted dogmas, imperils the freedom

of inquiry and the pursuit of knowledge, he was its sworn foe.

Abelard, in the first half of the twelfth century, stood alone in

his advocacy of the desirability and the necessity of the exercise

of the individual conscience. For a long time his voice was that

of one crying in the wilderness. Yet it was not possible that his

thought regarding the function and the reliability of the con-

science, of the legitimacy of the exercise of the reason, in matters

of daily conduct and religious belief should fail to affect his con-

temporaries. The sharp discussions, so deeply colored with bit-

terness, even with malice, that were provoked by his teachings

and writings were followed by modified forms of the doctrine

of implicit faith.

Hugo of St. Victor (1096-1141) said that faith may proceed

from knowledge or from affectus, a desire to believe. The lat-
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ter kind he declared to be the more praiseworthy. But he ad- C
y«j"

mitted that a certain amount of knowledge must always be bound

up with faith, otherwise faith would lack any directive power. 1142-1280

Even Bernard of Clairvaux (1091-1153), the greatest ex-

ponent of the ideal of medieval monasticism in the period of its

highest development and chief of the many foes of Abelard and Beginnings

his rationalism, admitted the desirability of an infusion of knowl- JjJSJJ
e"

edge into faith. By the time of William of Auxerre ( P-I2I5) Conscience

distinct progress had been made in the revival of the individual

conscience. It is sufficient for the simple laymen, William con-

tended, if they believe certain articles explicitly, upon the basis

of reason, and others implicitly, upon the word of their pastors

;

but the pastors themselves are obliged to believe all articles ex-

plicitly, for they are bound to give an account of the faith that

is in them.

But the advocates of implicit faith abated nothing of their

claims; indeed, Innocent III (1161-1216) greatly extended its

scope and exalted its value. According to him, should man
implicitly believe an erroneous doctrine he is not guilty of heresy, Besistance

but, on the contrary, wins and retains merit merely because he ^the

believes that the Church believes as he does. William of Au- catesof

vergne ( ?-i249), bishop of Paris, insisted that there are certain p^^cit

articles of faith which all men must believe. The learned must,

by special acts of faith, believe each single article by itself to

be true ; whereas the simple layman must believe them collectively

for the sole reason that the learned hold them to be true. Inno-

cent IV (1243-54) held that the only articles necessary for the

unlettered laity, if not for all the laity, to believe explicitly are

the existence of God and the rewarding of men according to

their works. All other articles of faith, he declared, may be

believed implicitly. The lower clergy, he added, because of their

lack of opportunity for study, need believe no more articles

explicitly than it is necessary for the simple laity so to believe.

The scholastic theologians of the thirteenth century lent their

ingenious logic to the discussion of the doctrine of implicit faith.

Albertus Magnus (1 193-1280) insisted upon its necessity, for

otherwise, he declared, men would not be bound to believe what
they can in no wise understand. If I am uncertain whether a

new doctrine of the faith that is laid before me is true, he said,

I go to the man who knows, the priest, and I believe or do
not believe in accordance with his judgment. Finally Thomas
Aquinas (i228?~74), the Universal Doctor, the very incarna-

tion of Scholasticism, whose influence upon the theology of the

Church has been rivaled only by that of Augustine, gave the
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support of his great name to the doctrine of implicit faith. He
divided science into two sections. The first section consists of

all the mundane sciences; the second is made up of the revealed

Christian science. Man arrives at the truth contained in the

former by means of his understanding; but the truth of the latter

is beyond the grasp of the understanding and is made known to

man only by divine revelation. The revelation contained in the

Scriptures is often difficult to discern ; long study and much
practice are required to disentangle it from its context. Many
have neither the time nor the ability to do this. Implicit faith

upon the part of many, therefore, is necessary.

Abelard was condemned by two councils of the Church; but

truth crushed to earth shall rise again. His refusal to regard

things as being merely symbols or emblems of something else,

his insistence upon the right and the ability, aye, even more, the

duty, of the individual to look all things in the face, 'facie ad

faciem omnia intuetur, is a method that could not be hidden from
the world. It was pursued by antique thought ; it is the method
used by the thought of the modern world. Abelard was nol_£ti£_^
first OQg tn aPP1y reason to theology jmHj^ religion, but he gave
movement axuHHe. to the rnpthnd^ Thus he became a most im-

portant precursor of the modern spirit, and a powerful factor

in the revival of conscience. " Along the streets and in the

squares of Paris," writes Bernard of Clairvaux, " people dispute

about the faith, about Mary's motherhood of the Child, about

the sacrament of the altar, and about the incomparable mystery

of the Trinity." Few teachers have ever held such sway as did

Abelard. Thousands of students flocked from all countries to

hear him. They learned his method, they adopted it as their

own, and then they scattered it in every part of Europe ; and, by

a strange and matchless instance of the irony of fate, his method
was subsequently adopted by the Church herself.

It was not only Abelard's teachings that pollenized Europe
with the new thought. Far in the south, at the court of Fred-

eric II, there was evoked, as we have seen, a premature Renais-

sance. That lonely figure among the sovereigns of the age, who
still remains something of an enigma, desired to secularize faith,

as well as knowledge, by giving to it reason as its sole and cer-

tain guide. Still another source of fructification was the thought

of Averroes, the philosopher par excellence for that period of the

Middle Ages, who proved by the Koran itself that God requires

inquiry into the truth by means of the reason and that only upon
the basis of rationalism can religion be securely founded. The
wise man, he declared, is he who exercises his own conscience.
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The teachings of Averroes were read with avidity by thousands

who were groping their way towards intellectual and religious

enfranchisement and they were a factor of decided importance 30 °-1500

in the attainment of that end. But it was not only the work
of these three men, Abelard, Frederic II, and Averroes, that

helped men to win their intellectual and spiritual independence.

All those forces that were potent in the revival of the individual,

to which we have already paid attention, and the revived individ-

uality itself, conduced to the same end. Thus gradually did men
reach the belief that the individual conscience, the consensus of

one's own faculties, is in itself a sure and certain guide in the «

conduct of daily life, and that the reason, directing and con-

trolling the emotions, can be safely trusted to answer the eternal

questions as fully as they can be answered in the present finite

life. &~
It would be altogether unfair to the Middle Ages to suppose

them to have been a series of centuries profoundly satisfied with

their moral condition and altogether ignorant of their weaknesses The Dis-

and their shortcomings. Such was far from being the case. satisfac-

Though the individual conscience was in abeyance, the Scriptures of the

and the teachings of the Church, both of which were accepted Ages^tit
by the implicit faith of Christendom, gave literal directions for immoral-

the moral conduct of daily life. Discontent with the practical
ity

workings of the Church was by no means confined to the years

that intervened between Abelard .and the outbreak of the Prot-

estant Revolution. The Jifje._of' the Middle Ages was.-one_in^
cess^rt--strjiggle_£or.reforrnJ The ethical injunctions of the New
Testament and the ascetic lives of numerous eminent churchmen
were the inspiration of many efforts to recall the Church from
her political and economic activity, from the things that she had
inherited from Caesar, from curialism and imperialism, to the

things she had inherited from Christ, to the work of inculcating

faith, hope, and charity. But the Middle Ages had run their

course. They had given place to a new. order of things, to a
new aititude_towards life, that we call the Renaissance. The
principles out of which their greatness and their vitality had come
had passed, or were passing, into the limbo of outworn concep-

tions. Their social framework was falling to pieces. The Re-
naissance had brought with it a new basis for morality, aye, even
a new foundation for religion. The individual conscience was
to be the guide to morality ; the reason, directing the aspirations

of the heart, was to supplant implicit faith.

No gain in the history of humanity, however, is an unmixed
gain. To a considerable extent the Renaissance was also a re-
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birth of pagan sensuality. Some of its devotees drew from their

study of the classic authors excuse for a careless life of selfish

ease untrammeled and untroubled by any thought of a future

world. The unbridled passions of others moved in strange or-

bits and gave to the life of the time a deadly iridescence. Yet

the revival of the individual conscience had produced a greater

sensitiveness in distinguishing between right and wrong. It was

this revival of conscience that in a large measure directed progress

and impelled humanity upon its way. The paganism of the

Renaissance was only an ephemeral thing. Complete indiffer-

ence to the destiny of the soul and serene content with the pres-

ent and the external was possible only in the childhood of hu-

manity. So conscience asserted itself. Its influence was felt in

obscure and subterranean ways at first, but eventually it found a
voice.

At first the revival of conscience found expression in nega-

tive criticism, a thing that is far easier than the furnishing of

positive schemes for reform. It was merely a symptom of the

time. Yet it was not without its value, for it kept men in a

ferment and led to constructive thought. From the beginning of

the thirteenth century to the end of_the fifteenth there were

frequent public criticisms of the Church , bantering scorn and

vehement invective., iliructCcFagainst the decline in morality of

the monastic life, the accumulation of riches by secular and
regular clergy, the deplorable scandals resulting from the require-

ment of clerical celibacy, the corruptions of the papal curia and

its financial exactions. These criticisms were no longer inspired

by the evident falling away from the standard of life enjoined

in the New Testament, in the teachings of the Church, and ex-

emplified by the lives of many ecclesiastics. They were, instead,

due rather to the promptings of the individual conscience, to the

failure to maintain a standard of life that the reason declared

to be desirable and necessary. Among_ the first of the- critics

were the Goliards . the wandering students, many of whom, in

the earlier years, had listened with eagerness to Abelard, who
sang their songs from one end of Europe to the other. The best

of these songs were probably written in the seventy-five years

between 1150 and 1225. The greed and lewdness of the monks
and friars and the ignorance of~the .secularjdJqiiylfuiSMsfa-the

Rnhjprt-rnattpr of mgny rvfj-np.sp. light-hearted songs that have so

little in common with medievalism, that are so essentially human-
istic and modern in their spirit, and that must have mingled

so strangely with the warning of the vesper-bell. Dan^e, the

first of the individual critics whom we shall notice, had an exalted
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conception ojf_the autonom^oi-lb e hmnaa_reason. The reason,

he said, is the chiet nobility of man ; fromTT he derives his

essential qualification; by it he is differentiated from the ani- :

mals who live merely by the senses. To live without using the

reason is to be dead. It is sovereign for all the actions of the

will, " such as the good or evil we do to others, courage in battle

or flight, chastity or debauchery." So it is the rule of manners,

the fiving law to which all the works of life are subject. Dante

lived with the evidences of the Franciscan reform round about

him, but, aside from any external suggestion, his own conscience

was a most sensitive one and it induced him to dream of a re-

generation of the Church from within. With passionate invec-

tive he scourged popes and priests, but he never attacked Papacy

and priesthood. His voice was always that of a friend. De-

spite the fact that its rhetorical exaggeration is palpably evi-

dent no fiercer satire of the papal court exists than is to be

found in Petrarch's. Efiistola? sine titulo. And in other of his

writings tlie^ father of humanism laidbare the corjupUotuaaji---

^fiornj j-f^ f listed at~Aviffnnm But like Dante he was
a loyal son of the Church bent upon serving her by effecting her

reform. Boccaccio's Decameron is full of contemptuous scorn^

of monks and nuns" His criticism, published in a popular form,

was far more widely read than that of Dante. But the vices

of the Church that roused Dante to austere rage and moved
Petrarch to resentful melancholy merely incited the author of

the novelle to comic raillery. Qjaucer depjcted the shprtcjornings

of the clergy. In the Pardoner he lias "described a priest who
preaches merely for money and who has no concern with the

cure of souls. Passionate denunciation and mocking sarcasm

were the weapons of the critics of the Church up to the day

of Lorenzo Valla who used one that had a far deadlier effect.

His fearkssjmd scientific criticism swept
QW?Y *hp ^g ;g nf thp

temporal power of EEe "Papacy, exposed inaccuracies in the Vuj-

gate and amused doubts as to the authenticity of the Apostles
'

Creed . It was the beginning of modern biblical criticism. He
had to work very largely by himself, forlfelectTcs held, as still

they do to-day, more men than research. After his time there

was little left that could not be submitted to the test of criticism.

Each critic of the Church gave to his charges the color of his

own personality. Passionate invective, regretful reproach, sor-

rowful supplication, or mocking levity, forms the spirit of their

complaints. All combined to agitate the minds of men and to

arouse a realization of the need of reform.

Most of the medieval attempts at reform assumed a monastic

CHAP.
vm
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direction. Monasticism was_thehighest ideal of life in the Mid-
dle Ages. It meant thg_£ojnplete rlf

>ni3l,_Qt_tne~present world as"

far as that was possible, the absolute submission of the body
tq_the soul. The devil7 the world, and the flesh were all tempta-

tions to betray the soul of man to its perdition. Each was to

be shunned and avoided. The single obj ect of life was the sal-

vation of^the -WTttl, and anything_tlipt jjetracted from this jiim
was ^o_he^pjiUaei^e. It is a lofty as well as a narrow ideal of

life, and it is so far beyond the possibility of attainment by the

large majority of mankind that attempts to reach it must needs

involve many failures. Many who flocked into the cloisters

brought with them the world and its cares. So the places dedi-

cated to the spirit became noisy with ambition, and monasticism

became enfeebled and then corrupt by lack of zeal. The story

of every monastic order is the same. First there is a period of

unremitting and unsparing effort to attain the lofty ideal of the

life contemplative. Then there is a period of gradual decline

in which formality and convention replace the spontaneous and
sincere strivings of the spirit, ending at last in corruption.

Finally there is a period of revival, a return born' of contrition

and repentance to the ideal of the founder of the order. In

1540 Cardinal Guiddiccioni acknowledged this to be the story

of the monastic orders when he said :
" In the beginning all

orders are full of fervor,* but they relax in time, and when thej

grow old the harm they do to the Churdi is greater than the

good they did her in the beginning."

The Benedictine Order, the mother and exemplar of all the

other monastic orders,~fell into decay repeatedly. And just as

periodically reformers appeared within its ranks to lead it back

to its original purity. But such periodical reforms did not sat-

isfy the most ardent of those who embraced the monastic ideal.

For them the wise and moderate rule of St. Benedict was too

mild. So austere orders were established. The Carthusian^
founded in 1084, practised severe mortification of the body.

They were imitated by the Cistercians (1098) and excelled by
the Trappists (1140). Among the other austere orders were
the Carmelites (1208), the Celestins (1271), the Oliyetans

(1313), anTthe Josuaies (1355).
There were also reforms among the secular as well as the reg-

ular clergy. Many of th e secula r Hprgy lived under_rules_for

the regulation of thdr__daily_Jives. They were therefore known
as canons, Au£us^ine7is said to have been the first to put secu-

lar priests under such canonical regulations. No definite rule

can be ascribed to him, but an order of canons grew up that
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7 Z- ^TT^^rT^enerally to be found in the cities
chap.

lisgigpr-
new ideal that ^L^-_

themselves from the world ^^
essence. The monks had w

own^ H^^g
f

?
ar&Jih^i^^ they §av

!

1~ ras attsfcvyrtaj

r^Wlow full of a^mpShetic understanding of human-

w It wa h idea to help the. cause of reform by persuading

Z heedcs
5

of the time tha? they were wrong^ But ^Second

order of mendicant friars also became ennch d and Jell a»,y

JS?Church^j^-^^^leT^t^
32MS£JS co- into existence with the growtt.of

?he "owns But the Church prudently made use of them. She
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used them to satisfy the constantly increasing religious needs of

the towns which both the secular and monastic clergy found

themselves unable to meet. And the friars succeeded for a

time in satisfying the longing of the towns for spiritual nourish-

ment. The extraordinary privileges conferred upon them marks

the last important attempt of the papacy previous to the Prot-

estant Revolution to recover something of the moral and re-

ligious authority which it had lost in acquiring by worldly means
its tremendous juristic and political power.

Among the most important of the individual monastic reform-

ers in the fourteenth century, a time of luxurious corruption,

hideous crime, and moral laxity, were Vincent Ferrer. (1357-

1419), Bernardino of Siena ( t 380-1444^ , Tohn^ô C^istmno_

(1386-1456) and Savonarola,, (1452-98). Vincent Ferrer was
a Spanish Dominican who for more than twenty years de-

voted himself to the reformation of morals within the Church
and to the conversion of the Waldenses. Bernardino of Siena

was a Franciscan who in his youth became keenly aware of the

lax morality of the Italian towns. Walking barefoot throughout

Italy and preaching to the crowds that everywhere nocked to

hear him, he boldly denounced the corruption of the time and

strove to bring back the Franciscan order to its former purity.

By fervent enthusiasm and the magic of his eloquence, which in

all parts of the peninsula kindled among the masses a transient

flame of reform, he became the chief promoter of the religious

revival of the fourteenth century and the acknowledged exemplar

of all friars who engaged in preaching. Most important among
the many followers of Bernardino was John of Capistrano,

who was commissioned by the pope to preach in Germany, where
enormous crowds thronged to listen to his exhortations. Sa-

vonarola was a Dominican friar who, from the day that he fled

to the convent to the day that his body was given to the flames,

was consumed with a single conviction. He was filled with a

burning zeal for moral refprrry He desired no change of doc-

trineT^tlThis life he clung to the teachings of the Church with

the most unwavering conviction. The reform of moj^ls-wasJiis,

sole mission . His temperament was riot suited to the ways of

patient conversion; but he made himself a force in the general

awakening of cities and principalities by his terrible power of

denunciation, his fiery apocalyptic warnings, his passionate ap-

peals, and his pathetic entreaties. Eventually, as we shall see in

a chapter soon to follow, he was drawn into ecclesiastical and

political reforms and killed by the intricate and insignificant pol-

itics of the Italian principalities. The reforms instituted by all
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of these revivalists had the same inherent defect. They_appealed
°vni'

only to_the emotions. They gave rise to no stream of new
thought. They were vehement and spasmodic outbursts, not dis-

1385 '1498

passionate and sustained movements that had their origin in in-

tellectual conviction. When the potent personality of the re-

vivalist was no longer present his influence gradually diminished

until it vanished altogether. And so these_reyivals were only

transient in their results .

All through the Middle Ages monasticism, as we have seen,

provided the chief means for reformation within the Church, but

all the monastic reforms were un satisfying^ave as they taught

men forever how mightier than policy is purpose. We have Results of

seen that every monastic order goes through the same round of naBtieBe-

fervent zeal, gradual relaxation, corruption, and another out- f°rms

burst oF reform. Such is the inevitable consequence of the at-

tempt to attairTso unworldly and difficult an ideal of perfection.

The bow too tightly strung inevitably snaps asunder. Then, too,

a monastic order, like any other institution, grows_jyui_iif_th£-

needs oFthe life of the time^ And as life is dynamic, as its

needs change with the changing centuries, the institution is out-

grown. It no longer corresponds to the need of the time, it no

longer is the result of spontaneous action. It has become fixed
ri

and^ formal_ The developing forces of life no 1nngpr_^nj2p1y__jt^

with vitality, but instead are engaged in i ts, dissolution.

Several ofThe popes endeavored to institute reforms. The
Avignonese captivity and the protracted schism had lessened the

power and the prestige of the Papacy, and since then the activ-

ity of the curia had become more than ever juristic, financial and

/\ political, and less moral and religious, so that at the end of the papaiRe

-- \ fifteenth century the character of the Papacy was predominantly *ormers

/ that of a worldly institution. Something of this was perhaps

M^ dimly perceived by Martin V (1417-31), Eugene_IV (1431--47),

Nicholas V (1447-55), Calixtus III (1455-58), Pju§JlJi45&-
64), and PauJ_II_( 1464-71). The rea^tionagainsLlhe paganism
of the humanists began with-Calixtus and was continued by Pius

and_Paul. _ These reforming efforts of the Papacy were purely

personal . They were ineffective because the^jwej^jio-t-direeted

to the root of_ the evil. - The pontiffs were too largely dependent

upon the members of the curia. The Papacy had become essen-

tially a worldly institution, and until the spirit of the time im-

peratively demanded its reform it was impossible for any pontiff

who was not also a great statesman to effect any substantial

reform. The circumstanc.es of the time would have made re-

form difficult even for another Hildebrand : so the efforts of
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these papal reformers of far less power ended in failure. They
availed nothing to make new the heart of Christendom. The
spiritual significance of the Papacy steadily declined,.... Its fiscal

oppressions increased. Nepotism was practised in the most un-

blushing way. And in the person of Leo X paganism seemed

to have installed itself upon the papal throne.

The attempts of members of the Church to bring about a

reformation of the institution in root and branch assumed another

form toward the end of the fourteenth century when the age

of the reforming councils began. The theory nf the rrmriljar

reformers ~is~ well exgfejjadTxrirnie famous decree of jheCoun-
cil of Consrancel "A genej^l_ciHinciLJias-Jts--pQwer jmme-
diateTy~frmrrChrist, and every j)rie_j^f-^v€4y-^ank^--even4:Iie pope

himself, is bound to obey it in matters_j3ertainirig_iQ_the articles

of faith, to thjMjSttirpation _0.flbiies3zv-aad.t0_ the reformation of

the Church inJiead and members.." The conciliar movement had

its birth in France, and found in Pierre d'Ailly and Jean Gerson,

two eminent French ecclesiastics, its most able advocates. But
the theory, that, a general council-is., above the pope fnnnd__vig-

orous opposition fromJJie--P-apa€3z. of multifarious activity and

worldly power that the Middle Ages had produced. So a strug-

gle ensued.

Something of the activity of the councils of the fifteenth cen-

tury we have already seen. We have here to regard them from
a somewhat different point of view. The firstjxf the refofm-
counciljjwas_convened_at Pisa in ^409. It was summoned by the

CoHe^£_iiLCar4inals and meLunder ^j^mte&kmrJSfT^r^es-^V
of France. It was widely representative, and it had for its chief

purpose the ending__of_ the schism. It deposed the rival popes

and intheir placedected Alexander V. As neither of the de-

posed pontiffs acknowledged the action of the council a triple

papacy resulted. The work of the council in effecting a reform

of morals was insignificant. A gemn^ rm±tze\] Wpg he)A at ("Vm-

sjance (J414-18L The ending of the triple papacy was Jthe

chief task_£hat confronted ltfTjut it a__Jo_jd£ba4€4~o_ri£st__gn^ of

morals and questions of faithu Its efforts in the first direction

resulted in tlie~im7ty of the papacy. The reformation of morals

was largely lost sight of by the ' conflicting elements of which

the council was composed. The revival of synods, the summon-
ing of general councils at stated intervals, the reorganization of

the College of Cardinals, the reform of papal taxation, the re-

form of ecclesiastical law courts, the control of papal grants,

dispensations and indulgences, and the morality and zeal of the

^lerey, all failed to receive' settlement at the hands of the coun-
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cil. A few inconsequential decrees were the only result of the c
5£t'

efforts of the council to effect reform within the Church. This

failure was due in part to the opposition to the conciliar theory, 1409 - 16 i?

in part to the conflicting interests of the members of the council,

and in part to the organization of the members who were ar-

ranged in nations and who thus felt the full force of political

antagonism. The attempt of the council to secure unity of faith

resulted in the burning of John Hus and Jerome of Prague.

Twelve years later practically the same tasks, with the exception

of the elimination of superfluous popes, confronted the Qpunci]_

of (Basel (1431-49). Again divergent national interests pre-

vented unity of action. Again the Papacy successfully opposed

itself to the council. The council came to an end without hav-

ing accomplished the expected reforms. The tide of the con-

ciliar movement was fast ebbing. In vain it had spent its force

against the rock of the Papacy. The last council of the Renais-

sance period was the Fifth Lateran Counci l (1512-17), which
received it^s name from the~church of St. JoHn Lateran in Rome.
It was made up exclusively of Italian prelates ; and in that time

of national spirit, commercial expansion, and secular thought,

it commanded little attention. There were earnest men in the

Church, and many members of the council had a deep sense of

the necessity of reform ; but the council bears witness to the

hopelessness of the conciliar cause. The Pragmatic Sanction _o f

France, which was a recognitio'n of the claims of"the conciliar

reformers, was revoked at the_djciatiQJ3-oi-4helriiirriphant Papacy .

Thus the last vestige of the conciliar movement for reform dis-

appeared.

The conciliar movement which had begun with so confident a

hope of success failed in the course of fifty years. Its slight

victories were nullified with apparent ease. The general dis-

couragement was well expressed by the abbot Jacob of Junter-
burg :

" I can scarcely believe that an improvement of the Failure of

Church can be brought about ; for first the papal curia must be JJr Move-
1'

reformed ; and how difficult that is the present course of events ment

shows. There is no nation which so vehemently opposes the

reform of the Church as the Italian." The earnest supporters

of the conciliar idea were too few in number. They were mem-
bers of the upper classes only, and the people were not behind
them. The relative power of pope and council was for the

masses a purely academic question. The one concrete thing that

appealed to the people and increased their wrath and contempt
was the shameless worldly conduct of the Church, the avarice

and the immorality of the clergy. The vested interests of the
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Papacy at which the movement was aimed were too powerfully

entrenched. So the movement failed. The worldly interests and

entang1an^ms_of_Jhe_ama_in£Eeased. The moral laxity of the

clergy became ever more grievou s, and the spiritual lieeds^of the

common people everlnore neglected.

The ecclesiastical reformers— monks, friars, popes, and con-_

ciliar theorists— had all failed to effect any permanent reform

within the Church. We come now to another group of men,

the biblical reformers . The doctrines of the Church had grown
by accretion through many centuries. So vast a body ofjhought

exceeded the capacity of some of the members of the Church.

It appeared to them to be superfluous, and burdensome. It dis-

turbed them with an incomplete sense of belief or with a distinct

sense of disbelief. And the contrast between the material

Church, with all its vast possessions and its worldly activity, and

the simplicity of Christianity in apostolic times, the simple in-

ternal religion of Christ, was so striking that reactions against

medieval Catholicism were inevitable. So here and there a group

of men limited the body of religious doctrine, lessened the range

of reHgiQiisUntgiest, sought to intensifyjruth within that range
,

and nppn^p^JJTPrnopjyf^ tr> fb^ prmmnlatinn of worldly wealth.

They endeavored jo_stat_e the fundajnejit^LJxuih__oJL religion in

its simp_les^_form. This phenomenon was not confined to the

eve of the Protestant Revolution. Scarcely had society begun

to settle down after the barbarian invasion when such sects

sprang up on all sides. And although they suffered persecution

such reactions characterized every one of the medieval centuries,

for they were natural reactions arising out of a need that other-

wise would have remained unsatisfied. As a rule these groups

of simple believers flourished in those parts of Europe where

centrifugal forces were most potent. They were not only dis-

satisfied with the doctrines of tne Church because of their bulk

and difficulty, and with the greed, selfishness, and immorality of

the clergy, but they were also filled with social discontent. They
indulged in dreams of social as well as religious reconstruction.

So they were deemed to be perilous by the state as well as by the

Church. All of them attempted to restore the simple brother-

hood of apostolic times and to live according to the social doc-

trine of the Galilean.

One of the most important of these groups of reformers were

the Waldenses, a ^e£t_which originated, somewhere_^bout 1170,—
in the two_at££ams of -the, peasants of the valleys of the^wtestefft

Alps and_lhe_ Poor Men of Lyons-4yli£L_were the followers of

Peter Waldo, They translated the Bible into their^bjly_tongiie
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and, discarding all allegoricaj^nterjirjtajtimu^c °hap.

literal meamhgT They dispensed with the priesthood as unneces-

sary_T~ Every" believer in Christ they held to be as much a priest 117°-U89

as any other. The apostles were laymen, they said, and so were

the first disciples of Christ. Then why should not every good

layman in subsequent times be a priest? So all of them were

admitted to preach, without distinction of age, or rank, or sex.

The only sacraments they retamedjwerejjaptism and^communion,

and these coulcpje administere5j>yjmy one. They rejected also

all other external and extraneous ai3s~such as indulgences and

the adoration of saints. But despite the fact that the Waldenses

increased with great rapidity and spread from Aragon to Bo-

hemia they did not succeed in making any great and permanent

impression upon the religious life of the time. Europe was not

yet ready for their ideas. And they were poor and lowly men,

unable to influence leaders in Church or State.

Essentially similar to the principles of the Waldenses were
those held by John Wiclif £ 1320-84), a master of Balliol College

at Oxford, a royal ambassador, and later a popular preacher.

He, too, insisted upon the_jpriesthood of every Christian, and

thus put himself into direc^2oppositionjo_jdie_claims~of the john

clergy4_and he, too, wjth holdlogic held the seven sacxaments-tQ--Wlcllf

be unnecessary-. In short he attacked the entire system of the

Church and insisted upon the sufficiency of divine .grace and
individuaWaith as^jid_the__reformers of_the sixteenth century.

Everywhere along the roads of England, in churchyards and
market-places, could be seen the " pore preestis " of Wiclif

preaching to crowds of the common people. And, with the aid

of two friends, Wiclif translated the Bible into English and
placed it in the hands of the common people. It could be under-

stood, he said, by any one who led a religious life and sought

for truth in a humble spirit. But hostile forces rallied to the

defeat of the new movement. The rising of the peasants under

Wat Tyler and Jack Straw had filled the barons and the burghers

with fear. Wiclif's movement was regarded as dangerous, and
so it was put down.
The teaching of Wicliff failed to produce a lasting impression

in England; but in the person of John Hus (1369-1413) it had
a potent influence in the distant countryjo? Bohemia. Richard johnHoa
II of England had married Anne ofBohemia and the Bohemian
students, among whom was Jerome of Prague, who followed her

to England, were instrumental in bringing Wiclif's writings to the

attention of Hus. But important as was the influence of Wiclif

upon Hus it would be a mistake to regard the Bohemian reformer
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as no more than a copyist of the English preacher. Their doc^
trines__wjexe_sirnilar, but they had used the_s^mejsources_and weje

inspired by the same writers^ And, moreover, Hus was the heir

of a long series of Bohemian reformers. , Matthew of Janow had

already asserted that only by a revolution could the Church be

brought back to the primitive simplicity and purity of the first

years of Christianity. In Bohemia the clergy were as corrupt

as elsewhere; and there, too, a brigand baronage oppressed the

people. The deep religious feeling that was roused to active life

by the passionate preaching of Hus had long been stirring. The
torch that lit the funeral pyre of Hus at Constance was the signal

for a long and terrible war in Bohemia. But, at last, war and
weariness broke the spirit of the reformers and crushed their

reformation.

In addition to these two great biblical reformers there were
several minor ones of whose writings the great reformers of the

sixteenth century knew very little, although they contained im-

plicitly and explicitly the doctrines of the Protestant Revolution.

John _of_Go£h. (1400-75) asserted that the Bible is the only nec-

essary guide of life, and that the Church in her teaching is sub-

ject to error. " Only the Bible," he said, " has an irrefragable

authority. The writings of the fathers of the Church are of

value merely in so far as they are in conformity with the sacred

books." He held that the New Testament is a law of internal

sentiment. It secures the salvation of man by uniting him to

God with the bond of love. He was a recluse by temperament,

so his doctrines did not gain a wide audience in his lifetime, and
they were not published until the sixteenth century. Jphn of^

Wesel (i4io?-8i), who after teaching in the University of Er
furt became a popular preacher at Mainz and at Worms, boldly

discarded the authority of the Church. Incited by the abuses of

the time to denounce indulgences he eventually declared the Bible

to be the only true religious guide. " We must believe nothing,"

he said, " except that which is in the Bible. Christ commanded
his disciples to preach the gospel. He did not tell them to intro-

duce new laws." And in his attack upon indulgences he was
more radical than Luther in his celebrated theses, for he not only

denounced their abuses but denied their principle. " The grace

of God," he said, " raises the sinner from his fall. There is,

therefore, no reason for the mediation of the Church. Every-

thing passes between man and God." Only two of his books

have come down to us. One was published in the sixteenth cen-

tury and the other in the eighteenth. Wessel Gansvoort (1420?-

89), a wandering humanist, also rejected the tradition of the
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the contemplation of spiritual things there is required a faculty
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tkat
-

ls itself essentially spiritual. Such a faculty the individual

possesses in his soul. The soul is his spiritual eye by which he

may gradually come to see God. The soul is to be trusted for

. the discernment of spiritual truth just as implicitly as the organs

of sensation are trusted to perceive material fact. This_spiritual

insight_is_an emotional slaiC-of being. It is not a mental process.

The consciousness of physical existence must gradually be less-

ened, and then by degrees the consciousness of spiritual exist-

ence will take its place. So eventually shall the mystic be carried

into a complete fusion with the divine life that lies at the heart

of the universe, so shall he soar to those transcendental heights

where all distinction between creator and created is abolished.

But absorption in the Eternal Word is not the sole aim of the

mystic of the western world. His mysticism is not incompatible

with the practical life. His outlook upon the facts of earthly

life is not less clear because he sees beyond them. The green

earth on which he lives and his human nature are not devoid

of meaning and are not without their uses. The world is not

to be neglected. It is a road upon which one walks to God.

The duties of daih^Jife-ai^^^uj^ative^nd they Jeach_the jpj-in-

ciples of^ measure and_djscjpline~wriicTT^ire divine characteristics.

The mystic is never to be idle HTs timgjs to be spent in prayer,

or meditation, or in work for the common good.

" Not alone, not alone would I go to my rest in the heart of my
love:

Were I tranced in the innermost beauty, the flame of its tender-

est breath,

I would still hear the cry of the fallen recalling me back from
above,

To go down to the side of the people who weep in the shadow
of death."

It is only in the hours of silent contemplation that the mystic

becomes lost in lonely ecstasy, in the seemingly actual presence

of divinity. Mysticism, like so many other types and phases of

religion, had itqrra7|Tf~in thp Orient But in the East mysticism

led to inactivity, to quietism, to Nirvana. It was seldom revo-

lutionary. It indulged its bold speculations under the cloak of

convention. In the West mysticism has generally been associated

with reform and sometimes even with revolt. All of the great

mystics of the West have been men of energy and influence.
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VIIIMysticism is not confined to any particular creed. It finds its

followers among Catholics and Protestants and among men of

every race. It breaks down all social barriers. It lives in a 110 °-150

region far above the clash of creeds and the diversities of racial

characteristics. It is because of this that the books of the mys-

tics have always made so wide an appeal, that they have brought

to members of every sect comfort and consolation. But mys-

ticism, being born of temperament, needs a special condition for

its propagation. It is a seed that will not grow in alien soil.

The words of a mystic fall meaningless upon the ears of a man

who is not fitted by temperament to apprehend them. The pro-

portion of men thus fitted has never been very large. So it is

impossible for mysticism to produce a great religious movement.

Its voice is resonantonlyjn the chambers_joOts_owii_ dwelling.

Yet in tTTe~toufteenth century it was a powerful though
-
in-'

tangible force. Xy
Mysticjsm_dicLnot^ flourish in .France, the country that con-

tributed most to the development of scholasticism, as_it did in
__

Germany and in the Low Countries. The French genius is not

given to mysticism^ It requires concrete doctrines, lucidly and

logically defined and systematically articulated. Yet France, like

every other country, has produced mystics. Foremost among The

the French mystics was Berrpxd-xiL Chirvaus, (1091-1153), JgS,
who was believed to have accomplished the mystical " flight of

the alone to the Alone," to have seen God in mystic ecstasy face

to face. His activities were by no means confined to the cloister.

He realized keenly the corruption of the Church and did all that

he could for its correction. He boldly pointed out to Eugene III

the abuses of the papal curia , and he was a constant and powers

ful advoca^te_ci_a_better _daily life. Hugo of St. Victor (1097-

1141) was aJSaxon who went to~Paris and there developed a new
theory of spiritual reality that was a distinct addition to tKe

thought of mysticism. A life o f faith, he said, in the living

world is the indispensabJe_rjr£cuxspx_of an eternity of contem-

plation. TNo individual may reach perfection without having

done his part in making the world better. Richard -of St, Victor

(?-ii73), a Scotchman who was attracted to France, also con-

tributed to mystic thought and was active in promoting the prac-

tical, ethical side of life. " Let him who thirsts to see God,"

he said, "make his own spirit bright." Jean Gerson (1363-

1429) was the last of a group of French thinkers who tried to

combine scholasticism and mysticism. By his participation in

the Council of Constance he became one of the most notable

figures in Europe. Yet he was essentially a mystic rather than
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an ecclesiastical politician. Realizing the relation of the life

contemplative to the life active he wrote and preached in his

mother tongue, emphasizing the simple facts of primitive Chris-

tianity, and in later years he devoted himself to the education of

children. But after all his scholasticism made his mysticism an

arid and a formal thing.

Joachim of Flora (ii32?-i202) may be re^ajro^e_d__j
:
S-ihe_first

important personage inJjalian--aiysiicism. He was born in Cala-

bria, a province in which there were numerous Greek monasteries

of the Order of St. Basil, which formed a sort of connecting

link between the Greek and the Latin Churches, inasmuch as

they acknowledged obedience to the Roman pontiff while at the

same time they used in their services the Greek language and
liturgy. Courtier, crusader, Cistercian, and hermit in turn, he

founded a new monastic order, whose strict rules were perhaps

derived from those of the Basilian monks, and he became the

principal initiator of the stream of mystic and communistic

thought in which dissatisfaction with the practical workings of

the Church expressed itself in the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies. Yet Joachim was not a thinker of the highest type. His

importance is somewhat fortuitous. His writings were caught on

the crest of the great Franciscan wave, and then, carried far and

wide, they were probably changed (the revolutionary doctrines

which they suggested being given more explicit statement) and

they certainly gave rise to a movement of greater scope than

any that he anticipated.

Three of Joachim of Flora's books were put together and to

them was added an introduction usually ascribed to Gerard of

Borgo San, "Hm-min^ Then somewhere about 1254 the book,

under the title of The Everlasting Gospel, made a great sen-

sation by its presentation to the public in Paris. It was radical

in its teachings, and it was cherished by the Spiritual Francis-

cans as being scarcely less important than the Bible. It held

that there were three ages of the world. The age of the Father,

a wintry time of fear and trial in which men were slaves, a

time of nettles, a time represented by the Old Testament, il-

luminated by the stars, had passed away. The age of the Son,

the springtime of wisdom and action, in which men were free-

men, a time of roses, a time represented by the New Testament,

illuminated by the moon, was rapidly coming to an end. In six

years the age of the Holy Ghost, the full summer, a time of love

and contemplation, in which men were to be friends, a time of

lilies, a time represented by The Everlasting Gospel, illumi-

nated by the sun, was to begin. Monastic clergy, rather than the
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hierarchy, devoted to the welfare of the people, were to be the chap.

chief religious guides of the new age. Poverty and love were

to replace wealth and arrogance in the Church. Men were to 110 °-1509

be so trustful of each other that all property was to be held in

common. The laity received the book with great applause and

eagerly devoured it, for its indictment of the corruption of the

Church coincided with the popular conviction. Soon the name
of The Everlasting Gospel broadened from that of a book

into that of a doctrine. It was too revolutionary to remain long

without the disapprobation of the Church. In 1255 the book,

or at any rate the introduction, was formally condemned because

of heresies it was alleged to contain.

No other group of men so immediately and so eagerly wel-

comed The Everlasting Gospg/as_did. the. Spiritu al Franrfc-

cans. Very "soon after its institution the Franciscan Order began

to acquire property and to show signs of moral laxity. Grad- The spirit-

ually two parties were formed within the Order— the Spiritual-
J^

1^*11"

ictc anH i-Vip Conventuals . The_former wished the rule_of^SI7

Francis to be observed literally; the latter_by_ ingenious inter-

pretations evadedthe prohihitioiL-tp acquire property. Bitter

enmity existed between the two parties. The Conventuals were
quick to seize the opportunity offered by the connection of the

Spirituals with the revolutionary teachings of The Everlasting

Gospel. They succeeded in securing the removal of John of

Parma, a member of the Spiritual party, from the generalate of

the order. A schism in the order was prevented only by the

wisdom and the commanding personality of Bonaventura, the

succeeding general , who was committed to neither party . But
dissension continued; ihe~ Spirituals still denounced the engross-

ment of the Church in worldly affairs and continued to insist

upon the literal acceptance of the Franciscan rule. Some of them
went to great extremes and the Church persecuted them.

Still another sect arose within the Franciscan order, the Frati-^

cejli* the little brothers of the life of poverty . They were mod-
erate Spirituals who, nevertheless/ held that the popes who had TheFrati-

favored the Conventuals and sanctioned their possession of prop- cem

erty had condemned the life of Christ and were unlawful popes.

Poverty, they said, was the law of Christ, and therefore when the

Church acquired property it became the synagogue of the devil.

The assertion that neither Christ nor the apostles had held prop-

erty was made a test for heresy by the Papacy, and many of the

Fraticelli who persisted in the assertion were burned at the stake.

In turn the " little brothers " pointed to the idleness and the

immorality of the clergy, and declared the whole Church to be
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heretic. They carried their proselytizing activity into various

lands, but at last they succumbed to persecutions and the sect

became extinct.

According to The Everlasting Gospel the year 1260 was to

witness the beginning of the age of the Holy Ghost. Emotional

excitement increased as the appointed time drew near. Proces-

sions of flagellants scourging their naked bodies filled the high-

ways of Italy. Among those touched with the contagion of peni-

tence and reform was Gerard SagarellLf ?-i30o), an uneducated

youth of Parma, of lowly birth. He imitated the dress of apos-

tolic times as represented in the mosaics and frescoes of the

churches, and he gathered about him a body of rustics who pro-

fessed to practise the simple life of the apostles. Later on their

ranks were augmented by members of other classes. Eventually

the new Order of the Apostolic Brethren was proscribed and
Sagarelli was burned by the Inquisition. The widespread re-

ligious unrest of the time, the profound discontent with the

moral condition of the world, increased the membership of the

Apostolic Order, despite the persecution that it suffered. A
new leader was found in Dolcino^ ?-i307), a man of intellect

and some learning, who wi"th"""T^400 followers fled to the Alps

and there for several years with great skill and bravery, suc-

ceeded in escaping the clutches of the Inquisition.

Italy was at this time the " hostelry of sorrow." The popes

were absent in Avignon. The peninsula was in a state of an-

archy. The immorality of all classes was constantly increasing.

The spirit of worldliness had taken complete possession of the

Church. Not the least among the mystic revivalists who at-

tempted to reform this state of affairs, and among the most

practical of them, were two women. The first, S^Bjidgftt

(1304-73), was a Swedish princess who founded in Italy a

new order of nuns that had for its ideal the combining of the

life contemplative, as exemplified in the life of Mary, with the

life active, as represented by the life of Martha. She protested

against the deplorable state of the clergy and endeavored to

secure the return of the papacy to Rome. The second, St.

Catharineof_^iejia (1347-80), daughter of a dyer, is a luminous

figureTn tKeTomber picture of the time. She led a remarkable

life of contemplation, filled with an intense and passionate de-

sire for personal communion with Christ, and at the same time

in her extraordinary public activity she displayed unusual

worldly wisdom and sagacity. In impassioned utterance she

urged the abandonment of Avignon, strove to heal the wounds

of Italy, and to unite the European nations against the Turk.
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In penetrating accents she pleaded for the redress of the moral chap.

evils of the time, that were so gross, so open, and so avowed.

She made herself the leading statesman of Italy in the four- 110 °-1500

teenth century, but she was happiest in her narrow cell that

for her was often " filled with the fragrance of the lilies of Para-

dise and sweet with its ineffable melodies."

Mysticism found Jn_£ej3aany a soil well fitted to receive its

seed. It became the most important feature of the spiritual

life of that country in the fourteenth century. In the German
genius there is a strange intermingling of materialism^ and senji-

ment, of crude and violent desires and tender and intimate_re- Meister

ligion, "that " often-times assumes the form of mysticism. Be-
Eckhart

cause of his philosophical genius Meisj£r_-Eckhait, ( ?-i328)

,

the greatest of all speculative mystics, may be considered as the

founder of German mysticism, though before his time Mech-
tild of Magdeburg, who also worked for the reformation of the

Church, made an exposition of mysticism and pointed out its

relation to the social problems of the time. Not much is known
of his life. He became a Dominican friar and taught with dis-

tinction in the University of Paris. Then he became an official

of his order in Saxony and in Bohemia and a teacher of theology

at Cologne. He died in the midst of the proceedings of the

Inquisition against him for heresy. Despite the fact that his

philosophy logically leads to withdrawal from the world, the

modern spirit induced him to take an active part in the life of

the time. When he preached to the German people in their own
tongue he often dwelt upon the operation of the spirit of God
through a life devoted to the common welfare. His writings

contain frequent expressions of dissatisfaction with the immor-
ality of the time; and he rejected external ceremonies and
observances as unnecessary and emphasized the virtues of hu-

mility and love.

All the mystics who followed Eckhart were primarily con-

cerned with an active, helpful life. Not one of them added any-

thing of importance to mysticism as a speculative system. Their
mysticism was known, as every religion is best known, by its

fruits. The vivid Life of Heinrich von Berg (1295?-! 365), susoand

better known as Suso, written with a keen sense of reality, re- Tauler

veals a mystic who, though much occupied with the phantasma-
goria superinduced by mental concentration and bodily anguish,

was not concerned with the spiritual image of eternity to the

complete exclusion of the daily life of earth. This autobiogra-

phy, full of poetic fervor, shows that its author greatly desired a

reformation of the world about him. He accepted the monastic
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life as the highest life, though many years of his career were de-

voted to active usefulness. The real successor of Eckhart was
Tohn Tauler fnoo?-6i"i. a mystic less neurotic than Suso, a

preacher of robust eloquence, a thinker as well as a preacher,

who devoted his life to active work, and who deemed everything

and every person to be a medium through which God could be

heard and seen. No priest is necessary, he said, to bring the

individual soul into relationship with God. The sacraments are

not essential to salvation. He insisted upon the necessity of a

practical religious life. " No one," he said, " may leave off

doing good works."

German mysticism effected several important practical mani-

festations of itself. The first of these was the formation of^a

secret organization of men and women, initiated probably by the

mysterious person^nojyn_ajLthe Friend of God in the Oberland,

who has been held by some writers, though seemingly incorrectly

so, to have been Nicholas of Basel. The members of this secret

fellowship were not very numerous, for only individuals having

affinity for its mysticism were chosen, but though their chief

scene of action was the region of the upper Rhine, they were to

be found scattered as far to the east and south as Hungary and

Genoa. It was the pur430^e__ofthjeasjociation to develop^the

spiritual life of its members. They endeavored to avoid the at-

tention of the Inquisition and in consequence of their secrecy an
air of mystery still surrounds them. A second practical outcome
of German mysticism was the association of the Brethren^)f the

Free^Spirjt, wrTose" members first" appeared in the Rhine xountry
and were afterwards~~found~ln other parts of Germany and in

France and Switzerland. Little is known of their creed, aside

from the reports of their trials as heretics, but they were prob-

ably steeped in pantheism, and many of their weaker members
became addicted to gross forms of immorality. One result of

their teaching was to render the individual independent of the

priesthood. They carried on a propaganda by publishing books

and pamphlets in the vernacular. Still another practical result

of German mysticism is the Buchleinvon deutscher Theolo-

gie, written at FrankfjirJLJn-JiLe^^uTt^ritH century
-

by a~prjesl

whose name has been forgotten! The unkndwrPauthor was
probably a solitary thinker who cared little for fame, but his

book is one that will live. Luther discovered it and in 1516
published it for the first time. He tells us" that next to the Bible

and the writings of Augustine no other book wielded so

great an influence upon him. It is a book through which flow

the deep currents of human ity and one that spea ks, with the Tim-
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guage of the hgart^ It inculcates a semi-mystical doctrine that °*£*-

has very little todowith the Church, with its authority, its creeds,

or its discipline. It aims to make a practical application of the 110 °-15°o

mystic speculations, to make them a living force for good in the

daily life of the world.

Mysticism flourished in England. No race has shown a richer

vein of mysticismltnd a more profound sense of the mystery of

life than the English. Amid all the materialism of the nineteenth The Eng-

century no other race produced such a wonderful group of ^cb^
8"

idealistic poets. But the English mystics as a rule have dealt

little with the theoretical side of mysticism. Instead they have

led essentially practical lives. They_jiaye_instructed youth ^as

teachers in the schools , and as parish priests they have ministered

to the dallv~nieds of the common people. Richard Rolle (1290?-

1349) disapproved of the hair-splitting of the scholastics and

many of the conventional views of religion of his time. He ex-

tolled the contemplative life, but he endeavored by practical

means to instil into the mass of the people an active religious

spirit. He wrote a number of treatises, all of them devoted to

right-living, and most of them intended for the common people.

Walter Hilton, ( ?-i396), a follower of Rolle, was " a ful devoute

man," who like his master wrote freely in English for the reli-

gious edification of his countrymen.

Mysticism found a fruitful soil in the Low Countries. It was

there that the semi-religiuus birdies of the BeghanTs and the

Beguiries, arose, associations of men anji,women who desired to The Mys-

lead a religious and cnmmmd life without being- irrevocably ^^nnn
removed fromthejwofld "rjyme vows of moflastirisan. There tries

were many motives that impelled men and especially women to

such a life at that time— poli^iod^jiisJiixhajices, economic want,

and the prevalent immorality ^f tVif> tirpp The tossTjatiSaij:

numbers of_ihe_male population by the Crusades left many
women without protectors. This was an immediate incentive to

the formation of the Beguine associations. Similar organiza-

tions of men, the Beghards, were formed at a later time. They
lived by the labor of their hands, and in their spare time they

devoted themselves to deeds -of charity. They increased with

great rapidity because they answered the needs of the time and

were supported by influential and powerful patrons. Eventually

they fell away from their ideals and became idle and corrupt.

John of Ruvsbrook (1293-1381) was a Flemish mystic who
founded an abbey in the forest of Soignies and lived there dur-

ing the remainder of his days. He divided life into the active

life, which every man must live well in order to be saved, and
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the inner life of contemplative love, to which men may attain

only by the practice of the virtues and the grace of God. He
realized the value of good works, but he also insisted upon the

danger of exaggerating their importance. " To place chief em-

phasis upon good works," he said, " is to take the surface for

the essence. It is neglecting the truth for the form. Man must

be brought back to the internal life in order to be brought nearer

to God." In his denunciation of the immorality of the time he

spared neither pope, nor prelates, nor monks, nor laity. Gerard

GropJte.( 1340-84) was a man of wealth and intellect who after

studying in the University of Paris led a life of cultured ease

as a church lawyer until a friend who had become a Carthusian

monk summoned him to a religious life. Then the seed of

mysticism within him germinated. He renounced his many
offices, took holy orders, became an itinerant preacher, and en-

tered upon a new way of life. He met with great success as a

reformer of the clergy, an educator of the young, and the

founder of a semi-monastic society. Attracted by the personality

of Groote there gathered about the eloquent preacher a group

of friends, and eventually this group, under the direction of

Groote and his friend Florentius Radewyn, was permanently

organized into a society, under the Augustinian rule that con-

duced to physical health and intellectual activity, with the name
of the Brothers and Sisters of th*» fWimnn ] jfe The members
of the two branches of the new order did not immure themselves

in the seclusion of the cloister. They lived under a common roof,

observed the rules of poverty, chastity, and obedience, but they

were not bound by the irrevocable vows. They could, therefore,

return to the ordinary life of the world whenever they desired.

Unlike the monks they did not depend for support upon endow-

ments and unlike the friars they did not depend upon alms. In-

stead they lived by their own work. They believed that purity

of life and the education of youth are the prime requisites for

the salvation of society. So they devoted themselves to good

works and in particular to the cause of popular education. Their

teaching was as practical, as liberal, and as enlightened, as the

educational knowledge of the time permitted, and their lives were

characterized by a sincere and simple piety that is still vocal in

the pages of The Imitation of Christ.

The new order grew so rapidly that within thirty years it had

thirty-seven convents for men and eight for women. Among its

convents was that of St. Agnes near Zwolle. There it was that

Thomas a Kempis ( 138CH1471), who had already acquired the

two accomplishments of singing and writing, that gave him
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vniso much pleasure, in a school having an intimate relation with

the convent of the brotherhood at Deventer, went to live when
^j-^

he was a boy of nineteen, and there it was that he passed almost

the whole of his long and quiet life. Thomas was an exquisite

penman. All his heart and soul he put into his work, for he

believed that the hands of the transcriber of books, the fountains

of eternal life, are indeed blessed. He was glad to relinquish

the various offices that he held and to get back to the quiet and

peaceful round of copying books, writing his brief treatises,

instructing the novices, and solitary meditation in the little cell

that was so dear to him. Political disorder, spiritual unrest, and

the visitations of the plague all failed to move him either to

indignation or to despair. Beyond the clamor of the busy world,

undisturbed by the thoughts and the deeds of awakening Europe,

the serene days of his cloistral life flowed on year after year

like a placid stream. There in the convent by the green hill he

walked through life with the air of a pilgrim to whom the world

is but a road. And there itwa^hathe wrote^HLelmitation of

Christ, a book that has bTe^TTransTateonnto every civilized tongue

and more than three thousand editions ofjaJuciL-a re known_to_The imita

exist, a^Eook that continues as a living force to-day. Men of
JjJJJ.

the "most diverse personalities have loved it— Luther and

Lamartine, Doctor Johnson and Baron Leibnitz. What is the

cause of such long-continued and widespread favor? It is the

purity, the peace, and the simplicity of the life for which it

pleads, the incomparable beauty and the unstudied dignity of

its utterance, and the depth and the sincerity of its spiritual

emotion. It has its limitations. Its horizon is bounded by the

convent walls. It regards the actual world as the " land of the

shadow of death." It is a defense of the recluse and his ideal

of life. It holds that man can reach the infinite by mere nega-

tion of the finite. It ignores the virtues of family and social

life in the outer and the common world of men. It is indifferent

to the interests of the mass of humanity. It accepts a life of

solitude and resignation as though it were the whole of spiritual-

ity instead of bearing as it does something of the same relation

to the entire life of the outer world that scupltured marble bears

to breathing flesh. Rightly understood Christianity is a religion

of self-regard in the highest and noblest sense, not self-annihila-

tion nor even self-abnegation. Yet all men are not alike. Life

is various. There is need in the sum total of society for every

kind of excellence, and the life of contemplation lends something

to the ideals of humanity. Not long after the death of Thomas

a Kempis a bitter dispute as to the authorship of the Imitation
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broke out. Jean Gerson, chancellor of the University of Paris,

is the principal claimant put forward by those who have denied

the claims of the recluse of the convent of St. Agnes. But

the general consensus of scholarship confirms Thomas as the

author.

The papal curia and the great prelates of the hierarchy had

long been preoccupied with temporal affairs. The visible Church

was busy with its vast political, juristic, economic, and financial

activities to the neglect of its spiritual functions. To do away

with corruption in the lives _of the clergy and laity , and to_bring

the Church teTXllgggnitigkjsLthe paramount importance of her

spiritual^mission was the work of all the reformers who re-.

mainejiiiEinJiexiold^ The monks turned their backsjipon- the_

world.. The friars called men to repentan.ee. A few popes en-

deavored in a feeble way to improve the papal administration.

The conciliar reformers strove to secure the recognition of their
_

theory which" was to be the basis offurther__procedu.re. The
biblical reformers, who endeavored to recall the simplicity_of

apostolic times, were much more radical than the great sects of

the Protestant Revolution. They passed far beyond the timid

reforms of Luther and the other leaders of his time. That is

why they failed. They were too advanced, too revolutionary.

In order to succeed a revoIuEtorTmust accept the present while

effecting its gradual transformation. Christianity, which was

itself a revolution, had accepted the past. Only thus can progress

be effected. And, again, the BiblicaL££.fnrmprs failed because,

the only program thpy had to offer was an absolute returnjQ tha

past^ In their single desire to recall primitive Christianity they

took no account of the progress of civilization, of the interests

and the needs of modern times. ThevJInoked backwards, not

forwards^, A revolution in order to be successful must not only

connect the past with the present, but it must be essentially a

forward movement. The mystics taught the superfluity of ex-

ternal works save only as they are directed by a spiritual sense.

And they emphasized the independence of the individual in se-

curing his own salvation. Although their point of view, embrac-

ing as it did the liberty of the individual, did not accord with the

iron unity which the Church sought to impose upon Christendom,

all the mystics remained within the bosom of the Church. Yet

their consideration of religion as an internal sentiment unites

them in a fundamental way to the leaders of the Protestant Revo-

lution. MvstlVUm is ^ ppwPrfnl solve^ r
»f al] pv^r^] aiithnp+y

That is why the mystics were brushed aside 'so rudely in the Prot-

estant Revolution. The leaders of revolt who were bent upon
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substituting a new authority for the one they displaced were dis-

trustful of them. " I despise such men," said Luther, " they care

for nothing but spirit." Yet mysticism was a potent factor in

making possible the success of the religious revolution ; and in the

time of the Catholic Reformation it enjoyed a restoration and a

new growth.

None of these movements was able to effect a general reforma-

tion ; nor did all combined succeed. Yet not one of them was in

vain. They were all mingled in the great stream that was slowly

gathering force and would soon burst into a flood. Each must Relation

be counted as a definite and permanent factor in bringing to pass ^aiai*'
the Protestant Revolution. They went to form the general con- to. the

science, the universal recognition of the need of reform. If the Revolution

Revolution had found no echo, no response, in the general con-

science of the time it would have been unsuccessful. The great

movement of reform met with success precisely because men's

minds were prepared for it and were expecting it. Every accu-

sation that Luther made and every reform that he suggested

had resounded through Christendom long before the opening of

the sixteenth century. The successful leaders of revolt were

not a handful of men who, solely by their personal power, in-

duced the people to follow them along a new way. Long before

their time the soil was prepared for the seed. Long ago the _
conscience of men, rehabilitated by the development of individu-

ality, had herornje dissatisfied yrith the, external activity of the

papal curia, and had come to regard an interior religion as of

paramount importance. Only thus can the rapid progress of the

Protestant Revolution in all classes of society be explained. The
time was ripe for revolt, and if the Saxon friar had not precipT

tated it some one else would undoubtedly have taken his place.

There was still another class of reformers— the humanistic ^

reformer^ - Of them we shall see more in a later chapter. TneWindi

Everywhere the intellectual revival was breathing new life into

the channels of European thought. The new attitude towards
life had made its way over the Alps. The winds of freedom
were blowing. The prosperous life of the towns was prepared

and eager to receive the new ideal. The burghers had found
places for themselves in the professions. They were able to

read and to write and to think for themselves. Commerce, indus-

try, and material enterprise of every kind were in their hands.

The printing press was distributing innumerable pamphlets and
books. Humanism north of the Alps was unlike, that of Italy.

It was content with no unfruitful skepticism. It was, as we
shall see later on, destined to help the people to effect a reforma-

of Free-

dom
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t*on ^or themselves, to turn the tremendous force of secular

culture into the channel of religious reconstruction.

In the time of the Protestant Revolution several spiritual re-

formers, not the well-known leaders but obscure prophets, whom
we are to deal with in a later chapter, drew together all the

tentative, inquiring and struggling movements for reform, put

an end to the dualism which the Church had established between

the claims of the present world and those of the future life, and

made religion an inner possession, the product of personality,

and the inspiration of the finest powers of the individual.

1/



CHAPTER IX

THE AGE OF DISCOVERY

1. Discovery and its Motives.

2. Its Medieval Hindrances.

3. The Influence of the Crusades.
.

4. The Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish Discoverers.

S*.
Results of the Discoveries.

DISCOVERY was the one activity of the various revivals chap, i*

of the time most open to the common man. But not even 120o-60

discovery is universal. It has had its periods of disprizal when

explorers failed to get a hearing and were left to eat their

hearts out in poverty and neglect. It has had its great ages

when discoverers were endowed and when learning and invention

contributed to their success. Such an age was the Renaissance.

Discovery has many motjvesS^uriosity, not so scientific and Motives

disintereltedal^rTrspirit that animates our men of science to-day,
°Jy

Dlscov

impelled the men of the Renaissance to explore the rich and

splendid East. Europeans went forth over unknown lands and

perilous seas and came back with wonderful knowledge and still

more wonderful fables. With stimulating imagination they told

their stories of the magnificent and highly civilized Orient,_ of

its infinite store of gold, and pearls, and spices. Geographical^

inquisitiveness_grew upon that which fed it, and vast dreams of

wealth seemed certain of fulfilment,^fommerce followed hard

upon the heels of curiosity and became one of the most powerful

of all the motives of discovery. For the new luxuries, many of

which by this time were passing over into necessities, Europe was

dependent upon Asia. Still later imperial ideas as well as

dreams of gain were a stimulus to exploration. And then, potent

from first to lastjincentive o f daring and romantic deeds, result-

ing in astonishing triumphs and pathetic failures.Wwas the reli-

gious motive, the crusading passion whose fires, long burning low

flamed as high as ever in the heart of Columbus.

When the destroying Turk blocked the inter-continental land Medieva!

routes men began to seek new ways to the East. The only new f™^
routes were water-ways. But in the Middle Ages there were

many hindrances to maritime discovery. Caravans that_crept
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;hap. ix ^irmgjJTg-Jkn^wT1 xnA nntprl tracks, river navigation, andxoast

1200-6O sailing, wcp» the nnly means of travel at that time. The Atlantic

as it appeared to medieval sailors was a Sea of Darkness, a terri-

fying place on which to adventure. In mist and fog, with neither

sun nor stars to guide, how could they keep their way? And
then they were likely to meet not only with tempests and other

common perils but with the Kraken, or the Sirens, or the dreaded

Bishop of the Seas with his glowing miter. The revival of

science and invention removed many of these hindrances. New
shapes of keel and prow were invented that made wind and wave

contributory to navigation. The compass and the rudder were

made serviceable. Then came the quadrant and the astrolabe

that made possible something like systematic ocean navigation.

The Crusades, themselves an expression of a spirit of expan-

sion, exercisej^ajiLQ_st_pp_w^r-ful influence 4Apxtii_discoyery. They

failed to accomplish their immediate objects, and en3ed in mili-

tary disaster. But they pointed out paths of future conquest

to the new-born nations of the West, they suggested lines of

[nfiuence practical religious missionary efforts, and they greatly enlarged

frusades
the sPnere oi commercial enterprise. Thp^ stimfdatpri pilgrim-

age 4rade, travel, and missionary, activity . Pilgrim travel was

the first manifestation of medieval expansion, and for a long

time it was the most vital and typical outlet of the expansive

activity of Christendom. But gradually with the pilgrims went

other wayfarers, travelers, merchants, and missionaries. The

spirit of mercantile enterprise became ever stronger. During

the Crudes the commerce between the Orient and the Occident

grew to^ast proportions. The merchants did not stop at the

Syrian sites that were the destination of the pilgrims, but they

crept on from the Mediterranean to the Yellow Sea. Back from

the East in heavily laden caravels and caravans they brought

silk, ivory, perfume, spices, and gems. The imagination, of

Europe was inflamed with stories of the riches and the wonders

of the far-off East, which to every adventurous spirit became a

veritable El Dorado. To the merchant was added the missionary.

Envoys from Rome made their way over the plains of central

Asia to the court of the Great Khan in the effort to win to

Christianity the wild Mongols whose conquests were bringing

them ever nearer to Europe. Their arduous journeys failed of

their purpose, but over their lives there rests the halo of romance,

and in their footsteps followed others who found new ways

across the continent. One of the most alluring of the travelers'

tales was that of " Prester John." The Nestorians, an heretical

Christian sect of the tilth century, found a footing in Persia
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and afterwards succeeded in establishing themselves among the chap, ix

Tartars. They had converted a powerful Khan, so the medi- 1200-95

eval story ran, who had become a priest. Soon the fame of this

priest and potentate spread all over Europe under the name of

Presbyter or " Prester " John. It was said that he had broken

the power of Islam in central Asia and that his Empire extended

into Africa. In the twelfth century the papacy made several

attempts to communicate with the mythical Prester John which

resulted only in the further extension of geographical knowledge.

The Mongol tide that was rolling towards Europe in the thir-

teenth century and threatening to sweep Islam out of its way
attracted the attention of all Christendom. A council held at

Lyons in 1245 sent two papal emissaries to the Mongol Khan.

One took the northern route through Poland and 'Russia, while

the other went through Asia Minor and Armenia . The diplomat

who took the northern way was John de Piano Carpini, a Fran-

ciscan friar, who delivered his letters to the Khan and, in 1247,

returned to Lyons after a journey of sixteen months in the

heart of Asia. It is with his journey that formal intercourse

between the Mongol power and western Christendom began.

Another Franciscan friar who went on a diplomatic mission to

Mongolia was William de Rubruquis. He went with Louis IX
to the Holy Land and was sent by his master with letters to the

Khan. His journey was one of the most important ever accom-

plished by a west-European previous to the era of the great

discoveries. Like all the other embassies that had for their pur-

pose the winning of western Asia by means of a Mongol alliance,

the mission of Rubruquis failed to achieve its object. But the

narratives of Carpini and Rubruquis added immensely to the

geographical knowledge of the Europeans.

From the Italian Carpini and the Fleming Rubruquis the

western world learned something of the far richer countries that

lay beyond the land actually explored by these travelers, the ThePoioi

plains of central Asia. They learned of China and the Indies,

and of far Cathay. To these distant lands, the Ultima Thule,

there penetrated three Venetian merchants, Nicolo, Maffeo and
Marco Polo. Nicolo and Maffeo were brothers. Marco was
the son of Nicolo. The two brothers made a journey to the Far
East in 1260-69; and all three of them went to China on the

second -and more important journey. Leaving home in 1271 they

traversed the whole length of Asia by land, skirted most of its

southern coasts by sea, and re-appeared at Venice in 1295.

Marco was the historian of the travel s, and it is to his book that

Europe owes its first real survey of the Asiatic continent as a
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whole. The contributions of the Polos to geographical knowl-

edge completely eclipsed those of all other previous travelers.

They included the first extensive and reliable account of the

riches and the splendors of Indo-China, the Indian archipelago,

and China; and they included, too, the first actual information

about Japan. So picturesque was the account, so attractive the

story, so marvelous were the facts disclosed, that thousands read

it with unabated interest for generations afterwards. Columbus
tells us that he found it an absorbing narrative. It aroused in

many a breast the desire to follow in the steps of the men whose
journeyings it recounted.

With the death of Tamerlane, the Tartar conqueror, in 1405,

there vanished all hope of the establishment of a government in

central Asia sufficiently powerful and enlightened to maintain

order and encourage commerce; and all hope of a European-

Mongolian alliance that should drive back the forces of Islam.

All the attempts of Europe to continue and extend commercial

relations with the Far East by the overland routes ended in de-

feat. But the journeys of her missionaries, diplomats and
traders were by no means fruitless. They had^ given hpr a

more definite knowledge nf the lands
fr
o which she would win

her way, a fuller realization of the enormous value of free and

easy access to tEe, wealth that~ih"jpart~now lav revealed, and a

more accurate understanding of the encircling ocean that washed

the shores ot every continent, of the possibilities of a maritime

route from the west to the east. They_had_also added to the
_

legends of the fabled Christian principalities that contihuelT~to

exist beyond the Islamic barrier in Asia and in Africa, and thus,

in the subsequent attempts that were made by the western Chris-

tians to find their isolated religious allies in the east and south

and to unite with them in the attempt to restore to Christendom

the holy places of their religion, they furnished another incentive

to discovery. These various motives, separately and in combi-

nation, sent the men of Latin Christendom exploring the water-

ways that at last brought them to the land of their hearts' desire.

We see, then, that the door which the Crusades had opened

to western enterprise was closed almost at once. On the long

lines of communication between Italy and India there was en-

camped in the plains of central Asia a horde of armed nomads
and between these nomadic tribes and the Mediterranean were

the hostile forces of Islam, and from neither of them could be

expected encouragement or even permission of inter-continental

commerce carried on by Europeans. The Mediterranean Sea

had therefore become a cul de sac. Yet the teeming millions of
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Europe seemed never more restless. That fabulous world of CHAp - ix

the Orient they must needs reach. It was more than another 1275^5
century before they actually did reach the Far East, but mean-
while they dreamed of it, filled it with all manner of charms and
riches, and built there now an El Dorado and now an Utopia.

Careers opened out to every adventurous^souL To men at the

bottom of society there was jrwung. wide a door of hope sealed

heretofore save to tnewealth}£and the fortunate. The Genoese

were the firsF ot the modern seamen to try their fortunes as dis-

coverers in the Atlantic. It was they who invented the carrack,

the first vessel capable of making a long voyage of several months

far out at sea. In these new vessels they explored the western

coast of Africa. We do not know a great deal of the discoveries

of these Genoese seamen. It seems reasonably probable that as

early as 1275 one of their fleets rediscovered the Canaries, which,

slightly known by the Phoenicians, Greeks and Romans, had al-

most if not completely disappeared from the knowledge of the

medieval world. If this first voyage actually took place its

purpose has been forgotten. Another expedition in 1291 that
'

reached the Canaries had for its definite aim the endeavor to

open up commercial relations with India by a maritime way. It
.

was the first distinct attempt to solve the great problem that was
to perplex Europe for the next two hundred years. It seems «

quite likely that it was Italian seamen who before 135 1 added
the Madeira Islands and the eastern members of the Azorean
group to the knowledge of Europeans. About 1345 the remain-

der of the Azores, with the exception of the Formigas, were
discovered. Thus European exploration had got halfway to

America.

Portugal continued the work of discovery. Under John__I

( 1 385-1433) a policy ot' exparisioh beyonfTthe sea wasadopted.
The occupation of Ceuta in 1415, the first of the over-sea con-

quests, greatly aided the Portuguese in gaining a command of

the Atlantic. The greatest name in the early period of African The Early

exploration is that of Prince Henry,,, a younger son of John. p°^u
"

Under his direction Portuguese fleets sailed ever farther to the sailors

south searching for the end of" the continent where it would be

possible to turn the flank of the Mohammedan power. He took

up the work in a time of depression when western Europe was
inactive because of failure and exhaustion. He had convictions

of his own and the courage of them. He consecrated a long and
noble life to the work of circumnavigating Africa. It is with

him that the new nations began to take part in that over-sea

activity, those commercial, colonial and missionary enterprises,
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chap, ix which hitherto had been carried on only by volunteer adventurers

1385-1497 or the city republics of Venice and Genoa. Under his impulse

the flag of Portugal was carried ever farther and farther south-

wards until in 1445 tne coast of Guinea was reached. His last

years were devoted to the discovery of the remaining members
of the Azorean archipelago and to the colonization of its princi-

pal islands. He carried on his work in the reigns of his father,

John I, his elder brother Edward, and his nephew, Alfonso V,

the son of Edward. Negro slaves were purchased in Africa and

sold in all parts of Portugal, and gold and_iyi)rv were brought

home ; but PrinceHenry__was essfntiallyJ^jjrisanVr He died in

1460. Under Alfonso V, named the " African," exploration was
continued. In 1482, after the entire coast of Guinea had been

surveyed, the mouth of the Congo was discovered. Gradually a

vast continent extending far below the equator was revealed.

Finally in i486 Bartojojn£o__Qiatz— (1445 ?-i 500) rounded the

Cape of Good Hope and reached Algoa Bay. The long voyage

was the most remarkable one, unless we accept as true that of

Leif Ericson, that had yet been made. The announcement that

at last Africa had been rounded arrested the attention of Europe
and was an incentive to further exploration. The maritime route

to India was at last demonstrated.

It was Vag£o da Gama (1469?-! 524), perhaps the greatest

sailor jthe world has kpowrij who succeeded in throwing wide

open the sea-ga±es_£o_theEast. He was a true~type of the age

Hhe Later
jportu-

^ese

Sailors

of maritime adventurer, a man of iron will, inexorable temper,

patient, dauntless, and unswerving in his aim. In 1497 he sailed

round the Cape , crossed the Indian Ocea.n, and, jn the, following

year, ten jrionths and twelve days aftejMe^yjng__Lisbon, reached

Calicut_onJhewest coast of India. The town was a great center

of Oriental trade. To it each year there came from the various

Chinese ports a large trading fleet, while other ships brought to

it the products of Indo-China and the spice islands. From it

Mohammedan merchants carried their wares up the Red Sea and

on to Alexandria, and up the Persian Gulf and overland to

Europe. There were tolls and tariffs to pay on these routes that

increased the cost of the merchandise to Europe four-fold. So
an enormous profit was waiting for the merchants who could

avoid these exactions by carrying the products of the East all

the way by water to Europe. Vasco da Gama was something

of a crusader. On his first voyage he had sunk Mohammedan
dhows with gusto. But there were many of them left, and their

masters disliked to see so profitable a trade as that between the

East and Europe slip out of their hands. The Moslem sailors
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were therefore hostile to the Christian seamen. So in 1500 when chap, is

Pedro Alvarez Cabral sailed in charge of another expedition to 1497-1524

India his ships were equipped with artillery. On his way he

lost sight of one of his vessels and while looking for it acciden-

tally discovered the Brazilian coast. Portuguese fleets followed

each other in quick succession and the founding of an empire

over the seas was begun. Goa was chosen as the capital of the

new dominion. The town was captured in 15 10 by Alfonso de

Albuquerque (1453 ?—1515), who then continued the work of

conquest. He captured the seaport of Malacca, the most westerly

emporium of the Far-Eastern trade, cleared the Indian Ocean

almost completely of Mohammedan vessels, seized the port of

Ormuz near the entrance to the Persian Gulf, and was making

preparations for an attack upon Aden when news came from

Portugal of his removal, instigated by personal enemies at the

court, from the position he held as commander of the Portuguese

forces. Shortly afterwards he died. Albuquerque was equally

great as a naval commander and as an administrator of empire.

He dreamed of far-reaching conquest, and his dreams were al-

ways based upon a mastery of detail. Each one of his naval

attacks was directed to a definite and essential strategical ad-

vantage. In the six crowded years that he spent in the East he

acquired for Portugal possessions of extraordinary value and

laid down wise rules for commercial development. He had a

rare power of dealing sympathetically with the strange peoples

and the strange faiths he met in India. In him the Portuguese

character rose to its greatest height and when he died the power
of his country began gradually to decline.

While the Portuguese were making their way down the western

coast of Africa it occurred to other seamen that there was prob-

ably a shorter and a less dangerous way across the seas to India.

This was the thought of ChristQghgr__Columbus (i446?-i5o6),

who succeeded in discovering the West Indies. Columbus was
probably born in Genoa. He had been in the service of Prince The Span-

Henry. He knew the Mediterranean by heart, had been to the
Ish Sailor

Gold Coast, and had gone to England and perhaps to Iceland.

It is said to have been a letter from Paolo Toscanelli, an old

astronomer and mapmaker of Florence, that, about 1474, con-

firmed him in his belief that the shortest way to the Indies lay

over the Atlantic. For eighteen years he endeavored in vain to

persuade first one monarch and then another, the magistrates

of Genoa and the signoria of Venice, to equip him with the ships

and men necessary for the discovery of the western way to the

Orient. But the years of delay were full of experience, for it
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chap, ix was in the interval of waiting that he went as far south as the

1492 1522 Gold Coast and at least as far north as England. At last, on
August 3, 1492, a little fleet of three caravels, the Santa Maria,

the Pinta, and the Nina, set sail from Palos for Japan. It was
manned by a motley and ill-favored crew made up largely of the

scum of the Mediterranean ports. In spite of the murmurs, the

curses and the groans of these men, whose hearts were filled with

fear of the Green Sea of Gloom, Columbus continued his way.

At last at two o'clock on the morning of October 12, a sailor

on board the Pinta sighted land about six miles away, a coral

strand glittering white in the moonlight. It was one of the

Bahama Islands, probably San Salvador. Across the wintry

ocean the Nina, a little half-decked boat, crept back through a

violent storm to take the news to Spain. But the first tidings

that Columbus took back with him apparently created little ex-

citement in the Spanish peninsula and still less throughout Eu-
rope. The men who took part in the next voyages that were

made across the Atlantic in the next decade were all personal ac-

quaintances of Columbus. The momentous journey did not im-

mediately inspire a wide circle of followers. In 1493 Columbus
made a second voyage in which he discovered Jamaica, a third

in 1498 in which he went to the mouths of the Orinoco, and a

final one in 1502 in which he penetrated into the Caribbean Sea.

His journeyings were now ended. No dreams had come true

of cargoes of gold and silver and pearls with which armies were

to be raised to drive the Turk from Europe and set free the Holy
Sepulcher. Aged by hardships and broken by cruel neglect and

poignant disappointment the daring sailor died in 1506 at Val-

ladolid. Two decades after the death of Columbus the barrier

of the new continent was rounded and the world was circum-

navigated for the first time. The voyage of Ferdinand Magell

(i48o?-i52i) whose expedition left Spain in 1519 and returned

to that country in 1522 is one of the greatest ever recorded. In

comparison with his long journey of fourteen thousand leagues

the voyage of Columbus, despite its far greater popular fame,

seems to dwindle almost to a brief pleasure trip. Magellan did

not live to complete the great journey himself, but was killed in

the Philippine Islands. Columbus discovered a new earth ; half

a century later Copernicus was to reveal a new heaven. Truly

the horizons of men were expanding. But to the day of his

death the Italian sailor was unaware that he had planted the Cas-

tilian banner on a new continent and thought that he had reached

the shores of the mythical and opulent empire of far Cathay.

The great discoveries had important commercial results. The
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caravan gave place to the raravp^.Tha-mitpr of mmme.rr.ia1 chap, ix

ffravitvv was shifted from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic. 1200-1522

Venice and Genoa lost most of their remaining trade ancTrrew

ports on the shores of the Atlantic, Lisbon and Antwerp, that

formerly were mere outposts of trade became the great places

of commercial activity. The English Channel, the North Sea

and the Baltic Sea wrested from the Mediterranean its former

proud position. Intercourse with the Orient and with the, new ^

continent of Amprira f^rame. mmparatively easy and cheap. So Commer-

commerce noT"only changed its direction and passed from the ^ultaof

hands of the Latins into those of the Teutons but also vastly theDis-

increased in quantity. This increase of commerce resulted in the coveries

formation of_ greatcommercial companies whose purposes were

to reduce ^h^^cok-iil^STOig and transportation and then to con-

trol the selling of their goods and wares. These combinations

became monopolies. Then prices increased and in some cases

doubled. But it was not only the formation of monopolies that

had brought about the rise of prices. Wars and the increase of

the precious metals from the German and Hungarian mines and,

later on, from those of America, had much to do with it. Yet

the economic changes wrought by the geographical discoveries

were developed only imperfectly in the fifteenth century and by

no means to the full in the century of religious revolution.

The social results of the discoveries were, eventually, even

more important. They did much_lQ_Jxiake men look forward

to new ages as well as into new 1a n ^ g ari ^ displaced the engross-

_

ing devotionjo-^nt^uity. Sir Thomas More was inspired by the social Re

discovery of^Amerjca. to write his UtntiaL It is scarcely possible
JjJjSJ.

for us to-day toTealize tlrs powerf^derTect upon the imagination coveries

of the men of the sixteenth century which the sudden discovery

of a new continent must have had. Imagination always out-

strips man's knowledge and understanding; his emotions always

carry him far beyond the narrow reach of his intelligence. What
things were not possible in that new-won world? Did not one

adventurer go there to seek even for the fountain of perpetual

youth? The finding of America did much to widen the intel-

lectual as well as the physical horizon. It gave breadth of inter-

est and far-reaching vision to Montaigne, and from him these

things passed to his spiritual heirs among whom was Shakespeare.

The discoveries, as we have seen, did-fflUch_to accelerate the rise

of capitalism, to interest man in commerce and industry far more
than hehacTbeen in the Middle Ages when agriculture was almost

his sole concern, and it did muchto cause the development of _

city life^ The rise of capitaltsTfTlmd of city life caused a vast
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social dislocation. Men engaged in new lines of activity, new
forms of political organization found favor, and new social as

well as economic values came to the surface.

The discoveries were fraught with important political results.

Portugal acquired one empire in the East and Spain another in

the West THelnedieval empire became more obsolete than ever.

It was the new nations that inherited the distant lands that had
recently swum into the ken of men. From the countries she

conquered, Spain took more than five thousand million dollars'

worth of gold and silver. But she did not use this enormous
treasure wisely. A great part of it was employed in the effort

to extinguish heresy and to repress thought. Most of it filtered

through Spain like a sieve, leaving that country worse than it

had been before, and changing the purchasing power of money
throughout Europe. The piratical expeditions of Spain to Amer-
ica followed closely upon the conclusion of the long wars against

the Moors. Most of the men engaged in these prolonged mili-

tary enterprises came to have nothing but contempt for the ordi-

nary occupations of life. When the wars were over they lived

as parasites upon society. Their long continued military activity

eventually exhausted Spain and Portugal. Holland and France

and England became the great colonial powers and reaped the

advantages of discovery. Eventually out of geographical expan-

sion there arose democracy, or at least a greater approximation

to democracy.

Finally Ihejgeographical discoveries helped to inaugurate great

religiojuschanges^^ All through the Middle Ages, upon the sure

basis of trie Bible, the only terra firma, the only habitable part

of the earth, was the top side of the globe with Jerusalem as its

center; so, virtually, the earth was a disk floating in the atmos-

phere, surrounded by circling sun, moon, and stars. Suddenly
the whole medieval conception of the cosmos was, shattered by
the discovery of new lands on the other, the under,"iTHeofthe
world that were the homes of strange peoples. Man came at

last to know by actual experience the earth beneath his feet,

something of the habitable lands on the other side of the globe,

something of the dimensions of our planet, and something of its

relative position in our solar system and in the universe. The
earth was no longer habitable only on one side, it was no longer

stationary, it was no longer the center of things ; and man, the

most important of its inhabitants, was therefore no longer the

cynosure of all the myriad eyes of the heavens. Instead, it

dwindled to the " least of little stars." It was merely a sphere

revolving in its appointed orbit about our sun as do the other
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planets of the same solar system. The disillusionment was a chap ix

salutary one. Slowly, very slowly, for all such changes are ex- 1200-1522

ceedingly gradual, the old narrow conception of the universe

together with beliefs for .winch-it served as a basis began to lose

their grip and to give way to faiths with a wider scale that

permit more freely the development of man's spiritual nature in

many different ways. In a less direct way, too, the discoveries

had an important religious result. The increase of urban popu-

lation and the development of city life gave rise to a spc*»kM»—

.

culture whjrh although i* did not displace the unre absolute
dominion of thg_ ecclesiastical culture at least disputed it and
loosened it at many points.
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THE PROTESTANT REVOLUTION

CHAPTER X

POLITICAL AFFAIRS AT THE OPENING OF THE PROTESTANT REVO-

LUTION

1. Louis of France and Charles of Burgundy.
2. Maximilian of Austria and the Burgundian Heritage.

3. The Building of Spain.

4. The Papacy as an Italian Power.
5. Charles VIII and the French Invasion of Italy.

6. The League of Venice.

7. Louis XII and Italy.

8. The League of Cambray
9. The Holy League

10. The Imperial Election.

IN our study of the political affairs of Europe during the era of CHAF - x

the Renaissance we left France with all her territory recovered 1461-83

except Calais. The task that now confronted her was that of

consolidating the kingdom, and of centralizing power in the consoiida-

hands of the king, a task skilfully pursued by the crafty Louis
centrai-

XI (1461-83), who found himself greatly aided by the estab- Ration in

lishment of a permanent royal army and a permanent special

tax for its support that had been effected in 1439 by his predeces-

sor. The " League of the Public Good," an effort, under a mis-

leading name, on the part of the great feudal nobles and the

princes of the blood to check the policy of centralization, failed

to accomplish its purpose. The intrigues of Louis against his

powerful neighbor Burgundy eventually resulted in the extinction

of that country. Burgundy was a complex collection of princi-

palities united only by virtue of the fact that they were ruled

by the same prince. Parts of it were held by its duke as fiefs

of France and the other parts were held as fiefs of the Empire.

Under Duke Philip the Good (1419-67) these loosely related

territories had been greatly increased and the dukedom had be-

come more than ever a thorn in the side of France. To his

son Charles_the Bold (1467-77) there was left the ambition of

changing the duchy into a kingdom; but in a war with the

Swiss he met an untimely death. The only child left by

Charles_jv^ashis daughter_3Jary. Louis quickly seized a con-

siderable part ot the Burgundian territories, and was prevented

189

France
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from seizing more only by the marriage of Mary to Maximilian,

of the Emperor Frederick III. Louis made other territorial

andgains^ including Anjou, Main<% Bar, and Provence. In the

work of centralization, which he pushed forward vigorously, he
received his greatest aid from, the legists whose study of the

Roman law had accustomed them to a supreme central authority.

From this body of lawyers, thojnoblessedejajiiobe, the king chose

his most in^matecmmcilors ; andTromit, at a later time, were
to comeAhekmgTschief ministers. It was this body also that

furnished the Parlement of Paris with its effective membership.
The Parlement was becoming increasingly powerful. The
States-General, after its meeting in 1506, did not assemble again

for half a century, and the provincial parlements had the right

to deal only with provincial affairs. Sothe Parlement of Paris

became the onesta^^ingjjody^esembling a national institution,

that shared power with the—k-iag. It was primarily a judicial

body, but it acquired something of a legislative character from
the fact that it obtained the right of requiring the royal decrees to

be entered upon its register in order for them to become valid.

It is true that this right did not amount to an absolute veto, be-

cause the king could hold a lit de justice, that is, he could be

present in person and compel the registration of an obnoxious

decree. But the refusal to register a decree required the king

to notice the wishes of the parlement, and was at least a sus-

pensory veto. In the lower courts, too, by replacing feudal

judges, the legists made themselves felt in the life of France.

The royal army, the royal taxation, and the royal courts made
the king by far the most powerful prince in the country, in whom
the people saw their natural defender, " a visible image of God
upon earth," and coupled with the sentiment of nationality they

made of France one of the most powerful of the new nations.

In strong contrast to the process of consolidation and cen-

tralization in France was the tendency to disintegration in the

empire. But when Maximilian I (1493-1519) came to the im-

perial throne the men who loved Germany hoped for better

things. He was a gifted prince, this " last of the knights,"

whose gracious personality and versatile powers aroused in the

hearts of his subjects expectation of the fulfilment of the

dreams of reform. Few were the events and movements of his

time upon which he did not leave, more or less distinctly, the

impress of his individuality, but he lacked perseverance and fore-

sight; and, by devoting most of his energy to the extension of

the boundaries of the empire, and those of the house of Haps-

burg, rather than to the work of consolidating the territories it
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already possessed and of remedying their grievances, he disap- chap, x

pointed those who had placed their trust in him. Throughout his 1469-1515

reign, despite his bungling attempts at constitutional reform, and

his somewhat more successful effort to lift the Empire out of its

military helplessness, all the particularistic forces continued to

seek their own advancement to the detriment of the common union.

The building up_oi- Spain^-it- will be remembered, had been The Up-

hastened by the marriage ofIs^bella_and- Ferdinand. Much had
f̂

U
gp^

to be done at first to put^ then-respective countries in order.

Castile, ravaged by frequent wars between its nobles who were
practically independent, was a lawless kingdom. Aragon was
far less anarchic. But in both countries there was much to do

before an effective central government could be said to exist.

The self-reliant character of Isabella, her courage and decision,

enabled her to cope successfully with the difficulties that con-

fronted her. To the same qualities of courage and steadfast

determination as those which gave a masculine element to the

character of his wife, Ferdinand united foresight, caution, and

a cunning in diplomacy that enabled him to circumvent his

rivals. To him probably more than_to_I ciaV 1
1
a 1

'

g ^ 11p *hp rp Stora-

tion of order in Ca^tTfeTTtTe^reorganization of its institutions and

the centralization of its administration ; and to~TTTs incessant
~

activity ifT~every line of government must be attributed the

foundation of that absolute monarchy to which his descendants

succeeded. A vigorous renewal of the crusade against the

Meors resulted in 1492 in the capture of Granada, whose capit-

ulation was received by Gonsalvo de Cordova, "El principe de

los caballeros, il Gran Capitano." Thus was the long and desz_

perate warfare against the infidel ended and the crescent ban-

ished from the west. And when in 15 15, eleven years after the

death of Isabella, that part of Navarre lying south of the

Pyrenees was incorporated with the crown of Castile the whole

of the peninsula with the exception of Portugal, was united un-

der one ruler. The Spanish conquests beyond the^ea, too, went
on aCan amazing rate^ TTTwas only the beginning of this vast

trans-oceanic empire that came in Ferdinand's time ; but he it was
who, in the face of great difficulties, raised Spain from feudal

obscurity to the foremost place among the new nations. The
most effective force in the work of centralization was the Santa

Hermandad, a general association which, for the purpose of

ensuring the public peace and protecting private rights, main-

tained a mounted military police in every part of the kingdom
and made the royal authority supreme throughout the land.

Italy we left a land of warring communes and despotisms.
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We return to witness it made the battle-ground on which were
fought out the rival claims and ambitions of France and Ger-

many. But to what may be regarded as a new political power
in the peninsula we must first pay attention. More engrossed in

political affairs than ever before, its high office and its lofty

aims shamelessly relegated to the background, the papacy under
Sixtus IV (1471-84) sank to the level of the contending princi-

palities that surrounded it by becoming one of them. Yet it was
only after some years of experience and a careful survey of the

situation that Sixtus embarked upon his secular policy. All

about him were the rival divisions of the peninsula, seething

with intrigue and struggling for ascendancy. The Church had
but a slight hold upon the affections of men. To rely upon
popular support seemed unsafe. Each of the European powers
was bent upon its own aggrandizement. To depend upon any
one of them was evidently to court disaster. Was it not neces-

sary, then, Sixtus asked himself, directly to strengthen the posi-

tion of the papacy in a worldly way? In carrying out the pro-

gram which he adopted of vigorous secular activity Sixtus

needed first of all assistants in whom he could place the utmost

confidence; so, making of nepotism a political principle, he
placed his relatives in the most responsible positions. But his

energy was spent in vain. The wars against Florence and Fer-

rara failed to carry him any nearer to his goal, while the ag-

grandizement of his family, his complicity in a scheme for the

assassination of Lorenzo and Giuliano de' Medici, his unmis-

takably worldly character, his actuation by the meanest motives,

and his failure to pay any attention to the omnipresent corrup-

tion of the age, debased the Papacy still further in the eyes of

Europe. The pontificate of Innocent VIII (1484-92) was but

an interval of indolent and aimless drifting in which the gen-

eral immorality of the time became more pronounced than ever.

The policy of political activity inaugurated by Sixtus was con-

tinued by Alexander VI (1492-1503), a handsome and sensual

man, who while still a cardinal had made his Catalonian kins-

men all-powerful in Rome. The Papacy had certainly suffered

a great change since the days of Gregory VII. The dramatic

downfall of Boniface VIII, the Avignonese captivity, the

schism, and now the engrossment of the papacy in its secular

role of an Italian principality, were the chief stages in its descent.

The defeat of the conciliar attempt at control left the Papacy

more absolute than ever before in ecclesiastical matters; but it

was not with religion that it was now chiefly concerned. Its

world-wide financial system gave it the appearance of being a
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great financial institution, and activity in diplomacy and warfare CHAP - x

stamped it as a political power. Its absorption in these worldly 1483-98

activities prepared the way for the religious revolution. Yet it

was in this gloomiest moment in the history of the Papacy since

the evil days of the tenth and eleventh centuries, in this time of

knavery, simony, treason, and every other kind of corruption,

that a final attempt was made to reform the Church from within.

A prophet arose in the person of Savonarola. But first we must
notice the French invasion of Italy.

"^

When Louis XI died he was succeeded by his son, Charles

VIII (1483-98), a lad of fourteen whose mind was filled with

the legends of chivalry. For the first half of his reign his older

sister, Anne of Beaujeu, was the regent of France. The mar-

riage of the young king to Anne of Brittany resulted eventually The First

in the annexation to the crown of that last of the great feudatory y^ioa of*

States of France. The country became more prosperous than Italy

ever before ; and Charles, after becoming free from the restraint

of his sister Anne, began to look to the fulfilment of his dreams

of conquest. Spain was extending its boundaries and consoli-

dating its power; Maximilian was evidently determined to con-

vert the theory of the Empire into fact. Why should France

lag behind? Through the house of Anjou, whose rights had

descended to him, Charles had a claim upon Naples; and his

cousin and brother-in-law, Louis Duke of Orleans, had a claim

upon Milan. So in 1494, after making substantial concessions

to England, Germany, and Spain in order to have a free hand,

Charles crossed the Alps with the purpose of conquering Naples. •

The invasion was like the pageant of a summer day. On
through Asti and Piacenza the ill-equipped and motley array

went, to Florence, Siena, Rome, and Naples. But the Euro-
pean powers were not pleased with this easy victory. They
felt the suddenly acquired preponderance of France to be a

menace to their safety. They became champions of the idea of

the " balance of power." At Venice, therefore, on March 31,

1495, there was formed a league between Germany, Spain, Milan,

the Papacy, and Venice, whose real purpose was to expel the

French from Naples. Charles retreated northward, got the

better of a clash with Milanese and Venetian troops at Fornovo,
in spite of being greatly out-numbered, and evacuated Italy. All

his Italian conquests melted away like mist in the summer sun,

and so his invasion failed to effect its purpose. But it had an-

other and a momentous result. It took its ruffianly soldiers into

the peninsula, displayed to them the glory of the Italian cities,

steeped them for a year in the joys of the Renaissance, and then

^93 /
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sent them to tell the story of the new civilization in their own
countries. It revealed to the peoples of the north the richness

and the weakness of Italy. It pointed the way to future in-

vasions and made the peninsula the arena for the rivalries of

the new-born nations.

Girolamo Savonarola (1452-98) was born at Ferrara where
his grandfather was an eminent court physician and his father

a spendthrift courtier. He was a silent and sorrowful youth

made so by musing upon the immorality of the age. When he

was twenty-three years of age, after writing a farewell letter to

his father telling him that " the misery of the world and the

iniquities of men " had driven him to take the step, he left the

luxurious corruption of Ferrara and fled across the marshy
fields to Bologna where he entered the Dominican convent.

There he spent the nexj^eveii_y_£axs_o f his life. Then he wentio^^
the convent of San Marco in FlorenceT But~ne~failed to impress^
the Florentines with his sermons, so he became a wandering.^
preacher. His power increased and he was recalled to Florence.

|

This time his, impetuous eloquence drew great crowds to hear "

him-_His_ sermons were, always practical . With ail the" con^
suming ardor that filled his soul he denounced the sins of the

world, called men to repentance, and in solemn and prophetic

strain he spoke of an impending visitation of the wrath of God.

The vast Duomo was too small to hold the crowds that flocked

to hear him. In the cold and darkness of the winter nights

people got up and waited in the street until the cathedral doors

•were opened, and then inside they waited three or four hours

more until they saw above them in the pulpit the gaunt and im-

perious yet benign and wistful face of the man whose pure en-

thusiasm and impassioned eloquence held their hearts in thrall.

In 1492 Lorenzo de' Medici died and was succeeded in the

control of the city by his oldest son Piero (1492-1503). Two
years later, as we have seen, the French invaded Italy. " Be-

hold the sword has descended," cried Savonarola to the vast and

panic-stricken crowd that hung upon his words, " the scourge has

fallen, the prophecies are being fulfilled; behold, it is the Lord

who is leading on these armies/' Piero surrendered the Floren-

tine fortresses and made a complete submission to the invader.

The indignant citizens impelled him and his two brothers to

seek safety in flight; and thus, after sixty years, Florence had

regained her liberty. Savonarola then became an important

political factor and disclosed an unguessed statesmanship. A
plan of government, to a large extent his own creation, that re-

sembled somewhat the Venetian oligarchy, and that won the
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warm admiration of the historian Guicciardini, was adopted. CHAF - x

But in its actual workings the new regime was a theocracy. 1483-98

For a time Florence forsook her gay dances and all her pagan

pageantry. The streets that once had echoed to the ribald songs

of Lorenzo and his dissolute companions were strangely silent

or were filled with religious processions. But the passage of

Savonarola from preaching to politics was a perilous step. It

was not for long that the Florentines were willing to submit to

such strict regulations. Puritanism found an uncongenial soil

in a city where for so long paganism had prevailed. The innate

character of the people could not be so readily and radically

changed. The alien character of the regime, the blunders of

Savonarola, the old jealousies of Dominicans and Franciscans,

and the ineradicable hatreds of the factions, brought about an

inevitable recoil. Alexander^ VI could not brook the opposition

of the friar to the league against France, so in 1497 he excom-

municated him. And when it was discovered that Savonarola

was endeavoring to bring about the summoning of a general

council to inquire into the conduct of the pope his death was
determined. Alexander threatened to place Florence under an

interdict, and the Florentines feared the consequent loss of trade.

Over the details of Savonarola's downfall we may pass briefly—
the miserable fiasco ofjjieordeal by fire which was none of his

seeking, and which his supporters were ready tn meet; the awful

scenes in the torture chamber whgi£ for a mnrnpntjiis strong soul_

quailed andjiejwas compelled to utter antagonized denial of hi.f

divine niission ; HisJtast ,ma.ss,,in -the chapel-of—the-Priors ; and-

the last scene of all in which_Jhis_ body perished in the flames.

SavonaroTajyas_ajjrecursor not of the- Protestant Revolution but

of the Catholir R pf

o

rrnajjon. Those kind blue_eyes of his looked

not so much into the future as into the past. It was his dream
to take the world back to an earlier age in which the ideals of

asceticism had prevailed^ -

—

When Louis XII (T49§=-T5i5) of Orleans succeeded to the

French throne there were united in his person the French claims

upon Naples and Milan._ Immediately he began preparations for me sec

a second invasion of Italy. " The league formed at Venice p^ench
against^France hadlittle forc e. Its ItaliarTmembers were suspi- invasion

cious of each otHerTand little reliance could be placed upon
ofItaly

Maximilian.^ The pope desired -a powerful ally ; and Venice, be-

cause of her plans of territorial expansion, wished for the down-
fall of Milan. So the Venetian league dissolved; the foreigner

again poured his armies through the northern passes; and Milan

was conquered. Then Louis turned his attention to the south.
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chap, x In 1500 a secret treaty was concluded at Granada for a combined

1498-1509 conquest of Naples by France and Aragon and a division of the

territory. This agreement was confirmed by the pope. All the

interests of Alexander VI, who occupied the papal chair, were
selfish and secular. " The whole thought of the pope," said a

Venetian ambassador of the time, " is to make his children great.

He cares about nothing else." With every means at his com-
mand he endeavored to advance the interests of his family. He
was led to put his children into important places by his passion-

ate devotion to them, by the fact that he could trust no one

else, and also because they were extremely useful as pawns in

the political game he was playing. He raised his nephew Juan
Borgia to the cardinalate. He married one of his daughters, the

radiantly beautiful Lucrezia, in turn to three important princes.

His third son, the handsome and iron-willed Cesare, whom he

chose for an ecclesiastical career, was made bishop, archbishop,

and cardinal, and given an enormous number of benefices, be-

fore he was nineteen years old. But Cesare was interested in

secular affairs, and, using every means that came to his hand,

conquest, treachery, simony, and extortion, he made his father

the first pontiff who actually ruled the unruly papal State.

Alexander died in 1503, probably from having contracted the

fever of the Campagna. The full responsibility for having in-

vited the second French invasion cannot be laid upon him, but

with him must rest a large share of the blame. He did not in-

augurate the secularization of the Papacy, but he did much to

degrade it still further to the level of the surrounding and

self-seeking Italian principalities. The conquest of Naples was
accomplished without serious difficulty. But the provisions of

the treaty of Granada were by no means precise, and a war
broke out over the spoils in which the Spanish troops were vic-

torious. The matter ended by the agreement of Louis to give

his Neapolitan claim as a dowry to his sister's daughter, Ger-

maine of Foix, whom Ferdinand, in 1506, Isabella having died

two years previously, took for his second wife. Thus did

Naples fall into the -possession of Spain.

No such nuptial agreement, however, was destined to ensure

peace to the unhappy peninsula. It put an end to the war in

the south only to permit another to break out in the north.

Venice had reached the height of its power and splendor. It

is true that the Turks had robbed her of some of her possessions

in the; east and that the discovery of the route to India by the

Cape of Good Hope twenty-two years before had shifted west-

ward the center of commerce and left her to pursue a career
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of continuous decline that lasted for three hundred years. But CHAP - x

this loss of economic importance was not yet apparent. She 1505-11

ranked as one of the great powers of Europe. Her foes looked

with greedy eyes upon her possessions and coveted them for

themselves. Chief of those who plotted for the division of the The

maritime republic was the martial Julius II_ (1503-13), who, cambr^y

after the brief pontificate of Pius III that lasted less than a

month, succeeded the infamous Alexander, and who was deter-

mined to make the papal State the strongest political power in

Italy. The others were Maximilian of Germany, Ferdinand of

Spain, Louis of France, the republic, of Florence^ the Duke of

Ferrara, and the marquis of Mantua. A leajniejwas signed be-

tween some of the conspirators in 1508 in the little Flemish town

of Cambray^ and by the others later, for the partition~ o f~~~tlie

Most i>ej£n£_J2£piibljc. Venice was defeated. All the pos-

sessions she had acquiredJjH—the htteenth century were lost .

And perhaps she would have fared even worse had not her foes

fallen to quarreling among themselves.
i^(.

The warlike Julius now desired to expel the French from

Italy. Possessed of JVJilan, they were too powerful and too dan-

gerous a force in the peninsula. So in 1511 J^jnduced Spain The Holy

and Venice to sign the Holy League with him to effect that end.
Leaeue

A month later the compact rerpi'ypH the adherence of Henrac-,

VIII of England who~n~ad plan* " f his-nwn for the division of

France7__.In less than a year the French were driven back across

the Alps. And Ferdinand proceeded to the conquest for him-

self of that part of Navarre that lay south of the Pyrenees.

The confederates then restored the Medici to Florence, which

had favored the French, and the Sforza to Milan. On the

death of the pontefice terribile, Leo X (1513-21), second son

of Lorenzo de' Medici, began his splendid but scandalous pon-

tificate in which he proved a most magnificent patron of the

Renaissance and a most unworthy Vicar of Christ. He con-

tinued his predecessor's policy of hostility to France, and with

Henry of England, Maximilian I of Germany, and Ferdinand of

Spain, he signed the treaty of Mechlin, 15.13, for the partition of

that country. An attempt of France to retake Milan with the

aid of the Venetians met with disaster in the battle of Novara

;

and in the " Battle of the Spurs " at Guinegate the French suf-

fered defeat at the hands of the English. But the idea of the

balance of power made some of the confederates hesitate at

the further disablement of France. Dissensions, therefore,

broke out among them. Then a new king, Francis I (1515-47),

came to the French throne, a youth of twenty who was filled
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chap, x wjj-k the desire to retrieve the military disasters of his country.

1511-16 His victory at Marignano, 15 15, regained Milan. In the fol-

lowing year the death of Ferdinand of Spain brought still an-

other new figure upon the scene in the person of Charles, whose
mother was Joanna, daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella, and
whose father was Philip, son of Maximilian. Philip had died

in 1506, and since then Charles had been Arch-duke of Austria.

When his grandfather Ferdinand died he became, at the age of

sixteen, the ruler of Spain, the Netherlands, Naples, Sicily, and
the rapidly expanding Spanish possessions across the sea. For
some years he had lived in the Netherlands as the governor of

those unruly provinces, and there, frequently reminded that

France had taken some of the fairest possessions of the House of

Burgundy, whose heir he was, he had come to regard his western

neighbor as his hereditary foe. But as yet he was in no posi-

tion to carry on war with France. He was too insecurely estab-

lished in his vast and scattered possessions and he lacked money.

So at Noyon, in 15 16, he concluded a peace with Francis. Three

years later his other grandfather, the Emperor Maximilian I,

that knight-errant of a bygone time, died; and then he became
ruler of the Austrian hereditary lands. A new emperor had to

be elected. Three candidates offered themselves— Henry VIII
of England, who was not an aggressive contestant, Francis I of

France, and Charles I of Spain. The last was chosen and be-

came Emperor Charles V.

Charles was only twenty years of age when he was elected to

the imperial position. He lacked a strong physique. The traces

The New of the unhappy inheritance from his mad mother, whose tainted
Emperor

b\00(\ wrought so marked a change in the Hapsburg stock, could

be plainly seen. But he had an iron will, and not a little of the

unbending pride and stiff precision that proclaimed him to be

more of a Spaniard than a German. In intellect he was, per-

haps, inferior to either of the two men who had contested with

him for the imperial crown ; but he possessed qualities that both

of them lacked, freedom from their flagrant immorality, and a

stern and inflexible sense of duty. Nor was he as selfish as

they. The hope that he cherished in his heart was that of a

restoration of the medieval empire and the medieval church,

not so much for personal aggrandizement as for the reason that

they were in his opinion the secular and the spiritual agencies of

God, the ultimate organization of humanity, the final and ef-

fectual instruments for the extinction of evil. For the fulfilment

of this ideal he employed all the means at his command, every

art and every weapon with which he was familiar. But this
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silent, serious, and lonely man, the last heroic figure among the CHAP - x

emperors, was doomed to spend his years in vain endeavor and 1519

to know at the end the bitterness of a double defeat.

Having now sketched very briefly the political situation at the

opening of the sixteenth century we are to turn our attention to

other aspects of the great revolutionary wave that was sweep- TheMuiti-

ing through the thought and the life of the time and transform- £SJJJ.

ing the medieval into the modern world. The Renaissance was tionary

one aspect of that movement, and the Protestant Revolution an- mentsof

other. The political, industrial, social, and religious conditions t&eTime

of the Middle Ages were all giving way and becoming trans-

formed into conditions that more ne'arly resemble those of our

own time. Ecclesiastical change, then, was not an isolated

phenomenon. It was but one aspect of a general change. All

the various aspects, or lines, of this general change were inex-

tricably interwoven with each"other. So it would be both diffi-

cult and inadvisable to attempt to separate them, to study one

without any reference to the others. This is particularly true of

the Protestant Revolution. That movement, in addition to be-

ing merely one aspect of a general change, was by no means ex-

clusively an ecclesiastical revolution. The Church itself at

which the revolution was aimed was concerned with many things

in addition to religious matters. It was a potent economic factor

in the life of the time, it exercised a profound influence upon

social conditions, and it dominated the intellectual activity of men.

In each one of these phases of its activity it met with opposition.

Some men were particularly displeased with its intellectual con-

straint, and others with its dogmatic requirements. Luther was
especially concerned with the practices and the teachings of the

Church; but, nevertheless, he realized that the financial motive

was exceedingly powerful, for he invoked it in his first appeal

to the German nation. The Protestant Revolution, then, is an

elastic term. It comprehends many motives. It was a river

fed by many springs. Yet, after all, though it was by no means
an exclusively religious movement, religion was its essential con-

cern, the main current of the. stream. It was not an isolated

movement. Other phases of that great change, of which it was
itself but a single phase, those phases for instance that we call

the Renaissance, continued their course with it side by side.

The revival of literature, art, and science, the development of in-

vention, and the progress of geographical discovery were all go-

ing on simultaneously with the several ecclesiastical revolts.

Nor was it a sudden movement. All through the Middle Ages,

as we have seen in our study of the revival of conscience, there
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chap, x Were men who protested against the immorality of the clergy

1519 and the neglect of their spiritual duties, and others who re-

jected the creeds of the Church. Something we have seen of

these several classes of critics and reformers. We have delayed

until now the consideration of still another class— the human-
istic reformers.



CHAPTER XI

HUMANISM AND HERESY

1. The Character of Transalpine Humanism.
2. The English Humanists.
3. The French Humanists.
4. The Spanish Humanists.
5. The German Humanists.
6. Erasmus.

ITALIAN humanism devoted itself to the study of classical^ chap, xi

records^i!idI^5Btl5tsClHa^sical modes'^ of thought for th~e~
14j^~^50

purposes of recapturing" and developing the__sc.i e.ritifir. method of

observation^and_£X4Dejjrn£nt, of obtaining a more complete and

accurate knowledge of the worjd_of_nature and of men, of per-

fecting litprar^gfyl^—and of Increasing the_ apprecia"tIon_bf The Aims

beauty. All of these things were to aid in the development and of Italian

enrichment of the individual life. They were to help the in-

dividual to think, to act, and to will for himself, in opposition, if

need be, to any external tradition, authority, or precedent. They
were to help him to love the world as his home ; to regard it no
longer as a place of exile to be despised in anticipation of a life

to come, but daily to win it anew by means ®f the recently

aroused personal faculties. They were not intended t« produce

a general social or religious regeneration. Culture, it was be-

lieved, would relieve the individual from the pressure ®f ex-

ternal authority, would result in intellectual emancipation, and
would thus give free rein to the pursuit of individual inclinations

and desires. The Italian humanists were the standard-bearers

of a new ideal, an ideal of the untrammeled esthetic personality

whose highest quality was that of virtu, the power to will.

Their engrossment with the achievement of this ideal of esthetic

personality, complete within itself, allowed them to relegate re-

ligion to the dim realm of dreams. Only incidentally and very

slightly was Italian humanism concerned with ethics and with

religion. It was inclined to resign itself to the idea of a per-

manent division of human society into two classes, the educated

and the uneducated. For the former there was^jto be freedom
of thought^ for the latter the existing traditions and conventions

would suffice.
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CHAP. XI

1450-1550

The Aims
of Cisal-

pine Hu-
manism

The Effect

of Transal-
pine Hu-
manism
upon Re-
ligion

On the other hand, the humanism of the graver nations of the

north was occupied from tlie_first with^spj:iaLi^generation. _It

wa s,

rplip^nc in fa fccpnrp
|

nnf merely esthetic. It desired the

development of individuality, of course, but chiefly as a means
toward social improvement in the broadest sense of the term.

The trans-Alpine humanists were interested in the welfare o f

society at large . It was for the enlightenment of their fellow-

men that they studied, translated, and wrote, and not solely for

the perfection of the individual.

It is not difficult to see why the humanism of the north, differ-

ing in its aims as widely as it did from that of Italy, exerted so

profound an influence upon religion, while the humanism of

Italy was non-religious in its temper. The Italian humanists

were animated with the ardor nf r^earrh. thev were observant,

and ^Hey""were critically-minded. They had won mental emanci-

pation for themselves, they were absorbed in the attainm^n^ of

a highlydeveloped esthelic^pergonalitv, and they were satis-

fied. From" the beginning^ofthe pontificate of Nicholas V to the

end of that of Leo X the Papacy was a foster-mother of the new
humanism. Popes and cardinals were humanists themselves.

The mere outward conformity to the requirements of the Church,

that was the sole demand made upon the humanists, was readily

granted. Within himself, and within the various groups of

humanists, the man of letters found a safe harbor of thought.

So outward affairs were allowed to go as they would. The
Italian humanists were occupied with their studies. They were

but little concerned with ecclesiastical abuses and theological

dogmas. They smiled at the former, and if the latter mo-
mentarily arrested their attention a shrug of the shoulders was

the only response. Italian humanism did not incite to social

action.-J It ended with the mental emancipation and the esthetic

development of the individual. The humanism of the northern

nations was concerned from the beginning with the betterment

of the life of the time. It was in travail with the deep desires

of the soul. It was rooted in religion. It lab"ored first: of all

to eradicate the prevalent ecclesiastical abuses ; and then, later on,

it turned its attention to the dogmas of the Church and sought

to reconstruct what it deemed to be a degenerate Christianity. It

therefore led to heresy, to ecclesiastical revolution. The Transal-

pine humanists, especially the Germans, were not content to re-

gard culture as an individual possession. More and more they

became social reformers who sought to effect a change in moral

and ecclesiastical affairs.

There was, of course, no general unanimity of thought among
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the humanists in the north upon the subject of religious reform, chap, xi

There was no concerted movement among the nations. In each 1450-1550

country the movement was sid generis. And neither was there

any general and definite agreement among the individual hu-

manists in any one country-. As time went on some of them be- indiyidu-

came identified with sects that separated from the Mother
JjjJnwaiSJ

Church; others, refusing to accept the new doctrines, clung to

the faith of their childhood; while still others became skeptics

and held aloof from either camp. But all of them, in one way
or another, were devoted to the cause of reform.. As citizens. _

they welcomed a reform of morals ; and as scholars, they wel^,

corned an increased freedom of thought^ an extension of the

principle of free inquiry. When, later on, it was seen that within

the various new ecclesiastical folds there was no more, or even

less, freedom for individual thought than there had been in the

fold of Catholicism many of the humanists turned their backs

upon the reformers. Erasmus, for instance, regarded Luther as

an enemy of intellectual progress, and Rabelais held Calvin to be

a bigot. Nevertheless the spread of humanism made for the

success of the reformers, for the triumph of heresy.

One should not be surprised at the seeming boldness of many
of the early humanists. There was no such ^harp distinction in

their time between the Church and the heresies as later on there

came to be between Catholicism and Protestantism. Within the

Church there was no general agreement upon its teachings until

the Cnnnri1_of_TrenL Men of widely divergent views remained

within the pale. There was not at that time an impelling ne-

cessity to take sides with one division of Christianity or another.

This explains much of the apparent audacity in the publishing of

heretical views. Many of the early humanists would have re-

pudiated the charge of heresy. They were averse to violent

partizanship. They desired to be neither revolutionists nor in-

novators, but wished simply to help in the restoration of the

primitive Christianity of apostolic times.

The comparative history of humanism affords striking evi-

dence of the powerful consciousness which the spirit of national-

ity had attained, for in every country the movement acquired dis- English

tinguishing characteristics. English humanism very early de-^
Humani8m

veloped a practical tendency. If became interested in the work
of public education, and was applied with intelligence to the work
of religious reform. Among the earliest of the English hu-

manists was William Grocyn (1446?-! gig) who studied un-

der Poliziano and Chalcondylas in Florence and taught Greek
at Oxford. The physician Thomas Linacre (1460?-! 524),
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chap, rt highly regarded as a classical scholar by his contemporaries, was
1450-1550 another of the Oxford group who having gone to Italy, the foun-

tain-head of humanism, returned to their native land to spread

the new learning. A third member of the little band of Hellen-

ists was John_Colet (1467?-! 5 19), the founder of St. Paul's

School in London. It is in him that Englighhumanism definitely

assumedjts essential character. -'He was much more of an in1
""

novator than most of his contemporaries. He substituted for the

medieval and allegorical method of interpreting the Scriptures

that of endeavoring by critical study to obtain the literal mean-
ing of the text. Erasmus ascribes to him the leadership of the

little group of Oxford scholars at the opening of the sixteenth

century, " intent on high designs, a thoughtful band." Out of

his own fortune he expended some $200,ooo_ of the money of

our time for the establishment and maintenance of the new
school in London. He did much to call attention to the need
of church reform, speaking with passionate sincerity of the

purity of primitive Christianity; and he exerted a notable in-

fluence upon the work of education.

The radiant figure of Sir TjiefflftsJMJQ*e (i478?-i535), him
whose genius was said to be excellent above all his nation," is

the last of this, group of English humanists that we shall stop

sir Thomas to notice. Subtly compounded of wit and gravity, of strength

and tendernes's, of cheerfulness and religious fervor, the char-

acter of the high-souled chancellor is one that makes an unfail-

ing appeal to men of every place and time. He had a wide and
thorough knowledge of Greek and Latin literature; and, like

Colet, he' was filled vdth_jn__ardent^desir& -£Qr-a rf.fjqrmatiog_.Df-.
the Church from within. In the long line of pictures of an ideal

state of society that begins with Plato's Republic, and is aug-

mented from time to time by the vision of some dreamer of

dreams, his Utypja holds an honorable place. Through the thin

veil of humor one may read an indictment of the social condi-

tions of the time, of poverty that is undeserved, of riches that

are idle and unmerited, of persecution because of religious faith,

of the infliction of the severest penalty of the law for minor
crimes, of the many deplorable evils that are the inevitable ac-

companiment and aftermath of war, and of many another glar-

ing evil that filled the soul of More with " divine discontent."

And there, too, one may read the suggestions, some of them
paradoxical, others merely ingenious, others obviously tentative,

but many of them set forth in all sincerity, that were to serve as

lamps to guide the feet of men toward a better and a juster or-

ganization of society. The marked differences between rural
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and urban life were to be lessened as much as possible, towns chap^xi

were to be made sanitary and inviting, the naked places of the 1450-1550

country were to be made green and shady with trees ; monasti-

cism was to be abolished ; no one was to be idle, six hours each

day was to be the maximum time devoted to manual labor so

that all might have leisure for intellectual progress ; religious

toleration, save that all were to believe in the existence of God
and the immortality of the soul, was to be practised. The book

was originally written in Latin and addressed to the educated

class of Europe; but it was translated into English and other

modern languages, and it became influential in the struggle for

social reform in Germany. Even to-day it is still a counsel of

progress.

This brief treatment of English humanism would be incom-

plete should we fail to note the influence of Erasmus, with whom The influ-

we shall deal at some length later on. So great was the power Ij^smus
exerted by this chief protagonist of the new humanism upon the in England

scholars of his time, and indeed upon the time itself, that only the

influence of Voltaire upon the eighteenth century can be com-
pared to it, an influence far more circumscribed than that ex-

erted by the little Dutch scholar. Erasmus went to England in

1499 when he was thirty-three years of age. " England pleases

me as no other land has yet pleased me," he wrote to one of his

friends ;
" the climate I find most agreeable and healthful, and I

have come upon so much accurate and elegant scholarship, both

Greek and Latin, that I hardly care now to go to Italy, except for

the sake of seeing the country." Endowed with " the capacity

for friendship which is a mark of the true humanist " he made
friends wherever he went, in Oxford, in Cambridge, and in Lon-
don; and his witty and satirical attacks upon obscurantism, his

method of scientific research, and his advocacy of ecclesiastical

reform, won adherents to the cause and incited imitation.

From the beginning Frerjch humanism allied itself with heresy,

due perhaps to the fact that combined with the passionate de-

votion of the French scholars to ideals was a logical impatience Early

of compromise. Among the Parisian humanists of the early H^anista
sixteenth century was Jaccrues Lefevre (i455?-i536) of Staples.

In his Commentar^on^ t}wEpistles~ofSt.Pajd
l_
published in 15 12,

Lefevre distinctly—-emqrEJgtetT'the doctrine of justification_by

faith^alone. which, as we, shall see, was the]iundamental tenet

of Lutheranism. Guillaume Buile (1467-1540), the leading
-

French humanist of his time, though not the leading French
writer, was. concerned primarily with secular studies. It

was he who wrested from Italy for France the claim to the
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chap, xi
firs j- piace in the world of scholarship. In Greek scholarship

1450-1550 and in technical knowledge of Latin he equaled if he did not

surpass Erasmus, but he was by no means so great an intellectual

force. Guillaume Brjc,annet_j(i470-1 533), who in 15 16 became
Bishop of Meaux, was a~rTumanist and a patron of scholars. He
withdrew from uneducated ecclesiastics the privilege of preach*

ing in his diocese and replaced them with pupils of Lefevre.

Nicolas Berauld (1473-1550) was an ardent student of the

classical literatures, ranking high as a Greek scholar. His teach-

ing interested many men, especially Admiral Coligny and his two
brothers, the cardinal and the general, in the cause of ecclesiasti-

cal reform, fitienne Dolet (i509?-46), who was more directly

indebted to the Italian Renaissance for his scholarship and lit-

erary predilections than any other French humanist of the time,

was believed by most of his contemporaries to be a materialist,

if not actually an atheist,
1

but his writings seem to warrant the

conclusion that he was a sincere believer in the existence of a
divine creator and in the immortality of the soul. Yet it was a
vague and shifting idea of immortality that he had. The faith

that recommended itself to him was one of " duty in relation to

this world only," a faith troubled very little, if at all, with the

future, holding that to be " a matter of which nothing can be
certainly known, and concerning which it is useless to speculate

or to reason." His heretical' views together with' some regrettable

infringements of the law caused him to be put to death. De-
spite his faults of head and of heart he was a man of many fine

qualities, of no inconsiderable ability, of a genuine love of knowl-
edge, and possessed of a keen desire to impart it to his fellow-

men. Jean Bonaventure Desperiers (i5io?-44) was another

writer of the time whose books were colored with heretical

thought. He seems to have abandoned Protestantism because

of his dislike of the Calvinistic doctrines and to have become an
avowed skeptic.

The fame of all these French writers has been overshadowed
Rabelais by that of Rabelais ( i495?-i5.55?) in whom the humanistic spirit

of the time found" its veritable incarnation. He, too, has been

charged with atheism, but it is impossible to doubt that he be-

lieved in the existence of a beneficent deity. He was a critic of

contemporary society rather than a reformer in that he seems
to have had no definite program to offer. He lacked the zeal of

the reformer, the narrowness of vision, the concentration of in-

terest, the fanaticism, if you will, that characterizes such a moral
leader as Savonarola. Yet in a general way he indicated the

road upon which he thought it would be well for men to travel,
'
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One of the greatest satirists of all time, he delighted in point- CHAP - x*

ing out the follies of his fellow-men to whose welfare he was 1450-1550

sincerely devoted. He was impatient of tradition and of many
of the accepted canons of conduct. His novels of Pantagruel

and Gargantua are among the most vigorous onslaughts ever

made upon pedantic and ostentatious scholarship. He believed

in the inherent goodness of human nature as contrasted with the

inherent tendency towards evil preached by so many of the re-

formers. He believed in freedom of thought, and in the re-

liability of the reasoning mind of man as a guide in faith and
conduct. His views brought upon him the charge of heresy, and
it seems not improbable that the charge contributed to the

vagabond character of his life. He believed in the solidarity of

human interests, and in the brotherhood and equality of men. •

In the activity of the awakening world in which he lived he was
keenly interested, being concerned chiefly with science, which
he made the principal pursuit of his life. Only secondarily was
he a man of letters.

It was not only at Paris that humanism flourished in France.

It found itself well received in quite a number of the more im- Tneinflu

portant provincial towns— at Bordeaux, Nismes, Bourges, Or- ^^
leans, Toulouse, Montpellier, and especially at Lyons, whose lit- in France

erary activity exceeded that of the capital. Humanism in these

places did not suffer so early from the blighting influence of the

Sorbonne, the relic of a bygone age, a citadel of orthodoxy.

Upon the French men- of letters Erasmus exerted a pronounced
influence. Pater mi humanissime is the title bestowed by
Rabelais in a letter avowing his indebtedness to the writings of

the great humanist. The idea of a reform of the Church by
means of education and by the eradication of the moral abuses

of the time, which was urged by Erasmus, was widely prevalent

among the French humanists. But already before the time of

Rabelais's literary activity humanism in France was a waning
force. It was either running to seed in the pedantries of its

devotees or its activity in religious matters was being checked by
reactionary forces. The religious renaissance in France had
come from above not from below, from the cultured few and not

from the masses. It had " flowers everywhere and roots no-

where." The sympathy of the prelates and the protection of the

king, the two supports upon which it relied, gave way when, un-

der the inspiration of Caraffa, the Church in every country

ceased to parley with the rebel leaders of reform, when, at the

dictation of logic, she closed the via media realizing it to be the

avenue through which so many of her sons were escaping, and
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chap, xi when the disaster of Pavia fell upon Francis and threw him back

1450-1550 for support upon the enemies of religious revolt.

In the long reign of John II of Castile, which extended from

1406 to 1454, humanism received a certain encouragement in that

country; but the civil tumults which increased upon the death

of that monarch did much to obliterate its traces. Later on
Isabella proved to be an effective ^patron of learmng. So the

humanistic movement once more got under way in the heart of

the peninsula. Chief of those who lent their fostering care to

1 the new learning was the great CaniinaL-Xi*ftefle6 (i436?-i5i7).

It was he who established the University of Alcala which

opened its doors in 1508, which was destined to surpass its

ancient rival the University of Salamanca and to become the

alma mater of many leaders of Spanish learning. Before long

large numbers of students flocked to the new school, that be-

came famous principally for its philological studies. In 15 14 it

gave to the world the first Greek text of the New Testament

ever printed. Six years later this was followed by the renowned
Polyglot^Bible. which was also the first of its kind. The work
on this famous Bible was intrusted by Ximenes to a number of

scholars, converted Jews, a Greek, and Spaniards, who pursued

their labors under his direction. Six volumes, published at the

personal expense of the cardinal at a total cost of almost $125,-

000 of our money, were required to contain the text and notes.

In the prolegomena Ximenes gave his reasons for the expendi-

ture of so much time and money. " No translation," he said,

" can fully and exactly represent the sense of the original ... It

is necessary, therefore . . . that we should go back to the origin

of the sacred writings." For a century and a half this Bible

exerted a great influence upon the texts of the New Testament.

The editors did not have access to the best and earliest manu-
scripts, perhaps none older than the ninth century. Their work
was surpassed by subsequent recensions of the biblical texts ; but

they will always retain the honor of having produced the first

polyglot bible, and for Catholicism their conservative attitude

set the standard of criticism;

Foremost of the Spanish humanists was_Elio Antonio^de

Nebrija(i442?-i522), who after spending twenty years in Italy,

returneoTto become the father of classical learning in the Spanish

}ta
peninsula. He had a wide range of literary interests; and he
lectured at various places, at Seville, Salamanca, and in the new
University of Alcala.- Because of his criticism of textual errors

in the Vulgate he was prosecuted by the Inquisition, but, thanks

to the powerful protection of Ximenes, he was permitted to con-
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tinue his labors. Among the first masters of Castilian prose was CHAP - n
Juan_Valde£ (i50o?-4i), one of the earliest of Spanish critics, 1450-1550

judicial in temperament and gifted with keen insight, whose

earliest work The Dialogue of Mercury and Charon holds up

to ridicule abuses in both church and state. In his writings the

Lutheran doctrine of justification by faith alone was mingled

with Spanish mysticism. His heresy went so far as to hold that

the personal enlightenment which is said to come as the result of

mystic contemplation is of far greater importance than the

Bible which is a mere primer of the Christian faith. Juan de

Vergara (1492-1557), one of the most noted of the Castilians

for learning and culture, was a writer of elegant Latin verse, and

one of the forerunners of historical criticism. He was in the

midst of preparing a complete edition of the works of Aristotle

when the death of his patron, Ximenes, put a stop to the under-

taking. Last of the Spanish humanists whom we shall note was
Luis Vives (1492-1540) a native of Valencia, the most influ-

ential schoolmaster of his time, who passed a considerable part

of his active life in England and in the Spanish Netherlands.

According to Erasmus, who was his teacher, no man was better

fitted than the' Doctor Mellifluus, as the Oxford students loved to

call him, " to overwhelm the battalions of the dialecticians."

Upon^Spanish humanism, as upon that of other lands, Erasmus
exercised a great influence. He was admired by the Emperor Theinflu-

Charles V, and he came to be the model of all who aspired to Rasmus
culture. But when Charles left Spain in 1529 the friars and in Spain

the scholastics, who very early had detected the germs of heresy.

in the freedom of speech encouraged by the circulation of the _

writings of Erasmus, were to exert an effective opposition.

Gradually Spanish humanism sank into silence. Born under

an ardent sun, endowed with passion that could find its vent only The Col-

in attachment to a real object, the Spanish people were unat- iaP se
.°f

tracted by the pale abstractions of Florentine Platonism. They Humanism

had, too, a deeper sense of sin than the voluptuous Italians, who,
often incredulous, became scoffers only too readily. Less intoxi-

cated with beauty for its own sake, they gave more thought to

morality, and their scholarship was always closely coupled with

theological thought. Yet despite these facts a humanism, modi-

fied to suit the Spanish temperament and predilections, would
doubtless have developed and exerted a great influence in the

life of the nation had it not been for the stern repression of

the Inquisition. Spanish humanism was seemingly stretching

its wings for a bolder flight when it was sharply checked and
brought to a pathetic collapse by the Inquisition, the institution
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chap, xi whose object it was to suppress all pregnant thought; and not

1450-1550 until the nineteenth century was Spain destined to witness a

resuscitation of the passion for knowledge.

The first of the German humanists with whom we shall deal

are those scholars, knights-errant of humanism and also of

heresy, who wandered restlessly from place to place, arousing in-

terest in the new learning, sowing seeds of new thought, teaching

youth in the universities, disputing with the scholastics, and in

their pagan self-indulgence stamping themseTvelPas cousins to

the Italian humanists. Eetcr Ludc^.(i4i5?-74?) was one of the

earliest of these itinerant scholars. After studying in Italy he

became a lecturer at Heidelberg, where he incurred the enmity of

the orthodox members of the faculty; and from there he went,

among other places, to Ulm, Erfurt, Leipzig, and Basel. Con-

rad Celtes- (1459-1508), after studying at several universities,

became a wandering scholar. Out of his meager earnings he

contrived to save enough to support himself for six months in

Italy. There he studied at Ferrara, Padua, and Rome. Re-

turning to his native land he became a veritable apostle of the

new thought. Everywhere he strove to inculcate the spirit of

the new learning. His wanderings extended as far as Poland

and Hungary where he founded humanistic societies like the

Italian academies. His poems are tinged with paganism, and

his teaching made for independence of thought. Last of these

roving scholars that we shall notice is Hermann von dem Busch
(1468-1534), who after spending five years" in Italy lectured in

many of the universities and towns of northern and central Ger-

many, speaking not only of the Latin classics but also of the neg-

lect of the intelligent study of the Bible.

In the first years of the fifteenth century Germany had seven

universities— Prague 1348, Vien_na__i^Si Heidelberg 1386,

Cologng___L388, Iggfuit^1392, Leipzig 140a, and~T£ostocITl409.

Ana far away at Cracow~m Poland a university was established

in 1420. Most of these institutions were centers of the old

scholasticism, which though waning in power and unable to

boast of any leader of marked ability was still arrogant in temper

and militant in mood. Theology still kept its place as the study

of chief importance , and to it all other studies were regarded as

preparatory or subordinate. In the outer world the study of arts

and of letters was fast assuming a threatening importance; but

ready to come to the support of the theologians was the Church,

and in particular the powerful mendicant orders. A quarter of

a century passed in which humanism made pronounced headway,

and then, largely due to its impulse, new universities were estala-

The New
Universi-
ties
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lished— Griefswalde 1456, Freiburg 1460, Basel 1460, Ingolstadt CHAF
-
Xl

1472, Trier 1472, Tubingen 1477, Mainz 1477, Wittenberg 1502, 1450-1550

Frankfort-on-the-Oder 1506, and Marburg 1527. Most of the

German universities, like those in other lands, witnessed fre-

quent struggles between the advocates of the new learning and

the defenders of the old. The preiniinence of theology and

the educational methods of scholasticism were seriously menaced.

The conservatives with their backs to the wall were fighting for

the supremacy which for so long a time they had enjoyed.

One of the most important cradles of humanism north of the

Alps was the Rhine country. A vigorous—intellectual activity^ TheEhen

was nfe_Jnj^sejpro\ancis". "Schools imbued with the new ideal isfciEU_ j

of education were to be found in many places ; and so important

did the Rhineland become as an educational center that students

flocked to it from Scotland, Scandinavia,.,and the Slavic lands.

Rudolf Affricola (1443-85), a student first in one of the schools

of the Brithren of the Common Life and then for ten years in

Italy, may be regarded as the chief restorer of Greek in Ger-

many. After he went to teach in the-XJniyersity of Heidelberg

that institution became a center of humanism. In the purity of
his life, in theTeligious inclination of his temperament, and in

the serious purpose of his work he is typical of the social hu-

manists of the north as distinguished from the individualists of

Italy. Only his early death prevented him from_exercising a

far-reaching influence in the literary and religious. .revivaU-that_

were going on hand in hand in Germany. In many places new
schools were being founded, printing presses established, classical

writings translated, new books written in Latin and in German,

and libraries collected. One of the most important of these

schools was that founded at Deventer, in what is now Holland, in

1481 by Alexander LLegms (1433-98), the greatest German
teacher of his time. Unfortunately after his death there was
no one to take his place and so its glory declined. Still more
important was the school at Schlettstadt, which under the direc-

tion of Ludwig Dringenberg (?-i49o), became the point

from which the new ideas radiated in the country of the Upper
Rhine. Johann von Dalberg (1445-55?-! 504), after studying in

Italy, was made Chancellor of the University of Heidelberg and
Bishop of Worms in the same year. He strove to make both

towns nurseries of the new culture. Jacob Wimpheling (1450-

1528) put into definite literary form the ideas carried out in

practise by Hegius. " The better education of the young," he

wrote, " is the foundation of all true reform, ecclesiastical, ra-

tional, and domestic." So great was the demand for his writ-
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ings that up to 1520 almost twenty thousand copies of them were
sold. To the end this " Schoolmaster of Germany " hoped for a
reformation of the Church from within. Still another humanist
who dreamed of a reformation of the Church by itself was Sebas-
tian Brartf^ (1457-1521). In Basel, where he lived for many
years, humanism was fostered by the new university, and clas-

sical and other texts were issued by three printing presses. He
is famous chiefly for his pungent satire The SM£_j4--Fj)oIs, a
story of a ship directed by fools and sent to sail the troubled

seas of life. More than a hundred fools embark, among them
the book-fool, the miser-fool, the fashion-fool, and the fool of

useless studies. They sail past the land of idlers until they

^y come to the land of fools. The immorality and ignorance of the

clergy are dealt with in unmistakable terms. It became the most
famous German poem of the time, appealing as it did to the

widespread discontent with the condition of affairs, and it found
more than one imita£on„ One of the most important of the

humanistic reformers who remained within the pale of the

Church was Geiler von Kaiserberg (1445-15 10), who boldly de-

nounced the prevalent vices and exerted_every effort Jto_effect a

reform in_discipline. He was~"arT eloquent preacher and was
highly esteemed throughout Germany. Favorably known for

the wide range of his knowledge was Jotm_Trithemius (1462-
15 16), abbot of the" Benedictine monastery of SpanHeTm. But
he kept close within his convent walls and so failed to exert a
popular influence*

,

The more important of the German cities, planted along the

highways of the world and subject to the cosmopolitan influ-

ences that are afforded by frequent intercommunication, had
long been strongholds of civil liberty. They now became
nurseries of intellectual freedom and religious independence.

When men found others sharing their thoughts they became em-
boldened to speak and to write. They felt the impulse to dare

and to do. It is in the towns, the humming hives of humanity,
rather than in the placid country-side, that new thought is given

birth. The culture from which the new ideals of life were given

birth was essentially urban in character. It grew up in the

towns that were very largely outside feudalism. It had an in-

dustrial and a commercial basis, in contradistinction to the purely

agrarian basis of the culture of the Middle Ages, and it was at

first but little concerned with religious affairs. But the great

widening of the physical horizon and the unprecedented ex-

pansion of trade was followed by a time of intellectual elevation.

Gradually the medieval consciousness was dissolved and a new
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atmosphere of emotion and intellectual tendencies was created CHAP
-
**

which left the old culture and its principles far behind. The 1450-1550

strength of the old culture had lain in the ascetic ideal. It had

borne the stamp of the Church. The strength of the new cul-

ture lay in the development of earthly life. It bore the stamp of

the laity. In this process of emancipation from the ideals of the

Age of Faith the Italian cities led the way. In time the move-
ment spread to other places. The German cities attained their

greatest height of self-reliance from the twelfth to the four-

teenth centuries. In the fifteenth century, owing to the ac-

tivity of the territorial princes, their political power was a wa-
ning force. But they continued to play a most active part in the

history of civilization. Within their walls it was that individ-

uality was revived, that man found himself free to think and

free to act in a much larger measure than had been possible for

many centuries. In the truest sense of the phrase the towns were

the nurseries of modern life.

Commercial prosperity had brought to Augsburg riches and

power. It was the center of_German finance, for it was the

home-city of the great family "of~the~T'uggers", the"*most impor~~
tant of all

-
trie new capitalistic~associations. Its citizens were

intelligent, and devoted to their fatherland. They were con- Conrad

scious of the fact that the interests of the papal curia did not Peutin«er

coincide with those of Germany. They were aware of the short-

comings of^the clergy. With the educational aims and methods_

of the scholastics they were dissatisfied. Even the Fuggers were
no mere worshipers of Mammon. They had a deep realization

of the cultural and social mission of wealth. There was in the

city, as elsewhere, an air of impending change. Chief of the

Augsbur^__hiimanists_was Conrad Peutinger^ (1465-1547), a

learned patrician, friend" and"Trterary~coadjutor of the Emperor
Maximilian, who became the secretary of the city. He had
studied with Poliziano in Italy and when he returned home he

became active as a writer, as a collector, and as a patron of

scholars.

Nuremberg, situated in the center of the Germanic lands, the

German world in miniature, was another of these civic centers

of humanism, the most important of them all. It was esteemed Krk-

as " the brightest jewel of the empire." The ramifications of its and'oLet
trade extended throughout the known world; and so many and

so important were the craftsmen, the artists, and the men of

letters who lived there that it easily held its position as the

Florence of Germany. Most important of its devotees of hu-

manism was Willibald Pirkheimer (1470-1530), patrician and
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chap, xi patron, friend and counselor of untold numbers of scholars, who
1450-1550 sought to sum up in himself the combined culture of the age.

He had spent a number of years in Italy in happy friendship

with distinguished men of letters. Despite the fact that there

was a distinct touch of paganism in his character he was sin-

cerely interested in the cause of religious reform. But the ex-

tremes of revolution and obscurantism were alike distasteful to

him. In the many-sided activity of Albrecht T>Qrgr ,Jjy|7
T-

1528), Germany's greate^t^artist jmd one oi-th^^vorldIs_great

painters, rnay4)e^feund aJiin_e,xDr^s_sjorijoiJ±L£_jiew^fe_that was
surging in his native lancL, In him in several ways, in his some-
what gross and materialistic pleasures and in his concern with

social and religious matters, the^German Renaissance was in-

carnate. In the record of his jourrtey to the Netherlands he

denounced " the unchristian Papacy which strives against the

freedom of Christ," which puts upon the laity such " heavy bur-

dens of human laws for which we are robbed of the price of our

blood and sweat that it may be expended shamefully by idle,

lascivious people, while thirsty and^ick men perish of hunger."

He denounced, too, the " blind teaching which the men, whom
they call the Fathers, have invented and set down whereby the

precious Word is in many places falsely explained, or not set

forth at all." Yet anxious as he was to see a reformation of the

evil living of the clergy, the curtailment of the power of the

papal curia, and a return to a more primitive state of Chris-

tianity, he clung to the creeds and the conventions of the old

Church. At least_he_did notJbj^ejd<_with^heJi^ublicly. In this

respect he was like many another humanist, anxioiIS~fuf reform,

but not rebellion.
"—

Very early in the German Renaissance the Uniyersity__of_

The Erfurt Erfurt became distinguished for its work in the classical Ian-
Humanists guages and literatures, and later on under the leadership of

Maternus Pistons (i465?-i534) it added to its reputation.

Round this teacher there gathered a notable group of scholars

who took an important part in the struggle between humanism
and medievalism. More remarkable as a _ thinker^was Muti-

anus Rufus (1471-1526)"," better known as_Mutian, one of the

most attractive of all the German humanists, whose learning,

wide and ready sympathy, and power of suggestion, made him
the center of a group of scholars strongly tinctured with heresy.

Among his followers were Spalatin (1484-1545), Eoban Hess

(1488-1540), Ulrich von Hutten, with whom we are soon to

deal, and Crotus Rubianus (1480?-! 540). All of them were

filled with an ardent devotiorrto 1 the new learning and were ac-
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tively arrayed against the lingering scholasticism that was still
CHA^

intrenched in many places and that could rely for support upon 1450-1550

all the power of the papal curia. The active mind of Mutian was

interested in all the grave problems of the time. Yet he did not

give his thoughts to the public through the press ;
he committed

them to writing only in letters to his friends. With the theo-

logical creeds about which so many battles of words were raging

he together with so many others of the humanists, was little

concerned. Ouietly he lived his life, collecting books, reading

and discussing them, a gentle scholar " who loved and sought the

truth." .

In our story of humanism and its relation to heresy in Eng-

land, France, Spain, and Germany only a few of the more cele-

brated scholars have been mentioned. It would be a mistake

to think that these names exhaust the list of humanists m those

countries. In order to gain an adequate idea of the literary

activity of those countries one should realize that the list can be

extended very greatly. Especially is this true of France and

Germany. Ardent and active resident scholars could have been

found in every important town in those countries. "No Ger-

man town," said Irenicus, " is so far removed from all litera-

ture that it cannot point to its learned Greek scholars, to say

nothing of the rest. Who could count them?" Everywhere

darkness was being dispersed and the stagnation of scholasticism

disturbed. It must be noted also that as time had gone on the

humanists had become more and more radical. The older Ger-

man humanists were grave scholars deeply desirous of helping

in the general intellectual and religious development of their

country. But while they earnestly desired a reform of the cur-

rent abuses they did not favor ecclesiastical rebellion. The

younger humanists were more eager for conflict. Like their

captain, Ulrich von Hutten, they were Hotspurs of reform if

not of revolution.

The first important battle between the humanists and the

scholastics took place upon a question that had little to do with

the things over which the two camps were in dispute. Johann

Reuchlin (1455-1522), one of the most notable personages in Keuchim

the history of German humanism, was deeply interested in re-

ligious matters. He became a student of Hebrew and wrote the

first important grammar of that language. His pioneer work

in scientific philology was inevitably bound to conflict with the

unscientific method of the old medievalists, to demolish it, and

to sweep away the theological ideas that were based upon it.

He bravely pointed to errors in the Vulgate, the Latin transla-
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chap, xi t jon f the Bible that had been accepted all through the Middle

1450-1550 Ages ; he suggested corrections, and he dwelt upon the necessity

of going back to the ultimate sources of information. He cast

aside all traditional commentaries and endeavored to ascertain

the literal meaning of the various books of the Bible in their

original language. As a scholar he won for himself a European
reputation. But his principal occupations were those of a law-

yer and a statesman, and not those of a man of letters. As old

age approached, he relinquished diplomacy for study and re-

tired into the country, there to spend his remaining years quietly.

It was then that the storm burst about him.

The scholastics were well aware of the impending struggle.

The Ob- Instinctively they felt that the scientific method of the humanists

ists rer- and the increasing freedom of thought were fatal to their posi-

wsthe tion. To us it seems a hopeless struggle; medievalism on one

side and modernism on the other,— darkness and light. But

to its defenders obscurantism by no means appeared a forlorn

cause. It was a daring thing to deal with Hebrew in those days.

The Jews were the people who had crucified Christ. Were not

they and their tongue things to be shunned by every faithful

Christian? Was there not good reason to suspect of heresy

any one who devoted himself to the study of the Jewish language ?

[n accordance with an imperial order Reuqhlin was required by

the Archbishop of Mainz to give his opinion on the question

whether all Hebrew books with the exception of the Oki Testa-

ment ought to be taken from the Jews and committed to the

flames. In his reply Reuchlinarranged the Tewish books in

seven divisions, only one oi°^wHich7 he^said. and that with no cer^

tair^tyT^eserveJjtfie'Iate "of being burned... As 4_resultj^Mttex-^

controversy developed, first between Reuchlin and PfjsfjEerkorn,

a converted Jew, and then, when the latter was seen, to be no

match for the scholar, between Reuchlin and Jacob Hoogstraten,

dean of the JDomjnicans at Cologne and chief inquisitor in that

part^of Germany._ The course of the controversy was tolioweti-

with breathless interest for ten years by all educated Germany.

Despite the fact that the question in dispute was only slightly

related to the things upon which the two hostile forces were

divided the humanists rightly regarded the trial of Reuchlin for

heresy as an attack upon themselves and their principles. On
the one side were the mendicant orders, especially the Domini-
ran s of Cn1ngri

f.,

supported by the Tnqi^sjtion, ana* on the jjffrpr-

were the younger scholars and poets, apostles of scientific re^

search and freedom of thought^ Two trials in Germany did

not suffiee~to settlethe case. An appeal was taken to Rome.
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Then judgment was given in favor of Reuchhn But Leo X __
instead of confirming the sentence of the commission that heard iuciuo

the appeal, imposed silence upon both sides, with the practical

effect of prolonging the struggle indefinitely The failure to

secure the condemnation of the humanist served only to increase,

the enmity of theJOominicans...—
_ .

The hostility between the two camps gainejjnbitternegs l ne

publicationr^oTlhTl^^ with T^et-

learning and enlivened with wit, but were also disfigured with
otscurft

licentiousness. Yet despite the depths to which the controversy Me*

sometimes descended there was revealed more and more clearly

the essential differences between the humanists and the medie-

valists Chief of these literary missiles was a collection of let-

ters called L etters o^jQ^rur̂ ^n, the first series of which

containing fortune kUersTTpieTred in 1515. The writers of

these epistles are supposed to be members of the clerical party

who desire to receive or to give information regarding the

Reuchlin controversy or who appeal to Gratius a professor at

Cologne, to settle points that were in dispute. The letters were

written purposely in "the choicest bad Latin/' and were signed

with fictitious names, some of which are absurd. In an ap-

parently unconscious manner they disclosed the most astonishing

ignorance and asked the most ridiculous of questions Piety

and pruriency, pedantry and profound ignorance, go hand in

hand in them; gluttony is portrayed in the broadest farce, and ^.
immorality with boisterous mirth. Yet so true was this satire

upon the obscurantists that the Letters were at first accepted as

genuine and serious. A second series, containing seventy letters,

was published in 1517. The Letters appeared without the names

of the real writers and their authorship has always been a matter

of dispute. Itinow thought that Crotus Rubianus and Ulnch

von Hutten were the pxincipal writers; but it is possible that

many humanists, by direct contribution or by suggestion, aided

in the work of compilation. Everywhere the letters were re-

ceived with shouts of laughter; but while their appearance is a

dramatic event in the struggle_Jie±ween.Jiumanism and scholasti-

cism their importance must not be over-rated. At that time

actual rebellion against the Church was already too near at hand

to be greatly accelerated or retarded by such a pasquinade.

Chief of the militant humanists was Uirich_xon_Hutten, (1488-

TwV) a man of noble birth, a lover of literature, a rake, a uwcfcwn

patriot, and, later in life, the most fiery of reformers. He real- Hutten

ized keenly the injury that Germany had suffered from the finan-

cial exactions of the Papacy. He saw his country divided and
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chap, xi distracted with internal conflict; and the chief cause of this

1460-1550 political abasement he attributed to the Roman curia. Despite

the fact that he spent the greater part of his short life in poverty
and in disease he was unremitting in his attacks upon the op-

pressors of his fatherland. He had been to Rome and the

things that he saw there furnished material for his pungent
epigrams. With unsparing banter and savage satire he leaped

into the fray and remained a foremost combatant until he died,

alone and in poverty, still young in years but worn with the

arduous fight. More than any other man he gave voice to the

vague but deep-seated resentment of Germany against the Papacy
for its long-continued oppression. " We are fighting for a com-
mon freedom," he wrote to Luther, "to liberate an oppressed
Fatherland." In him it was that the humanistic culture for the

first time lent itself definitely to the aid of the Protestant Revo-
lution. It was his mission to declare open war on the part of

the new culture against the old.

Encouraged by the reaction against the financial exactions

of the papal curia and the growing sentiment of German patriot-

ism the humanists lent themselves more and more to the cause

of revolt. But there was one, the greatest of them all, Erasmus^

( 1466 ?-i 536), who refused to lend his name to one camp or to

the other, who instead addressed himself exclusively to the

emancipation of the individual. " I seek truth," he said, " and
find it at times in Catholic propositions, and at times in those of

the Protestants." From the enlightenment of the individual he

'expected that religious as well as social reform would eventu-

ally issue. Without violence, through the working of mind upon
mind, the new culture would gradually and *silently change the

Church. Under its benign influence superstition would disap-

pear, the external things of religious practice, such as fasts, pil-

grimages and ascetic penances, would be relegated to the

forgotten past, creeds that are impossible of reconciliation with

reason would vanish, simplicity would be restored to public wor-
ship, and religion, thus born anew, would become essentially

moral and practical. The whole evil of the time he thought was
due to ignorance. To this prince of letters men in all parts of

Europe turned for guidance in the journey from the cloisters

of the Middle Ages to the light of an ampler world. His work
of education took the form of writing. In all his books, even

in his prefaces and his notes to the books of others which he

edited, one finds, mingled with genial wit and with penetrating

satire upon conspicuous follies, the same appeal for truth, tem-

perate procedure, and for tolerance. His writings, therefore.,
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possess a deep and undying human significance far above any chap, xi

connection they may have had with the controversies of their 1450-1550

day.

Among the more remarkable of his works the Adages is first

in point o f time, though the .first editionjjjLjhp b^mk, which wa s The

published in 1500, was only the_germ of what the work after-

_

Adages

wards came to_be.^ In its finaTlorm it is a collection of 4,251

Greek and Latin proverbs that are explained and enforced with

discursive commentary. Ancient literature seems to have been

ransacked for the adages themselves and also for matter for

their elucidation. When they were, first given to the public

they were devoured with great avidity.

In 1 501 there appeared the Enchiridion Militis Christiani, the

Dagger of the Christian Knight
f
in which Erasmus first gave to TheDag-

the wo~rId his general ideas of Christianity. " I wrote the En- christian

chiridion," he said, " to remedy the error which makes religion Knight

depend upon ceremonies and an observance of bodily acts, while

neglecting true piety." The°~ Church, he said, needed greatly

to be purged of formalism. Behind her ceremonies there is a

truth, but it is a truth only too easily and frequently lost to

view. " The best way. in which to adore the saints," he said,

" is to imitate their virtues. The saint cares more for this kind

of reverence than for a hundred candles that may be burned be-

fore his shrine." It is a little book of practical piety, simply

and deeply ethical, intended to be a devotional manual.

A book that added very greatly to the author's reputation is

1 he Prai££_jr[Folly, published in 1511, and based upon his ex- The Praise

periences inltalyT Tn that country, as elsewhere, he had seen ofTon7

not a little of the degenerate condition of the monastic orders;

but more particularly in Italy he had come into contact with the

new paganism ; he had met scholars who outwardly conformed

to the practices of the_Church and profited by its endowments
while in their hearts they disbeUeve^_jts_fjmiiamental doctrines^

Everywhere among theTcultured clergy he found at the most only

an eviscerated Christianity; and the flatteries of those accom-

plished Ciceronians failed to overthrow his dissatisfaction and

his disgust ; for Erasmus was a Christian as well as a humanist

;

he was not content to study the classics for their own sake; he

desired to devote the new learning to the cause of religious re-

form. The book was illustrated by Holbein; and so great was
the demand for it that it went through twenty-seven large edi-

tions in the lifetime of the author. In polished and easy-flow-

ing phrases, with sparkling wit and graceful yet caustic satire,

Folly claims with ostentatious pride the degenerate monks, the
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narrow theologians, the effete scholastics, bishops, cardinals, and
popes, as her offspring, and boasts of their wonderful deeds.

The things that were amiss in the State were not spared. Scorn
was heaped upon princes as well as upon prelates whose deeds

were detrimental to the public welfare. All these darling chil-

dren of Folly are sketched with an unusual power of humorous
observation. Europe laughed at these pictures so true to life,

sketched with such an airy grace, and bitten in with such a

mordant satire.

In 1 516 Erasmus gave to the world his edition of the Vulgate,

the translation of the^ibleinto Latin by St. Jerome, which had
been the only authorizeTT^version of the Scriptures all through

the Middle Ages, and also his edition of the Greek Testament.

In those days there were not so many early manuscripts of the

books of the Bible available to the scholar as now, and the gen-

eral knowledge of the value of such manuscripts and the ability

to use them were not so great as at present. But Erasmus ex-

amined all the manuscripts he could find and gave the results

of his study to the world. His edition of the Greek Testament

was accompanied by a new translation into Latin which differed

in important details from the Vulgate ; and there were notes in

which misinterpretations and misconceptions that had gathered

about certain passages in the Vulgate were exposed. It was his

aim to ascertain as exactly as possible what the writers of the

New Testament had actually written. This edition of the Greek
Testament is one of the most important services rendered by the

classical revival to the cause of religious reform.

Last of the books of Erasmus that we shall notice is the

CnUpquips that appeared in 152 1. In it are exposed once more
the ecclesiastical abuses of the time, the idleness and immorality

of the monks, and the prevalent superstitions. Youth is warned
against rash vows of celibacy; and the wickedness of war is

dwelt upon. The author's power of witty and satirical expres-

sion is again evident, the brilliant raillery, and the keen and un-

sparing criticism. The book is written in Latin with all the

author's graceful and fluent command of that language ; and like

the other productions of his pen it was read far and wide.

We have seen something of the widespread influence of Eras-

mus. He was recognized throughout Europe as the chief man
of letters of his time. Latin was then the universal language

of educated men, and so the writings of the great humanist were

read wherever European civilization had found a footing. One
should not leave unnoticed the intense earnestness of the great

writer, the courageous persistency with which he maintained his
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position outside the two great camps, and the devotion to learn- CHAF

- XI

ing that led him to decline many offers that would have afforded 1450-1550

him a life of greater ease but of less opportunity for literary

work. But what of Erasmus's fundamental idea that the abuses

of Church and State could safely be left to melt away before

the slow approach of the new culture, as an iceberg detached

from some continent of the north melts away in the kindlier cur-

rents of a warmer sea? It seems a delusion. A delusion to

which a scholar, one whose intellectual activity and the realiza-

tion of whose ideals required both inner and outward peace,

might be expected to become subject. The appalling conditions

of the time demanded more immediate, more direct, and more
drastic action. Too long had reform been delayed. The dam
was breaking. Already were the floods let loose. Old bounds
and old landmarks were being swept away. A life of quiet

contemplation was impossible in the keen air of that time. Col-

lisions that resulted in bloodshed were already occurring. It

was no time for the harmonious perfecting of the individual.

The moods of men, even of scholars, were too greatly affected

by the daily vicissitudes of life. Such a program of silent ero-

sion, of the gradual leavening of the inert mass of society, as

that desired by Erasmus was impossible. The humanistic ideals

of individual culture vanished in a time of inevitable warfare.
Indeed, the younger generation of humanists, of whom Ulrich
von Hutten is the most conspicuous example, were themselves
given over to the policy of aggression. The first two decades of
the sixteenth century clearly revealed the irreconcilable oppo-
sition of the old and the new ways of looking at the world.
Compromise between humanism and scholasticism was impossi-

ble. It was rejected with contempt. Revolution was at hand.
Humanism furthered the religious revolution ; but it would

be a superficial view to think that it was the sole cause.

Humanism anil heresy were alike the result of the "Renaissance. Relation*

They mutually aided each other, it is true; but they were sep- manfsu tc

arate and independent. Each was born of that momehlous""'""' Re-

change in human affairs that we speak of as the rebirth of man
toimeI*

and of which the essence was the revival of the individual.

Each, in its own way, so its devotees thought, was what
Machiavelli called a " ritorno al segno," a return to the original

source. Humanism was a return to the rlassical attitude_Jn^_
wardsUiie, to a concern with the present world, to an ideal of
the develoDm&nl_of the individual who is free to think and free _

to acL_-The religious reformers desired a return to the rondi-

tions of apostolic times' for the cleansing and rejuvenescence of
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chap, xi religion. They built upon the foundation of belief in the Bible

1450-7550 and in that alone. Reason wasjhe j^uide of the humanists : be-

lief that of the reformers*. The most essential condition for the

fulfilment of tbTe ideal of humanism, the perfection of the indi-

vidual, was that of_fr_e£~w-iil. But free will was denied by the

reformers. They declared, as we shall see, that salvation de-

pended entirely upon the gratuitous grace of God. Sooner or

later, therefore, there was bound to come a parting of the ways.

But before the separation the humanists lent substantial aid to

the heretics. And still to-day humanism is unceasingly prepar-

ing the way for " the golden heresy of truth."



CHAPTER XII

THE GERMAN REVOLT FROM ROME

1. Martin Luther.

2. The Dispute about Indulgences.

3. Luther's Break with Rome.

4. The Diet of Worms.
5. The Heretic in Hiding.

6. The Open Revolt.

IF ever there was an accidental reformer, ever a man who had chap.

no intention of turning the world upside down, it was Mar-

tin Luther. A peasant's son, born at Eisleben, on November 10, 1483-1505

1483, a little village far removed from the current of new thought

that made so varied the activity of Augsburg and Nuremberg, he

had no share in the belief common to many of the mystics and Lather's

humanists of the time that the blame for the deplorable condi-

tions of the age lay with the leading classes in wealth and au-

thority and that from the common folk only could reform be

expected to come. His father was a hard-headed, practical

burgher who cherished the ambition that his son, a promising

lad, should begin where he himself had been obliged to stop-

So when Luther was fourteen years of age he was sent to school

at Magdeburg, a prosperous Hansa town, where he remained

for a year. Then he went to Eisenach, where he had the^ good

fortune, while singing in the streets to earn his way, to win the

favor of Frau Cotta, a lady of gentle birth, who took him to live

in her house. In his eighteenth year he was sent to the Uni-

versity of Erfurt. Here, too, as at Magdeburg and Eisenach,

his father insisted that, in part at least, he should earn his way.

By this time Luther was a sturdy lad, fond of books, though not

so fond of them, perhaps, that he would have gone forward

without his father's push. He was fond of society, too, of

music, and of the students' festivities, and withal soundly moral

and pious. Erfurt, it is true, was a center of humanism, but

with its brilliant circle of scholars Luther seems to have come

into contact only very slightly.

Against the wishes of his father, who desired him to become

a lawyer, Luther, in 1505, entered the Augustinian convent at

Erfurt. What induced him to take this step? Several ex-

223
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ternal reasons have been given, but it seems certain that whether
it was the immediate outcome of a thunder-storm or the death

of a friend, or neither, there came, as a result of a profound
impression of his own sinfulness, a resolution to set himself right

with God. There was nothing unusual in this. It is a per-

fectly normal phenomenon of healthful youth, now made a mat-
ter of common knowledge by the study of the psychology of

religious awakening. Very often in the age of adolescence a

profound change comes over the entire personality. The life

of emotion and of will seeks its expression in activity. Latent

ideas, of which hitherto the consciousness has had but a dim
apprehension, assume more definite significance and become a

controlling factor in the life and character of the individual.

It is at this time, when the organism is strained by the physio-

logical readjustments that are taking place, that the majority

of the instantaneous " conversions " occur. There was only one

way at that time in which one could hope to make oneself alto-

gether acceptable in the eyes of God and to secure the boon of

inward peace, and that was by adopting the life contemplative.

A boy left to himself and beset with the sense of sin, especially

if the monastery door was left open, as it was sure to be to a

boy of promise, would, be very likely to_aeek the shelter of the

cloister. So Luther took the vow to lead an ascetic life. He
remembered only that His are those who love naught else, not

even the joy of student life, or power, or the ambition of parents,

so well as His will. It was not theology that led him to take

the irrevocable step. Theology in itself had no attraction for

him. It ^was religion . So Luther entered the convent of the

Augusjirnjn tnars~ a_pX£a_ching order, and there he was given

the humblest duty, that of beggingc He had no theory for re-

formingthe world. He had simply decided to try the accepted

means of reforming himself.

In 1 508 _ Luther went to teach at the Umyersity of Witten-

berg^ which had opened its doors only six years previously.

About three years later he set out for Rome. When for the

first time he saw beneath him the great dome of the city and

the many towers he fell on his knees exclaiming, " Hail, holy

Rome ! Thrice holy place where the blood of the martyrs was
shed !

" There had been much to win his admiration on his way
through Italy. The fertile soil, the genial climate, the well-

paved streets, the spacious architecture, the clean and orderly

hospitals and foundling asylums, and the splendor of the civic

life. But soon in his walks from the Augustinian convent of

Santa Maria del Popolo to the various shrines of the papal city
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he saw many things that filled his heart with dismay. About c
5Jf

-

the pope, Julius II, there fluttered a throng of gay and thought-

less courtiers. Everywhere he saw the extravagant expendi- 1508-17

ture in worldly things of the princes of the Church, and noted

the general laxity of life. He returned to Wittenberg as de-

voted as ever to the Mother Church; but as time gave him
opportunity for reflection upon the things he had heard and wit-

nessed at the capital of Christendom, as the city of saints grad-

ually vanished, there stood before him Rome the center of

corruption. Some months after he returned to Wittenberg he

was graduated in theology and became a somewhat noted

teacher, and a far more famous preacher. In common with

other earnest men of the time he called attention to the prevalent

ecclesiastical evils, one of the principal ones of which was the

abuse of the sale of indulgences. I
^—4 What is an ^indulgence ? Every sin, so the Catholic Church IS

holds, enjails two consequences— guilLand punishment , jjuik The

is the jjtain uponjhe soul.
m

It r^m_he_removed only by_£enuirie In^J°
contrition, the"acTof confession, and a sinrerejurpose to amend gences

his "ways in the future, on the part of the sinner, and by the

absolution given by the priest in the sacrament of confession.

After the guilt has thus been removed the punishment still re-

mains. Punishment may be undergone by the penitent either

in this world or in purgatory . Only when every stain, all guilt,

is washecTaway from the soul, and all the punishment that has

been incurred has been fulfilled, is it possible to enter the king-

dom of heaven. When Christ underwent the sacrifice of the

cross more merit resulted than was necessary to save those who
had lived upon earth up'to that time. This superabundant merit

was increased by that which resulted from the life of Mary, the

mother of Christ, and it is still further and constantly augmented

by those saints whose lives have been such as to enable them to

earn merit more than sufficient for their own salvation. This

store of supererogatory merit* is in the keeping of the Church.

It can,be dispensed, by mgans_of_indulgences, at the discretion

of Christ's vicar upon earth, the Pope. There are two kinds

of indulgences,' partial and plenary. A partial indulgence is a

remission of a part of the penance incurred up to that time by

the penitent sinner; and a plenary indulgence is a remission of

all thejgunishment that has thus far been incurred by the con-
_

trite^offender. Indulgences were granted for prayers, pilgrim-

agesTand other"good works, and. later on, for money. Such is

the theory of indulgences, a theory which as yet has not been

authoritatively defined by the Church,
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Like many another theory this doctrine of indulgences is

capable of abuse in practice. And that it was grossly abused

in Luther's time there is no doubt. So many frauds of all kinds

were connected with the sale of indulgences that an outbreak

against them was inevitable. Great numbers of the sellers of

pardons were like the one described for us so vividly by Chau-
cer, intent upon personal gain rather than upon the cure of

souls. Leo X needed money for the completion of the great

church of St. Peter at Rome, which was begun in 1506. So
he issued a plenary indulgence, the price of which was to vary

from twenty-five golden gulden for the well-to-do to the say-

ing of prayers and the keeping of fasts for the wretchedly poor.

For the purpose of the sale Germany was divided into three

districts, at the head of one of which was the Archbishop of

Mainz, primate of Germany and arch-chancellor of the Empire,

a youth of some twenty-six years. The profits of the sale were
to be equally divided between the pope and the archbishop. So
it is quite natural that the latter prelate should look about for an

effective seller of pardons. He chose JqhrtXstzel, a Dominican
friar, a man of commanding appearance, with a sonorous voice

and a ready tongue, who, like those ministers and laymen to-day

who go about from church to church raising debts, had gained

a reputation as a preacher of indulgences.

It was the consciousness of sin that had driven Luther into

the convent. There he sought, by the time-honored ascetic

means, by the zealous performance of penances and good works,

to obtain the inward peace for which he longed with "all his

soul. But the sense of peace which he craved so ardently seemed

ever to retreat in the distance before jiim, like a mirage in the

desert, till at -last he czmr npnn flip rWtrinn rffi jortifiritinrL Hy

faithalone. What is this doctrine, and how did he come upon
it? Under the guidance of the good and jwise Johann von
Staupitz, vicar of the Augustinian order in Germany, Luther

read not only The. Imitation of Christ but also the writings of

St. Augustine, among tne Vatners ot the Churjfch, and those of

St. Paul in the New Testament. It was in these writings, part-

icularly in those of St. Augustine, that he became aware of the

doctrine that was to be the starting point of Protestantism. The
authority of St. Augustine was all-powerful during the Middle

Ages. Yet it was in his name that Luther rose against the

medieval Church. This contradictory influence of the greatest

of the Fathers of the Church is to be explained by the fact that

in his writings there are two points of view. The practical aim

of his teaching is humility, the entire subordination of the w:
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CHAP.
XIIof the individual to God- In the Middle Ages the Church and

God were inextricably associated in the minds of men. The ^——^
unquestioning humility inculcated by St. Augustine ended, there-

fore, in giving to the Church an unlimited sway over the minds

of men. But among histheoreticaL writings is to be found the

Pauline theory thaT salvation comes to the individual as a.

gratuitous" gift of God, that whatever man may do he can never

_

himself earn eternal life, that all that is necessary in order to_

gain admission into the kingdom of heaven is to have faith in
__

Christ~and his power to save mem All through the Middle

Ages, however, the Church recommended certain acts such as

fasting, pilgrimages, the giving of alms, and the obtaining of

indulgences, as being in a high degree meritorious, as being very

largely efficacious in helping to effect the salvation of the soul.

The two doctrines are irreconcilable. The doctrine of justifica- m

tion by faith_alpne leads, in the end, to the annihilation of man
m

before Gad- " Free will," said Luther, " is a fiction, a word

that has no reality corresponding to it." (Thedoctrine of salva-___

tion by faith and works, on the other hana7lea^evejt^ually,_to____

the re^nitlblf^f^ejmer^of man_and the_efficacy of his^own

deeds. Eut it did not lead to liberty in the Middle Ages be-

cause the Church claimed the right to determine what works were

necessary to salvation and also the right to control them. The

Church quickly recognized "that with the acceptance of the doc-

trine of justification by faith alone, which, for the most part, had

remained dormant, an esoteric dogma, throughout the medieval

period, her entire sacramental system would be rendered un-

necessary. It was incompatible with her claim to loose and to

bind. It would make men independent of her aid and her

direction. It left them slaves before God, it is true ;
but it made

them free before men. So she opposed it in the most uncom-

promising manner. Thus arose the great question of salvation

that preoccupied the minds of thinking men in the sixteenth

century. How shall a man be save^ TheJ^tliolics_answeTed^_

by faith and~w^rKsT^THe Protestants replied: by faijh_algag<

In^anyTuo^mei^hat may be passecTupon either or upon both

of these two positions it must be remembered that all through

the Middle Ages the performance of meritorious works, pre-

scribed exclusively by the Church, had usurped so dominant a

place as very largely to exclude the element of personal faith;

and that in the period of the great Revolution the opposing doc-

trine proved a most effective weapon with which to combat that

usurpation.

Luther, as we have seen, sought in vain through the perform-
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ance of ascetic works to gain the inward peace, the sense of

being acceptable in the eyes of God, that he desired so ardently.

The sense of alienation was still strong upon him. The con-

sciousness of communion, that other of the two poles between
which religion oscillates, was as yet far ' from his possession.

But the very sense of want that he feltr the feeling of dissatis-

faction, lies near to the heart of religion. It is a recognition of

one's weakness or unfitness and the desire to harmonize one's

life with the unchanging laws of the universe. Perhaps he came
to the belief that the one thing needful was to have faith in

the atoning sacrifice^of "Christ as a result of his own"~sprritual

struggles^ and mental anguish, and was merely confirmed in it

by the writings of St. Augustine and by the Commentary of

Lefevre, the French humanist, on the Pauline Epistles. But,

by whatever road he had traveled, that was the goal at which
he had arrived. Before him stood the appealing figure of Christ

with the promise of reconciliation with the Father upon the one

condition of absolute faith. His faith reached out for the

promise and all was consummated. There was no more to be

done; salvation was assured. Such was Luther's discovery or

resuscitation of the Augusthijan_doctrine of~fustincation by faith
alone. HfTcTid not carry it to its logical conclusion, for his was
not essentially a logical mind. He did not sweep away in its

entirety the sacramental system which -it renders unnecessary.

Instead, later on, he effected a compromise, as all such natures

do, and reduced the sacraments from seven to three. He found

peace in the new conception. The ceaseless introspection, the

pursuing sense of sin, came* to an end. He had found the way
of salvation. And like the boy that he still was he set himself

with all his heart to tell others of it. He did not realize as yet

that his teaching would be contradictory to the position of the

Church. He did not dream of dividing the seamless robe of

Christ. He was not by nature a theologian, and he never made
a thorough study of the theology of the time. The one thing of

which he was definitely convinced was that things had been made
too complex, and that he had found a way to simplify them.

Suddenly there appeared upon the horizon the figure ofJohn
Tetzel, the preacher of indulgences . Stories of his unscrupulous

methods had preceded him, and doubtless they had not grown
pale with travel The Elector of Saxony declined to admit him
to his territory, and the bishop did not approve of him. Out of

loyalty to his superiors, and to his own general line of" thought,

Luther decided to protest against the abuses connected with in-

dulgences. He had not as yet arrived at his final position of the
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complete dispensability of works, and so he did not deny the c
^f'

usefulness of indulgences when properly conducted. There

would be a great gathering on the feast of All Saints at Witten- 1508 -17

berg, when the thousands of relics accumulated by the elector

would be solemnly exposed in the castle church. "Why not

seize the opportunity of a public discussion of the matter? So

on the preceding day, October 31, 15 17, after the fashion of his

time, he nailed to the door of the church a crude and evidently

not well-digested set of theses, which seem to have been already

printed, set forth in Latin, and sent a copy of them to the Arch-

bishop of Mainz, who forwarded them to the pope. It does not

appear that any one accepted the challenge to discuss the theses

;

but, translated into German and circulated in printed form, they

aroused a surprising amount of popular interest. Scores of men,

in a far more effective way, throughout many years had pro-

tested against the abuses of indulgences. Why, then, did Lu-

ther's theses create such a stir? The reason why popular excite-

ment was so quickly generated was that the fuel was ready for

the flame. The leader for whom Germany had long been wait-

ing had appeared upon the scene.

Indulgences were an accepted_rtem of papal revenue. Leo X
was a member of the Medicean family of bankers. He was not

disposed to curtail the income of the curia by restricting the

sale of indulgences. In 15 18 he summoned Luther to Rome.
But the Saxon preacher desired to be allowed to defend himself

in Germany, and, with' the aid of his protector, Frederick the The Pa-

Wise of Saxony, such an arrangement was made. A meeting ^emnatioD

took place at Augsburg between Luther and the papal legate,

Cardinal Cajetan, a Dominican friar. Cajetan demanded un-

conditional recantation. Luther asked for a properly conducted

trial. When it was evident that no agreement was possible

Luther left the town secretly, at night-time, and returned to

Wittenberg. The next event of importance was the disputation

at Leipsig, which took place in the following year, and in which

Eck, Carlstadt, and Luther were engaged. Eck, the learned

vice-chancellor "of Ingolstadt, was a born disputant, greatly skilled

in all the niceties of the scholastics. Andrew Bodenstein,

usually called Carlstadt, was a teacher in the University of Wit-

tenberg. The debate was not confined to the subject of indul-

gences, but included many other points. The religious views

with which Luther's brain was seething were by no means clearly

defined and well formulated at this time. They had yet to be
" beaten out on the anvil of disputation." In the course of the

discussion Eck succeeded in extracting fromLuther the asser-
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tion that general councils__pLthe_ Church are subject to error and

that they have fallen into error in the past._ With this declara-

tion the breach, as Eck at once perceived, became irreparable.

The Church holds herself to be ever one and the same guardian

of divine truth ; that at every time she possesses the faith in all

its fullness ; and that its principles are only " defined," that is,

fixed intelligibly, as often as necessity arises. The net results of

the disputation were that Luther obtained a clearer understand-

ing of his own views which up to this time had been slowly

fermenting, that the belief that his own views accorded with the

position of the Church was revealed as a delusion, and that two
distinct parties began to form themselves in Germany. " The
die is cast," said Luther, " I despise the fury and favor of

Rome; I will never be reconciled to them nor commune with

them." On June 15, 1520, the bull Exsurge^Dpmim'.was issued.

It condemned forty^ne articles taken from the works of Luther,

ordered all his books to Jbje_burnedr forbade_him_tp preach, and

commanded him, under pain of excommunication, to recant

within_ sixtvjays.

Before the appearance of the bull in Germany, Luther knew
that proceedings were being instituted against him at Rome,
and probably he expected that adverse . action would be taken.

But he must have been encouraged to face the issue by the knowl-

edge that the great bulk of public opinion favored religious re-

form, and that the determination of the Germans to resist the

exactions of the papal curia was constantly increasing. Before

he learned of the issue of the bull against him he put forth the

first of his great publications, To thejChristian Nobility of the

German__Nation. The book is an arraignment of the entire

hierarchical structure, and a stirring appeal to his countrymen to

put an end to the wrongs from which Germany had suffered so

long. Luther deniedjhe distinction between the clergy and the

laity. Every Christian man, he said, is a priest He denied the

claim of the Church to the exclusive right to interpret the Bible.

Interpretation, he said, is the_ right_o_f . evejxJndividual who~has_

accepted_the Christ ian faith. He dented the claim of the pope

to the sole right to convoke a general council Such a right, he

said, rests
"

with theTThurch at large. Here, in brief, were the

main lines of the religious systerrTThat he afterwards advocated.

And in simple and fervid words, with directness and with ear-

nestness, he pointed- out Jhe__abuses_and the oppression under

which Germany had " suffered so_long, and indicated a definite

line NjofreformT He spoke as a prophet, with all the burden of

his country stirring his heart to passionate indignation, and as a
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practical guide who saw a way to better things. It was the c^p'

trumpet blast of the Ecclesiastical Revolution.

Soon after Luther knew the contents of the bull against him 1518-2<2

he issued a second pamphlet, On the Babylonish Captivity of

the^ Church, intended primarily for theologians and scholars.

He had^been greatly encouraged by' the popular support he

had received in all quarters. The hour for revolt had come at

last, and Luther, made so by his intensity and simplicity, was
the man for the hour. He was a born party leader, seeing .only-—,

one_side of the question, seeing it simply and strongly, and

possessing the ability to present his ideas in a way that all who_

heard_could understand. In this second blow that he struck at

the papal system he accepted, some of the logical consequences of

his doctrine of justification by faith alone. All things that stand

in the way of the direct relation of man to Christ should be dis-

carded. So he abolished the sacraments with the exception of

three—1bju^isnj^j3enance, and communiom And the Church,

he again insisted," does not consist of the clergy superimposed

upon the laity, but is made up of all "believing Christians.

The last of the three great books that Luther issued in 1520

is the little tractate On^ the Freedom of a Christian Alan. _ In

a direct and simple way it deals with the daily life of the Chris- -

tian manu It develops still further the individualism which is

the~outcome of his basic doctrine of justification ; and it rounded

out the publication of his views. In the first of these three

books he spoke as a statesman, in the second as a theologian,

and in the third as a man. The books are stamped with all the

characteristics of his future utterances. They have the same
fiery language and unrestrained passion, the same ardent and im-

petuous spirit, and the same striking contrasts between the gross

and the sublime. In these three books the Lutheran revolt was
unmistakably declared ; for in them he disowned the " character

indelebilis " of the priest and discarded the medieval doctrine

of the sacraments and thus created a schism beyond repair.

Calvin, with all his subtlety, merely completed the separation.

For some time bonfires had been made of Luther's books, in

accordance with the papal command, but there had been fre-

quent and unmistakable expressions of hostility on the part of

the people to the papal authority. Encouraged by such evidences

of popular support Luther decided to retaliate in a similar man-
ner. So on the mormng of December 10, 1520, in the presence

of a concourse of students and townsfolk, he 'committed to the

flames
,
the recent bull

T
and a collection of the canon law. It was

a bold and dramatic event, and it won the applause not only of
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the assembled students but of the greater part of Germany.
When Luther lit the fire that burned the pope's decrees he lit

another fire, the fire of revolution, for which the materials were
already at hand.

The first diet of the reign of Charles V was held at Worms_,
January to May, .1521. There were many difficult questions to

be settled, the most important of them being (1) the,succession

to the hereditary^dominions- of the House.oJLHapsburg in Ger-
many, (2

J" the settlement of the form of government of the

Empire, (3) the war with France^ and (4) the course of action

to be taken with regard to Luther_ This last problem was by
no meansTEe most important in the eyes of the authorities ; it was
regarded by them merely as a troublesome incident; yet it was
destined to prove the gravest and most difficult of all. Charles

solved the first problem by retaining the Netherlands and Francri-

Comte and relinquishing to his brother Ferdinand all the heredi-

tary Austrian Jands and the claims upon Hungary and Bohemia
The question of the imperial government was' met by the restora-

tion of the Reichsregiment, the Council of Regency, an institu-

tion which had been in existence for the two years of 1500-02;

which had the initiative in arranging foreign alliances and ad-

judicating feudal questions, which had administrative power in

the absence of the Emperor and which, at other times, acted as

his adviser. Among the' conditions of the election of Charles

had been a pledge for the establishment of a central government.
The Council of Regency was a compromise between the demands
of the rfrrMes^firl those of The Krnpprnr The Reichskammer-
gericht, the Supreme Law Court, was remodeled. Three mem-
bers were nominated by the Emperor, two more were to repre-

sent the Hapsburg dominions^ and the others were to be elected

by the seven electors and the six circles. , The members were to

be paid by the Empire so as to guard against their dependence
upon the Emperor. The war with France had already broken
out and Charles was most anxious to prosecute it vigorously,

but the Diet provided for only 4,000 cavalry and 20,000 infantry.

The DieL summoned Luther to appear before it ; and so un-
mistakable were the signs of approval showered upon him by the

people that his journey from Wittenberg to Worms was a tri-

umphal procession and his entrance into the city was like that

of a conqueror. On April 16 the Emperor, a youth of twenty-

one years, utterly unfitted to deal with the momentous problem
before him, and the heretic friar confronted each other, at the

end of an April afternoon, in the great hall where the Diet met.

In the presence of Charles, the great princes of the realm, and
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the representatives of the free cities, Luther acknowledged the c
§£1

p -

authorship of his books; but in answer to the question of his

withdrawal of them he asked time for consideration. He was 1521

granted twenty-four hours. In the interval much encourage-

ment was given him, and on the following day, in a highly

dramatic scene, he bravely refused to recant any of his teach-

ings. Then in the midst of tumult he made his way from the

hall. A few days later, at the command of the Emperor, he

quitted Worms before he knew what the action of the Diet would

be. Upon the day following Luther's re^usa^toj'ecant^Charles

expressed his determination to stake all his dominions, his „

friends, his life, and his soul, upon the extinction of the Lutheran _
heresy_. On May 26 an edict was issued against Luther, proscrib-

ing him as a heretic, forbidding men tn gi*ye him fnnd or shelter,

commanding thereto deliver hi™ tn the imperial officers, and

ordering hisHbooks to be .burned, Thus Luther was placed un-

der the barTof the imperial authority as well as that of the

Church. But no decree issued against the person of the Saxon
friar could bring the religious question to a conclusion, neither

was it to be ended by the burningof his books. In him all the

burdens and aspirations of Germany received expression. But

they would have found another voice had the fate of a martyr

befallen him. The Revolution had gone too far to be ended with

the death of a single man. It had gone so far, indeed, as to

render the execution of the Edict of Worms impossible. But
Charles left Germany deeming himself to have met with suc-

cess. He believed he had checked the encroachment of oli-

garchy, engaged the support of Germany against his foreign foe,

and scotched the snake of heresy. He was destined not to re-

turn to the fatherland for nine years. In the meantime the re-

ligious revolution was to continue with ever increasing mo-
mentum.
On his way home, while riding through a wood, Luther was

seized by some men and carried by devious ways to the castle of

the Wartburg, one of the residences of the Elector of Saxony, Luther

whose emissaries the abductors were. There "Junker Georg " *nHldiHg

began his great work of translating the Bible for the German
people. A number of translations of the Bible and parts of the

Bible into German wer^ made before the Protestant Revolution,

but they were based upon the Vulgate and thus perpetuated

opinions which the reformers declined to accept. Luther en-

deavored to base his translation upon the most recent results of

Greek and Hebrew scholarship. But the great success of his

translation was due to its literary form rather than to its scholar-
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ship. He grieved because of his lack of classical scholarship, yet

it may be said that, with his power of direct appeal to the im-

agination and passions of men, he created the German language.

Of course the great development of German is not due entirely to

him. Other men have contributed to the work. But his was
the river that determined the route to the sea. It is no detrac-

tion that it was swelled by tributary streams along the way.
The first edition of his translation of the New Testament was
issued in September, 1522; and his translation of the entire

Bible was finished in 1534. Meanwhile, here and there, in a few
places, Luther's books were burned; but his supporters did not

decrease in numbers, nor was any rigorous prosecution of them
attempted. The Edict of Worms was a dead letter.

While Luthj^wjUBlnd^ the social and re-

ligious ferment IT^WTttenberg did not~ cease. Scholars, ani-

mated by varying motives, continued to flock there; and the

University and the town declined to acknowledge either the

papal bull or the imperial edict. Chief among the teachers

there were Philip Melanchthon (1497-1560) and Carlstadt

( 1480 ?-i 541). More tTian airy one else it was Melanchthon,

who infused the humanistic element . into__lhe^ revolutionary

tnovprnehr in Germany Previous to his contact with Tluther he
was interested chiefly in the restoration of classical science and
the recovery in its unadulterated form of the ancient philosophy.

Later on he gave himself to the service of religious reform.

He was not one of the militant figures of the movement, and
he never ceased to regret the quiet and peaceful life of the stu-

dent. He had come to Wittenberg as a teacher of Greek, and it

was due in part to his reading of the New Testament and in

part to the dominating personality of Luther that he lent himself

to the cause of revolt. Carlstadt was ambitious to be regarded

as the leader of the new movement during the absence of Luther.

He was a man of considerable learning, a mystic, and a radical.

His mysticism led him to place but slight value upon all ex-

ternal observances and rites. He accepted the Zwinglian doc-

trine that in the sacrament of communion the elements of bread

and wine are merely emblems, he desired the abolition of the

worship of the Host in the mass, he advocated the compulsory

marriage of secular priests, and he denounced the institution of

monasticism. These teachings resulted in a riot against the

mass at Wittenberg. The radical movement was accelerated by
the coming to the University town of a number of so-called
" prophets " from Zwickau, a town in southern Saxony, near

Bohemia, among whom were Nicholaus Storch, Thomas Miinzer,
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inspiration of the Holy Spirit. To them the Bible and the —
g

Church were alike unnecessary. Historians have sough to iden-

tify them with the Anabaptists, but more recent scholarship

seems to reject any such connection. At Wittenberg they allied

themselves with Carlstadt and his group and increased the radi-

cal nature of his propaganda. They advocated the distribution

of the property of ecclesiastical corporations among the poor;

and declared, because of the direct guidance of God, all mstitu- ^^
tions of learning to be unnecessary.

.

In Tanuary 1522, a new Pope, Adrian VI, a man already sixty-

three years of age, ascended the chair of
ft.

Peter He was a jjjn.w

native of Utrecht and had been the tutor of Charles V. He was

a cold, austere, and simple man, sincerely devoted to the cause of

moral reform and to the disengaging of the Papacy from the

secular aims to which it had been committed for so long. He had

no conception of the Renaissance movement, and no sympathy

for the art and learning of which his immediate predecessor was

so willing a patron. Unfortunately the circumstances of the

time did not permit him to undertake separately the work of re-

forming the Church. It was not an easy matter to get rid ot

the political entanglements of the Papacy. Questions that could

not be brushed aside required his attention. Despite his un-

willingness he was drawn into the quarrel between France and

Germany. So his brief pontificate of twenty months came to a

pathetic close with little progress made in the reform that he

cherished as his chief aim.

In his retreat Luther had learned of the proceedings of the

radicals at Wittenberg and was greatly displeased. So, regard-

less of the ban of the Empire and the instructions of the Elector, Luther -

he left the Wartburg and arrived in Wittenberg on March o

1S22 For eight successive days he preached to the people and

succeeded in winning them from the support of the radical

leaders. Soon Carlstadt, Miinzer, and Stiibner left to carry on

their work in other places, and Luther continued to live in the

Augustinian convent. No action was taken against him by the

imperial authorities. .

When Charles, at the close of the Diet of Worms, believing

that he had put things in order, had gone off to the Netherlands,

he had really left Germany in a dangerous condition. For one The coi-

thing there were many classes that had no voice in the affairs ot the

government and their dissatisfaction rapidly increased and be- Knights

gan to take definite form. The peasantry, as we shall see in our

next chapter, were seething with discontent. The burghers were
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ill at ease. And the Ritterschaft, the knights, were on the verge

of insurrection. These parasitic military adventurers had been

called into existence by the innumerable feudal wars that had
continued for so long a period in the absence of any effective

central government. When those wars gradually grew less fre-

quent the knights were left to prey upon their peasants and upon
society at large. Whatever reason for their existence there may
have been in the past had vanished with the approach of mod-
ern life. They lacked " the blessing of a great task." They
looked back upon a proud past. They had once embodied the

warlike strength of the nation, and they had been its chief class,

politically, socially, and in literature. Their period of brilliance

had gone by. Yet they were puffed up with a boundless pride;

they clung to their old ideals, endeavored to preserve the old con-

ditions, claimed a position of precedence in politics and society

;

and struggled passionately against the new economic conditions

and the modernized conceptions of state and law that were grad-

ually making their way in western Europe. Few of them
adapted themselves to the changed environment; and others

sunk in poverty, resorted to robbery upon the highway. Some
of these knights became mercenary soldiers, finding in the na-

tional wars of the time a restoration, in an altered form, of their

former occupation. But from the fall of the Hohenstaufen
dynasty to the reign of Maximilian the Empire had hardly waged
a single war worthy of the name. Consequently those knights

who had depended upon the Empire had lacked the opportunity

for a legitimate exercise of their military calling. And in the

wars of Maximilian so little glory was to be won under his

banners that it is not improbable that many knights disdained

the imperial service. Thus there was developed in them all the

evil qualities of the unemployed soldier. The warlike force

that fermented in them discharged itself in guerilla warfare with

each other, or with the secular and ecclesiastical princes, or in the

wild life of the bandit. Most conspicuous of this class was
Franz von Sickingen, one of the most prominent of Luther's

supporters, who soon after Charles had left Germany made a

raid upon the Archbishop of Trier. The attack resulted in the

defeat and death of Sickingen and in the disappearance of the

knights as an independent and effective force in the political

affairs of Germany.

In the absence of the Emperor the Council of Regency at-

tempted to control the affairs of the country. But it had neither

men nor money, and it proved altogether ineffectual. It failed

to check the aggressive movement of Von Sickingen and it failed
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to check the retaliatory measures of the princes who had com- C1%£?'

bined for the relief of Trier and the ending of the power of the

knights. The towns were hostile to its economic policy, the 1522 -2*

princes opposed it because it interfered with their individual in-

dependence, and Ferdinand, who was its president, believed that

its enfeeblement would enhance his own power. The majority

of its members viewed with displeasure the swelling tide of

Lutheran opinion, but they were too precariously situated to

undertake repressive measures. So when Pope Adrian urged

the enforcement of the Edict of Worms they referred the mat-

ter to the Diet.

The Diet met at Nuremberg, from November, 1522 to March,

1523. A locality more favorable to the Lutheran cause could

scarcely have been chosen. The town was enthusiastic and un-

abashed in its support of the heretical friar. The majority of The Diet

the members of the Diet belonged to the orthodox party, but berg
urem=

with a few exceptions they were not inclined to a policy of active

suppression. To the Diet the lay estates submitted one hundred

Gravamina, recounting the more important of the papal abuses

from which Germany had suffered. The outcome of the meet-

ing was that word was sent to Adrian that any attempt to en-

force the edict would result in civil war, that the existence of

evils in the Church had been admitted by the Pope himself, and

that the best remedy for the situation was the summoning of a

council in which laymen as well as ecclesiastics should be per-

mitted to discuss the grievances. It cannot be said that either

the list of grievances presented by the lay estates or the com-

munication of the Diet to the Pope can be taken as an expression

of support of the Lutheran cause ; but the delay that ensued con-

tributed in no small degree to the success of the movement. It

is clear that the religious revolt had now acquired a political

aspect, that it had secured recognition as a national problem

whose solution could be found only in the reform of the condi-

tions that had called it into existence.

For the time being, then, the revolt was allowed to spread.

Luther himself was the feeblest of organizers, but the Lutheran Spread of

revolt answered to the needs of -the time. It had already found

a fruitful soil in the cities. The city age in the development of

German civilization was at hand. ~
It was making culture more -

democratic, and it was creating new needs, new tendencies and

new aims. The culture of the Middle Ages, represented by the

clergy and to a lesser extent by the nobility, was passing away.

The development of city life was causing the upheaval of social

strata that hitherto had been intellectually dormant. Far-reach-
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' m& dislocations were taking place. The age of feudalism had
permitted the Papacy to build up, by violent means when neces-

1522-24
sarVj its vast juristic and political power. The age of capitalism

and the new democratic culture was to witness the retaliation.

And together with the proletariat of the towns, in the sharing of

the new social ideals, there must be associated the peasants.

Political thought had brought to the surface the doctrine of the

sovereignty of the people; and from the bosom of the Church
had come the gospel of the equality and brotherhood of all men.
These two ideas were intoxicating the minds of the masses. We
shall soon see hoy^h£y^ed_to theso^ial_reyoltof the peasantsT

At present we are concernecTl>hly~~with theirmfluence upon the

religious revolt. At first tMs^jjuickening oi life in the cities

assumed the form of a crusade against the exasperating religious

abuses of the time, a stirring of the spirit of nationality, and an

intellectual awakening, rather than a desire to supplant the

creeds of the Church with new doctrines. Still it was true that

\the theological views of Luther and Zwingli were gaining ground.
T.ntVi^rpnism akn spread among the princes, the most power-

ful political force in Germany. The defeat of the knights under

VorTSickmgen, whoTiad espoused Luther's cause, seemed for the

time to be a great" blow to the Lutheran revolt. But in much the

same manner as the revolt increased the national opposition to

the papal curia did it connect itself with the oligarchical opposi-

tion to the monarchy. Then, too, the princes as well as the lesser

nobility, the burghers and the peasants, had suffered from

ecclesiastical pretensions and exemptions. Frederick the Wise,

Elector of Saxony, to whom the German revolt owed its preserva-

tion from the grave perils of its earliest years, was won over to

the Lutheran cause much more definitely and much earlier than

has commonly been supposed. His brother John who succeeded

him at his death in 1525 was less circumspect, and favored the

new doctrines more openly. Among the other princes who early

lent themselves to the Lutheran cause was the youthful and

talented Philip of Hesse, who was won over by Melanchthon

in 1524. ffe—was an important acquisition to the movement.

His state was one of the first rank, and he himself was able and

ambitious. In the same year the Margrave Casimir of Branden-

burg, acting in conjunction with his Estates, adopted the Lu-

theran profession ; and Duke Ernest of Liineburg, a nephew of

the Elector Frederick of Saxony, inaugurated reformatory meas-

ures at Celle. In the following year Albert of Hohenzollern,

Grandmaster of the Teutonic Order, renounced his religious

vows and changed his ecclesiastical office into an hereditary
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duchy under the protection of Poland. George of Culmbach also °5n
P '

became a convert to Lutheranism; and the banished and brutal

Ulrich of Wiirtemberg, who doubtless hoped the success of the 1522-2*

revolt would enable him to recover his duchy, proclaimed his

adherence to the new religion. Lutheranism found a Danish

patron in Christian II, a brother-in-law of Charles V, who urged

Luther and Carlstadt to carry on a propaganda in his kingdom,

and when that brutal and lustful ruler was deprived of his throne

it found a much more desirable promoter in his successor, Fred-

erick I.

The strength of Luther's mission wa s tha t it kindled the, hearts

of those who were so rooted in the old ideals that they could not

be tondierMw the radicals, by the teachin gs of those scholars The Secret

who hastened on to the emancipation of the individual in which J^g^".,
both mysticism and rationalism resulted . His earliest teaching cess

appealed to themasses who wished to keep in touch with the

assured past. The successful founder of a new religion has al-

ways been a devotee of the old, a more ardent disciple and a

deeper lover of the ancient ways than others. The power to

make the hearts of his followers burn within them is the power
to reveal to them still further the beauty and the consolation of

the book they already hold sacred. He^comes neve.r to destroy,

but always to fulfil. His message purports to be a better in-

terpretation of the ancient faith. There is nothing new about

Luther, said Erasmus, not without a touch of disdain, except

his grand phrases. The corruption of the clergy and the unbe-

lief and skepticism engendered by the new learning had brought

about a visible decline in religion that extended even to the ranks

of the peasantry. It was Luther's object to restore—religion.

It was necessary, so it seemed, to^arry on a simultaneous war-"

fare against the ecclesiastical abuses and the increasing rational-

ism of the time. He did not fight under the banner of humanism.

On the contrary, he distinctly repudiated reason as a religious

guide. In the beginning he did not realize how far his religious

views would carry him. No one would have repudiated more
passionately than he the things which eventually became the

essential characteristics of Protestantism. It was the tide of

events, the great upheaval of the time, of which, paradoxical as

it may seem, he stands out as the leader, that carried him for-

ward. But he always faced backward. His greatness, like that

of other leaders, consisted not in unlikeness to his feUow-men,

but in ability to see things from their point of view. The great

leader is alwayscornprehensive, neyjer -unique. He sees the

things thaT~sH6uld be done with such a singleness and intensity
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°^ v ^s ^on anc^ ne strives foe jheir_fulfilment with so definite and^
passionate a convictionr-as^often to bring upon himsplfjhe charge

1522-24
Q £ narrownesSj and sometimes that of fanaticism. But it is pre-

cisely these qualities that make him a leader. Luther had the

plempnt^nf a. great man in that he shared the point^of view-of
his contemporaries

;

he caught the trend ot-4h£_jiewjnny£ment

—

with extraordinary ^reality and intensity : the simplicity and di-

rectness of his nature gave,, to him the power of vivid and^ap- -
pealing speech ; arid his vital imajnnation^j^e him a powerTsel-

dom equated , to^move the hearts of mem New religions are

wont to start in the backwoods. One started in an unimportant

province of the great Roman Empire nineteen hundred years

ago, and grew in power from its humble beginnings in Nazareth

until to-day it nominally embraces the Christian world. So, too,

in Saxony, a frontier province of the German Empire, crude and

undeveloped, touched but slightly as yet with the transforming

humanism of the time, a new religion was born.
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CHRISTIANITY in its first years became connected with chat.

socialistic views. _ It insisted upon the equality of all

classes of men in the sight of God and it gave a high value to 1200-1381

voluntary poverty. In the Middle Ages it went still further.

It hekT up, as the condition of life in the apostolic age, as a con-

dition of life to be regained, the ideal of community of property.

Private property, it taught, had come into existence only as a

result of the fall of man. This communistic ideal never pre-

vailed in actual life. From time to time first one ascetic order Medieval

and then another attempted to attain it, but sooner or later each ner|
run"

fell by the wayside. Yet their efforts were by no means wholly

in vain. The radiant ideal of__S t. Francis_o_f_Assisi, so expres-

sive of the tenderjoer^nalit^oTthejjiQstjiQetic of all the saints^

appealed tOThe^laity with a heart-compelling force and exercised

upon them_an incalculable cffcc^4ongL-aiterdt,had become far-

gotten by his professional followers. So at intervals there ap-

peared heretical sects who_included community of property as

an essential part of their, program^ Such__a sect were the^ Wal-
denses. To this part of their creed the Church could not con-

sistently object; and so in 1206 one division of the Waldenses,

known as the " Catholic , poorj' received the papal sanction.

This amalgamation of religious and social questions was destined

to have momentous results. Two churches existed side by side,

or rather one existed within the other; first, the putward and

visible_ChurdiJ_the_ri£h ancL^owerful hierarchy with its worldly

interests jind[_a^tiyityj__ihe empirical Church ; and, second, the

invisible church, the commuiiity_of saints, held together by no
organizatlolTriinTted only by the common devotion to a religious

ideal ofjlfe. The poTiticai7
_
e"conomic, and "social changes that

took place iiTGermany in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth
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centuries put the masses into a state of ferment. This discontent

was accentuated by the dissatisfaction of the invisible church
with the wealth and the worldly activity of the visible Church.
Ominous threats against the captains of industry, the princes,

and the prelates, who were held responsible respectively for the

economic, political, and ecclesiastical evils of the time, grew ever

more frequent. The people must fall upon them all, was the

burden of the popular German poetry of the end of the four-

teenth century, upon priestly, princely, and capitalistic vampires
alike, for " they are full day and night, while our bellies are

empty." Already, as one of the intellectual products of the

Renaissance, there was spreading abroacl the theorv of the politi-

cal sovereignty of the people : and fTonT^hTijgs^nToIlthe Church
there came the doctrine of the equality and brotherhood of all

men. TKe~"two thoughts united to increase the social discontent

ofJhejime. They pointed towards a golden ageand intoxicated

thlTnunds of the masses. The only outlet for this discontent

that was consequent upon the break-up of ecclesiastical and sec-

ular feudalism was revolution. So the storm broke and all the

deplorable disasters of the social revolt came to pass.

The firstjputbrgaks—of importance occurred in England. In

that country the conditions of the peasants had been improved;
but it was precisely because the peasants had caught a vision of

better things that they became determined to secure a greater

degree of amelioration. The uncertain personal services that

had formerly been demanded of them had to a considerable ex-

tent been commuted for definite rents, and the devastations o f

th Q "RlrHf TVnth,. which in' a few months had swept away one-

third of the population of England, had depleted the supply o f

labor and cajoseii_arjJiiaxaie_of_wages. ~TTie!andlords, by means
of the Statute of Laborers, tried to put back the hands of the

clock, to compel a return to the conditions of feudalism. The
irritation caused by this attempt was increased by the com-
munistic teaching of the Lollards. The demand for a reforma-

tion of morals had become coupled with a belief in the equality

of men, and a desire for the redistribution of property, at least

of ecclesiastical property. In the beginning all men were equal,

said John Ball, a wandering priest; the subjection of one man
to another that has come about is against the will of God. The
primitive freedom and equality which is the birthright of every

man can be regained only by war upon the oppressors of the

Common man. At last in T^fti^when the griVvanrp^f^jin_nh-

noxious-poll tax irritated the malcontents, friction_xLeveloped into

violence. The rebellion, which lasted only three days, found a
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leader in Wat Tvler . a quick-witted adventurer of uncertain c
|^f'

antecedents. The Kentish mob streamed "along the highways

from Canterbury to London where Tyler confronted the youth- 1381
,«/<

ful king. Richard promised a redress of grievances. At a
u>°

second conference Tyler was killed in the course of an alterca-_ ^ R ^
tion with one of _ the king^__a_ttendarits7"~lnstantly realizing the

gravity of the situation Richard rode forward exclaiming to the

rebels : " Take me for your leader ; from me shall you have

all that you seek." He led them beyond the walls into the fields

where they were induced to disperse. When some days later he

was asked to fulfil his promise he made the harsh reply, " Villeins

ye are still, and villeins ye shall remain." Then the royal forces

fell upon the insurgents and defeated them. There were minor

outbreaks in various parts of England, but all of them quickly

subsided. The immediate results of Jthe..rebellion were in_many

cases distinctly__jjnfayorable to the peasants. Th e_jjlii_hori d .5 ^
were tightened anew. But the foxcgs^of economic change were

working~sjTentIy
f
_-and gradualjy__they breu^bX-aLQJrQhê esrred

transformation,, frorji_yillejn3j7eto free tenure that revojuiioa-^

had failed_to accomplish. The misery of the peasants and their

dreams of amelioration found expression in the poems grouped

under the title of The Vision of William .concerning Piers the

Plowman^ They have usually been ascribed to a single au-

thor, William Langland, but there is much evidence to support

the conclusion that they are the work of several writers, each with

his own eyes to see the corruption and the injustice of the time,

each with his own heart deeply sympathetic with the sad plight

of his fellow-men, and each with his own peculiar voice giving

utterance to his indignation in passionate protest.

The ideas that produced discontent in England also found

their cognate social application in Bohemia^ In the reign of

Charles IV (1347-78) that country reached the_height_of its

prosperity^ TnT^jg~niarTe"s~Tniinded at Prag^e__the_first uni- Revolt ir

yprci'ty nn f^imari c oil. The national spirit of the Czechs was Bohemia

stimulated and in 1409- the German element was expelled from
the University. The most influential spokesman of this revival

of national feeling was Tohn Hus. a teacher and a priest. From
Wklif nnd from a long series of Bohemian thinkers he^in-
herited hereticajviews. On July 6, 1415, he was burned at the

_

stake at Constance , where he had been jnjjur.ed under a guarantee

of safely to atteruT thegeneral counciL. The treacherous death

of the popular_Uea4er_Jkindled a terrible war. The Bohemian
revolt was Hi«;tinrt1y national in character. All classes of society

participale44n.ai>— The insurgents, inspired by the fanaticism and
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°xiif'
cause(3 by the growth of urban population and the rising stand-

ard of life in the towns. It is true that this improved economic

1*476 condition of the peasants was not uniform. Some there were

who " had neither hay nor straw." Most of these unfortunates

were to be found in Swabia and the bordering provinces. Yet

even these poorer peasants were not landless thralls. Here and

there poverty and subjection were to be found; but nowhere was

there general poverty; and nowhere was there slavery without

legal rights. It would be a mistake, therefore, to attribute the

uprising solely to economic need. " New inventions and de-

signs," new burdens that had been imposed upon them within the

memory of living men, the raising of their dues to the lords of

the manors, the changing of occasional and voluntary services into

regular and required duties, the shifting of the demands of the

State from the shoulders of the landlords to those of the tenants,

and the levying of heavier taxes directly upon them, figure every-

where in the peasants' programs of reform. The abolition of

these intolerable innovations became the watchword of the dis-

contented peasants. Then, too, the peasants whose economic con-

dition had, in general, been improving, had caught a glimpse of

better things. They wexe_jio_longer content to render even the

old gpryjfpg ^s a mattgr nf rnirrqp Theyhegan to denTarrcHegal

title and counter-service. All things not in harmony with divine

and human law were to be rejected even though they were sanc-

tioned and sanctified by immemorial tradition. To return to the

conditions of primitive Christianity, to establish a new order

based upon social justice and fashioned after the will of God—
that was the central demand of the peasants. It informs, as we
shall see, the Twelve Articles, their principal program of re-

form. In addition to these grievances against the lords of the

manors the peasants bitterly disliked the great associations of

capital, _ the Fuggers, Welsers, Hochstetters, and otners7~which

had formed monopolies in so many lines of industry, and which

had, so it was believed, arbitrarily and wantonly raised prices.

The guilds of the towns also came within the scope of their dis-

approval, for did not they, too, control industry and raise prices ?

And even the clergy had become more grasping than ever.

Thus the peasants believed themselves to be surrounded by a

world of enemies, given up without hope of rescue to the greed

and caprice of the higher classes. Every man sought to enrich

himself at their expense; whoever outraged a peasant was guilty

of no wrong. In the phrase " the poor man," as applied to the

peasant of that time, there lies a deep meaning. And against

these hardships no aid could be expected from the State. Only
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in certain of the Germanic lands did the imperial power come
into direct contact with the peasants; elsewhere it was too far

off. The territorial power, especially in the diminutive politi-

cal districts of the southwest, was in most instances harsh and

exacting. Embarrassed by the increased cost of administration,

and still more by military necessities, the territorial power placed

additional burdens upon the peasants. And, not content with

increasing the burdens of the peasants, the State, like the lords

of the manors, encroached upon their rights. It seized the com-

mon lands, the pastures and the still more valuable woods and

forests ; it could not even restrain the transgressions of its own
agents ; its officials plundered the common man, loaded him with

fees and administrative expenses, and practised upon him every

conceivable act of violence. The necessities of the political life

and the demands of high politics were"things tTi^T^a^aLiJ^£5ul3^~

not understand They"sawTthemselves prej

u

dicejdJby^the^-Slate

and TcepFundi£jLndJhexJpj^dit_to_ be. no. helpexjnjime. of need.

The great tendencies of national life either surged past the peas-

ants or whirled them to destruction. They had no voice in the

councils of State ; the aggressive^activity of_the_ capitalists ground

them to dusTwhenever theyjvere in its way ; and neither manor

.

nor State j:ared for the education of these men in whom lay

fallow so rich a treasure of intellectual and moral force and~wKcK
despite all _the discour_a^r^jdrcum^taiic£s^_nianage(L in a few
mighty persojialities_tp_rgnder great service to the national culture.

Finally, the peasants were only too often compelled to receive

the blessings of religion, their only spiritual refreshment, and

their mainstay in the hour of trouble, from the hands of a cor-

rupt clergy. It availed the peasants little that a few powerful

personalities from their ranks won a place for themselves in the

world. The generality of their class was excluded from it.

Yet their eyes were opening. They were beginning to gaze down
the vista of progress. For sometime, as we have seen, they had

ventured to criticize the upper classes. They were becoming aware

of their worth, of their rights as well as their duties. Psychical

causes were at work. The revolution was at hand. It was,

then, not sjj_jiuich--€€enomic_distress that causeJ_tjie_4ieasaiits_to_

revolt as^the sense of snria^ pyrln.^inn, the powerlessness , under

existing_con4itions, to defend themselves by lawfu^jsieajisjigainst

injustice and exploitation, and the hopelessness_o£-

w

aiting- for

redress atjhp-hajids of the State.

The first actualoiitbreak that followed the Hussite wars and

the revolt of the Swiss peasants took place in the springy of

1476 in the idyllic region of Wiirzburg. Hans Boheim, known

CHAP.
XIII

Circa

1476

it

P
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as the Piper of Niklashausen,. was a son of that mixed race of

West-Franks and Swabians whose dreamy and deeply religious

temperament, combined with a deep-seated craving for freedom
and a choleric disposition, made them ever ready to receive

revolutionary suggestions; and who were, perhaps, more deeply
moved than any other of the Germanic peoples by the dynamic
social and political ideas of the time. One day this peasant piper
lit a fire before the pilgrimage 'church in the little village of

Niklashausen and cast into the flames his musical instruments.

Then turning'to the assembled people he began to preach. With
eloquent words he told them of a vision of the Mother of God
who had informed him of the great changes that were at hand.
All authority, secular and ecclesiastical,, was to be abolished, all

taxes_were to be,t^£^iej£jndall property was to be held m com^
jnon. Every man was to work, even the bishops~and the barons

""

were to earn their daily wage, for one man is as good as another.

The kingdom of God would soon come upon the earth. Em-
perors and popes, princes and prelates, would all disappear and
all men would be brothers. Quickly the news of the new prophet
was carried in all directions, and from the villages and coun-
tryside around came crowds to hear him. His teaching was not

confined to the inculcation of socialist doctrines. He preached

repentance for sins. In Niklashausen, he said, which was spe-

cially dedicated to~the Virgin Mary, there was more grace than

in Rome. Whosoever confessed in that place was sure of

heaven. Hans was soon regardedas a saint, and4Hlgj±ns_poured
into the little villagejo hear him . But on^^i^ht_the_sleeping
piper was spinte^_away_bjy_ajtroorj_oJ^cayalry_jtnd imprisongd_ at

Wurzburg. There, singing a hymn of his childhood to Mary,
he perished at the stake and his ashes were thrown into the

Main. Sometime later the village church was demolished. But
the memory of the piper-prophet lived on among the peasants,

who for forty years continued to meet by night on the ruins of the

little church, and his teachings spread far and wide.

The whole south and south-west of the emp ire now became the

center of seething discontent that rapidry devplnppd int^ re-

bellion . The kind of shoe usually worn by the peasants was one

tied with strings, called a Bundschuh, and such a shoe, the sym-
bol of their revolts, they adopted as their emblem ; while for

their motto they chose the saying " Only what is just before

God/' They demanded the abolition of all fahe^TilfEojas^ ancT"
r^njt, and the conriscation of"all propejrtvJ^elengmgHoHheXlnir^
and.Jhe__nobiHty: Af that time nearly two-thirds of the land in

the empircwas'owned by ecclesiastics. Everywhere could be
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heard the mutterings of the deepening discontent, in the inns and c

J^f*
the hostelries, at church festivals, in the city workshops and in

the harvest fields. Ominous harbingers of the coming storm 1468-1503

flitted through the air. Constant uprisings of the common peo-

ple that were quickly quelled occurred in the third quarter of the

fifteenth century^ But the cruel treatment of the defeated in-

surgents did not stop the movement. In the years from 1400 ..

to 1503, which were years of frequent famine, more determined

rebellions took place. Class hatred became increased in bitter-

ness. The nobles still thought they could safely afford to despise

the masses. They failed completely to understand the deep

religious and social needs of the people. They had not yet ex-

perienced the fearful results of their wrath. They still deemed
it possible to extinguish the prevalent discontent by brute force.

But the storm of the social revolution continued to lower over

Germany, and lightning flashes continued to announce its com-
ing.

It was not only the peasantry that continued to menace the

peace of the land. The population of_the_towns, oppressed with Thecit;

similar wrong s.. attempterLJn many places to throw off their ^j
111

burdeqs_b_y_jneans Qi_re.voliitiaQ. There was no economic homo-'
gp.npity -in the towns. The medieval guilds obstinately held

their ground and were able, in no small measure, to impede the

march of the new economic forces, to keep the craftsmen in their

ancient subjection, and to deny to many an aspiring workman
entrance to the trade he desired to follow. The activity of the

great capiialisti€--a^s©eiaJioiis, hated and feared alike by the~
^'

peasantry_ and the proletari at', boldly pursued its conquering way
and despised the outworn prejudices that endeavored to obstruct

its path. Thus both the guilds and the new capitalism increased

still further__the .distance betw.een the rich and the poor and
enhanced the social tension. As a result of all this there came
to be two distinct classes in the towns. First, therejwas _a_thin
c

i
ipp rg tratiirn of mprchrint^, mannfartnrer^ and persons of pri-

vate meansu who, in the matter of social development, had left

the proletariat far behind; whose life was comparatively easy,

rich in color, and full of enjoyment. To them the expansion of

commerce and industry were ever opening up new sources of

wealth ; and already were they greedily reaching for the title of

nobility and aspiring for greater influence in the affairs of State.

On the other hand there stood the increasing mass of those who _
possessed little or nothing ; — the nurnerou^artisans, living for

the most part aa_modest circum starj^es, especially the weavers;

the small trajjes-menTwHo, together with the artisans, were op-
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°xni' Presse(^ by the new capitalism, who were weakened by a serious

crisis in their trade and threatened with a speedy reduction to
1468-1503

tke rank;S f the proletariat; the small agricultural holders who
lived within the walls ; the day laborers, the domestic servants,

the journeyman artisans; and, finally, the professional beggars

and other shady characters who formed in some towns no small

percentage of the population. In^_the dispxopaction between
/^ these two municipal classes lies one of the deep-rooted causes^

\^ of the sociaTrevolution . iFwasone of the most important of

the many^painful rifts that were appearing in the social life of

the time. All these members of the second class had been in-

jured rather than healed by the economic and financial changes of

the time. They had become more exigent in an age that

increasingly valued the pleasures of life ; and they were without

political rights. So it was with envy and hate that they looked

up to the possessors of wealth and power. Nor were they

without specific injustices of which to complain. City finances

were invariably kept secret and new taxes were imposed without

the consent of the community. So demagogues found the pro-

letariat easy of persuasion. " Down jatt^a^h^jTmyprfnl arif^

plunjie^theijch" became a popular watchword. Thus it was
that a consiHerabte proportion of the city population combined
with the peasants in the social revolt. These continued con-

vulsions of the body politic made thoughtful men look with

anxious fear into the future.

A lull of the storm of some ten years took place and then in

TheEevi- !£!$ the Bimdschuh broke out again, in the country of the^upper

schuh^nd" Rluafii with redoubled force. Joss_Fritz, a soldier who had"
other up- been implicated in former uprisings of the peasantry and who

had fled to Switzerland, was the leader. Silently, with much
power of persuasion and skill of organization, he had prepared

for the revolt. The league included many supporters in the

Breisgau, in Alsace, and in Swabia. The authority of every

master except the pope and the emperor was to be abolished;

feudal dues were to cease; and the woods, the fields, and the

waters were to be free to all. But the plans were discovered

before the day of the uprising and the revolt was crushed with

pitiless cruelty. Four years later the dauntless leader was again

busily engaged in preparing for. revolution; but again his plans

were betrayed untimely and once more rebellion was mercilessly

suppressed... One of the^mostthreatening of all the uprisings

was caused by the ^ri^^^ex^^onf^j^̂ Vfrarmous duIce~of~'

WurtembergT" It broke out iru^i $ iA-< under the direction of a

romantic leader named "
JPbor Conrad." Townsmen and peas-
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ants and members of the middle-class joined in the insurrection c
^f"

and the entire insurgent body became known as Der arme Kon-
rod.

J517 -23

All these uprisings, and others that took place in Hungary
and in Austria, were premature. Grievances in that era of

change the
-
" poor folk " had in abundance. But they lacked an The Long-

effective leader. The powerful impetus that mining had re-
Leader*

1

ceived in Germany caused a marked depreciation in the pur-

chasing power of money. Later on there came a rise of prices.

These things made the old burdens of the poorer classes, in

town and in country alike, more oppressive than ever. The con-

temporary belief that all this was due to the arbitrary and wicked

interference of men, to the fiscal policy of the political rulers

and to the manipulations of the monopolists, only added to the

bitterness of feeling that rapidly increased the separation of the

various classes of society. Ulrich von Hutten passionately de-

nounced the speculations of the new capitalism and its effects.

The financial^xactions of the papal curia gave the first. impetus

to ecclesiastkalrevol^ and financial distress led. to the attack upoji

civjl^ authority . Such were the grievances that the people suf-

fered while they waited for a hero to guide them out of the land

of bondage. At last the great leader for whom they had longed

so passionately, the man who could give voice to their hopes and

direct their aspirations, was at hand. He did not come from a

privileged social rank, but from the common people. Full of the

spiritual power of the German peasantry that as yet had never

revealed itself in all its fullness, sharing their deepest loves and

their bitterest hates, acquainted with the most intimate emotions

of their daily lives, he was, moreover, brave enough to take the

foremost place in the van of the inevitable attack. Had not

his great doctrine of justification by faith alone emancipated man
from thraldom to the hierarchy? And by the same reasons was
not man justified in his determination to secure secular freedom?

How could the individual be free as a believer and a slave as a

man? Surelvthe man for the hour was Martin Luther,

Luther did^iot leave the Germans to inference. In his pam-
phlet entitled On ^secular__guthority anxLJmw "far it should be_ Luther's

obeyed, he spoke directly_jrf_ _ the wrong-doings of the secular jj^^
rulers. " Kings are made for their people," he said ;

" they

oughTto seek only the good of their subjects." But the princes

have not fulfilled this duty. " They are of the world," said the

bold friar, " and the world is the enemy of God ; they live ac-

cording to the world and against ,the law of God. . . . From the

beginning of history a prudent prince has been a very rare
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thing, an upright and an honest prince still rarer. They are gen-

erally the greatest fools or the greatest scoundrels in the world."

It was easy enough for the masses burning with their wrongs to

pass over the qualifying statement that " government should not

be opposed with force but with knowledge and truth." The
voice of Luther was the voice of the people. " Oh, masters and
lords," he adjured, "govern with moderation and justice. Your
subjects will not long put up with your tyranny. This is no
longer what it once was, a world where men could be hunted
like wild beasts." Just a year before the great outbreak he
said :

" The laboring man, tried beyond all endurance, over-

whelmed with intolerable burdens, will not and cannot any longer

tamely submit; and he has doubtless good reasons for striking

with the flail and the club, as Hans Pitchfork threatens to do.

I am delighted so far to see the tyrants trembling."

No wonder that the spokesman of such bold and decided words
appeared to the common people as a veritable apostle of civil

as well as religious liberty. Luther's preaching enormously in-

creased and accelerated the insubordination that everywhere
from Switzerland to the Baltic Sea was filling the land with

tumult. The fuel of social revolution was everywhere ready for

the flame and without realizing the gravity of his action he

flung the torch that kindled the conflagration. When the peas-

ants first resorted to arms he insisted upon the need of modera-
tion. But moderation under the circumstances was out of the

question. And many of his followers did not hesitate to urge

the insurgents to the most,extreme measures.

We have seen that while Luther lay concealed in the Wart-
burg radical preachers stimulated the social and religious fer-

ment at Wittenberg, and that when he returned to restore order

the extremists left the Saxon capital to carry on their work in

other places. Miinzer carried on his iconoclastic propaganda
with great success at Allstedt, a little town in Saxony, until his

expulsion was secured by Duke John and Duke George, a brother

and a cousin of the Elector. When he was banished from All-

stedt he went on to Miilhausen. Only two months elapsed,

however, before he was expelled from there. Then he became
a wandering missionary in south-western Germany sowing every-

where the seeds of revolution. Carlstadt continued his revolu-

tionary teachings at Orlamiinde! Both of these radicals

preached the equality of all men, social as well as religious, and
appealed to force for "the destruction" Of 'all vVliO slood in Trie way
of their program. Other preachers in other places were equally

incendiary. In the pamphlets of the time that flooded the coun-
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try the peasantry were exalted into the one class capable of re- C
xui'

generating society. They were wiser than the lawyers and more
learned than the theologians. It was Karsthans and New Karst- ^23 '24

hans^_the_ly2i£aLpeasants >. who alone, in the satirical literature

of the time, saw the way of social salvation, and who with their

rude implements stood ready to clear the road of every obsta-.

cle. It was evident that Germany was on the verge of a tremen-

dous social upheaval. Almanac-makers and astrologers, whose
prophecies were read and pondered by all classes of society, fore-

told that the storm would burst in 1524^ and doubtless the predic-

tion had not a little to do with the precipitation of the catastro-

phe.

It will be remembered that at the Diet of Worms, held in the

first months of 1521, the attempt was made to settle the question

of the imperial government by restoring the Cnn nril of jg pp^ricy_jrhe sec-

which in the absence of the Emperor was to administer the af- °?l
Eiet

x * of Nurem
fairs of Germany. But no sooner had Charles gone to Spain berg

after the Diet was over than the Council began to totter. Be-

cause of the lack of funds with which to carry out its projects

it was ineffective from the beginning. All the centrifugal forces

in the empire, all the vested interests, the towns, the knights, and
the princes, were making for its speedy dissolution. At_the sec-

ond Diet of .J^uremberg, 1524^ it made a last attempt: _to control

the imperial government. But the task was too difficult. New
problemlTconfronted it at every turn. Germany was fast divid-

ing into two religious parties, and toward Doth of them the

Council, though inclined somewhat fayorably toward Lutheran-

ism, tried to act in an impartial manner. What should be the

attitude of the impenaL-gOA^rmrrerit toward -th^yellgTous ques- r
tion that every dav_^s3ponming^more acute

?

iu
It was not left

to the Council ofRegency to decide. It was obviously impossible

for that body to become an effective factor in imperial affairs

without provision for financial support. This support the Diet

refused to supply and thus the Estates^ brought a^out the practi-

cal extinction of the Council. It is true that the Council con-

tinued to exist until 1531^ , But it was a mere ghost. With the

removal of this obstacle, never a formidable one, the centrifugal

forces of the Empire were once more in full swing. The dis-

order that resulted from the pursuit of their own particular in-

terests by the conflicting elements of the Empire afforded an un-

rivaled opportunity for a general insurrection of the masses.

With the Council of Regency confirmed in its impotency it was
the Estates that had to face the religious question. The papal

legate in attendance at the Diet demanded the renewal of the
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Edict of Worms. The Estates promised to enforce the decree
" as far as it was possible to do so." The Papacy, they added,

had admitted the existence of serious abuses. So a general coun-

cil should be summoned to consider the ecclesiastical situation.

The reply, obviously an evasion, failed to satisfy either Luther
or the legate. The former at once pointed out the inconsistency

of the Diet. By promising to enforce the Edict of Worms as

far as it was able the Diet, he said, had condemned him
;
yet by

demanding a general council in which he should be given an
impartial hearing it had acknowledged that such a condemnation

was premature. The matter was taken up again in the Con-
gress of Ratisbon that met a few months later. In the mean-
time the cleavage between the two religious parties was per-

ceptibly widening and the governmental disorder and popular

discontent were constantly increasing.

It is not surprising that under such circumstances the social

revolution broke out again in^1524 with greater determination

and redoubled fury. All the various causes that had provoked

the previous uprisings had for some time been increasingly active.

The grievances of the peasants had become more galling than

ever. The revolt began in the hamlet of Stiihlingen, not far

from Schaffhausen, where the Rhine, that pathway of mission-

aries and merchants, rushes on its way from Switzerland into

Germany. Under the guidance of Hafls_Miiller, a former lands-

knecht, a thousand peasants made their way down the river to

Waldshut where perhaps they hoped to be joined by the prole-

tariat. The lords were unprepared and resorted to a protracted

parleying in the course of which many of the insurgents returned

to their homes. But the insurrection continued to manifest it-

self in various places in the region of Lake Constance, and then

spreading northward it broke out among the peasants in the

Black Forest. A conference of representatives of the rebels met
at Memmingen in which an Evangelical Brotherhood, that em-
phasized the religious aspect of the movement, was organized and

the famous Twelve Articles were adopted.

The Twelve Articles in their essential details had been fore-

shadowed by the lists of grievances drawn up in previous social

insurrections. The peasants demanded (1) the right-to choose

their ownjjastors who should preach the ima^uJt£rated__Gospel

;

(2) exemption from thejsmaLLtithe ; ( 3 )"~release from jserfdpmj

(4) the rjght to fish and hunt : (5) a share in the forests for their

household needs
; (6) a mitigation of feudal services ; (7) pay-

ment for_all labor in addition to the contracted requirements

;

/ 8) a reduction of rents; (9) security against illegal punish-
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ment and a return to the old law; (10) theijgstnralinn n£ ™p.
the Common lands ; (il) the j^-inlitjpn nf tllf death rlnty _tW
permitted the seizure nf the mrKfr valuable rhaftpl nf flip H pppa

.

spd 1524-25

tenant ^ and^TT2)t:he submission of these demands to the test

of Scripture, it being promised that every demand not in ac-

cordance with the biblical teaching should be withdrawn. It is

uncertain to whom the drafting of the articles is due; but that

is not a matter of great importance, for the main demands had
long been fermenting in the minds of the lower classes and the

problem at Memmingen must have been merely one of selection

and phraseology. The articles are doubtless wider in scope than

were the grievances of the peasants in any one particular lo-

cality and therefore they may be regarded as giving expression

to the entire movement. They are remarkably restrained and

dignified in tone, and temperate and reasonable in character.

Every demand is written carefully and clearly, and every one

carried its justification upon its face.

The Twelve Articles were circulated throughout the empire

with great rapidity. But they were rejected with contempt by Rejection

the lords who continued their trick of protracting negotiations
Artfdes

so as to gain time in which to gather their forces. The insur- and

rection spread like wild-fire, from village to village, and from of
P
the

d

province to province. From the shores of Lake Constance and Revoiu-

the north bank of the upper Rhine the conflagration spread into

the farthest parts of the old Swabian duchy. Then toward the

east it spread into Salsburg, Styria, and Tyrol; and toward

the north into the Rhenish Palatinate. Tn_ ttlf ^ r]Y sprjpc^f^
1525 nearly all Germany was in tKg t^rneq of revolution. (Dniy

Bavaria and a few provinces in the far north and north-east were
exempt from the upheaval. The proletariat of the towns, linked

by their common grievances and hostilities, joined the peasants.

The ranks of the insurgents were further swelled by the influx

of criminals and other roystering recruits who sought to gain

their own private ends amid the general uproar, and very soon
these undesirable allies by their violence and cruelty brought the

movement into disrepute. Castles and convents were pillaged

and burned, towns were occupied, and here and there regrettable

atrocities were committed. The insurgents met with many suc-

cesses, and in the heat of their apparently successful rebellion

their demands went far beyond the modest stipulations of the

Twelve Articles, extending to the social equality of all men and
uniformity in the possession of property. But they lacked an
effective general organization and were unaccustomed to military

discipline, and so when the dissensions that were inevitable in such
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°lin' motley armies began to appear among them, especially the differ-

ences in policy that arose between the extremists and the moder-
1524-20

ateg ^ j-hgij. situation became precarious. The insurgent armies

suffered a series of grave disasters at the hands of the princes.

Atrocious reprisals, such as the tearing out of the eyes of fifty-

nine inhabitants of Kitzingen and the prohibiting of any one to

give them assistance of any kind, filled their hearts with fear.

Then the revolution was gradually stamped out with unparalleled

cruelty. At least a hundred thousand peasants had been de-

stroyed, and other untold thousands were homeless fugitives.

The revolt failed to effect any improvement in the hard lot of

the peasantry. Indeed, it served only to sink them deeper in

serfdom and they remained until the beginning of the nineteenth

century the most oppressed of all the countryfolk of Europe.

But it was not only the peasantry and the proletariat that suf-

fered from such brutal repression. Germany's leadership in

the religious life of Europe passed to other lands, and her proud
scholarship and awakening art sank into ignominious silence.

It was no mere implicit sanction that Luther had lent to the

struggle of the peasantry to improve their condition. He had
spoken in unmistakable terms of the wrong-doings of the secu-

Luther's lar authorities, and he had preached the doctrine that govern-

fioncrftiie
ment exists for the benefit of the governed. WhatL then. was_

peasants his attitude^avvard the revolution that had resulted_from_the

determmjjjjo»~oi*the mag_seTlo_ secure an amelioratiotTof their

^ojidxtioaZ When in the belief that he was in sympathy with

their aspirations the peasants sent him a copy of their Twelve
Articles and asked him for his opinion of their demands he

paused to warn the rulers to put an end to their tyranny, and
then, admitting the justice and reasonableness of some of the

articles, denounced, with Bible in hand, the demand for the aboli-

tion of serfdom forbade the peasants to resort to~th"e~ use of

arms__ancT adj^rsed thjl"lh^^hjole_propjern~ should be solved by

negotiation. Continued endurance of the old wrongs ; contin-

ued submission for the sake of God to their age-long burdens!

Such was Luther's message to the peasants. Little wonder
it was received with bitter disappointment. Little wonder it was
disobeyed. The answer of the leader for whom they had waited

so long and yearned so passionately was but another sorrow.

When Luther saw that his advice was not heeded he began to

denounce the insurgents. " Peasants must bear the crack of the

whip and the whiz of the bullet," he said ;
" if they refuse to

obey, let the cannon balls whistle among them or they will make
things a thousand times worse." Doubtless, in addition to being
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diseruntled with the refusal of the peasants to follow his advice, ^
he fea"ed that the soeial revolution would endanger the success _
of the ecclesiastical revolution of which he was the leader

Whatever may have been the reason, his invectives against the

rebels became ever more vehement. "Dear lords" he urged,

"tmite stab destroy . . . Whoever dies fighting for authority

is a maVtyr before God ... I pray every one to depart from the

peasants as from the devil himself." Strange words to proceed

from the lips of a man who was himself the greatest rebel of his

im™ They were words that reacted upon the spokesman and

h" cause he cherished, for Luther rapidhMojt_thfgood^wdloL

the pe"; e; and, lacking the^M^^mas^srhis-wn revolt

was delivered iHto^EnSdTofthe sjU-^eeking.pmces. From

That time on both hVaSaTBe-SSTne represented deteriorated.

„ bouTof them it is easy to see a marked decline in spirituality

and a corresponding emphasis upon dogmatism. Disowned as a

feader of thought and the aspirations of the people, a position

for which he was fitted above all other men of the time, Luther

became "mere theologian. And the church to whose construc-

don h.s energies and his interests became confined was narrowly

chcnmscrS by the personal dictation of the political rulers

UP
One

W
r

h
e°aTon tathttilure of the social revolution of the six-

teemh centu y was that the insur£entsjJI
m^h^w«.ns w*rj.

S than faUuumjtoa.^^^ £«
direction and therefjore^toy-sufieredaneasy deief?^V™™? f»
of the trained forces, clad in mail and commanded by experj r»u9d

Led officers, that e^frontedjhsm. But there is a deeper

reason. When the d?S2^^L$lJ^Ji^^d^
Twelve Articles they wenTEeyondlneTg|ibihties_£Ull£-Wnfraaa_-^

of oV^wnlhnl, for they went beyond democracy and arrived

a Liahsm. Like so many other revolutionary the peasa ts

•oroke too sharply with the past, and so they added one more

pathetic failure to the long list of the attempts of men to throw

off intolerable burdens with a single sudden stroke.



CHAPTER XIV

PROTESTANTISM AND THE BALANCE OF POWER

1. Why the Edict of Worms was not Enforced.
2. Lutheranism as a Political Power.
3. The French King and the German Protestants.

4. The Schmalkaldic War.

chap. /"T"SHE Diet at Worms iruiq2i hadjjaced Luther underJhe
3gv A ban of the empire Charles V had left Germany^m the

1521-26 belief that the edict would be enforced and thereby an end made
of the religious trouble. But such was not to be the case. Three

Why things prevented the execution of the edict; the condition of

Sdno?
V
J^CermanyT^ rebellion in Spain.^m^ war with France . Some-

Enforce thing of the condition of Germany we have seen. The particu-

ofWorms laristic interests were ready to sacrifice anything, religious or

national welfare, in order to gain their own selfish ends. A
complexity of causes contributed to incite the revolt _jn—Spain,
the most immediate of them being the thoughtless dismissal of

^.^ Spanish office-holders, their replacement by officials froirTthe

^ Netherlands, and the general dislike of an arrogant foreign king.

It is true that Charles was much more of a Spaniard than a
German; but he was also much more of a Burgundian than a

Spaniard. The revolt was suppressed in Castile before the ar-

rival of Charles, but there was much to do in Aragon. Finally

the uprisings were put down and peace restored. Then the im-

pending war between Francis and Charles broke out. Italy was
the battle-ground". The important victory of the imperialist

forces in 1522 at Bicocca led to the evacuation of Milan by the

French. Personal differences between Francis and his most
powerful vassal the Duke of Bourbon, whose head was full of

schemes for personal aggrandizement, brought about the defec-

tion of that prince to the imperial banner. Bourbon hoped for

the dismemberment of his country and the creation for himself

of a new kingdom in the center and south of France. But
France rose to the support of its king. Bourbon, who had made
an unsuccessful attack upon Marseilles, fled before the approach

of Francis, and the latter crossed the Alps and retook much of
258
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the territory from which his troops had been driven. The battle

of Pavia, however, fought on February 25, 1525, resulted in his

defeat and capture. After a captivity of eleven months he

signed the trea ty of A/fadrid by which he renounced hi^^daims to

Mi1an
j
^r^na7anf1__Asti

J
surrendered the overlordship o f Flan-

ders, A rtrvk arwj_ 'Tv>i 1 rn a

^

and engaged to secure from the States-

General andthe Parjeinpnt of PnrJS-the cession of tKiTpart of

"Rnrgnnriy whjrjTFranre had taken, or. failing in that, to return

to prison. But no sooner had Francis set foot on French soil

than'^Ke""repudiated the agreement.

It was not a difficult matter for Francis to start intrigues

against the growing power of Charles. So vast an empire

seemed to threaten many interests. In May, 1526, thejeagueof

Cognac wag formed- It consisted of France, Milan. Venice.

Florence, and the Papacy. The reigning pontiff was Clemenf

VII (1523-34), an illegitimate nephew of Lorenzo de' Medici,

who for the sake of his house as well as that of the Papal State

desired the success of Francis. All of the confederates were

inspired by the dread of an overwhelming preponderance of

power on the part of Charles. Meanwhile the Turk was creep-

ing steadily westward. Belgrade was captured in 1521, Rhodes
was taken in 1522, and with the battle of Mohacs in 1526 the

greater part of Hungary was won. But such was the condition

of western Europe that no concerted action could be taken to

stay the Moslem advance. Not a great deal came of the new
league. The members were irresolute, and so the imperial forces

Continued to be successful in northern Italy. On May 6, 1527,

a body of German landsknechts, joined by the half-starved Spanish

troops under Bourbon, and by straggling Italian soldiers, took
Rome, and for eight days the city was given over to all the hor-

rors of lust and loot. Thirty_ tho^and_jnhabitants lost their

lives, bv fire, sword, fpmine
T
and^plague ; and thirteen thousand

houses_were_buxn£d» The Fren^^sentadditional forces toJlaJx.
onlv to meet with reverses . The situation seemed hopeless to

the pope, so he became reconciled to Charles; and then, on
August 3, ic;29

T
peace \vas signed between Francis_an4-€hafles

at Carnbray. Charles was not reluctant to cease hostilities with
France. Spain and Germany required all the attention hp rpnM
give^them. Then, too, the Turks were advancing up the valley
of 4&e Danube, and they weretcTbe Stopped only by theTstout

walls of Vienna and the approach of reinforcements for the
Christian cause.

We must now turn our attention to the development of Luther-
anism and see how it became a political power. When Charles

chap.
XIV
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and
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left Germany in 1522 he had left behind him two serious

problems, the political and the religious . He thought he had
solved the former by the establishment of the Council of

Regency, and the latter by the Edict of Worms. But theTcoun-

cil, without power to enforce its regulations, met with complete

failure. Central authority was a fiction and particularism

reigned supreme. And conditions were such as to make any

attempt to enforce the edict foredoomed to certain defeat. So
Lutheranism_went on its way. It gathered to its support, as we
have seen, a number of influential princes. It had been com-
pelled to rely upon"those princes to a far greater extent than

would otherwise have been the case by the attitude of Luther

toward the social revolution. Charles, however, was obstinate.

He was determined that the edict should be carried out. He
was densely ignorant regarding the character of the social revo-

lution, deeming it to be nothing but an uprising of the Lutherans.

Lutheranism, he was resolved, should be rooted out; and once

his hands were free the task could be accomplished with no
great difficulty. An attempt, then, to suppress the German
heresy seemed to be impending. So two parties began to form.

In the. Im perial party we,re among others, Duke George of Al-

bertine Saxony, the electors of Brandenburg and Mainz, and
Duke Henry of Wolfenbiittel. The principal members of the

Lutheran league were the elector John of Ernestine Saxony,

and Philip of Hesse. When the diet met at Spires in June, 1526,

Charles, still detained in Spain, was represented by his brother

Ferdinand of Austria. He demanded the unconditional en-

forcement of the Edict of Worms. Should the edict be executed,

he promised, pressure would be brought to bear upon the pope

to summon a general council in which the religious difficulty

might be settled. The diet declined to enforce the edict and
decided that indemnity should be granted for past offenses

against the edict, and that until a general council should be held

in a German city, each State should so conduct its religious af-

fairs " as it hoped to answer for its conduct to God and the

Emperor." It would scarcely be possible to construct a more
gelatinous stipulation. It meant, practically, that for the time

being each one of the innumerable political divisions of Germany
was at liberty to conduct its religious affairs as it saw fit. Thus
national action with regard to the Lutheran problem was sus-

pended indefinitely ; and, in the meantime, the control of ecclesi-

astical matters passed to the princes and the free towns.

This right of the princes_Jo determine ecclesiastical
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tions in their territories was a fortunate thing for Luthe,"whose «™»-

propaganda, now that he had abandoned the peasants and the __
nrnletariat in their desperate efforts to secure social amel ora-

^n and had cast in histot with the princes, would have perhaps

fared ill with a democratic form of Church governmen and

would certainly have suffered had the central governmen v,g- ™j
orously opposed any such assumption of authority on the part „.

of the various political divisions of Germany. It was the be- .»

II" o the definite organization of a Lutheran church in

fach of the principalities that had espoused Luther's cause.

Lu her did not fail to see the opportunity afforded by the res-

pi" and to make the most of it. All his energy was devoted

to he aid of the princes. He cutJfim^Uo^s^compi^^rpjn_

111 democratic iL^L^k^^^f^^^T^
obedience^riiTgi^to^^ .

He P™vlded f

°I

visit to tlto^SSdWiSTrserffirta?
mcumbents were

conducting their duties in a fitting manner. Episcopal mr.sd.c-

tfon of course, had been abolished. The princes had repla ed

the bishops. In them resided all the powers °f
.
ecclesiastical

government. They it was who werejhe^uartoisofjo^

frinrTnraisBensersj^^
-ec'cii'siastisS^S^nd revenue, Sextons of h<™^*^
the pers^cutS-fllSssent. There was much to do too in the

matter o n^iluTd^Trine. In these, things Luther did not

make so wide a departure from Catholicism as did Zw.ngl. and

Calvin He retainsi fe "ass with thê gc^oriJhaLJtjas

consubstantiation, which r^SaaiJ^IS^ff>^S°i'^
pres^^withonLacMUhang^ in theJ^ andwisft just as

fire is^esent hT^rtTSHTHe wrote a number of fine hymns

among theniTfii-Em-TSTBl,^ ist unser Gott which Heine has

called the Marseillaise of the Protestant Revolution He pub-

lished a German catechism, and also an abridgment of it a

right Bible," he said,
" for the laity." The strength of Luther-

anism as a new religion lay in its message of the santeUstam.

of man, of the sufficiency ofMndividuaLiaith, of *™^™£
dep^nce upornhTeCTortTto^iiirahr; "f * n^fitor ial-sac.

ChurckTheTe was much that was vaguHnLuther s teaching

at nTsCmuch that was inspiring and opened limitless vistas of

religious thought. But this element evaporated. It passed into
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mysticism or Anabaptism. Lutheranism itself, its doctrine and
its discipline, became crystallized. It became dogmatic, as much
so as the Church from which it had separated.

At the second diet at Spires in 1529 the clause in the ordinance

of 1526 upon which the foundation of the Lutheran territorial

churches was based was revoked. The Lutheran princes and the

Zwinglian towns of southern Germany, the two most formidable

and antagonistic of the separate elements that went to make up
Germany, joined in a protest against this action, " a protest, let

us remember, not for the subject's freedom to choose, but for

his sovereign's to prescribe "
; and it is this protest that gave to

all the schismatics of the century, whether or no they deserved

or desired it, the name of Protestants. It was in the very pleni-

tude of his power and on the eve of his return to Germany that

this defiant protest to the Emperor was made. It is true Charles

was more powerful in appearance than in reality. The vast ex-

tent of his dominions and the problems that pressed upon him
for solution from all sides made it impossible for him to give

any one part of his empire the attention it required. Yet he

seemed as able as he was impatient to take up the problem of

the German heresy that had been so long delayed. The diet was

opened at Augsburg on June 20, 1530. Charles wished to settle"

the differencesby persuasion; should this fail, however, he was
ready to proceed to the use of force. Luther, being under the

ban of the empire, was not present. The mild and timid

Melanchthon took his place as the adviser of the Protestant

princes. It was he who drew up the CoHJession of Augsburg- ,

He aimed to reduce the differences__brtwpeji Catholicism__and

Lutheranism to ajrn^mjrmm. The Confession gives a brief ex-_

position of the doctrine of justification b
y__

faith alone, and then

it enumerates the beliefs and practices of Catholicism to-whteh

the Lutherans cannot subscribe — compulsory celibacy of the

clgrgy, tran substantiation,, corqpjilsory auricular con fession,,

mojaa^ticvows, and the-exercise of secular authoxity-Jayj^cclesi-

asticlnHjrnaahL The Confession is a faithful reflectionof the

conciliatory character of its author. It was signed by the elector

of Saxony, his son John Frederick, margrave George of Bran-

denburg-Ansbach, dukes Ernest and Francis of Liineburg, land-

grave Philip of Hesse, Prince Wolfgang of Anhalt, and by the

delegates of Nuremberg and Reutlingen. Zwingli, who looked

with scorn upon so mild an apologia, drew up a statement of his

own in which he boldly published his differences from Catholi-

cism. Four towns in southern Germany, although they had ac-

cepted the Zwinglian creeds, were not willing to sanction so dar-
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ing a deed. So they drew up a third Confession. The Lutheran C
J^*'

statement was answered by a Catholic " Confutalioji" which
disp1aysj^nrne_ signs oL-thel purifying pn3cessjmt Catholic ije-

1530 "s*

liefs were undergoing _ajid thnt rulrninate^aTTrle Counc,iL_of

TrentjDut whlcKmadesuch slight concessions that even Melanch-

thon, eager as he was for compromise, was not satisfied. A
committee of fourteen was then appointed to reach a temporary

working compromise and to leave as few disputed points as

possible for settlement by the next general council. This at-

tempt also failed, and then Charles accepted the " Confutation
"

as a statement of his

_

own faith. On September 22 the Catholic

majority in the diet voted to give tĥ JLu^ejrans six months,

grace in which to decide" whether they would^coniorm. JbQ_the__

Confutation. If on April 15 of the following year they were

not ready to subscribe to it they were to be coerced. So did the

diet end, a failure in its purpose of compromise and concilia-

tion, a drawn battle.

It was a traditional privilege of the imperial estates to_join.

together in unions or leagues. Of this privilege the Protestant

princes and delegates of cities availed themselves on the last day

of the year when in the little town of Schmalkalden they formed why the

the league that took its name from the place of its birth and that ^ld not

included^nearly all northern Germany and the more_jmportant be En-

townsJnthesouth. They made themselves ready to resist the
orce

expected attempt at repression. But the period of grace al-

lotted to the Lutherans came to a quiet end. It was impossible

for Charles to enforce the decision of the diet. Trouble was
brewing on every side. The Turks were advancing upon
Vienna ; the pope disliked the talk of a general council, and he

was not a very reliable supporter of the imperial interests in

Italy; one heresy was rife in northern Germany and another in

Switzerland ; all was not quiet in the Netherlands ; Moslem
pirates were ravaging the coasts of Sicily and Spain, and the

latter country was especially clamorous for its ruler's presence;

the relations with Henry of England were by no means friendly

;

and, finally, France was irreconcilable. When the diet met at

Nurenib^r^jiL-July, 1532, Charles realized that he was power-

less to bring force to bear upon the Lutherans and so he agreed

to another extension of the period of peace for the dissenters.

For a brief time the emperor was now comparatively free to

turn his attention to the Turks. But the sultan Solyman and

his army, having been repulsed at Guns, retreated; and Charles

failed to follow them up and recover Hungary. Then he

crossed the Alps into Italy to make secure his interests. Once
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more the ecclesiastical revolution had found safety in the vast

extent of the emperor's possessions. The innumerable demands
upon his time and energy had made it impossible for Charles

to attempt the suppression of the heresies that divided Ger-
many. They had given additional time to the revolution, and
time was its chief requisite. For another decade Protestantism

was allowed to develop as best it could.

Charley hoped, by bindmgJhje^aliaiLSiates to him withj>er-

sonal ties, to shut out France and thus preserve _BeiLce_Jn the

peninsula. To this task he devoted himself for a time with

some success. Then he turned his attention to Tunis, a nest

of Moslem pirates who were headed by Barbarossa, the Cor-
sair who had become Sultan's admiral, strategically situated so

as to command the narrow passage between itself and Sicily

and to be a source of annoyance to southern Italy and southern

Spain. He captured Tunis in 1535 and won the gratitude of

aU -southern Europe^ although ~ Jjarbarossa, who shifted his

port to Algiers^ was soon as active as ever. In the meantime
Clement VII died. In his pursuit of Medicean and papal politi-

cal interests he had greatly hampered the movements of Charles,

and thus he had done more than any other man to secure the

success of the religious revolution. His successor was Paul III

(1534-49), who seemed much more favorably inclined to the

summoning of a general council. In 1535 the house of Sforza

became extinct and the question as to who should control Milan

once more became acute. Francis had long been intriguing

with Protestant and Turk to work disaster to his rival. He
immediately turned his attention to the vacant duchy. Between
Milan and France there lay Savoy. Conjuring up a flimsy pre-

text Francis invaded the intervening kingdom. The act precipi-

tated another war with Charles. But the latter, harassed by the

Moslems and filled with apprehension by the growing power of

the Lutherans, was anxious for peace and Francis was not un-

willing to cease the struggle provided he could secure good
terms. By the truce of_Nice, 1538, which was to last for ten

Those ofyears, each side retained the conquests it had made.

France included the greater part of Savoy.

In January, 1541, Charles, after an absence of almost nine

years, once moro entered Germany; IrT" th-is "p"eriod a change

had taken place almost as great as that which transpired during

his first absence of nine years between the diets of Worms and
Augsburg." Prntpstanti.sm Y\ftr\ made marked progress . In 1534
Duke Ulrich of Wurttemberg had been restoredto his"duchy from

which fifteen years previously he had been driven by the Swabian
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league and which in the meantime had been held by the em- c
^r̂

>
*

peror's brother, Ferdinand of Austria. This had been accom-

plished by Philip of Hesse who defeated the Austrian forces.
1532 -42

No sooner had Ulrich been reinstated than he established

Protestantism in the duchy. In 1539 the elector Joachim II of

Brandenburg seceded from Catholicism and established a state

church of his own much like the Church of England. In the

same year Henry, who had already gone over to Lutheranism,

succeeded his brother George as duke of Albertine Saxony; and

he in 1541 was followed by his son Maurice. Margrave John
of Brandenburg-Ansbach, who ruled in Cottbus and Peitz, had

also become a Lutheran. Many other princes of lesser impor-

tance had also embraced the spreading heresy ; and so, tooThad
many of the town s. So strong was the movement away from
tneMother Church that the_three ecclesiastical. pWt™- g

ft*

Mainz, Cologne, and Trier rneclitated tEeabandonment of

Catholicism and the chan r^'n,,"-
nf fo^ii- tfrri^rips i"*"" spytiTar

principalities ot whicrTtheywere to be the founders of the rul-

ingjiouses ! Frotfttaniism, evidently, was no longer on the de-_

fensive. Once more Charles tried the old plan of effecting a

working compromise between the two religious parties until a

general council should settle to the satisfaction of all the points

that remained in dispute? It was in pursuance of this^naErv
that a religious conference was held at Ratisbon. Never did

Catholicism and Protestantisrn so closely reapproach each other

as they did at this meeting, yet like all the previous similar at-

tempts the colloquy failed to effect its purpose. Two insur-^ .

mountable obstacles prevented its success, the__fjimo^mentalJ[|)

incompatibility of~ the subjective character of the Lutheran
heresy_with the external authority o f Catholicism and the politi-(2j\

cal selfishness ot tne German princes^ Protestant and Catholic

alike, whofeajed that a settlement of the religious trouble jvoujd

lead -to a dangerous accession ot power to the Emperor. So
the conference proved of no avaij except as it revealed the fact

that the heretics would not abide by the decision of any such

meeting, nor, indeed, by the decision of a general council when-
ever one should be called ; and that, therefore, if religious unity

was ever to be regained force would have to be employed. This

was recognized even by Contarini, the most conciliatory of the

Catholics ; and by Melanchthon, the most moderate of the

Protestants. Defeated in his policy of reconciliation Charles

fell back upon his expedient of suspension, of postponing final

action and making In the meantime a temporary arrangement.

The time seemed opportune to Francis for a renewal of the
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struggle with his rival. Charles had recently suffered two dis-

asters at the hands of the Turks. Solyman'had inflicted a crush-

ing defeat upon his brother Ferdinand lind captured Buda-
Pesth ; and an attack upon Algiers, led by the Emperor in person,

had been turned into a lamentable failure by violent storms.

So, taking advantage of the misfortunes of his enemy, Fnincis in

1542 began the war again . This time it was France that wit-

nessed the shock of battle and not Italy. Peace was signed jn

I544< at Crespjf ; and then Charles, freer than ever before, and
convinced at last of the failureof conciliation , turned to the

coercion, <->f tV^ Protestants.

Not only was heresy to be crushed in Germany, but also the

aggressive territorialism with which it had allied itself. The
recent conversion of the Elector Palatine and the archbishop of

Cologne had given to the Protestants a majority in the electoral

college. It was now quite possible that the next Emperor would
be both anti-Catholic and anti-Hapsburg. Clearly the situation

was one of peril to the Catholic and imperial cause to which

Charles had devoted his life. First of all the general council,

so long delayed, must be sunrnjoried tn meet in Germany The.

Mother Church hensejj^ wasto be reformed. That was an in-

tegral part of the program. Something of a compromise was
to be offered^ to the Prnte^ntsj and then, if this was refused,

war should begin . Paul III bowed to the inevitable and sum-
moned the, coun cil to meet at Trent . But the pope had out-

witted the Emperor. Trent, it is true, was situated in German
territory, but it was in reality an Italian town. Plainly the

council would be a pliant tool in the hands of the pontiff. This

the Protestants were not slow to perceive. They declared the

council to be neither free, nor Christian, nor general; and until

it conformed to all three, requirements they declined to attend.

War was imminent. Charles busied himself with efforts to con-

solidate the Catholic party, and to disintegrate the Protestant

league. The duke of Bavaria was the most important of the

Catholic princes hostile to the Hapsburg power. Concessions

secured his benevolent neutrality and a gift of money and artil-

lery. The Schmalkaldian leaders, elector John Frederick of

Saxony, and Philip of Hesse, had long been at variance with

each other. There were also other divisions among the

Protestant princes. Harmonious action between them was at

least dubious. Several of them were won over and others were

persuaded to remain neutral. Chief of all these successful in-

trigues was the winning of the neutrality of Maurice of Al-

bertine Saxony, who was greedy for the title and the terri-
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tory of electoral Saxony. The division of Saxony into the c5£? -

Ernestine and Albertine lines had taken place in 1485 ; and the

lands have never again been united. 1544-48

On February 18, 1 ^46. while the war clouds were fn" g datkferi-

ing the skies of Germany. Luther died : and four days later

his bodywas buried in the castle church at Witfen !7frg tr> flip Luther'e

door of which almost a feneration hefnre he had nailed hit Deatl1

famous theses ! He had UxejUo see Lutheranism the accepted

religion^ot a Urge part of Germany and to see it legally estaD-

lishecLin Denmark, Norway , and Sweden. But he had also lived

to see the beginning of those doctrinal disputes between his fol-

lowers that were to be quite as bitter and as barren as any of

their kind ; and to realize, in part at least, the unfortunate results

of the dissociation of his revolt from the sympathy of the masses

and its abject reliance upon the support of the princes.

Charles asserted that his object was not to repress heresy, but

only to punish political insubordination. The Lutherans, how-
ever, insisted that their religion was the object of attack. The The

truth is that the Schmalkaldic war was both a religious and a. j^^1*

political war. Protestantism had become so closely interwoven war

with the forces of decentralization that it was impossible to

separate them, and war against both had become inevitable.

Decisive action on the part of the league, despite the defection

of Maurice of Albertine Saxony, would have insured victory to

the Lutherans; but through indifference and timidity the oppor-

tunity was thrown away. The war ended without much fight-

ing in 1547 with the imperial victory at Miihlherp- . All Germany,

with a few minor exceptions, seemed to lie at the Emperor's feet.

When the diet met at Augsburg Charles prepared to impose upon
the country a political and religious organization that should

suit his purpose. But he found it impossible to carry out his

original plans; and so in 1548 a compromise measure, the Augs-

burg Interim, was adopted . The Tnterim
T

" a master-piece nf

ambiguity." was .ir»tpnrWi"oc ^ temporary expedient to unite

rathr>1irg_anH Prnt^cfantc until a final settlement should be af-

tained ; bnt it proved a dismal failu re.

Many things now contributed to""the undermining of the Em-
peror's popularity and power, neither of which had ever been

very pronounced in Germany. The intense hostility to foreign The Peace

dictation aroused by the presence of Spanish troops stationed in j^Augs
'

various German towns was increased by the desire of Charles

that his son Philip should succeed to the imperial position.

Maurice of Saxony, the " Judas " who had betrayed the Protes-

tant cause and who had been rewarded in 1547 for so doing with
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his cousin's title and a considerable share of his territory, was
exceedingly unpopular with his subjects. The Emperor was his

chief support, and the prop was failing. So Maurice rejoined

the cause he had deserted and conducted for the Protestant

princes a ^r^gpiVoryjyj^Hp^y TT *** Ernnrn ng-ainst Charles.

War brokebut betweemthe allies and the Emperor in 1552 which
ended in the same year with the Treaty of Passau and resulted
in I5

5fi
in the Peace of Augsburg] By the terms of the Ke-

ligious Peace the legal_jgxistence of LujJieranism was penna=_
nenf-ly -established. The Lutheran princes were granted security

in their faith. In their lands the jurisdiction of Catholic bishops-

was to cease; and in their lands, also, all ecclesiastical property

(with the exception of that directly controlled by the empire)

that had been secularized previously to the Treaty of Passau,

was to remain in their possession. Each secular ruler hence-

forth was free to choose between Catholicism and Lutheranism,

and all his subjects were to be bound by his decision. Cujus
regio ejus religio. Should a subject find himself unable to ac-

cept the religion of his ruler, it was his privilege to go else-

where. Should a Catholic prelate abandon his faith, his terri-

tory and title were to be forfeited. It is true that this settle-

ment at Augsburg gave Germany internal peace that lasted with

scarcely a perceptible break for two generations and so per-

mitted a greater degree of prosperity than it had enjoyed for

some time; but nevertheless, it contained the germs of discord.

The " ecclesiastical reservation " was certain to cause further

difficulties. Then only two creeds were recognized, CafhoiiVifim
and LjBthetaoisaar In the negotiations the Lutherans had con-

sidered only themselves. Yet the followers of Zwingli were
numerous in southern Germany; and those of Calvin were be-

ginning to increase in the south-western provinces. And from
the mass of the people even this limited choice between two
creeds was practically withheld. Their religion was determined

for them by the prince in whose jurisdiction they happened to

reside. The alternative of exile, in most cases, was but a mock-
ery. Peace, indeed, the agreement brought ; but temporary peace

only. The Thirty Years' War lay in the future.
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CHAP.
XV

1291-1513

SWITZERLAND, as we have seen, had its origin in 1291 c'^
r

when Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden, three peasant commu-

nities grouped about the lake of Luzerne, formed themselves into

a loose confederation. It was the second of these communities

that later on was to give its name to the Confederation. Schwyz The r^.

was the most determined of all the little forest States in its oppo- ££
0an-

sition to the German nobles. To this nucleus of the Swiss nation

other cantons were added from time to time; Luzerne in 1332,

Zurich in 1351, Glarus in 1352, Zug in 1352, and Bern in 1353.

These five additional cantons were all united to the three original

cantons ; but they were not then necessarily connected with each

other. Their relations with each other were exceedingly varied

and can be explained only by the circumstances of their admis-

sions into the Confederation. Then gradually an outer circle of

five more cantons was formed. Freiburg was admitted m 1481,

Solothurn in 1481, Basel in 1501, Schaffhausen in 1501, and

Appenzell in 15 13. These five newcomers were all allied with

the eight previous cantons. But they were admitted to the Con-

federation upon less favorable conditions. No more cantons

were admitted until the end of the eighteenth century when the

old Confederation was replaced by the Helvetic Republic.

Dependent upon the Confederation were some lands, the

" common bailiwicks," that had been taken by force, whose gov-

ernment by various combinations of the thirteen cantons was

often the cause of friction between the members of the Con-

federation. And near by were other leagues, such as the various b, con^

Rhsetian leagues and that of St. Gall, with whom the Swiss J;d
e£

union maintained relations. Each of the thirteen cantons gov- Allies

erned its own internal affairs as it deemed best. They formed

little more than an agglomeration of independent communities

269
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p
- held together principally by the enmity of Austria. These fed-

erated States differed greatly from each other in many respects.
1291-1513 Tney were not, as we have seen, all on the same footing as

members of the league, for they had been admitted at different

times upon different conditions. They differed from each other

in their separate governments. They were made up of diverse

social elements. Some of them, such as the forest cantons of

Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden, were rural communities with

primitive democratic governments ; while others, such as Bern,

Zurich, and Basel, were aristocratic municipal communities with

oligarchic governments. The one federal governmental institu-

tion was the diet, which met alternately at stated intervals in the

larger towns. It was made up of two delegates from each can-

ton and one from each of three associated districts, the abbey of

St. Gall, the town of St. Gall, and the town of Bienne. Its mem-
bers were strictly limited by the instructions of the districts they

represented, and their decisions were not binding upon the

minority except in matters relating to the subject lands that were
held in common. The administration of the federal laws de-

volved upon the government of each canton. Federal enact-

ments, however, were confined chiefly to foreign affairs. The
protection of individual life and property was in the sole charge

of each sovereign canton. Through the service of their merce-

nary troops in Italy, the Swiss had become particularly well

acquainted with the political character of the Papacy, its ab-

sorption in secular interests and ambitions ; and for more than

a hundred years they had been gradually restricting the area

of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, so that by the end of the second

decade of the sixteenth century the clergy were very largely

subject to the secular courts. Under these conditions, then, we
shall expect to find the Confederation as a whole conscious of

the need of ecclesiastical reform and each canton determining for

itself the form of religion that shall prevail within its territory.

C The history of the Swiss revolt from Rome centers about the

\ name of Ulrich Zwingli (1484-1531) whose activity in the

\ northern and German-speaking cantons of the Alpine federa-

J
tion was carried on simultaneously with that of Luther in Sax-

triricii \ ony. But though the work of these two reformers was parallel
Zwingii \ jn tjme jj. was entirely different in character. One was a friar,

the other a humanist; one looked to the past, the other to the

future; one was emotional, the other intellectual; one was a

conservative, the other a radical. Zwingli was born in the little

village of Wildhaus in the territory of the abbey of St. Gall.

For some time he went to school at Basel ; and then, when he
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was fourteen years of age, he was sent to Bern where he studied c^.p<

under Heinrich Wolflin, a poet who had traveled in Italy and

Greece. There he became enamored of Greek and Latin litera-

ture and began his journey along the road of humanism that led

to heresy. Then for two years he studied at the University of

Vienna, where perhaps he came under the influence of Conrad

Celtes. After that he returned to Basel, where he steeped him-

self in the Neo-Platonism of Pico della Mirandola and where

he came under the influence of Erasmus. Then in 1506 he be-

came the parish priest of Glarus, where every day he found time

to dip still further into the writings of Erasmus, whose personal

acquaintance he had made. Ten years later he went to occupy

a similar position at Einsiedeln, the most famous shrine in

southern Germany, only twenty miles from Zurich.

At the close of the year 15 18 Zwingli, who had become famous

as a preacher, was elected to the office of people's priest or

vicar in the Great Minster at Zurich, one of the most important

of the Swiss towns. His sermons showed the influence of his TheEc-

humanistic training and sympathy. They included suggestions
Jjjjjjj;

for both ecclesiastical and political reform ; for in his mind State lution at

and Church were intimately related to each other. They pro-
Zurlc

tested with ardent patriotism against the ruinous and demoralizing

practice of mercenary military service ; they opposed monasticism

and asceticism, the belief in purgatory and the adoration of

saints; and they declared tithes to be merely voluntary offer-

ings. Naturally they gave rise to controversies. At last a series

of public disputations before the great council took place.

Zurich had long maintained a closer supervision of the clergy

than other municipalities, and so it was but natural that the

public discussion of ecclesiastical matters should be held before

a civil body. For the purpose of the first debate Zwingli drew

up sixty-seven theses that contained the essence of his doctrinal

innovations. The Church, he said, is made up of all Christians.

It is a democratic institution ; and its external direction , as far as

any is necessary, rests with the secular authority and not with

popes and bishops. The Bible is the only~"ru1e. of^faith, and

its interpretation does noTrest exclusively with the Catholic

Church. Clerical celibacy, the mass, adoration of saints, the

belief in purgatory, and Lenten observances should all be abol-

ished. The first disputation was held in January, 1523, before

an audience of about six hundred people, and resulted in mak-
ing it evident that the reformer and the town had irrevocably

departed from the fold of the ancient Church. Thus encour

aged Zwingli proceeded in his course. A second disputation
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was held in October of the same year in which he argued

against the use of images in churches and contended that the

mass is merely a representation of the sacrifice on the Cross and
not a repetition of it. A private disputation was held in Janu-

ary, 1524, with which the Catholic party ended its formal oppo-

sition to the innovations in creed and worship. At the conclu-

sion of these discussions the civic authorities definitely espoused

the cause of religious revolution. Images were removed from
the churches in every case where a majority decided against them,

monasteries were suppressed, the mass was abolished, and the

last sacrament was no longer administered. In place of the

episcopal authority an ecclesiastical organization was effected

and ecclesiastical courts were established to take care of con-

duct and cases relating to marriage. At the head of all civil and

ecclesiastical government stood Zwingli, the guiding spirit of

the revolt.

Very different from that accorded to Luther was the treatment

of Zwingli by the Papacy. The Saxon rebel was regarded as an

upstart friar who was to be silenced in a summary manner.

The Swiss priest was the leading citizen of Zurich, from which

the Papacy hoped to secure further military aid in carrying out

its military projects, and he was therefore to be won over by

the most conciliatory measures. It was not the Papacy that

gave Zwingli trouble at first. It was the extremists. At
Zurich, as at Wittenberg, there were men more radical than the

leader of revolt. Among the radicals were Conrad Grebel and

Felix Manz, sons of influential citizens. Later on they were
joined by Carlstadt, Hubmaier and other German radicals, who
came to Zurich or its neighborhood. They separated them-

selves from the Zwinglians and effected an organization of their

own. They opposed infant baptism and rejected all authority,

secular and ecclesiastical. Rigorous measures were taken to

suppress them. Manz was drowned in Lake Zurich and other

leaders were banished. For a time, despite all the efforts of the

magistrates to stamp iF but, radicalism continued to flourish, but

eventually that form of it known as Anabaptism became almost

extinct in Switzerland.

Zwingli went much further than Luther in changing the form

of worship. The organs were removed from the churches and

the hymns were sung without instrumental accompaniment; and

then even vocal music was abandoned. At the end of the cen-

tury, however, music was restored to the Zwinglian churches.

The mass, as we have seen, was not merely modified but abol-

ished. The sermon was made the center of the religious service.
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In 1525 a theological seminary was established in which the °^^'
Hebrew and Greek biblical texts were studied and commentaries

made in German. Not only the regular students attended the 1525 -29

school, but also the city clergy; and townspeople came to hear

the lectures in the vernacular.

Religious change involved the Swiss Confederacy in new dif-

ficulties. The forest cantons were opposed to the innovations ThoDis-

adopted by the towns. In order to solve the problem the diet ^Badea
arranged a disputation. The public debate was held in 1526 at

Baden, twelve miles from Zurich. Zwingli realized that the

conditions would be the reverse of those under which the dis-

putations at Zurich had been held, that the majority of the audi-

ence would be Catholics. He was not present at the debate.

The Catholics were represented by John Eck, the most dis-

tinguished of their German theologians. The Zwinglians had

for their chief champion John CEcolampadius ; but Zwingli him-

self exerted a great influence by means of letters and messen-

gers. By a vote of eighty-two to twenty it was decided that

Eck had established his theses. The effect of the disputation

was to strengthen the Catholic party.

The religious revolt, as we shall see, broke out in other can-

tons. The Confederacy became divided into two hostile groups

and preparations were made for war. At the close of 1527
Zurich entered into a league with Constance, which, because its

terms were not accepted, had declined to become a member of

the Confederacy, for mutual help. In the middle of the follow-

ing year Bern was included in the compact ; and then other cities The First

and cantons were admitted, the town of St. Gall, Bienne, Mill- f^l*^*
hausen, Basel, Schaffhausen, and Strasburg. This Protestant War

league was answered by a Catholic union. In 1528 the five forest

cantons, Uri, Schwyz, Unterwalden, Luzern, and Zug, banded
themselves together to preserve the ancient faith and to effect

an internal reformation of the ancient Church. In the follow-

ing year they entered into an alliance with Ferdinand of Austria

and with the district which at the end of the eighteenth century

became the canton Valais. The theological differences between

the cantons entered into the problem, already a difficult one, of

the government of the subject lands, and thus the tension be-

tween them was greatly increased. At last, on June 8, 1529,

Zurich, the leader of the Protestant league, declared war. But
the mass of men in both armies did not wish for war; and, as it

was the custom in the cantons to allow the troops to decide

whether there should be war, it was not difficult to negotiate peace.

Unfortunately the peace, signed at Cappel on June 24, 1529, was
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lacking in precision of statement and so it contained the germs of

future dispute. It was merely a truce.

The ablest political leader of the German-speaking heretics

was the Landgrave Philip of Hesse. He was exceedingly de-

sirous of eliminating the differences in creed that stood in the

way of their united political action. Dangers to the dissentients

were thickening. He saw only disaster in their continued separa-

tion and enmity ; and in their differences he recognized nothing

that was fundamental and irreconcilable. In order to effect a

union he was determined to bring about a conference between the

chief disputants " though it should cost him six thousand

gulden." So on September 30, 1529, he gathered together in his

castle at Marburg the leading theologians of the Lutheran and

Zwinglian communions. Luther went with reluctance and
Zwingli with alacrity. Melanchthon and CEcolampadius and

many other of the principal supporters of the two groups were
there. But the differences proved deeper than Philip had be-

lieved. Zwingli was the most radical of all the leading Prot-

estants, while Luther was the most conservative. Concessions

were made by both sides, especially by the Zwinglians, but they

failed to agree " as to whether the true body and blood of Christ

are bodily present in the bread and wine." Zwingli, who deemed
the mass to be without any sacramental efficacy whatsoever and

who regarded the practice of communion as being merely a

commemorative ceremony possessing value solely because its

performance necessitates the bringing together of a group of wor-
shipers and thus ensures a social act, declined to accept the

dogma of consubstantiation. This Luther held to be sufficient

to prevent the recognition of the Zwinglians as members with

the Lutherans of the Christian Church. So the purpose of the

Landgrave was not accomplished. His plan for the formation of

a league that should include all the Protestant forces was de-

feated.
1

There were many things that tended to bring about a second

outbreak of war in Switzerland. More than ever before Swiss

and German politics had become entangled. And Zwinglianism

had become more and more closely connected with politics. It

had therefore come to be regarded by Ferdinand of Austria as

being more dangerous to the empire than Lutheranism. He was
determined to take measures against it. And internal troubles

still disturbed the Confederation. The Catholic cantons still

nursed their grievances. The conditions of the Peace of Cappel

were not at all to their liking. On the other hand Zurich was
determined to enforce free preaching in all the cantons. Enmity
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XVincreased until the Protestant cantons stopped the sale of grain,

wine, salt, iron, and steel to the Catholics in their mountain

homes. The result was inevitable. The desperate forest can-
1529"

tons declared war. In the battle that was fought on October 11,

1 53 1, at Cappel, ten miles south of Zurich, Zwingli was killed.

On November 23 a second Peace was signed at Cappel. It pro-

vided that in each canton the government was to be determined

by the majority and that each canton was to be left free to man-
age its own religious affairs. The common lands that had ac-

cepted the new faith were to be allowed to retain it, and those

who desired to keep or to return to the old faith were to be al-

lowed to do so. All leagues with powers outside the Confederacy

were forbidden. This agreement checked the progress of the

Swiss revolt from Rome ; and it prepared the way for the re-

action towards Catholicism that set in soon afterwards. The
new religion, shorn of its political character, was directed by

Henry Bullinger (1504-75) the successor of Zwingli at Zurich.

In the meantime religious revolt had occurred in other places.

In Bern, politically the most important city in the Confederacy,

a humanistic school had been opened by John von Stein, in Then©
which one of the teachers was Heinrich Wolflin, a scholar under ™£*ot

whom Zwingli studied. It was the first school to adopt in a

large measure the educational ideals of the Renaissance and it

did not a little to prepare the way for heresy. In 15 18 Sebastian

Meyer, a Franciscan friar from Alsace, began to preach against

the ecclesiastical abuses ; and three years later Berthold Haller, a

companion of Melanchthon in their student days, who was also

bent upon reform and whose eloquence had made him very in-

fluential, was elected people's priest in the cathedral. Both of

these priests were encouraged and assisted by Nicholas Manuel,

a painter, dramatist, and statesman, who possessed great political

power in the city. Early in 1527 the number of the reformers

had so increased as to give them a majority in each of the two
governmental councils. Then, before many months had gone by,

the civic authorities decided to hold a disputation. Haller, with

the assistance of Zwingli, drew up the following ten theses:

(1) The sole foundation of the church is the Bible; (2) the

only bindmsTTteTesiastical. laws are those in consonance with the

Bible; (3) only through Christ is

J

J^-pQSsibJ£_tp_vyin salvation;

(4) it cannot bê proved by the Bible that the miracle of tran-

substantiatign takes place

;

(5) the mass is contrajw_Jo_JJie_Xiible;

(6) only ChristIs[iQaUd^J}£__invok^^ there^

is no mention of Purgatory in the Bibk^ prayers for the dead"""

are in^vain; (8) the use of sacred pictures should be discon-
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' tinued; (9) marriage is not forbidden by the Bible to any class

of men, but unchastity is forbidden to all; and (10) unchastity
I5i8-5a on ^g part f trie ciergy js m0re provocative of scandal than

among the laity. These propositions embody the essential doc-

trines of the Swiss revolt; and it was the fourth assertion that

caused the greatest discussion. The disputation resulted in the

decision of the government to abandon Catholicism for Zwing-
lianism. The ten theses were enacted into law. Sermons were
substituted in place of the mass ; images were removed from the

churches; the cathedral organ was destroyed; and monasteries

were secularized. In 1532 a synod of the canton adopted an
ecclesiastical constitution (a church polity and discipline) and

provided for the holding of a Synod each year. Thus Bern in

the west and Zurich in the east, the two cities that dominated the

plain outside the mountains, were committed to the cause of re-

ligious change.

Basel, the wealthiest city in the Confederation, was an im-

portant center of German humanism. Its position at the head
The Re- of the medieval navigation of the Rhine, where the transparent

green waters of the great river bend from the west to the north,

and its situation on the highway from Burgundy to Constance,

made inevitable its commercial prosperity. It was the seat of a

young but famous university ; and even before Erasmus settled

there in 1521 and became Froben's general editor and literary

adviser it could boast of the most famous printing press in Eu-
rope. It was at about the same time that Erasmus made his

home there that John CEcolampadius (1482-1531) returne'd to

the city. He was a man of wide sympathies, and second only

to Zwingli in importance among the Swiss reformers. He had

studied Greek and Hebrew, and had made the acquaintance of

Reuchlin, Melanchthon, and Erasmus. He had come back to

Basel as a lecturer on the Bible in the University. His lectures

and sermons excited so much comment among the townspeople

that the bishop ordered their cessation. Then a series of disputa-

tions were held. The results were encouraging to the reformers.

In 1525 CEcolampadius was appointed by the city council as the

public preacher in St. Martin's church and empowered to make
such innovations as were justified by the Scriptures. Three

years later, in the midst of tumult that caused Erasmus,

Clareanus, and other humanists, and most of the teachers in the

University to forsake the city, the mass was abolished and the

images were removed from the churches. Thus GEcolampadius's

five years' struggle ended with success. The few years that re-

mained to him were spent quietly in developing the change he
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had inaugurated. From his death, in 1531, his work was carried °^? '

on by Oswald Myconius (1488-1552), who like his predecessor

was both a pastor and a professor in Basel.

Religious reformation in the thoroughly Alpine canton of

Glarus, the scene of Zwingli's first labors as a priest, centers

about the names of the Tschudis and Glareanus. The influential

family of Tschudi traced its ancestry back to the days of Char-

lemagne, though, it is scarcely necessary to say, it never proved protes-

it. Three of its members were connected with the Swiss revolt ^t

r^ 1
'

from Rome. iEgidius Tschudi (1505-72) is the most famous

of all of them. In his history of Switzerland, a work that won
high praise from Goethe, he embodied the romantic legend of

William Tell. He remained a member of the ancient Church,

but by his moderation won the respect of both parties. His

brother Peter went over to the Zwinglians. Valentine, his

cousin, succeeded Zwingli as the pastor at Glarus. At first the

new pastor adopted a middle course; saying mass for the

Catholics, and preaching sermons to the Protestants that met
(

with their approval. Afterwards he married and ceased to say

mass ; but he continued to give sermons to both parties and by

his learning and conciliatory disposition retained the respect of

all. It is this spirit of compromise and conciliation that char-

acterizes the reformatory movement in the canton; and even

to-day it may be seen in the joint use of the church at Glarus

in which at one hour mass is celebrated by the Catholic priest

at the altar and at another a sermon is preached by the Protes-

tant pastor from the pulpit. Another name involved in the re-

ligious history of the canton is that of Henry Loriti (1488-

1563), better known as Glareanus, the most distinguished of the

Swiss humanists, who became strongly inclined to heresy, but

who withdrew from the Protestant movement when Erasmus
repudiated the revolution of Luther and Zwingli. From Frei-

burg, whither he went with Erasmus and other humanists who
left Basel in 1529, he wrote to iEgidius Tschudi and worked
with him for the retention of Catholicism. The final settlement

of the religious question in the canton was that of tolerance.

The members of the two faiths lived amicably side by side.

Into the territory that is now included in the canton of St. protes-

Gall the new religious beliefs and practices were introduced by c^q 8
?,

11

two men, Vadianus and Kessler. Joachim von Watt (1484- and its

1551), more commonly known as Vadianus, was a humanist, ^es
end6D

physician, and statesman, and a correspondent of Reuchlin and

Erasmus. In the town of St. Gall, where he practised as a

physician, and where he was several times elected burgomaster,
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he displayed an active interest in religious matters, calling to the

city several ministers and teachers of the new faith. He took
1624-30

part
-n t^e theological disputations in Zurich and presided at the

one held in Bern. John Kessler, after studying theology at

Basel and Wittenberg, preached the new doctrines in the town
of St. Gall and the neighboring villages while earning his living

as a saddler. The abbey and the town of St. Gall were two com-
munities with separate interests. It was in the seventh century,

so the legend runs, that St. Gall, an Irish monk, fell ill at this

place and upon his recovery vowed to devote the remainder of

his life to the conversion of the wild tribes in the neighboring

mountains. He built his cell a thousand feet above Lake Con-

stance, where to-day stand the abbey and town that bear his

name. The abbey became famous as a place of learning, and its

library is still a treasure-house of priceless manuscripts. As the

years went on a town bearing the same name grew up beside the

abbey. For long there had been jealousy between the towns-

people and the monks. The former wished to be free from the

jurisdiction of the abbot. Perhaps this accounts in part for the

fact that when Zurich abandoned the old faith St. Gall was
the first town to follow its example. To take part in its adminis-

tration, and to protect it, the cantons of Luzern, Zurich, Schwyz,

and Glarus each in turn sent a bailiff every two years to the

abbey. It was Zurich's turn in 1528 to send the officer. The
abbot was on his deathbed and Zwingli was determined to use the

opportunity to further his revolt. So the Zurich bailiff was in-

structed to seize the convent as soon as the abbot should have

breathed his last, secularize it, and introduce the new religion.

But the impatient townsmen broke into the abbey several hours

before the death of the abbot. The monks elected another

abbot who fled over the green delta of the Rhine to Bregenz on

the shore of Lake Constance, from whence he protested against

the seizure of the abbey. This high-handed procedure did much
to precipitate the war that broke out between the cantons. The
second Peace of Cappel provided for the restoration of the

abbey. The new doctrines also found their way into the Tog-

genburg valley and the canton of Appenzell, both of which had

been under the jurisdiction of the abbot of St. Gall.

Into Schaffhausen, also, the only canton that lies altogether

The Re- on the German side of the Rhine, the new teachings found their

s°h » way. Chief of the propagandists in that territory was Sebastian

hausen Hofmeister (1476-1533), a Franciscan friar who became an

ardent admirer of Zwingli. Because of the discord created by

the appearance of some Anabaptists in that canton he was sent
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into exile and a reaction towards the old faith took place
;
but in chap.

ic2Q Protestantism was definitely established in the canton —^
The mountainous region that now forms the canton of Grau-

biinden did not form a part of the Swiss confederation in the

sixteenth century. It was included in three confederacies each pgg^
of which was separately allied to certain of the Swiss^cantons

Each valley and each separate group of people was isolated by den

fhe snow from the rest of the world for six months in the year.

In each community, as a consequence, a natural and compulsory

autonomy prevailed. There was an absence of continued

eiscopal discipline; and tolerance, or rather impunity was as-

sured to heretics. Chief of the Zwinglians in these high val-

leys were Comander, Gallicius, and Campell. John Comander

(?-icc7 ) drew up eighteen theses based upon the teachings of

Zwingli for the disputation which, in 1526* the order of the

diet of the three confederacies, was held in Ilanz His work

and that of his assistants resulted a few months later in the

decision of the diet to allow every individual to choose between

Catholicism and Zwinglianism and to permit every parish to

elect or dismiss its priest or pastor as it desired Tolerance was

extended to the members of the two principal faiths, but not to

the minor heresies or to individual heretics, /^hp Galhcius

(1504-66) labored principally in the valley of the Engadine,

and he took part in the disputation at Ilanz that resu ted in the

legalizing of the Zwinglian doctrines. Ulrich Campell (1510?-

82) also worked in the Engadine. The very situation of the

different valleys and communities, isolated by the mountains and

the snow, made religion in Graubiinden not a cantonal but a

local matter. From the diet of Ilanz to our own day each con-

gregation has remained supreme, choosing its religion and elect-

ing, maintaining, and releasing its pastor at its will. In the

Engadine and neighboring valleys there is still spoken by some

forty thousand people a Rhaeto-Romanic language which has a

literature, chiefly religious, of its own.

Zwingli, it will be seen, is the great outstanding figure in the

Swiss revolt from the Mother Church, just as Luther is the gjgjs

dominating figure in the German revolution. In many respects an
^
So .

the teaching of these two leaders is similar. Both of them re- ^
jected the authority of the Church for the authority of the

Bible; botTpreachedthe doctrine of justification by faith alone;

and both, declaring every Christian to be endowed with all the,

qualities of priesthood, erased the line of demarcation between

the cleFg^ar5ltheJaitx. Bufthere was a fundamental difference

in the character, the outlook, and the teaching of the two men.
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was a radical who looked to the future. Luther accepted the
**1&"31 dogma of original-sin without question ; but ZwIngTI,"~whTIe~ad"-

mitting it in appearance, in reality destroyed it. The Swiss re-

former taught that what is called " original sin " is merely an
inclination toward sin and not sin ' itself ; and that this innate

inclination toward evil is not the result of any sin on the part

of Adam and Eve but has its origin in nothing else than the

union of the soul with the body. Man is inclined to sin, there-

fore, simply because he is a finite and limited being. In ad-

vancing this doctrine, Zwingli went far beyond the Christianity

of his time. From it proceeded the bold statements that he

made in the Confession of Faith that he addressed to the king

of France. " We may hope to see in the realm of eternal life,"

he said, " all the holy, brave, faithful, and virtuous men who
have lived at any time in the history of the world." Among
them will be Socrates and Seneca, Aristotle and Aristides. " In

fact," he continued, " there is no good man, no holy spirit, no
faithful soul, that will not be seen there with God. What more
beautiful, more delightful, and more glorious spectacle can be

imagined than this ? " It was from philosophy, from the Neo-
Platonism of Pico della Mirandola, not from the Christianity of

the sixteenth century, that this doctrine was obtained. Zwingli

always .remained .deeply ,al£ached to the Greek and Latin writers,

and tO TTipjTijrnqnisrt; nf a more recgnf^ajr^ whom he had read

with delight in his youth and early manhood. Valerius Maximus
he had learned by heart ; Plato he deemed to have been divinely

inspired ; Seneca he esteemed as being with Paul an equal wit-

ness of the truth ; and he loved the magic of Lucian's words and
the tranquillity of his soul, finding in his books, where spring

laughs eternal, " the double dowry of counsel and delight." The
essence of religion, so Zwingli thought, was the confidence of the

child in its father, in the confident belief that the creator will turn

to the best use all the sorrow and suffering in the world. He re-

garded revelation as a personal and inner enlightenment that

comes from God and that enables the individual to recognize

God and to live in harmony with the divine will. This revela-

tion, this spirit or inner word which in itself is' sufficient to

effect salvation, is not connected with any book or organization.

Neither is it to be found only within the pale of Christianity.

It comes immediately from God to the individual ; and it has

been present and can still be found where no syllable of the

Scriptures has ever penetrated. In the ears of Luther such a

doctrine seemed the most audacious blasphemy. " I despair of
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his salvation," said the Saxon friar, " for he has become a pagan c
^y

P*

by admitting impious pagans, and even an Epicurean Scipio, a

Numa, the instrument of the devil in instituting idolatry among i518*3*

the Romans, to the ranks of the blessed souls. What is the good

of baptism and the other sacraments, the Bible and Christ him-

self, if the impious, the idolaters, and the Epicureans, are saints

in heaven ? What else is this than to teach that each man can be

saved by his own religion and belief ? " The doctrine of original

sin was regarded by both Luther and Calvin as part of the

fundamental basis of Christianity ; and in this respect they were

at one with the Church from which they had severed. Neither

was so daring nor so liberal as the cheerful-minded Swiss re-

former with his wide culture and his breezy and wholesome vigor.

One wonders how far he would have gone had not his work been

interrupted and left incomplete by his violent death.

It seems certain, however, that Zwingli would not have gone in

the direction of those Anabaptists who denied the need of political

organization and of social progress and who deemed an inner

enlightenment to be the sole necessity in life. Religion, in his

view, found its fruition in social advancement as well as in in-

dividual salvation. His conception of the act of communion
illustrates his emphasis of the social aspect of religion. He de-

nied, as we have seen, even Luther's half-way theory of con-

substantiation, regarding the rite as being devoid of all sacra-

mental efficacy, and held the virtue of the commemorative cere-

mony of communion to reside solely in the fact that it was a

corporate, social act in which a body of worshipers partici-

pated. Another fact would have prevented his approach to the

position of the Anabaptists. He was interested almost as deeply

in the political welfare of his country as in the work of religious

reformation. The two things were intimately associated in his

mind. The Anabaptists held that the Christian man should take

no interest in worldly aitair ^ that hf gVinnl d divide his go^ds ,

among the poo r, that he shouldjiever take an oath, nor-jdraw the

sword, nor serve as a soldie r. In answer to this Zwingli dis-

tinguished between an inner and ideal conception of the state of

society, possible only among actual saints, and the external, ac-

tual, state of society that exists as the result of the weakness of

man. By recognizing and controlling the right of private prop-

erty a nearer approach can be made to a state of perfection than

by its abolition. Then, too, the fact that the State includes non-
Christian members precludes an absolute return to the conditions

of the apostolic age. The political atmosphere of his native land

and the ideas of the ancients combined to make Zwingli burst
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' t^ie b°nds of primitive Christian society, abandon the ideal of the

passive resistance of a peaceful community of believers to the
1518-31 secuiar authority, and substitute in its stead the duty of the faith-

ful to cooperate in the formation and administration of the civil

constitution. According to Zwingli the ideal organization of

society is a republican State interpenetrated with the lofty social

sentiment of the Galilean. The combination of political democ-

racy with the social creed of the first age of Christianity forms

an ideal that is still pregnant with change.

u
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OUT of the soil of France, also, there grew a movement of c^^'
religious reform; one that possessed characteristics distin-

guishing it from the similar and simultaneous movements in Ger- 1512 "26

many and Switzerland. It failed to win the support of the mass

of the populace, owing in part perhaps to the skeptical tempera- character-

ment of_the people with whom it had to deal, a people swayed
jjjpreiicii

by common sense rather than by enthusiasm and so more or Reroit

less apathetic to the cause of religious reform, or at least dubious

of its possibility. Yet it found a minority animated by a pas-'V

sionate iMp.afornjyjiosp. intellectual q ualit ies made them impatient.™

of a middle course and whose separation from the Mother.

Church was cleaner jmt than that which occurred_in any_other

land. Another characteristic of the French revolt was that it

was more closely connected with humanism , and for a longer

period, than were the reform movements in any other country.

The French humanists recovered not only the secular writings

of Greece and Rome but also early versions of the biblical nar-

ratives.

First of the French humanists who led the way to heresy was

Lefevre of Staples (1450?-! 536), who at the opening of the

sixteenth century was a teacher in the University of Paris. In

15 12 he issued a translation from the Greek to the Latin of the

Epistles of St. Paul accompanied by a preface and a commentary.

Prefaces at that time filled the place since then taken by news-

papers, magazines, and monographs. " In them gushed forth

freely the passions of the moment; in them appeared quite un- Lefevre

expectedly many a new opinion. Now as naive as a book of tuples

intimate confidences, now ardent with the reverberations of yes-

terday's controversy, now as grave as a declaration of princi-

ples, these prefaces are the most vivid record of the ideas of the

283
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sixteenth century." In his dedicatory preface, anticipating the

action of Luther, Lefevre stated in the rnogl definite manner his
1512-26 belief in the^ exclusive authnrjty oWfi^~'Bih1 p and in justification

by iaith alone^ ' Let us not speaK~oTTlie" inei ironworks," he

said, " which is very small or none at all." In 1522 he published

in Latin a Commentary on the Gospels, in the preface of which

he pleaded for the restoration of primitive Christianity, and for

the sole authority of the Scriptures. " To know only the Gos-

pel," he affirmed, " is to know everything." Because of the

gathering enmity to him at Paris he accepted the invitation of

Bishop Brigonnet to take up his residence at Meaux, a little

town twenty-eight miles from the national capital. There he

devoted himself principally to the work of translating the Bible.

In 1523 he issued his translation of the New JTestament into

^Egencji. It did not mark a great advance upon the existing

French versions, but yet it served to increase the knowledge of

the life of Christ. With that life the French people were none

too familiar ; and when it was placed before them, in all its pene-

trating simplicity, to be inspired with the spirit of Christ made
up the sum of religion, " all else vanished into the background."

A few years later he completed a translation of the Old Testa-

ment.

I
About Lefevre, in the University of Paris, there had been

' grouped a little band of scholars. Quite the opposite to the

gentle master was the fiery and impetuous GuiUaume Fareh

Lef&vre's Others were Gerard "Roussel touched with mysticism and gifted
PupUs

with the power of eloquence ; Michel d'Arande , who, like Roussel,

remained within the Church ancl became a bishop ; Frangois

Vatable^who revived the study of Hebrew in France ; and Louis

de Berquin, a noble of high position, famous alike for his un-

usual learning and the purity of his life. All ofjhese humanists

were tajroted-^dihJiHSSy- So they incurred the hostility of the

Sorbonne, the 'college that had assumed virtually all the in-

struction in theology given in the University of Paris, whose de-

cisions in questions relating to the doctrines and practices of the

Church had come to be regarded as conclusive. ThpSorhonne. -

was the very citadel of orthodoxy. In 1521 in a pronuncia-

mento relating to all who held heterodox views it asserted that

" their impious and shameless arrogance must be restrained by

chains, by censures, nay, by fire and by flame, rather than van-

quished by argument." The Parlejn^nt_jai---Pa44&-w-as. equally

hostile to the heretics. In 1521 it commanded all of Luther's

books-tnat haa found their way into France to be given up ; and

two yepts later it seized and condemned the library of Louis de
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Berquin and would have proceeded against the humanist him- c
5vj"

self had he not been saved by the interposition of the king.

Clearly the path of heresy in France was beset with peril.
1512-26

Guillaume Brigonnet had been appointed bishop of Meaux in

1 5 16. Previously he had been the abbot of St. Germain-des-

Pres in Paris. He attempted to introduce into his diocese re- The Re-

forms that he had long cherished. He invited as preachers cer- formers at

tain of the scholars who had studied under Lefevre, and he

instructed them to read the gospel narratives to the people in

French, to accompany the readings with easy explanations, and

to endeavor to arouse a genuine religious feeling. These things,

he thought, were sufficient to remedy the evils of the time. He
did not desire a revolution. But some of his new preachers were
busy inculcating heretical views. Not long after this program
had been put under way Margaret ^ f Angnn1prr|f r

the sister of

Francis I, and her mother, Louise of Savoy, visited Meaux.
Both of them favored such an internal reformation. Margaret

was two years older than her brother, and upon him she exercised

considerable influence. A poet of distinct talent, she was sensi-

tive to all the currents of the Renaissance that were then pulsing

through the veins of France. She was, says a contemporary

writer, " a solitary violet in the royal garden," to which were at-

tracted all the better spirits in France, " as the wild thyme at-

tracts the bees." In her the earlier French Renaissance found N

not only its epitome but also its " good fairy." For a brief time

she was able to interest both her mother and her brother in the

work of Bricpnnet. So the reformation at Meaux went on its

way until, owing to the hostility of the Sorbonne, the timid

bishop withdrew his support. Not content with mere negative

action the Parlement applied additional pressure in consequence

of which Brigonnet forbade the circulation of Luther's books

in his diocese. The war with the Empire entailed the absence

of the king. So his moth%r, Louise, was made regent. Acting

upon the advice of the Chancellor, Cardinal Duprat, and of the

Sorbonne, she began to take more aggressive measures against

the spreading heresy. When the king was defeated and captured

at the battle of Pavia in 1525 there seemed to be an imperative

necessity of acting in concert with the papal power in order to

secure its support against Germany. A special commission was
appointed by the Parlement to deal with the heretics. Farel,

who had proved to be far more radical than Briconnet desired,

had already left Meaux ; and one by one the other reformers

fled before the gathering storm. Behind them were left the

people who had embraced the new doctrines and who fur-
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nished some of the earliest victims of the French revolt from
Rome.

In March, 1526, Franci&-Xu£turned from his captivity in

Madrid. By the terrr^ tf f^p frpaty »f release hejhjr1 promised

to cooperate in the suppression of Lutheran. nnH nrher_heretira1

sects. He was a generous patron of arts and letters, giving

substantial encouragement to poets, philosophers, architects,

painters, and sculptors. Up to this time he had viewed the

reformation carried on at Meaux with distinct approval. His

own religious convictions, however, were not very deep, and
doubtless it did not require any very great pressure to convert

his favorable attitude toward the reformers into an unfavorable

one. The paramount consideration with him was doubtless the

expediency of securing the papal support. Then, too, the

French clergy agreed to contribute 1,300,000 livres to the ex-

penses of the war with Charles V, which had broken out again,

provided that measures were taken for the suppression of heresy.

So, after the self-indulgent king had made up his arrears of

pleasure and had left the capital, persecution began in earnest.

One of the most prominent of the victims was Louis de Ber-

quim ~—

—

—__
"*\xl 1533 an event occurred which for the time being still fur-

ther connected the royal power with the cause of orthodoxy.

Henry^the second son oX-Epancisr-wa ^ .rnarrieH to Catherine de'

Medici^the niece o f Pope_ Clement VIL_ And then, too, just as

circumstances seemingly conspired to make the secular authority

more hostile to heresy, the heretics themselves became more ag-

gressive. On November 1, 1533, Nicholas Coj>
T
the newly ap-

pointed rector of the University of Paris, made a public ^address

in which he contended that salvation is the gift o f Go^ anrl ran--

not be obtalne3^yfrT^pe"rformance of good works . The address

was a misjudgment of the temper of the time and the place.

It created an uproar, and the rector was compelled to seek

safety in flight. Six months later, a certain John Calvin who,

so rumor said, was the actual author of the address, was also

obliged to flee from Paris. A year later when the inhabitants

of Paris woke up on the morning of October 18, they found

copies of a placard denouncing the mass posted on the walls of

the principal streets. This gratuitous attack upon the central

ceremony of Catholicism infuriated the populace, and the anger

of the king was likewise aroused when a copy of the offensive

placard was found affixed to the door of his bedchamber. Three

months later a solemn expiatory procession, in which, immedi-

ately behind the Host held aloft in a silver cross, the king walked
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with head uncovered, wended its way to the celebration of high C
vvi*

mass in the cathedral of Notre Dame. A censorship of the press

was established; and the burning of heretics was carried on 1535-47

more vigorously than ever. Almost four hundred were com-

mitted to the flames in less than a year.

In July, 1535, the Chancellor, Cardinal Duprat, died. His suc-

cessor, Antoine du Bourg, was more favorably disposed toward

the reformers. A week after his succession to office the king The King

issued the Edict of Courcy which provided that only incorrigible SSoSyto
1

heretics were to be persecuted and that those who renounced the policy

their errors within six months were to be pardoned. The Edict ^ution
86"

of Lyons, issued in the following year, was still more favorable

to the dissenters. But these measures of comparative mildness

did not succeed in checking heresy. In consequence the king

from about the year 1538, in which the mild Du Bourg was suc-

ceeded by Guillaume Poyet, became wholly committed to the

policy of active suppression. Especially given to persecution of

the religious dissenters was Cardinal de Tournon who obtained

a complete ascendancy over the king. From that time on

heretics were burned all over France. In 1545 three thousand
^

Waldenses, men, women, and children, who had affiliated them- I

selves with the Lutheran creed, were massacred with exceeding V.

brutality. The Edict of Fontainebleau, published in 1540, pro- /
vided for rigid measures for the discovery and punishment of /

heresy. The most prominent of the victims was fitienne Dolet, (

of whom we have seen something in our study of humanism and

its relation to heresy. Because of the unsubstantiated charge

of atheism he was burned to death in 1546, in the Place Mau-
bert in Paris, where to-day there stands an expiatory monument
erected to his memory. His cruel death was applauded by

Protestants as well as by Catholics. On March 31, 1547,

Francis I died. Under his successor, Henry II, the persecution

increased in severity, but instead of suppressing heresy it simply

compelled it to seek subterranean ways and transported its cen-

ter from Paris to Geneva. It is, therefore, with the work of

the French reformers in Geneva that we have now to deal.

Geneva^ lies at the south-west end of Lake Leman, at the

point where its blue waters run swiftly into the Rhone. It is

near the most frequented of^the_^Alpine^ passes, and s.q iLwas-a
center o^ tHe^Q^TTFTrtr^rried on between prance, Germany, Geneva

and Italy. In the early part of the sixteenth century its varied

population, derived from Latin and Teutonic sources, amounted

only to some twelve or thirteen thousand. Early in the twelfth

century it had come under the overlordship of the German em-
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°xvi " Perors and was in consequence technically regarded as an " im-
perial city." In actual practice it was under the sovereignty of

1275-1533
the bishop of Geneva, who acknowledged the emperor as

suzerain. The bishop delegated his temporal power to a

vidomme, an office which from 1290 to 1525 was held by the

dukes of Savoy. The vidomme exercised seignorial rights, but

to the citizens there was left a considerable margin of municipal

self-government. The__city_ was thus governed by bishop,

vidomme, and commune . The attempt of the House"of Savoy
to consolidate its territories seemed to Geneva to threaten the

loss of her liberties. So in 1504 war broke out between the

Genevese and their vidomme. The struggle for independence,

in which Geneva received the aid of Freiburg and Bern, lasted

for twenty years and resulted in the abolition of the vidommate.
This was followed by the repudiation of the governmental power
of the bishop. Freiburg, the first ally of Geneva in her effort to

throw off the yoke of Savoy, was a staunch supporter of the

Mother Church. The Bernese Vaud, on the other hand, the

most powerful member of the Swiss Confederation, had accepted

Protestantism in 1528; and that canton desired to see the same
faith introduced into Geneva. Freiburg was opposed to the

suggested change. When confronted with the conflicting de-

sires of her allies, Geneva decided somewhat negatively in favor

of the party of religious change. The decision was beyond
doubt determined by political expediency and was not the result

of a sincere religious belief, for the Genevese had as yet evinced

little sympathy with the new doctrines.

To Geneva there came in October, 1532, armed with a letter

from Bern, Guillaume Farel, the most aggressive of the re-

formers of Meaux, who since his flight from that bishopric had

been actively engaged with others in the work of converting to

Geneva the evangelical cause the French-speaking part of Switzerland.

protest-
3 But *he afdent and uncompromising preacher so offended the

ant Genevese that in a few days he was compelled to flee from the

city. He did not abandon the effort to win over Geneva, but

persuaded Antoine Froment to carry on the work of evangeliza-

tion in his absence. Froment took up the mission while engaged

ostensibly in the work of a school teacher. Outbreaks continued

to occur between the Catholics and Protestants. Freiburg and
Bern sent representatives to further their conflicting religious

interests, and with the delegates from Bern came Pierre Viret,

one of Farel's assistant preachers. In December, 1533, the in-

domitable Farel ventured to return and resume his impassioned

and eloquent preaching. The last stage of the long struggle for
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municipal independence was directed, as we have seen, against c
Jy£'

the bishop. It was perhaps inevitable that this should assume

the color of a revolt against the Church. This feeling of op-
1532-35

position, reinforced by the effect produced by the ignorance and

immorality of the Genevese clergy, and combined with a slight

but increasing degree of Protestant conviction, lent favor to

the cause of the reformers. The new-born independence pre-

pared the way for a new-born faith. In 1535 the cessation of

the mass wasnrriereH
,
-and thus the city was officially committed

to Protestantism. On May 21 of the following year the citizens

voted their determination " to live in this holy evangelical law

and Word of God, as it has been announced to us, desiring to

abandon all masses, images, idols, and all that which may per-

tain thereto." Two months later there came to the city a way-

farer, John Calvin, seeking rest for a night before resuming his

journey from France to Strasburg.

Calvin was born_on July 10, 150Q, at Noyon, a little town in

Picardy, sixty-severTmiles to the north-east of Paris. His par-

ents^ belongecPto the lomej^nuddjelciass. His father was a

lawyer who also held several ecclesiastical benefices ; and his Calvin's

mother, a beautiful and pious woman, was the daughter of a Traimiie

retired innkeeper. Both of them realized the value of education

and it was from them that their son inherited his predilection

for scholarship. ralvjn^J-ajjiej^inte.nde.d him_fpr the Church,

and when he wasJojH^een_yeaTS_Df age sent him to the Univer-

sity, of Pan£ ThTTlniversity had lost its former preeminence

in the world" of scholarship. It clung to the scholasticism that

was gradually being discredited, and only an occasional humanist

was to be found within its walls. One such teacher the young

boy met in Maturin Cordier, who strove to make Latin a living

thing for his pupils and succeeded in helping Calvin to acquire

a good command of the language. Five of the formative years

of youth Calvin spent in Paris, and then in 1528, just as Igna-

tius Loyola entered it, he left the capital to go to Orleans. Act-

ing upon his father's advice he had decided to abandon theology

for law. He went to the University

_

pj. Orleans to be able to

profit by the lectures of Pierre de l'fitoile, the most famous

among the French legal scholars of the day. After a year at

Orleans he went still farther south to Bourges in- order to study

with Andrea Alciati, an Italian scholar, who was the most scien-

tific legal teacher of the time. After the death of his father in

1 53 1 Calvin decided to devote himself to letters. In the same

year he published a commentary upon Seneca's De dementia

The book is a plea addressed to a ruler for the" exercise oF
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XVI clemency. In his preface Calvin boldly denounced the malad-

ministration of justice in the public courts. It was probably a
1509-36

year or tw0 after the appearance of this his first book that he

definitely withdrew from the Catholic fold. It was in the latter

part of 1533 that, because of his alleged' authorship of Nicholas

Cop's heretical address, he was obliged to seek safety in flight

from Paris. It is impossible to say definitely what it was that

brought about Calvin's change in religious belief. From his

mother he had inherited a zeal for religion, and the swelling

tide of the Protestant Revolution was therefore very likely to

sweep him from his old moorings. He himself regarded his

conversion as a sudden one, and as being the direct work of

God ; but it was probably a gradual change. After leaving Paris

he wandered up and down France for a few months and then

went to live in Basel, one of the most important centers of hu-

manism north of the Alps, a city in which Protestantism had
gained a firm footing, a place of refuge and repose, such as he

needed at the time, where he could carry on his literary work un-

hindered. There it was that in 1536 he completed the first edi-

tion of the Institute of the Christian Religion which he had begun
in Angouleme.

It is with the Christianae Religionis Institutio that the doc-

trinal development of Calvinism started. The first edition is

Theinsti- merely an outline of what the work subsequently became, but

thechris- i* contains in embryo all the fundamental views of its author.

ligion
The changes that were made were changes of form and emphasis
and not of doctrine. Unlike the later editions it places chief

stress upon ethics and the practical conduct of religious affairs

rather than upon dogma. Viewed from the standpoint of doc-

trinfi it is an explanation of the Apostles' Creed accompanied by
a commentary. In the Creed there are four fundamental as-

severations of faith: (1) I believe in Gnd the Father; (2) and

in His Snr^ Jesiaa Christy (3) and in the Holy Ghost ; and (4)
in the Holy_Ca^h^Hc__Qiuxdj. The Institute is divided into

four parts each of which explains and comments upon one of

these basic sentences. Viewed from the standpoint of ethics,

of worship, and of ecclesiastical polity, the book has six chap-

ters that deal with (1) daily conduct. (2) faith* (3) prayer, (4)

the two sacraments authorized by the Scriptures, (5) the false

.sarrampntg_established by the Catholic Church, and (6) the re-

Tatim^of-fl1^ Hnirrh to t*"» ^*atp. The book is very considerably

indebted to thinkers who had preceded Calvin, especially to the

leaders of the Protestant Revolution who came immediately be-

fore him. It is more the work of codification than of creation.
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It gathered up, with the art of a master builder, the scattered c
%$j'

bits of heretical thought and made of them a symmetrical struc-

ture. Its logical precision and lucidity of statement made it 1536

incomparably the most effective exposition of Protestantism that

had yet been made. Yet something it did add that was new and

peculiar to Calvin— the Romanic idea of religious reform, which

proved to be better adapted for international propaganda than

either the Lutheran or Zwinglian forms. Prefixed to the book

is an address to Francis I, implying that heresy is intolerable but

repudiating for the French Protestants, whom it defends, all

heresy and all sympathy with heresy.

Before the Institute had come from the printing press

Calvin left Basel for Italy to visit Renee, duchess of Ferrara, the Calvin's

youngest of the two daughters of Louis XII, the late king of Zmtelt
France. We are sure neither of the reasons nor the details of Ferrara

the visit. Renee was a patroness of the new learning and sym-

pathetically disposed towards the heretical reformers. Perhaps

Calvin hoped to persuade her to use her influence in France on

behalf of the persecuted reformers
;
perhaps he hoped to make

Ferrara a center of Protestantism; or maybe it was merely the

fulfilment of the dream that every humanist harbored in his

heart some day to visit Italy. His visit was a brief one. Alone

and on foot, by the steep pass of Duranda, he returned to Basel

;

and from there he went to his birthplace, where his brother

Charles had recently died, to arrange his family affairs. On his

way from France to Strasburg he stopped for a single night at

Geneva.

It would be well before taking up the story of Calvin in

Geneva to sum up very briefly the condition of the city in which Geneva

he was to find his principal field of work. Geneva, as we have_^^°[°,
B

seen, had jay^rthrown the dominion of the duke and the bishop .
Arrival

Thereby^she had secured j)oliticaT independence^ ±>ut the gov~
ernment that had taken the place ofthose authorities was not a

democratic one. Power was concentrated in the hands of a few

men. In ecclesiastical matters the Ggjieves£_Jacked both or-

ganization and creed. They were committed to~~Proteslantism

and they supported Protestant preachers . That is as much as

can be said: The old~~religious edifice had been torn down, but

a new one had not yet been erected in its place. Genevan society

in the years that intervened between the achievement of political

independence and the arrival of Calvin has been described as be-

ing given over to license and disorder, though this appears to be

an exaggeration. There seems to be no proof indicating that

the Genevese were more given to corruption and lawlessness at
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this time than were the inhabitants of any other European city

of the same size. Finally it should be borne in mind that liberty

of conscience had not been established. Laws had been passed

that restricted freedom of religious opinion.

Such, in brief, was the condition of affairs in Geneva when,
one day in August, 1536, there entered the gates of the city to

rest for a night before resuming his journey, a frail young
Frenchman, with a refined and scholarly air about him, singularly

pallid of face, with lustrous eyes that retained their brightness

even to his death. It was John Calvin on his way to Strasburg

where he hoped to lead the quiet life of a scholar. But Farel

heard that the author of the Institute was in the city and has-

tened to tell him that Geneva needed his aid. Calvin declined

to stay. He pleaded his unfitness for the work that was to be

done, and asked to be allowed to go upon his way. " May God
curse your studies," answered Farel, " if now in her hour of

necessity you refuse to lend your aid to His Church." Thus did

the zealous old man morally compel Calvin to renounce the life

he had contemplated and take up his work in Geneva.

It was not long before a Confession of Faith was drawn up,

intended " to give some shape to the newly established Church,"

a brief creed of twenty-one articles, written probably by Farel,

but indebted for its thought and arrangement to Calvin. By
means of the Confession the inhabitants of Geneva-were to be

separated, the Prnfe^nfo trn^n-tlii? TajjinTir-g There was to be
no equivocation. Each was to choose one creed or the other.

And all those who declined to accept the new creed were to be
driven from the Genevan territory. The Confession was ap-

proved by the Little Council and its enforcement authorized.

The Council of Two Hundred also approved it, though not with-

out some opposition* and it was adopted by citizens assembled in

the cathedral. Then, on different days, the captains of the sev-

eral divisions of the city took the people to the cathedral where
in groups they accepted the new creed on oath. But there were
those who disapproved and stayed away.

Together with the Confession of Faith there was submitted

to the magistrates of the city a JDisciplme thaX-
g^pfr^lpfL£H_f>r'—

clesiastical organization and outlined the relation of the civil

to the ecclesiastical power. Discipline, the__cQritrol of daily_
life, had been a rjrime__concern of the early Church, and Calvin

deemed it to be an equally essential conceni_of_the Churclbthen in

the process of establishment.^ The ecclesiastical sentences for

breach of discipline were to extend to the extremity of excom-
munication. " It is expedient," it was contended, " and accord'
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ing to the ordinance of God that all open idolaters, blasphemers, c
|[£*-

murderers, thieves, adulterers, and false witnesses, all seditious

and quarrelsome persons, slanderers, pugilists, drunkards, and 1536 "38

spendthrifts, if they do not amend their lives after they have

been duly admonished, shall be cut off from communion with

believers until they have given satisfactory proofs of repent-

ance." The censures of the Church, Calvin insisted, were to be

enforcedJjy^JiiljeiyjL authority. Secular,jejiiorcement of disci-

pline was adopted by the, -councils, but they declined to approve_

the penalty of excommunication. Later on, when Calvin re-

turned from exile, he succeeded, after meeting with great op-

position, in securing the adoption of excommunication, though

not in the way he had des.ired.

Another thing to be done was to provide for elementary re-

ligious instruction. So Calvin wrote a Catefhism. designed for The

children, but also intended to be useful to the adult citizen, which Catechism

was published in 1537. It explained the Ten Commandments ,

the Apostles' Creed, the T ,n rr1
'
c Prayer and the sacraments , be-

ing a, conden sation "f the ImHtl^f Calvin intended it to

be easily comprehensible, but it proved to be altogether too diffi-

cult, too theological, too minute, for children, and in 1541 it

was replaced by a revised edition.

No definite office was given to Calvin at first, but two months
after he entered the city he was made one of its pastors. This

was the only office to which he received a regular appointment.

Yet in an incredibly short time he became the virtual dictator of

the city, ruling it until his death
n
except for_JJT e_ three years of

__

his Sanishment, with a rod of iron. ^ It was a gay and pleasure-

lovingpeopTe with whom he had to deal. Their days of labor TheRef-

were relieved with many festivals. They were fond of dancing. orMan^
of music, and of masquerades. To the strolling mummers they ners

gave a hearty welcome, and they delighted to see the " merry-

andrews making mirth on the green." In the evening, after

the day's work was done, they gossiped in the cabarets over their

wine or indulged in a friendly game of cards. But especially at

weddings did they dance and feast to their hearts' desire. All

this was now to be abandoned and in its stead was to be subr

stituted a " holy reign of terror." A^j_citizens jive^e__obl 1gpr* tf>

attendjtwo sermons on Sunday, those_jvbo played cards, were
exhibitecTpublicry in the pillory ; to laugh at Calvin's sermons or
to speaTTdisrespect fully of him in the street was accounteda
crime^ No more ronld a hrirje he,_adorfted-as-of okLJier hairjin£_^
braided and flowers at her breast... To wear one's hair in grace-

ful tresses or to be decked too gaily was a violation of the moral
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code. No more-were wedd ings- a-linig_of special rejoicings To
have too many guests at a feast, or too many dishes, or to dance,

was a crime. An old woman who lighted a taper and mumbled
a litany was whipped—

s

everely

;

and a^chjld who struck__ils_par-

ents ^wag_beheaded. Did all this lead to an improvement in the

morality of Geneva? It is at best doubtful. Most likely the

stern regulations and harsh punishments simply drove immoral-

ity below the surface. " True holiness is that which men live

and grow into in the strength of high principles and noble affec-

tions, not that which is bolstered up by regulations and protested

by penalties."

InevitabJyoppo£ilJQii_jarose agajnst__j£LJiarsli__a regime. It

consisted principally of the Eidgenossen , the patriotic citizens

who had fought jfor independence against the HnWe__and ~EEe"

bishop and~~who saw their hard-won liberty disappearing before

the encroaclmien1^j3£_a_^^ but it included also the

worst element^ f the population : and so itrereiyed from the

Calvimsts the undeserved name of the " Libertmes." So pow-
erful was the reaction that at the election of the four syndics

early in 1538 three of them were chosen from the ranks of the
" Patriots." Closely connected with this reaction against the

drastic regulations and inquisitorial procedure with which Calvin

sought to effect a renovation of the Genevese character was a

q^an^LjQyjeiiJLlieological mattgrs_with the Bernese authorities .

Presuming upon the assistance rendered to Geneva in her struggle

for independence the Bernese authorities demanded that their

neighboring city should conform to certain ecclesiastical usages,

among which was the celebration of communion with unleavened

bread. This Calvin refused to do. The Patriots at once saw
the opportunity. They upheld the demand of the Bernese.

Calvin and Farel refused to yield. So, in the year 1538, both

of thpm jyvere ha.nkhe4> The bow had been strained until it

snapped asunder. Calvin's drastic and despotic rule proceeded

from the best intentions. It had a lofty aim. Perhaps he rec-

ognized in part that the great need of the time was not so much
the acceptance of a new theological system as the perfection and
practise of a social discipline. But three things militated against

his successiAj^n the first place he had altogether too exaggerated

an . idea of sm. The minute and rigid regulations— over two
hundred in number they came to be

—

$fece a ban upon almost

every form of amusement. In the seajmi place -his ptoceilure^

was sudden and dictatorial instead of being gradual_and_p.er.sna-

sjy^ In the third placffife plac_^d_jar too slight a reliance upon
the individuality of tb? Genevan citizen ; he was not content
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slowly to develop an internal moral force, but sought instead to °^^'
control every action immediately by external restraint.

When they left Geneva the two preachers went to Basel and 1538'41

afterwards parted ways. Farel, who was then almost fifty years

of age, went to Neuchatel where he labored for yet another gen-

eration. Calyjn^who was not yet thirty years old^ continued his caivinat

work in Strasburg , the most important stronghold of the Prot- stra8bur«

estant Revolution in south-western Germany. Among the men
with whom he was associated there were Martin Bucer, who
proved a wise councilor and a kindly companion, the conciliatory

Wolfgang Capito, and Jacob Sturm, a municipal official who was

an influential promoter of Protestantism and a distinguished edu-

cational reformer. Here, tojxjie^gujidjeveral hundred French

refugees who elected him their pastor . Very soon he had a well-

organized congregation to which he preached four times each

week. His salary was very small, and oftentimes he suffered

financial distress. His activity became varied. He ^taught

theology hi the public_schools, took pjxLin_xeligio4is--dispu4iEonsr"

and continued his workaj_aii_authox. In the field of theological

criticism he wrote a Commentary on_Jk£~EpistU-to- the Romans,
and in the field of theology itself he issued in 1539 a revised and ^

greatly enlarged edition of the Tnxtitute^vjh\ch
t

wfrilp infprjnr

to the final edition of 1559 in logical arrangement, rpaches_the

culmination of the authors doctrinal system.

The Emperor Charles V greatly desired religious union, if

only for the sake of making possible united action against the

Empire's foes. For the advancement of their cherished par- caivinat

ticularism the Catholics and the various Protestant sects had thecoi-

not scrupled to further the interests of the enemies of Germany.
So conferences, whose object it was to effect the desired re-

ligious unity were held at various times in various places. Early

in 1539 Calvin, in an unofficial capacity^attended the meeting at

Fr^ankfort; in 1 54oJiejyyent to the_meeting at Hagenau ; in the

same year he was _sent as a delegate of Strasburg to a meeting
of the Diet at Worms, in whictijie took aL-prominent parj_ and
when the Diet was adjourned to_Rai-i<;hQn (Regensburg) he was
again an active participator^ Whatever political results these

conferences may have had they all failed to effect a religious

reconciliation. Calvin, indeed, seems not to have desired a re-

union. Only by mutual concession could a reunion have been
effected, and to compromise Calvin was constitutionally op-

posed.

In the meantime how had things been going in Geneva? Ap-
parently the moral condition of the city was much the same as
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when Calvin first arrived there. But the two opposing parties

remained unreconciled. In the struggle the Patriots lost ground.

They were successful only while protesting against the unduly

rigorous ordinances. When Calvin was driven from the city

their activity ceased. Seemingly they had no constructive pro-

gram to offer. On the other hand Calvin's supporters were ani-

mated and unified by the idea of regenerating humanity, and

their program for moral purification was a definite one. The
dissensions between the citizens seemed to afford a favorable

chance to win back the city to the ancient faith. So_in_i539
>
at

the^ suggestion of_JPope Paul_HI, Cardinal Sadoleto, bishop of

Carpentras, in Dauphiny, wrote a conciliatory letter to the munici-

pal authorities__and the citizens appealing to~them to
"

return^to

the Mother Church . Sadoleto was a distinguished humanist, and

a man of genial disposition. Irreproachable in his own life he

sincerely desired the reform of the abuses of the Church without

changing any of its essential creeds. His letter was sent by the

Genevan authorities to the Bernese officials who, in turn, re-

quested Calvin to answer )t. The exiled reformer wrote the

most eloquent defense of the entire religious revolt that had yet

been made or that was destined to appear for a long time, a

dignified, gentle and moderate reply that gave expression to the

feelings of Protestantism and doubtless made many friends for

its author. At last the incessant agitation and strife in Geneva
resulted in the victory of the Calvinists; and then, on October

22, i.^4Qr-a_letter jy_as_desp^t^pd r^uesting Calvin to return .

But he was in no hurry to comply; and when fina'fiy he con-

sented
.
he jp cifitH upon certain^£Qjiditions,jth£_ chief nJL-whif4^

was the_establishment of a Consistory, or tribunal oL-mofals,
to consist of pastors and elders^that should hciv^stUDervision of

the daily lives pf the Genevese. The conditions were granted^

and on September i3.~Tfo-i f
the exile reentered Genevaafter

an absence of three and a halfyears.

When Geneva abolished the dominion of its duke and its bishop

it did not establish a democracy, but instead the city with its

adjacent territory was ruled by_an oligarchy^ It is to the com-
ponent parts of this government that we must now devote our

attention. First .. nf all there was the_-Gen£ral Assembly, which
consisted of all the citizens, that is, of all the neads'of families.

It was supposed to meet at least twice each year^ to conduct busi-

ness that related to the. entire community. It elected the__foyx__

syndics. the_Jreasu rer, the secretary, and the lientenaht oJLJus-
tice, and^jnaxiejLllia^ the laws] ButluTtime

went on the General Assembly was summoned less and less fre-

/
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quently, and most of the powers formerly exercised by the duke c
£$£"

and the bishop were acquired by the Little Council and,the^
Council of Two Hundred. The syjidic^wexe-tlie.adininistxa-tive

1538"41

officialilSE3ie_citx. THey had charge of the most important

criminal jurisdiction, and it w^ihjir duty to see that ordeiijirfir.

vailed frornsunset to sunrise. The Little Council had twenty-

five members injvvhose election the people had scarcely any voice.

The syndics" and the treasurer holding office and the syndics of

the previous year were always entitled to membership. The
other members were chosen by the Council of Two Hundred

;

but this latter council was itself nominated by the Little Council.

Thus onlyTTve' members oT~ the Little "Council (the syndics and

the treasurer who had been elected that year) could be chosen by

the people in any one year. Yet this council was a most power-

ful factor in the Genevese government. It was the supreme

court, and it was_an_ inner_legislative and administrative body.

All told, it exercised a wide range of powers. There was a

CouncJl_iiL3ixtyJk_caned into existence to decide matters too im-

portantjoxJthjeJLMle_£omicil. Its members were elected by the

Littl e Council But the oligarchic tendencies of the Genevan

government soon rendered this body insignificant. It very rarely

took action. Finally there was the Council of Two Hundred,

established in 1527, whose members were chosen by the Littk

Council It was this body that had practically arrogated to itself

the functions of the otiose Council of Sixty. Such was the

civil polity, the aristocratic government of Geneva, with which

Calvin's ecclesiastical polity worked—" two parts of one ma-
chine."
""* The influence of Calvin upon the civil government of Geneva

was undemocratic. It was due seemingly to his advice that the

General Assembly of the citizens was summoned as infrequently

as possible. . And it was doubtless due in no small degree to his Calvin

personal attitude of unfriendliness that the mere desire to call a civiiGov

special meeting of the Assembly was regarded as an indication ernment

of treason. He greatly curtailed the governing power of the

people by arranging that nothing should be discussed in the

General Assembly that had not previously been considered in the

Council of Two Hundred, that nothing should be discussed in the

Council of Two Hundred that had not already been debated in

the Little Council.^ Thus all legislation had its origin in the

Little Council Between .the Little Council and the Consistory

there was a most intimate connection, and the dominating in-

fluence in the Consistory was Calvin. Thus he became " the

mainspring o f the Genevese republic. He'

s

et all its wheels~iP""
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Calvin's
Church
Polity

motion." It is impossible to define his exact political position.

Nominally he held ng4>cdifckal__ojfoe| bulJaj-eality_he madejLhe
laws, while the councils confirmed, them and jhe syndics carried

them, out
According to Calvin's theory_the church was made up_ of all

clergy and laity who agreed upon the fundamental articles of

the Calvinist theology. Church and State each was to be su-

preme in its respective sphere. This idea of ecclesiastical inde-

pendence was inherited from the Catholic Church which had

often fought to maintain it. Luther and Melanchthon _con-

sentecLfo the subjugation of the church to the civil power; and

in England the monarch was at the head of the Church as well

as the State. Calvin modified the CathoHc_jdeaL by^giying tojthe

laity a^vojcc-un, the ^ov^rnment of the churchyThe secular

power was to-gnforce the laws and doctrines of the churchy. In

practice the government of the Genevan Church was vested in

the Consistory which was made up of six ministers and twelve

lay elders. The lay members of this powerful court were all

nominated by the ministers. Two of them were chosen from

the General Assembly, and ten from the Council of Two Hun-

dred. For their services they were paid two " sols " a day de-

rived from the fines which they imposed. According to law

one of the syndics should have presided at the meetings, which

were held every Thursday, but Calvin, although it would seem

that he did not actually usurp the office of president, certainly

exercised the preponderating influence until the end of his life.

It was the establishment of this institution that Calvin had made
the chief condition of his return to Geneva. ^ It had jurisdiction^

over Jhe_ conduct of the mm-alc: and the belief o f _thedtizens

of the town . It summoned inhabitants of every age and rank to

appear before it, and its procedure was incredibly minute. It

was empowered to pronounce the extreme ecclesiastkal-penalty

Calvin's
Pivotal

of excommunication . In many instances it handed the accused

persons over to the" civil authorities for punishment by fine, im-

prisonment, torture, or death. Between 1542 and 1546 fifty-

eight persons were sentenced to death, and seventy-six to exile.

" From his cradle to his grave the Genevese citizen was pur-

sued " by the Consistory with its " inquisitorial eye." Calvin's

powerful influence was exerted in behalf of an increase in the

penalties and an unrelenting and pitiless execution of the laws.

Having seen something of Calvin's supervision of morals, let

us turn to his theology ; not to the ideas that he held in common
with contemporary and traditional Christianity, but to those that

are distinctly his own. According to the doctrine of justifica-
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tion by faith alone, man is impotent to contribute to his own
°5£J*

salvation. God alone can save him.^ God is omniscient and

omnipotent SomejneiLiirj^sayed~and others are lost It must 1541"®4

be, theii^_that_ some are predestined to be saved and others to_be

lost^ God must have known and ordained their_jates_in the be-_

ginning. But Luther did not pursue his doctrine of justification

as far as this. In his eyes the cjmrch_had_still. a parLto play irTl

saving the souls of men by proj^^mginjtheirjiearts the, indis-

pen<;ahlf~~?avrh in fhrW Predestination was always a. tormenj:

tojiim^ He shunned it. Not so with Calvin. Predestination C ^ | \/i

is jiis—ftiyotal dogma . He faced the issue squarely. His_^

theology begins and ends with the supremacy of God . Before

the existence of time God arbitrarily determined, without any

reference whatsoever to the character of the individual, the

eternal fate of every "human being. Any attempt at cooperation

on the partof the fndividual is fruitless. Man cannoj contribute

to his own salvation even . in the slightest degree. " Every-

thing," said Calvin, " depends upon the mere will of God ; if

some are damned and others saved it is because Gpd has created

some for death and others for life." But why, it might be asked,

did God create those men who were eternally to be losjt ? Calvin,

was not abashed. ' He did not recoil. He was_ready with an _-<>

answer. It was^or His glorification. 'Such
_
isthe central doc-

trine of Calvin's theology. How did so terrible a belief find

such ready and wide-spread acceptance? Did it come as a con-

solation to those who had left the ancient fold? Did it con-

vince them, this doctrine of the inefficacy of man's works, that

the ritual they had abandoned was of no avail? Nothing clings

to men so persistently as the things intertwined with their emo-
tions. Long after the intellect has declined longer to subscribe

to a creed the ritual and the associations of the abandoned
church appeal with almost irresistible force to the emotions.

Feelings are ever more conservative than intellectual convic-

tions. The thing that is reasonable to the mind is often treas-

onable to the heart. The religion which the first Calvinists had
left behind was one whose roots were entwined with the very
fiber of their being. It possessed the most stately and solemn
ritual known to history. What could be more momentous than
the words of consecration pronounced by the priest over the

bread and wine -while the deep-toned bells announced the miracle,

daily renewed in the remotest village as well as in the capital of

Christendom, to the listening world? Was it possible that some-
times the fear crept into their hearts that after all salvation

might depend upon the sacraments 'which the Church they had
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°xvi'
renounced alone could administer? Then was it not with con-

solation that there came to them the teaching that salvation is
1541-64

tQ be founcj oniy jn the hollow of God's hand, that it is dis-

pensed without reference to any human mediation, and that it

depends entirely upon the unsearchable will of the creator?

With this belief taken to their breasts no evil could befall them
No one had power over them

;
not even their persecutors, for all

things had been determined even before the foundation of the

world.

This^doctrine of predestination , of the helplessness of man,
would seem to lead to moral paralysis, for it leaves to the elect

no need for self-restraint, and to the reprobate it offers no
incentive to reform. Yet such has not been the case. Calvin-

ism does not appear to have decreased the moral vitality of any
nation that has accepted' it. This result is difficult of explana-

tion. Perhaps jthejlogma, of pjgdestjgatifea was .never really ac-

cepted by__the mass of Calvinists even in Calvin's tirne.^ It was
the theme of innumerable polemical' discussions, but perhaps for

the mass of men it had never more than an academic interest.

Perhaps from the first the human conscience, always a better

guide than logic, revolted against the idea that man is a slave be-

fore God, and that God chooses from his slaves a few for election

and delivers the majority to the eternal torments of hell. Men
do not look to their religious leaders for a systematic theological

system. They are interested not so much in theology as in re-

ligion. Their deepest need is an inspiring interpretation of the

aspirations of the heart. The stern morality of Calvinism flowed

from Calvin's character and not from his theology. Character

is ever more potent than intellectual power. If Calvinism had
inherited from its founder only a well-articulated theological ,

system it would have sunk from view, sooner or later, in " the

quicksands of doctrinal dispute."

In less than two years after Calvin returned to Geneva hos-

tility to his rigorous rule began to make itself evident. And,
as before, the opposition included varied elements. In 1546
came the first serious clash. Calvin was victorious, but for the

next two or three years his situation -was precarious. Among
Boiaec_ those who, in later years, opposed Calvin was Jerome Bolsec, a

physician who came to Geneva in 1551, and, by his ability, learn-

ing and character, quickly succeeded in winning the respect of

the community. He soon took exception to the doctrine of pre-

destination. Calvin evidently desired his death, for a letter

written by him and his colleagues ' said :
" It is our wish that

our Church should be purged of this pest in such a manner that
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our XVIit may not, by being driven home, become injurious to

neighbors." But in the end, owing to the councils of moderation

from Bern, Bolsec was banished.
5 "e

We have now to deal with the chief example of Calvin's in-

tolerance. Michael Servetus__ ( 1 5 1 1 ?-.53 ) was a-£paniard, .who

after studying jaw, perhaps in Toulouse, jperu^ some years in servetus

Germany, _where he issued two TicretkalJjooks on the Trinity.

Fear of persecution led him to flee the country. He took up the

study of medicine in Paris and won a reputation as one of the

best physicians in France. Gifted with a highly analytical and

keenly observant mind he discovered the pulmonary circulation

of the blood three-quarters of a century before William Har-

vey. He went to live with the archbishop of Vienne, an old

pupil of his, and to practise his profession there. There his

heterodox views regarding the Trinity, objectionable to Catho-

lics and Protestants alike, got him into trouble. His manner,

too, was not likely to win him friends. He was arrogant and

Contemptuous of those who differed from his opinions. Sin-

cere in his conviction that his beliefs were of the greatest im-

portance to humanity, he continued to publish them. In the

course of the discussions that ensued Calvin meanly forwarded

to the Catholic Inquisition, for the purpose of delivering him
to death, some letters that the accused physician had sent to him
in confidence and under the seal of secrecy. Servetus was im-

prisoned, but made his escape. After lingering for some time

in France he set out for Italy by way of Switzerland, alone and
on foot, and by some irony of fate stopped at Geneva. He
reached Geneva on a Sunday and in the afternoon he went to

hear Calvin preach. He was at once recognized and was ar-

rested, at the instance of Calvin, before the service began. In

prison he was subje^te^to^nielJxeatmentt-and he was„ denied

the benefit of counsel. Calvin appeared against him in the court-

room, displaying great eagerness to secure his conviction, and
from the pulpitJie incited the people against hTm^ OrTOctober

27, 1553, on the little knolL.ai-Chn.mpo1, just outside- of Geneva^
the lonely hereticjwho to the last persistpdin his hplif ft;

,

, was

burned .to death. S>ervetus was -merely a visitor in Geneva, a

wayfarer whojiad stopped_fox. a time on his way__from France
to Italy. His~rehgiousviews had neither been printed nor

uttered in Genevan territory. The Genevan government, there-

fore, had not the slightest legal justification for his arrest, im-

prisonment, torture, and death. Many excuses have been

offered for this lamentable deed. It is said that fanaticism,

devotion to one idea so intense as to lead to the undervaluation
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or exclusi°n °f au< others, destroys the judgment. But Calvin

was not a fanatic. He was a constructive statesman alike in
i5ii-64

t jie ^gj^ £ reiigious thought and in that of social organization.

He was by no means absorbed by a single idea. Then, too, his

temperament was cold, deliberate, and calculating. His emo-

tions pulsated but feebly. It is said, again, that religious perse-

cution was the prevailing temper of the time, that " it was not

Calvin who burned Servetus but the whole sixteenth century,"

and that every other religious leader of the day would have com-

mitted Servetus to the flames with equal readiness. But the

idea of tolerance, derived neither from skepticism nor indiffer-

ence but based upon reason, no mere hazy presentiment but a

systematic vindication of complete religious liberty, was con-

temporary with Calvin. There were many who there and then

raised their voices in protest against the cruel deed.

Chief of those who spoke at this time in behalf of tolerance

was Sebastian Castellio (1515-63), a scholar of deep and wide

casteiiio learning who had come to Geneva as a teacher. He wished to

enter the ministry, but to the proposed change, because of dif-

ferences in biblical interpretation, Calvin objected. Castellio

withdrew from Geneva to Basel, and when in 1554 Calvin, with

the aid of texts taken from the Bible, made a defense of the

execution of Servetus in particular and argued for the suppres-

sion of heresy in general, he and several others issued, a month

later, a Treatise on Heretics, signed with the pen name of

MartinusBeilius, and addressed to the laity at large. It con-

tained a well reasoned plea for tolerance, and it was reinforced

by quotations advocating tolerance from a score of writers

among whom were Augustine, Chrysostom, Jerome, Luther,

Erasmus, and Calvin.

From Geneva the teachings of Calvin spread to France. By
a coincidence the first edition of the Institute appeared in 1536

Calvin's the very year of the death of Lefevre. The teaching of the

£r£2? most venerable of all the reformers of Meaux, although it had

included the doctrine of justification by faith alone, had been

chiefly ethical. Calvin's book gave to the Protestantism of his

native land an articulated creed. In accepting this dogmatic sys-

tem the French heretics abandoned the most essential character-

istics of the humanism that had led them out of the beaten path

of orthodoxy, for they had surrendered the right of the indi-

vidual to think for himself. Thus it was that French humanism

and heresy, so closely interwoven at first, parted ways. Com-
pactness was gained, it is true, but only at the price of freedom.
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CHAP.
XVIIn 1 541 Calvin finished a French translation of the second and

greatly enlarged edition of the Institute. In addition to this

he carried on a tireless correspondence with dissentients in
**"*-"*

France, sustaining the weak, encouraging the hesitating, advis-

ing organization, and becoming definitely recognized as their

spiritual leader. The knowledge of the continued spread of

heresy made the French government more energetically repres-

sive than ever. But, as we have seen, the increased severity of

Francis I failed to effect its purpose, and on the death of that

monarch all that had been accomplished was the driving of

heresy below the surface and the transferring of its headquar-

ters from France to Geneva.

All the circumstances that surrounded Henry II when he suc-

ceeded his father in 1547, and all the influences brought to bear

upon him, made for still more rigorous efforts to stamp out the

obnoxious religious views. The new king lacked the strength

to maintain the monarchy at the height to which it had attained.

Slowly but steadily it slipped back into impotence. Once again persecu-

the great feudal families raised themselves above the sovereign
JJIJJJ^

and their bitter rivalry overshadowed all the land. Henry was tionin

a sickly king. He knew the battlefield only by hearsay, and France

he seemed to be inseparable from the elderly ladies who were

his mistresses. The task of extinguishing heresy was not an

easy one, for everywhere the new opinions had been conveyed

up and down the rivers and highways throughout the length and

breadth of the land, but it was taken in hand with grim deter-

mination. In the first year of the new reign an additional court,

the notorious Chatnbre Ardente, was established^.in Paris for

the exclusive purpose of dealing with heretic s. In two years it

had condemned some_EvcThundred people" to death. Suppressed

in 1549, because of the jealousy of the ecclesiastical courts, it

was revived in 1553 and continued its nefarious work. It must

not be thought that this was the sole tribunal engaged in the

work of condemning heretics and confiscating their property.

Provincial parlements and ecclesiastical courts were equally ac-

tive. In the face of this pitiless persecution French Protestant-

ism did not waver, but took - up the work of organizing
"^

" churches " which for almost a decade had been suspended. A
" church " was made up of aJbooV of worshiper^apreacher.
and a rnnd^nry that iWliiHe^"?'^1^^ HparQjjT The WOrk
then consisted ^n^rinT^ivwg^af sermons and the administering of

the sacrnmentf. Before
]_5fio

some thirty-six churches had^heen

completely organized in France, otherj_Jiacl_ been partially or-
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c.5£?' ganized, and many pastors had come from Geneva. Among the

earliest and most important of these churches was the one estab-
1547-59 Hshed in I555 at Paris>

Henry realized that his efforts thus far had been in vain.

He desired to introduce the Inquisitic^m^France^^bjitJo this

the Par1pmp.nj_r>i Pari^etused to consent. ~5o fromCompiegne
he issued another edict against heresy on July 24, 1557, that was
registered by the parlement six months later. But torture cham-

ber and stake alike failed to arrest the progress of religious

dissent. Heresy not only continued to spread^among the mid-

dle classes but began to invade the upper strata of society. Late

one afternoon in May, 1558, in the public grounds of the Univer-

sity, known as the Pre-aux-cleres, a favorite promenade of the

Parisians, a few voices began to sing one of the psalms recently

The translated into French by Clement Marot. It was not long be-

rv.™^
' ^ore ^e singers were joined by large numbers of those who

were taking the air in that leafy place or playing games. For
several successive evenings the performance was repeated. In-

cluded among the recruits to the chorus were such important

personages as Antoine de Bourbon, who next to Henry II and

his children was the first prince of the blood; his wife, Jeanne

d'Albret, in right of whom he was the titular king of Navarre;

his youngest brother, Louis, prince of Conde; Gaspard de

Coligny, admiral of France; and one of the Coligny's brothers,

Frangois d'Andelot, who because he was the most active of all

the converts among the nobility to the Huguenot cause was
called the fearless knight. . The psalm-singing was stopped, but

not before the spread of heresy among the middle and upper

classes had been given a most impressive demonstration; for,

so it was said, five or six thousand had taken part in the per-

formances. Tqjhe Huguenots itsejmed_time that the churches

established in France should be" united^in^^a^ien^Lcq^anization.

So on May 26, i^g^the lirst Protestant synod_in_France_was

held in Paris^ It was only a~small gathering,' and it was con-

ducted, perforce, in the utmost secrecy, but it drew up a confes-

sion of faith, based upon Calvin's theological teaching, if, indeed,

it was not actually written by him, and it formulated a plan of

government. To the king the situation appeared so serious that

he attended a meeting of the Parlement of Paris, a most un-

usual thing for the monarch to do, in which the entire religious

question was considered. Several speakers, chief of whom was
Anne du Bourg, expressed their disapproval of the policy of

repression that was being employed against the Protestants, and

this so enraged the king that he commanded the arrest of four
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of them, including Du Bourg whose death at the stake he swore chap.

to witness. Some months later Du Bourg met his terrible fate

with great dignity, and his death, so it was said, " made more 1559 -16°S

converts among the students than did all the books of Calvin."

But the king had not lived to see the spectacle.

On July 10, 15^9, Henry died as the result of a wound acci-

dentally given in a tournament. All his persecution had failed

of its purpose. It had not only left the religious dissentients

as recalcitrant as ever but had actually stimulated their ardor

and their zeal. So from Genevans from a watch-tower, Calvin

saw the_ great panorama of his revolt nnfolrl itself inJFjranre.

His own position, after the burning of Servetus, became more
firmly established than before. Hostility to his strict and unre-

lenting rule broke out again, as we have seen, in less than two
years after his return from exile ; but the uprising of the Liber-

tines was crushed, and its leaders, their property confiscated,

were either expelled from the republic or beheaded.

Not a little of the success of Protestantism in France was due

to Theodore de Beze (1519-1605), better known as Beza^ the

Latin form of his name that he occasionally used, who in the

wide range of his experiences excelled any other leader of re-

ligious revolution in the sixteenth century. His gentlemanly

manners helped
__
to give him access to a"~s,tratum.of society un- Bez ^,

known to either Luther or Calvin : and to the Catholic aristocracy

of France he was more acceptable than any other Protestant
propagandist There is not space at our disposal to dwell upon
his life— his work as a teacher at Lausanne and Geneva, his

fearless activity on behalf of the Huguenots in France, his par-

ticipation in the Colloquy of Poissy (which, as we are to see in a

later chapter, failed to effect a reconciliation between the mem-
bers of the two faiths that were dividing France and proved

instead to be the parting of the ways), his literary activity, and
his administrative ability as the successor of Calvin whom he

survived by forty-one years. Tn him—Ecotesranrism found its

ablest representative in the most vigorousjnoment of the attack

of militant Catholicism .

Of Calvin's theology we have spoken, and something has been
said of the details of his supervision of personal conduct. In

the heart of every inhabitant of his city he endeavored to culti-

Vate astern morality Sim ilar to hig own. Moral gelf-pontrnl anrl

self-direction wa s the deepest need of the time. All through the

medieval centuries the religious and ethical direction of the in-

dividual had been arrogated to himself by the priest, and all

political direction had been assumed by the prince. The power
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chap. f self-direction had become very largely atrophied. When the

religious revolution threw off a part of this externaLrestraint the
1564-1605 power to direct oneself in moral matters was not suddenly re-

stored. That would have been impossible. A long period of

education was necessary in order to restore the enfeebled will.

Paradoxical as it may seem, it was this education that Calvin

endeavored to supply by means of_the galling restrjctions^tEe

savageTegislation' that he Imposed. JThe . errors of his policy

have alr-ea4y—been intimated . The time has come to speak of

them explicitly. Calvin's supervision of men's lives had far too

distortedjan idea of sin. forTt included in its disapproval actions

that were by nnjmeanf^$x\menta\ to the individual oM^socjetyT

. \ It was summary and dictatorial both in its spirit and its prp-

V'"' ceduje. And it was aho^therJoo_timorous in its trust_of_the

\J^individual. In so far as appetites and passions are^concerned his

The errors policy of ruthless__repression aided men to form habits of absti-

poiicy "-/nence,. But in helping to establish those habits it did nothing~to

develop the power of self-control. Such a power can be devel-

oped only in the presence of freedom of choice. Self-control is

positive in its character, whereas repression is merely negative.

Self-control requires resolution and voluntary effort upon the part

of the individual to shun evil and accomplish good; and these

two things were both ignored by the Calvinistic supervision of

conduct. It has been claimed that this repression, exercised in

Geneva and elsewhere, produced a sterling character in those

who were subjected to it. But the repression was always inci-

dental to the character; the character was never the result of

the repression. Indeed, the reverse of this claim is true. The
effect of the narrowband inquisitorial supervision_of_conduct in-

aiiaiiratP(lJiy_Ca.1 v1
'

n wag distinctly dPtrirnpn trl
1
tn rhararfpr It

was in the highest degree anti-educational. It brought about

the decay of self-reliance. It served -not" only to arrest, the

growth of the faculties ; it starved and stunted them, doubtless in

many cases irretrievably. It produced prudes and Pharisees, not

men. Those who lived under it and remained men were men in

spite of it. The one touchstone which through the ages has sep-

arated the moral from the immoral life is the freedom and the

power to choose the good in preference to the evil. And only

where " the winds of freedom are blowing^" can such a power

be developed.
V

"A
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CHAPTER XVII

REVOLT IN THE NORTH AND HERESY IN THE SOUTH

1. Protestantism in Scandinavia.
2. Protestantism in Prussia and Livonia.

3. Protestantism in Poland and Lithuania.

4. The Religious Movement in Italy.

5. The Religious Movement in Spain.

6. The Religious Movement in Portugal.

7. Why Protestantism Gained no Real Foothold in the Romanic Lands.

THE Scandinavian lands lagged far behind the other coun- C
J^-

tries of western Europe in civilization ; and their revolts

from Rome were not occasioned by popular uprisings but by 15is-23

politics. It was the rulers and not the people who revolted.

Yet the revolts became complete. For more than four hundred

years Denmark, Norway, and Sweden had existed as separate

monarchies. In 1 30,7 they were brought together by the Union Scandi-

of f>1marj but the year 1 523 witnessed the dissolution of the derthe
11"

compact . Christian II (1513-23) was the last kingofthe three Union of

turbulent countries. He was a man of much learning, devoted

to the interests of the people, but unstable in temper and un-

trustworthy in character. Ke attempted to do away with a num-
ber of ecclesiastical abuses, and he had two Lutheran preachers

sent from Saxony. His plans for governmental and economic

reforms were far-reaching and wisely conceived. He was de-

termined to lessen the power of the nobles who had placed many
limitations upon the kingly authority, and to increase that of the

burghers and peasants. His cruel effort to repress the recal-

citrant Swedes ended in their final withdrawal from the Union.

Denmark and Norway remained united; but in the same year

that Sweden went her own way Christian was expelled from the

southern kingdom.^

Before the deposition of Christian, humanism had begun
slowly to penetrate into Denmark. The first name of any note

connected with the movement in that country is that of Christian

Pedersoo,, a priest, who, after becoming a Lutheran, published TheDan-

in 1529 a much better Danish version of the New Testament y
h
lt

E
fr'om

than the one already jnjgxistence . Another humanist was PaulTRome

Elisen who desngdIa_refprmation of_eccksjast ical life_and doc-

trine without a separation from the Catholic Church. He~trans-

307
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lated some of Luther's works into Danish and^deHghtedJn_th.ose

of firasmu sT A~number ofDamsh students went to Witten-
1523-59 berg. Among them were Hans__T_aiisqi, who became known as

the Danish Luther, and Jorgen Sadolin. The prince who suc-

^r* ceeded Christian II was the Lutheran duke of Schleswig-Hol-

(>M, stein, Frederic I ( 1523-33). The position of the new_kjn& was

l\>*^\^i so ch^jaTjCjhatjaJLlus^ he feTTohiiged to pledge himself

rtuAJbA*^ -1(1
not to permit _the teaching or the preaching_of heresy. Despite

^rT .j^»^. ^this oath, however, the reign of Frederic witnessed the revolt
fi -iiOuM*

^this oath, however,
CLVn'^^ from Rome in Denn

v
ft

i

v

A

Luther-
anism in

Norway
and Ice-

land

from Rome in Denmark. Lutheran preachers, including Sadolin

and Tausen, were at work in many places. In 1526 Frederic

took it upon himself to fill the vacant archbishopnc~of LuricT

and to. take the confirmation fees that had formerly_Jbeen paid

to the_pope. This revolutionary act was approved by the jiiet^

of Odense in the same year ; and in the following year when the

Catholic prelates protested to the diet against the preaching of

heresy the king declined to proceed against the propagandists.

Lutheranism, left unmolested, made rapid progress. After the

death of Frederic there was a disorderly interregnum ; but his

son Christian III (1536-59) succeeded in defeating those who
opposeclnis succession. In the first year of his reign Christian

summoned_a national__as^£nibly_at Copenhagen, This body, in

which the nobles were the most active participants, decreed the

abolition of the bishoprics and the transference of all ecclesi-

astical property to the crown. Bugenhagen then came from

Saxony to organize the Lutheran church in Denmark. Seven

superintendents, who later on were styled bishops, were placed

over the people and the preachers, an ordinance that became the

fundamental law of the new church was drawn up, a liturgy

was compiled, and the Augsburg Confession and^uther's Lesser

Catechism were adopted.

There had been far less dissatisfaction with ecclesiastical af-

fairs in Norway and Iceland than in Benmark. There was,

indeed, in those countries, no popular demand for a change.

Yet Lutheran preachers were sent into Norway with letters of

protection from Frederic I ; and ecclesiastical property was
either destroyed or systematically confiscated by the crown.

Under Christian III Norway lost its position as a joint kingdom
with Denmark and became a mere dependency of the latter.

Lutheranism, much to the social detriment of the people for some

fifty years, was forced upon the country. Even more arbitrary

was the imposition of the new creeds upon Iceland where it

required years of repression to quell the opposition.

The establishment of Swedish independence had been prac-
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XVIItically the work of one man, Gustavus Vasa (1496-1560).

After driving out the Danes he was elected king. It was

a difficult situation that confronted him. The nobles had 1496 -1560

been accustomed to a large degree of feudal independence; The

the peasants, upon whom he chiefly relied for support, were by ^*^ h

no means easy to control; and from one end to the other the from

country had been 'made desolate by war. In his sore need Gus-
om*

tavus turned to the clergy for financial help and a long series

of bickerings took place. During these years Lutheranism

spread apace in the country so that when the diet met at

Westeras in 1 'p other things than money matters had . tit .be

discussed"! Itwas^decreed that all ecclesiastical property_not'

absoTutely needed by the church (and of the necessity the kingj

was made the" judge) was to 15e~turned over to the crown ; cer-

tain church lands were to revert to their former owners, others^

were to be made over to the government; and provision was(

made for a future settlement of doctrine. Two years later a;

synod held at Orebro provided for the preaching of Lutheran-

ism. Outbreaks against the new ecclesiastical regime were

easily crushed, and no one met death because of adherence to

the old religion ; the kingly power was greatly increased ; and

the country, because of the development of its mines and manu-

factures, rapidly became wealthy and powerful. The Swedish

church had its own service-book, hymn-book, and mass-book;

and it had twelve bishops and one archbishop.

In the middle of the twelfth century Finland was invaded by

Swedish forces but it was a long time before the conquest was

made complete. Gradually the Swedish civilization was intro-

duced into the country and the Finlanders were granted the cathoii-

same civil rights as those enjoyed by their conquerors. Gus- panted*"

tavus Vasa was quick to appreciate the secular advantages to be Finland

derived from a revolt from Rome. He, therefore, put into force

in Finland a _ religious policy parallel to the on e, he haxLcarrieri

out in Sweden. His designs were furthered by the fact that for

some years the country had been without a bishop duly recog-

nized and confirmed in Office. The first man to preach the

Protestant doctrines in Finland was Peter Sarkilaks who had

listened to the teachings of Luther and Melanchthon at Witten-

berg. Little is known about this man who, disappearing as

suddenly as he had come, left behind h'm a great reputation as a

preacher. His work was continued by Michael A£ricoK,(T5To?-

57) whom he had won over to the new ideas and who went to

Wittenberg to conclude his studies. The mass of the Finnish

people were still half heathen; and what appealed to them most
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in Christianity was probably the impressive ceremonial of

Catholicism. Only a few of the better educated of the clergy
} were in a position to weigh the conflicting ideas. It was only

gradually, therefore, that the new doctrines made their way.

Gustavus, without pronouncing definitely upon the doctrinal dis-

putes of the time, commanded the Finnish clergy in general

terms to work along evangelical lines. Gradually both doctrine

and ceremony were modified. The economic" position of the

Catholic church was attacked with greater decision. Hostile

measures ruined the monasteries whose revenues were then de-

voted to secular purposes. During -

the progress- of disendow-

ment the king's appetite for ecclesiastical •property developed.

The inferior clergy were taxed-, apportion -of the property set

apart for their maintenance was confiscated, and the churches

were plundered of their ornaments and valuables. This led to

robbery of the Church by private individuals. The suppression

of thp_jTTnnastpry /«;rVinnU_ le ft education in a deplorable condi-

VJipn. When Agncolareturned" frqm_Saxony he was made rec-

tor^oX-the--s€h^Lai:::06o ; and later on, wlien~the_single "Finnish

hishnprirjvg^diA/idgdj he was made nnp pf the TwrTTnoKApT of

his^countjy. He was a great pioneer in religious and secular in-

struction. Among other works, he translated Luth£x!s_Jatesser

Caterhism^and the. New Testament and portions of the Old Tes-

tament into-bis native tongue, in all of which he maintained a

moderate position. His writingsformed the_nucleus_of^a—aa-
tional literature; and his name is;a glorious one m thejiistory

'MLPjnni&fa _rn1tnrp

The GermanTchights-af-Str^tfeu^. better known as the Teutonic
Knights, entered Prussia in 12^1 , and devoted themselves to the

conquest of the heathen peoples on the shores of the Baltic.

Soon after the next century opened, all their activities were con-

fined to these lands.. And gradually tKe aims of the Order be-

came political rather than religious. For a time the knights

were very successful, but when their neighbors, Poland and
Lithuania, were united in 1387 their power began to decline.

In their semi-ecclesiastical state the relations of Church and
State were unusually close and complex ; but that did not prevent

the early introduction of Lutheran ideas, especially in the cities.

For the purpose of strengthening itself against Poland the

Order, in 151 1, made Albert of Brandenburg its grand-master;

but in spite of that Poland succeeded in conque'ring West Prus-

sia. Albert had looked for aid from the house of Hapsburg
and when this failed him he renounced his allegiance to the

Church as well as to the Empire. In 1525 he became a
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Lutheran, secularized the Orclersland, and changed his title of c
J^\f'

master to that of duke. When he had thus converted Prussia

into an hereditary principality he held it as a fief from Poland.
1525 -68

A Lutheran church was then established in the duchy. The 're-

cently opened University of Konigsberg became a center of

Lutheranism and from its printing press there issued many"^^
pamphlets for the persecuted Protestants in Poland. In 1549 ^k
Albert brought into his duchy Osiander, whose heterodox

Lutheran doctrine we shall notice in the next chapter, much to

the anger of his orthodox Lutheran subjects. Thejnobles, who
were disaffected by the encroachment of the ducal power, seized

the opportunity to fan the flames of discontent. Osiander died

in 1552, but_a,stilLmore serious outbreak occurred in 1566

against John Funck, his associate, who was publicly put to death

at Konigsbefg^—A strictly orthodox Lutheran belief was then

made imperative for every office-holder, ecclesiastical or secular,

in the djuciiy^_jjid_lh^._noHes-_j:£covered their privilgges. So
bitter was the struggle-among the Lutherans that when Albert

died in 1568 there spread abroad the rumor that he had become
reconciled to the faith of his fathers.

At the opening of the thirteenth century Christianity was
being ruthlessly forced upon the heathen of Livonia by the

Brothers of the SwordL At the end of the fifteenth century

the master of the Order, Walter von Plettenberg, had won for

himself a position of great importance, and in 1527 Charles V
recognized him as a prince of the empire. Despite this action

the emperor neglected the imperial interests in the Slavonic

provinces of the Baltic and so eventually Livonia, after being

held by Poland and then by Sweden, was incorporated into the

expanding domains of Russia. The country was divided in 1550
between Russia and Poland. Eleven years later the grand-

master, Kettler, embraced Lutheranism and from that time on
his domain was confined to the duchy of Courland. For some
forty years before the grand-master formally adopted Protest- protes-

antism the doctrines of the Saxon friar had been making head-

way in Livonia. The clergy were corrupt there as elsewhere;

and large numbers of Livonians after attending German schools

scattered the seeds of criticism in their native land. The
Protestant ideas found a fruitful soil in this northern land,

especially in Riga, the capital of the country, which signed the

Augsburg Confession as early as 1530. But iconoclastic raids

by " the sovereign rabble " marked the course of the Livonian
ecclesiastical revolt; and the movement, becoming involved in

the complicated political troubles of the country, lost almost all

t&ntism in
Livonia
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°xvn traces °f the religious spirit with which it had once been stamped.
Finally Livonia was absorbed by Russia ; and Esthonia, and, later

1525-ieoo
on> Copland, into both of which Lutheranism had found its

way, went with it.

When Poland and Lithuania were dynastically united in 1386
r

they made a new power of the first rank. It was a wild land in

which the burghers had few rights and the peasants none at all,

and in which the nobles gradually gained so many privileges as

to become a lawless and turbulent oligarchy. Ecclesiastical

abuses similar to those existing elsewhere prevailed in the dual

kingdom. The clergy were ignorant^angLi^rrupt, the bishops

amassed enormo~uswealth, efforts were made to reserve the

episcopal positions exclusively for nobles, and the financial exac-

tions of the clergy and their exemption alike from governmental

burdens and governmental control were most galling. Discon-

tent helped to spread the doctrinal ideas of Hus and his fol-

lowers in these Slavic lands throughout the fifteenth century.

And after the Lutheran movement_got imdex way in Saxony: it

was "not longjjefore hspread to Poland and became-_perma-

nently entrenched- in PoTTsh Russia. It was not only 'orthodox

Lutheran views that invaded the two countries; more radical

opinions made their appearance. Under the patronage of Queen
Bona Sforza a humanist society was formed at Cracow of which
Francis Lismanipi was the leading spirit, and from which there

radiated Anti-Trinitarian doctrines. In 1548. the ranks of the

religious dissenters in Poland were considerably augmented by
the coming of the Bohemian Brethren, or Moravian Brethren,

or, as they preferred to call themselves, the Communion o*

Brethren, a sect holding radical Hussite views, that had been
expelled from Bohemia. They placed chief stress upon con-

ductstalhsE-than upon creed and made

j

a_no£? hie effort to revive
the life_of prirmtiy^JCKristianity. ' It is~true that they sojourned
in Poland only for a time, going on into Saxony; but in their

wake they left many converts. The spread of religious dissent

naturally met with opposition; but owing to the decentralized

government, described in a later chapter devoted to the Magyar
and the Slav, little could be done. The 4iet__oj_£^52__gra^ed

:

_to_

the clerjxJh^jjght_to judge heresy but withheld from them all

power to purnlh-iEIwj]EIanjCQ^ an ecd^sja^cai^enalty.

Four year_sJa^ex-4Jie__diejLgave permission to^^ej^LjipMemanto
adopt in hift-^>wrL hr>nse the fnrm of wnrship--he~desired

r
pro-

vided it conformed to the Rible. Protestantism had now reached

its apogee in Poland. The reformers were divided among them-
selves. The Lutherans, Calvinists and the members of the van-
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ous sects, by no means dwelt in harmony with each other. It c£££'
was hoped that Jan Laski, sometimes known as John a Lasco,

would be able to unite the different factions into a national
1525 -1600

church. He was a Polish noble who had studied abroad, made
the acquaintance of Erasmus and other humanists, left the an-

cestral church, and made a name for himself as the head of the

congregation of foreign refugees in London. But he died with-

out having effected the desired conciliation. The dissensions

among the Protestants continued and all hope of their union

died away when Fausto Socini, whose work we are to consider

later on, gave to the Anti-Trinitarians a definite organization.

Protestantism gained but a slight foothold in the Mediter-

ranean lands . Trie Italians have always been addicted to the itaiyand

preservation of institutions and customs that have long been

emptied of real significance. Unlike other nations they have

never attempted a sweeping removal of the vestiges of an

ancient regime. But aside from this fundamental fact the

Papacy was more strongly entrenched in Italy than elsewhere

because it aroused no national animosity, but, on the contrary,

was predominantly an Italian institution, flattering the vanity of

many Italians and adding to their material prosperity. The
Italian character of the Papacy was a source of weakness in_all

the counftj^r^hatrjie _tiorrh arid west .ol Jjie Alps, but in Italy

it was a source of strength . It was not without pride that the

Italian realized that the presence of the Papacy in Rome made
the most important city of his country the capital of Christen-

dom, and the innumerable and tangible material advantages that

resulted from the residence of the popes in Rome were also the

source of no small degree of satisfaction. The general interest,

of his countrx__the Italian concluded, lay not in the destruction

of the. Papacy, butjnjts preservation.

In Italy the revival of the individual had been inaugurated

and carried to its greatest extreme. Now individuality nat-

urally makes for the dissolution of dogma and ecclesiastical

authority. Opposition to the Papacy was impeded in Italy by The

the forces and the facts we have just noticed, but the creeds of inward
the Church evaporated in the atmosphere of the Renaissance, Paganism

in the presence^Qj^thT^unTestrjcted -liberty-ol^e .individual.

Under the disguise of outward conformity the .most _ heterocfox

opinions freely circulated among the various groups x>f scholars

up and down the penjnsula. All varieties of thought were
tolerated as long as their outward expression was not too indis-

creet ; and this tolerance, or rather indifference, continued until

the Church parted company with the Renaissance movement and
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perfected its machinery of repression. Under the cloak of an

easy-going participation in the ceremonies of the Church there

spread throughout Italy a new paganism. This paganism , as

we have seen, was_due in part to the revival of Greek^anrLLatin

culture^ J3Ut_Jt__was also, in a much larger degree^ariiridige.rinus

growth, an exhalation of the Italian_soiL» The most famous

exemplar of this paganism in its relation to the religious side of

the life of the time is Pietro Bembo (1470-1547), secretary of

Leo X, who was subsequently made a cardinal by Paul III, and

who is said to have advised Sadoleto not to read the Pauline

epistles because of the possibly unfavorable effect upon his style

of their unclassical Greek. It was not only the literature and

the art of the time that was deeply colored with paganism but

also philosophy and religious thought. The paganism of the

Renaissance has been decried as a thing wholly undesirable.

Such, however, was not the case. By no means can the vices

of the Italians be ascribed entirely to their paganism; while, on

the other hand, certain merits resulted from their absorbing

interest in the affairs of the world about them. For one thing

the frank^natujal4sm-of_the humanists_artprl ^ a gnlypnt nfjhe

ascetiojdeal^ofjife, and_ey£ntually__thexe_was^ormed an eclective

ideal that includesthe best of both the ideals th^TcIashed_in the

sixte^nthc^nturv^

Side bysidewith the tendency toward paganism there was a

trend toward rationalism, stimulatejd_^firsl_^y__the writings of

Arabic thinkers, particularly those of Ayerroes, and later by

the recovered remains of Greek and Latin thought. In the

Italian universities, where theology had virtually been replaced

by philosophy and science, especially in Padua, there existed a

freedom of thou^h^Jha^ebevvhej^jrojdd^ in

vaim_ The revival of the learning of antiquity was bound to

result in bold flights and daring syntheses of" the individual mind.

The classical £oint_of_ view was that of f^P rafipna1 f^wky; its

conceptions jajKLjts^ ideals were the result of the reasoning

proees*—. Reason^alone guided "the classical jnan. rendered him
.qpH-rpliant anrl rnarip \}\m seTf-siTrfTcient. From the time of

Lorenzo Valla the batteries of criticism were leveled against

medieval orthodoxy ; and so bold did rationalism tecome that its

most extreme exponents did not hesitate to call into question

the immaterial nature . of " the human soul. The most noted of

these bold thinkers who insisted upon the right and the power
of the human reason to search out for itself the truths of philoso-

phy and religion was Pietro Pomponazzi (1462-1525) who was

a professor of philosophy in the University of Padua and later
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in that of Bologna. He was a cold and unimpassioned thinker c^-j"
into the fiber of whose being was interwoven an irresistible

tendency to doubt. His chief merit is his noble advocacy_of a 1275-1600

pure and unselfish morality; a morality that, seeking no external

rewards, is content to accept virtue as its' own reward and to

see in the results of vice its own punishment. The morality of

a people is always closely related to its religion. In an age

when men were becoming increasingly unwilling to accept the

ecclesiastical sanctions upon which morality had hitherto been

based this promulgation of the permanent and unchanging laws

of morality was of the greatest value. In 15 16 Pomponazzi
published his treatise De Immortalitate Animae in which he
denied the Christian doctrine of immortality. Such opinions

were widely disseminated. Yet they were opposed with energy.

To Christianity in its true sense, as embodied in the words and
life of its founder, rationalism was by no means antagonistic.

Only a small minority oF~the* rationalists of the Renaissance

dreamed of denying the essentials of Christianity. It was
merely to superfluous dogmas ' that they refused to subscribe.

Ratitanalism, whenever it pays
'

due regard to the instincts and
emotions, results not in the disintegration of the religious"

faculty, buT nTlts increase aiTcl purjncatjon7 Machiavelli's state-

ment that all Italians of this time were super-eminently irre-

ligious is incorrect. ' The growing disbelief in the long-estab-.

lished creeds did not leave the cultured Italians devoid of all

religion. Their foregone faiths were replaced in many instances

by an increased devotion to the one Supreme Being, a devotion

that led, as we shall see, to Anti-Trinitarianism. The new
thought to which the Renaissance had given rise was making
itself felt not only in the fields of politics and science, but also

in those of philosophy and religion. But it made itself felt

among the Italian scholars in a way quite different to its mani-
festation amid the peoples of the cismontane countries. The
Italians lacjk the gloomy fanaticism of the Spaniards, the pre-

dilection to dogma of the Germans, the fatal scholastic .logfc

of the_French
i
and the -readinessJo establish a_public compro-

mise that characterizes the English, The cismontane saw the

Church only from afar. The thing that impressed him most
forcibly was her immutable dogma for which she made the high
claim of infallibility. He was not near enough to hear the hu-
man accents of the papal voice. When he left the ancestral

Church he hastened to found a new one, for he was unprepared
for the solitude of free thought. He was too timid to strike

boldly at the supernatural and set up reason as the sovereign
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C
xvn' guide of his body and his soul. He did not dare to leave the

accepted circle of Christianity. So his revolts took the form
1276-1600 Q£ schjsms or heresies. Not so the Italian. He knew that

the Papacy was in no small degree his own production, the con-

tinuous creation of~lhe Italian genius- In the voice of the

Vicar of Christ he heard the passions of humanity; and within

the sacred precincts of the sanctuary he saw the stirring of

earthly interests. ThlTweaknesses as ~well as the virtues of his

teachers had always been known to him, and he had not been

found unsympathetic. All that did not approve itself to his

clear brain he nevertheless accepted as being merely symbolical.

Dante may_be_xegarded as a perfect^ejxanyo^e_pj_the_conscience of

the eduxate4lLtaHaru He"was
_
an implacable enemy of popes but

not of the Papacy. He harbored no thdught of heresy and enter-

tained no dream of division. Yet he interpreted the dogmas of

the Church to suit his views.- He toned down their desolating

severity. Nowhere did he" consign to hell the Christians who had
lived without the pale of the sacramental practices ; while on the

other hand he placed Averroes, Plato, and Saladin in a region of

semi-beatitude, made Cato the guardian of purgatory, and installed

the Emperor Trajan in paradise. Everywhere his great poem is

pervaded with a religion that is Franciscan in -its tenderness and
in its hope. So for the majority of Italian thinkers the mantle

of the traditional faith never became too heavy to wear ; and for

the small minority who could no longer wear it a far bolder separa-

tion than the various revolts in the countries north of the moun-
tains was the one way of life.

Tie or- Among the lower classes nf tJTejTPninsnla orthodoxy wasjirmlv

of°the
7 established. In the northern countries Christianity had-displaced

Lower theT^athenjsmjaf the barbs rian_s ; but in the southern peninsula

Christianity had gradually heen hlendedjvith the ancient paganism

of the_jpgasanls. The old deities were never quite supplanted in

Italy. There still continued to be paid to them a popular cultus.

The soft and mellow religion that resulted from the interweav-

ing of the ancient and medieval faiths permeated the life of the

masses of the people. It formed the basis of secular passions

and of secular art. It still speaks to us through the life of St.

Francis, the poetry of Dante, and the sculpture and the sculptur-

esque painting of Michelangelo. Few there were among the

Italians who had not a relative in the priesthood. They feared

the hierarchy no whit. Their Catholicism was their own, per-

meated with the tenderness of the most lovable of all the saints,

appealing to the heart more than to the mind, knit completely

into the fiber of their national life, expressed in the splendid

Classes
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ceremonials so indispensable to the southern imagination. So C
J^[

-

they made no effort to rend the " seamless coat."

In the years 1 ,51 2-1 7,jthe Ejfth Lateran Council held its twelve 1275 -1600

sittings. It was never regarded by the cismontane countries

as^ bemg an oecumenical body because it was comprised* ex- Effector

clusively of Italian prelates. It displayed a good intention to
JJ^tMan

1

effect reform and passed a number of measures to that end; but council

as far as the general Church was concerned it came to naught, bought*
1

Leo X continued to neglect the well-being of Christendom in his

patronage of art and pursuit of the political interests of the

house of Medici. The curia remained corrupt, and the wide-

spread scandals of the clergy were undiminished. Yet upon
Italian thought the council was not without effect. It__roused

many , of the prelates in the peninsula to the need of reform

and encouraged those who wer,e already alive to that necessity.

The stimulus that it gave to religious feeling found expression

in the rise of the new religious confraternities and the activity oi

North of the Alps revolt was upon the verge of breaking out. Hostility

The spirit of the German j-eformers^^s we have seen, was ll*^
intensely anti-Italian . The government of the Church was German

dominat£d_hy__Itali^ns. The curia~dTd not include more than ^tofm
two or three Germans and Englishmen. Leo X and the Lateran *

council were alike oblivious of the impending catastrophe in the

north. The German saw_the promise of the future to lie in a

successful attack upon *hp RfjPj^y ; the Italian deemedjthat prom-
ise to reside in the defense of the Papacy. Such a situation nat-

urally madfL-Italy hostile to the German ideas of reform.

The pagan Leo, with his indescribable charm of speech, his

magnanimity, his learning, and his love of art, gave place to the

austere Adrian VI ( 1522-23) who was received with ill-con- Adrian

cealed contempt as un pontefice di nazione barbara. The new ^-^^
pope, born in Utrecht, had been a tutor of Charles V; and from forma"

humble origin he had risen to be cardinal-bishop of Tortosa.

He had been the papal legate in Spain and had done much in

that country to reform monastic life. But he had never set

foot in Rome until he enteredTFas pontiff, and there his per-

sonality was altogether unknown. His ascension to the papal

office marked an abrupt transition ; and as _ his plans for a
thorough-going rejorm, not only of Rome but of the entire

Church, were unfolded the contempt in which he was held by
Leo's retainers deepened into hatred. But Adrian was not able _

to complete the gigantic task" he had undertaken- He was, indeed,

scarcely able to begin it, Confronted with the implacable hos-
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tility of the curia, he found the funds at his disposal altogether

inadequate and, making the situation more difficult, the^pestilence

hecame^epirifimir in the Eternal Cij.y. Then, too, the increasing

peril of the Turksdemanded his attention. Adrian met all these

obstacles wifTPdetermination ; and the chief cause of his failure

to carry out his program was the brevity of his pontificate which

lasted only twenty months. On September 14,^523, the last of

the non-Italian popes died, and he was succeeded by another

Medician pope, the worldly,' shifting, and procrastinating Clement

VII. _
v

*
•

.

But there was left in Italy a man quite as much bent_a_s

Adrian had been upon a sweeping reformation within the Church,

Giovanni Pietro Caraffa^ (1476-1559), a member .of the Nea-

politan nobility. In 1 504 He had been made bishop of Chieti and

he had then worked sTrenuously^te—efadicatg^ the abuses in his

dinresc. After that he had been employed in the papal service

as legate to England -and nuncio to Spaim He was a typical

representative of southern Italy, eloquent and impetuous, zealous

but not always wise, obstinate and ruthless, an indefatigable

worker in the cause he had at heart. In Spain he had seen the

work of the great reformer Cardinal Ximenes; and there, too,

he had known Adrian who afterwards became pope. Black as

were the stains upon the Church he saw the feasibility of purifica-

tion if only the pope would adopt the proper plan. A similar re-

former was Gian Matteo Gibeflj (1495-1543), bishop of Verona,

whose work was especially effective among the lower and mid-

dle classes.

Among the earliest signs of the spirit of reform within the

Church were the awakening of the existing religious orders and

the establishment of new ones. The Germans were bent upon

the abolition of monasticism, but the Italians desired its reten-

tion and regeneration. Even in the times^ of the deepest depres-

sion, as we have" seen in our study of the revival of conscience,

men had arisen within the ranks_.oi_the Church withjthe purpose

of effecting reform without revolt. Once more such men took

up their task. While the Papacy was given up to politics

and the prelates to paganism certain clerics and laymen united at

Rome, in 15 17, soon 'after the close of the Laterah council, to

form the society known as the. Oratory of th e Divine T.nve.—

.

By their own example they endeavorejd to lead the^way in the

abolition of .the prevalent^ abuses ; and they did not confine their

work to religious exercises but devoted themselves to offices of

charity. Similar communities, connected with the one at Rome,

were established at Verona, Vicenza, Brescia, and Venice, But
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from the nature of their organization and the claims of other (

S£f'
duties they did not exercise a wide influence. The Brothers of

Charity, founded in 1 5 19^was another order devoted to reform. 1517 -50

Its members helped the poor, visited the prisons and hospitals,

and buried those who had died in poverty. More important was
the Theatin^ an order founded about 1=524, whose chief purpose

was to improve the character of the parochial clergy. The re-

quirements for membership, which was limited to the nobility,

were so strict and its vow of poverty so severe, that after nine

years it could claim only a score of members. But it was a

corps d'clite, and, becoming a seminary for bishops, won for

itself in the work of reform a position of unquestioned impor-

tance. Its most noted members were the gentle and retiring

Gaetano de Thiene and the impulsive and bigoted Caraffa. A
fourth order was established about 1531 at Milan. Its members
called themselves the Sons ofS^Paul, but they became known
as Barnabites because of theTrresidenc'e in the ancient convent

of St.JTjarnabas! They made a far wider appeal than the

Theatins, preaching in the open air to great crowds of people.

For a decade northern Italy had been devastated by war, in the

wake of which followed desolation and disease. In order to

take care of the numerous orphans^J^olamo_Miani, a Venetian

senator, formed a congregation of regular clergy known as the

Somaschi, from their place of meeting, the village of Somasca,

which lies in isolation some distance from Bergamo. Their princi-

pal work was the conduct of their orphanages,_ but they also

aided the sick, the poor, and the ignorant. But most important

of all the new orders were the Capuchin^. Very early the Fran-

ciscan order had fallen into decay. The reformatory movements
of the Spirituals and the Fraticelli we have already seen. An-
other such movement received the papal sanction when in 1526
Clement VII authorized Matteo de' Bassi to organize into a new
order a body of Franciscans who desired to restore the primitive

simplicity and poverty of their beloved founder. With their

robe, made of the roughest material they could procure, they

wore a square-pointed hood, cappuccio, and from the diminutive

cappuccino, which means " little hooded fellow," a title bestowed
upon them half contemptuously and half affectionately, as is the

Italian way, they derived their name. Their chief work was that

of revivalists. They preached^repentance to thejmasses of_the_

people. v But they abo administered the last lacrajneiijLto the

dyjng,~took care
__
of ofpTTans, and gave succor to the destitute.

In 1534 they admitted to their ranks the most famous preachers

in the peninsula, Bernardino Ochino and Bernardino of Asti,
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They became a powerful instrument of reform and more than

any other order thus far established did they keep within the

fold of the Mother Church the mass of the people of Italy. But
although all these orders in a lesser or a greater degree con-

tributed to the regeneration of Italian Catholicism it was another

and a later order, the Jesuits, to whom we have devoted a later

chapter, that effectively checked the advance of Protestantism in

the peninsula.

We have now to deal with a group of men whom we shall

call the mediating reformers, men who hoped to effect a con-

ciliation belwJen^Latholicism and Protestantism, men whojwere
concerned with the spirit_of_jcxe.eds. more- than with their letter ,

men who valued theolog-y4ess-thanjr,e.h'gion^men who laidgreater

stress 4U2onJ^ij!e_Jliai]^j^^ Before and during the

various revolts from Rome they denounced the curia and de-

manded the reformation of morals and discipline. But had their

power developed even earlier than it did and become greater

than it was it is scarcely probable that the breach could have

been healed, so rapidly did Luther's opinions, in spite of their

author, demonstrate themselves to be incompatible with the

fundamental postulate of the Church and so quickly and deeply

did they strike root in the minds and hearts of men. Among
the generous minds who entertained this noble Utopian dream
was that of Gasparo Contarini (1483-1543), a distinguished

Venetian senator, who became a member of the Oratory of Di-

vine Love. He suggested to Clement VII the relinquishment by
the Papacy of its territorial possessions and the concentration of

its activity upon the general, welfare of Christendom. In 1535
Paul III made Contarini a cardinal. Six years later he was
sent to the diet of Ratisbon ; but he was distrusted and hampered
by the curia, and so, owing to that reason and to the suspicion

and disinclination of the Lutherans, that last genuine effort to

conciliate the German revolutionists came to naught. The
mediating_j^fo£mers__bdiev£^ in justificationjjy faith, as the

Church had always done, buTT!heT'lrfso~~m1nsted upon the jr-uitjon
of that faithjn good works . Their attitude is well expressed in

the communication sent by the scholarly and eloquent Cardinal

Jacopo Sadoleto (1477-1547) to the Genevans in an attempt to

win them back to their forsaken fold. " We obtain this bless-

ing of complete and perpetual salvation," he wrote, " by faith

alone in God and in Jesus Christ. When I say faith alone I do
not mean, as those inventors of novelties do, a mere credulity

and confidence in God, to the exclusion of love and other Chris-

tian virtues. This indeed is necessary, and forms our first ac-
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cess to God. But it is not enough. Our minds must be full c
^yu

of piety towards God and desirous of performing, by the power
of the Holy Spirit, whatever is agreeable to Him." In no other 152 °-55

man of the sixteenth century were the graces of humanism and

the spirit of Catholicism so happily blended as in §adoleto.; and

in all the letters that were exchanged between him and Calvin

he displayed a far finer__Chrjstian .spirit than did his__rjQW£riuL

opponents Cardinal Giovanni Morone (1509-80), who when he

entered Modena in 1533 as its bishop set himself at once to re-

form the clergy of his - diocese^ preceded Contarini as the papaf
nuncio at Ratishpn. He repeatedly urged upon Paul III the

necessity of a general council and a vigorous prosecution of

reform as being indispensable to the recovery of Germany.
Youngest of the mediating reformers was Cardinal Reginald

Pole (1500-58), an Englishman whose greatest aim in life was
to effect a reconciliation between his native country and Rome.
When Contarini was sent to Ratisbon he conferred with Pole

and both agreed upon a conciliatory policy. The diet was an
event of great importance. Had the policy of the mediating

party prevailed the Protestant Revolution would doubtless have
assumed a greatly different aspect. But, as we have seen, all

attempts at compromise failed and the revolt went on its way.
When Paul HI (1534-49) became pontiff Jhe party of the

mediating reformers cameirito-paweL. It was he_jdio_eievated__

Contarini, -^adoleto^and Pole to the Sagjeji J^ollege. He ap-

pointed a commission of nine members to report upoli the nec-

essary reforms. Their report, Consilium de emendanda Ecclesia,

presented in 1537, is an out-spoken enumeration of the abuses

that prevailed throughout the Church. So scathing was the in-

dictment, so complete the exposition, that it was decided not to

publish it. But it was privately printed and by some means or

other a copy reached Germany where it was at once reprinted

with satirical annotations calling attention to the fact that a

papal commission had approved all the German demands for

reformation. Little seems to have been done, however, in the

way of reform. War broke out in Italy between Charles V and
Francis I ; and the pope, who was growing old and feeble, be-

gan to lose his interest in reform". After the death of Paul III

there came the brief pontificates of Julius III (1150-55) and
Marceilus II (1555); and then with the reign of the bigoted

Paul IV (1555-59) the predominance of the mediating party
at Rome came to an end. The Catholic world assumed an aspect

of gloomy fanaticism, and all the high hopes of Contarini and his

associates dwindled into dust.
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There were in Italy not only men and movements whose pur-

pose it was to effect a reform within the Church but also men
who entertained distinctly Protestant opinions, and there were
centers in which those opinions were propagated. In a number
of towns in Italy thgxe_jvere literary circlesthat gradually ac-

f|nvrprj_j rplin-inns mmplpyipn They were madTup of men and
women who were deeply penetrated with the new humanism and

who at the same time felt within themselves the piercing power
of the contemporary religious impulse. A marked diversity of

opinion prevailed among these groups, and, indeed, among the

members of each single group; but a large number of those who
made up these circles entertained, with_yjrjmgJ^gre^s_ofmean-
ing, the belic£-ijft-fa5tirreatiea-by faith alnn^ But this article of

faith, and other opinions analogous to Lutheranism, did not

lead, as they did in Germany, to revolution. The conviction,

still obtained that thejQrurch_js one_andjndivisible, and that the

pope Tsjlje Virar of Christ upon earthTand many~of the customs

and ceremonies of the Church were too closely interwoven with

the very fiber of their being to make possible any general depar-

ture from the ancient fold. " No corruption," said Isidoro

Clario, " can be so great as to justify a defection from the hal-

lowed communion of the Church." And then, he added, " Is

it not better to repair what we have than to endanger all by
dubious attempts to produce something new? Our sole en-

deavor should be to improve the old institution, to free it from
its defects." It must be borne in mind, therefore, that the

opinions approximating tIiose_j3L_LAithei
: entertained—by—Italian

scholars were tempered bytheir attachment tq_the Church.
One of these centers^of Protesta nt ideas was "perrara . In

1533 Ercole'II succeeded to the ducal throne. Five years previ-

ously he had married Renee (1510-75), daughter of Louis XII of

France. She had been brought up in France with her cousin

Margaret, who afterwards became queen of Navarre, and the

two girls had become ' tinctured with the new religious thought

that was spreading abroad in the land. When she went to Fer-

rara, in 1527, she took these new opinions with her and she

gathered about herself a group of kindred spirits. Included in

her circle were the French poet, Clement Marot, a French his-

torian, Languet, and scholars from Germany, Crete, and various

Italian cities. In Ferrara itself adherents were gained chief

of whom was Pellegrino Morato, a professor in the university,

and, later on, his daughter, the eloquent and learned Olympia.

In the midst of this little circle there appeared in the spring of

ijjfLjhe stern ngure^oi—Calvin, who had come thither onq
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knows not why. A not unlikely reason is that he wished to ^
startle the world by creating a Protestant State in the very center _

^

of the Catholic peninsula. Little is known of the proceedings

of the great theologian in Ferrara. Verv soon he departed.**>U

had come, silently and alone. It was not to be much longer that

heretical opinions were tolerated or endured in the duchy of the

Este. KJnnBvnr^vpvith of Faenza, who _had preached

heterodox ideas ttirnncrliniir Romagna. was put to deaUunJLfeo

in acc^f^ce^IlgSWal order. This is the second recorded

death for religlo^Tthis period in Italy. The fii^t^iie_was_that

of Jamie Enzinas, a SpanishLutheran, who three_y^_earher

w*« h»f?ie7rg3n71taTcrm"lo^e. Renee sent heTheretical fol-

lowers to-MirIndoTa71n^^s7 count they found a protector.

In 1^4, under pressure from Rome, the duchess received the

sacraments of confession and communion, though she remained

at heart a Calvinist. ' Once she was banished by her husband for

her heretical sympathies to Consandolo in the pestiferous delta

of the Po: and once she was shut up in a tower as insane. In

i<6o two years after her husband's death, she took up her

residence in Montargis, in France, where she became openly a

Calvinist, though at times she was filled with doubt and desired

to return to the bosom of the Church of her childhood, and

where she gave assistance to the Huguenots. Heresy was not

allowed to linger in the duchy after her departure. There were

continued arrests and punishments.

Modena, the other capitaloLErcole, was also a center ot nu-

manism and heresy""TnT bishop himself, the learned^Morone,

whom we have noticed as one of the mediating reformers, gave Her^a*

no little encouragement to the Protestant views. It was at his

express command that the book OnJheJwgfits_of<&nsU
fonth wnirjhweshall notice later onjas_£rinted. When the

ruthless Caraffa became pope, Morone was himself suspected of

heresy and thrown into prison where he remained for about two

years until he received the papal absolution. Everywhere 111 the

city according to Tassoni, a contemporary writer, the people en-

gaged in disputes ;upon the faith and the law of Christ until

the town became known as a •" second Geneva." But soon all

suspected persons were required to sign an explicit declaration

of faith. Long after this, however, there were many names en-

rolled upon the register of the Inquisition as suspect of heresy.

Punishment was inflicted throughout the duchy with a ruthless

hand and at Modena7 in a single year, 1 s^^hirJ^enun^n^nd^one

womari^w£xe-Imjacd at the slake.

Very naturally, the Lutheran views made their first appear-
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ance in upper Italy between which and the cismontane countries

there was a constant stream of commerce and travel. Many
students made their way to Bologna, there to study the Roman
law. At a number of places in the Romagna there was an out-

cropping of Protestant ideas. In 1547,a par^^rjs£-^rets-4ssuecL

for the suppression of the Lutheran heresy in Eaenza : and
preachers at Forli, Ravenna, and Bagnacavello, came under
suspicion. Vendors of heretical books were prosecuted and
" persuaded^' JayCthe InqJHsitiomliQZdi scion e .the, names of their_

patrons. In 1550 twenty-eight members of the Servite order

were compelled to do penance for their heretical opinions, three

were expelled from the order, and others were debarred from
performing ecclesiastical functions. Still later other members
of the same organization were punished for having Lutheran
literature in their possession.

Venice wa-s_on£ pf the greatest rpmmercial centers in Europe,
Many foreigners found their way thereT and they wereTable to

make public their religious viewS because toleration was prac-

tised by the government. So the Protestant ideas found it a

favorable place. There, too, were to be found the scattered

literati of Rome, Florence, Milan, and other cities that had been
torn by factions or had suffered in one way or another by the

long-continued wars. A number of these men gathered about

Contarini whom they regarded as their leader. Most of the men
who were engaged in spreading the Lutheran teachings were
members of religious orders. In answer to a demand for re-

pression the Council of Ten, in 1530, refused to take action. In
the same year Caraffa was commissioned by the Papacy to pro-

ceed against the offenders in Venice -and from this time forward
the chief passion of his life was the extinction of heresy. Two
years later he called the pope's ^attention to the wide prevalence

of heresy in the Venetian territory, especially to the " apostate
"

monks and friars, who were everywhere busily engaged in

inculcating the obnoxious views, and to the unrestricted and pub-

lic sale of heretical writings, a veritable fountain-head of heresy.

In 1533 Aleander was sent as nuncio tqJVenjce, and his reports

reveal the fact thaJLheresy was beginning to make its way even
amongjhe lowerj^slis] AH5ranch of the .perfecied-Jnguisition

was^ set~upjn Venice in 1 547^ and from that time heresy and
hereticaOiterature began Jrwlisappear frorn the dominions of
the doge. The signoria of Venice was at first very unwilling to

tak~e~any~measures at all against the heretics. But owing either

to pressure from Rome, or the turn of political affairs, or their

own conclusion that the progress of heresy must be stopped, the
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Venetians finally proceeded against the accused upon their own c^£
initiative. Yet the signoria always kept the control of affairs in —

q

its own hands; and for some time it restricted with firmness the

demand of the Church to punish heresy with bodily maiming or

death Heresy, it was held, could be eradicated withou^the_aid

of the racklndlbfi-atake. Eventually the death penalty was in-

flicted. BaWo_Luoetini>, who had propagated Protestant ideas

among his fellow-prisoners, was perhaps the first one to suffer

the extreme penalty for his faith. He wasjd^ojyngiLin-the^tag---.

nant watersofjheJagQQn.
< <

InTuccaTaiso, the tendency toward Protestantism assumed

something of the aspect of a popular movement. Some of the

principal citizens and nobles joined a group of scholars in the

study of the Pauline epistles; but by 1551 the last of the Lucchese

heretics had been compelled to seek safety in flight. Siena and

Viterbo also became centers of heresy. Cardinal Pole resided

at the latter place as the papal legate from 1541 to 1545; and Heresy at

during that time Cardinal Morone, Ochino, Vittona Colonna and Siena>

other scholars were there. The reformers met in Cardinal vitobo,

Pole's residence, and all of them were deeply imbued with the Brescia,

doctrine of justification by faith. The same doctrine was spread °°Xilan

in Padua by Michael Geismayr, a peasant leader from Salsburg.

The principal teacher of heresy in Brescia was PaUaviciniy a

Carmelite monk ; but the new opinions never obtained a decided

support there. At Como there was a little group favorably in-

clined to the still more radical views of Zwingli. Milan, be-

cause of its proximity to Switzerland and the Waldensian valleys,

and because of the fact that, like Venice, it was a great center of

commerce, was especially exposed to the infection of heresy.

Among the clergy, both secular and regular, and among the

laity, the Protestant ideas found acceptance. Down through the

Grisons, the Valtelline and the Val di Chiavenna the new doc-

trines found their way with the commercial caravans; and the

material interest of the Milanese demanded that the stream of

traffic with their northern neighbors be not interrupted.
_

But the most important center of the Protestant ideas in Italy

lay far to the south and had for its guide and leader not an

Italian but a Spaniard.' The refprm movement at Naples cen-

tered round the gifted Tuan de Valdes, (15007^40?) who, in or- Heresy at

der to avoid persecution at the hands of the Inquisition, left his ap es

native land in 1529, and after five years of wandering settled in

the south Italian capital. There he attracted the finest spirits of

the time. It cannot be said that he was a disciple of any one of

the religious revolutionists. Rather was he a follower of
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Erasmus whose ideas he carried to their logical conclusion. He
remained always within the pale of the Church, but in his teach-

ings " there is an infinite potentiality of rebellion against the

whole ecclesiastical system." In his catechism may be found an

enunciation of the doctrine of justification by faith; yet his

Lutheran tendencies were mixed with a large infusion of mys-
ticism, for he held that above reason is the divine inspiration

that comes from the abandonment of self to the contemplation of

God. The remarkable circle that Valdes gathered about him con-

sisted of men and women who represented both the clergy and
the laity. It included among others Ochino, Giulia Gonzaga, and

Vittoria Colonna. Over this select group he exercised a pro-

found influence; and his influence was by no means confined to

this academic and aristocratic circle but went abroad and affected

a very large number^of people. Of all the noble ladies who were

included among the adherents of Valdes the one ,who accepted

most completely his teachings was Giulia Gonzaga (i499?-i566)

reputed to have been the most beautiful woman in Italy. She
gained a reputation as a poet, and to her Valdes dedicated one of

his books. After the death of Valdes some of his immediate

followers scattered themselves throughout Italy. The remainder

looked up to Donna Giulia, as a leader. Vittoria Colonna

(1490-1547) was the most gifted and illustrious woman of her

age; her father, head of the long-descended baronial house,

was the grand constable of Naples, and her mother was a

daughter of the duke of Urbino. Her husband, the marquis of

Pescara, had died in 1525, and since then she had devoted her

life in retirement at her villa near Naples to poetry and religion.

Then, after spending some years in Rome and visiting the

duchess Renee at Ferrara, the beautiful and high-souled woman
became one of the disciples of the Spanish scholar. She realized

keenly the need for reform within the Church. " I see thy

ship, O Peter," she wrote, " so over-laden with mire that it is in

danger of sinking at the first attack of the waves." From such

passages in her writings it is clear that she ardently desired a

reformation of morals in the Catholic world; but despite the

community of ideas with Margaret of Navarre, as revealed in

her letters, and her tolerance of dissenters, it does not appear

that she stepped beyond the pale of the Church.

We have now to deal with a number of men who were not

definitely connected with any particular group. First we may
notice Antonio Bruccioli, a Florentine scholar, who when exiled

from the Tuscan capital became a printer in Ventre. In 1532,

two years before Luther completed his translation, he published
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his Italian yersion of the entire Bible ; and afterwards he gave c
^^;

to the puShc a voluminous commentary. He was imprisoned

by the Inquisition in i546on the charge of heresy , and although
1527-16C

the accusation was neveT subiTantiated he was troubled through-

out the remainder of his life by that engine of repression.

GiovannjJBattista Folengo (1500-59), the leattieiLFienedictnie

prior of Monte Cassino
f
wal another Italianjmbued to a more_or

less degree with the doctrine of justification by Taith alone . He
wrote a commentary on the psalms, that contains many indica-

tions of a leaning toward Lutheranism. He attributed justifica-

tion to faith alone and protested against placing emphasis upon

works, such as fasts, prayers, masses, and confessions. ""Yet he

passed all the years of his life from the age of sixteen to sixty

in the quiet life of "his convent on the mountain. In one of his

letters Marc Antonio Flaminio. ( ?-i k ^q) . a man of true piety

and unquestioned morality, a retiring student, put forward the

doctrine of justification by faith alone. " The gospel," he said,

" is no other than the glad_tidings_tliat the only-begotten Son of

God, clothed in our flesh, has satisfied for us the justice ot the

Eternal Father. Whoever believes this enters the kingdom of

God; he enjoys the universal forgiveness; from being a carnal

creature, he becomes a child of grace and lives in a sweet peace

of conscience." This announcement of the Lutheran postulate

is certainly clear and explicit. Yet in his preface to his com-
mentary on the psalms Flaminio referred to the pope as " the

warder and prince of all holiness, the vice-regent of God upon
earth."

The Italian version of the doctrine of justification by faith TneTrea

alone received its best and most popular expression in a little ^6 Ben-

book called The benefit of Christ's death. Its authorship has eat of
^

been ascribed to various persons, including Juan Valdes, but the Delta

consensus of the most recent opinion is that it is the work of

Benedetto of Mantua, a Benedictin&-$BOftk, that he wrote it in his

convent at the foot of Mount Etna, and that at his request

Flaminio revised it both in subject-matter and in style. It was
circulated at first in manuscript and then in printed form. " It

treats in an insidious manner of justification," says a report

of the Inquisition ;
" under-valuing works and merits, it ascribes

all to faith; and as this is the very point upon which so many
prelates and monks are stumbling, the book has been widely cir-

culated." So eager and wide-spread was the demand for the

book that, so it is said, more than 40,000 copies were printed in

the one city of Venice ; and so thoroughly and ruthlessly did the

Inquisition carry on a campaign of extirpation against it that it
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was thought every copy had been destroyed until in 1855 one,

bearing the name of Paleario, was found in the library of the

University of Cambridge. It seems to be the voice of a group

of like-minded associates .rather than that of an individual ; and
it endeavors >to strike -a compromise between the one extreme

of justification by faith alone and the other of justification by
works without faith. . In this respect it has justly been called

the credo of the Italian reformers_ja:ha_ entertained Protestant

ideas. '
'

"

-"''The hope of the mediating reformers, as we have seen, was
frustrated. The division of Christianity had become irreparable.

And the hope of all those spiritual-minded men who, touched

with the humanistic temper, desired to see Catholicism not only

purged of the immorality of its priests and recalled from its ex-

treme engrossment in worldly affairs but also broadened and
liberalized was likewise doomed to disappointment. For, in-

stead of becoming rriore liberal, the Papacy put aside the in-

difference of the Renaissance period .and became ruthless and
relentless - in its persecution of all that savored of heresy. *At
the instigation of the inhuman CaxaJEa,, arciently seconded by

Loyola", the bull TJrptnh initio^ July 21, 1542, was issued for

the purpose of reorganizing the Roman Inquisition in a man-
ner similar to that of ' Spain. Caraffa was .Its. firsLiiead. It

presupposed the fa'ct that the existing locaT.inquisitions in Italy

and elsewhere were u»able to cope with the- situation. It was
intended to have a wide jurisdiction and to be an effective in-

strument for the carrying 'out of the rapidly extending and

sinister designs of the Papacy. For sometime after its reor-

ganization it was inefficiently administered arid remained un-

provided with the necessary secular support. But it was not

destined to remain thus comparatively impotent. Later on it

gained the fearful repute of making, the most_ frightful and
terrible decisions upon earth ; and so effective did it become that

long before the century was ended all the contaminating seeds

of heresy had been stamped out of the peninsula, and their most
important expression, the widely distributed Stidjfrpnp-fi.zii. della

morte dtjQxisiQ, was thought to have been utterly destroyed.

Of the many who suffered persecution and death at the hands

of the revived Inquisition we have space to mention only two.

Pietro Caraesecchi ( 1 508-68") was 'a Florentine of noble birth

who became an influential private secretary to Clement VII.

After the death of that pontiff he entered secular 'life. The
turning point of his career was his meeting with Yal44s-.in

Naples. He accepted the Spanish scholar as his spiritual guide.
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Lutheran doctrine with the customary Italian reservation that
^

he did not entirely discard the efficacy of good works. After

trial and acquittal, subsequent imprisonment and escape, after

years of wandering in France and Italy, consorting everywhere

with heretics, inclining now toward Calvinism and now toward

Lutheranism, he was put on trial once more, this time in Rome,

and after a stubborn defense he was bjhejxled^amL_bjHmed.

Aonio Paleario (1500-70), though of a complaining and some-

what quarrelsome disposition, was a great scholar, interested in

doctrinal reform, who taught with success in many of the im-

portant towns in northern Italy. Oblivious or unmindful of

danger he continued to publish heretical views and to correspond

with cismontane reformers' after his interrupted trial in Siena

for heresy. In 1570, in the presence of the implacable Pius V,

who himself had been an inquisitor, he Was condemned as an

impenitent heretic and shortly 'afterwards he was strangled_and_

burned in Rome.
InTdditlonTo all those who suffered death either for the par-

ticular doctrines they cherished or for the cause of liberty of JJe^g

thought itself, there were other Italians who escaped the clutches

of the Inquisition and spent the remainder of their years in

exile. The number of these refugees was very considerable.

In many places in Switzerland and in some of the German cities

they formed independent congregations. Still others were to

be found in France, in England, and in the Slavonic lands.

The most notable in some respects of these exiles was

Bernardino Ojiino, (1487-1 565) of Siena, vicar-general of the

Capuchins andltaly's most eloquent and beloved preacher.
^

He

was won over to the ne'w ideas by his association with Valdes at

Naples. Multitudes flocked to hear him in the various cities in

which he preached. The churches were too small to hold the

crowds. Young and old, men and women, scholars and peasants,

pressed eagerly to listen to his message. Clad in the rough gar-

ment of his order, his body enfeebled by fasting and^ his face

illumined by his ardor, he had the aspect of a saint. " He who

hath made thee without thine help," he asked, " shall He not

also save thee without thine aid?" For some time under sus-

picion, he was summoned in 1542 to appear bejcj^UheTTigmsjt^

at Rome^ On his way ffTitKeV he stopped to visit the dying

Contarini at Eologna ; and, meeting with VenruglMnJiloren^

the two, convinced' of their danger, fled to Switzerland. At

Geneva and Zurich and Basel he became the pastor of congre-

gations of Italian fugitives. But his emotional temperament and
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x*m" his radical views did not permit him to stay long in any one place.

After preaching at Strasburg he accepted Cranmer's invitation to
1542-1600

gQ tQ Engian(j. In London he became the pastor of the Italians

who attended the Strangers' Church. He stayed in England
three years and then returned to Zurich. From thence he was
driven out because in a volume of religious dialogues he had per-

mitted one of the interlocutors to question the doctrine of the

Trinity and to uphold the lawfulness of polygamy. He died on

reaching Moravia, almost seventy-eight years old. Peter-

Marj^j^A^ewaiglL (1500-62) had been prior of the great con-

vent of the Austin canons at Naples and visitor-general of the

order. He, too, had come under the influence of Valdes. In

1 541 he went to Lucca where he gathered about him a congenial

group of scholars. The attendance at his Sunday sermons con-

tinually increased, and upon his hearers, as we have seen, he

enjoined participation in the Eucharist merely as a commemora-
tion of the sacrifice of the cross. Within a single year no less

than eighteen members of his order left Lucca and put them-

selves in safety beyond the Alps. After his flight to Switzer-

land he was invited to England by Cranmer where he exercised

a great influence at Oxford and in the English episcopacy. An-
other notable exile was Pierpaolo Vergerio, a Venetian lawyer

who became an important figure in the papaldiplomatic service."

After being elevated to the episcopate he continued to act as an

agent of the Papacy pursuing simultaneously and aggressively

plans for reform and schemes for his personal advancement.

In France he met Margaret of Navarre and in Germany he came
into contact with Melanchthon. At the diet of Worms he ad-

mitted the existence of grave abuses in the Church, but pleaded

earnestly for union. Then he went to his diocese of Capo d'

Istria, where he endeavored to eradicate the ecclesiastical evils.

The reading of heretical literature filled his mind with doubt.

When suspicion resulted in accusation he laid his case before

the Council of Trent, but that body forbade him to return to his

bishopric. At the close of 1548 he made known his determina-

tion to secede from the Church and this brought about his dep-

osition and excommunication. He fled to the Grisons, taking

with him the manuscript of Va1dps'g_Oi;^ Kuvd.rpd mid Ten
Dizine Considerations. This, with a prefatory commendation
by Curione, he was instrumental in having printed and published

at Basel. The last nine years of his life were spent at Wiirttem-

berg where he created the impression of being a self-seeking and

a disappointed mart. Ludovico Castelvetro (1505-1571) was one

of the members of the aca'demy at Moclena who were suspected of
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heresy. A papal brief was issued for his arrest on the ground (
^j-j"

of having translated into Italian the writings of Melanchthon.

Later on he was persuaded to go to Rome to submit himself to
1542 -1600

trial, but before the trial was concluded he fled with his brother

to Chiaveniia, where he lived until his death. The Piedmontese

scholar Celio Secondo Curione (1503-69) was one of the mem-
bers of the group gatnered _abxiut the -duchess Renee at Ferrara.

Previous to that he had been for three yearsTaprofessor in the

University of Padua and had lived in Venice. With the assist-

ance of Renee. he became one of the teachers whom Vermigli

established in Lucca, when, as prior of the convent of San
Frediano, the latter secured quasi-episcopal rights in that city.

More daring than VermigH he delayed his departure from Lucca
until after the escape of his master. He waited,, indeed, until the

sheriff came to arrest him. Then, being of large and powerful

physique, he :cut his way through the police, jumped upon a

horse, rode away, and reached Switzerland in safety. Another
important exile was Valentino Gejuile^f i^o-^o") whose religious

views with those of o'tKers of his countrymen came under the

suspicion of Calvin at Geneva. - He signed' a Calvinistic con-

fession of faith,' but he afterwards retracted and eventually

was beheaded at Bern for his relapse into his obnoxious opinions.

Two other notable exiles, with whom we shall deal in the next
chapter, were trie Socini, LeJio (1525-62), and Fausto (1539-
1604) his nephew.

The possibility was always slight that Protestant ideas could Effect of

find a fruitful soil in Spain in the sixteenth century. The in- p^a""
tensity of the Spanish character had produced religious convic- crusade

tions that were as unreasoning as they were profound. In the Spanish

earlier centuries of the Middle Ages the Spanish peoples had Character

been tolerant in their dealings with Jew and with infidel. In

the protracted re-conquest of the peninsula religious zeal had
played but a slight part. In the days of the Cid there were in-

cluded in each of the contending armies both Christians and
Moslems. Between the opposing armies there were frequently

concluded, in open violation of the commands of the Church,
alliances and treaties providing for freedom of trade and inter-

course. The Spaniards of those days appear not to have been
over-scrupulous in religious matters ; they displayed little

fanaticism'. But the crusading era increased their religious ar-

dor. . Intolerance spread abroad in the land. A fierce and un-
relenting persecution of all faiths other than Catholicism came
to prevail. When the Spanish prelates returned from the

Council of Vienne in 1312 they brought with them not only hostile
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canons against the Jews and Moors but also the persecuting spirit

that had produced them. The gradual re-conquest of Spanish

districts from the Moors had resulted in the presence of large

numbers of Jews and infidels in Christian territory. Under the

stimulation of the Church the old indifference to these masses

outside her fold gave place to a deep and implacable hatred.

The long struggle with the Moors had confirmed the feudal

character of the Spanish nobility .' rendered it Higinch'n p^ tr. aHppf

itself to_ the__changed cornr"^"?! conditions f tnp fi™p Ex-

alted prid p discouraged participation in either commerce or man^_
ufacture. Oppressive taxation minprl industry and ^agriculture.

The burghers were denied all chance, fn r p™grfsjTiripoJitical,

social, cr»mmprcial7"anH inriiKtrn l matters. The peasanjtrywere
sunkjnjDrofound ignorance. The wealth of the Indies poured"

throughSp^ih~as~water through a sieve. The fundamental ideas

of the Renaissance failed to take root in the peninsula, and those

of the Protestant Revolution fared even worse. The country

remained attached to the theological ideas of the Age of Faith.

In Spain the Church was much- more dependent upon the

State than elsewhere in the Catholic lands. Castile , in particular,

had always dispjaved its independence of the Papaey . It had

often refused to obey the canon law and it had persistently de-

clined to permit the medieval Inquisition to obtain a footing in

its territory. Everywhere throughout Spain the secular power

insisted upon the right to appoint to- ecclesiastical office, though

in tumultuous times the claim was not always carried out in

practice. Even such pious mona'rchs as Ferdinand and Isabella

upheld the claims of the secular power in these matters. Both

the cortes and the monarch legislated regarding ecclesiastical

subjects. The jurisdiction of the Church courts was curtailed in

open defiance of canon and decretal. Far_Jess than elsewhere

were ckrics immune from the operation of the secular law_in

Spain; whilf. +hg Ipjty were^^fe-guarded.,jrom_jnany__oLlhe
claims of the canon ical /^u^tT Even this was not all. The

secular pow^r_ a.sserted its right to intervene in matters within

the Church itself. It interfered in such matters as the correction

of clerical immorality and the manner of celebrating the mass.

Thus was the Church in Spain subjugated to the_ Statejn_an^un-

paraJieleEZHJEgreeT

In Spain, as well as in Italy, there were men who desired to

effect a reformation within the Church and who devoted them-

selves to the accomplishment of their plans. Chief of them was

a Franciscan friar, Cardinal Francisco Ximenes de Cisneros

(1436-15 17) who, as archbishop of Tolejo, proceeded ener-
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getically, and with the support of the monarchy, to stamp out c
J^f*

Mohammedanism in his diocese and to fulfil the earliest tradi-

tions of his order by eradicating the immorality of the clergy.
1495-1517

So vigorous_were^his measures that monks^and friars fled be-

fore his approaching^yisitations to their convents. ~7£ppeals~were

made to the pope, but only with temporary success, against so

hard a master. The indomitable spirit of the imperious re-

former prevailed. Monasteries were deprived of their " priv-

ileges," andJtheir members were disciplined . Parish priests who
were unfit forTEeir office were replaced by others whose char-

acter and zeal were tried and approved. So great was the reform

that the rnorality of the .Spanish monks ancTfriars was greatly

superior to that of_the clergy in any other country of western

Europe But the work of Ximenes was not permanent. With
his death it began to disappear.

When the government began its policy of eradicating heresy

it was inevitable that the State should have control of the in-

struments of persecution. The Inquisition, which was estab-

lished in 1480, was a nationarinstitution controlled by the State

far more than by the Papacy. Ferdinand and Isabella saw to it

that it wasTcept under governmental control as much as possible."

In accordance with this policy a new office, not found in the

preceding Inquisition, that of the inquisitor-general, was created.

To this important position there was appointed the confessor j}f

the two sovereigns, Thomas de Torquemada, a tireless and a
pitiless man, to whose activity the extension of the institution"

throughout Spain and the improvement of its organization were
due. AdaptedJfo~"meet Jhe requirements of its environment the

Spanish inquisition soon came to ^dominate the conscience of

every .individual. It made its own laws subject only to the In-

frequent interference of the Papacy and to the unexacting con-

trol of the crown. The arm of the State was ever-ready to en-

force its wilh_ Its summary procedure disregarded all recognized

law, and its operations were veiled in impenetrable secrecy_. Thus,

equipped with its perfect organization, clothed with the dread

authority of~tIie_Church , and armecl with the power of the"

secular government, did it, for three centuries, eviscerate the

material, the intellectual, and the spiritual life of Spain. Fer-

dinand desired the Inquisition to proceed with justice according

to the standard of the time ; but after his death, " in the turmoil

and absences of Charles V and the secluded labors of Philip II

over despatches and consultas," it became practically independ-

ent of the crown. It had exclusive jurisdiction over all things,

pertaining directly or indirectly to matters of faith ; and in the
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wide field^of civiland cnjiiina-l-a#aifs It ^ould. take what action

it saw fit. Not the humblest of its servants was subject to local
1480-1600

jaws an(j regulations. It judged _alL__bjit was itself judged by

none. Its spies were everywhere, and they were assured, of

immunity by the denial to the accused of the right. _to learn the

name of^ his accuser. At the head of the organization was the

inquisitor^general. Then there was a consultative bocTy^ the

Suprema, which" eventually became its ruling power. The coun-

try was divided into districts. Each district had its own local

tribunaL In theory all these tribunals were subject to the

Supremajjbut the~supervision of that distant body was at best

imperfect. The local tribunal, practically a law untojtself , rep-

resentedthe Inquisition to the people. Each tribunal had its

special building containing its prison. The tribunals derived

v their financial support from the fines and penances they im-

posed, from fees for dispensations, from ecclesiastical offices,

obtained for their members, and, above all else, from the .con-

fiscation of the property of their victims.

One of the most important of the functions of the Inquisition

was its censorship ofTthe pressT~ No book could safely be

printed, imported, or_offered for sale, without its permission.

TheCea^ The c^nstrf^wai~stnflgent, atuTiF didTttlicrTEo stop_the develop-

ment of civilization in Spain . Againjt__culture__and learning

there was waged an unr_elenting_warfare . Themost heterodox

of heresies and_the^ mostinconsequent of_opinions_were included

in theJisa^pxobatiQiL So rigorous was, the repression of na-

tive thought_and so j^mpletejwas the exclusion of foreign ideas

that the intellectual_ anAarJislicde^eloprnent of_the..country was
checked and then "stunted and starved into atrophy." Africa,

ran the significant sayiiigJ_bje^aioyMtherjyrenees.

/ The original purpose of the Spanish Inquisition was the ex-

tirpation of thejewish- anxLMooxish faiths; but with the spread

of suspicious doctrines among the Christiansjt began to turn its

Tie span- energies_in â nejflL-direction. About the_ first_ hal£_of the six-

tics

MyS" teenth century mysticism and illuminism began their develop-

ment in Spain. In our study of the revival of conscience we
have seentEat mysticism by bringing the individual into direct

relation with God lessens the dependence upon the sacraments

and other ministrations of the Church. BecauseLof this fact_the

Inquisitkm^^came^determined to root out this potential peril.

At first an attempt was made to distinguish between the"~mys-

ticism that might safely be tolerated and that which was seem-

ingly hostije in spirit to the Church. But this, if not impossible,

was exceedingly difficult. So it came about that the simplest

sure
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form's of mysticism, as well as the advanced theories of illuminism

and quietism, gradually became subject to the persecution of the

InquisitionT'Yet mysticism, in spite of this, grew apace and be-

came deeply rooted in the Spanish character. The country be-

came steeped in its atmosphere. Its exaggerations gave ex-

pression to the religious fervor of the people. In Santa Teresa

(1515-82), Fray Luis de Leon (1528-91), and San Juan de la

Cruz (1542-91) it attained its highest level of spirituality,

—

the sunset glow of medieval Catholicism. But even Santa

Teresa was secluded in a convent and narrowly escaped trans-

portation to the Indies ; and her most famous follower, San

Juan de la Cruz, was several times accused before the Inquisi-

tion.

The first distinct traces of heresy in Spain were probably those

due to the influence of Erasmus, Charles V was an admirer

of Erasmus and when the emperor returned to Spain in 1522 the

influence of the great humanist was at its height. Nobles and

clergy who had leanings toward culture read his works. The The span

patronage of several 'popes and of numbers of princes seemed to

stamp his opinions with authoritative approval. About 1526 his

Enchiridion was translated into Spanish and it enjoyed an ex-

tensive circulation. $0 widely were his views diffused through-

out the peninsula that Erasmus became convinced that Spain was

to be the land in which a reformation without " tumult " would

be accomplished. Gradually, however, there was developed a

party opposed to him and his teachings. His scholarship was
disparaged, his earnestness questioned, and his orthodoxy im-

pugned. The Erasmitas secured a bull from Clement VII en-

joining silence upon their opponents. But Charles left Spain in

1529 and took with him some of the most important of the fol-

lowers of the great humanist and from that time his party be-

gan to decline and that of his rivals correspondingly to increase.

Among the Spanish scholars who owned the leadership of

Erasmus was Lyjs__Vives_ (1492-1540) who, at his master's sug-

gestion, edited Augustine's De CivitaU_Qeiu_ He became a pro-

fessor at Louvain.- After that he lived in England for some
years and from thence returned to Spain. He finally settled in

the Low Countries'; and at -Bruges, where he died, he devoted

himself to works against the scholastic philosophy and the pre-

ponderating authority of Aristotle. Alfonso Valdes^(i40O?-

1532), the twin brother ofjjuart. was one of the emperor's secre-

taries, the one employed upon occasions when scholarly ability

was specially required. He was a personal friend of Erasmus,

with whom he corresponded ; and when the Spanish ecclesiastics
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made a violent attack upon the writings of the famous scholar

and endeavored to have them prohibited by the Inquisition he

successfully exercised his influenceto prevent^uch a proscrip-

tion. He was more Erasmian, said his friends,—than Erasmus.
His career was cut short by h'is~ death from the_pIagu£_al_Vienna.

To the teachings of Juan Valdes at Naples we have already paid

some attention. Perhaps the foremost among the Erasmists who
remained in Spain was Juan d^ V>rgara (1492-1557), a man
renowned for his culture and scholarly attainments, whom we
have already noticed in our study of Spanish humanism.
Ximenes appointed him professor of philosophy ~in the Univer-

sity of Alcala and employed him upon the great Polyglot Bible.

He helped to lay the foundations of historical criticism. When
the reaction against Erasmus set in he was imprisoned for four

years. His brother, Francisco de Vergara, (P-I545), was also

a scholar who came under the influence of Erasmus. He was
the author of the first Greek-Spanish grammar, and he trans-

lated Heliodorus into his native tongue. Alonso de Virues was
another Spanish humanist who __suffered for his devotion to

Erasmus. He was the favorite preacher of Charles V and it

was envy of his position that inspired the charges made against

him. Passages that smacked of he'resy were picked from his

sermons and quoted against him. For four years he remained

in prison and then in 1537 having been required to abjure the

views pronounced heretical he was secluded in a convent. But
in the following year the emperor obtained from the pope a brief

that set the sentence aside.

So deep and fanatical were the religious feelings and beliefs

of the mass of the Spanish people in the sixteenth century that

there never was any prospect that the Protestant ideas would get

a firm footing in the peninsula. The spread of heresy was com-
paratively unimportant and it never constituted a real danger

to Catholicism. Yet here and there were to be found Spaniards

who accepted the fundamental doctrine of Lutheranism. The
earliest actioji-XLQhg-Jnqujsitionto check the spread_of the Prot-

estant id pag_ war prohahly^akeiijn 1527J buTiorsome years the

efforts of that institutionJo__gtamp out Lutheranism was limited to

foreigners. Every divergence, no matter"how slight, from the

establisHed usages or dogmas, and even casual speech that savored

of heterodoxy, was classified by the Inquisition as " Lutheran-

ism." Yet despite this fact very few cases of Protestantism were

brought to light. This in itself is proof of the fact that Prot-

estantism made little impression south of the Pyrenees. Only a

few individuals, most of whom had lived in more northern lands,
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can be said to have been inoculated with the germs of heresy, c
Jv̂ i'

The first Spaniard about whose heresy there is apparently no

doubt was Francisco de San-Roman (?-i542) of Burgos. His

business affairs obliged him to live in the Netherlands for some

years and then they sent him to Bremen where he became a

Lutheran. So ardently was he devoted to his new faith that at

Ratisbon he attempted to convert the Emperor. He was sent

to Spain and there, first of the Spanish Protestants so to suffer

because of "their faith, he was burned at the stake. Another

Spaniard who accepted the doctrine of justification by faith was

Tuan de Diaz_ ( ?-i546) who studied for thirteen years in

Paris and subsequently lived for some months in Crejie^ where

he entered into friendly relations with Calvin. In 1546, at the

instigation of his brother, he wa^a^sRss|nated_in Austria because

of his religious views.. Jaime deJEnzm^s (i520?-i547), born at

Burgos of wealthy and illustrious'parents, was oqe of Calvin̂ s__

innumerable correjpojidents. In 1547 he was burned at Rome.

The most ardentwish of his brother, Francisco ~de~" Enzinas

(i520?-5o), was to sit at the feet of Melanchthon. The wish

was gratified, for in 1541 he entered the University of Witten-

berg and lived inMelanchthon's house. There he was engaged

principally v in translating the New Testament from the Greek

into Spanish". In a treatise that appeared about 1547 he severely

criticized the pope and the decrees of the first yeafof the Coun-

cil of Trent.

The first place in Spain in which the Lutherans gathered to-

gether for the purposes of mutual^ncojn^geme.nt^woj^hip^^ox,.

the planning "of a propaganda, was TS^ulle:. The first important

member of the little .Protestant circle in that city was Doctor Heresy at

«E
<
gidio_J ?-I556), the magistral, or preaching, canon of the Sevme

cathedral who was noted for his scholarship and his eloquence.

His teachings and those of Rodrigo de Valero resulted in the

formation of thTTittlegroup. He died in 1556 before the storm

burst ; -though four' yeaTs~Ta*ter his bones were exhumed and

burned. Constantino Ponce de la Fuente (^1500-60). a noted

Greek and Hebrew scholar wh^ ^u^e^ded Egidio as preaching
canon o f "The cathedral, became t-henexr leader . Every inmate

of the Geronimite house of San Isidro, one of the meeting places

of the circle, became a Lutheran as well as some of the mem-
bers of the Geronimite nunnery of Santa Paula. The group
contained laymen as well as clerics. Indeed,, every stratum of

society, from nobles to rag-pickers was represented in the in-

creasing circle which eventually numbered about one hundred
and twenty members. After a more or less inconsequential in-
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quiry the Inquisition began a second investigation in 1557, and

then the prisons began to be populated. The relentless cruelty

with which the Jewish and Moslem faiths had been persecuted

was now turned against the Protestants. . The greater number
of the heretics were put to death privately; but at times, when
a sufficient number of cases had accumulated, there was held an

auto-de-fe fan act of faith), a spectacular ceremony;,-,whose
culmination was the burning "f th g condemned, 3dii£h_jhe In-

quisition employed to spread terror in the hearts o f the people.

It was^ a great pageant, an impressive public ceremony, that

loomed large in the imagmation~ot men" The first of the autos-

de-fe at Seville, in which jojn^een_persons were put to death,

was held in_ September, 1559, in the presence, so it seemed, of

all _Andalusia; a second, in which t£n_43£rsons_suffered martyr-

dom, was heldin_Pecernher
T

t 560

;

and a third InllApHt 1562.

Thus was Tr^testantism in Seville almost completely eradicated.

While the investigation was going on in Seville a similar group

of Lutherans was brought to light in Valladolid at which place

the court was then residing. It was through the efforts of

Carlos c\e. SesQj an Italian who had been won over to the Lu-
therean doctrine about 1550, perhaps by the writings of Juan
de Valdes, that heresy began to spread abroad in the temporary

capital. The most important conversion was made when Pedro

Ca^alla^ 1524-59), and his sister, Beatriz de Vivero^induced

their brother Doctor Augustin Cazalla { 1510-59), tcTaccept the

Protestant ideas. He was the favorite preacher of Charles V,

who once had taken him to Germany, and he wielded a great in-

fluence in every stratum of society. Next to him the most im-

portant acquisition to the heretical group was probably that of

Domingo de Rojas__( 1519-59), a Dominican friar, who enjoyed

a wide reputation for his learning and his eloquence. His con-

version was followed by that of his brother and also by that of his

nephew who was the heir to the marquisate of Pozo. Men of all

ranks, from the highest to the lowest, were included in the little

band; though at the most they probably did not number more
than three score. Strangely enough the propaganda was
carried on for two or three years without its being detected.

The first auto-de-fe for the punishment of heresy in Spain was
held in May, 1559, in the Plaza Mayor. Fifteen persons were
committed to the flames. At the second auto held in Valladolid,

at which Philip II himself was present, thirteen persons were
burnt. The discovery at' Seville did not create much excitement;

but this one at the court, in which a number of eminent persons

were involved, seemed most foreboding. Then, too, Valdes, the
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inquisitor-general, made the most o'f it. He was about to be c
£$£;

disgraced and so he seized the opportunity of the discovery .

magnified the danger, and caused it to create fl,
far frreai-pr im-^1*78'1600

pression upon the court than did themore serious situation at

Seville. Isolated cases of heresy were discovered and punished

from time to time, though more and more they were found to be

of foreign origin.

There were a number of translations of the Bible into Spanish

and the various dialects of the peninsula. One into Catalan, The span-

made by Bonifacio Ferrer, was printed in 1478 in Valencia.
18hBlble

Then Francisco de Enzinas, as we have seen, translated the New
Testament into Spanish. Juan Perez, as we shall see, made a

similar translation ; while Cipriano de Valera and Cassiodoro de

Reina did not a little to perfect the Spanish version of the Scrip-

tures. The use made by the heretics of the Bible in the vernacu-

lar caused it to be prohibited by the Index of 1551 which placed

the ban even upon fragments and extracts, no matter how ortho-

dox the translation. Yet despite all the precautions of the In-

quisition many copies^. wex£_smuggled into the country.

Among the Spanish Protestants who succeeded in escaping

from their country was JuanJ^erez__( 1500 ?-i 567) who had been The

the rector of the College of Doctrine in Seville, a municipal in-
Eefnsee3

stitution devoted to the education j)f youth. For four years he

poured forth many writings from Geneva, including his transla-

tion of the New Testament from Greek into Spanish, many
copies of which were smuggled into Spain. In 1558 the num- _
ber of refugee Spaniards in Geneva was so large that they were
given the use of the church of St. Germain, and P-erez^was ap-

pointed as their preacher. Another notable-exile- was Cipriano

de Valera, one p f the friqrg_of--|^a_J^dro4_wiio tra nslatedJ2a\-
vin's Institutes into Spanish and edited thecomplete Spanish

Bible. ^
"

The greatest ecclesiastic in Spain at-lbisJime^was-^artoloirie

de Carranza (iqo^-76), a Dominican Idar^j^nowtied^or^both
his learning and his exemplary character^ who^ in i557Jiad_be-

come archbishop^jaf Tn1edo
;
and therefore, primate_of^^pain. Carranza

He aroused the . animosity of some^ bishops whom he compelled

to reside in their sees, he incurred the jealousy of Valdes , the

inquisitor-generan ancl Melchor Cano^the greatest^ Spanish
theologian, of the time, a member of his own order and greatly

superior J:o him in intellect, regarded him as his rival . So,

despite the activity of Carranza against heresy, and despite his'

many claims to reverence, he 'was arrested by the Inquisition in

1559 and imprisoned. In some aspects the imprisonment and
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trial ofCarranza was the most important act of the Inquisition.

All the eyes of Catholic Europe were turned upon- it. Poor
Carranza was a muddy thinker and an impulsive speaker. Many
of his utterances were interpreted in . a manner he had never

intended. At a most unfortunate moment he issued his Com-
mentaries on the Catechism, a rambling and discursive folio,

in which are many statements that, taken by themselves, savor

of heresy, but which later on are modified or contradicted.

After he was thrown into prison the revenue from his property

other than that retained by the Inquisition for the expenses of

the trial, was enjoyed by Philip II. Over the trickery of the

protracted trial, even were it profitable to do so, there is not

time to dwell. After eight years' imprisonment he was taken

to Rome at the command of Pius V. The case was not con-

cluded when, five years later, the pope died. Under Gregory
XIII the trial was once more resumed. Sixteen propositions

extracted from his book were declared to be heretical. These
he was required to abjure. A fortnight later, broken in health

by seventeen years of imprisonment, the enfeebled prelate sud-

denly died.

In PorJ^ig£lj3iej3Ljyejg_a^ie^yJ^ with leanings towards
heresy "and a number of foreigne^rsjwlwsTorthodoxy_.was doubt-

ful, but there was never any prospect of the success of _Protes

tant ideas. Yet_arj_JJiqiLLsitiQn, based upon the Spanish model,

was .established in that rrmntcy. Several reasons account for

this. The great increase of Portuguese commerce and colonial

enterprise drew the peasants from the farms, and, as_ ihe- mer-
chants were jargely exempt from_.taxnttio«-

T
there were few left

to pay the taxes. So, although the Portuguese were the richest

people in Europe, the king was daily getting poorer. John III

(1526-57) knew that the confiscations in Spain were a prolific

source of income and he determined to employ the same expedi-

ent. His wife, Catalina, sister of Charles V, also exercised a

powerful influence in behalf of an inquisition. On December

17, 1531, the papal bull Cunt ad nihil, which created the Inquisi-

tion of Lisbon, was issued. But the .wealthy Jews were able to

delay the operation of the institution. In sixteen years the king

paid $1,500,000 to the curia to hasten the inquisitorial activity,

while the Jews expended even a larger sum, in Lisbon as well as

in Rome, to delay it At last, in 1547, the bull Medilatio cordis

put the Inquisition under way. Three tribunals,,Lisbon," Evora,

and Coimbra, were established. Up to 1 580 when Philip II con-

quered tVip_rpnritr
3
r thpgp tribunals had~turned overto the secu'

lar authority for jdeath by fire about one hun4fe4-axid sixtj
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persons, and they had subjected about two thousand others to °££?r'

penance. Yet all this^activity had very^ little_to^o_mthJProtes-

tantism. Most of itwalTcfrrecteci against the Jews. The single
1547'1600

heretic d"f~ importance witrTwTioni it dealt was Damiao de Gqes^
(i5io?-73), the greatest Portuguese scholar of "the century,"

who, after having lived six years in Antwerp, traveled in Ger-

many, spent some months with Erasmus at Freiburg, and then

lived at Padua. In 1545 he returned to Portugal. After being

twice unsuccessfully denounced to the Inquisition he was ar-

rested in 1 57 1 upon a third charge and condemned tojjerpetual

imprisonment^ The king^secured a mitigation oTthe sentence

to seclusion_in the convent of Batalha.^ Not long afterwards he^

died inJlil£_fiwn_ilome. By the time Philip II became master of

Portugal all traces of heresy had disappeared, but the process

of stunting the intellectual development of the country was con-

tinued with increased vigor and the general condition of the

people became most deplorable.

There arev several reasons why_JErQ.testanti.sm. gained, no real .

joothojd in uiese^Mediterranean lands. The most fundamental WhyProt

Dne is perhaps to be foundin the Latin character. The^emotional J^^^
religion of these Romanic^racesjias always involved less of the 1 Real

ethicaPelement than""tnat of thenorthern peoples ; and it is not inthese

so narrQwh/concerne_~\vith dogmau. The temper of Italy,. Spain, Lands
110

and Portugar
T

dTrfers greatlyJromjhat of the Teutonic nations.

It requires the stately ritual of the Catholic church in which ^— '

emotionis embodied in symbolism. The appealing__pageantry of

bells ana
r
Tnusic, of flowers and incense, of shimmering vestmenT

and HghteoCtaper-v-jQf__processions with the crucifix held aloft.

of the rqsaj_y_and of the miracle of the mass
f penetrates to the

heart even_of the~cr)nfirrnpd believer in private judgment, . Then, \
as we have seen, the pride of the Italians in the possession j_f

the Papacy, the connection of their material interests with the

curia, and_the anti-Italian feeling of the Ggnnanjreformer£_air.
tended to prevent the favorable reception of the Protestant ideas_

*J
in the peninsulaT Many of the Italians who found themselves

unable longer to subscribe to the dogmas of the Church declined

to follow either the Lutheran or the Calvinistic movement.
Their rationalism, which was, however, in many cases light, flip-

pant, and skeptical, prevented their association with any such

new orthodoxies. The majority of the Italians and Iberians

were steeped in the old orthodpxy, which, in .the case of_ the

latter, sank into fanaticism. They saw in the innovations only

danger to their countries. And while the Germans were goaded
to desperation by the financial exactions of the Papacy the Span-
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C
xvTt'

iards and Portuguese were beginning to loot the treasures of the

newly-discovered continent. Some of the mediating reformers
1600

of Italy and some of the humanists of Spain leaned perceptibly

toward the Protestant heresy. For those who overstepped the

bounds of Catholicism and for the heretical foreigners who ven-

tured within the Mediterranean lands there were devised the

terrors of the Inquisition.



CHAPTER XVIII

THE RESULTS OF THE PROTESTANT REVOLUTION

1. The Results to Faith and Worship (the New State Churches, the

Sects, the Growth of Free Thought, the Rise of Tolerance).
2. The Results to Morals.

3. The Results to Education.

4. The Results to Government.
5. The Revolution Incomplete.

wE are to deal here only with the immediate results of the chap.

Protestant Revolution, not with its more remote cpnse-
xvm

quences, with its direct results t^ faith anH wnr^Viip, to morals,.
1545-16OC

to education , and tp government.

First, then, as to its immediate results to faith and worship

:

It produced new state churches -— the Lutheran Churches, the The

Calvinistic Churches, and the Anglican Church. The definite
5J2J,

eran

separation between Catholic and Protestants was not simulta- Churches

neous with the first public appearance of the earliest of the lead-

ing reformers. The opinions of the new leaders did not at first

take upon themselves a definite character. For a time it seemed
not improbable that a compromise between the conflicting doc-

trines might be concluded. But with the opening of the second
quarter of the sixteenth century all reasonable hope of such a re-

conciliation vanished. Then, in the Lutheran lands, the religion _
of jthe individual wasjuajie subject to the control of the rul er.

Under the direction of the princes and free cities, into whose
territory Lutheranism had found its way, territoriaL-efrttfches ^_

were oTganizecl . The lava stream of religious revolution began
to congeal There were to be as many Lutheran churches as

there were Lutheran princes and Lutheran free cities^ Princes"*

in their provinces and magistrates in their municipalities as-

sumed control of the outward fabric of the Church and even

became directors of its internal life. They decided theological

controversies and repressed dissensions with secular force.

Lutheranism had to make its way into the definite structure of

the social and political order. Having cut itself loose from the

sympathy of the masses by its action in the Social Revolution it

knew that its future depended very largely upon the success with

which it conciliated the various rulers. So it set up no united

343
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C vm church. Instead there were somp fiWQ hundred cpp-inte . rnngti-

tutions of chtirches that subscribed to the Augsburg Confession.
1545-1600 Such was theconsequence of the alienation of the people and the

particularism of the princes. But there is one other cause to be

considered. For a long time, as we have seen, the Lutheran

reformers^attempted to maintain their allegiance to the^Molher
Church . It is true they adopted a reformed constitution ; but

they always counted upon a future decision in their favor by a

general council. They therefore__regardecl iJi£_£xggaa4zaiion—of

their followers as but a temporaxy-^ftattef. The-, mmiexous
Lutheran__cjiurches naturally had certain un|formchara£tenstics.

and the degreeol^theif^deppndejLce upon the State_^ried but

slightly from one province to another. Their theologiansand

preachers were merely advisers to their respective princes and
magistrates, in the Scandinavian countries as well as in the

German States. This condition of affairs, so Capito declared in

1540, had been willed by Christ himself. "The prince is the

shepherd," he said, " the father, the head of the Church on

earth." But it was a condition that reduced spiritual freedom

to the minimum. Under the dominion of political rulers the

democratic beginnings of Lutheranism were forgotten. The at-

tempt to return to the original condition of the primitive Chris-

tian community was resigned when the compromise with the

princes was concluded. And this identification with the partictk-

larism of the time hindered the spread^ of the new faith in

Teutonic lands and caused the splendid promise of its birth to

degenerate into a condition that was in many respects petty and
unedifying.

There were, likewise, a number of Calvinistic chuxches. In_

Thecal- addition/ to that of Geneva there was a church in. -Franqe., one

state*
6 m tne northern ^provinces of the N etherlands^ one^jn Scolland,

Churches nth er.<^Jn__th e Zwingljan Cantons ot Switzerland where Calvin's

teaching was_gradually superseding thaj.
ni the, ^*u*<-TTJnrx™^

s

and still others in certain of the provinces andJj5Js--ciii£s_Jn

central and goutEern Germany? In these widely scattered

churches there wasto be found a variety of discipline and even
of doctrine. Zurich, for instance, declined to accept the austere

discipline of Geneva and modified its doctrinal system; and
Basel always regarded with disfavor the importance attached to

the doctrine of predestination. Among the German States in

which Calvinism came to prevail were the Palatinate, Nassau,
Anhalt, Hesse-Cassel, and a number of smaller principalities.

Most of them issued separate and distinctive confessions of
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faith, many of which were compromises between the Lutheran ^vin
and the Calvinistic creeds.

The English revolt from Rome, in its method and its result s,
1545-1600

was unique. It was the work of a ruler and not of_a_ reformer . The An-

It had, therefore, no well-defined system of theology, but one |^n

that resulted from the operation of a number of minds, one that church

while failing to give complete satisfaction to any one was found

acceptable without serious difficulty by many . " A govern-

ment," it has been well said, " always tries to strike an average,

the Tudors did so in England; but an average is anathema to all

extremes." It was the State, in England, and not the_Churcii

that was the_rmramouiTl t powpr The State compelledthV re-

ligious revolt. Only gradually was acquiescence in the change

secured. The Anglican Church was frankly at the outset merely

a trangfgr pf anftinrity frnm the pope to__the king despite the
^

fact that its government was carried on_ihrougrr~eccIesiasticar

officials.

An irresistible tide of genuine religious change had swept WhatPro-

across central and northern Europe.; but the various Lutheran
ê

c

s

e

e

d

and Calvinistic organizatipns and that of the Anglicans were all state

essentially state churches. Was >this due solely to politicaland
econom ic causes ? Did it come about solely from the facTthat

the various princes and magistrates with unanimity of purpose

and tactful procedure took possession of ecclesiastical property

and then as a result found themselves forced to assume the

direction of the religious life of their subjects? Rightly or

wrongly it is to such naked considerations that the erection of

these state churches has been attributed.

The rise of a body of state churches was only one of the

results of the Protestant Revolution to faith and worship.

Another such result was the up-springjng of multitudinous sects

all ofjyhirh wpre inspired anrl^.gjistained by the dream of^jrtah-

lishing a comfnunity of saints in the__midst of the errors and The Sects

corruptiqn_ot a degraded world . On all sides the state churches
were washed by the waves of more or less formless religious

convictions.. The leading reformers had substituted for the

authority of the medieval church the authority of the Bible. In
pictures of the sixteenth century may be seen men holding in

their closed, strong-willed hands a copy of the Bible. The
whole consciousness of primitive Protestantism is there ex-

pressed. But who was to determine with certainty the true

meaning of the sacred" texts? The reformers did not foresee

what multitudinous interpretations of the biblical writings would
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The Va-
ried
Groups of

Heretics
Common-
ly Kno-wn
as Ana-
baptists

arise. Yet it was inevitable that so heterogeneous a book should

furnish the bases for the most divergent doctrines and serve as

the authority for widely sundered systems. Every man could

find there confirmation of doctrinal convictions born in his own
heart. There, too, could he find the expression of his own
moral ideas. It was not difficult in the Age of Faith to silence

dissent. Terror was a most effective weapon in those days.

Whatever real differences existed were often disguised beneath

outward conformity to conventional symbols. But when men
began really to think, it was inevitable that they should think

differently. T"H1 p^tun1 freedom brought, in its train " doubt

and dgba±e-and sharp dissension " and unanimity became a thing

of the past. Each one _of_ thA-iimumerable sect£_tn wjijrj^ the

inrliviMiiaj_^t?JX!^l!^ n
t

f^ p -Scriptural w^hnT^s_^ave_rise
deemed itself to be a refUrrl

to prymTtrue ( hrvTJ-iarnry But 1&

reality eacnwas a new and spontaneoustheology\ The illusion

in each case failed to penetrate to the secret 'of the authentic

and moving power of every new religion that' leaves its impress

upon the life of man— the renewed and varied embodiment of

the ideals of the human heart, their explicit communication, and
their expression in the life of the faithful. It was among the

masses that these sects were formed. Everywhere groups of

common folk followed logically the postulates of the new teach-

ing, took literally Luther's preaching of the universal priest-

hood, and found inspiration and model in the Waldenses. They
organized, of course, in a multiplication of forms, and were
alike only in the growing belief that every man ripe enough for

judgment should be free to choose his own faith. Absolute in-

dividualism was beginning to find champions. It seemed as

though there were almost as many sects as cities and gospels as

gossips.

Chief among these groups, the§e " Ultras of the Reformation,"

were those of the A nahapti sts, who first* appear about 1522-23

in Switzerland. Their name, which appeared later, was due to

their foes, to a wish to bring them under the penalty of death

prescribed by the old Roman law of the Empire for a heresy

of that name. The postponement of baptism juntil the indi-

vidual was, .able to decide for himself
,

, or thg^rebaptizing of the

inrlivirhjal when he had become able to reason, was with them
but a .seeeftdajy article of faith . Far more fundamental "was"

theirJjelief that revelation did not cease witTPEhe completion of

th
,

e New Tesjampnr but that day by day the word of GoaTTs"

revealed to man, that the divine revelation is vouchsafed to

every individual, and that it is the only guide to be followed in
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the conduct of life. " I esteem Holy Scripture," said Hans ^vm
Denck, the most reasonable and the kindest-hearted of all the

reformers of his century, " above all human treasures, but not 1545 -1600

so highly as the Word of God which is living, powerful, eternal,

free and independent of all elements of this world: for as it is

God Himself, so it is spirit and not letter, and written without

pen and paper, so that it can never more be blotted out." With

such a principle for material the self-reliant and dreamy Teuton

could weave many a curious fabric. Upon such a basis many a

fanciful structure could be erected. So it is not a matter of

surprise that among the Anabaptists there should be developed

many heterogeneous tendencies. The contemporary Sebastian

Franck tells us that he never found two of them who agreed

with each other upon all points. Among these various tend-

encies the two principal ones may be called respectively the

spiritualistic and the mystical tendency. Both _of, them started"

from the idea of continuous revelation. But the former de-

clared the communications of God to Tie intermittent, to come
only from time to time in visions, ecstasies, and other similar

abnormal emotional states ; while the latter" declared the voice

of God to be ever audible in the heart of man. Their funda-

mental postulates made them anathema to Wittenberg, Zurich,

Geneva, and to Rome alike. Some of them held that direct

communion with God made all learning unnecessary, and set

their seal of disapproval upon recourse to law, upon the taking

of oaths, upon the holding of civil office, and upon the possession

of private property. Thus such Anabaptists as held these views

made for social revolution. Their teachings were regarded as a

deadly miasma, the master menace of the time; the name of
" Anabaptist " became a common term of opprobrium, and rulers

everywhere became bent upon their extinction.

The Anabaptists had many leaders. Some were men of high

and scholarly attainments, and of these Balthasar Hubmaier
(i48o?-i528) was the foremost. Hubmaier had been a pro-

fessor of theology in the University of Ingolstadt, its vice-rector, The Ana-

and probably its actual director. He was an eloquent preacher,
Leaders

and a man of exalted character, a man as well-fitted for leader-

ship as either Luther or Zwingli. After leaving Ingolstadt he

became a preacher at Ratisbon and then at Waldshut. From
the latter place he made excursions across the Rhine and came
into contact with some of the Swiss reformers. Gradually he

changed his religious views and left the papal fold. Later on,

about 1525, he became an Anabaptist. To escape the Austrians

he fled to Zurich, where, with the connivance of Zwingli, he was
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xvm imprisoned and tortured in order to compel him to recant his

radical beliefs. When he was set free he went to Moravia,
545-1600

from whence, two years later, he was taken to Vienna and
burned at the stake. Hans Denck ( l-i^j) had studied at

the University of Basel annthen found employment in one of

the printing establishments of that city. From there he went
to Nuremberg, a center of humanism and a forum of religious

discussion, where he gradually became a heretic theologian.

Differing on the subject of the eucharist from the chief pastor

of the place he was expelled from the city. Then he led a rov-

ing life, engaging everywhere he went, with no little learning

and skill, in theological disputation, and producing by his elo-

quence a religious revival. In the three years into which his

activity as a religious leader was compressed he exerted a deep

and wide-spread influence not only by his learning and his elo-

quence but also by his tender and sterling character. " He was
a quiet, withdrawn, and pious man," said Sebastian Franck,
" the leader and bishop of the Anabaptists." Worn out with his

wanderings he returned to Basel to die. No other reformer of

his time did so much to emancipate religion from the bonds of

theology. " I ask no other result, God knows," he said, " than

that as many men as possible should with one heart and voice

glorify the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, whether

they be circumcised, or baptized, or neither ; for I differ greatly

from those, whoever they may be, who too much bind down the

kingdom of God to ceremonies and elements of the world."

Had he lived longer he might perhaps have become a construc-

tive religious leader of the first rank and have exercised a due

control over the disintegrating forces of Anabaptism. Little is

known of the early history of Melchior Hofmann C I4q8 ?-

I 533)» a Swabian furrier, who after preaching "the true

gospel" in Scandinavian lands and on the southern shores

of the Baltic, and sowing there the seeds of social revolu-

tion, left those lands for central and southern Germany and

the northern Netherlands, inspiring millenarian hopes in the

hearts of his followers. Among the most prominent of Hof-
mann's disciples was Jan Mathys ( ?-i534), a baker of Haarlem,

who announced himself as the Enoch of the new regime. He
chose twelve apostles to carry on a propaganda in the neighbor-

ing provinces. Chief of these was Jan o f Leyden ( ?—1535) , a

wandering tailor whose travels had extended " from Liibeck to

Lisbon," a licentious rogue, a cruel fanatic, audacious, skilful,

and brave. After these men met their death, David Joris (1501-
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CHAP.
xvni56), a glass-painter of Delft, became a leader among the Ana-

baptists by reason of the fact that he succeeded in bringing the

various divisions in the Low Countries to a working agreement, 1545 "160

although even there they were never unified. Yet it was not long

before his followers fell into two groups, one of which lived a

decorous life while members of the other abandoned themselves

to fanatical excesses, especiallv_j)romi^cuo^

Under such leaders it was thatthe varied and often conflicting The

views that have been given the misleading general term of Ana- y^6*

baptism rapidly spread in Germany, Switzerland, and Holland, of the

finding themselves welcome everywhere by the oppressed classes, ^^
bap "

forming isolated groups that obeyed no central direction either

for defense or offense, requiring the acceptance of no general

creed, permitting the greatest variety of practice, and, unhappily,

sometimes mingling with their message of the value of spiritual

intuition and the consecration of daily life a fanatical or an im-

moral strain. Their fundamental idea was one far in advance

of their age, a truth that is slowly but surely winning its way
in the world of men.

The Anabaptists were subjected to incredible persecution. A
contemporary was able to say that such streams of Anabaptist

blood were shed for the sake of religion " that if so much blood

of beasts had been poured forth, men would undoubtedly have

been horrified. . . . More than thirty thousand men in snrne

thirty yearoji ave been killed for their relimrm by the rommg nd Anabap-

of one single man/ ' Everywhere from the Baltic to the Alps, others'at

from Hungary to Holland, they were slaughtered like sheep Mtmster

after being subjected to the cru'elest torture. " Like owls and
bitterns," were those in Moravia who escaped, says a contem-

porary chronicle ;
" they dared not go abroad by day, but lived

and crouched in rocks and caverns, in wild forest, in caves and
pits." It was at Minister that a revolutionary program of a

remnant of the Anabaptists left by the rigorous persecution re-

ceived a formidable demonstration. Gaining the concession of

legal security in the ci£^, some of the surviving Anabaptists

made thousands of additional converts there, and were rein-

forced by crowds of their fellow-believers who came pouring in

from Holland and the near-by German towns. With the
" saints " came many a sinner seeking to profit by the promised
distribution of property. Mathys went there and later Jan of

Leyden. It was very largely if not entirely under the stress of

the long siege to which the city was subjected that the vagaries

of some of the most reckless were perpetrated. The goods of
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^5£~ the unbelieving were confiscated, the accessories of ritualistic

worship were destroyed, simplicity of wearing apparel was en-
1545-1600 JQJne^ anc[

}
though not without opposition on the part of those

who did not desire to see their morality thus polluted (opposi-

tion that resulted in bloodshed) polygamy was practised by

some of the leaders. All of these things were intended to pre-

pare for the impending coming of Christ. It was this idea of

the approaching advent of the Nazarene, a belief common to

the time, together with a reign of terror established by Jan of

Leyden, that enabled the Anabaptists in Miinster to endure the

miseries of a siege of sixteen months. At last, by means of

treachery, the desolate town was taken, many of the defenders

were slaughtered, and Jan of Leyden, after being publicly tor-

tured in the market-place, was put to death. The various

divisions of the dispersed Anabaptists gradually sloughed off

the undesirable elements of their beliefs, and in the succeeding

centuries their teachings have given rise to many religious groups

characterised by notable spiritual power.

The Revolution gave a powerful impetus to thought upon re-

ligious matters. Such thought carried men far. It was not

Anti-Trin- possible to put a limit to a movement that was itself illimitable.
itarianism individuality had broken through the fetters of authority and

tradition. Who could say to the individual: Thus far shalt

thou go, but no further? It is not surprising, then, that we
come upon tendencies that went beyond the bounds of Protes-

tantism. Among the radical dissenters from the creeds of the

established churches were the " Anti-Trinitarians," whose here-

sies were called Arianism until they became known as Socinian-

ism. Theirs was a rationalistic stream of thought that flowed

into central Europe from the south. Refugees from the Medi-
terranean lands found their way up the valley of the Rhone and
over the passes of the Alps seeking a place in which their views

would be tolerated, but finding \t only in the remote countries

that lay on the outskirts of civilization, in Poland and Transyl-

vania. They found Geneva, as well as other centers of Protes-

tantism, to be no harbor of refuge but merely "a citadel of

theology equal in its intolerance to that from which they had
fled. All of them were highly educated and cultured men,
physicians, lawyers and teachers. Endowed with a strong sense

of individuality, caring nothing for historic continuity, they

broke completely with all of the established churches, and ap-

parently had no great desire to organize the loose band of fol-

lowers that gathered about each of them into a definite church.

A hymn of our own day gives voice to their faith.
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" One thought I have, my ample creed, xvm
So deep it is and broad,

And equal to my every need,— 1545-1600

It is the thought of God."

Being essentially individual and intellectual, their ideas did not

make a wide appeal. Their speculations were by no means en-

tirely new. Very early in the history of Christianity men with

similar thoughts, Sabellians and Arians, had appeared ; and a

long though intermittent line of them may be traced through the

Middle Ages.

Among the earliest of these bold and wandering heretics was
Campanus__ (1500 ?-i 578), who sought by means of the figure

oTmarriage to make the mystery of the Trinity intelligible. Anti-Trin

There are in God, he said, but two persons, the Father and the ^*^B
Son, and they are united each with the other as are husband and
wife in matrimony. The pathetic story of Servetus (i5ii?-53)

has already been told. It is not with the fate of this solitary

thinker that we are here concerned but with his faith, a strange

commingling of rationalism and mysticism . His rationalism was
that of__th^Xatin_heretic : his mysticism was derivejLiiQjiLNeor.^
Plalonism. His '""^ffa^ of God w^- essentially panthpistJ£_

Jesus, he believed, was the son of God. In him the essence of

the Godhead was actually and bodily present. But the exist-

ence of the Galilean began with his earthly conception and birth.

Previous to that his personality existed only in the mind of God.
Matteo Grjbaldp^ ( 7-1564) , a jurist from Padua who was a

resident of Geneva when Servetus was put to death, incurred

the wrath of Calvin by his outspoken condemnation of the

judicial murder. He could conceive the divine nature, he said,

only as two Gods, the one deriving his existence from the other.

For this opinion he was driven into exile. Valentino Gentile,
(1520-66) had also, in the words of Calvin, " drunk dirty water
from the Servetian puddle." He was compelled to recant, to

burn his own writings, and to swear not to leave Geneva with-

out official permission. But he escaped. After leading a wan-
dering life he was captured in Savoy and sent to Bern where,
although he was not a citizen of the place and therefore was not

subject to its laws, he was condemned for heresy and contempt
of law and was beheaded. The executions of Servetus and
Gentile hastened the departure of the Italian heretics from the

Calvinistic lands. The political decentralization of Poland made
for a careless freedom of thought, and for some time rather

close artistic and commercial relations had existed between that
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^f^j country and Italy. So it was to that far-off land that the Latin

refugee heretics found their way; and there they were wel-
1545-1600 comeci as scholars and men of culture.

It was two Italians, uncle and nephew, who drew together

the threads of the Anti-Trinitarian h*rpgy ar1 ^ ga^ ^ ]\_J}^

me semblan££L_of an organized 'church! Lelio^ocini (1525-62), a

lawyer by profession and a man of stainless Hfe, fled from Italy

in 1547 and for the remainder of his years was a wanderer in

central and northern Europe, scattering everywhere the germs of

his heterodox views, never insisting or asserting that he was
right, and making himself beloved by the charm of his per-

sonality. He died at Zurich, leaving to his nephew a mass of

unpublished writings. Fausto Socirti (1539-1604), who like

his uncle was a lawyer and a man of irreproachable character,

hastened to Zurich as soon as he heard of "his uncle's death,

collected the books and papers he had inherited, and then for

ten years held the position of foreign secretary to the Medici

of Florence. At last he abandoned his possessions, broke with

his family, left his country behind, and went forth to obey the

roice of his conscience. The first two or three years of his

exile were passed at Basel where he devoted himself ardently to

theological studies. His method of explicit affirmation or nega-

tion was quite the opposite to that of his uncle. The point at

which he departed from the orthodox theology of Catholicism

and Protestantism alike was ,thai_of_the_sacrifice of__the cross.

In what sense, he asked, did Jesus save mankind ? Did he expi-

ate our sins? Did he make a vicarious atonement? Did he
render satisfaction for our transgressions in our place and our
stead to divine justice? Or is it rather by the example of his

life, by the power of his love, by the influence of his spirit, that

he wrought for the salvation of man? Upon the answer de-

pends the divinity of Christ. In Socini's teaching " the doc-

trine of the Trinity disappeared and its place was taken by those

of the Unity of God and the simple humanity of Christ." So-

cini found the Anti-Trinitarians in Poland divided among them-
selves chiefly because very many of them were really Anabap-
tists. After long efforts he succeeded in separating this ele-

ment and in uniting the remaining Anti-Trinitarians, who
adopted the name of the Polish Brethren and whose principles

were formulated in 1642 in the Racovian Catechism. The Anti-

Trinitarians were impelled to organization far less than were
the more conservative reformers. They were deeply affected

by the revived individuality of the Renaissance and felt com-
paratively slightly the need of association with a community of
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fellow-believers. Such bold thinkers seldom yearn greatly for 25l|£
" the assuring sense of fellowship." They looked to the man of

Galilee as the most perfect guide of personal life. Sg^inLjajas^ 1545-ieoc

concerned chiefly jwith . the intellectual and ethical aspects of

religion; for 'fEsemotional appeal he> had little, response. His

exposition of his "doctrines is always clear and cold. The gov-

ernment of the Socinian church that he founded was carried on

by elders. It had a number of prosperous schools ; and it exer-

cised a powerful discipline over the lives of its members. The
activity of the Jesuits, aided by the internal dissensions of the

Socinians, drove it from the country, and some of its members
made their way to Transylvania where to-day their Unitarian

descendants enjoy a certain degree of success. The
_
importance.

of Socinianism lies in its demand that Christianity, by means
o f a searching examination^ conducted according tothe principles

or the historico-criticaTprocess ofhumanism, should__undergo]*a

purification." Belief was to be limited to what could be assured

by lhat process of proof. Its belief in the free will of man,
which dominates all its writings, destroys the Calvinistic system

of salvation. The path that led to Socinianism was entered

upon, after the close of the Middle Ages, by Lorenzo Valla,

a favorite author of Erasmus.

Other sects to which the Protestant Revolution gave rise had
their origin in schisms that occurred in the Protestant churches.

The Catholic
i

Church_j^rpgrnzed the Bible as a source of re-

ligions^fiowTerlga! She supplemented^ with the tradition "in

her*^keep_ing ; and, furthermore, declared_herself to be the in-^

fa^ITEkT interpreter of the scriptural writings. Protestantism

insisJejiiUDonJhej^ and, setting

up
i
JiojnTa1IiSl^^

an articulateaand seli^consistejit_j>yj>teni_^

parenttoever^r^a3erT But, as we have seen, when men began

to reacT aridTnterpTet for themselves it was highly improbable

that they would interpret alike. The principle of freedom of

interpretation led the way to things of which the leading re-

formers had not dreamed. Principles are inexorable and un-

compromising. They always exact their full penalty from
individuals. Very soon the principle of freedom of interpreta-

tion began to exact its penalty. Divergent opinions appeared,

asserting themselves at first timidly and hesitatingly, dealing with

infinitely fine shades of doctrine, and then, becoming bolder,

proceeding to assail more important ones, and so leading to the

widest gulfs of separation. The authority of Luther and that

of Calvin were overthrown as readily as those revolutionists had

The
Tendency
of Prot-

toward
Schism
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xvm once overthrown that of the pope. Out of the doctrines of justi-

fication by faith alone and of predestination there grew up a
1545-1600

scholasticism even more unprofitable than that of the last cen-

turies of the Middle Ages. It is not always easy to separate

these groups of schismatics, for they overlap each other and

cross and recross in great variety. We shall notice only the

more important of them.

The , first of the dissensions among the Lutherans

_

was_ the

The one stigmatized as Antinomianism. The chief name connected""""

whSS* with th *s scmsm is tnat °f J°hn Agricola (1492-1566) wiiojnainz.

the tained that the princrpjes^and motives contained_Jn_J^eNew
urc es

Testament furnished the man who had taith in Christ_witH^afl

that wastriecessary to guitk-hinTin life and that tflexeiflre he was

exempt from the operation_p.f ajMaw , even from thelaw~b f

Moses. Tfiis difference between the orthodox Lutherans and

the Antinomians was exaggerated by the bitterness of both sets of

disputants. The latter were charged with holding that as long

as a man is in a state of grace it matters not how immoral his

life may be. The schism " tore the very heart " of the Lutheran

Church and left upon Luther " an abiding and melancholy im-

pression." Another Lutheran schism was Osiandrism. Andrew
Osiander (149&-1551), who once had been a priest and who was
now one of the most powerful of the Lutheran preachers, de-

clared that justification does not consist only of the redeeming

death of_ Christ upon the cross and the assertion of faith on the_
partjjjjjie individual in _the efficacy of that sam'fire hntjhatjt^
includesanother act , a change wrought w i't^ i'n the heart_jrf_the

individual, byj:he same R edeemer, a " making rjgJiteQUs7^--f-rQiiL

whiclTtEe doing^of good^ikeds-fallows as a naturaj-eonsequexice.

Another schism that arose out of the doctrine of justification by

faith alone was known as Synergism^ It was held that in the

act of^conversion to areligious; life, therejs a certain cooperation

of frge~-will with grac^TThis doctrine, advocated by JoHn
Pfeffmger (I493-I573),"was vehemently denounced by Matthias

Ffack~ known, from his Dalmatian birth, as Flacius Illyricus

(1520-75) who, however, went further than Luther's teaching

and thus created the schism known as Flacianism. He_denied_

any participation whatsoever of the free-will of man in the act

of_conversion. He asserted that original sin is not an accident

but the veritable substance of fallen man and that justification

is an entirely gratuitous act of God. His doctrine, of course,

means the utter depravity of human np_hvre The Synergists

and the Flacians fought with extreme bitterness over the question

as to whether the term " accident " or the term " substance

"
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CHAP.
XVIIIshould be employed. Another schism arising from the distinc-

tion between faith and works was instituted by George Major

(1502-74) who in a more or less ambiguous way held that good l0i0-10Ut

works are not only useful but necessary to salvation.

This Protestant scholasticism was more sterile than tha^of^.

the Middle Ages, narrower and more harmfuL-because unlike the

latter it did not seek 'to include the entire field of human knowL character

edge, itjxud no attention to scientific, philosophical, or political ^ewscho-
thonght. - It confined itself strictly to theology, and so it failed to lasticism

avail itself of the vitalizing influence of the expanding science

and philosophy ^of the time. These new scholastics, moreover,

were far__inferior in capacity and breadth_of vision to those of

the Middle Ages. Among their number there was no one who
resembled Aquinas, Bernard, or Bonaventura. And the isolated

theology was that_ctf a secLaji^nc^of_a_universal church. It

would be a^aTih^uTtTtask to find a parallel to the bitterness en-

gendered by these petty dissensions
5
many of which were merely

logical distinctions with scarcely a perceptible difference in

reality—" vacant chaff well meant for grain." Melanchthon was
profoundly oppressed by Jt. When the" shadows gathered ever

deeper about the evening of his life, and the aim for which he

had worked, the improvement of the daily life of men, seemed

to be vanishing ever further into the distance, he gave as one of

his reasons for wishing to die the rabies theologorum; and__the_

final swords to which he gave^utteranre were n prayer £or_p_eace

in the conflicting churches. It was inevitable that these disputes

over terms and deductions should be barren of ^profit. For it

is not in logic, but in human ^nature as a whole, that truth is

to be found. * The wise man' seeks for it not in a syllogism, but

in the hidden sources of life, in the fundamental and permanent

motives of activity. »^''

A third result of the Revolution to faith and worship was the

growth of free thought,— the assertion of the right to think

freely and logically upon the great questions of life and the me
practice of that right. Erasmus refused to join the Prot- p™^110'

estants, not because he lacked the courage, but because he was Thought

no more Lutheran than he was Catholic. " There has never

been a more conservative revolutionary than Luther," says

Laurent ;
" far from shaking the beliefs upon which [orthodox]

Christianity is based, he exaggerated them to give them a new
force." To Erasmus the two parties were merely a Scylla and
Charybdis. He remained apparently in the Mother Church be-

cause, in his time, there had not been made a place for free-

thinkers. One must as yet belong to one of the churches, or at
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xvm *east to one °^ ^e sects - Yet among the liberators who labored

for the enfranchisement of the human mind Erasmus must be
1545-1600 accorded a high rank. Another exponent of the right to think

for 0££sself was UlrichjamJHtutten in whom love of liberty was
inborn and wiio astonished the leaders of the German revolt from
Rome by his ardent and infinite aspirations. He died prema-
turely. Had he lived longer, it seems safe to say, he would not

have associated himself with either the Lutheran or the Calvinist

Church but would have stood boldly as a forerunner of the wider

religion of humanity. Another free-thinker was Cornelius

Agrippa (1486-1535) who pointed out the fact that the simple

teachings of ^Jesus had gradually been submerged by the accumula-
tion nf rlna^^jTrd-^who urge<tjJTelurTi TO tfrej)u1nty"and the sim-

plicity of thgjapostolic years . He failed to see an advantage in

the substitution of new orthodoxies for the old one, and so he
remained nominally a Catholic. Paracelsus (1493-1541), despite

his cabalistic fantasies, his regard for astrology, and his unre-

mitting search for the philosopher's stone, helped to reform
medical practice by insisting upon arriving at a knowledge of
diseases by the direct observation of nature. In the field of re-

ligion he pointed out the subordinate position of all that is ex-

ternal in faith and worship ; and although he remained within the

Catholic fold he approved Luther's attack upon the externalized

ecclesiasticism of the Mother Church. Caspar Schwenkfeld

(1490-1562), a well-educated Silesian nobleman, became a zeal-

ous follower of Luther. But his mystic temperament and his

individual mind led him to withhold his approval of the harden-

ing dogmas, and over-dependence upon the external word in the

Lutheran Church, of the dwindling of its spiritual element.

Religion, he contended, has for its basis the inner experience of

the divine life. No external practice is indispensable • to the

flowing of the grace of God into the heart of man. The divine

grace comes straight from God to man and needs neither scrip-

ture nor sacrament. Piety is not the exclusive possession of any
church. But the inward presence of grace must always be veri-

fied by the strict morality of daily conduct. Such a position as

this in the middle of the sixteenth ' century entailed upon its

holder persecution by Protestant and Catholic alike. So this

mystic prince, with his kindly heart, gentle speech, and courtly

manners, spent the remainder of his life as a wanderer, gather-

ing about himself a little group of adherents, seeking to unite

them by no external organization but only by the bond of their

common belief in the direct approach of man to God. He sought

to the last to distinguish between the external and internal, the
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formal and the real. Similar to Schwenkfeld in his refusal to

worship at the shrine of the written word was SebajlianJEraiiGk

(i495?-i543?), preacher, soap-boiler, printer, and historian. He
contended that the new churches placed an undue emphasis upon

the written word ; and their formation of new sectarian require-

ments for religious association he deemed to be undesirable. It

is the spirit of Christ, he said, that makes men pious ; and that

spirit is a free thing, unfettered by any external machinery.

There is, therefore, but one Church upon earth, of which every

man who has directly received the grace of God is a member.

Insistence upon the written word and upon external observances

leads to spiritual death. " I set much more store upon a quiet,

self-denied heart, wherein God may shrine and mirror Himself,"

he said ;
" for this is all that Christ thinks to be necessary to his

method and secret." He was a prolific writer, devoting himself

to popular history and to mystical theology. To his stories of

the Empire and the Church he added a chronicle of the heretics,

including among them Jesus himself, and Paul, and Augustine,

and " every great soul who had dared to strike out for the

Church herself new paths to truth." When he was driven from

Strasburg he boiled soap for a time at Ulm and when for a

second time he was exiled from that Protestant stronghold he be-

came a printer at Basel. He was not a great scholar, but his ap-

peal was to the common people and not to the learned. His writ-

ings do not reveal the working of a critical mind, but they are

inspired by a rational spirit. Another free-thinker was the

philosopher Pierre de la Ramee (1515-72), better known as

Ramus, whose vigorous and persistent battle against the prevail-

ing~"7£ristotelianism at Paris resulted in his death in the Massa-

cre of St. Bartholomew. He wished to vitalize the rigid dia-

lectics of his day by subjecting them to the.mellowing influence

of humanism, and as a_first step he aimed to overthrow the ab-

ject respect for authority. We ought to exercise our own rea-

son and do our.own thinking, he said, untrammeled by the dic-

tation of others. Montaigne, (1533-92) said it was a waste of

time to make a revolution for the sake of the few dogmas that

separate Protestantism from Catholicism.

This disdain of all the dogmas of the time, implicit in some TheLimi-

^rt-itArcj^ r H P-vplirif in nthers , is tnjbe. found in the utterances Rau^.
ofJuTthe free-thinkers of the century . "It implies the desire and" ^m

the hope of a more radical revolution, of the coming of an all-

inclusive religion founded upon reason. Such a revolution, how-

ever, was not possible in the sixteenth century. It is not possi-

ble to-day. And in so far as it fails to take into consideration
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the aspirations of the heart it is not desirable. Religion , in or-

der to win humanity, can never rest solely upon the Intellect .

The human intellect is only finite, whereas the reach of religion

is infinite. It is the heart that dreams and yearns beyond the

horizon of the finite^ and, because of this fact, religion must al-

ways be based very largely upon the emotions. Rationalism by
itself ran give us only philosophy It is in the emotions that one

must look for the sourcf ^i ^p rp1igimi«s sentiment . Not air

free thought, as we have seen, tended to pure rationalism, but

much of it did.

These ideas of free thought made their way but slowly in the

century of the Revolution. But from that movement they un-

doubtedly received an impetus which had not entered into the

calculation of the leading reformers. The division of western

Europe into so many hostile ecclesiastical camp's led the way to

a great variety of unorthodox opinion which in its turn has sent

the world " spinning on a new track." Men found that there

is no logical halting place between self-abnegation and self-asser-

tion. It became increasingly clear that at whatever cost one

must go in search of truth through the door of self, that one

must find a theory for God and the universe that will make the

true unity consist in fidelity to self. The truest verity intact,

in thoughts in feeling, and in aspiration, proceeds not from a_

common starting point, but from a common goal . Men are never

so absolutely united as when each is loyal to" his finest vision,

and, renouncing all that is not genuine" and sincere, strives at

self-expression. But this rests upon an assumption absolutely

antipodal to the postulate that prevailed in all the orthodox

churches of the time. It rests upon the premise of the divinity

of man, not Upon his depravity, upon his essential virtue, not upon
an inheritance of primal sin. Such was the natural outcome of

the humanism of the Renaissance. Whatever it may be called,

free thinking, rationalism, humanism, individualism, it had for

its champions a group of men who belonged to neither of the two
great camps of Christendom, who refused their sanction to the

extremes of either side; a "group of men who held an increasing

feeling that as time goes on man will discover that in religion

there are but few essentials and that society may safely welcome
man to self-loyalty and self-expression.

-

The last result to faith and worship that we shall notice in our

study of the Protestant Revolution was the rise ,o intolerance^
The most dolorous chapter in all history is the story"of the tor-

turing and putting to death of men and women because of their

religious beliefs. The rise of tolerance, like the growth of free
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thought, was not a result at which the leading reformers con- ^vm'
sciously aimed. All the chief reformers, as we shall see, were
just as intolerant of religious views that differed from their

1545 -1600

own as the Mother Church was intolerant of them. It was a

result that came in spite of the reformers, one that took its rise

out of the movement itself. The principle of religious toler-

ance was not born in the sixteenth century. It was clearly and
cogently stated in 1327 by Marsiglio of Padua in his Defensor
Pacis. And the Neo-Platonists of Florence conceived the idea

in its noblest s^ense. They regarded a ll philosophies and all re-

ligions as being roads to Godj and they endeavored to profit from
all of them by wise_eclecticism .

Erasmus_upheld the theory of tolerance. His temperament
was averse to persecution and he was convinced that it did no
good. But he did not argue for tolerance in the sense of per-

mitting different creeds to live peacefully side by side. What he Erasmus

desired was the general prevalence of a mediating humanism that

should subject the various antagonistic theologies to the slow
erosion of the scientific spirit. Naturally he incurred the enmity
of both sides. He did not wish to be at odds with any party,

and yet he fell out with all. And then, as the result of reserva-

tions, distinctions, and cautious tackings, his views on tolerance,

as upon many other questions, dissolved into the most amorphous
of nebulae. It was this habit of shrinking from a definite posi-

tion that called forth Beza's disdainful remark that Erasmus
" is so changeable that he has preferred to conceal what he be-

lieves rather than to tell it to the world."

Sir Thomas More, in his Utofna, dreamed of a cultin which
all religions cxuuld-take part without givmg~up their^distinctive sit

characteristics. Tolerance was to prevail not, only for the sake
jJ^orlTand

of peace but because it would " make for the furtherance of re- Sebastian

ligion." Out of all vain_and superstitious religions truth could
Franck

be trusted eventually to issue and come to light. But the hu-

manist became the, chancellor; and in the process he seems to

have suffered a sea-change, for he held the propagation_-of herpsy_
to be an evil for which no punishment is too severe. . The chron-

icles of Jsefiastian Franck .contain many passages that argue for

tolerance. Heretics are usually misrepresented, said Franck.
" If we knew Jesus only through the Jews and Romans we
should see all his words perverted. He would be called seditious,

seductive, diabolical, a thorough heretic, the enemy of the law
of Moses. And is it not reasonable to suppose that this is just

what has been done with Wessel, and Wiclif , and Hus ? " Neither

Anabaptists nor papists ought to be put to death, he said. Let
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us take what is good in each sect and leave the rest to the devil.

The man who gave the finest and truest expression of the

theory of tolerance in the sixteenth century was Sebastian fa^
telHof 1515-63), whose protest against the burning of ServpTns

we have already heard. But that was not the earliest of his

pleas. Two years before the fagots, were lighted on the knoll of

Champel he had written with sound judgment for tolerance in the

preface to the Latin Bible that he dedicated to Edward VI of

England. It is a strange contradiction, he there pointed out,

that through zeal for that Christ who gave up His life in order

that the lives of others might be spared we shed the blood of

our fellow-men. We are eager to snatch out the tares although

He has commanded that the tares be left until the harvest in

order that the grain may not be pulled up. We persecute others

for the sake of that Christ who commanded us to turn the left

cheek when we are struck upon the right! Even the law of the

pagan Romans held an accused man whose social status was in

dispute to be a freeman until he was proved to belong to the

servile class. How much more deliberate, then, should we be in

religious affairs where it is so easy to be mistaken ! Is it not an

absurdity to use earthly weapons in a spiritual battle? The real

enemies of Christianity are vices, and against them must be ar-

raigned the virtues. The real work of the Christian lies there.

It should not be abandoned to the executioner. Thej-eJs_jio_class-_

of men in the wj^d les g tr> be feared than thos£_who are_ready

to submit to torture and yield up their lives for the 'sake of their

beliefs . There are none more obedient to princes and magis-

trates. Three years later, in the Treatise on Heretics, the preface

of which was signed with the pen-name of Martinus Bellius,

there appeared the following passage beneath the restraint of

which can be felt the ardor of Castellio's passionate desire to

convince men of .the truth of his message. " True fear of God
and charity are set at naught ; men's regard for them has grown
cold. Our life js passed in brawling and contention and every

kind of sin. We dispute not as to the way by which we can go

to Christ (which, is the bettering of our daily life), but about

Christ's state and office, to wit, where He now is, what He
is doing, and how He is seated at the right hand of the Father,

and how He is one with the Father. So, too, about the Trinity,

predestination, free-will, God, , the angels, the state of the soul

after this life, and other similar things, which are not greatly

necessary to be known, . . . nor even if they were known would
make any man the better, for doth not Paul say, ' If I know all

mysteries and have not charity I am nothing ' ? " This anxiety
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of men (wholly ill-directed) is not only vicious in itself, but will

give birth to other and greater evils. It " engenders pride,

cruelty, and persecution ; so that no man will endure his neighbor

if he disagrees in aught with him, as if there were not to-day as

many opinions as there are men. . . . And if there is any man
who endeavors to procure the white robe of Christ, the desire

to live a holy and just life, all the others with one accord rise up

against him and without hesitation pronounce him a heretic . . .

they blacken his character and so disparage him in the eyes of the

common people that men esteem it a deadly sin to listen to him.

Thence proceeds that cruel and brutal rage for the use of tor-

ture," that certain persons become infuriated " if they see

heretics strangled instead of being slowly burnt to death. And
cruel as these things are a sin yet more horrible is committed in

that it is pretended that they are done in the cause of Christ

and are but the carrying out of His will." Then, after reverting

to the life of the gentle Nazarene, he said : "I do not see how
we can retain the name of Christians if we do not imitate his

mercy and gentleness. . . . Each man must examine himself,

sift and diligently scrutinize his conscience, and lay bare all his

thoughts, words and deeds, and then he will see and clearly

recognize that he is such that he cannot pull the mote out of his

brother's eye until he has first cast the beam from his own.

Wherefore it will be far better, seeing our sins are so many and

we are all guilty of sin, that each man turn to himself and be

careful to amend his own life, instead of condemning that of

others." Castellio's evident desire in producing the Treatise on

Heretics was to discuss in the hearing of the public at large all

the time-honored arguments in behalf of intolerance and to

bring the people to a clear understanding of the subject. His

plea is not the work of a satirist nor that of a skeptic. It is not

even the result of the scientific mind. Coasjcienc^alone impelled

him to speak^ His tolerance was the result oihis religion!

Tolerance, we are sometimes told, is the result~oT " the
-
growth

of rationalism, the rise of the sciences." But " that is not true,"

says George Lincoln Burr, " as far as my studies have led me.

It was not the greatest scholars, the men of boldest views, who
led the movement. They were often, as they are to-day, the

most intolerant of men. It was the men of loving hearts and

of broad acquaintance " who made~"the first pleas for tolerance

and who in eyery__age have beenits true champion s. Tneargu-
ment for tolerance may be found in the writings of Castellio in

almost its .final form. Immanuel J£ani_and the other thinkers

who have considered' the subject in the intervening centuries have

chap.
XVIII
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been able to add but little. For this signal service to humanity
the name of Castellio deserves to be rescued from that com-
parative obscurity in which it has so long remained.

Coelius Secundus Curio, the brilliant and eloquent Piedmontese
humanist, was also an advocate of tolerance. After fleeing from
Italy he had taught for a time in the college of Lausanne. If he
did not actually take part in the writing of the Treatise on
Heretics he at least belonged to the group from which it came;
and the most complete and boldest defense of Servetus and con-

demnation of his judges, if not written by him, certainly received

his careful aid in the process of revision for the press. Another
Italian refugee who advocated tolerance was Bernardino Ochino.

A third was Giacomo Aconzio, who during his stay in Basel

doubtless became connected with Castellio's group. His little

book Stratagemata Satance may perhaps owe something to the

suggestions of Castellio, Curio, and others. It is a manifesto

in favor of liberty of conscience in the State and tolerance in

the Church, and its animating spirit is the same as that which
inspired Castellio. Mino Celso (?-i577), who also advo-

cated tolerance, is the last of these fugitive Italians whom we
shall here notice. Not until after his death, which occurred in

Basel, did his work appear. It is made up of borrowings from
various writings and it forms " a kind of little apologetic library

of tolerance." It is quite a complete exposition of the subject,

a veritable " arsenal of facts, texts, and arguments," ready for

any one who desired to combat intolerance. It is by no means a

masterpiece, but it is nevertheless an exceedingly useful manual
for the aid of the defenders of liberty of conscience.

Dirck V. Coornhert (1522-90), secretary of the Estates of Hol-

land and writer of the first manifestoes for William of Orange,

strove to effec^not_only the liberty of his country but, a far

more .clifnculttask
r
to bring about liberty of conscience. De-

spite thefact that he was profoundly anti-papal in his policy, and
that he was the only person who had been excluded from an
amnesty signed by the Catholic commander Requesens, Ji£-a4—

-

vocated tolerance for Catholics as soon as they should lay dowji__
their arms. A Calvinist himself, he declined to follow Calvin

blindly. He made vehement attacks in public, before ecclesiasti-

cal and secular officials and in the press, at the peril of his life,

against predestination, imputative justice, and, above all, against
" hereticide." He discovered and translated the writings of

Castellio, and after that he considered his chief work as a re-

ligious man to be the persuading of men to hate no one. He
had a deep and abiding faith in the moral worth of man. a faith
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that shed its peaceful and kindly light over his character and his «££
writings. It was largely owing to the influence of Coornhert

that the Netherlands became the home j3f_Jreeolf>m nf th£_rirgss
1545-1600

and freê onToTTnn science. " Did we but understand one another

aright," he said, " we should find that we are not so far apart as

we think."

Yet in spite of the existence in the sixteenth century of such

views of tolerance all of the men. who led the various revolts Tnein-

from Rome believed in the purging of heresy by fire and sword
ofIi^

nC~
In the new evangelical creeds there was contained no element of Leading

tolerance. They paid homage to the principle in the time of their jfjp^"
development, when they had everything to hope if only they were

secured against external opposition. But when they were safely

entrenched they would have nothing to do with it. Luther was
the first to assert not only the right but the duty of the civil

authorities to permit the preaching only of what was recognized

by them to be the true word of God. The reformers came to

look iipnn_intn1praric£_its_juJa.w of self-preservation. Luther

anathematized every one whose belief differed from his own.
" He who does not believe my doctrine," he once said, " is sure

to be damned." And his hatred of the Jews was quite as bit-

ter and unrelenting as that of the Middle Ages or of the Russia

of our own time. Indeed, he was far more intolerant of them
than were his Catholic contemporaries. His theory of private

judgment involves, the right of the individual to decide for him-

sel f in religion. What else but this can be meant by his demo-
cratic theory of universal priesthood? But his practice was in-

consistent with his profession. The claims of the Anabaptists

to dir€ct~mtercourse with God . he stigmatized as an impious

fraud. It was he who procured the expulsion of Carlstadt from
Wittenberg. Protestantism, even before the protest at Spires,

cut itself off from the doctrine of the right of private judgment.

Lutherans burned Zwinglians at the stake_Jn_GcriTiai-)y. When
pressed for an opinion on heresy Luther took the eighty-second

psalm as a text and distinguished between sedition and blas-

phemous heresy. The one was treason against the State. The
other was treason against the Church. Blasphemy includes the

holding of wrong opinion . If one questions the dJvTnity of

Christ, for example, he should be put to death without a hearing.

Zwingli was ready some years before Luther to punish heresy

with death ; and, as we have seen, it was with his concurrence

that Hubmaier was tortured. Calvin was thoroughly onr nf .syrrbr

pathy wi|b tVi^ jrlea that individual interpretation or the trusting

of human nature is permissible. Intolerance ot the most cruel
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kind, naked and unabashed, is revealed again and again in his

correspondence. Simply for rejecting^^ Jiis. jdjQctHne_oi_ah5Qlj4te

predestjriaiioji^e_!irjay^J^s Without the least

vestige of jurisdiction he committed Servetus to the flames.

And he condemned all who asserted that the earth is not the

center of the universe. His system and theory of the State ex-

pressly excludes tolerance. Quite as much as the medieval

Church he had in mind an absolute and perfect unity of un-

changing dogma.

Among the lesser reformers connected with the great revolts

tolerance is far to seek. Even Melanchthon. the most timid o f

the reformers, congratulated- Calvin npnn the, burning of

Seryetus. " The Church, both now and in all generations," he

wrote, " owes, and will owe, you a debt of gratitude. I entirely

assent to your judgment. And I say that your magistrates did

right, in that, after solemn trial, they put the blasphemer to

death." Beza said that " blasphemers and heretics ought to be

suppressed~~and punished by the magistrates," whom he urged

to extirpate heresy even by death. " To claim that heretics

ought not to be punished," he. said, " is the same as saying that

those who murder father or mother ought not to be punished,

seeing that heretics are infinitely worse than they." Bu^erjmd

Capito both accepted the principle, that the secular authority

ought to interfere in the outward concerns of religion.

It is not to the evangelical reformers that one must Innk for

either the thegry nr tbe practice, of tolerance . For the theory it

is, as we have seen, to the more or less heterodox believers that

one must go. Yet the heterodox believers, the isolated indi-

viduals and the members of the lesser sects, who were sub-

jected to persecution or who feared it, were not the only ones

who favored tolerance. The_ap_ostlesof_Jiberty of conscience

were to be found, here and -tkese~jn the orthodox camps, though

they were never leaders of their th eological' brethrer^ For the

practice of tolerance it is to certain of the secular^rulers of the

time rttat one_must look , to those statesmen who , standing on

the verge of civil war, wished to dispel the danger by separating

religious strife from politics, by leaving their subjects free to

form a patriotic unity against their external foes. They begin

with the Chancellor L'Hopital. whose edict 'of toleration we are

to notice later^mi] Although he was a sincere Catholic and be-

lieved in the intimate union of the Church and State he may be

described as a genuinely tolerant statesman. Duke William of

Cleves was another such ruler. Yet there were not many such

statesmen and rulers of the time to whom could be ascribed the,
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letter written by William of Orange to the magistrates of Mid- ^£fj
delburg. " We declare to you,"' he said, " that you have no right

to trouble yourselves with any man's conscience so long as noth- 1545 -1600

ing is done to cause private harm or public scandal."

The Protestant Revolution, then, cannot be credited with

either an immediate or a conscious furtherance of tolerance.

Yet ultimately and unconsciously, because of the diversity of

opinions to which it gave rise and the historical study of Chris-

tianity which it necessitated, it made for its increase.

The theory of religious tolerance received a definitive state- TheDefin-

ment in the eighteenth century at the hands of Immanuel Kant,
statement

Side by side with the world of intelligence,, he said7 is the world of the

of the will. The laws of the latter are not those of the former Reubens'

One is moved by blind forces, the other by a free force. One Toieranc*

is governed by the laws of nature, the other by the moral law.

The one is the law of the starry sky above our heads ; the other

is the law of duty deep down in our souls. In the one is rigorous

certainty. In the other is moral certainty, the work of the will

and the emotions, translating itself into a personal conviction as

imperative as it is uncjemonstrable. In the one field the con-

trolling laws are absolute ; in the other, in which religion re-

sides, the determining factor is the individual. Of what avail

is compulsion in the latter field? Wherein lies its justification?

In the midst of the sixteenth century, with all its poignant

interest, men looked for the first time down the vista of spiritual

freedom. We have not yet arrived at the end of the road.

True it is that we no longer burn men. But we still hate, al-

most unconsciously, opinions that we do not share. We can put

up with another's belief. But do we respect it and regard it as

we should simply because it is the belief of a fellow being? Yet
this is the final test of tolerance.

So much for the results of the Protestant Revolution to faith ^The Be-

and worship] Let us turrPto its results to. morals. Did it make the p°ot-

the world better than it found it ? There is an .enormous mass estant

of testimony that would seem to show that its immediate effect ^Morals"
was a relaxation of the restraints of religion and an increase of

immorality. And the witnesses who testify to this effect are"

not all men who were opposecj to the movement. The reformers

themselves made many frank confessions 01 disappointment and
discouragement regarding the moral outcQme of their work.

"Germany is as it were drowned in gluttony, drunkenness,

avarice and luxury," said Amsdorf , the Lutheran superintendent

;

" and the Lutherans have really no respect for the gospel ; they

despise it as much" as any one in the world ; they insult and
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^^jj dishonor it." In opposition to the Catholic salvation by good
works the Revolution had emphasized justification by faith alone.

_1 00 Some of the extreme Lutherans even asserted that good works
were prejudicial to salvation. In doing this they emptied faith

of its essence and left it little else than a mere acceptance of

the dogmas of their Church. Jacob Andreae, canon and chan-

cellor of Tubingen, said that " as the doctrine of justification by
faith alone was preached the ancient virtues vanished and a

crowd of new vices appeared in the world." Bucer, who helped

to establish Protestantism in Strasburg admitted that " corrup-

tion makes further strides every day in the evangelical church."

Melanchthon averred that " not all the waters of the Elbe would
be sufficient for me to weep over the evils of the Reformation."

And, finally, Luther himself said that " there is not one of our
evangelicals who is not seven times worse than before he be-

longed to us." Is it true, then, that the Revolution wrought
only a dissolution of morality? By no means. Evidence ad-

duced by the opponents of the movement requires to be subjected

to a critical examination. And the admissions of disappointment

on the part of the reformers may well be the confessions of men
who were disheartened because the movement did not 'immediately

effect a sweeping and incontrovertible reform. Oftentimes it is

the friends of a movement, or an institution, who are its most
exacting critics. They expect of it far more than the actual

accomplishment. Then, too, the sixteenth century was a time in

which we naturally expect an increase of immorality. For many
generations the power of the feudal and ecclesiastical bonds had
been gradually diminishing. The individual- was in the process

of emancipation. Men were looking forward eagerly into a

boundless future. * Human affairs were agitated by a tempestu-

ous stream of new forces, that a's yet had not found the channels

in which to-day they flow with comparative tranquillity. Un-
checked individuality manifested 'itself everywhere in all the

activities of man. It was highly contagious. And oftentimes it

made for license as well as for liberty. Immorality is inseparable

in individual cases from every spiritual upheaval. In the six-

teenth century it was -enhanced by Luther's doctrine of justifica-

tion because very naturally the pendulum swung to the other

extreme from the great emphasis which the Middle Ages had
laid upon good works. Calvinism, coming at a later time, was
able to profit by the experience of Lutheranism. From its very

beginning it endeavored sternly to repress immorality. And a

practical morality, homely rather than ascetic, was eventually

evolved by Lutheranism in opposition to the old medieval
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morality. The Revolution succeeded to the sins of the Middle ^£P
j

Ages and to the excesses of the unwonted freedom of the Renais-

sance. It tookplace in an

_

ag£-OJL immorality. And so perhaps 1545"1600

the severest indictment that can be brought against it on this

score is that it left the world but little better than it found it.

What were the results of the Revolution to intellectual ac-

tivity, to education? At first, as we have seen, there had been TheEe-

a rather close connection between the humanists and the heretics. j^Prot-
They had united in the renunciation of medieval asceticism and estant

in the application of the principles and method of historical to^duca!
1

criticism to the earliest procurable texts of the Bible. But soon tion

their ways began to diverge. The new theological interests that

were created began to thrust the work of secular scholarship into

the background. " The triumph of th p J nthprang]" said Eras-

mus, " is the deafly nf p-pod learning." And the immediate in-

fluence of the Revolution in Germany was such as to justify the

worst fears of the prince of humanists. The cause of culture,

was lost.Jn -ihe-bkterness of j^olemies. Thespirit of free_in-

quiry p-n^p-nApj-p^rnj^p age nf tfog. Renaissance degenerated into

dogmatical dispii±2.tjr>Tr Luther damned the intellectaJ~tHe~bjide_

of rhe_devi1
; and Calvin declared natural science to be godless and

harmful. Luther wished to humiliate re.ason, even to annihilate

it, in order to make man more dependent upon faith. There is

not a dogma of Christianity, he said, that does not offend human
reason. Each of the new state churches developed a new
scholasticism that was distinctly hostile to freedom of thought.

Protestantism was quite as antagonistic to the Copernican theory

as was Catholicism. Each of' the principal evangelical groups

seemingly endeavored to outdo the other in denouncing the new
astronomical theory as being contrary to the biblical writings.

The facts concerning it were carefully concealed from the stu-

dents at Wittenberg. Rheticus, an- able astronomer, resigned his

position there and left the town in order that he might be free

to seek the truth and tell it to the world. " There is much rea-

son to believe," says Andrew D. White, " that the fetters upon
scientific thought were closer under the strict interpretation of

Scripture by the early Protestants- than they had been under the

older Church." And he adds that " in the times immediately suc-

ceeding the Reformation matters went from bad to worse. Un-
der Luther and Melanchthon there was some little freedom of

speculation, but under their successors there was none." Fur-

thermore, because of the fact that the Reformation was a revolu-

tion it brought in its train many disasters that were fatal to edu-

cation. For long years France, the Netherlands, and Germany,
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were rent with war. The struggle in Germany lasted for an en-

tire generation and put back civilization for more than a century.

Yet, indirectly and unconsciously, the great schism did some-_

thin? for intellectual development. It gave rise to debates that

compelled bothCatholics and .Protestants to undertake_Jnv£stiga-

tions and_-^pe£UJations. It brojce_jhe_]on^
:
pj^y^iling---unity of^

-Faith whirji^ by eliminating competition of taught, had bppn

fata l jn many -yvavs |r> progress. The bitterness and enmity that

followed the separation were most deplorable; but that separa-

tion, nevertheless, was indirectly of inestimable benefit in mak-

ing greater progress possible. " So long as the average man re-

quires stimulation from without as well as from within," says

Henry Charles Lea, " so long as progress is the reward only of

earnest endeavor, we must recognize that rivalry is the condi-

tion precedent of advancement and that competition in good

works is the most beneficent sphere of human activity."

The results of the Revolution, to government, like its other re-

sults, have been stated from widely different points of view. It

has been described by smnp_a^ paving t nf_way_fnr dennncrary,

and it has been denounced by others as leading^ directly to ab-

solutism. In its origin and in its essence the Revolution was the

substitution_of_private iudgmentjor .authority. But, even in the

sphere of religion, it soon became merely the substitution of one

authority for another. It had little to do with political liberty.

All nf _Ta1viVs ^novation s in the government of Geneva were

—

undemocratic . Luther told the rebellious peasants of Germany
that when the Bible speaks of freedom it means only spiritual

freedom and that it contains no word against secular slavery.

He firmly upheld as unassailable, and divine the political or-

ganization under which he lived and labored. Even the heathen

state, whose superiority in worldly matters he more than once

extolled, was ordained of God in his eyes. And a prince had

better be prudent and not good/ he held, than good and not

prudent. To such a magistrate he urged the people to render

patient and implicit obedience. All the great reformers en-

joined passive obedience to the State. Recalling the statement

of St. Paul that " the powers that be are ordained of God," they

declared the existing governments to be divinely instituted and

therefore possessed of unlimited authority to enforce their will.

Yet the effect of the Revolution upon government was far from

being altogether unfavorable. The distincjion_b£^v£en__Statg

and Church was emphasized and the contr6T^of_the_£oxmex_bv_

the latter"was denteo^ ThlT"deigy Were nolonger placed out-
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side the operation ofjhe secular law ; and immunities and special ^£jf
privileges were, no longer claimed foil them.

Was the Frotostajujiejaali^^ ? Would theMpther 1545-1600

Churchjiave effected an adequate reformation ? In order to an-

swer this question it is necessary to determine what would have

been an adequate reformation. Among officials of the Church Was the

there was Uttledesire to_change doctrine . The_correction of the f'voiuti*

flagran^Jmmorality of the clergy constituted their sole idea ni re- Neces-

fqrm. This was the aim of the councils. Discussion of re-
sary

formatory measures was limited almost exclusively to discipline

and the excessive power of the pope. And what could be ex-

pected of the conciliar movement,when at the climax of its power,

and with the full approval of its most eminent exponents,

D'Ailly and Gerson, it merely deprived the infamous and ir-

religious John XXIIJ of his honors while it burned the devout

but heretical Hus at the stake? The means by which the coun-

cils sought to effect their limited conception of reformation was,

moreover, merely a transference of power from the Papacy to the

epjscopacy. and the latter was quite as much in need of reform

as was the former. The impossibility of carrying out a thorough ,

re formjyjjjiij3-4he-Ch4tf^^ conviction in

the fifteenth century. An institution that claims infallibility for

its cardinal doctrines cannot be expected to submit those tenets

to th e law of progress, In fallibility cannot be reformed. It can

be changed only by revolution. In so far as the Revolution ef-

fected, either
.
directly or indirectly, a desirable religious and

philosophical change, it performed a service that could not have

been rendered by the ancestral Church. Could such a change

have been effected by the gradual progress of civilizatfon ? Our
studyof the connection between humanism and "Heresy, and of

heresy in the Latin lands, shows that educated men were going

over in increasing numbers to incredulity. The_Jitejrary__j5a^

ganisiTL_or the_cold rationalkm
;
Jl>w^j_jyhich they were_tend-^

ing could not have satisfied the needs of the mass__o_f merit Of
such is not the bread of life for which the people hungered.

The hearts of the masses yearned for religion. In the revival of

religion, in the saving of Europe- from incredulity, lies the in-

dispensability of the ecclesiastical revolt. That revolt is not to

be condemned by the suffering and tfre sorrow that followed in

its wake, any more than our own Civil War is to be condemned
by the disasters that accompanied it. And how shall we say,

with our knowledge of the Inquisition, that the defeat of the

Revolution would have lessened the suffering of men?
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The Protestant Revolution was by no means a complete move-
ment. The sixteenth century saw neither its beginning nor its

end. No such vital movement comes to an end at a given date,

but continues on its way, transmuted but undiminished, along

the great arteries of the world. Life is fluid. Its horizons are

always being extended. Religion is always being reformed.

Less and less do we endeavor to confine it within the shell of

some dogmatic system. Instead we seek to interweave it with

our daily lives. It is not an institution but rather a leaven, an
atmosphere, an influence, a vital and penetrating spirit. And if

the sixteenth century has any word to say to our own it is that

any attempt to harden religion into an institution inevitably re-

sults only in sorrow, in suffering, and in failure. Absolute truth

lies beyond the grasp of man. Man must be content to increase

his store of relative truth with the changing centuries. We are

abandoning the ideal of immutable truth for the ideal of progres-

sive truth. This is an unlooked-for result of the Protestant

Revolution that is slowly but surely making its way to the sur-

face. The deepest significance of the_Jjevplution lJ£s__not inits

negatiyeelement , nor in the facts that it gave ^ birth to new
dogmas and organized new churcrTesTbut in it& deepening of the

rehVious sentiment, the awakening of_jidiidL_we havestuoliejl_in
the Revival of Conscience^ initTlQcreasing^ in the. heartlTof jmen

the desire tohg. mTiarrnony with__God^ In doing this it exag-

gerated the~dogmas of original sin, grace, and predestination, to

such a point as to reduce man to a cipher. The rectification of

this error is the task of the later stages of the movement. " If a

man has guided humanity toward the future," says Laurent, " we
account him great among the great If a revolution has advanced
humanity towards its final destiny, we admire and glorify it. Our
conviction is that the Reformation was one of those glorious

movements of the human mind." •
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CHA1
XIXALL through the agitations of the Protestant Revolution the

Renaissance continued its development in letters and in art.

It is to Italy, of course, that, first of all, we must turn to note
1500 " £

the progress of culture. The revival of the art and thought of

antiquity and the quickened powers and developed tastes of the

Italians were resulting in a harvest that grew richer as the years

unrolled. More and more did the individual become free from

traditional and arbitrary servitude. This freedom is strikingly

illustrated by the work of Matteo Maria Boiardo (1434-94)

who, at the Court of Ferrara, where the most beautiful of all the

Italian poems of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were

written, turned from a political life to devote himself to the _

romance_ofdnyalry. His masterpiece is the great romance of

Orlando MmviorgTo^destmed to be cut short with his untimely

end~~and that of his country's liberty. Even in its unfinished

state it is one of the most notable products of Italian literature. Boiardt

Something of the fascination which the legends of Charle-

magne's paladins and the knights of King Arthur exercised over

the Italians may have been guessed from the delight of the cul-

tured Florentines in the Morg'ante Maggiore of Luigi Pulci. At
the courts of Milan, Mantua, and Ferrara the lettered aristocracy

became enamored of love and courtolsie. Boiardo determined
to transform the rude warriors of Charlemagne into those knights

of the Round Table whom time had rendered more gentle and
therefore more acceptable to the society for which his romance,

written in verse, was designed. So from the cycle of the wise

and mighty emperor he took "his heroes/known and loved above
all others by the public that was to read his poem, and the main
lines of their story ; while all the remainder, the amours,

jealousies, rivalries, feminine ruses, and the psychology and the

37i
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magic> he appropriated from the older cycle of the Celtic king,

Boiardo was not the first to attempt such a fusion. Both cycles,
1500-50 muddled and marred by many a jongleur and weaver of ro-

mance, had lost much of their true character through fusion and
obliteration before they came to his hands. But hitherto the

combination had been accidental. The fusion effected by Boiardo

was done with such art that he created a new world of the

imagination, full of charm, that is far removed from both

the sources from which it was derived. Roland in Love—
the very name suggests the revolution demanded by the feudalism

that had become courtly and elegant, the soil from which
sprang, with the slight exception of the Morgante, all the

chivalrous poetry of the Renaissance. Boiardo well knew that

his heroes and heroines are merely modern men and women
accoutered in the bright trappings of the departed age of

chivalry; and either his own cynicism or the Italian incapacity

to penetrate to the heart of mysticism forbade a single one of his

characters to set foot " in the city of Sarras, in the spiritual

place." But the licentious gaiety of Pulci is replaced by the

kindly smile of the man who, though he knows that his characters

are merely figures in a literary pageant, has yet an obvious affec-

tion for them. Into the fairyland of the wizard Boiardo the

Ferrarese entered with delight; and despite the fact that Lom-
bardy seemed transformed into a permanent battle-field the story

of Orlando was destined to be continued ere long by a poet of

greater imagination and creative power.

Lodovico Ariosto (1474-1533) took up the thread of the

medieval romance at the point where Boiardo, stricken with

grief on account of the descent of Charles VIII upon his coun-

try, had let it fall unfinished from his hands. He was a more
versatile genius than was Boiardo, having a consummate com-
mand of the language he used, a music that is orchestral in its

Ariosto richness. He accepted the fusion of the Carolingian and Ar-
thurian legends that had been so effectively accomplished by his

predecessor and infused into it much that was derived from
classical sources. Thus while it continues the matter of the

earlier poems the Orlando Furioso is by no means merely a

sequel. It differs in spirit and in treatment, too, as well as in

matter; for while the story of Orlando in love is a romance
written in verse the narrative of his madness is an epic steeped

in the atmosphere of romance. The chaos of adventures, despite

the multitude of episodes which the epic contains, is reduced to

something like order ; and on every page are to be found the in-

terpolated remark^, relating to contemporary persons and things,
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quite out of keeping with the impersonal character of the true

epic, that the poet permitted himself to make. But it is in the

preambles with which the various cantos are prefixed, informed

with his salient common sense, enlivened with his wit, and

touched with his irresponsible irqny, that Ariosto, moralizing

about the characters of his story and the men and the things of

his own day that had arrested his attention, discourses at great-

est length. So the Orlando Furioso goes its way, making men
laugh, it is true, but above all charming them with its beauty,

welding together the three streams of classical life, medieval

life, and contemporary life that went to form the civilization of

the Renaissance. The chief defect is the absence_jof_noble

thought. Yet its golden splendor, its soaring fantasy, which en-

'ablesit to run gaily through a thousand scenes, its passionate

and sometimes poignant beauty, the charm with which it depicts

the deeds and dreams and loves of men, make it one of the

finest expressions of the disenchantment of the Italians of the

high Renaissance with" all sublime taith and their absorption in

the beauty of the world about them.

From his youth Nicolo MachiqvelH (1469-1527), the first of

the writers in prose whom we shall consider, was engaged, at

home and abroad, in the practise of public affairs ; and thus he

gained an insight into the important questions of domestic and

foreign policy. He became convinced of the inadvisability of

entrusting the defense of the free institutions of Florence, his Machia-

native city, to mercenaries, and wished to see it placed in the po^'?®*
hands of the armed citizens. This was the dominating thought to chris-

of his life. But his interests were not confined to a single city.
an y

He was oppressed with grief at the evils from which the whole of

Italy suffered. Yet hope dwelt within his breast, for he had a

boundless confidence in the remedial power of politics. When
the successful conspiracy of 15 12 put Florence once more into

the hands of the Medici and compelled him to retire to San
Cascino his life of incessant activity was suddenly changed to

one of comparative leisure. To his political experiepce he added.

a study of the Roman world. The combination of experience,

study, and reflection riperiecTTiis genius and he became a great

intellectual power.. He revealed a new aspect of mankind. In

the midst of the interminable quarrels of the numerous petty

States of the peninsula, of a' society given over very largely to

pleasure, and of unlitnited ambition for self-aggrandizement on
the part of unscrupulous individuals, there floated before his eyes

the Roman idea of government. The State was to dominate life.

And religion and morals were to be included in this control as
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well as politics. He was an outspoken opponent of Christianity
" This religion," he said in his Discourses, " makes us prize less

highly the honor of the world and therefore makes us gentler

and meeker. But the ancients looked upon that honor as the

highest good, and were therefore bolder in their deeds. Their

religion declared only those men blessed who were splendid in the

eyes of the world as leaders of armies or rulers of States.

Christianity, on the other hand, distinguishes the humble and

lowly more than men of action. It considers the highest good to

be humility, meekness, and contempt of the things of the world

The old religion looked upon greatness of soul, bodily strength,

and all else that makes men brave, as the chief things to be de-

sired. Our religion requires strength more as a means of bear-

ing suffering than as a means of accomplishing doughty deeds.

Thus the world has become a prey to wicked men who, undis-

turbed, dispose of it as they will." It is not difficult from this

estimate of Christianity to arrive at Machiavelli's fundamental

idea of all religion. Religion is undesirable jmless it produces

moral, character, loyalty to the State and effective citizensHiP-

And such a religion, he thought, is nothing but the invention of

man. Morality might come ,eJ tk |3r directly or indirectly through

the mediumj)j-siich^a_religion, but in the final analysis it was due

to education by the State. Thus did he regard all human affairs

from the single point of view of politics. The reports of the

Venetian ambassadors of the time show us that he did not origi-

nate this simplified and objective way of looking at life; but he it

was who brought it to perfection and made it the root principle of

political science. In him the powerful will of the Roman system

which regarded the control of all phases of human activity and
thought as the sole object of life was born anew. Such a dom-
inating will could be brought into existence only by the creation

of a monarchy that should include the entire peninsula.

Machi avelli's fun damental principle is the uniformity nf hu_-

man_ nature,^ Men cannot alterthemseives ; theyare bound to

follow where nature leads. In order, therefore, to reach the

future we must study the past. Mer̂ have always the same pas-

sions
t
and therefore the same cause jmust always

^produce the

same effect Upon̂ his~Tu^aiiTeiiLat''assumption dldhe base the

possTbilityZof a science of politics. Thus could~trTe"Tuture be

predicted; thus could history be utilized.. His conception of

society is static.^ The idea of progress^ is entirely foreign to

him. And in this uniform nature of man he could fmd no moral

autonomy. He had no idea of an independent morality pro-

ceeding from the conscience of the individual. The only
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the State. Men have an irresistible inclination to fall into evil

practices,~he thought, if there is nothing to counteract their de-
1500 *

1

sire to do so. It is this inclination towards evil that in the

past corrupted the primitive monarchy. The aristocratic or-

ganization that ensued passed, in its turn, by the same law of

human nature, into the oligarchy with its evils, into democracy,

and then into anarchy. After that, the wheel having turned full

circle, the monarchy was restored. Such is the cycle run by the

nature of man. The most important task of statesmanship,, is.

therefore clear. It must check the undesirable tendency of man-
kind^ And should it have fallen from power it must not hesi-

tate to employ any means that will effect its restoration.

The resuscitation of the Roman idea of government, the estab-

lishment of a national monarchy, Machiavelli desired to for- Machia

ward by his writings. He was "the first among the Romanic Xims"

peoples to assert the imperial and regimental idea of the Roman
world juicier the*cHanged conditions of modern times. The idea

of dominion in all its primitive force burned within his breast.

In society as he saw it there was only one really creative; jpower—
the masterful will. Religion for its own sake and the individual

artistic genius in which his own age was so rich were alike ig-

nored. The success of the dominating, will, he believed, depends,,

upon the cooperaTiorToT men with fate._ " Fate decides one half

of our enterprises," he said, " while she leave.s the other half

to ourselves." Napoleon would have been the veritable incarna-

tion of his imperial idea; but he had to content himself with

such patterns as the time afforded, with the Medicis and the

Borgias.

Machiavelli's fundamental idea of human society is contained

in his Discourses upon Titus

J

Jviusj and his idea of a dominating Machia

will found eloquent expression in The Prince , a book"~that had a ^it^-
great influence throughout Europe. The Discourses deals with

the regeneration of a corrupt political life by a prince. The aim of

The Prince was the setting up in Italy of a. national monarchy.
It is a minute analysis of the conditions under which tHe crea-

tion of a national monarchy in Italy appeared possible at that

time. The prince was not to prefer unworthy methods, but he

was to be hampered by no scruples. Violence and treason, if

need be, he was to use. 'He must excel all rivals in the employ-
ment of craft and cruelty. The end would justify the means.

This it is that has received the name of " machiavellism," and
that has given to the author a sinister reputation. But Machia-
velli did not make of these things a permanent method to be em-
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ployed under the ordinary conditions of life. The separate

publication of the two books prevented the recognition of the

fact that in The Prince a physician was prescribing desperate

remedies to a sick man whose case was well nigh hopeless, and

that by no means did he purpose to resort to such perilous prac-

tices with every patient that came under his care. The Euro-

pean public failed to get the context that limited the application

of the unscrupulous system it described and advocated.

Too many things were left out of Machiavelli's view of so-

ciety. Of economic development_he took no account

;

of a sensi-

tive an d active conscience thai- determines thejieeds j>£-J33enJae
did not dream ; ofsociaTpfogress he had no thought ; of the fact_

that a nafjrm fannQ^emadeby

j

he_a£bitrary w^Ujofja single

manJattt-4baLJts g^owtTTTs just, asrirga nic in its own^wa'v as"is~"

that of a plant he had no suspicion; and in an aspiring religion

that transforms and sublimates the ideals of men he did not be-

lieve.

The writings of Machiavelli deal with history as well as with

the theory of society and its government. To him was ^entrusted

by cardinal Giulio de' Medici the task of writing the story of

Florence. Emphasis is laij. in the work upon the achievement

of the patron's house. The old method of explaining events by

the intervention oftrie deity is discarded and an attempt is made_
to interpret the laws that govern the life oi peoples. The work
partakes ot the cnaraCteToT"a. philosophy of politics ; and in it

one sees the endeavor of the author to
"

veri fy fheTheories -that

he professed . No interest in facts tor their own sake is dis-

cernible. It is p
live ly narrative, richly colored, and _nol_un-

touched with a certain majesty . Gradually ne reentered the serv-

ice of his native city! But "because of his association with the

Medici he was discarded as a suspect when, in 1527, for a sec-

ond time, that family was exiled from Florence. He died in the

year of his disgrace, leaving to another the task of going on with

his narrative from the point where he had left it.

The man who continued the history of Florence, Francesco

Guicciardini (1482-1540), was one of the keenest observers of

society that has ever recorded the things"he witnessedT Like

his predecessor he gained experience in the field of practical

politics and he had a varied opportunity for direct observation.

Circumstances eventually compelled him to retire into private

life, and there it was that he began his remarkable History of
Italy. It was his idea that the supreme aim of all human
action is private interest. The part of wisdom, under, all cir-

cumstances, is to escape with a whole skin. The social de-
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moralization suggested by Machiavelli becomes in Guicciardini
°xix'

open and avowed. Machiavelli threw morality to the winds, but

he did so in the faith that tKerebv a sarred cause, would-be sub- 150°-50

seryedL Guicciardini believed that only_a_fool would prefer a

public c3use to personal welfare" He was more interested in Guicciar-

the facts of history than was his predecessor and in their accur-
JJjJ'J,

1118*

ate interpretation. He was distrustful of general ideas. The Italy

critical sense was alert within him. With his eminently practical

mind he pointed out the fact that the conditions of Roman regi-

mental government could not be applied with success to the en-

tirely different conditions of contemporary Italy. His profound

experience of political affairs is set forth in his Recordi. With

a cynicism that is perhaps unconscious he tpll.^jisjiow he. inv
variably pursued_Jiis_j)ersonal welfare. " My private interest,"

he declares, " has obliged me to attach myself to the power of the

Church ; otherwise I should have loved Martin Luther as much
as myself." But it is his History of Italy that is for us his

most important work. In it he_narrates in chronological order

the story of each of the different States o f the peninsula, and_at_

the sametime he indicates tHeir interrelations. The history is

unusually trustworthy, and through it there flows a stream of

supple and vivacious thought. But its style and minuteness of

detail make it laborious reading ; and the total, absence_oLthe ele^-

ments of morality and religj^njs^^repellent characteristic. The
explanation of this lack lies not, it would seem, so much in the

character of the man as in the decadent character of the age.

Pius II was the last pope that we noticed as a patron of litera- Leo x as

ture and art. From him we leap toLeoXJ 15 13-21), that ac- of Art°and

complished and urbane prince oOTie ' Medicean house who made Literature

Rome a protean metropolis. The character_Qi_L£a-is to be

found less in his official acts than in the_spirit_that he f

o

ffered in

the Church and at hiJFcourj:. He was a Ciceronian, devoted to

the manner~~'of literature rather than to its matter. Spiritual

things engaged his attention but slightly, while the things of art

held for him an absorbing interest. He reestablished the Sapi-

pn7^_g__rn]JpgP that ha'l.been founded Jby^_Ejigene_rV„

f

g£_ the

study of classical letters, ancl thusTconferred a great benefit upon

the youth of TTolrTer'^velywhere his envoys searched for manu-
scripts of classical writings not yet recovered from their dusty

hiding-places, and their search was not unrewarded. The energy

of this literary pontiff, with his many-sided interests, was de-

voted to the, developmentjjf letters and of art ; but by the time

his pontificate"~3rew to a close the flower o f humanism_was fast

going to seed. Humanism was becoming engrossed^ in theletter

—
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of literature rather than in its spirit; it was spending its energy

upon form rather than upon subject-matter. The care for beauty,

grace, and harmony, came to be the foundation of all moral con-

ception of life.

Two men of letters, both of them papal secretaries, stand out

above the others at the court of Leo. The first, Pietro Bembo
(1470-1547), a Venetian educated in Florence, the dictator of

Italian literature, was the leading exponent of Ciceronianism.

Perhaps the most important of his works are a brief treatise on
Italian prose and a dialogue, entitled Gli Asolani from Asolo

where the scene is laid, in which Platonic affection is explained

and recommended. His mind was open, flexible, and inquiring.

Lacking all creative power he endeavored to clothe in the most
Ciceronian of Latin, or the most Petrarchian of Italian, the ideas

he borrowed from others. His delicate sense of style and his

impeccable workmanship scarcely conceal the absence of thought

and feeling ; but so distinguished and charming was his conversa-

tion and so tactful his intercourse with his fellow-men that he

enjoyed a personal authority seldom exercised by men of letters.

With the other papal secretary, Jacopo Sadoleto (1477-1547),
we have already had to do as one of the Italian reformers who
sought to mediate between Catholic and Protestant. His poem
on the Laocoon and his treatises on various subjects display a

command of Latin second only to that of Bembo in elegance of

style. He was never in sympathy with the papal court; and he

preferred to exercise as a peacemaker his remarkable administra-

tive ability.

At Rome there also lived for many years Baldassare Cas-

tiglione (1478-1529) envoy of the duke of Urbino to trie papal

court. One of the most attractive figures of the Renaissance at

its height, this distinguished diplomatist and man. of letters en-

tered in succession the service of the dukes of Milan, Mantua,

and Urbino. He wrote some elegant verses in Latin and Italian,

and some graceful letters that are full of delicate feeling; but

the most important of his writings is the famous treatise in four

books, written in 15 14-18, printed by the Aldine press at Venice

in 1528, and called The Courtier. The book_pj£portsJixx£cojiaJt

the discussio£sthattook place at four consecutive meetings of__

the brilliant society in the palace of Urbino . The question de-

bated was, WhaFare the qualities whose unidn makes the perfect

type of the courtier? It is a true and charming picture of the

most attractive court of the time. The perfect courtier, it was
decided, is one who is accomplished, noble, athletic, skilled in

war, which is his natural profession, able to write and to speak
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well, musical, a lover of painting, devoid of affectation, and will- C
xnT

ing and loyal in the service of his prince. Among those who most

completely realized this ideal was the author of this " book of
150°-60

gold."

In the prose narrative, also, did the development of literature Deveiop-

go on apace. And, because it was more independent of antique ^
e

e

n£°f

se

influence and more in conformity with the realistic traditions of Narrative

the popular literature, the novel was the most original type_of_

Italian prose. Many types of
-
the novel abounded in Italy in

the latter hal? of the fifteenth century and the first half of the

sixteenth. The earliest successors of Boccaccio_\vere Sacchetti

(1335-1410) and his contemporary FJorentino^ But all through

the fifteenth century there were imitations of the Dccamerone.

Important in its influence upon the rise of the novel was the

work of the Neapolitan poet Jacopo Sannazaro (1454-1530),
whose pastoral poem Arcadia was derived Trom Boccaccio's

Ameto and served in its turn as the model for Sir Philip Sid-

ney's classic romance. Over the stories of most of the novellieri

we may pass quickly and pause to note Th£_P.leasing NighU of

Straparola (I495?-I557?) who was the first writer to use popu-

lar folk-lore as the bases of his stories and whose fiction, despite

its shortcomings in the matter of style, possesses unusual charm,

is not untouched of passion, and has the advantage of a mise-en-

scene at once lovely and appropriate. Matteo Bandello (1480?-

1561) was a story-teller who had seen many lands and who had
lived in cloisters and at courts. He was a realist, and in his

stories there live again many of the interesting characters he met

;

and there, too, are preserved the ideas and the sentiments of the

varied society in which he mingled. His stories were evidently

freely composed, for they read like improvisations, like the spon-

taneous narratives of a gifted speaker, rather than like the y
cleverly constructed novel? of a writer capable of subtle analysis \/
and compact organization.

In still another line, the drama, did Italian literature find de- Deveiop-

velopment. We have already noticed Pol iziano's Orffn which ^
e

e

n
^,°fm9l

although only the shell of a play was the first Italian drama to

possess a literary quality. Playsjcontinued to be written in both

Lafcia^and Itajian. Among the authors who cuii ll
'lbuLtd to tliic

literary form were Boiardo , Ariosto, and Machiavelli. The
Mandragora of the last author was composed in bis enforced

retirement at San Casciano. It is a bold revelation of the im-

morality of the age and- a keen satire upon the state of con-

temporary society. The action, which conforms to the classical

requirements, is rapid, the dialogue sparkles with wit, and the
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characters, taken from the Florentine life of the time, are ex-

ceptionally well-drawn. The fact that this comedy of immorality

threw Leo X and his cardinals into fits of laughter is singularly

indicative of the temper of the time. The five comedies of

Pietro Aretino (i4Q2-iqq6). that literary blackguard and social

parasite who besmirched the very name of his birthplace, who
made profitable the practice of revealing or concealing the most
salacious of private scandals, realistically depicted many of the

most deplorable customs of the age. Amid all his highly-colored,

witty, and vivacious scenes, there is not a single situation dealt

with in a broad and satisfying manner; nor amid all his figures

is there one whose characterization is complete. Yet he helped

to send the drama along the right path, that of the direct observa-

tion of life, which the mere imitators of antiquity shunned.

Turning to architecture we find that the secularization of the

art which we have already noticed was continued in Italy while

north o f the Alps the ecclesiastical revolution-isas-sa^lling to

flood ncIeT The overwhelming genius of Micheiaagfilo (1475-
I564y~displayed itself in architecture as well as in sculpture and
painting. His hand it was that " rounded Peter's dome."
Through all the succeeding years that dome has been the eloquent

symbol of the association of the Church with the classical re-

vival, of its absorption in mundane affairs. But Michelangelo's

influence upon the development of architecture was not altogether

desirable. He turned the attention of builders from the expand-
ing style of the early Renaissance, before its goal had been
reached, to a close study of the Greek orders. The poetic use

of leaves and flowers and vines in adorning pillar and panel,

architrave and apophyge, a genuine blossoming of the Italian

spirit, was abandoned, and in its stead the Doric, Ionic, and
Corinthian orders supplied the material for decoration in addition

to suggesting the actual construction. The genius of Michel-

angelo enabled him to take the three orders and employ them
with surprising boldness. In the hands of his followers, how-
ever, they became a stumbling-block. To him, then, may be

traced the insincerity and the bizarrerie that were to characterize

much of the architecture of the succeeding age.

We have seen that scjilpjtJice-jvas enriched by the daring spirit

of Tacopo della Quercia. the golden melody of Ghiberti, the in-

digenous virility of Donatello that summoned into existence the

very self of soldier and of saint, and the tender grace of Luca
della Robbia. After their time the development of sculpture

went on apace. Execution became more graceful and beautiful

than ever before. And the seed sown by Donatello, the gradual
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development of the national type that he inaugurated, brought
°xix'

forth many a lovely flower. This development of the Italian

genius in sculpture was changed by the increased influence of the
1B0 °-64

antique when Lorenzo deLMe4k-i-opened to the public his collec-

tion of classic art.
t
No longer did the sculptors depend so greatly

upon the direct study of nature as did Don^tello. Instead they

mingled with their observation of nature_the things relating to

proportion and method which they_ learned from the recovered

statues of Greece and Rome. They became enraptured with the

classical qualities of order, balance, and harmony. Regularity

and restraint replaced individuality and innovation.

The great and disturbing genius of Michelangelo was not so Michel-

much given,over to the faithful and loving observation of nature,
^a-iy

*

nor to the admiring reproduction of tKe spirit of classic art, as sculpture

to the expression of itself.' Of course Michelangelo neglected

neither nature nor antiquity ; but what he was always concerned

with was the expression in art of the dreams and visions of his

own soul. His early work in sculpture shows clearly th e, influ-

ence of the statues of the other masters that he preferred rather_

than the passTojis_that_.were to snrgrp <;n tnmnltnnnsly within his

breast; or else it isjhe reproduction of the living hnrliVs that harj_

aroused his interest, rather than the portrayal of some potent

experience of his own. Two works, the David and the Pieta.

stand out preeminently as the products of this first period of his

career as^srjjjpfrjr. The statue of David is a virile figure of a

youth upon the threshold of manhood, that, unlike the wistful

shepherd boy of Donatello, or Verrocchio's radiant lad, speaks

unmistakably of power and purpose. The Pieta was completed

a few years before the David, when the sculptor was about

twenty-four years of age. Only the year before had Savonarola

met his fiery death. The words of the hapless prophet must have

sunk deep into the soul of the youthful sculptor, and together

with the books he loved to read, the Bible and Dante, they opened

the eyes of his understanding to the terrible realities of life and
death. The subject of the statue, Maryland- the body of he*

dead Rnn_atjjif font nf the. Cross, is 3. traditional one ; but never

before or since has it been treated with such profound feeling.

The sorrows and the shadows of life had already quickened the

sense of tragedy in the soul of the young sculptor. He had

known very little of the happiness of youth in his life. When
boys of his own age were still engrossed with their games he

had become interested in the serious things that engaged the at-

tention of the more thoughtful of his elders. So to the execution

of this well-worn theme he brought not only an adequate train-
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ing but also a sympathetic temperament. In grief that seeks no
utterance because none can be found, the mother of sorrows,

majestic with the strength of calm endurance, bends her head

over her Son who lies in death upon her lap where once he slum-

bered as a little child. Here in this statue one finds confessed

something of the secret of the sculptor's soul.

After the completion of the David sixteen years went by be-

fore Michelangelo found it possible to work once more without

interruption at sculpture. They were years of frustrated hopes,

of disillusion, of embittered thought, perhaps of despair. Italy

was distracted by war. Florence was torn by factions. Injus-

tice had been heaped upon him. And at the command of the

terrible Julius II sculpture was laid -aside in order that the ceil-

ing of the Sistine chapel might be covered with its immortal

figures. It is to Florence that we must go, to the tombs of the

Medici in the church of San Lorenzo, to see the statues that are

typical of the second period of his career as a sculptor, that are

the culmination of his genius in this art. The sculptor de-

signed a sacristy in which he intended to place four tomb s. But
the tombs of Giuliano, sonoi Lorenzo me Magnificent, and that

of Lorenzo, grandson of the Magnifico, were the only ones to

be completed. Each tomb has three figures. The first, in addi-

tion to the statue of Giuliano, has figures of Night^ad ^a 3^; and

the second, in addition to that of Lorenzo, has figures of Dawn
and Twilight. There is no attempt at portraiture in the figures

of the Medicean princes. The figure of Giuliano is difficult of

explanation. It would seem to be that of a ruler who holds the

scepter but feebly, who is content to let the world and its wrongs
go as it will without effort to set it right, who is interested, as

his gaze denotes, in the objective things of life. In striking

contrast is the figure of Lorenzo, who leans forward upon his

hand plunged in profound and melancholy meditation. Per-

haps one figure was to typify hope and the other despair, the

light and the shadow of life, or day and night. Underneath
the Giuliano are the figures of Night and Day; and under that

of Lorenzo are those of Dawn and Twilight. These are also

difficult to explain. All of them are contorted and, in the ab-

sence of all physical cause of grief, give the impression of

spiritual struggle, of travail of the soul. Although it is not

known what Michelangelo meant to embody in these statues

certain it is that some large allegory of the drama of life was
intended. The names mean nothing to us; but the emotions

aroused by the statues are unmistakable; the sense of the pain

and the unfathomable mystery of life surges up within us.
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And so in the sacristy of San Lorenzo one may see the soul of C
J^'

the great sculptor laid bare.

We have seen that painting, the most important of the arts
1475"15ia

of the Renaissance, no longer the mere handmaid of the

Church, acquired a language capable of expressing a wide range

of the emotions of humanity. That language was to be made
still more inclusive, its nuances to be made more subtle, its

vocabulary more varied and more splendid. First of those in

the noon of the Renaissance to extend still further the gamut

of painting was Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), one of the

most versatile and brilliant men of the entire period. He was
beyond his age intellectually, as Michelangelo was beyond it

morally. His restless and curious mind was ever inquiring, his Leonardo

love of beauty in the abstract was ever unsatisfied. These two daVinci

things, intellectual curiosity and a detached desire of beauty,

though conflicting with each other at times, combined to produce

the pictures that are the expression of his subtle personality.

He was always seeking to solve the mystery of life ; he yearned

for a sublimated beauty that should be identical with truth.

His^pjctures, therefore, are not^ realjstic . It was the soul of

thinp^ri-hat
"

ftp, sought to portray. In his paintings the objects
'

are veiled^ in a thin mi st. He was the first of the great masters^

of "cKjroscuro, the first to understand how to combine the ef-

fects of light and shade, by the meajis of which he sought to

render the subtlest and most delicate gradations of form. His

pictures differ from those of his predecessors in that the light

instead of being evenly distributed in them is broken up and
confined very largely to one part while the other part is touched

with shadow or steeped in impenetrable darkness. Leonardo
realized the esthetic^value of chiaroscuro. He knew that even

the faintest objects, could by its means be made still more beau-

tiful and romantic. It enabled him to reveal to others his pene-

trating impressionism that could catch the evanescent and
volatile sentiment of visible things. It permitted him to show
that the literal physiognomy of objects is often less significant,

or at least less suggestive, than their expression and atmos-

phere. With its aid he introduced into his pictures the element

of mystery that made so irresistible an appeal to his mind and
that constantly challenged his imagination. The mysterious
effect of hi s Virgin of the Rocks, is very largely due to the

striking contrast between the light that illuminates the faces, the

luminous shadows of the distant landscape, and the deep ob-

scurity of the curious cavern. Thus did he seek to suggest the

fugitive and elusive and unprehensible things whose existence
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>

° ne susPected beneath the surface of the physical world. His
. Monna Lisa^ " set as in some faint light under sea," is one of

1475-1520 tne most dimcult pictures in the world to understand. What
does the expression of La Joconda indicate? It is a subtle

smile, perhaps intriguing; often pronounced inscrutable; cer-

tainly not for an obvious purpose; and just as certainly not the

expression of a passing mood but of the very essence of the

\ soul. Behind that quiet^ntellectual^ fajxJka^n^^aninaated spirit

y>P/^ and a ntost alert braim About the famous Last. Supper, as

Walter Pater tells us, a whole literature has gathered of which
" Goethe's pensive sketch of its sad fortunes is by far _the best."

In all of Leonardo's pictures there is a subtle, indefinite sense

of something held back, half-hidden behind an ethereal film of

color, and also the sense of an unsuccessful pursuit. The
painter, it would seem, declined to tell us all he knew; and
failed to learn all that he himself would ,know. He was not a

mere cataloguer of picturesque items, but an alchemist who,

though denied the supreme power that he craved, could yet

raise the spectrum of a dead rose, of a vanished hour, or sum-
mon a soul to an intimate interview.

The ffr^^^jl^-?1
*^

!
^ ft Wirier sentiment , and the religious _

aspirationoT Umbria, expressed so well by Perugino, were

Raphael nnifprl hy Raphael (y /]^~ 1 5^°^ w ^tn the scientific attainments
~~

of Florence. These two elements, both of themT^specially thl?

latter, expanded with wonderful skill, inform an art that in its

way has never been surpassed, an art far more popular than

that of Leonardo, an art essentially simple and exterior, full of

a slumberous peace, radiant with golden color, undisturbed by

the enigma of life, content with the loveliness of the surround-

ing world, charmed with the beauty of the present day. Never
were the Christian and the pagan feelings elsewhere so evenly

combined in painting. And in a technical respect, also, did

Raphael reveal himself as a master. He was the first flreat

ma^ster of composition. What^i.s p.irix>riaT^composition? First

theartist must select from nature the details that Ke"cTeems sig-

nificant. Naturê itself is not .art; it is ojily the world from
which the ar^t^^frrs^jtj^jt^ms. " Art ishi33en'""iri nature,"

said Durer, ^TFTsfor theartisfto drag her forth." Then the

selected items are to be artistically arranged. 'Two principles,

then, selection and arjaagSQjgnt, enter
jnto composition. Items

may be arranged according to nature as in a landscape, al-

though even in this case the principle of selection
t
has eliminated

some things and perhaps interpolated others; .or they may be

arranged according to certain artificial conventions. It is in
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composition according to conventions that Raphael excelled.
°J^f*

The basis of such composition is geometric— the several forms

of the quadrilateral, for instance, or more often the triangle or
1500_2°

pyramid. For some reason or other we like form and color

for their own sake. The psychic elements of a picture appear

to us first, but any picture that is lacking in either form or

color sooner or later appears defective. Our sense of form and

color is primal. One of . the most satisfying of all forms, per-

haps because of its stability, is that nf thp pyrarnjH See how
Raphael has employed it in the most famous of his easel pic-

tures, the Sistine Madonna. The triangular groupin g- r>f the.

Composition is boldly confessed. Not the slightest appearance

of fortuitousness is to be found. In his great mural paintings

in the Vatican the composition is less bare-faced. It is mas-

terly. Sofmely composed is the Miracle of Bolsena that one

scarcely realizes how awkward, with the intruding door, was

the space it had to fill ; and the superb compositipn of the School ^
of Athens, perhaps Raphael's

.
greatest single achievement, has

never been surpassed. But let us turnto the psychic factors of

his art. Raphael was a youth under thirty when he arrived in

Rome, and there in the ten brief years that elapsed before his

early death he gave to the world an astonishing number of paint-

ings which though occasionally feeble are often full of beauty

and sometimes touched with majesty. What enabled him to do

so much and to do it so well? In the power to assimilate the

ideas and the spirit of other artists, in the pliant character of

his genius, he was "unsurpassed. From all sides he received im-

pressions and these he put together with extraordinary facility.

Like the bee he gathered honey from many flowers. The vari-

ous elements that he appropriated he fused in the alembic of his

own personality. So sensitive was he that he responded ' to

the vibrations"of many notes, Every great motive that hitherto

had inspired pamting in Italy _fo,und a place in the harmony of

his work.. He did not reproduce every note that he heard.

Instinctively he rejected all that was hard and harsjh. When
he sounded the same notes that had given him pleasure they

were more golden than before^,, as the mocking-bird sings more
gloriously the notes it has learned from other songsters. His
own note was one of a' golden beaqty ; and when he gave his

music to the world there was much in it that was his own. The
luminous serenity that informs all his work had its origin only

in him.

No great artist can entirely escape the force of his age or

that of his nation, yet the vital energy of Michelangelo (1475-
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" T5^) was s0 gtzzt as to enable him to transcend his age and to

make him in a large measure timeless and universal. His genius
1500-64 was that n f a sculptor. But the powerful Julius H, the greatest

of all the pontifical patrons of art, in whom he must have recog-

nized some of the colossal qualities that characterized himself,

Michel- commanded him to work as an architect and as a painter. He

Painter
18

v"~as reluctant to accept the commission to cover the ceiling of

the Sistine Chapel with vfresco^The pope, however, insisted

;

and so the work began. This task that he had entered upon so

unwillingly is the only one of his great designs destined to be

completed. The painting, which contain 3 pbonj- four hundred

figures, is an allegory of the life of man, of the struggle in it

between good and evil. All the facts of the allegory, moral

as well as physical, are expressed through the medium oj the

human form which had become to Michelangelo the most elo-

quent expression of every aspect of life. For the first time the

t nude was made spiritual. Art, as we have seen, was enslaved

when it was nothing more than the handmaid of the Church.

But art has for its function the expression of life; and religion,

which must not be confounded with theology or ecclesiasticism,

is the highest part of human life. Art, therefore, can never

afford to dissociate itself completely from religion, nor even to

neglect it. Michelangelo _vvas greatest when he gave expression

to the spiritual side othuman life. On the ceiling of the Sis-

tine Chapel the majesty of God and the dignity and pathos of

the life of man are here portrayed with that deep religious feel-

ing that dwelt in the heart of Michelangelo.

Xo other artist of the time was as modern in spirit as Andrga^.

del Sartojf 1486-1531), who was called "the faultless painter;
'

and who has had few equals in giac£L^iid_skill. Like Leonardo
he learned to merge the lights into the shadows ; but his grada-

tions are even more subtle, so delicate, indeed, as to make the

»point of fusion imperceptible. There is one picture that, per-

haps, above all others serves to reveal the characteristics of

Andrea as a painter, if not as a man. It is the portrait in the

National Gallery in London , one of the most exquj^te^j^k^tures

in that great collection, long thought to be a presentation _ of

himself. Touched with authentic magic , it is full of quietude

and distinction ; with its tranquil and silvery, tone, the subtle

exhalations of its shadows, exhalation* like those of some
fragrant flower, the melting"softness of its lights, the final word,

it would seem, in delicate grace. We do not know who this

handsome and melancholy 'man may have been. Perhaps, to

judge from the block that he holds, he was a sculptor. But it
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is a face that recalls the story of Andrea himself, the man with c^^
>
'

temperament and with skill who lacked a great soul.

The sense of tragedy is omnipresent in tlie" work of Michel- li5 °-153i

angelo. In that of
v
Correggio_(i495-i534) it is wholly absent, correggio

His entire freedom from themea of eviL his faun-like oblivion "~ -»

of moral consciousness, makes him, in some respects, the most
remarkable exponent of the pagan element of the Renaissance.

He was a realist, but he shut his eyes to age and to sorrow and

painted only youth and gladness. The happiness and the inno-

cence of childhood was his favorite therne. Despite their

occasional sentimentality, his pictures of childhood and of youth,

of figures that are not so much spirits as sprites, are full of a

wonderful beauty. There we find golden and melting color,

rhythmic line and softest shadow, innocent gaiety, tender senti-

ment, the charm and beauty of earthly life.

Having followed the development of painting upon the main- /
land of Italy to its culmination we must now retrace our sfeps Gio^kni

a little way and with Giovanni Bellini (1428-1516) begin the story andiL
of the most complete expression in art of the spirit of the Beginning

Italian Renaissance,— the Venetian.. g^T-innl pf jTajn^mo- The tianiteiat.

great commercial activity of Venice was carried on in an unsur- ias

passed glamour of color. In the dawn the pearly domes of the

city were reflected in the silvery stretches* of the lagoons or the

green waters of the canals. At noon the bellying sails of

the fishing boats were orange, or red, or blue. Beneath the sunset

the changing waters shimmered in their opalescent hues, the

golden domes of Santa Maria della Salute sent back the crimson

rays of the setting sun, the many towers glittered as though they

were adorned with rubies and emeralds. And then, when the

night had come, the stars of heaven were mirrored in a silver

plain. Little wonder that in these enchanted isles men forgot

their souls. In the early work of Bellini traces of the Byzan-
tine origin of Venetian art may be seen. But into his figures

he gradually breathed the breath of life; and, though he never

succeeded in banishing altogether from his madonnas that open-

eyed sleep, that solemn slumber, of the Byzantine spell, he made
them sweet and tender. He felt a genuine delight in nature and
joy in life— In *"'« harkgrnnr'' 8 fh ere is r fr££h__observation of
nature -for its, own sakf^ With him art, at least the art of

Venice, began to dwell out of doors. Landscape, hitherto a
mere accessory, became an essential. The development of Bel-

lini's art and the entire art of painting, received a great aid from
the replacing of the stiffness and dryness of the old method of

painting in tempera by the Flemish method of painting in oil.
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The new medium, richer and more pellucid, changed the entire

complexion of pictorial art. Somewhere about the opening of

the last quarter of the fifteenth century this new method of

painting found its way into Venice where Bellini was one

of the first to adopt it. His masterly portrait of the Doge Lore-

.dano, one of the greatest portraits in the world, shows how fine

a worker in the new medium he became. It is full of the clear

and golden tone that we see in so many of his pictures. The
dominant notes . of his religious paintings are those of stately

calm and spiritual repose. He was a genuine lover of nature

and of humanity, a skilful technician, a master of color, who
worked along, essentially traditional lines.

Venetian painting, we have said, was the fullest expression

of the love of beauty and the joy of living that constituted the

spirit of the age. And in the painting of Gip.rgigng^ (T477?-

151 1 ) this expression of delight in the beauty of the world re-

ceived its most refined form. This mysterious artist, whose real

name is unknown to us and who seems to some critics to be

scarcely more than a myth, was profoundly modern in spirit.

He was at once one of the most poetical and revolutionary of

painters. Walter Pater^ has accurately and beautifully expressed

his contribution to the development of painting. " All art/' he

says, " constantly aspires towards the conditions of music." In

every other art " it is possible to distinguish the matter from the

fprrn." But " it is the^Qqsiarr^effort_of art to obliterate " that

distinction. In poetry, for instance, it is usually " easy enough

for the understanding to distinguish between the matter and the

form. . . . But the ideal types of poetry are those in which this

distinction is reduced to its minimum." Mu^c ^s the art in

which is found the most " perfect identification #f f#rm and

matter." More than any other painter that had yet been born

did Giorgione succeed in producing this interpenetration of form
and matter. With him for the first time color became truly

eloquent. Every touch of his brush expressed in a subtle and
spontaneous way the mood that possessed him. In his altar-

piece at Castelfranco, one of the loveliest pictures in the world,

something beyond our analysis, the total expression of form and
matter, as in a strain of music, makes the picture, despite the

separation of the figures, expressive of a single thought, elo-

quent of a single mood.

Giorgione died at thirty-four before all he had to say to the

world had been uttered. But contemporary with him lived

Titian-^ ( 1477 ?-i 576), who survived him sixty-five years, and
who, though he did not perpetuate the poetry of Giorgione,
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learned fully the lesson of the possibilities of color. The person- c
f£f

•

ality of Titian was too powerful to be dominated by another.
i^^g

The genius of Giorgione was essentially lyrical, says Morelli,

while that of Titian was essentially dramatic. And if the genius

of Titian was less refined than that of Giorgione it was more Titian

robust. The Venetians were less intellectual and more sensuous

than the Florentines. They were, therefore, concerned more

with color than with form^ Form .addresses itself to the in- *

tellect ; "coToT^ppeals_to_J^ie]^otions? As masters of color the

Venetjaris_have never been surpassed. Not only did tney treely

use the most opulent of colors and the most delicate of tints,

but they suffused everything in a flood of golden light such as

is seldom seen upon land or sea. They did not aim merely to

copy the color of nature but to express their own sensuous na-

tures. In the use of color Titian was one of the greatest of the

Veneiiaass—And the range of his subjects was unusually wide.

It included portraiture, landscape, and secular and ecclesiastical

themes. But above all he was
i

a painter of portraits . His great

canvases lack the essential decorative feeling. When he had a

limited space and a living subject, however, he was unsurpassed.

It was always not the mere person of his sitter that he painted

but the personality. He was a bold innovator. His madonnas,

stately an d masterful women, arp entirely unconventional: and

in the composition of the groups in which they figure he cast

tradition to the winds. His , Assumption^ in many respects the

greatest picture in the world.

We are now to leave .the warm south and to make our way

over the Alps to the Low Countries. There we shall find quite

another school of painting for the loving appreciation of which gjj^^
the study of the Italian masters has not been the most suitable peters

preparation. No emotional student of Italian art whose eyes

have been filled with its color and its glory is in quite the proper

state to appreciate the minute skill and the realistic spirit of

Flemish art. The Flemish are a people rather warm of impulse

and free in habits who combine some German sentiment with

French liveliness and gaiety. For long they had struggled

against adverse circumstances ;
.and the security of their coun-

try was not accomplished until after 1385 when the dukes of

Burgundy began to extend their power over the Low Countries.

Then they became strong enough to defy either Germany or

France; and wealthy enough, through their wide-extended com-

merce, to encourage art. In Flanders painting starts abruptly

with the fifteenth century. It grew out of the work of the

miniaturists, into whose art there had poured a stream of French
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chap. influence, who decorated the medieval books with many a real-
XIX

istic picture of Flemish scenery and Flemish life. When these

illuminations expanded into panel pictures, oil-painting came
into vogue, and the pictorial art of Flanders surpassed that of

the war-ridden country to the west. The size of the miniatures

was increased; but the minute method of painting remained the

same. It was an indigenous art. There were no classical in-

fluences, no excavated statues to copy, and no Byzantine tradi-

tions left to follow. And for some time it remained uninfluenced

by the art of Italy. The sudden development of Flemish art

that took place at the opening of the fifteenth century was due
in large part to the genius of Hubert var^F.yrk. (i3<56?-i426),

the elder of two brothers, who, although they did not invent the

process of painting in oil, made technical im^rQyjemerrts in the

use_ofJjna£-^tte4i*ttn. The technical improvement that Hubert
helped to effect was, however, only one element in his contribu-

tion to Flemish art. Far more important was the poetic spirit

he breathed into painting. Jan van Eyck (i386?-i44o), also a

skilful craftsman, was a realist who "sought to reproduce faith-

fully the things of the outward world. The influence of the

two brothers, who worked chiefly at Bruges, extended through-

out the Low Countries. Roger van der Wevden (i40O?-64)

founded a school of his own at Brussels, and when Jan van
Eyck died he became the most important and the most popular

painter in the Netherlands. He was a good technician, who
sometimes lost control of his emotion, but who had genuine

dramatic power. The art of Hans Memling (i430?-94), who
also painted at Bruges, is noted for its sincerity, and tendprnpss,

for the pure delight with which it pictures the externals of the

contemporary world, and for its touches of poetry. The Flem-
ish artists painted under conditions altogether different from
those that helped to determine the character of Italian art.

They were not required to cover great wall spaces with the fluent

work of fresco. Their patrons, the rich merchants of Bruges

and Ghent and Brussels, were not without some traces of cul-

ture, but they were more materialistic and less imaginative than

the patrons of art in Italy. Their vision, like that of their

painters, was limited by the walls of their towns or the horizons

of their flat and fertile fields. The " small experiences of every

day, concerns of the particular hearth and home," were the

things in which they were chiefly interested. Consequently it

was the details of daily life that they demanded in their pic-

tures. This taste their painters loved to gratify.

Though the people did not differ very greatly from each
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other, Holland produced a somewhat different quality of art °^^'
from that of Flanders. Th^njjtr^ y^rp perhaps l^cc ^prcstiV

and less volatile than the Flemish ; less like the French and more 140 °-1550

like the Germans. They were fond of homely joys and the

quiet peace of_town and domestic life . They were matter-of-

fact in all things, sufficient unto themselves, coarse at times,

but sturdy and honest. Realism was the element in art that Early

most appealed to them . The details oftheir own lives in street, pa l̂ng

town-hall, tavern, and kitchen were the things they loved to see

in their pictures. In the fourteenth century the illuminations

of their missals boasted a virile and indigenous style; but it was
only when Jan van Eyck came to The Hague to paint for the

Count of Holland that a notable school of panel painting began

its development. But for the most part the work of the early

Dutch painters has perished through time and iconoclastic fury.

In the seventeenth century Dutch art became original and

famous. It continued to picture native life with skill and sym-

patriy7~with keenness of insight and fine pictorial view. But it

was always limited. It never soared like Italian art. It never

became universal or world-embra.cing. It was essentially indi-

vidual and national. Its revelation stopped short with Holland

and the personalities of the Holland painters. Heaven is un-

important in Dutch art. What is important is Holland and the

Dutch.

Next to Italy_itwas France that was the chief contributor to

the Renaissance , "but the change from Gothic to pseudo-classic

ideals that began to overtake architecture in the fifteenth cen-

tury in that country-^a^maLcorrectly be called a revival because Develop-

there had never been a time Jn_FrencliJiistory when architecture
JrcM*?-.

had been classic in its spirit. All throujrh Jjie Middle Ages, as turein

we have seen, the classical traditions persisted" in the architecture^
1"

1*110®

of the southern peninsula. When the Renaiss^ncje_(^m_e_it,was_

not difficult for Italy to thj^w_jiff__the_Gothic details that had
been superimposed upon h^_a£chitecture. But in France Gothic_

architecture, bornof the na^kmalTspirTt. had TouncT its mosf
logical and artisticT development ; and therefore its modification

and replacement were not
-
accomplished without a struggle.

Some things there were that helped to make the change less

difficult. The ecclesiastical and feudal
#
encouragements of

Gothic architecture were failing. The architectural needs of the

time were booming ^£ecular_ and civic. Men were no longer

building castles and cathedrals but chateau^ and hotels. Eccle-

siastical and secular embassies, travelers of all sorts *but espe-

cially the soldiers of the-^vceral French invasions of Italy,
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brought to their native land the new architectural ideas. French
artists went to learn in Italy, and Italian artists came to teach

in France. It was not classic architecture that found its way
into France but rather the varying Italian interpretations of

that architecture. The fusion of the flamboyant Gothic with the

florid Italian styles resulted at first in a transitional style that

was the autumnal splendor of the medieval manner; but about

the middle of the sixteenth century a decided break with the

Gothic past took place. The story of the second stage of the

rise of the architectural style of the Renaissance in France is to

be told in the last chapter that we are to devote to art.

French painting, like that of Flanders, took its rise from the

miniatures in the medieval missals. It is not surprising, there-

fore, to find that the work of the earliest of the French painters

was principally decorative, and that it was characterized chiefly

by its technical excellence and not by its sentiment. The first

name of importance in French painting is that of j£an_F£ojiCijuet

(i4i5?-8o?), an illuminator and portrait painter of some orig-

inal power whose work is detailed and exact in its realism. In

sculpture the first notable worker was Mjchel Colojrihe, (1440?-

15 12) whose native and naturalistic style was gradually modi-

fied by the Italian influence. But it was not until the period of

the last division of our book that either sculpture or painting in

France became animated by the modern spirit.

In our study of humanism and heresy we have seen something

of the character of German culture. At Nuremberg, one of the

most important centers of that culture, lived Albrecht Durer

(1471-1528) the greatest of all German painters. How long a

time it took the. Renaissance to make its way into Germany
may be gathered from the fact that this first great worker in

German pictorial art, who was always largely medieval in spirit,

outlived Raphael eight years. When at last painting began to

flourish in Germany it was vastly different from the same art in

Italy. There was always something of the wild north in it tem-

pered by the tenderness of homely ties and interests. It was
touched with sadness and informed with sincerity. Something
of gloom, too, it had, and a" good deal of religious sentiment.

Although Durer is ranked as one of the world's greatest painters

he was not essentially a painter in temperament. His brush did

not reveal eloquently and spontaneously the spirit of the real

painter. He had but a dim perception of the sensuous beauty of

the world. But his appetite for fact was keen and insatiable.

He was a better engraver than a painter
; yet even with that art

it was principally it's utilitarian value that appealed to him.
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Beauty of line and beauty of color in themselves, and as ex- c
^££'

pressions of emotion, did not enrapture him. The minute and

accurate recording of facts with which his pictures and plates
150°-50

are filled is the work of a scientific mind rather than of an ar-

tistic temperament. Hans Holbein (1497 ?-i 543), whose father

and grandfather were also painters with the same name, was
probably born in Augsburg. When about eighteen years of

age he went to Basel to find employment as an illustrator of

books. There he drew the illustrations that had so much to do

with the success of the The Praise of Folly

;

and there, too, he

painted upon walls and panels. The increasing tumult of the

ecclesiastical revolution was detrimental to the cause of art. So,

taking with him letters of introduction from Erasmus to Sir

Thomas More^ the young painter went to England. His subse-

quent work belongs to the history of that country.

Thus we have seen that all during the century that extended

from i4jo to 15^ the Renaissance went upon its way in Italy,

neither
s"

oh*ecked nor complicated by the ecclesiastical revolutions

that raged on the other sidp " f the Alps. The Catholicism oi

the Italians has always rested much more upon sentiment than

upon dogma! And at that time the gulf between the priesthood"

and the laity, so pronounced in other countries, was bridged over The

in Italy by the friars of St. Francis^ of Assisi, that most beloved attitude

of all the saints for whom the Italians cherished the most in- of the

timate affection. To the extent that Catholicism has appealed
urc

more to the hearts of the Italians than to their reason it has left

their minds free to engage in whatever enterprise of the intellect

attracted their interest. Far from being hostile to the Renais-

sance the Italian pooes and prelates actually aided it and at times

even assumed its Hirertinn. Under such conditions art in Italy

sought to include every phase of life in its range of expression,

and scientific and philosophical thought became ever bolder and
more daring. In the transalpine countries , where religion was
more involved with dogma and where the mass of the people

were not SO intim gfp1y ^S^f^ eri w i Th trip Church by the Erq ry-

ciscan friars, the Renaissance coincided with the Protestant

Revolution. Many of the humanists became involved in heresy

;

and even painters here ,and^lliere»_such as Albrecht Purer, were"
reformers and revolutionists. For a timey-ih£iL_the Church lent,

her patronage to the development of art that refrained from no
expression of passion ancf to the evolution of thought that ac- ~"

knowledged jiojinut to its scope^ And tor a time she, was in-

different to the revolution that was gathering headway in the

north, indifferent to the angujgh_oj_all . 'leutonic ChristandojTi^
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c^^- But all this was destined to be changed. Opposition to un*-

limited thought and to ecclesiastical revolution coupled with the
1500-50 desire to rid herself of the immorality that stained her name

and the determination to give more <lefiftite- shape to those of her

dogmas that were the _occasioiiS-_o.L_disputes arose_within the

Church. The Church set herself to crush those things7o"jwhicrr_

hitherto she had becrr"colnpjyjajjvp1y indifferent. Within her_
^

pale, as weJhave seenJri_piTir^tiirly of the revival of conscience,

there were a1wavs_fnrr.ps making for reform . Those forces

now became extraordinar ily aggressive. The Chnrcri lost the

stamp of the fluent and~delicate genius of Italy and became im-

pregnatecl with rhe^ardent spirit of Spain. The j^uit"^ of fhe

Renaissance was madesubservient to her interests ; and Prpfest- _

antism waX~assailed, wrth~startling^igor. This revival of the

reformiqg forces and militant character of the 'Church has been

called the Counter-Reformation and also the Ca tholic Reaction .

Both names fail to describe the movement acmrately anq1 fojnHi-

cate its origin; and while the one that we have chosen is nnt^s

illuminating as mighty be desired it seems to indicate the char-

acter ofThe movement with greater correctness thnn do the ones

we have discantecb
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CHAPTER XX

THE TURK, THE COMET, AND THE DEVIL

t. The Sources of Religious Panic in Sixteenth-Century Christendom.
2. The Turk.

3. The Comet.
4. The Devil.

wE have now come to the period of history that by some chap.
xx

writers is called the Cnnjt.er-Heforrriation and by others

the Ca1^ioiic_Eeailion, but which we have preferred to designate 1453-1600

as the Catholic Reformation. The truth seems to be that it re-

quires all three of these titles properly to characterize the move-

ment. The movement was in the first place a continuation of _

the efforts to reform the ancestral Church from within that we
have noticed in our study nf the revival Q_f__conscience and also

in the chapter that deals with, the Protestant ideas in__ltaly.

These efforts were stimulated by the successes of the Protestant

Revolution ; and their own successes were due in a considerable

degree to a reaction in favor of the historical religious establish-

ment. This revulsion of feeling was due in part to a panic which
became increasingly manifest in the transalpine countries as the

first half of the sixteenth century drew to a close. This panic

had three sources, the continued advance of the Turks , the ap-

pearance of comets in the skies, and the delusion of witchcraft .

It is with these three causes of the panic, terrestrial, celestial and
infernal, that this chapter attempts to deal.

The capture of Constantinople by no means satisfied the appe-

tite of the T 1 1r^ro/^coi-iqueit The menace of the Crescent to The west-

the Cross grew apace. It was not long before the conquest of ^jj^f"
the Byzantine empire was completed. The shattered remains the Turk

of that empire, Athens, the Morea, the islands of the ^Egean

Sea, Sinope and Trebizond on the Black Sea, all fell into the

hands of the invaders. Then Servia, Bosnia, and Herzegovina,

were subdued; so that when Mohammed II ( 145 1-8 1) died the

397
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P
" Turkish realm had the Danube for its northern border from the

Black Sea to Belgrade ; and from Belgrade it extended in a direct
1453-ieoo

line aimost t0 tiie Adriatic. Mohammed left two sons behind
him. The elder, Bayazid II (1481-1512), was satisfied with the

territorial conquests of his father. Djem, the younger, laid

claim to the throne; and being defeated in battle sought refuge

with the Knights Hospitallers at Rhodes. But the knights be-

trayed the trust reposed in them by the fugitive prince. They
entered into a contract with his brother, the sultan, to keep him
under surveillance in return for 45,000 ducats a year. In 1489
Pope Innocent VIII became the custodian of Djem. Six years

later, having been taken in charge by Charles VIII when the

French King invaded Italy, the unhappy prince died at Naples

under suspicious circumstances. After another outbreak of war
with Venice peace was signed in 1503 between the maritime re-

public and the Porte and also between the latter power and
Hungary. Then the sultan was able to turn his attention to the

east, where Persia, under Ismail, the founder of a new dynasty

and the first ruler to assume the title of Shah, had risen into

new power, and to the south, where the sultan of Egypt was
showing unmistakable signs of insubordination. When Selim the

Inflexible (1512-20) came to the throne, the policy of aggression

in Europe, after defeat had been inflicted upon Persia and
Egypt and the Turkish ruler had been proclaimed the spiritual

head of the whole Islamic world, was resumed. But before that

policy could be put under way Selim died of the plague. Under
SoJvjn^fl^J^ 1520-66) the Turkish empire reached its zenith;

and among the great rulers of the time, Francis I, Charles V,
Henry VIII, and Elizabeth, none was greater, either as a soldier

or a statesman, than the sultan surnamed the Magnificent.

Every one of the Christian sovereigns was absorbed in his own
interests; and Hungary, which now lay directly in the way of

the northern extension of the Turkish power was plunged into

anarchy by the fact that its new king, Louis IL^was still a minor.

The sultan perceived his opportunity. Belgrade was captured

in 1 52 1 ; and, by strengthening its fortifications, it was made a

Turkish outpost. TumingjQthe south he succeeded in making
secure the line of communication hpi-w^n AlexariHria^anyCon-

stantinople and becoming master of the ^eastern Mediterranean

by the capture of Rhode s. Left free to pursue the northern

campaign, the " Shadow of God on the Earth " then led his

forces into Hungary anc} after an overwhelming victory at

Mohacs in 1526 met, before the walls of Vienna, with his first

signal repulse. He failed to annex Austria, but Hungary,
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Transylvania, Moldavia, and Jedisan, were added to the Turkish c^ap.

dominions. The mutual jealousy of France and the Empire
now brought the Turks into the circle of European alliances. 1453 -1600

Charles V, apparently not content with the possession of Ger-

many, the Netherlands, Spain, and the greater part of Italy,

seemed to be meditating a further aggrandizement of the Haps-
burg power. In order to offset such aggression a formal alliance

was concluded in 1536 between France and Turkey. Diversity

of creed was no longer a bar to political association. Political

interests rather than theology had become the motive of inter-

national relations. The conflict between the Crescent and the

Cross was now carried on principally in the Mediterranean.

Andrea Doria, a brave Genoese captain in the employ of Charles

V, had been able to inflict damage upon the Turks in the eastern

Mediterranean ; but when Barbarossa, the great Barbary corsair,

was made commander-in-chief of all the Turkish naval forces

the coasts of Italy and Spain were continually harried by the

sultan's ships. Oi^e incident of this naval warfare, the expedi-

tion of Charles V against Tunis, we have already briefly noticed.

One other event in the midst of the interminable fighting and
looting, the siege of Malta, we have here to mention. When
the Hospitallers, after a protracted and gallant defense, sur-

rendered Rhodes they wandered for some years about the Medi-
terranean. At last in 1530 Charles V bestowed upon them the

barren rock of Malta. Before long they had transformed it into

a garden-fortress, and then they resumed the warfare against

their old enemy. Finally Solyman, now an old man, determined

to destroy those most persistent of all his foes. But in 1565,
after a whole summer of slaughter, the last great struggle of the

flower of Christian chivalry against the stubborn courage and
vast resources of the Infidel, in which it is said 25,000 Turks
and 5,000 Christians perished, the Turkish forces were obliged

to confess defeat. In the following year the great sultan, who
was then seventy-two years old, and who ruled from Budapest
to the Persian Gulf, died ; and although for yet another century

the Turkish empire, which had made itself a central European
power, remained externally unbroken, it is from his death that

the gradual decline of that power may be dated.

It would be unjust to describe the invasion of Europe by the

Turks as a barbarian inundation, for it did not overwhelm a

peaceful and orderly civilization. Long before the fall of Con- character

stantinople the history of southeastern Europe had been an un- °f "^
broken record of warfare and pillage. The crimes commonly Buie

attributed to the Turks, treachery and cruelty, were more charac-
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chap, teristic of the conquered than of the conquerors. The Turks

were at least the equals in morality and civilization of the motley
1453-16OO inhabitants of the Balkan region who had now become their

subjects, and in the virtues of courage, energy, obedience, disci-

pline, and temperance they surpassed them. Many Christians of

the time were aware of this and so the Turks were not altogether

unwelcomed in Macedonia, Servia, and Bosnia. But from this it

does not necessarily follow that the Christians were better off

under their Turkish rulers than they would have been under

rulers of their own faith and nationalities. In two respects the

Turkish government rapidly began to show signs of degeneration.

In the fir^t plage the sultan became changed from a comparatively

tolerant military^ chieftain into an absolute, voluptuous, and in-

dolent despot, who neglected the affairs of_ state ; and, in the

"^second place ,' the Turkish government gradually came under

the control of. unscrupulous adventurers . In another respect the

Turks failed to use their opportunity to the best advantage ; they

failed to assimilate the conquered peoples and so they remained a

mere army of occupation. *

The Turk, the comet, and the devil, it was believed, were all

inflicted upon man for his misdeeds ; and each one of them had
been foretold in far-off times. Some idea of the terror which

The Turk the Turk inspired in the hearts of the Christians of the time may

Terror De gathered from the little Libellus de ritu et moribus Turcorum
written by a European who from 1438 to 1458 was a captive in

Adrianople. " Almost all the accidents and occurrences of the

present age assure us," so the author informed his contem-

poraries, " that we have cause to be anxious, and warn us to

fear the end of the world, especially as we are convinced that the

end of the ages will come upon us who now live in the world.

Moreover, the Holy Scriptures in both Testaments, and espe-

cially the Apocalypse, assure us of this very thing, and those

terrible and awful figures in Daniel and Ezekiel, which have

been written not so much for our knowledge and understanding,

as to make us fear the perils of the latter days. Terrible as the

descriptions are we must believe that the actual events will be

more terrible still. The disposition, too, of this world plainly

proves to us its age and approaching end, the tendency to evil in

all classes of society, the aversion from good, the lust of domina-

tion, the reluctance to obey, and even the curiosity of the arts,

the needless sumptuousnes's of buildings, our imagined discoveries

in science, and finally, in all things the adding of new vanities to

the old. , But among all these things that cruel beast (I mean
the sect of the Turks) should cause us much anxiety, for its
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XXcontinuous increase, the length of time it has existed, its assiduity

in fighting and persecuting threaten nothing less than great peril

and scandal, tribulation and utter misery." And later on in his

narrative he told his readers that when the Turks should extend

their tyranny still further " the stars will waver from fear, the

foundations of the sea and ocean be shaken, and all creation be

dismayed." So great were the tribulations about to descend upon

Christendom, he asseverated, that " when they shall appear you

will think those things you have seen thus far to be solace in

comparison with them. You have heard perchance and learned

by experience of the great battles and victories of the Turks and

wondered thereat, but know that they are but the beginning of

evils. For wait but a little and you shall see in this sect such

tyranny and future magnitude of victories that neither the con-

quests of Alexander the Great, nor those of the Romans, who
subdued the whole earth, can be compared with them. For not

only will there be killing of the body, as in the wars of those

tyrants, but eternal destruction of body and soul alike, universal

and throughout the four quarters of the world." And Richard

Knolles, writing in the last years of the sixteenth century, speaks

of the Turks as "the present 'terror of the world," appointed

by the Almighty as a " scourge wherewith to punish the

world."

Augier-Ghislain Busbecq, a Netherlander, who, as the am-
bassador of Ferdinand of Austrja, made several journeys to

Constantinople in the middle of the sixteenth century revealed

to his contemporaries one of the fundamental reasons for the

success of the Turks. " Among the Turks," he says, " honors^

high_pQsi^_and judgeships, are the rewards of great ability and Ability

good seryjcje.. If a man be dishonest, or lazy, or careless, he

remains at the bottom of the lad,der, an object of contempt; for

such qualities there are no honors in Turkey. This is the reason

why they are successful in their undertakings, why they are able

to lord it over others, and why they are daily extending the

bounds of their empire. These are not our ideas ; with us there

is no opening left for merit ; the prestige of birth is the sole key

to advancement in our public service." But the Christians who,

having the power to see things clearly, had also the opportunity

to observe these and other causes of the success of the Turks

were comparatively few in number; the vast majority looked

upon the Turk as a scourge sent to .punish them for their sins.

Speculation and rumor were rife as to the wealth of the Turk, weaiti

" It is commonly thought that his revenue exceedeth not eight T
f

UJ!£
e

millions of gold," said Knolles, who furnishes us with one of

and Serv=
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Turks
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the contemporary estimates ;
" and albeit that it might seem that

he might of so large an empire receive a far greater revenue yet

doth he not, for that both he and his men of war (in whose power
all things are) have their greatest and almost only care upon
arms, fitter by nature to waste and destroy countries than to

preserve and enrich them." Yet, he adds, " are his extraordi-

nary escheats to be greatly accounted of, especially his confisca-

tions, fines, amercements (which are right many), his tributes>

tithes and tenths of all preys taken by sea or land, with divert

other such like far exceeding his standing and certain revenue;

his pashas and other great officers like ravening harpies as it

were sucking out the blood of his poor subjects and heaping up
inestimable treasures, which for the most part fall again into

the grand Signior his coffers."

ThevTurkish soldiers filled many of the Christians who met
them with admiration. " I had never seen such a sight before,"

declared Busbecq, speaking of those whom he saw at Constanti-

nople, " and I was delighted with the gay colors of their shields

and spears, their jeweled scimitars, their many-colored plumes,

their turbans of purest white, their robes of purple and dark

green, their gallant steeds and superb accouterments." And
describing those who were participating in war he told his fellow

Christians that " it is the patience^self-denial. and thrift of the

Turkish soldier that enaKTprl him tofare th,e rnnsf trying rirrnm-

stances and come safely out of the dangers that surround^liim.

What a contrast to our men ! Christian soldiers on a campaign
refuse to put up with their ordinary food." And again he said

that everywhere in the Turkish camps " order prevailed, there

was perfect silence, no disturbances, no quarrels, no bullying; a

state of things that must seem well-nigh incredible to those whose
experience is limited to Christian camps." Yet, as we have said,

it was not to such things as these that the vast majority of the

Christians attributed the success of the Turks, but rather to the

will of God who made -use of them as an instrument of His
wrath.

The most remarkable feature of the Turkish military .power
was the corps of Janizaries, a system of slave soldiers established
and perffcTecTm the fourteenth century . Every four years the

agents of the sultan took from the Christian villages under
Turkish rule one-fifth of all the boys between the ages of six and

^n g-pg f a n fl nio c t i^tflli-nmt
gent. Severed from' all their family ties and' early associations

they were educated as Mohammedans at Constantinople. Some
of them were placed in civil service, but most of them were placed
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in one or another of the one hundred and sixty-five_companies c^p *

of Janizaries. Celibacy was enjoined upon them; and, exempt
from the operation of the law, the only discipline to which they i453-i6 <>o

were subjected was that of their officers. They adopted the

tenets of one of the most popular of the Mohammedan sects and
thus they became a religjou^-military order somewhat similar to

those that grew up among the_ Crusaders . Under these condi-

tions they~5ecame a most formidable weapon in the hands of

every sultan who could control them. They were the most feared

of all the Turkish forces; Knolles, like the majority of the Chris-

tians, believed them to be " the greatest strength of the Turkish

empire." And the author of the Libellus asserted that the

archers among them had bows of such strength that their arrows

could penetrate any shield or breastplate. About the middle of

the sixteenth century the corps began to degenerate. Its mem-
bers were allowed to marry ; then they were allowed to introduce

their children into the service ; and still later the children of other

Mohammedans were permitted to be enrolled. Thus the charac-

teristics that distinguished the Janizaries from other Turkish
troops were gradually obliterated.

The " heavy bondage of the Turks " was a constant dread to

the Christians, especially to those who lived near the borders of

the soldan's country. " Just as I left Constantinople," wrote
Busbecq, " I met some wagons of boys and girls who were being slavery

carried from Hungary to the slave-market at Constantinople; ^
n
^
lg

k
this is the commonest kind of Turkish merchandise . . . un-

happy Christians of all ranks, ages and sexes who were being

carried off to a horrible slavery." And further on he wrote that
" Slave-hunting is thej^iief source of profit to the Turkish sol-

dier.
,f^Andlnthe Libellus we read that " In order that their

captiv*Jmay more easily and conveniently be preserved " the

Turks deputed merchants to reside in all their towns for the

buying and selling of men^" and that " in all towns there is a

special market-place for the buying and selling of men and places

specifically set apart for that purpose." But from the same
little book we learn that there were some mitigations of Turkish
slavery; that, for one thing, " the Turks_compel no man to deny
his faith , nor are they very anxious to persuade any one to do
so, nor do they hold perverts in great estimation."

The co rsairs^, who infestecTtrre^'Barbary coast and who seized

Christian ships and their crews and made piratical raids upon The

Christian countries, were a great pest. There had been pirates c°rs*ir»

in the great inland sea ever since the days of Jason and the

Golden Fleece; and there had been Moslem pirates before the
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fall of Granada, but that event greatly increased their numbers

;

thousands of Moors who had immigrated from Spain to Africa

were eager to revenge themselves upon the Spaniards who had
forced them into exile. It was not only Spain that suffered at

the hands of the corsairs. Italy, France, and other Christian

ships and shores experienced the depredation^ of these maritime

robbers. The captive Christians werp hplH as slaves jn AfnVa.

or compelled to work th e nars in the ships that harried the south-

ern shor^sof Christendom. The fall of Rhodes in 1522 left the

Mohammedanfleet supreme in the eastern. Mediterranean; while

the capture by the brothers Barbarossa of the town of Algiers a

few years earlier than this and, a few years later, of the little

rocky island that forms the harbor resulted in a similar supremacy

in the West. The elder of the two brothers was killed by the

Spaniards in 15 17. The younger, known as Khair-ed-Din, was
made beylerbey, or governor-gener.al, of Algiers~~Bytb^sultan

Selim I and from this event dates the establishment of Turkish

rule in northwest Africa. The age of the great corsairs may be

said to have terminated with the battle of Lepanto which pointed

to the decline of the naval supremacy of the Turks. Their mari-

time prestige was shattered; and the Barbary corsairs, no longer

supported by that prestige, declined into petty pirates who con-

fined themselves to plundering raids and avoided contests with

Christian ships of war.

It was the belief of Christendom that in ferocity and lust the

Turks were unequaled. Knolles asserted that when in 1432

Thessalonica was taken by Murad II " the Venetian soldiers

fled to their galleys lying at anchor in the haven, and so got to

sea; but the infinite miseries which the poor Christians endured

in the fury of that barbarous nation, no tongue is able to express,

or pen describe; death was less pain than the ignominious out-

rages and unspeakable villainies which many good Christians

there suffered." And speaking of the Turks in general he de-

clared that their cruelty, " their torments and strange tortures,"

and the many " strange kinds of death " were " such as would

abhor any Christian ear to hear." But the author of the Libellus

does not support the contemporary opinion as to the unexampled

lust of the Turk. " Each man among them," he said, " is allowed

by law to have twelve lawful wives, and as many concubines as

he pleases without number or computation." Yet, he continued,
" I marvel greatly when I consider the modesty among Turkish

women and the indecent clothing and reprobate conduct of women
among the Christians." And still further on he adds that even

in their own homes it was impossible to detect among the Turks

The Com-
mon No-
tion of

Turkish
Lust and
Cruelty
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" the least sign of lasciviousness or immodesty between husband C*^F -

and wife, either in act, movement, or conversation."

It was not the enlightened opinion of the Turks held by men li53 -1600

open to conviction who had dwelt in the Turkish cities and

visited the Turkish camps that prevailed among the masses of

Christendom, but the belief that the Turks were monsters of

lust and cruelty. And gradually the conviction grew that the

Turk was a scourge sent by God to punish Christians for their

sins, and that God had determined within what limits " this so

dreadful an empire " should be contained. So in order to fore-

tell the advent of the Turk or to learn of his fall, many an appeal

was made to the stars. It was an age of astrology. This leads

us to the second source of the terror of the time— the ^celestial

source.

From remote times there had come down a varied mass of

belMpfconcerning comets, meteors, eclipses, and other astronom- The

ical phenomena. Sip-ns weredisplaved in the heavens, it was gjjr"^f

thought, for the purpose oi warning mankind. Stars were held Panic

to foreshow felicity . A wonderful star had announced the birth"

of Buddha,, another had accompanied that of Abraham, still

another had appeared when Moses was born, " and of all the

legends that have grown about the birth of Jesus of Nazareth

none is more beautiful than that of the star which is said to

have conducted the wise men to the manger of the peasant

child." Eclipses , it was thjnig-ht^aye expression to the distress

of nature at the woes of humanity. The earth was shrouded "in

darkness, scTwe are told, at the death of Julius Caesar; and at

the crucifixion on Calvary " darkness overspread earth from the

sixth to the ninth hour."

It was jiot only the uneducated who entertained heliVf in pe-

trology . Every embryo science of the time was clouded by the

lingering superstitions of long ago. Even Pico della Mirandola Belief of

had faith in the old wives' tales that the Middle Ages had left ^Ttrof
for a legacy. " Omens, prophecies, and supernatural coinci- ogy

dences " accompanied him " all through life." There were
" oracles in every tree and mountain-top " for him, and " a sig-

nificance in every accidental combination of the events of life."

The atmosphere of the time was surcharged with occultism.

Belief in the mysteries of astrology was well-nigh universal.

Many of the popes placed great reliance upon astrology. Nicho-

las V directed that litanies should be recited in order to avert

the misfortune threatened by an eclipse of the sun. Paul II

believed that the events of his life had been predicted by the

astrologers. Leo X permitted astrological prophecies to be dedi-
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cated to him. In 1524 the arms of Clement VII were impressed

on the printed prophecies of an astrologer. Paul III was the

patron and the dupe of astrologers. And Pius IV does not

seem to have been free from the same delusion. Many of the

rest of the clergy were infected with the belief in astrology.

Cardinals, bishops and abbots accepted dedications of published

prognostications. Cardinal Peter d'Ailly even gained great dis-

tinction as an astrologer himself.

The laity wer.e_jia_less__dominated by the false-science oj__the

stars than were the clergy^ The belief" in astrology penetrated

society from the highest to the lowest stratum. The emperor

Frederick III, at whose court the " far-famed " astrologer Joseph

Lichtenberger worked, was a believer in hidden forces that de-

termine the course of events. Maximilian I included the " influ-

ence of the planets " in his maxims of government, studied the

art of star-gazing, and had an astrologer for his private secretary.

Charles V, as we shall see, was powerfully impressed by the

supposed significance of the comets that came in the middle of

the sixteenth century; and his brother Ferdinand was equally

convinced of the truths of astrology. It was from the prognosti-

cations of an astrologer that Maximilian II borrowed the maxims
that guided his conduct and Rudolf II was himself a famour

astrologer. The astrologers of the time exercised a vast influ-

ence. Many intrigues and moves on the chess-board of politics

must be put down to their account, for almost ,every prince had

one of them for his counselor. " In the sixteenth century," says

Friedrich in his Astrologie and Reformation; " the most im-

portant political events in German history were bound up with

astrological predictions and (one may venture to say) brought

about by them."

Even schola rs, as we have seen in the case of Pico della

Mirandola, did homage to astrological delusions. Theje-jyere

always professors at the various universities who busied them-

cpWpcwith the interpretation, of as^rnlo^iral authors The most

famous scholar of the time, Erasmus, questioned the astrologers

as to the origin of the wrangling and strife that had broken out

everywhere. Little wonder, then, that minds of less caliber fol-

lowed the universal custom.

Protectants as well as Catholics believed in signs and won-

ders
:

The leading reformers were thoroughly imbued with the

"current astrological superstitions. To the astrological delusion,

which played a most important part in his life, Melanchthon was

extremely addicted. And in commenting upon a passage in

Luke that deals with celestial signs Luther said : " The courses
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of the heavens have been so ordered from all eternity as to chap.

afford such signs of the last day. The heathen assert that the

comet's appearance is a natural one, but God creates no comet 150 °-160*

that does not portend a certain misfortune." And again he as-

serted that " God sets His signs in heaven when a misfortune is

to overtake the world and lets comets arise, or the sun and

moon lose their light, or some other unwonted phenomenon ap-

pears."

Especial importance was attributed to comets as tokens of the^

divine'~trispleasure . Almost every decade of the medieval cen- The

turies had seen Europe filled with alarm by the appearance of a ^ T^rro?

comet in the sky which was thought to be " a ball of fire flung

from the right hand of an angry God to warn the dwellers on

earth." At the close of the first decade of the twentieth_century

superstition regarding the influence of Hallgy's cojnet was by no

means infrequently encountered. May it not then be assumed

a priori that the men of the sixteenth century connected all kinds

of incidents with the appearance in 1531 of the same celestial

visitant ? But assumption is unnecessary when facts are at hand.

For a month zTjhe. end of the summer the comet was observed

thrnngbniij_g1l Germany and Switzerland. It caused great ex-

citement. Every evening, as long as it was visible, Zwingli was
asked about it on the cathedral square at Zurich ; and this boldest

of all the more important reformers declared that it betokened

calamity. The extensive literature that sprang up relating to

the comet and the one of the following year pictures in lively

~olors the various disasters that were expected to result from
these portents of evil. Famine, war, floods, drought, pestilence

among men and beasts, and other dire calamities were to befall

the earth and its inhabitants ; indeed, the universe itself was to

be dissolved into primeval chaos. From such a plenitude of

possibilities men chose the ones that seemed to correspond with

their theological views. Luther declared a comet, which seems

to have been that of 153 1, to be a portent of evil to Charles and
his brother Ferdinand because " its tail was turned to the north

and then to the south as if it pointed to both brothers." Melanch-

thon hoped that the comet signified catastrophe to his theological

enemies. Agricola came to the conclusion that it threatened not

only the Emperor but also all priests and monks and that it fore-

told the prevalence of drought pestilence, and bloodshed in the

Hapsburg lands where the militant spirit of Catholicism was
already displaying activity. To the influence of the comet of

1556 Charles V often ascribed the death of his great-grandfather,

Charles of Burgundy; and the same apparition, and an earlier
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comet, the fiery one of 1554, were factors in his determination to

abdicate and seek refuge from the tumultuous world in the con-

vent of Yuste. Pingre, in his Cometographie, says that the

comet of 1556 frightened Charles and caused him to exclaim " In
this sign I see my approaching end." Lubienitzki, the Polish

historian, writing in the middle of the seventeenth century, quotes

Chytrseus, who was a contemporary of Charles, as authority for

the same exclamation of the emperor,, And Friedrich says that,

if credence can be given to Pingre and the historians upon whom
that writer relied, this fear of the comet contributed in no small

degree to the emperor's plan of yielding the imperial crown to his

brother Ferdinand. " It is not by any means unlikely," he as-

serts, " that this comet at least contributed to Charles's design,

which was certainly of an older date, being carried out more
quickly." There was, as we have seen, a previous comet in 1554.
These two comets, then, while they were not the cause of the

Emperor's decision to abdicate, seem undoubtedly to have been
a warning and a reminder. In 1558 there was still another comet,

and Lubienitzki quotes Strada, another contemporary of Charles,

as making the emperor's last illness begin with its appearance and
as making his death occur at the precise hour of its disappearance.

We have said that even the lowest stratum, of society, the

peasantry, waspermeated with the belief in astrology . It is not

difficult to demonstrate that fact. Medicine was closely^ inter-

woven with astrology. The physician who knew nothing of as-

trology was regarded as an impostor. No treatmenl_s&as_adopted
withoiitjikmru/lpdirp gJLlhf Patl

'

pn t 's horoscope . Astrology, in

fact, dominated every riVriirnstanrpjvMifp The common people

came into frequent contact with physicians and surgeons. So it

was but natural that they, too, even had they thus far escaped
it, should become infected with the belief in astrology. The
truth would seem to be that their own long-descended faith in

the power of the celestial bodies to influence the affairs of human
life received confirmation at this time. The peasants were also

interested in astrology because of its prognostications of the

weather. The new art of printing scattered these prophecies

far and wide; and many of the pamphlets were illustrated with
woodcuts that enabled those who could not read to gather the

gist of the announcement. It was at this time especially the

comets, mysterious visitors from the boundless realms of space,

that filled every stratum of society with fear. A flood of popu-
lar calendars and other pamphlets of prognostication scattered

abroad tidings and interpretations of these messengers of evil.

Astrologers were consulted, as we have seen, by the powerful
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and well-to-do classes upon all questions of public and private c56p *

life. The succession of apparitions of blazing stars that took

place in the middle of the__giytpfntli\
century rpnrlp.rp.fj tilt* popular 1500-160C

mind, already greatly disturbed by the many changes_n£ the

generatiorTthat was drawing to a close, still more distraught.

The infernal source of. the religious panic of the time involved

the belief in living and active powers of darkness. Down from Thein-

the prehistoric past had come the conception of a living embodi- |^^ of

ment of the malignant forces of nature and the sinful inclinations Panic

of mankind. This living embodiment of evil was in time merged
into the personality of Ljidfer^ that bright but rebellious arch-

angel, who, with his followers, one-tenth of the angelic hosts,

had been cast forth from heaven. Owing to the inscrutable

ways of God the devil and his hosts were allowed to continue

to exist and to endeavor with cunning arts to tempt man to

destruction. Man was constantly assailed by devils and defended

by angels and saints. A mighty struggle for his soul began with

his birth and ended only with his death. Slowly, as the theology

of the medieval Church grew by accretion, this belief in satanic

aggression and saintly aid became defined with precision. The
anthropomorphic devil was a familiar personage in the thoughts

of men. To effect the destruction of the soul of man there was
nothing at which he would hesitate, no situation in which he

would not place himself. Luther's belief in the devil was ex-

ceedingly robust. Few there were who doubted his existence.

The very atmosphere of the time, so full of doctrinal strife and
charged with implacable hatred, increased the anxious feeling of

the devil's nearness. The demonism of the dying throes of an-

tiquity, of the dark days when paganism was found incompetent

to furnish the spiritual need of a perishing world, was resusci-

tated. Then the vague but deep-seated feeling of uneasiness, the

fears excited by the threatenings of terrestrial and celestial forces

and the fear of infernal machinations, combined with the uni-

versal lust of blood to produce the wild outbreak of the witch- ,^
craft persecutions.

What was the belief in witchcraft? The idea, so well estab-

lished in apostolic times, that what we now count insanity is The Belief

caused by the entrance of a devil into the body, by demoniac pos- in

^
itch"

session, becamejm accepted doctrine in the~~MTddle Ages. Even
Gregory the Great, an unusually"broad-minded man for his time,

solemnly relates the story of a nun who when walking in her

convent garden failed to make the sign of the cross before eating

a lettuce-leaf and so immediately became possessed of a devil.

There can be no proper understanding of the medieval mind with-
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out a realization of its consciousness of the surrounding hosts of

evil spirits who were ever on the watch to lure mankind to perdi-

tion. All the new State churches of the ecclesiastical revolution

accepted the doctrine of diabolic possession without qualification.

No one urged it more vigorously than Luther ; and Calvin shared

the same belief. But diabolic possession did not necessarily mean
the irrevocable doom of the unhappy man. The devil could be

exorcised. Instances of the casting out of devils are to be found
in the New Testament; the practice prevailed throughout Chris-

tendom in the Middle Ages ; and it was performed by Luther,

Calvin, Beza and other Protestant leaders. Bodjbx possession,

however, was noj: the extent nf the devil's cunning. All manner
of wiles were employed by him. He Jised many temptationg_to

win the souls of men . Some men and women were seduced by
the offer of sexual, relations with demons ; others by the granting

of magic powers to peer into the future, " to discover hidden

things, to gratify enmity, and to acquire wealth," in return for

the renunciation of God. Up to the fifteenth century most of the

men and women whom, it was thought, by entering, into such a

pact with the devil, had become sorcerers belonged to the middle

and upper classes ; but from the opening of fhe century ignorant

peasants, chiefly women, came to be the most common suspects

of diabolical power. It is to the possession of this power by
great numbers of the common people that the name of witch-

craft was given. But thewitchjwas-morcJiian a sorcerer. She
had not only sold her own soul to the devil but had signed a

compact to assist him in the work of betraying her fellow beings

to their spiritual death. Some souls there were whom the devil

could not win without the aid of a human agent. In these-cases

the witch was indispensable to him . It was inevitable that such

a Being as a witch should be held in universal abomination and
that death should be the most fitting penalty for the criminal and
the surest safeguard for the public. The purpose, or the theory,

of the witch persecution, that most fearful product of the later

medieval spirit, was to rid the world of these agents of the devil.

The epidemic of persecution was slow in getting under way.
The differentiation of witchcraft from sorcery probably began
in the second half of the fourteenth century. Gradually the be-

lief in witches and their evil powers spread beneath the surface

in every part of Europe; and persecution but served to scatter

its seeds ever wider than before. The minds of the common
people became filled with the idea that witches were the cause

of almost every misfortune that befell them. Even men of in-

tellect did not escape the delusion that they were surrounded by
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these malignant beings. Jean Bodin, one of the most eminent chap.

jurists and statesmen of the sixteenth century and one of its

" most rational and tolerant thinkers,'' wrote upon the duty of pun- 1500-1600

ishing with death this most detestable of all crimes. So grad-

ually the fear developed into an epidemic. Italy and Spain , where
the burning of heretics left no room for the Ijurning of witchesT*

remained fairily fjge__ from fhe contagion. In England it broke

out only occasionally; and FMr
alTce"~~was afflicted with it only in a

minor degree. The chief arena of jts ravages was Germany.
The delusion was greatly stimulated by the papaj bulFoTT^Sf,
Summis desidcrantes, and by subsequent bulls which more than

any other single agency served to encourage J:he persecution of

witches and therefore to prop^atelhe belief in their existence.

In the " blind and senseless orgies of destruction " that lasted until

the middle of the seventeenth century members of the old and
the new churches rivaled each other in their ferocious and hide-

ous delirium of fear."~Indeed, the ecclesiastical revolution

eventually deepened the superstition. The worst cases of witch

burning occurred at times of great depressiorPor restless excite-

ment. No other period "of European history is so filled with

horror as that in which the witch-madness raged at its height.

No reliable figures as to the total number of lives sacrificed

to the fearful delusion are available, but it is estimated that in

Germany alone in the seventeenth century one hundred thou-

sand were put to death. No counsel was allowed to the ac-

cused; and, in order to obtain confessions that would impli-

cate others as well as the persons under arrest, trickery and
torture were employed. The witchcraft craze was " essentially

a disease of the imagination "
; and its results to morals and to

religion were in the highest degree deplorable.

The fear of the Turk, the comet, and the devil spread Panic an

throughout Europe and filled the years with terror. Panic ^^"f"*
hunted the people and reached forth for them with her clutch- tneEeac-

ing hands. Only here and there did reason, blown upon by £ard
T°

these gusts of terror, shine with an untroubled light. This catnoii.

widespread terror helped to produce that revulsion of feeling

which is called the Catholic Reaction. When one has dwelt

long in the atmosphere of terror the suspicion that calamity is

the punishment of innovation, of the forsaking of the ways
of the fathers, grows into conviction. The prevailing mental

state made for the success of the newly aroused militant spirit

of Catholicism.

The Catholic Reformation was not a backward movement.
It was a reforming movement within the ancestral pale con-

cism
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siderably more moderate in character than the several Prot-

estant movements which in addition to being reformatory were
also revolutionary. It wished to eradicate the immorality of

the time and then to keep things as they were. On the other

hand the Lutheran, Zwinglian, and Calvinistic revolts, as we
have seen, distinctly faced backwards, in intention at least, to

primitive Christianity. But it is impossible to recall either a

period or an institution that has been outlived. So primitive

Christianity was not restored. There came a time when Luther

and his friends felt a revulsion of feeling against the logical

outcome of their own teachings " lest the world should go fur-

ther into ruin." The fever of reform began to relax and to

give way to the timorous lassitude of repose. Passion always

flags and is followed by a revulsion in proportion to the heat.

It was found that after the authority of a Church had been dis-

carded for the authority of a Book men did not suddenly become
generous and good; and so, as always, three out of four of the

crowd were ready to turn back. In this natural revulsion, and
in the terror that overspread the continent, militant Catholicism

found its opportunity.
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THE RISE OF THE JESUITS

i. Ignatius Loyola.
2. The Society of Jesus.

3. The Generalship of Loyola.

IGNATIUS LOYOLA (1491 ?-95?-i556) was born in the chap.

castle of Loyola, in Guipuzcoa, one of the three Basque XXI

provinces of Spain, whose inhabitants had been independent 1491-1520

from time immemorial, some fifteen miles from the port of San
Sebastian. He was taken to be educated by the high treasurer The Youth

of Ferdinand and Isabella, first at a feudal castle and then at andhls
la

the court. There he became imbued with the predilections and changed

aspirations of his nation and his class. He was devoted to love

and to war. The glitter of arms, the fame of valiant deeds,

and the adventures of gallantry were full of alluring charm to

him. Thus far his life had not been very edifying. Yet despite

this fact the intensity of his Spanish character, satisfied with

no half-measures, had also been displayed in a fervent religious

enthusiasm. Graceful and elegant courtier that he was, he had

written not only love sonnets to the lady of his amorous devo-

tion, but also verses to Peter, the first of the Apostles. In

1 52 1 war broke out between Francis I and Charles V. Loyola

had risen to the rank of captain and it fell to him to defend

the stronghold of Pampeluna. In the siege his leg was broken.

Admiring the courage he had displayed, his French captors sent

him to the castle, not far away, in which he was born. Owing
to unskilful surgical treatment he was confined to his bed for

an unusually long time and his recovery was never complete.

All through his subsequent life he walked with a slight lameness.

In order to relieve the tedium of his convalescence he spent

much of his time in reading. He had known and loved the

medieval romances of knight-errantry, especially the Amadis of

Gaul. He wished to read them again, but instead there were
given to him the lives of some of the saints and also a life of

Christ written by a Carthusian monk and deeply influenced by

413
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' The Imitation of Christ. In these books, teeming with

apocryphal miracles, he read of deeds of prowess even more
1491-1520 marveiolls than the fabulous ones of Roland and Amadis, done

in the service of a far greater king than Charlemagne. His
passionate nature and imaginative mind, all the more sensitive

to impressions because of his sufferings, were excited and in-

flamed by these stories of another and a greater chivalry. His
shattered leg had rendered impossible the continuance of his

career as a soldier of the king. Why not begin another as a

soldier of Christ? Chivalry had always been closely interwoven

with religion in Spain. They had been associated in the life of

the young soldier. They were now to become merged in the life

of the saint. Under normal conditions the transition would
have by no means been abrupt. It was made less so by the

morbid condition of the wounded warrior. Excluded from his

former career he looked forward eagerly to becoming a knight-

errant of the Church, the Spouse of Christ. Visions confirmed

him in his resolution. Enthusiasm, that was alternately invig-

orating and depressing, produced mental phantasmagoria that

seemed to him real presences.

One of Loyola's ideas, after he was able to be about, was to

entejua^£axthusian convent. But he wished

_

to make a p ilgrim -

age to Ierusalem~b~efore_adopting the monastic life. On his way
he stoppedat Montserrat, a place of pilgrimage about thirty

miles northwest of Barcelona, where in the church, after hang-
ing his baldric, dagger, and sword before the miraculous image
of the Virgin, he kept his spiritual vigil-in-arms, somewhat dif-

ferent in form from the vigil of chivalry but definitely suggested

by the story of Amadis. From there he went to Manresa, a few
Loyola's miles away, where he stayed for ten months. He inflicted upon

himself lhe_. severest penances. Thrice each day he scourged,

hinjsfijf ; at midnight he rose to prayer ; eac!TBayJie_spent~seven
consecutivehours orr-fris knees ; and"oftentim^sjTe_fa£l^dtn the

y^Xge _ of^starvation . Alternately he passed from passionate

transports of piety to the terrible depths of despair. Visions

came to his disordered brain. Luminous in the midst of light,

with her child clasped to her bosom, there appeared to him Mary,
the Mother of God. The apparition brought consolation. His
excessive austerities did not cease at once, but gradually they

were abandoned. A deep peace descended upon him. Then
he realized that if he hoped to influence the lives of men it

would be necessary for him to acquire learning. So he took
up the study of grammar; and he began the first compilation

of his Spiritual Exercises. The dreams and hallucinations born

Two
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XXIof a delirious mind passed away and became only dearly cher-

ished memories. He mingled with his fellow-men again and —-

displayed the dignified bearing, the sagacious mind, the pene-

trating insight and the indomitable will that were to be among

his most essential characteristics during the remainder of his

life. He conceived the plan of founding an organization^a

company of' travelmglnissionaries, something likejhe military .,

orders thaTTiad originated_in Palestine,_bulo^JhaLwasJojise__

the subtler^ artnToTdisputa'tion, of whTdiJerusalem_jwas__tQ__b£

—

the headquarters and the J^ghammedan countnes__thg__££ld-Qi

operation. The plan was only partially detailed in his mind,

a bright but " shapeless vision," when after innumerable hard-

ships^ arrived at Jerusalem. To the officer in charge of the

Franciscans the worn but unwearied pilgrim unfolded his vague

scheme. The friar was well aware of the inexpediency^ of the

proposed propaganda. He knew that it would involve in dan-

ger all the Christians in the Holy Land. So he commanded him

to depart. After another difficult and perilous journey Loyola

arrived in Spain. He was still undetermined as to what should

be his next work in life. One thing, however, was now certain.

The foreign missionary work of the new organization that he

contemplated could form' only a part of its activities. So grad- .A
ually there grew up side by side with the idea^of converting V \

the infidels the plan of missionary work in FuTope" tor the co^HA
versiorToD^e-iiereii^ L~oyola was now about thirty years of l

'

age. Spanish was the only language that he knew, strategy

and tactics constituted the only science he had studied, and the

fabulous narratives of knight-errantry and the equally mythical

legends of the medieval saints made up the only literature with

which he was familiar. Clearly it was necessary for the self-

appointed captain of the Catholic Reformation to fit himself by

further study for the great work he had planned. It was a

difficult matter, however, for him to acquire a knowledge of

Latin. His scholastic preparation was exceedingly meager, and

his habit of communing with himself was distracting. But he

began his studies in earnest. At Barcelona he found in Arde-

balo a teacher who gave him free instruction. Then he,went

to study at the University of Alcala. Several times he was sus-

pected of heresy and imprisoned and at last he was ordered to

desist from speaking in public in the diocese of Avila until he

should have completed his four years of theology and philosophy.

He left the bishopric and went to the University of Salamanca

where he hoped to be less distracted from his studies. But

similar troubles and obstacles awaited him there. Again he
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was forbidden to speak on religious subjects until his four years

of study were actually finished. Because of this, and because

his studies in the two Spanish universities had been altogether

unsatisfactory, he decided to go to the University of Paris.

Before we follow Ignatius to the French capital we must

stop to learn something of his remarkable little book, TheJSjnr-

dtual Exercises. During his period of convalescence in the cas-

tle of Loyola contradictory dreams of temporal glory and re-

ligious duty alternately supplanted each other in his mind. He
was often left in doubt as to which course he should pursue.

Then he noted how each idea arose and how it ended. He
noted that the idea of a religious life fortified his faith, consoled

him and left him happy. He noted, on the other hand, that the

idea of a secular career, pleasant during the time he entertained

it, left him dissatisfied and disconsolate. So by the effect

which they produced he deemed himself able to determine

what came to him from a good source and what came

from a bad source. Although Loyola arrived at this distinction

himself the theory was not new. It is clearly enunciated in

the writings of St. Catherine of Siena, and it was well known
to the Spanish mystics. Spanish mysticism, which was derived

very largely from the East, demanded_a_ complete abnegation, of

the will tfiaXjw£s_iiiJb£_jabiaj^^ mental discipline.

It had as a special feature the " drilFsefgeant " who, following

certain prescribed rules, was the director oi thft conscience.

Those who sought peace among the distractions oi &. worldly

life were to resign themselves unreservedly into his hands.

Their inclinations and affections were to be revealed to him.

He distinguished for them between the desirable and the unde-

sirable and directed them in the art of the mortification of the

individual will. Tuan_Valdes was one of the most important

of these expert guides of soul s. This work of the mystic " drill

sergeanr
rr~wascarried on, with a more penetrating insight, a

subtler psychological calculation, and a different aim, by Loyola.

His military training as well as his personal qualifications enabled

him to do this. The theory of the discernment of spirits, of

observing whether a given idea is persistently followed by spir-

itual peace or by spiritual restlessness and of then using the

affective states of the soul as a guide, and the process of con-

trolling the individual will, were embodied in a book. The plan

of the book was sketched at Manresa, but for a quarter of a

century, probably without modifying the general outlines to any

appreciable extent, the author continually retouched it until in

1548 it was published with the papal approbation. The Exer-
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cises are a strict method that are to enable the individual by C5£F*
means of tfie_lheo_ry of discernment to ascertahTTnTwill of IjocT

and then by means of special exercises to fit himself to carry
~" 152 °-28

out that will. This is the description the author himself gives

of them :
" As walking, marching, and running are bodily exer-

cises, so spiritual exercises consist of the different ways of pre-

paring the soul to rid it of all unruly affections and when it is

quit of them to seek and find the will of God, to notice what
arouses a spirit of devotion and what chills it, in the ordering

of one's life with a view to salvation." In following the course

laid down by the Exercises four periods of time that vary-

according to the character and^SEL^fJ:he individual are ob-

sejwed. The fi rst period is one of preparation, of the examina-

tion of conscience, of confession and jy.nanc.Q. The "second and
~~

third periods are devoted to meditation upon the life and death _
of_Christ. The fourth is given over to restful and loving con-

templation . Loyola was instinctively a soldier. In his book,

in which even the postures and the attitudes that are to be main-

tained during prayer are prescribed, one sees everywhere the

spirit of the Spanish captain ; in the technique for the exact

regulation, the systematic schooling, of the individual; in the

punctual noting of every emotion ; and in the absolute submis-

sion to the drill sergeant. Throughjhese exercises the indivioV

ual is e.nahled_to renounce^ his particular inclinations and made
ready to carry_out with passionless energy that implicitjjbedir

ence thaTls_re£uired or"aILmembejs_o f the society.

In Spain and in Italy Loyola had been far removed from the

principal scenes of religious revolt. In Paris, where he arrived Loyola's

in February, 1528, having walked all the way from Salamanca, lowers'-

"

he was much nearer to them. In the seven years that he spent and the

there many heretics, including the noble Louis de Berquin, were Mont.

burned at the stake in the capital and the provinces of France, martre

The spread of heresy and the need of well-considered efforts to

prevent it made a deeper impression upon him than ever. There

were some twelve or fifteen thousand students at Paris, and many
of them were devoted to license quite as much as to literature.

They were grouped into several " nations "
; and with the " na-

tion of France," which included, along with French students,

those who came from Spain, Savoy, and Italy, Lovola was

associated. For a year and a half he studied Latin ; and then

for almost four years he devoted himself to philosophy; after

that the remainder of his stay was given up to theology. He
was then free to turn his attention to his long-cherished design.

In the "nation" to which he belonged he had found several
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companions whose spiritual leader he had come to be. In Spain

he had had a number of followers, and he had soon acquired
1528-35 thers in Paris. Of those who afterwards became members of

his society there were at first six— Peter Faber (1506-45), a

Savoyard shepherd who had become a priest and who lived in

the closest intimacy with Loyola; Francis Xavier (1498-1552),

a talented, proud and handsome Navarrese from Pampeluna, a

Basque by descent, won over to the new company only with

difficulty; James Lainez (1512-65), a Castilian of Jewish de-

scent who had come from Alcala to Paris on purpose to meet
the new leader; Alfonso Salmeron (1515-85), a mere boy who
had accompanied Lainez from Spain ; Simon Rodriguez (

?-

1579), a Portuguese of noble birth, interested in philosophy and
inclined to the life of a recluse, who was a pensioner of his king

at the French university; and Nicholas Bobadilla (151 1-90),

another Spaniard. All of them, with the exception of Xavier,

had made the spiritual exercises. Almost every day they met
in the room of one or the other, and frequently they took their

meals together. They were united by a common devotion to the

ideas and the plans of their leader, more or less indefinite as

yet, but in which the conversion of the Saracens still figured.

On August 15, 1534, the feast of the Assumption of the Blessed

Virgin, the little group, enamored of the legends of the place,

proceeded to the chapel of St. Denis in the church of St. Mary
(destroyed in 1790) half way up Montmartre, then about a mile

away from the city, there, in the dim and quiet crypt, to conse-

crate themselves to the service of the Church. Peter Faber said

mass, and while he held aloft the Host all pronounced their

vows. Perhaps not one of them realized how far-reaching were
to be the results of those solemn words. The little band was
afterwards joined by Claude le Jay (15007-52), another Savo-
yard; John Codure (1508-41), a Provencal; and Paschase
Brouet (i500?-63), from Picardy. In the two following years'

the devotees, augmented by these new recruits, renewed their

consecration. With the last renewal of their vows the time had
come to leave Paris and all its memories of their student days.

First to depart, sometime in advance of his followers, was Loyola
who went to Spain there to seek rest for a time. He was to

meet the others in Venice, the gateway of the East.

Loyola arrived at the Adriatic seaport almost a year before

his companions. There he made the acquaintance of Cardinal

Caraffa, afterwards pope Paul IV, and his Theatines. At last,

on January 6, 1537, he was joined by his companions. The
little company waited at Venice until Lent before going to Rome
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to obtain the papal permission to proceed to Jerusalem. The c
J^f'

intervening months were spent in ministering to the sick and

needy. Then they made their way to Rome, but without their
15S5-4S

leader, who stayed at Venice because of the fear that personal The

enemies at Rome, among them Caraffa, might prejudice the Pope *?™^ns

against his companions. After some inquiries Paul III received New

them kindly, consented to their going to Jerusalem, gave them

money, and granted permission to those of them who were not

priests to be ordained. After their return to Venice, Loyola

and the others who had not already received Holy Orders en-

tered the priesthood. War hindered their going to Jerusalem,

so in the interval of waiting they engaged in charitable activity

and in preaching in the Venetian territory. Then, by separate

roads, they again made their way to Rome where, in the spring

of 1538, they were all gathered together. They began to turn

their thoughts away from Jerusalem. There was much work
to be done in Europe. They be^an_Jo_think_oj_^_jLermanent

organization. In the evenings""they met together and exchanged

and discussed their ideas of their future work. It was decided

in 1539 to establish a new organization, the Society_of_Jesus^ •

of which one of their number was to be chosen as the head.

They had already taken the vows of poverty and chastity. They
now took the third vow of obedience.. The title " Societas

"

was chosen as being the nearest approach to the Spanish word
" Campania," the military term for a body of fighting men under

the direct command of a captain; the best name for a company
of men who were to be soldiers, ever armed and ever ready,

of Jesus Christ. The society was to be a flying corps that was
to be ready at all times and in all places to support the main
army of the Church. In September, 1540, the Pope issued the

bull Regimini Militantis ecclesice which gave sanction__to the

new order,' but which, with certain other restrictionsThmited

its members, provisionally, to sixty. Finally in 1543 the re-

strictions were removed by the bull Injunctiim nobis, and the

Society of Jesus was then absolutely and unconditionally au-

thorized to exist under its own constitutions. The new order

became known as the " Jesuits,", but it should be observed that

the name, coined by Calvin, who certainly was no friend of the

society, was originally applied in contempt. In April, 1541,

Loyola was chosen to be the first general of the Jesuits. Tem-
porary regulations governed the society for a time. The draw-
ing up of the constitutions was a gradual process that occupied

Loyola until his death. Not until two years after that event

were they finally adopted by the first congregation of the So-
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ciety. Since then they have never been altered. What are the

main provisions of the constitutions?

In order to be eligible for membership a candidate must have

been born _in wedlock , and, preferably, must not be an only

son. He must not have worn the habit of another order even

£qj" a day , nor have^i+dd any—heretical doctrine. He must be

unmarried ' and free from any sorf--ef~~obligation. He must
not be deformed, or be weak in body or mind, and must be

without deficiency of temper or character. Finally he must not

be less than fourteen nor more than fifty years of age. Young
men of the governing class were especially desired by Loyola,

for he realized that those who had been successful in the affairs

of secular authority would very likely be successful in the work
of winning back to the cause of the Church the temporal rulers

and powers whose conversion was a prime object of the society.

He desired candidates who were " less marked by pure good-

ness than by firmness of character and ability in the conduct

of affairs." The candidates for jmernbers^__rnu5l^ajl>-pass

through j2l-state__of probation, a novitiate, in which it is to be"

determined whether the applicant shall be admitted to the so-

ciety and, if so, to what grade in the society he shall^be assigned.

The novitiate opens with a month's retirement from th p w^-H,

in which the novice goes through the spiritual 'exercises, and
continues for two years, in each of which he repeats the exer-

cises. If at that time the candidate is approved it is then de-

termined, if a decision has not already been reached, in which

of the two lines of service he is to be placed, the secular or the

spiritual. The members of the society who are engaged in the

secular service are called lay coadjutors. They take the sim-

ple vows of chastity, poverty, and obedience. To them is en-

trusted the administration of the property of the. snnVtv the

superintendencyiof buildings, the distribution of alms, and_

menial duties as cooking and washing and gardening-. If it is

into tmV-branch of the service the candidate is tobe placed he

is now ready for assignment. But if it is decided that he is

to become a spiritual coadjutor he is classified as a " scholastic:'
'

and rpqnifer^tn pnfpr nppn a J-iirtner Rfape^c^j Ĵ^RHcn^ ~w
j^J£^_

lasts as a rule from two to fifteen years^ He studies languages,

science, phrkpsoph}"^""^^ t1ipn1ngyq Then he is c^cupied_as~a?

teacher" A~f*ter that he is ready to become aT^pTritilsrcoad j utor7

the rank from which the preachers, the confessors, the teachers,

and the missionaries of the society are drawn. These unusually

protracted periods of probation are devised with exceeding skill

to make the future Jesuit a pliant' and capable instrument that
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shall be instantaneously ready to carry out the commands of cg^P°

his superior.

The members of the Society of Jesus are divided into an 1535"43

intricate series of grades or classes. For our present purpose The Ranks

it may be sufficient to call attention to the four principal divi-
g
f

oc2ty
sions— the two probationers classes of (1) novices and (2)

scholastics, (3) the professed o f the_JJarjg_Juow^_jmd (4) the

professed of the four _yows^ With the novices we have already—

dealt. It is in this group~That we have left the lay coadjutors,

even those who have risen to posts of great importance. Only

the scholastics^ who are spiritual roaHjntors, are, included in the

ranks of _the_professed. The professed of three vows are mem-
bers of the society who have takenjhe three, perpetual vqw; n£ ,,

poverty, chastity, and obedience. The professed of the three

vows have all the dignity of the true professed, those of the

four vows, without being eligible for the highest offices of the . /'

society. l^
The professed of the four vows, an inner and a privileged

body, constitute the core of the society. The fourth vow is one The Pro-

of special obedience to the pope to undertake any missionary aerour'
serviceTat-home or abroad, that he may requir e! All four vows vows

are taken in the " solemn " form. The true professed vows to

hold himself ready to set forth at a moment's notice under any

circumstances and against his own judgment, if it shall be re-

quired of him, upon any mission that he might be required to

carry out. In practice the fourth vow is really a speci al vow
of obedience to the general of the society, for only the general

can despatc!i~"or~TeT!a1i^a~3gsui^ missionary. When differences

between The Papacy"and The general of the society arose, as

they did, it proved to be the case that the allegiance of the true

professed was to his general rather than to the pope. The rela-

tion of the general to the pope was by no means that of a military

commander to an absolute sovereign; but rather it was that of

a great feudal vassal to his seigneur. From its inception the

society declined to obey the wishes of the pope when in im-

portant matters the papal desires diverged from those of the

general. Only those whose qualifications and attainments reach

a certain ^tandar<l_are admrttejj_lQ___the rank' of the true pro-

fessed. Their vows are taken, in the most solemn manner, after

at least thirty-one years of preparation ; and they cannot be

annulled even by the general himself. Should it be deemed
desirable to dismiss one of the true professed from the society

it can be done only with the sanction of the pope, and he must
always be received back if he is willing to accept the conditions
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vincials

The Gen-
eral and
his As-
sistants

that may be imposed. It is from this group that the highest

officials, the general and his assistants, and the provincials, are

chosen.

For the purposes of__government the new society established

a numb^r_of_p_roymces, which have been increased from time

to time until nowtEere are^jwenty=sei£n.. At the head of each

of them is a provincial . Ever^c^iwdndal^_ap^pjn^ed_Jiy_^he
general^js proyi(jed_jvith a cnmpanicrn^£!r_iidrnor^^
with four consultors. and

J

jaese attendants are likewise appointed

by {he general. Usually the__proyincials hold offî for three

yearsTT
Highest of all the officials is the general, chosen ^ forlife^ in

orderJo_ensure the continuance ofJoJb£jdience^from_ihi^5adyrof

the tvjiQ professed, by the cony^ke^j^pj^seiitatives-oi—the so-

ciety_( the generaljxmgregation) and entrusted with its supreme
guidance. Within the scope of the constitutions his power is

unlimited, and, although he cannot change the constitutions, he

can for certain grave causes suspend them. It was thought de-

sirable that the general should be subjected to supervision in

order to prevent any diversion of his wide-sweeping powers to

the ends of personal ambition or to ideas not in accordance with

the spirit of the society. So a system of checks and counter-

checks was devised. The general is supplied by the congrega-

tion vwifh. assistants, fiveJiLJiujnber_^tJhe-4)rj£sent time,_who rep-

resent (i) Xjaly. (2) Fj-ancj^ (3) S^ain^and other countries of

Spanish origin, (4) Germany^ Austria-Hungary, Roland, Bel-

gium and Holland, and (5) the__FjogJ^sh^p_ealcing__countries.

They are his constant attendants and in their appointment he

has no voice. A special, confessor is also given himj and he is

further supplied with a .monitor who conveys to him_any crit-

icism—or—*triclur^_Jh^LJhe_-Msistants rnay_judge__advjsable to

make uppjo jhe performance of'luTliuHe^jTnus the general,

though endowed with absolute power in all things relating to

the administration of the society, is yet associated with com-
panions, whom he did not choose, of whom he is powerless to

rid himself, and who like veritable shadows are forever at his

side. The general_Js__strictly required to resida-onlyat Rome.

He may not abdicate his^moewithout the approval of the

congregation, and he is subject to suspension and deposition.

Yet so careful and long has been the probation any one elected

to the generalship has undergone that it is altogether unlikely

he will adopt a policy contrary fo the spirit of the society. So
in actual practice the elaborate system of limitations leaves the

general still an autocrat.
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eral, when alive, his assistants, the provincial s, and two other

merrTbers frorrj-gach province , elected by Jhe superiors and older
i0JS°-*3

professed members. In it is vestecT the~~chief authority of the TneGen-

Societ"yT~ft~elecTs the general, and, for certain important rea- Ration
sons, it is empowered to depose him . To it also_b_eiongs the_

power, never yet exercised, of adding _new provisions to the-,

constitutions and of abrogating old ones. The congregation is

seldom^ummoned except for The purp~ose"of electing a new gen-

eral, and then it is assembled by the vicar appointed by the dying

general until his successor shall have been elected.

To sketch the framework of the Society of Jesus is a much
easier matter than to gain and convey a just notion of its ideal The ideal

and its guiding principle. It was the dream of Loyola to Guiding

organize a thoroughly disciplined and mobilized body of men Principle

that should be ever ready to move at the word of command, order

that should move quickly and effectively against the foes of the

Church. He considered the active life to be far higher than

the life contemplative. Especially did the exigencies of the age,

the necessity of preventing the further encroachment of heresy

and of recovering the ground that had been lost to the Church,

make an active life preferable to one spent in the seclusion of

the cloisters. He saw that asceticism is a bad preparation for

an active life in as much as it consumes more force than it

supplies and lessens the flexibility and versatility that he de-

manded from his followers. Every article in the constitutions

that he drew up is directed with incomparable logical sequence

to a life of practical activity. The rnegihers of -Uie__society,^

then, were to find their work not in the solitudejo f the convent,

cell hiijwiiiHp tiTp^prld of mem "They were to make themselves

all things to all men. To b'e all things to all men in order to

win them over, the principle of the Apostle_ Paul, was adopted

by thejesiiits as the guiding principle of their_grganization and

its jictiyity^. They were to deal cautiously with the world and

circumspectly with its predilections and prejudices. " Let the

entrance be what it may," said Loyola, " the exit must always be

oursv
" Absolute. and unquestioning obedience was exacted of

every member of the society. " He who wishes to give himself

up entirely to God," said Loyola, " must of necessity deliver up

not only his will but also his intellect, in such wise that he has

but one and the same mind with his superior as he has but one

and the same will." His followers contend that this unquestion-

ing obedience is required of the Jesuit only in all matters wherein

no sin appears.
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Like all such organizations the Society of Jesus did not spring

fully formed from the brain of its founder but was the result of

tentative theories and gradual growth. Ten_years went by from
the time of its formal establishment before tbX-text of "the" corT-The Jesu-

its as
Preachers

The Jesu-
its as
Confessors

gtittitinp^ was submitted to an assembly of_the_^rof'at;c;pr1 meir1 -

bejca^ In its first years Loyola'.s associates, in weekly, or monthly,

or yearly letters, according to the distance of the writers from
Rome, reported to him " what God had wrought through them "

;

and it was through his own letters that he directed the vast

organization into which the society developed. Excepted from
the ascetic practices that consume so much time and energy, the

Jesuits went forth into every land as prjsachexs, confessors,

teachers, and missionaries. Their_^l£zdev£tio^
their religion ya s unsurpa ssed ; their jxjmpjete absorption in the

charad^^ajid_J
:
he^^ coqaoiailQliIlQZit^^

longexL^a^miigjie, Emancipating the Catholic pulpits from the

bondage of scholasticism, they became the most eloquent preach-

ers of the age, and often-times the churches were too small to

hold the multitudes that flocked to hear them. Sermons were
preached and masses were performed without^ fees. Even the

customary boxes for voluntary offerings were removed from
the vestibules of the churches.

Through the^-eonfessieaal th£_J^§jnts__gained an enormous in-

fluencê The theory and practice of confession were fullyae-

velopea before the founding of the Society of Jesus. But the

members of the new organization were quick to see greater

possibilities and opportunities in the institution. Very early they

began systematic work as confessors, and through it they won
their first striking successes. They dealt warily with the sins

of the world. To some of the faithful they were the strictest

of spiritual directors, while to others they were most indulgent.

Much depended upon the character and the circumstances of

the penitent. Circumspection, accommodation of themselves with

consummate skill to, the circumstances of the particular confes-

sion, was the keynote of their policy in the administering of

the penitential sacrament. Thus they made themselves ±he-xnas£

popiilar rnnfe.ssnrs of-4^_tirne.. learned the secret struggle pf

the souls pXjlririces as well as paupersjmd gajne_d an influence

that decided^ many apublic as well as _many_a^private qneshon^

Loyola impressed upon the Jesuit confessors theneed of leniency.

Every man was to be sent away from the confessional in such

a frame of mind that he would be certain to return even though

absolution had been withheld from hinj. When this leniency

became a matter of common knowledge it met with the objec-
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tion of the more austere Catholics, and in the middle of the c
^f-

seventeenth century this objection found indignant voice in

Antoine Arnauld's book On tjie frequency of Holy Commun- 15i °-16Q°

ion^~?

"''"With the same sagacity that led Loyola to discard the unneces-

sary and incumbering monastic habits and rules of the older TheJesu

orders the Jesuits devoted themselves to the work of education. SaSwa
To win over the rising generation to their cause, especially to

gain_the_sons of the governing classes , was one of their aims

most Jntelljggnrly and diligently pursued. Gradually they de-

veloped a carefully considered educational system, which became

effective and important after the death of Loyola. In their

scJTQ£>ls
J
_which_vyere divided intĝ everaj_classes. they employed

a method^ojjnstruction that from the most rudimentary to the

highes1^jrrar|es wan essentially the same Strict attention was

paicfTo the moral culture of the pupils and to the inculcation of

correct manners. They madg_no _charge for_their tuition, being

rligHnrtlj^JWbirlrlpri hy tTipir riijesjgjlo^sr^ Their text books .

were the_hest of the time_and_their_ instruction covered the whole

range of^ernlar and ^ecclesiastical learning . Very soon, by the

strategical location of their schools, their well-organized plan of

instruction, their varied curricula, their ^unsurpassed manuals,

and above alj_ by_Jh£ir_indefatigable activity, their incessant

watrhfnlness^and their unity of purpose., they made, themselves^

in the generation—that immediately succeeded the Council of

Trent, indispensable as instructors to the CathohV world. And
their schools won the patronage of many Protestants. Even so

profound a thinker as Francis Bacon declared them to be the

best teachers that civilization had produced.

The activity of the Jesuits was not confined to Europe. They
" invaded all the countries which the great maritime discoveries The Jesu-

of the preceding age had laid open to European enterprise. j^J^jf
8

They were to_be found in the depths of the Peruvian mines
, at

the marts o f A friran, slave-caravans, on the shores of the Spice

Islands, jn the observatories of China. . They made converts in

regions which neither avarice nor curiosity had tempted any of

their countrymen to enter ; and preached and disputed in tongues

of which no other native of the West understood a word." The
greatest leader of their religious activity among the heathen was
the little, worn, blue-eyed Francis Xayier, canonized not only by
Catholicism, but by every sect in Christendom. Whether we
consider the daring and romantic spirit of his adventures, the

length of his journeys, or the reported results of his endeav-

ors, there is no other missionary quite like him in all history.
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P
* " Philanthropy was his passion, reckless daring his delight ; and

faith glowing in meridian splendor the sunshine in which he
1540-1600 walked." Like a meteor he sped across the East, passing un-

scathed through innumerable dangers and winning everywhere,

by the compelling charm of his personality, the hearts of the

poor and the outcast with whom above all others he so loved

to dwell. His "conversions".rapidly reached into_th£-_teris_Qf

thousands^ but before longneri5£came convinced of the use-

lessness of attempting to win the Orientals over to Christianity

in the mass. He recognized that the eastern point of view, the

Oriental cultures, must be intimately understood and that then

the intellectual and spiritual leaders must be won over and per-

suaded voluntarily to relinquish -their old religion. The prob-

lem was conceived correctly, but it remained unsolved. The
Jesuit propaganda in southern and eastern Asia touched only

the externals of life in those lands. It failed to seize upon the

essence of the eastern culture and transmute it with the religion

of the West. Consequently their missionary activity, glorious as

some of its details undoubtedly are, was eventually almost an utter

failure. Very soon the story of__Xavier's missionary activity
Wamp blnxred with the customary legendary accretipji, but high

above it all there rises his sweet spirit and heroic figure; and to

him and to his work his Church was able to point with pride as

a striking proof of her living strength in the midst of the Euro-

pean apostasy.

Among—fehe heretics, as well as among the heathen and the

infidels, did the_JgsuSs carry on-a tireless-propaganda. Wher-
ever Protestantism had found a footing, Catholic princes and

sometimes prejaje_s (for the old opposition between the secular

and the regular clergy found full vent in the 'j ealousy with which

the bishops eyed the Jesuits) invoked their aid. In all the

northern and western countries oT~Europe thaTTiad departed

from Catholicism they acted both as ecclesiastical and political

agents. They watched over the little groups^that had remained

faithful to the Mother Church and confirmed them in their

loyalty; and in a busy and often daring and romantic activity

they endeavored to win back the deserters of the ancient fold

in one way or another as a prudent expediency seemed to dic-

tate. In this work they employed all the qualities that had been

sought for in the selection of their members and accentuated by

the discipline of their order; and by so doing they aroused a

special distrust and fear of themselves in the apostate lands that

developed into a positive mania. They had a good many strik-

ing successes in individual cases; and it is not too much to say
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were largely instrumental in limiting its progress.

T nynTa^JHpalicini^at once mystical and energetically practical
154 °-56

in the highest r!pgf^7^ af1 * f 1as* foundexpression in the Loyola

establishment-of the Society of Jesus.; and, conforming to the Genera]

desire of his colleagues and the commands of his confessor, he

became in 1541 its first general. Under his direction the work
of the society was carried on" with a zeal and a success that

must have surpassed his fondest hopes.

In Italy the new society met, with extra ordinary ^nr^p^frnrri

the beginning. Its most tried and trusted leaders were sent

to those places where heretical ideas had gained a footing.

Lainez was sent to the Venetian territory, Le Jay was assigned

to Ferrara, Salmeron was despatched to Naples, and other fa- progress

thers were sent to other places where heresy had shown itself orderW
above the surface. Soon the peninsula became studded with der Loyola

Jesuit schools and convents. No less immediately was the in-

fluence of the society felt in that other peninsula in which its

founder had been born. Despite the fact that the Spanish gov-

ernment regarded them with suspicion as the special emissaries

of the Papacy and that the Dominicans, who were powerfully

entrenched in the kingdom, viewed them with jealousy, the

Jesuits made an even greater progress in Spain than they did

in Italy. Very_goon-they were^chosen as conJesjoj^J^y—fefee-^aosL,

important members of the nobility. In John III of Portugal

they found a particularly zealous patron and so rapid progress

was made in his dominions. North of the Alps and the

Pyrenees the society advanced less rapidly. In^France, where
the epigcopacy was still_animated by the^spirit--ef--Gailican lib-

erty, they were_ opposed by the bishnpsand the faculty of thel

—

Sorbonne who Instinctively scented dangerous rivals in the new _

body that professed itself to be the special_flving sgnadrntwyf-the

Papacy. But in spite of opposition an entry into France was
obtained, and the progress of the society there, though very slow

for a considerable time, was nevertheless steady. To secure a

firm foothold in Germany__was a measure speciajly_desired__by

Loyola^ ""TrlsTEere/' he said, " that the pest of heresy has 1

exposed men to graver dangers than elsewhere." Bobadilla be-

gan active work in Bavaria and soon won the support of the duke. \

Before long the Uni versity aS Tngnlsiad^ "became one of the

two great Jesuit centers in Germany. In Austria the confidence

of King Ferdinand, who soon intrusted theunew piiesls with the +-~

control of the University of Vienna, was quickly secured by
Le Jay. From these two centers the influence of the Jesuits
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spread in all directions. Colleges were established in many-

parts of Austria, and a Jesuit school, designed chiefly for the

education of the young Bohemian nobles, was opened in Prague.

The University of Cologne, a most important strategical gain,

fell into their hands, and in many other places the zeal, the

fervor, and the diplomatic character of Jesuit activity secured

still further successes. In the papal curia the society came to

exercise a marked influence to which their presence in the Coun-
cil of Trent, as the pope's theologians, gave signal testimony.

It was a wise stroke of policy for the Papacy to intrust its cause

in the Council so largely to the Jesuits, for, more than to any-

thing else, it was due to their efforts that the great convention,

dreaded by every pope that had to deal with it, resulted in an
increase rather than a diminution of the papal power and pres-

tige. At the death of Loyola in 1556 the_society jn£liidej_about

one thousand men, but its influence was far beyond thaJl_whir.h

one would naturallŷ ascribe to so comparatjveTy^lenrler q_rmrn^

hex,. TJ^rteen^royjjices had been established, seven in Spanish

and Portuguese territory, three in Italy, one in France, and
two in Germany. Other European countries, too, had been
entered; and beyond the ocean, in America, Africa, and Asia,

Jesuit missionaries were busily engaged in their self-sacrificing

labors. So effective was their work in Europe that to them
must be ascribed, more than to any other single force, the largest

share in stemming the great tidal wave of the Protestant apostasy

that threatened to sweep Catholicism south of the Alps.

The establishment of the Society of Jesus and the apparently

marvelous rapidity with which it grew in power were but the

natural result of the preceding ecclesiastical and religious evolu-

tion. The Church, as we have seen, became dominated by the

papal curia ; and the activity of the curia was very largely given

over to the things of this world, to financial and political affairs.

There were many efforts to reform the consequent moral and
religious demoralization; efforts within the Church, and at last,

beginning with Luther, efforts without the Church. The actual

schisms of the Protestant Revolution made all those reformers

who deemed it best to stay within the ancient fold more deter-

mined than ever to remove the evils that had destroyed that

unity of the Church which was to them a mark of her divine

origin. They began to see that reform must be far-reaching,

that it could not stop with the mere correction of immorality,

but must go on to an increased efficiency of the clergy by means
of a better education and preparation for their work, and that

it must include a reform of worship and a simplification and
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authoritative definition of dogma. If the Papacy was to retain chap.

its position of supreme authority it was necessary that it should

put itself at the head of this reform party within the Church 1540-160C

whose plans had gradually grown wider and whose mood had
become increasingly militant. It sojiappened that atjhjs time

a series of men committed to this very pplicy occupied the papal

throne. It is not a matter of surprise, then, that the Society

of Jesus, destined at "first in the mind of Loyola to confine its

activity to the Mohammedan countries, should have been caught

up on the crest of the wave of reform within the Church and
swept into the forefront of aggressive Catholicism. It was born

in the very hour of need. It ar^wprpd to—th^-aniimate neces-

sity o f the Church . And so the very circumstances of the time

imposecTlts career upon it and, in part, guaranteed its success.

The genius ofl^oyolais unquestionable. He had the thoughts

of a philoso^h^ran^lrie~^moTiolT5~T?f a saint . He matched the

cunning of every diplomat with whom he came into contact, and
neither he nor his schemes suffered from the learning of any

lawyer. But nevertheless the Society of Jesus, which he founded,

was a product of the time quite as much as were the Council of

Trent, the revived Inquisition, and the Congregation of the In-

dex; and more than any of these institutions it was the expres-

sion of the militant spirit of Catholicism that had been aroused

by rebellion. Two forces, discipline and liberty, conservatism

and innovation , areTnrever .atjwork in human life. __The excess

of one 'engenders uniformity and stagnation, while the excess

of the other produces disorder. In both extremes is the germ
of death. The tendencies of the Renaissance toward paganism,

scepticism, and rationalism, and the result of the reformation

movement north of the Alps in rebellion, seemed to point to

discipline and conservatism as the chief need of Catholicism.

That seeming need the new society answered most effectually.

And discipline and conservatism have ever since remained it?

watchword and its shibboleth.
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the Council of Trent, in which the Jesuits played so

important a part, we must now turn our attention. First

of all, however, there must be noted the crisis that made impera-

tive its convocation. Lutheranism had recovered from the de-

feat it had suffered in ij^j^theJattlg__of Miihlberg ; and it

had spread not only in northern Germany/^where it Ha"d become
paramount, but also in the Scandinavian and Slavonic lands to

the_northj and in i^2jtsmroa9s~1n]Tar-Qff .Iceland^aused~the
disappeara

1
nce_jpf_the last bfBciarrepresentatiYgL-^f rathnlir-ism

In Hungary the new creed ~was making its way, and in Tran-
sylvania the property of the old Church was confiscated by a

formal decree of the diet. In southern Germany the Lutheran
tenets had become firmly established in those districts into which
they had early found their way and in addition had become more
widely extended. In Rhenish and Danubian lands alike the ac-

tivity of the heretics was most energetic. Everywhere, it seemed,

Catholicism sustained losses in worldly possessions and spiritual

influence. Into the universities, too, the new opinions had pene-

trated and become predominant. About the middle of the cen-

tury two decades had gone by in which not a single student in

the University of Vienna had been ordained a priest. Calvin-

ism, also, was spreading in all directions from its strategic cen-

ter. It had found its way into eastern Germany, Hungary, and
Poland. In the Low Countries and in Scotland it had risen into

independent power; in England it was in alliance with the mon-
archy; and in France it continued not only to maintain itself but

to increase in defiance of persecution. England, having sepa-

rated herself from the Papacy by act of parliament, had a State

church of her own. From the arctic circle to the Pyrenees

and from the Bay of Biscay almost to the Black Sea the new
430
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doctrines had found their way and were threatening still fur-

ther encroachments. Men of all ranks, says Macaulay, were to

be found in the multitude of innovators. " Sovereigns impatient
1555"61

to appropriate for themselves the prerogatives of the popes,

nobles desirous to share the plunder of abbeys, suitors exas-

perated by the extortions of the Roman camera, patriots impa-

tient of a foreign rule, good men scandalized by the corruptions

of the Church, bad men desirous of the license inseparable from

great moral revolutions, wise men eager in the pursuit of truth,

weak men allured by the glitter of novelty, all were found on

one side. . . . Within fifty years from the day on which Luther

publicly renounced communion with the Papacy, and burned the

bull of Leo before the gates of Wittenberg, Protestantism at-

tained its highest ascendency." But, as we have seen, the vari-

ous State churches and sects of Protestantism were by no means

friendly to each other. They were not magnanimous enough to

tolerate theological differences in each other. The doctrine of

the Lord's Supper, for instance, was the subject of the bitterest

strife between Lutherans and Calvinists, and both these groups

were hostile to the Anglicans who, in their turn, reciprocated the

feeling of enmity. Protestant antagonists assailed each other

with extreme bitterness and reckless violence. Thus did they

fail to present a united front to their reinvigorated foe and help

to bring about the loss, in a large measure, of the ascendancy

they had so recently gained.

Italy . Spain, Portugal, where 'the symptoms of dissent had

been completely suppressed, and Ireland had remained wholly TheMm-

Catholic ; and the majority of the people in France. Poland, and t

J

a

f

n
^
Spint

Hungary still professed the ancient creed. The English nobility thoiicism

and many of the commons were still Catholic ; and so were sev-

eral of the Swiss cantons, the Walloon provinces of the Nether-

lands, and many parts of Germany. The passive attitude of

defense with which the Church had hitherto been content in the

face of the great outbreak of Protestantism now gave way to

one of vigorous aggression. In our study of the revival of con-

science and of the inroads of heresy into Italy and Spain we have

seen something of the beginnings of the Catholic Reformation;

in the chapter devoted to the fears that beset men in the middle

of the sixteenth century we have seen that the psychological

condition of the time induced many who had abandoned the

faith of their childhood to return to the ancient fold and pre-

vented others from leaving it ; and we have just noted in the

rise of the Jesuits the establishment of a powerful militia that

the Church was to use most effectively in her onslaught upon
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the seceders. All the signs of the times pointed to a great

and successful outburst of militant Catholicism. The Catholic

Church was determined not to abate in the least her claim of

being the one true church directly descendant from Christ; and
she was resolved to attempt the recovery of all the territory that

had disowned her dominion. But first of all it was necessary

to define her creeds and to make the line of demarcation between
Catholic and non-Catholic clear and unmistakable. Hitherto

too much liberty of interpretation had been allowed within her

pale; but when some of her fundamental dogmas were attacked

it seemed imperative that they should be submitted to a rigid

definition.

PaulJII. (1534-49) was now the reigning pontiff. The situa-

tion that confronted him appeared most perplexing. As the

head of the Church it was plainly his duty to carry on the

reformation of morals and to bring about a settlement of the

doctrinal disputes. It was apparent that these things could not

be accomplished by the ordinary promulgation of decrees. The
clamor for a general council of the Church was widespread and
incessant. But councils were dangerous to the papal power.

Those of Constance and Basel had made determined attempts

to lessen the papal authority. Might not the conciliar theory,

were another council to be convoked, secure such a new impetus

in the present state of affairs as to make irresistible its fulfil-

ment in practice? Then, too, the Pope, in addition to being the

head of the Church, was also the head of an Italian principality.

And Paul, as a political potentate, conceived Charles V to be

his most dangerous opponent. Charles was particularly clamant

for a council. Might not the powerful Emperor, who had as-

sumed the heavy burden of putting Christendom in order, secure

control of the council and curtail the authority of the Holy
See? Filled with these doubts and fears the Pope delayed the

summoning of the council as long as possible. At last, after

many postponements, the council met in 1542 at Treiit^ a town
in the Austrian Tyrol. Two reasons determined the choice of

the town. Being just within the Empire it technically MfjIlpH

the desire of Charles~to~Tiaveji^

being on^h^Ttal^n^side'^fthe AJp_s_jJL3i^s_50J2ievv1^^

from falHng^oijJLoT the control of tnT Pajiac.y. But so scant was
the attendance because of the outbreak of the last war between
the Emperor and Francis I of France, that it was prorogued;
and not until the end of i£4g was its first session inaugurated.

In April of the following year there were only between sixty

and seventy prelates in attendance; and of these the large ma-
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jority were Italian. The council was therefore, at that time, c
i^.j'

very far from being oecumenical in character. The Pope was .

represented by three legates, Giovanni del Monte, Marcello i5*2-47

Cervini, and Reginald Pole, all of whom were cardinals. There

was no accepted method for the organization and conduct of

general councils. So this important matter had to be deter- . >

mined there and then. The right to^vote_was_Hmited to bishops^ v /

and the generals of religious orders ; voting was to be by in-

^3) dividuals and not by nations ; and no absentee was to be permitted

/»A to vote by proxy. Thus was there adroitly ensured the prepon-
^ derance of the Italian prelates. Some years later, when the

right to initiate measures for discussion was reserved exclu-

sively to the legates, who were constantly in communication

with Rome, and when all important enactments were made sub-

ject to the pontifical confirmation, the triumph of the papal

party in the council was assured.

When the machinery had been thus arranged the debates did Decisions

not begin without a dispute as to whether questions of doctrine
Matters'

18

or qnpstjnns of. the reformation of ecclesiastical abuses should of Belief,

take precedence. It was finally decided to consider them si- creescoc

multaneously. Among the earliest decisions was the one relat- ceming

ing to tradition. Protestantism held that the Scriptures should

be the sole reliance of the Christian. Catholicism declared that

the tradition in the keeping of the Church should have equal

weight with the Bible. Here was a fundamental clash between
the two systems. It was decided, with only six dissenting votes,

that the tradition of the Church is of equal importance with the

Scriptures. And so to-day this idea of the importance of Cath-

olic tradition permeates all the faithful members of the Church,
laity as well as clergy. The__Holy Ghost abides perpetually
withrn^ the Chnr^Jp

; she has received the explicit promise of

Christ that the gates of hell, shall not prevail against her ; there-

fore the tradition in her keeping, dealing with essential matters

of faith, cannot be mistaken and is of equal importance with
the Bible. Then there was the question as to the text of the_^

Srriptnrps. All through the Middle Ages the translation of the

Bible into Latin by St. Jerome, known as the Vulgate, had been
the authoritative text. The humanists had found many flaws

in the translation, and Luther asserted it to be full of errors.

But, with the injunction that hereafter it should be printed with
scrupulous care, the Vulgate was declared to be the authorita-

tive version. The great question of justification was then con?-

jidergd- Is man saved by faith alone, or is he saved by faith

and good works? Salvation by faith alone was the central
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thought of Protestantism. Around it had revolved the most

bitter animosities. Its acceptance by the council would have

rendered the entire sacramental system of the Church unneces-

sary. It would seem that a sincere effort was made by a con-

siderable number of the delegates to understand the Protestant

position and to deal with it justly. Yet so diametrically opposed

are the two positions, and so divergent are the two types of

piety, and the two modes of daily life that flow from them,

that the essential part of good works in the process of salvation,

although men were warned against relying exclusively upon
them, was proclaimed. When the necessity of works_Jiad thus_

been declared, the seven sacraments, the most_jmporiant __of_all

works
T
"were pronouncefTtn he final

,
enduring and indispensable.

The sacraments, with the exception of baptism in a time of

extremity, can be administered only by a duly ordained priest.

When, therefore, the indispensability of the sacraments was
enunciated the dependence of the laity upon the priesthood was
confirmed. Concurrently with these decisions were published

decrees that looked to the reformation of ecclesiastical abuses.

Preaching and the teaching of theology were regulated, resi-

dence in their respective districts was enjoined upon the

clergy, and the plurality of incompatible benefices was forbid-

den.

Several men stand out above the others in the discussions of

the council. Prominent among the leading debaters was Car-

dinal Gasparo Contarini^ whom we have already met as one of

those high-minded Catholics who wished to see a thorough-going

reformation carried on within the pale of the Church and who
desired a reconciliation between the great divisions that had

arisen in Christendom. At the council he was much more in-

terested in the reform of morals and discipline than in the dis-

putes over doctrine. Reginald J?.n1e» the English cardinal, was
another of the mediating reformers who hoped to see the coun-

cil result in the reunion and the reinvigoration of western Chris-

tendom. Cardinal Girolamo Seripando ,
general of the Augus-

tinians, in whom were combined the desirable features of human-
ism and Christianity, was the chief advocate of a compromise

doctrine of justification. In striking contrast to these concilia-

tory spokesmen was the bigoted Cardinal Qaxafia^ of whom we
have already seen something as a reforming bishop in Italy and

of whom we are to see still more as a reforming pope. He was
one of the most vigorous opponents of the attempt to effect a

compromise upon the doctrine of justification. By the reform-

ing energy of Cardinal Ximenes the Spanish prelates had been
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made the best bishops in Europe ; but they did not arrive at Trent c.g£P.

until the discussions we have just noted were concluded. They

were inflexibly orthodox, but they had a keen realization of the
1542 "47

corruption of the papal curia and the general immorality of the

clergy, and they were prepared to use the surgeon's knife in re-

moving the evils that afflicted the Church. Finally there should

be noted the two Jesuits, Salmeron and Lainez, who acted as

the Pope's theologians. Both of them were able men, and the

latter was extraordinarily eloquent. They had been enjoined by

Loyola to resist all innovation in doctrine, and so they combated

Seripando and his associates with all the skill and energy at their

command. They were permitted to preach during the council, a

privilege denied to the other delegates, and soon they ingratiated

themselves into the good will even of the Spanish bishops. So

unusual was their knowledge of the writings of the great fathers

of the Church and of the conclusions of the scholastic philosophy,

and so successful were they in presenting themselves as the advo-

cates of purity of doctrine, that they came to wield a prepon-

derating influence in the council.

Thus far, in the council, from the papal point of view, all

had gone well. No impairment of the power of the Papacy had The ses-

been made and the primary errors of Protestantism had been
J}°g,y£

condemned. But the hopes of the Emperor had been unfulfilled.

The questions of ecclesiastical reform had not been thoroughly

dealt with, and the prospect of reconciliation with the Protestants

seemed more remote than ever. Charles was meeting with suc-

cess in Germany, and it seemed to Paul that, when he had com-

pelled obedience there, he might go to Trent and insist upon

far-reaching reforms. The danger of such an occurrence would

not be so great were the council nearer Rome. So, in 1547, the

outbreak of a few cases of the plague at Trent was seized upon

as a pretext and the Council was removed to Bologna. It was

the interests of his Italian principality, and his personal power

as the Pope, rather than the unity of Christendom with which

Paul was chiefly concerned. But not all the delegates acquiesced

in the removal. Fourteen prelates remained to face the plague

and the consequences of the imperial dictation. Charles pro-

tested against the transference of the Council as being unneces-

sary and unlawful, and he announced his intention of regarding

its proceedings as invalid until it resumed its sittings at Trent.

The death of Paul brought upon the scene a new Pope, Julius

JTJ_ (T550-55). who, as the cardinal Del Monte, had been one

of the three legates at the council. Quite unexpectedly he yielded

to the Emperor's desire by sending the council back to Trent,
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chap. where, in_ 155L, it renewed its deliberations. Nothing had been

accomplished at Bologna.
1547-49 ^he second meeting of the Council of Trent was comparatively

The Re- insignificant. Henry II of France, who was about to begin war

sessions
w^^ ^e Emperor in Italy, objected to the choice of an imperial

»t Trent town as the meeting place of the council. He recalled the French

prelates who were there and forbade others to go. The small

attendance compelled an adjournment from May to September.

The new legate, Cardinal Cxfi.s^enzio, was a staunch supporter of

the Papacy. So the prospect of the reunion of western Christen-

dom seemed dimmer than ever. Yet owing to the Emperor's

constant pressure a number of Protestants, laymen who were the

delegates of some of the Protestant princes, appeared at the

council. The dogmas that had helped to bring about their sepa-

ration from Rome had already been defined, so it is not easy to

see what was to be expected of their participation. The wide
gulf that now separated the Protestants from the Catholics could

be only more clearly revealed. Still it was always the belief of

Charles that if only the leaders of the two divisions of Christen-

dom could be brought together in a deliberative assembly the

breach would be healed. Affairs in Germany, Italy, and Spain

might at any moment require the Emperor's presence. Charles

could not be everywhere at once. So he went to Innsbruck

where he could watch over the council. Thence he could march
without loss of time either into Italy or Spain, or could return

quickly to Germany. But no sooner had he left Germany than

Maurice of Saxony began to take advantage of his absence, and
before many months had gone by the traitorous prince was ad-

vancing with an army along the broad road to Innsbruck and to

Trent. The Pope and his legates had already become fearful

that the appearance of the Protestant deputies, and the presence

of the Emperor within an easy march of three days from Trent,

might induce bolder proceedings on the part of the council against

the papal authority. The advance of the Protestant prince in

1552, which compelled the Emperor to flee from Innsbruck, was
therefore a welcome reason for the suspension of the coun-

cil.

Although the Council was suspended for only two years an
entire decade was to go by before it met again. Many things

hindered its resumption. TVip war hpi-wppn tho Pr^t^ctant rvrir^pa

and the Emperor in Germany was pnd'pd in Tgg^>, it is true, by

the pearft-n f Pass^u. But the war jhptwppn rhp F.mperor ancLthf

-^-n. king of France still continued , and so Charles found it impossible
"*—— *o insist upon the summoning of the council at the expiration of
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the two years. Tialiu s_ was apparently desirous not to have the

counci l meet again. The riskto the papal power seemed too great.

When he died he was succeeded by Marre.llus II (1555), whose

life had been free from the shadow of reproach, who was genu- why the

inely devoted to the cause of reform, but who unfortunately

reigned only twenty-two days. Under the title of Paul IV
(1555-59) the relentless cardinal Caraffa now became Pope.

From the ardor with which he had carried on the work of re-

form in his Italian diocese it was to be expected that the ecclesi-

astical abuses would at once find in him a vigorous assailant.

But reform was delayed in order that what were deemed to be

the interests of the papal principality might be advanced. Paul

had long disliked the Spaniards. He regarded their power in

Italy as a menace to the papal state. So he wished to see them
weakened if not banished altogether from the peninsula. At his

request a French army entered Italy; but in 1557 a disaster to

the French arms at St. Quentin on the Flemish frontier com-
pelled its withdrawal and the Spanish power in the peninsula was
more firmly established than ever. Charles V had died. The
Empire had been divided. And it seemed clear that Philip II

could enter Italy through Naples far more easily and effectively

than could his father from over the Alps. There seemed nothing

to do, therefore, but to abandon the project of dislodging the

Spaniard from Italy. So, with all his impetuous energy and
implacable spirit, the disappointed pontiff turned to the work of

reform. He it was who gave the decisive impulse to the Catholic

Reformation in the second half of the sixteenth century. None
of his predecessors had so keenly perceived as he the abuses that

then prevailed in the Church. But of all the popes of the Tren-
tine period he was the only one who failed to convoke the council.

How is this to be reconciled with his undoubted desire to effect

reform? Public opinion was by no means unanimous in favor

of a resumption of the council. At its opening the council had
excited great hopes, but thus far its practical results were still

to seek. The peace of Augsburgjn 1 5,55 had guaranteed equality
between the Protestant and Catholic estates . All the fundamen-
tal Protestant dogmas had been definitely rejected by the council.

What hope, then, could there be for a reconciliation of the two
parties by means of a renewal of the conference? Paul believed

in neither the efficiency nor the opportuneness of the council, and
he was not without the fear of an infringement of the papal

power that had actuated his predecessors. Under the guidance
of the Holy Spirit, he asserted, he could carry out the task of

reformation unaided. The important thing was to remove the
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abuses one by one, and to see that what was ordered was put into

execution. He was essentially a man of action, impatient and

doubtful of protracted conciliar discussions. So, hostile alike

to liberalism within the Church and heresy without, he proceeded

to carry out his reforms by means of commissions of which he

appointed a considerable number. And although he was not

personally in favor of the council his work prepared the way
for its resumption and for whatever degree of success it attained.

The last sessions of the council were held in the pontificate of

PiusIV (1559-65), who was the antithesis of the austere and

passionate Paul. Hitherto it was Germany that had been mainly

interested in the council. But now France was involved in a

grave religious crisis, with which we are to deal when we come

to the religious wars in that country; and Ferdinand of Austria

and Philip of Spain both desired to see the relations of the

bishops to the Holy See definitely defined and regulated. But

kindly and conciliatory as was the new Pope he was nevertheless

determined to abate no jot of the papal prerogative; and the

question of the relation of the bishops to the Pope was one in

which the power of the pontiff was directly involved. The
council, however, was resumed, and Pius displayed great skill in

the difficult position. Genial and tenacious at the same time,

he managed, while appearing to conciliate, to keep the decision

of every question in his own hands. So the council began its

final labors. All hope of reuniting the Protestants with the

Church had long vanished. The concern of thej^mcil_was
therefore_Hmited to the contracted circle of the Catholic coun-

tries. The Pope appointed five legates chief of whom was Cardi-

naTErcole di Gonzaga. But the work of the council did not get

under way without serious disputes. Was the council now assem-

bled a continuation of the old one, or was it a new one summoned
for the first time? If it were merely a continuation the legates,

of course, would have the sole right to submit matters for dis-

cussion, no important measure could be passed without the Pope's

approval, and thus the papal party would be in its former im-

pregnable position. The French and German ambassadors had

been instructed by their respective governments to propose a

number of measures looking to reform. They_cksired to-have

the mac; S SpiH in tlip vfM-rmriila r, to have the service books re-

vised, to have the wine as well as the wafer given to the laity

in the sacrament of communioji^4o-^trolisKlhe compulsory celib-

acy of the clergy, to reform the curia, to enforce the residence

of ecclesiastics in their districts, to abolish the papal prerogative

of granting dispensations and exemptions from the laws of the
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Church, and to limit the power of excommunication. It did not <g£*

seem likely that many of these questions would be submitted to

the council for discussion were the sole right to propose the sub-

jects to be debated left once more in the hands of the legates.

So lively were the debates as to whether the council was a new

one or merely a resumption of the former one that the assembly

was in danger of dissolution. At last it was decided that the

council was a continuation of the preceding one. So under the

old conditions the council went to work. Soon the papal and

the episcopal parties clashed. The episcopal party, whose most

important members were the Spanish prelates, asserted that the

authority of the bishops is not derived from the Pope but has

a direct origin from Christ. Thus they struck at the very founda-

tion of the established hierarchical system. Their success would

have changed the character of the government of the Church com-

pletely. The matter was bitterly disputed for about ten months.

Vigorous, too, were the debates over the question of the chalice.

Should the wine as well as the bread be given to the laity in the

communion? Italy and Spain opposed the concession, while

France and Germany favored it. The Pope was not averse to

the innovation'; and the only serious argument against it was

that it might create a lack of uniformity in the ritual of the

mass. The legates seldom made use of their sole right to initiate

measures for discussion. Consequently other measures in the

German and French projects of reform, that have been outlined

in the list of topics which the ambassadors from those countries

had been instructed to present, were debated. These radical

changes, however, were all abhorrent to the Spaniards who, al-

though they were eager for reform in discipline, were exceedingly

orthodox in all matters that related to ceremony and dogma. So

there was little hope of their adoption. More than anv others it

was the JfSlTTtfiwJ™ Hrt-prrnin/>Hj;hft decisions nf the connci]^ It

is true that ffuforder itself had no direct voice in the assembly.

But the brilliant and oftentimes eloquent discussions of Lainez

and Salmeron had an enormous influence and were a striking

demonstration of the new force that had arisen in the world.

They displayed all that skill in the conduct of public affairs for

which their order became so celebrated. Powerful, too, but in a

different fashion, was the Cardinal Carlo Borromeo, nephew of

the Pope, of whose works as a reformer we are to see something

in our next chapter. Irreproachable in his personal life, saintly

in character, unremitting in the performance of his priestly

duties, generous to the poor and devoted to the afflicted, he was

the living embodiment of all the virtues of the Catholic Reforma-
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tion. Of great importance in the practical conduct of affairs

was Cardinal Giovanni Morone, who, as we have seen, was one
of the mediating reformers, and who, upon the death of one of

the original appointees, was made a legate at the council. His
skilful diplomacy was largely responsible for the victory of the

curial party. In April 1563 he journeyed to Innsbruck to pro-

pitiate the Emperor Ferdinand who had been offended by the

defeat of his project of reform. So skilfully was this delicate

negotiation contrived that the imperial ambassadors were in-

structed to keep on good terms with the legates. After that the

difficulty experienced by the papal party in managing the council

was greatly lessened. The accomplished cardinal displayed equal

diplomatic skill in conciliating many of the individual prelates

who were hostile to the particular interests of the Papacy. " To
him," says Von Ranke, " more than to any other man is the

Catholic Church indebted for the peaceful termination of the

council."

The political difficulties being thus greatly lessened it became
possible to reach conclusions upon the theological and ecclesi-

astical questions that were acceptable to the Papacy. Although
the difference is not always apparent upon the surface the con-

clusions of the, council n^y be divided into two dagggg ? (^X-Jhe
canons, which relate to dopma. and (2) the decrees,

w

hich relate

to discipline. In the space at our disposal it is possible for us*

Canons
and De-
crees of

the Coun-
cil

to give only a brief analysis of the principal Tridentine promul-

gations. With regard to the matter of indulgences that had
started the Lutheran schism it was decided to abolish the prac-

tice of selling them for money ; and, for a time, the granting of

them for other considerations was restricted. The belief in

purgatory was confirmed, the adoration of the saints was sanc-

tioned, and the use of images and relics commended. The exist-

ence of the seven^sacraments, baptism, penance, communion, con-.

firrnation, matrimony^ holy orders^ and extreme unction, was
affirmed. Each sacrament it was declared, instituted^By Christ,

confers a special grace. Only with faith in Christ and with
those sacraments that the ordinary layman receives is it possible

for man to be saved. Faith alone is not sufficient. The adminis-

tration of the sacraments was regulated by definite ordinances.

The bitter dispute regarding the relations of the episcopate to

the Papacy was at last ended by the affirmation of the supremacy
of the Pope. All the bishops solemnly swore to obey the de-

cisions of the council and to subject themselves absolutely to the

papal direction ; and strict performance of their duties, especially

that of the supervision of the subordinate clergy in their respec-
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tive dioceses, was enjoined upon them. One of the most impor-

tant ordinances was that whirh_provided for the establishment in

every diocesec^ a ^seminary in which hoys_ were to be trained fo r

the priesthood Thus was provision made for an improvement in

the character and ability of the clergy. Decrees we.re jssuedlook-

ing to the elimination of abu^egjn the performance oTiharrreiges^

In order to avoid clari^esttne marriages it was prescribed TTTat the-

sacrament should not be ministered until the banns had thrice

been published in the church and unless three witnesses, one of

whom was the parish priest (or another priest whom he had
authorized to represent him) of one of the two contracting

parties. With re^artfctgjlie clergy the council declined to abolish

the requirement of^celibacy.. Reformatory decrees relating to a

number of ecclesiastical atfuses, especially to that of plurality of

benefices, were issued. The distinction between the canons, that

relate to dogma, and the decrees, that relate to discipline, should

be kept clearly in mind. The canons immediately upon their

promulgation bv the Pope became binding upon every member ofL

the .church

—

Whosoever declined to accept any one of them be-

came ipso facto excommunicate. But discipline is a matter that

varies fromjjme to time and from place to place . Whosoever
declined to accept the decrees might be rash and even rebellious,

but he did not thereby become a heretic. With this distinction

in mind we shall the better understand the attitude of certain

Catholic countries in declining to accept the decrees of the coun-

cil. The decrees by no means dealt with all the ecclesiastical

abuses of the time. No reform of the curia, for instance, with
its preoccupation with political and financial affairs was attempted.

And the canons, far from relating to all the dogmas of the

Church, dealt only with those that had been called into question

by the schismatics of the century.

On December 4, 1563, the prelates, many of them deeply af-

fected by emotion, met lor the last time. On that day the council

was dissolved. Having eradicated many of the tares sown by Dissoiu

her worldly ecclesiastics and defined her disputed doctrines the
*f°°h9

penitent and militant Church faced the world frankly and ex- council

plicitly with not a little of her old serenity and assurance. The
line of demarcation between_Caiholicism and Protestantism "had
been sharply drawn . The Church had driven Protestantism from
her fold with anathema. She had thrown compromise to the
winds and chosen instead to meet her foes in combat. Her forces

were concentrated under a single direction while those of the
enemy were divided. It was not an unmixed gain, however, that

the Church had reaped from the deliberations at Trent. She had
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<^ap- been rendered less Catholic and mofe^Italian in character. Her
practice had become reformed but her dogma had become more

1563-67
rigid. Less involved in the things of secular life she was also

less able, because of the dynamic character of life and the static

character of her doctrine, to deal with life itself.

The bull Benedictus Pens, issued on January 06, 1564, con-

firmed the proceedings of the~coun ^i1 a"^ ermriaated the sole

The coun- right of the Pope to interpret its canons and decrees. The de-

cisions of the council were printed in order that copies might

be sent to all the bishops of the Church. And on August 2, 1564,

the Pope signed a bull appointing a special congregation, to con-

sist of eight cardinals, to direct the carrying out of the Triden-

tine decisions. The council had left to the Pope the execution

of a number of measures which because of a lack of time, it had

found itself unable to perform. Among these were the revision

of the breviary (the book of prayers that every ecclesiastic in

major orders is bound to read each day) and the missal (the

book containing the ritual of the mass), the compilation of a

catalogue of forbidden books, and the completion of the new
catechism which the council had left in an unfinished state. Re-

vised editions of the breviary and missal were published and also

a new edition of the canon law. More than a century before

this time measures had been taken for the suppression of

heretical books; and in i^q the first papal Index of prohibited

books had been published . But this was deemed inadequately

theT^MerrtmTas^mblyand so in 1564 a new one was issued. A
great need had been felt of a satisfactory manual for the instruc-

tion of the laity in the essential articles of the Catholic creed. It

was to fill this want that the Emperor Ferdinand requested his

confessor, Peter Canisius, to prepare a Catechism. This task

the Jesuit father completed. It served to help the Catholic laity

to entrench themselves behind the authority^ of the great fathers

of the Church. But the catechism of Canisius did not appear to

the prelates at Trent to be completely satisfactory. So a new
one was undertaken ; and in 1566, after several papal commissions

had worked at the task, it was published under the title of The .

Roman Catechism. It is a summary of the chief doctrines of

the ChurcrT designed for the use of the clergy in their own
theological education but chiefly for their aid in giving theological

instruction to the laity. Still another sequel of the Council of

Trent was the use and extension of the bull In ccena_JJj»mnL

(1364-1586) which, unlike other bulls, is not the work of a

single pope. It excommunicated heretics, and was read each year

on the last Thursday in Lent, the day preceding the anniversary
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plained about it, because, in explicit terms, it asserted the su-

premacy of the Papacy over the civil authorities ; but Pius V in

1567 made it more severe than ever. Finally, however, in 1770,

owing to the opposition of both Catholic and Protestant rulers,

Clement XIV discontinued its publication.

The militant spirit of the Church had brought victory to her

banners in the great struggles of the bygone centuries. That

spirit was now revived. The onslaught upon Pgote^tajjtism was,

about to begin. Among the instruments and forces withwHich
JJ5*5^

the Church assailed the schismatics_the-«KJSt important were the ity „f the

InquisjtiojirffieTes^

reforming popes. As one of these instruments the Council has

sometimes been over-estimated. Althou^jjtjs^claimed that the

assembly represented the universal church,~there were present

in the final sessions one hundred and_eighty-seven Italian prelates,

whereas onlyeighty-one represented all the rest of Christendom

And, amonglne forces at the command of the ChurcrTin the"

struggle for her lost possessions, the Council was essentially de-

fensive, while the otljers were essentially offensive. Viewed

from the standpoint of the Papacy the work, of the Council was.

a ppppg^ry part of the general strategy. But defense, in itself

is seldomjmfficient to win victory even in religious warfare. In

conclusjorTh^majyjpesaid that the fact that the history of the

Council isjhe history~of~ Europe forjalmost a quarter of a ceju.

tury Vm^_J?fpn g^arrp]y__ indicated . Many of the political and

religious currents that agitated its meetings have not been no:

ticed. But having seen something of the main outlines of its

proceedings we must now devote our attention to the work of the

reforming popes and to the activity of the Jesuits in the second

half of the century.
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THE effect of Protestant aggression was to result in an

equally violent outbreak of Catholic zeal. The popes

abandoned the encouragement of the fine arts and discarded their

temporal policy, which in the years gone by had continually in-

volved not only Italy but the greater part of Europe in confusion,

in order to devote their energies to far sterner duties. Ancient

pollutions were to be washed away, heretical lapses to be pun-

ished, and, if possible, the vast secession beyond the Alps to be

met and overcome. All this was not easy of accomplishment.

Even the conduct of affairs with the Catholic powers, France

and Spain, presented the most delicate and difficult tasks. Slit

the popes had one great advantage over their schismatic op-

ponents.. Each in his turn was the sole commander of all the

forces at his disposal, while those of the enemy were always scat-

tered and oftentimes antagonistic to each other.

P>jusj£ (1565-72) was ^ell-fitted to begin the Catholic carrir-.

paign. He was an Italian of lowly birth who had entered a

Dominican convent when he was but fourteen years of age. The
revived Inquisition had now been at work in Italy for almost a

quarter of a century. Somewhat ineffective at first it had be-

come an exceedingly vigorous institution. And Pius, as Cardinal

Michele Ghislieri, had demonstrated himself to be an effective

administrator as the inquisitor-general at Rome. It was well-

known, too, that his personal life was free from all reproach of

insincerity and immorality. These things it was, executive abil-

ity and austerity of character, that, upon the death of Pius IV,

pointed him out as the man for the hour. " I was determined to

consider nothing so much as religion and purity of faith," said

Cardinal Borromeo, who had much to do with the election of

the new pope. " I was well acquainted with the piety, the irre-

444
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proachable life, and the devout spirit of the cardinal of Ales- £5££
sandria. I thought no other could more fitly administer the

Christian commonwealth, and so I used my best efforts in his 1565'72

favor." When the triple crown had been placed upon his head

Pius did not abandon his ascetic practices. " Under his gorgeous

vestments," says Macaulay, " he wore day and night the hair

shirt of a simple friar, walked barefoot in the streets at the head

of processions, found, even in the midst of his most pressing

avocations, time for private prayer, often regretted that the public

duties of his station were unfavorable to the growth of holiness,

and edified his flock by innumerable instances of humility, char-

ity, and forgiveness of personal injuries, while, at the same time,

he upheld the authority of his see, and the unadulterated doc-

trines of his Church, with all the stubbornness and vehemence

of Hildebrand." When borne aloft in the sedia in triumphal

procession he was still the unassuming friar ; and often tears were
seen to stream from his eyes as, lost in silent ecstasy, he bowed
his head before the Host exposed upon the lighted altar. Little

wonder that in a few decades after his death he was canonized.

To few popes does Catholicism owe more than to St. Piuft, Ruth-

less in his persecution of heresy he was also relentless in his

punishment of immorality. Three tasks confronted the Papacy

at this time— the carrying__out o f the Tridentine derm^i, the

war against JPrnfestantism . and t.he_repulse o£_th£ Turks. The
first two especially claimed the attention of Pius. The new pope

made extensive use of the Jesuits in the execution of his plans.

With great precision and punctuality they fulfilled his orders

;

and before long they had displaced all others as the diplomatic

agents of the Papacy.

No obstacle, on the part of the Catholics, had been encountered The

by the canons of the Council of Trent. But the reformatory Achieve.

. n . t-,. T , T . ments at

enactments came into conflict with other interests. Pius IV had pius

requested every Catholic prince to give to the decrees the validity

of secular law. Such a request was not so radical a demand as

it would be if it were made to-day. Little distinction was then

made between ecclesiastical and secular affairs. The principal

Italian states and Poland and Portugal had acceded to the re-

quest without reservation. In Germany, though they never ob-

tained imperial recognition, they had found acceptance at the

hands of the Catholic princes. In Spain they had been published

by Philip II with the reservation that they were not to impinge

upon the prerogatives of the crown. Their publication in the

Netherlands, as we shall see when we come to the revolt of those

countries, met with such vigorous opposition that the reservation
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was made that they were not to impair any of the privileges

enjoyed by the provinces. The rWrppg mpf; with \vur\i opposi-

tionin. France. The religious wars were just beginning in that

country and Catherine de' Medici was reluctant to offend the

loyalists, who were opposed to any diminution of the Gallican

liberties, or the Huguenots, who, of course, were opposed to the

decrees in general. So she promised to carry out certain of the

provisions without publishing them in their entirety. Practically

the decrees became effective in every Catholic country before

the third quarter of the century had been reached. The reforma-
tion of the Church then began in earnest. Pius V proceeded with
great zeal to eliminate the remaining abuses. All future alien-

ation of Church property was forbidden under whatever title

or with whatever pretext. Dispensations from the operation of

ecclesiastical laws and regulations were reduced to the minimum.
Tndnlgencesjye.re regarded with disfavor ; at least their issuance

was judged to be inexpedient for the time being, and some of those

already proclaimed were partially recalled. The deposition was
declared of all bishops who should fail to reside in their dioceses

;

and heavy penalties were announced for all priests who should
fail to remain in their parishes or to see that the services of the

Church were duly performed. And so strict were the rules for

the regulation of monastic orders that on the part of the mem-
bers loud complaint arose. Kind and gentle to all whose Catholi-

cism was unquestioned, Pius was pitiless in his persecution of

those suspected of heresy. Born under the shadow of the Inqui-

sition, and early imbued with its principles, he greatly stimulated

its activity. Cases of heresy of long standing, as well as those

of the day, were hunted down and rooted out with sanguinary

eagerness and inexhaustible zeal. So devoted was the Pope to

the reformation of immorality, the neglect of duty, and the extir-

pation of dissent, that in return for assistance rendered him in

these enterprises, he made Cosimo de' Medici, a great ruler but

a most immoral man, grand duke of Tuscany.

Any account of the work of the Catholic Reformation that

failed to notice the work of Carlo Bjirionieoj^ 1538-84) would be
incomplete. True it is that created cardinal and appointed to

the important archiepiscopate of Milan, when only twenty-two

years of age, by the nepotism of his uncle, the reigning pontiff,

he lived in Rome until the severity of Pius V compelled him to

reside in his diocese. But no one can fail to admit, from the

Catholic point of view, the holiness of his character. His work
in the Council of Trent we have already briefly noticed ; and we
have seen that he had much to do with the election that placed
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Pius V upon the papal throne. When he went to live at Milan chap.

he devoted himself with incessant industry and passionate energy

to the reformation of his diocese. He did not scruple to use the 156 °-85

severest penalties to extinguish heresy. And he was equally de-

termined to eliminate immorality from the lives of both clergy

and laity in his district. He was constantly traveling up and

down his diocese in every direction. Even the most remote vil-

lages in high and lonely valleys were visited by him in person.

When the plague raged in Milan he directed the care of the

afflicted and the burial of the dead at the utmost peril of his life.

He lies buried, dressed in pontifical robes, in the crypt of the

great cathedral at Milan from which he had banished all the

gorgeous tombs, the banners, and the other paraphernalia of

ostentatious display.

Gregory XTTT
{
im-Rc.} had been a man of rather easy-going

disposition ; immoral, while still a layman, though not dissolute, TheWork-

and always lively and cheerful as a priest. Yet even a man who °^yC

T
g
ir

had no touch of austerity in his make-up was unable to resist the

powerful and pitiless reforming tendency of the time. His own
life became not only irreproachable but even worthy of imita-

tion. It was in his pontificate that the Jesuits attained their

greatest influence_ in the affairs of trip n-mrr-h He was par-

ticularly interested in providing for a better system of religious

education, and it is doubtful if there was a single Jesuit school

in the world to the support of which he did not contribute. In

the ^pminaxy n ^ a||^N^iiojis_Jh^tJi£-helped the Jesuits to build

at Rome separate rooms were provided for three hundred and

sixty students and instruction was given in every leading Euro-

peanjanguage. He assisted the German_Cn^ pgp th^t was already

established in the papal capital ; and, in the same city, founded_
one for the Greeks and another for the English. No less than

twenty-two Tesuit colleges owed thejr_oxigin to his interest and
liberality. Gregory was most fertile in expedients for the ex-

tinction ""of the Protestants. He lent aid to Philip II in the

Netherlands, to the Catholic League in France, which he had
helped to found, and in Ireland he encouraged several insurrec-

tions against Elizabeth. And, finally, it was largely due to his

exertions that the Invincible Armada set sail for England. The
reform of the calendar is another instance of the assiduous care

with which he looked after the interests of the Church. The
Julian calendar, adopted by Julius Czesar and subsequently

amended, was in use at that time. It made each calendar year

longer by eleven minutes and fourteen seconds than the true

solar year. This error amounted to a day in every one hundred
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anc* twenty-eight years. By decrees of several of the councils

certain of the festivals of the Church had been definitely related
1572-85 t0 particular seasons of the year. These relations had been dis-

placed by the operation of the defective calendar. The reforma-

tion of the calendar had thus been made imperatively necessary.

An Italian bishop, Luigi Lilio, proposed a method of amendment.
All the important universities reported favorably upon the plan

which was then submitted to a minute examination by a special

commission appointed for the purpose. The most-actjye director

of the entire proceedings was the scholarly Cardinal Sirleto.

Finally the new calendar was proclaimed in a bull, which Gregory-

issued on February 13, 1582, with great solemnity. No Protes-

tant country adopted it at once ; England and her colonies con-

formed to it in 1753 ; and Sweden did so still later. Russia and
the other States of Greek Christendom are the only Christian

countries that still decline to accept it. The Gregorian calendar

is not perfect. It exceeds the true solar year by twenty-six

seconds, an error that amounts to a day in three thousand three

hundred and twenty-three years. Not the least of Gregory's

services was the encouragement he gave to the work of Philip

Neri (1515-95), the beloved saint of
%
cheerful temper, playful

irony, shrewd mother wit, unfailing courtesy and kindly heart,

whose devotion to the sick and the poor won for him the title of

J.1 Apostle of Rome.

^JJ— Owing to the absence in Spain of many members of the fully

The Activ- professed there was an interregnum of two years in the general-

jJsuits*

16 smP °f the Jesmt;s when Loyola died. In this situation Lainez
under was made vicar-general of the order. He was, as we have seen,

a man of dialectic skill and oratorical power. It was not long

before he proved himself to be a politician of most unusual versa-

tility and adaptability. In 1558 he became the second general of

the order. At the Council of Trent he had successfully exerted

his skill and power in behalf of the papal supremacy. His
vision of the activities of the society extended far beyond that of

the founder; and because of the fact that he directed its energies

into additional fields he may be regarded as the actual founder

of the Order as it came to be. Under him the far-reaching

powers of the General were increased still further, the alliance

with the Papacy became still more intimate, and the close relation

of the order to the cabinets of the various Catholic countries be-

came established. The entrance of the Jesuits into France met
with opposition at first. Their Spanish origin did not count in

their favor in that country. The colleges, particularly the Sor-

bonne, were bitterly jealous of them. But in the Colloquy of
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Poissy, in 1561, in which Lainez took a leading part, they were %hap.

given legal recognition. Three years later they were allowed to

teach in France. They possessed a remarkable preacher in Ed- 3556*6f

mond Augier, who won the admiration even of Huguenots ; and

in Maldonat they produced a teacher whose biblical expositions

attracted multitudes of the youth of the land and held them spell-

bound. From Lyons and Pjms^jyJi&ceJihey first made themselves

secure, they sprê d_all oyer the country and_ evefywhere^jtrHngfri-

ened the spirit or-r>oaQsltToirTo^nTe~HliguenotsT Into theNether-

lands, also, the Jesuits penetrated, their first center being the

college of Douai. By 1562 they had established themselves at

Antwerp, Brussels and Lille, and they had secured control of the

University of Louvain. It w^ in Ormany that_Câ olicism had

suffered its_fjist great losses . In 1551 Le Jay and twelve ot trie

Jesuits arrived in Vienna, where, before long, they secured con-

trol of the university. Five years later the Jesuits were also

dominant in the universities of Cologne and Ingolstadt. From
these three great centers they began to spread all over the Em-
pire. This was the first successful counter -movement against

Protestantism in Germany. In their schools and colleges the

Tesuits did not neglect secular instruction, but their chie.f energies,

were devoted to theology.. They held public disputations that

were~D*rilliant and dignified. In accordance with the instructions

of Lainez they gave their best teachers to the youth of the land.

It was the general opinion that young people learned more in six

months from them than they did in two years from other teachers.

So Protestants sent their children to the Jesuit schools. Special

schools were established for the poor. Thus was the great Revo-

lution outflanked in its own fastnesses and its conquests not only

stopped but actually diminished. When Loyola died thirteen

Jesuit provinces had been established and more than one hundred

colleges and houses. In this growth Lainez had borne an im-

portant part. When he died in 1565 he left behind him eighteen

provinces, one hundred and thirty colleges, and 3,500 members.

The third general of the order, Francisco de BorgiaJ 1 565-72 )

,

was a Spanish nobleman who had been made viceroy of Cata- TheJesu

Ionia, and who, upon the death, of his father, had become duke DeBorgta
of Gandia. Inclined in his early years toward a monastic life

his tendency in that direction was increased by the solemn funeral

of the wife of Charles V, the Empress Isabella. After the death

of his own wife he entered the Jesuit order. Because of his

temperamental predilection to melancholy he was less of an initi-

ator than his two predecessors in the generalate, but he carried

out their plans and the suggestions of his associates with decision
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and vigor. He contributed much to the v^V qf pprfrrtin"- the

organization of t.h,p *nripty_ and ro ^rnm was due, ^ g firrn p
fi
ta^

lishment in Spain ; but it cannot rightly be said that he shares

with Loyola and Lainez the title of being one of the founders of

the order. His chief interest lay, very wisely, in the work of

teaching, and he was responsible in no slight degree for the

foundation of that system of education that was to be " pregnant

with results of almost matchless importance."

Everard Mercurian (1573-80) was a Fleming whom Gregory
XIII compelled the Jesuits to accept as their fourth general.

He was a weak and irresolute man who resigned the direction

of the society into other hands. Trouble broke out in the Eng-
lish college at Rome, due, it was alleged, to the fact that the

Jesuit instructors induced the most promising students to become
members of their society and thereby diverted them from their

intended missionary activity in the British Isles. After much
debate it was decided to send "Rnhprfr Parsnns (1546-1610) and
Edmund Campion (1540-81) to England . Strictly enjoined to

keep themselves aloof from political affairs they started upon
their perilous undertaking and entered England by different

routes and in disguise. The romantic and thrilling story of the

mission must be passed over very briefly. Parsons, a former
fellow of Oxford, was energetic and ingenious, a skilful in-

triguer, an exceptionally able writer, an unsurpassed contro-

versialist, and he possessed a winning power of conversation.

The saintly Campion had a most attractive personality and he

was a disputant of extraordinary power and an eloquent preacher.

Other priests took part in the English mission. Many wavering
Catholics were instilled with new zeal for their old faith and
even Protestants were won over. Campion with several other

priests, after being cruelly tortured, was put to death at Tyburn.

But Parsons escaped into Normandy. After that the mission

became involved in politics. It did much to encourage the cause

of Mary Queen of Scots against Elizabeth and to promote the

Spanish invasion of England. At Mercurian's death the Society

numbered 5,000 members.
In the person of Claudio Acquaviva (iq8i-i6ip, son of a

Neapolitan noble, it was no man of indecision who succeeded to

the control of the Jesuits. Only thirty-eight years of age, he

was the youngest general that had yet been elected. He was
the first general, too, who was not a Spanish subject. Quiet

and unostentatious, even humble in his outward aspect, he was
nevertheless a man of indomitable will, unswerving purpose and

undaunted courage, one of the ablest legislators and most effec-
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tive administrators of his age. With a hand of steel in a «™
velvet glove he crushed a most threatening outbreak of insubordi-

3£

.—
ig

nation in the society in Spain. Acquaviva was also practically

the author of the Ratio Studiorum, for to his initiative and

supervision was due the conception and execution of this authori-

tative embodiment of the educational system of the Jesuits

Published in 1599 it is still the obligatory guide of the method

and spirit of study, though not necessarily of the matter, in the

Jesuit colleges. It provides for three college classes, the

suprema grammatical, the humanitas, and the rhetonca et phi-

losophia, the first two of which were each designed to be com-

pleted in a single year and the other in the same or a longer

space of time. They presupposed a preparation that corresponds

in a large degree to that given in a modern Latin high school.

Their scope is indicated by their titles. Thejhr.ee c l asses in-
,

cluded_ffillM£ralstufctha^

—

ethnographic'aT~cntic!r75Q
r^^ requisite for jgg.

proper un'derstanjing^Lthj^^
curriculum^The various authors were selected with the view

of furthering the purposes of the different classes. The twenty-

five hours each week that constituted the class work of the

Jesuit colleges were practically devoted exclusively to the study

of works in the Greek and Latin tongues ; but at that time the

classical languages and literatures and the medieval theological

works written in those tongues were almost the only instruments

of college education. The animating spirit of the Raho is well

expressed by the saying of Loyola—"Let us all think in the

same way, let us all if possible speak in the same manner.

The exercise of individu^thoughtjvasjliscouraged. T.r^chtion_^

ratheXtfianJpe^ At best it was the cus-

todian^inpToFold truth r^the7 than the search for new truth

with which the system was concerned. The generalate of Acqua-

viva substantially .corresponded with the floodtide of the militant

movement of Catholicism that was so largely the work of the

Jesuits; and it witnessed the acme of the Order. Recent and

rapid as had been the rise of the society it had nevertheless

become established in every Catholic country and inaugurated

missions in Protestant lands and in the remotest parts of the

known world. It had made itself the most formidable force in

the ecclesiastical affairs of the time. In its colleges many of

the leading rulers, statesmen, and military commanders of the

next generation were being educated. Never before or since

has the society been able to boast so large a group of notable

members. It was also at this time that, despite the official de-
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chap. cree f its general congregation, the political activity of the

Jesuits began to overshadow its spiritual work and the unde-
1581-1615

s iraDie reputation in which it came to be held began to grow
apace. But these things were as yet only in their incipient

stages, and they were delayed by the well considered measures
of Acquaviva whose election came to be regarded as an inspira-

tion. At his death the Society boasted 13,112 members in thirty-

two provinces.

It has been the vogue to see but little virtue in the activity

of the Jesuits, to attribute it to nothing nobler than self-ag-

grandizement. But such was not the case. Many of the early

Jesuits possessed admirable qualities and rendered to civilization

services that were not unimportant. And the society was actu-

ated by something more than a vast passion for power. In
thought and deed it was not untouched by a passion, as its mem-
bers understood it, fnr the service of God . It was such a pas-

sion that prevailed in their hearts when they submitted to the

ordeal of the Spiritual Exercises, and it was such a passion that

thrilled them when, like Campion, they suffered martyrdom or,

like Francis Xavier, they went to the ends of the earth to do
what seemed to them the bidding of heaven. The unpaxalleled
patience , the abject self-effacement, and the readyvrillingness

to suffer every hardship and undergo the ultimate penalty of

death are not to be found among a body of men actuated only

by the spirit of intrigue and self-seeking, displaying in their

daily lives no moral virtue, and cherishing in their hearts no
high enthusiasm.

Something of the revived Inquisition in Italy and of the re-

Theinqui- cently established Inquisition in Spain we have seen in our
Bition history of the Protestant ideas in those peninsulas. We must

stop here to notice the activity of that instrument for the pun-
ishment of heresy not only in those southern lands, but also

in countries north of the Alps and the Pyrenees. The Inquisi-

tion continued to operate in the various Italian principalities.

In Venice it was under the control of the civil authority. In
Sicily the Spanish Inquisition in spite of popular disaffection

caused by the arbitrary acts of the officials in their desire of
enrichment, pursued its deadly work at first chiefly in the pun-
ishment of Judaism but increasingly in persecution of Protes-

tantism ; and so obviously unjust were its proceedings that it

was in frequent and serious conflict with both the civil and
episcopal authorities. So great was the popular opposition in

Naples that it was found impossible to introduce the Spanish
Inquisition there. And it was not until the opening of the
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second half of the sixteenth century, and then only in a partial §in
and surreptitious manner, that the Roman Inquisition succeeded

in snpplgntjng_ thp rnfdigy?ljine- In Milan, which had become 1564 "1600

a part of the Spanish possessions in 1529, the papal Inquisition

proved unsatisfactory to Philip II, but popular resistance was

so pronounced that he found himself compelled to abandon the

project of establishing a Spanish tribunal. Under the zealous

Cardinal Borromeo the Roman tribunal became more active than

it had been ; and " it may be questioned," says Lea, " whether

the Milanese gained much in escaping the Spanish Inquisition."

In the Netherlands the Inquisition was even more, completely

under ^hp_rrivtm\ pf the government than it was in Spain .

Charles V was thoroughly convinced that heresy was due very

largely to the immorality of the clergy ; and he was determined

not to put the remedy into the hands of those who were responsi-

ble for the disease; and he was, moreover, convinced that it

would be impolitic to Increase the power of the clergy by turn-

ing over to them the function of examination and the wealth of

confiscation. The Inquisition was carried into the Spanish colo-

nies soon after their conquest; and even a traveling tribunal

of the galleys, ".of fleets and armies," was established. The
Portuguese planted the Inquisition in the East Indies where the

tribunal at Goa had jurisdiction over all the Portuguese pos-

sessions beyond the Cape of Good Hope. In France the Inqui-

sition had been supplanted in the_prosecution _oT~lapses trom "

orthodoxy by the Parlement of Paris and the University of

Paris.

The Index of 1564 remained the standard index, with regard Theinde*

both to rules of censorship and the inclusiveness of its lists,

until the thorough revision which in 1897 Leo XIII caused to

be made It was modified, however, from time to time and other

books were included in its proscription. The use of the print-

ing press had opened up a channel of influence of the greatest

importance. Public education was beginning to pass from ec-

clesiastical to secular hands and to widen very greatly in its

range. Words had been given wings and the " flying leaves
"

carried heterodox ideas into the remotest places of every land.

It was necessary, so the Church thought, to protect the faithful

against the baleful flood of heresy. It was Jier unmistakable

duty to proscribe all books, tainted with^ heresy and wherever
possible to burn them . Pius V had created a_Conpregation of

the Index which became a permanent institution . Acting under

the ten rules that had been formulated by the Council of Trent

for the condemnation of books the Congregation proceeded from
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time to time to add other publications to the list. The Index

became even more arbitrary in the distinction it made between

books that were permitted and books that were banned. The
aim of the censorship became most comprehensive. It under-

took to pass a final opinion upon all publications. The task

was beyond accomplishment. But the attempt was made and
as a result the Index has many omissions, is full of curious

inclusions, and is characterized by other anomalies. The Index

was a powerful weapon in the arsenal of militant Catholicism

;

but it is far easier to suppress a book than to put an end to the

vital thought that informs it. Thought is too subtle and too

contagious to meet extinction by any such piece of apparatus.

Aside from the instruments employed by the Church and her

own inherent power thene was much in the general conditions

of the time, as we have seen, to help to "make successful the

militant activity of Catholicism. 'The failure of th e uprisings

of peasant-a4j4jburgher'liad dissevered jhe_sooaT^irojn-4he--re4i-
gious ^ revolution. ^ Luther had pro\jq

r
^to be_a__more staunch

up~hoider of^tHe power of the secular"rujefs and a gceater„adyo-

cate of the discipJ^rie__of_jmque^Uoriirig_ obedience thaiL ever jiad

been the_ ancestral ChurchTjTSo in their^mi^ery multitudes, of

the poorand oppressed turned away from i r̂otesTantism with

the bitterness of frn^ateri~nop~^ifTtheir hearTsTtpTlTe^stniggle

of the peasants ajid towirfolkJ[or_bett£r and more equitable-con-

ditions of daily life had its effect also upon the men jwho bore

the responsibility^ of secular government. Such men fell into

two classes, those who had appropriated ecclesiastical property

and those who had not. The former had thrown in their lot

with Protestantism. The latter, who had remained Catholic,

were influenced by the social outbreak to resist religious innova-

tion and to proceed to crush it where it had gained a footing.

For they regarded the social revolution not as being caused by
rational reasons, to be met by the granting of reasonable re-

quests, but as being a supernatural message, a warning, an ap-

peal. It was a protest from heaven .against the ecclesiastical

revolution. The answer to this protest on the part of the Cath-

olic princes was the lending of their aid to the militant move-
ment of Catholicism. This was only one of the many things

that, appealing to men's superstitions, made the conditions of

the time favorable to that movement. The dread of the en-

croaching Turk, the awe of the comet, and the fear of the

machinations of the devil through the medium of the witches, as

we have seen, all frightened men out of a quiet, sane, and
rational attitude of tnought. It is widely recognized that war
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reduces man to the level of the brute. Much more is this de- %,hap.

plorable effect true of violence that transcends human conflict.

When the supposed super-human forces of good and evil are 1564 "1600

engaged in a seemingly visible conflict in which men are merely
pawns people fall into a panic_of terror and clutch at the nearest

things to them which they believe to be stable and enduring.

This is the key of that element of reaction, outside Catholicism

even more than inside it, that made the general situation of the

time so favorable to the resurgent militancy of the Mother
Church.
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THE SPANISH SUPREMACY

1. Spain under Charles of Hapsburg.
2. Spain and Europe.
3. The Regency of Philip.

4. The Last Years of Charles.

5. Philip II.

ONE of the greatest factors in the success of militant Catholi-

cism was the reputed*" power of Spain. The zenith of the

Spanish power was attained under Charles of Hapsburg whose
career as the Emperor Charles V we have already noticed. It

is with the story of Spain under Charles and under his son

Philip that we have here to do.

Spain is the connecting link between Europe and Africa.

Separated from the rest of Europe by the difficult barrier of

the Pyrenees, with its scanty, high, and incommodious passes,

over which no railroad has yet been built, this singular country,

which has for so long hovered between civilization and bar-

barism, " this land of the green valley and the barren mountain,

of the boundless plain and the broken sierra, these elysian gar-

dens of the vine, the olive, the orange, and the aloe, these track-

less, vast, silent, uncultivated wastes, the heritage of the wild

bee," is the home of a people fundamentally more African than

European in character. For despite the centuries of conflict

between the Cross and the Crescent in the peninsula the Span-

iards were closely related in blood to the Moors. This country

of primitive passions was made up of a number of component
parts. There were the Aragonese lands, consisting of Aragon,

Catalonia, and Valencia, each with its separate cortes and its own
distinct and characteristic institutions, united only by the personal

tie of their monarch. The political institutions of these lands

had attained a greater degree of development than had those of

Castile, but in as much as they affected only comparatively

slightly the history of Spain it is unnecessary to dwell upon
them. South of the Pyrenees was Cerdagne, and across them,

but separated from the rest of France by the bleaker and more
effective barrier of the Corbieres, was Roussillon, which also

456
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belonged to Aragon. At the other end of the Pyrenees was that ?5H"
part of fj avarre which lay to the south of the mountains ; while

to the east were the Balearic Isles, Sardinia, and Sicily. But i275"1548

by far the greatest of the constituent parts of Spain was* Castile.

The dominance of this province had the most fateful significance.

For Castile is a central region, made up principally of a great

plateau that had but a restricted access to the ocean. It was
almost inevitable, in those times, that the people of such a region

should be unprogressive and conservative to a deplorable degree.

They were largely beyond the stimulus of new ideas which is so

powerful an impulse to progress. So, because it was the most
important factor in the history of Spain, it would be well for

us to examine somewhat closely the province of Castile.

Having been regained piecemeal from the Moors, and con-

taining as it did a number of peoples quite distinct from each Political

other, the laws of_Castile_were local rather than national. The
If^nao't

cortes consisted of three estates, clergv
T
nobles, and commons. Castile

which sat separately to discuss affairs of state. They had no
power to enact laws, but merely to offer suggestions to the

monarch who alone possessed the right of legislation. It is

true that the commons possessed the right of voting or refusing

supplies^ but the crown had become so powerful that it was able

to limit the freedom of the cortes in essential respects and thus

greatly to lessen the danger of opposition. At the opening of

the reign of Charles in 15 16 the cortes, because of the foolish

arrogance of the king and his Flemings, assumed a less sub-

missive attitude towards the crown. This insubordination, as

we have seen in a previous chapter, resulted in a rebellion of tne_

CastiHa^LJQWiis^ When Charles crushed the comuneros he ig-

nored the striking proposals for strengthening the representative

system; and, despite his frequent requests for money, he kept

the cortes in the position of insignificance to which they had
been reduced by his immediate predecessors. Locaj

_ government
was carried on _hy__J:he municipalities, whose powers were no-

where_verj^xt^miye
z
_and each of whom was controlled very

largely by the corrcm^r^^_su^ervising onicial^appointed by the

crown.

Sole^jTTakeiL-oXjhe laws, the king___was also the sole fountain, judicial

of justice^ The institutions to which his legal powers were J
nstitu-

delegated were (j) the royal council which, owing to Jhedis^ Castas

placement in its membershitL-of the feudal nobles by the modern
legists, had acquire,cLirnportant iuxisJLic--poweii-and now acted
as a supreme court of appeal

:

(2) the alcaldes de corte. of which
one section held irregular assizes, while the other, in accom-
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panying the crown from place to place, superseded local tribu-

nals
; (3) the two audiencias^ situated at Valladolid and Granada,

which were courts of appeal; (4) the corregidgrj, appointed by

the crown for long terms, each of whom, by the growth of the

royal power, had become the virtual governor of the town in

which he was stationed; and (5) the municipal judges who were
elected under the terms of the various town charters. In addi-

tion to these there were ecclesiastical courts more 0£ less inde-

ppnd£nj_rvF_thp rivjl ^n_vp^rnpnt. The courts ancTtheir officials

had failed to win for themselves the approbation of the people.

The belief that the administrative officials and the magistrates

of the law alike were born enemies of the weak and poor, that

they were actuated solely by the motive of self-interest, was a

widespread and deep-seated conviction in Spain long before

Cervantes published his conclusion that public functions could

be exercised only at the expense of private virtues and that when
a man entered office he left behind him of necessity all that

should have gone to make him honest and kept for him the

esteem of his fellow-men. The country was pervaded by the

spirit of resigned skepticism.

Having glanced briefly at the political and legal institutions of

Castile let us look for a moment at its social hierarchy. At the

summit was—»-*i*1pd nobility , ranging from the grandees who
could boast a long ancestry of noble birth to those recently en-

nobled by the crown. It had become a class without political

importance, distinguished from the mass of the people not by

blood, as the Norman was distinguished from the Saxon in Eng-
land (for in Spain every one deemed himself to be descended

from the Goths), but by the possession of wealth.- Every one

recognized as a noble was_£lsQ_a richombre. Curbed and kept

in check by Ferdinand and Isabella this upper stratum of society

regained something of its former power under Charles only to

lose still more of it under his son who filled his courts and his

councils with the legists of the universities. The money which

the grandees acquired, by fair means and foul, was squandered

in extravagant living. They were often obliged to seek the

money-lenders, and sometimes, indeed, to alienate to them finan-

cial rights over the people who lived on their lands. Every man
wanted to be a noble. This itch for nobility was the great

malady of Spain. Nobility lessened greatly one's burden of

taxation. So Castile was filled with law-suits whose object was
to establish one's nobility and thus to become exempt from a

due share of the support of the government. Below the grandees

were the hidalgos, who, if they lived at the court or in thejtowns^
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found service with the greater nobles, not derogatory to their

dignity^ as squires, body-guards, or duennas; or who, if they

remaiHeaTTn the country, lived frugally upon their scraps of

land, idle and boastful, sometimes in sordid misery. Hidalguism

became a lamentable chivalric mania, the open sore of Spanish

society whose depths were probed for us by Cervantes. Not

all the hidalgos, however, consented to stagnate in the pitiful

idleness of rural life or to become mere adornments of the court

or the ante-chambers of the grandees. The profession of arms,

the noble_career par_excellence, was__open tothem. Yet the

alluring glitter of the soldier's uniform led to a precarious life

and generally ended in bitterness and want. Towards the end

of the sixteenth century the Spanish roads became infested with

military men, on leave or discharged, who, clad in tatters, begged

or robbed as the circumstances decided. After the nobility_of

the sword_came that of the_rohe- One entered this class through

the schools of the various municipalities or, better still, through

the university of Salamanca or that of Alcala. The student

life, only too often one of want and squalor, tatters, shifts and

knaveries, led to a number of professions, especially those of

medicine and law. To those trained in the law there were posi-

tions opened from that of a humble escribqnjt to that of a

counselor of the king. Below the nobility came the mass of the

peopje^ who, as did their fellows in other countries, bore by far

the heaviest share of the burden of taxation and who were the

only creative and productive workers in the land. And at the

very bottom was the social riff-raff, the army of poverty, of vice,

and of crime, such as one may see to-day in the vast numbers of

tramps in our own country and in the inhabitants of our fast

increasing slums.

The great meseta of central Spain did not lend itself to wide-

spread industrial activity, or even to a general engagement in ^u^f
agriculture. Baked by the sun in summer and frozen in winter andin-

the elevated plains of Castile are cultivated only with difficulty, condition

The sterile__soil_compelled the _CastHija..ns, ..to- raise- cattle jn_ the of Spain

green foothills and in the jnountainou^^yalleys. So trade in

wool rather than in grain became their chief industry. Com1 '

merce ..with the ""American coTonieshad been conhned to Cas-

tilians. Every ship employed in that trade had to enter and
leave the port of Seville. Spanish goods were forced upon the

colonies whether or no they were wanted. This gave a sudden

impetus to Spanish manufactures. So for a time Spain^became

a manufacturing country . Spanishagriculture'^was ' likewise__

stimulated ; for the" colonists were ioT^and would not plant ; they

The Back-
ward Agri
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were hungry and thirsty and must needs eat and drink. But
the cortes enacted grave economic blunders into law. Agricul-

1275-1648 ture was ^sacrificed for stock-rearing, and serious limitations

were placed U2ojije2cp̂ ts~anoninrjorts. Before the accession of

Charles tEe
_
^country was infinitely behind Italy in agriculture

and during his reign it suffered a further regression. In the

same period the manufacture of woolen cloth, the raw material

of which was Spain's most important article of export, steadily

declined in both quality and quantity. A_jimilax_r£trogression

took place injthe manufactureof leatherymetal and silk. Castile,

and, indeed^all Spain, fell economically into a backward condi-

tion, so much so that when we cpmpare her condition with that

of Italy or the Netherlands it appears even pitiful.

Yet Castile was the center from whicli not only Spain and

ThcCas- all the new-won colonies were to be governed but also from
which the Netherlands were to be ruled and the fate of Germany
to be decided. Spain, under the guidance of Castjlg^jL-jwas

believed, was the chosen instrument erf God for the defense of

the^alicestraLxeligion in eve£y3^uropIian_

l

and and~for its ex- ,

tension into the, lands beyond the_ seas. This belief was held

with a childlike simplicity and with great intensity of feeling.

The Castilian was utterly indifferent to all thought and activity

that lay beyond the narrow circle of his own life. He displayed

but little aptitude for steady and well-directed labor; and, as

was the case with his ancestors the Goths, his habitual idleness

was varied only with outbursts of violent energy. " The Cas-

tilian soul," says Havelock Ellis, " was great only when it opened
itself to the four winds and scattered itself across the world."

Sustained and systematic labor was distasteful to the Castilian.

He had the creative power, the power of ini^tjy^jn^bnndarit

measure.^ut he lackeil^e--a^b4J-ity-i€> carry^riis^enterpxiae through

to completion. The routinj^Joil^ofin^
laborer he ,xegarde.djwith contempt And yet hardship in itself,

and, indeed, paJnh e^washable to endure with a matchless heroism .

Stoicism has always been a marked element inthephilosophy
of Spain and it has not left its religion altogether untouched.

Together with these things went a certain capacity f-or_fender

feeling, and a pronounced love, that often__rose_to passion, for

formalism and ritual and ceremony. The whole of Spanish

life was interpenetrated by an Oriental cererr"~"iia]igtn., It would
be a profound mistake in any estimate of the Castilian character

to ignore the lasting results of the mingling of Spanish and
Moorish blood and of the -fusion of their civilizations.

Beyond the western ocean there lay the vast, uncharted
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colonial possessions of Spain. The great archipelago that S£E'
stretches from Florida to Venezuela had been given the name
of the West Indies by Columbus, who thought he had discovered 1492"1556

a new route to India, and who, in the name of Spain, took pos-

session of the larger islands. Before long there began the ex- The span-

ploitation of the islands for the benefit of Spain. Many of their

inhabitants were sent to Europe and sold into slavery, while

others were compelled to work in the mines which the Spaniards

opened in the islands. Before the accession of Charles perma-

nent occupation did not reach beyond the islands. But explora-

tion had been made from Florida to the River Platte, and Spain

had claimed for herself the shores of the Pacific. With the

opening of the reign of Charles the age of discovery passed into

that of conquest and organization. The insignificant settlements

on the mainland were so rapidly expanded that at the time of

his abdication Spanish conquest and settlement had almost

reached its greatest extent. The great conquests were princi-

pally the work of adventurers, like Cortes and Pizarro, who set

forth upon their own initiative from the older settlements. The
conquest of Mexico was effected in 1520 by Hernando Cortes.

In 1527 Francisco Pizarro, after enduring terrible hardships,

reached the coast of Peru, and in a few years that country be-

came the center of Spanish_power in South America. The first

Spanish invasion of Chile occurred in 1535 when an expedition

was sent there in search of gold ; but a regular conquest and set-

tlement was not attempted until 1540, and then it required almost

a hundred years of warfare to reduce the country. At first, from

1 52 1 to 1535, the colonies were governed by audiencias, or courts

of justice, but that method proved unsatisfactory. The system

of vicerois was then inaugurated. There were four great vice-

royalties, Mexico (or New Spain), New Granada, Buenos
Aires and Peru. At the abdication of Charles the established

and organized possessions of the Castilian crown were Mexico
and Central America, Venezuela and New Granada, Peru, Bo-
livia and northern Chile. Argentina and Paraguay were just

being settled; and California and Florida were still in the stage

of discovery. For so short a period this testified to an extraordi-

nary outburst of vigor. But colonial life served only to increase

the shortcomings of the Castilians,— their aversion to sustained

labor, their indolence, their avarice, and their arrogance. With
relentless brutality they drove Indian and negro slaves to work
for them. The Spanish government took measures to protect

the native population of the colonies, but they were rendered

nugatory by the inherent characteristics of the conquerors.
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xxiv M°re was accomplished in behalf of the natives by the Spanish
missionaries who in their benevolent work often found them-

1492-1556 seives pitted against their secular countrymen. Charles took the

side of the missionaries against the colonists, and when, in 1524,
he reorganized the Council of the Indies, which had entire

charge of the colonies, he put at its head his own confessor

Loaysa who infused into it the spirit by which it was long actu-

ated. Every ship engaged in the colonial trade must sail to and
from Seville. So in that city there was established the Casa de

Contratacion, which combined the functions of a board of trade,

a court of commerce, and a clearing house for the traffic with

America. It collected the royal dues, and it exercised super-

vision over the ships and their cargoes, the crews and the emi-

grants who intended to settle in the colonies. Very early the

western seas began to swarm with pirates and so the ships that

plied between Seville and the colonies sailed in company for

mutual protection. One fleet sailed for Porto Bello to supply

South America with its needs, while another left for San Do-
mingo and Vera Cruz. When they had discharged their cargoes

of food and manufactures and had received their freights of

precious metals they returned together. Thus did the galleons

bring the gold of the Indies across the seas in safety to Seville.

Spain, occupied ajzommandiriflj: position in Europe. She was
headed by many nations whose statesmen dreamed for a cen-

tury of her destruction. Four years after Charles ascended the

Spain's Spanish throne he was elected to the imperial office. The posi-

tfcrougb ^0n °^ kex king added much to the prestige of Spain. The
tnePosi- prospect of a universal monarchy seemed to have come within

Charles tne realm of possibility, if, indeed, in the fears of many who
were unduly alarmed, it had not entered that of probability. It

was a vast empire, with numberless and far-flung dependencies,

over which in 1520 the young king began to reign. But thence-

forth Spain was entangled in a policy of more than continental

scope, and her greatness, already at its apogee, began gradually

to decline. She was drained of her treasure and her best blood

in the pursuit of quarrels which in no sense were her own.

O^ Through the wgalth jji the Indies as well as throughjjbe posi-

Spain's tion of Charles was_the_jir£stige of Spain increased- At the

through
commencement of the reign of the new king the receipts of gold

the Wealth and silver from the colonies were small and irregular; at its

indies cessation the stream of precious metals from Mexico and Peru
was flowing like a swollen river. Pirates swarmed the seas to

intercept the lumbering galleons and swooped down upon the

ill-defended ports of Spain. But this sudden stream of wealth,

4r
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while it was the envy of other nations, was by no means an £5H*
unmitigated blessing to the country into which it poured. It

produced a considerable fall in the value of money. And, as is
1516-56

always the case under such conditions, the change in prices did

not affect the whole land and all branches of commerce and
industry simultaneously. Time was needed to restore the old

balance between income and expenditure. The multitude of

people, who live practically from hand to mouth, are always slow

in adapting themselves to new conditions. So the interval of

adjustment in Spain was one of great hardship for the masses

of the people; while, on the other hand, for many members of

the economically stronger classes, especially for the great mer-

chants, who always reckon with changing circumstances and
adapt themselves with less delay to the momentary state of

prices, the alteration of prices afforded opportunity to derive

advantage. The fall in the value of money, which would have
been a serious matter even for a flourishing country, was bound
to have fatal consequences for Spain, impoverished as she was
with other causes. Spain to begin with, was, despite her prestige,

far behind her rivals economically. Then the continued wars of

Charles made necessary the trebling of her taxation, and this,

combined with the mis-management of his government, resulted

in the financial ruin of the country. What difference did it make
that the wealth of Spain grew faster than her taxation if most
of that wealth quickly found its way to other countries and if

what remained was far from being equitably distributed? In

spite of every expedient poverty descended upon the land and
the national debt grew to enormous proportions. No lasting gain

resulted to Spain from the stream of bullion that poured into the

country from the trans-oceanic colonies, because she proved in-

capable of employing it for the improvement of agriculture and
J

manufacture. It went, instead, to enrich the very people who
were to encompass the downfall of the Spanish empire. (3 \

A third thing that added to the prestige of Spain was her mili- spin's
tary^discipline. The cardinal virtue of the Castilian was for f^

8*1

^
8

many centuries " the primitive virtue of valor." The infantry her miu-

battalions of Spain were the envy of the world. Her ragged *iju°
is"

recruits, trained in Italy and quartered in the Netherlands, were
transformed into the finest infantry in existence. Brantome, who
more than any other French writer of the time understood Spain,

was chiefly impressed by the warlike qualities of her people.
" You would have called them princes," he said, when he saw the

Spanish soldiers marching through France to Flanders, " they
^ere so set up, they marched so arrogantly, with so fine a grace."
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JJU*
1 It is not easy for us to realize how profoundly Europe was im-

pressed with the military prowess of Spain. In the last quar-
1516-56

j-er £ ^g sixteenth century that impression was deepened by the

splendid glory of Lepanto. But even this source of prestige

was in reality a source of weaknes s. " The warlike natioiL-of

to-day,T says David Starr Jordan, " is the .decadent nation of to-

morrow^ The highly regarded profession of arms doubtless

alienated at once many artisans from the handicrafts. It cer-

tainly drained Spain, as did the colonies, of her more ambitious

sons and adventurous spirits ; and it did so at a time when there

was sore need of such at home. It is never the crippled and the

incompetent that war demands, but the best of her manhood that

a nation has to offer; and oftentimes the best of her sons are

abstracted from her life without having left descendants, and so

the life of the nation becomes permanently the poorer. That was
the penalty paid by Spain for her attempted dominion of the

vworld.

The religiqusjranquillity that prevailed within her borders was...

Spain's " also a factor in the prestige ofSpairL_ The reform effected by

trough Cardinal Ximenes had made her the pattern throughout the suc-

nerReii- ceeding period for reformation and reorganization within the

Iran- Mother Church. And in that fact the Spaniards took no small
quality degree of pride. The Papacy had taken no part in the reform.

It was the exclusive work of the Spaniards themselves. It rested

upon a fusion of the interests of Church and State that gave to

the latter the controlling power. The Spanish bishops were obe-

dient to their king who held them far more strictly to their duty

than could have been done from Rome. The religious quietude

that prevailed in Spain and the subordination of the prelates to

the crown were the envy of many another nation.

Still more did Spain gain prestige through her championship

Spain's of Crosgagainst Crescent and o£ orrhnrjn-x-y against heresy. It

toroifl?
^as beerf said with truth that the Spaniards were the first and

her cnam- the last crusaders, for long before Peter the Hermit preached the

of°cross
fifst crusa-de against the infidels in the East they had begun the

against^ work of driving the Moors from their own peninsula, and for

more than two hundred years after St. Louis led the last expedi-

tion to the Holy Land they battled against their age-long foe.

To the people of other nations warfare with the infidel was
merely an occasional occupation, but to the Spaniards it was a

life-long vocation in which the welfare of their nation was deeply

involved. It was their perpetual crusade that bred in their very

fiber the lofty conviction that their nation was the one especially

chosen by God to be the champion of the Christian and the

$\

Crescent
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Catholic world. For centuries a holy hatred of the infidel had giffi

been the creed of Spain. The Turk was the peril abroad; the

Morisco was the plague at home. The former was to be re-
1B16 -56

pulsed, and the latter extirpated. The last remains of the open

avowal of Mohammedanism, despite the terms of the capitula-

tion of the city of Granada, were extinguished by the end of the

first quarter of the sixteenth century. After that the Jews, the

Marranos, who were converted Jews, and the Moriscos, who were

converted Mohammedans, bore the brunt of Spanish intolerance.

Eventually, to the lasting injury of the country, the Moriscos

were expelled with the utmost cruelty. With the disappearance

of their patient industry whole districts became desolate and

trade as well as agriculture suffered a marked decline. The

expulsion of the Moors was also a fatal error in another respect.

They would have kept Spain in the channel of the new culture

into which she ventured but timidly and out of which she soon

drifted. The story of the extinction of Protestantism in the

peninsula has already been told. Thus once more it is seen that

the things that contributed to the prestige of Spain were in real-

ity sources of weakness.

Striking evidence of the prestige enjoyed by Spain is to be

found in the spread olJ^nanish influence and the dominance, 01 spread

Spanish fasHTons^ It was not only in Italy where the Spaniards JJSlSS?
were conquerors that Spanish fashions, manners and influence, andFasi-

played a potent part in the life of the time. In many other

parts of the continent, even in Elizabethan England, which was

by no means friendly to Spain, did the ruling and the noble

classes and the well-to-do townsfolk adopt Spanish fashions,

cultivate Spanish manners. They even became to a certain ex-

tent impregnated with Spanish modes of feeling. Yet before

the end of the reign of Charles signs of the decay of Spanish

power were to be discovered by those who had eyes to see ; and

in the time of his successor that decay made rapid strides.

Charles himself and his ministers had become ever more and

more engrossed in foreign policy so that the right impulse for

internal affairs was lacking. His foreign undertakings compelled

him to impose an ever-increasing burden of taxation and to per-

mit his creditors, the great German and Italian banking houses,

to prey upon Spain. The fundamental evil from which the

country suffered was the world-policy of the Emperor, a policy

that Spain, economically and socially, was unable to support.

Having thus made a brief survey of the general condition of

Spain, let us now consider the leading events in the reign of

Charles and his son. In 1542 Francis I proclaimed war against
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Charles, and when the latter, in thjs following year departed for

the scene of conflict, he left his son as hi s^ regent. Philip was
just sixteen years old, but so precocious~had been his interest

in the affairs of State that his father felt confident of his

ability to safeguard the interests of the country. Two letters

written by the Emperor to his son throw a flood of light upon the

actions of the latter. With Philip there was to rest the final

decisions in all matters, but he was to be guided by councilors who
had won the confidence of his father. Among these advisers

were included the heads of opposing factions. This was a pre-

caution to prevent the young prince from falling under the con-

trol of any one group. The advisers were described ; their short-

comings, their hypocrisy and selfishness were laid bare without

reserve. To each of them the prince was t6 lend his ear. Then
he was to decide for himself. The pnnjipk^aL^iis^rust^b^came

one of the chief elements of Philip's policy: Added to this were,

self-suppression, patience and piety.

In November, 1543, Philip married his cousin Maria, the only

daughter of the King of Portugal. His evident Spanish char-

acter and interests had already won for him the love of his

subjects, and their intense devotion he enjoyed to the end of his

life. One of the first questions that engaged his attention was
that of the ecojiomic policy to be pursued under his administra-

tion. He was convinced that the prosperity of Spain could best

be promoted by keeping in the country the great stream of bullion

that was pouring into it from America. So he endeavored to

prevent its exportation to other parts of Europe. But the eco-

nomic conditions were such as to render the attempt practically

impossible. The wealth of the Indies continued to pour through

Spain as through a sieve and to develop the agricultural and
manufacturing activities of the very countries that were seeking

to diminish the Spanish power. Food became_ever_dearer. The
cost of production continually increased. So even in the mar-
kets of Spain the foreigner could undersell the Spanish manu-
facturer. Iniu^ at the desire of his father, PhiHp___b£gan_a

long^i&uaaeyTlriTough Italy. The fervent salutation of Andrea
Doria, one of the greatest sailors of the day, as Philip embarked
in the Bay of Rosas, reflected the passionate devotion of the

people to their prince. Through Genoa he went, through Milan,

Mantua, Tyrol, and Germany, entertained and banqueted every-

where, and at last, on April 1, 1549, he joined his father in

Brussels. For two years the Emperor kept his son with him,

instructed him in the innermost secrets of his policy and his

principles, and discussed with him the disposition of the im-
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perial possessions. In 1554, his first wife having died in 1545, %%£y
Philip_ married Mary, queen nf England. It was his desire to

marry another Portuguese princess, but he bowed to the will of 15i3-56

his father who thought he saw in the English connection a great

political opportunity. Serious difficulties had to be overcome

before the marriage was possible. Protestantism had to be as-

sured^ English insularity had to be disarmed, alid French intrigue

had tqbebjfjled. So the marriage contract provided against

the polmHTsubjection of England to Spain ; but Charles believed

the union would redound to his son's advantage, that he would

find in it compensation for the bestowal of the imperial title and

power upon his uncle Ferdinand. Philip's tactfulness allayed

much of the distrust with which he was regarded in England;

and, because of political reasons, he and his father did all they

could to postpone and mitigate the persecution of the English

Protestants. Neither of them desired the extinction of English

heresy as much as they wished for English aid against the French.

But Mary and her ecclesiastical advisers were zealots and they

impaired the cause of Spain by the barbarous punishment which
they inflicted upon the Protestants.

Fortune did-not smjle__iipon Charles_ in the renewed war with The Last

Eranee. He was reluctant to admitdefeat in "his effort to drive
Charles*

the invader from German soil. Succes s in the attempt would in

all probability have left him irp^ tri rrn sh * ne Lutheran princes,

to secure the succession nf hig__s(m to the Empire , and to_ force

back the Protestants into the Catholic fold. These were the

dearest objecTToTTiis life. But at last circumstances compelled

him to yield. The raising of the siege of Metz on New Yearns

day, 1553, signified the renunciation of the accomplishmejit_o

f

his life work." Profoundly depressed, meditating the abdication

of his kingly and imperial powers, he left Germany never to

return. At Brussels he waited impatiently for his son to come
to him. So Philip, disappointed that Mary had not presented

him with an heir, left the sad and faded little woman who was
his wife and hurried to join his father. The ability that Philip

had displayed as a ruler combined with other circumstances, had
caused his father to cherish for him his new ambition. A larger

territory should be his to govern. The union of the Italian pos-

sessions and the Empire had never been satisfactory. It would
be better to join them to Spain. So upon Spain there was con-

ferred the sovereignty of the imperial possessions in the penin-

sula. Ferdinand of Austria was pacified and compensated by
the marriage of his son_ Maximilian to the E~mperor's daughter
Maria, and by the guarantee that Maximilian should in his turn
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succeed to the imperial title. The Burgundian possessions were

also, united to Spain. Thus was it arranged that Spain, even

after the abdication and death of Charles, should not be left

free to solve its own problems and develop its own civilization

but should remain in the whirlpool of continental politics.

The last war in which Charles had been engaged was directed

not only against France, but also against the Lutherans and the

Turks. And in every direction it had been a failure. Thejim-

peror was weary even unto death . Step by step he divested him-

self of his power. In 155 5 with great and impressive ceremony
he transferred the sovereignty ot the Netherln nrh trTPrnTip

The following year witnessed his relinquishment of Spain and

th^e Indies ; and, in the same year, irrevocably abandoning heretic,?!

Gexmany, he invested Ferdinand with the imperial authority .

Then"he sailed trom Flushing to Laredo and from there made
his way overland to the Jeromite convent of Yuste in the prov-

ince of Estremadura where for two years he ~hVed in a little

house that adjoined the convent church. There he continuec

to be keenly interested in the affairs of the world until an attack

of fever sent him to his deathbed. At last, on September 21,

_i 558, holding in his hands a consecrated candle brought from
the shrink of Our .Lady o t Montserrat, and gazing upon the

crucifix, which Isabella, his beloved wife, had kissed before_.slie

died, the last heroicligure among the emperors gayejupthe ghost
Charles V was not endowed with the strengthoi' genius, but his

position and his earnest endeavors had placed him in the fore-

ground at one of the most difficult periods of European history.

The great tasks he had set himself to do, the extinction of Prot-

estantism, the reformation of the Church, and the political re-

organization of Germany, remained undone. A part of that

vast undertaking he left to his son who was himself doomed
to defeat.

Like his father, Philip II believed himself to be^^dryj^y ap-

pointed to effect the restoration of Catholicism and to perpetuate

the supremacy of Spain . But he was even less well-fitted, both

physically and mentally, than Charles to succeed in the gigantic

task. He was altogether lacking in the easy good humor and

the rough energy that had won for the late Emperor many a

friend and helped him out of many a difficulty. He was capable

of affection, but it was usually concealed and always subordi-

nated to purposes of State. A refined tasteled_Jum_to_a.dmire

the beautifjoliaodto become a patron of artists . He was by no

means a hypocrite7~"buty uii TnT~contrary, acted always accord-

ing to his conscience. The talents with which this melancholy
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and lonely man had been endowed were distinctly moderate, and *£¥£'

he was, moreover, usually irresolute and procrastinating . He
was a meticulous monarch much given to red-tape. The great 1556-98

solicitude whichhe had for thejvelfare oj_his. -sublets formed

the good sideji£Jiis-_character as a ruler.^ In cases where the

general welfare of the nation was concerned, despite his prone-

ness to irresolution, once he deemed himself to be accurately

informed and was convinced that he could reach the evil, he

never hesitated to apply the remedy. And when they failed

to perform their duties properly he sacrificed with indifference,

the highest dignitaries of the State; while for the effective ful-

filment of their petty functions the corregidors of the meanest

villages were held in honor. So, inadequately endowed with

ability, and insufficiently supplied with means, he set to work
upon a task only less enormous than that which had defeated his

father.

The intimate union jwjth the Papacy and the fusion of his

widely-scattered territories, which were the first of Philip's ob-

jects, met_with the opposition of the Pope>. Paul IV, who had
ascended the papal chair in 1555, was a member of a Neopolitan

family that had always lent its support to the Angevin party in

southern Italy, and his long-standing hostility to Spain was in-

creased by the authority exerted by the crown over the Spanish Poreigs

clergy. The infuriated pontiff formed an alliance with France

;

Affairs

and then PjiiTi|)7"the most Catholic of kings
f
by a strange irony

of fate, found himself _jU^jyar_w_j tri the Pope- The Spanish

troops under Alva were victorious. Rome itself was in im-

minent danger; but the doge of Venice intervened and a peace

was patched up with the "accursed Spaniards." In_i558 the _
death o f Mary increased the djfficulty__of Philip's situation. It

soon became apparent that he could no longer reasonably hope
for English aid against the French. The £ea£e__iif_Cateau-

Cambresis was signed^ therof.oj^_m_the_following year. France
and Spain mutually ceded_Jo each other the conquests they jiad

made, and" a secreV^corrrpact was, entered into between them to

suppress aflHheresy[l^ChristendpjTi. One other precaution had
to be taken. The claim of Mary, queen of Scots, to the Eng-
lish throne threatened the interests of Spain. Should Mary,
who was also a French princess, ever reign over both England
and France, the Netherlands would be endangered. Some weeks
after the signing of the peace, therefore, Philip was married by
proxy with extraordinary splendor to Elizabeth of Valois who
was yet but a child.

At last Philip felt himself free to return to Spain from
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which he had been absent for five years. Ecclesiastical affairs

in the peninsula had become disturbed and unsatisfactory. The
clergy were corrupt, cynicism was spreading, and heresy had
begun to appear above the surface. Charles had exhorted his

son to prosecute heresy rigorously and relentlessly. Such an
injunction was unnecessary. Deeply implanted m jhilip^sjieart

was an inborn determination to enforcejjnity of faith at any

cost
;

"ancTm that deterlmrnaTioh he had "thepractically unanimous
support of the__Spanish people. The story of the Inquisition

and the Censure has been told elsewhere and so it need not

detain us here. Among the many troubles that gathered about

Philip was that of the condition and the actions of his only son

Don Carlos, whom he had by his first wife, and who was now
approaching his majority. Subject to epileptic fits the young
prince, who was also lame and stunted in growth, displayed in-

creasing symptoms of insanity. He became filled with a desire

to escape from Spain and defy his father; and when this be-

came known he was confined in prison. There he was either

put to death by his father's orders, or, as seems more probable,

brought death upon himself in the belief that otherwise he

would suffer imprisonment for life.

Sojon after̂ hilip had returned to Spain he had been petitioned

to sup&ress the Moslem pirates who raided" the "shores not only

of Sicily and Naples but of Spain itself , where doubtless they

were abetted by the Moriscos of Granada. The attempt to rid

the seas of the Turkish corsairs was a terrible failure involving

the loss of many ships and thousands of men. Then attention

was lurried uppri tfre Mnrismsi- But it was not only because

they were suspected of lending aid to the Moslem marauders

that the Moriscos incurred -the hatred—of_J;hgir Spanish neigh-

bors . The Christianity that had been forced upon them, it was
well-known, was but a thin veneer; and their skill in agriculture

and horticulture made them more prosperous than were the

peasants of undoubted orthodoxy. For a long time the Moriscos

sullenly endured the persecution to which they were subjected.

Then the storm burst and vengeance was wreaked upon the

Christians. But the punishment inflicted upon the Moriscos

by Philip was swift and atrocious. Those who escaped death

were driven in chains through the snow from Andalusia where

they and their forefathers had lived for eight hundred years to

the strange and inhospitable northern provinces. Thus_did^tke~
m^r^rcL- whn wac[ cr^snljcitous for his country's welfare hasten

the industrial decline of Spain.

From warfare at home Philip turned to warfare abroad.
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Urged by the Pope to strike a decisive blow at the Crescent he ^^p -

placed
-

hisnatural brother,~T)on
J
ohn of Austria, a handsome

and chivalrous leader^at the head ot the greatest fleet that had— 1556 "98

ever sailed the inland seas and sent him to make a supreme effort The

to rid the Mediterranean of the Moslem scourge. The Turkish
of

ru
t

s

ê

ing

fleet was encountered on October 7, 1571, in the Bay of Lepanto Turkish

and a crushing defeat was inflicted upon it . Christendom was power anc

thrilled with joy from center to circumference. Thus ended the thecon-

first of Philip's great naval efforts. The story of th°. war that Portugal

broke out in the Netherlands is to be told in the next chapter.

Stil l another war was that which ended in the annexation of

Portugal. In 1578 Sebastian, the young Portuguese king, per-

ished in an attempt to conquer Morocco! Philip was the~most

formidable of the host of claimants to the Portuguese throne;

and there was much to make him willing to fight for the king-

dom. Great wrealth was pouring into Portugal and the vast

possessions in Africa seemed to promise a still greater income.

With these resources the lack of money and of credit, which
hitherto had been so great an impediment to the fulfilment of

his plans, might be overcome. Sebastian was succeeded by

his great uncle, an aged cardinal, who, as King Henry, reigned

only a year and a half. Then. Alva was sent into Portugal at

the head of a military force and on April 1, 1.581, the cortes of

that country took the oath of allegiance to Philip . It was not

altogether an unconditional surrender. According to the_te.rms _
of the agreement Portugal was tc be regarded as aseparate
kingdom 'united to Spain solely hy thp -fart that gVip haH tlig

same sovereign ; she wag to retain possession of all her colonies
;

and the rights and the liEerties of her subjects were to be re.-_

spected^ Thus did all those parts of America, Africa, and Asia

that had been conquered by Europeans come under the dominion

of this grave and reticent king whose troubles were gathering

in great clouds about his head but who moved forward to the

accomplishment of his great task confident in the conviction that

he was the chosen instrument of God.
Among the lieutenants whom Philip had chosen to assist him

were men of no mean ability. In conformity with the advice

of Charles V no civil office was intrusted to Fernando de Toledo, Philip's

Duke of A1y3 ( 1 508-82), who was a grandee and who was ^teD '

bent on his own advancement. He was employed only in for-

eign affairs and in war . Ruy Gomez , the bosom fripnH of

Philip, a Portuguese by birth, was a consistent advocate of peace

and moderation, He wished to have Alva removed from the

circle of the royal advisers ; he protested, though in vain, against
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chap, the persecution of the Moriscos ; and he advocated a conciliatory

policy with the Flemings. At last, when Philip grew weary of
1556-98

the fruitless cruelty of Alva in the Netherlands, the party of

the peace-maker became for a time paramount, but soon after

his policy gained the ascendancy Gomez died. Antonio Perez,

(i539?-i6n), an able, ambitious, ingratiating and unscrupulous

scoundrel, was a factotum upon whom much reliance was placed.

He used an old and expired commission from the king to get

rid of Escobedo, the secretary of Don John of Austria, as an
excuse for venting a private grudge against that unfortunate

individual. This betrayal of confidence turned the king against

him and the facile favorite was thrown into prison. Perez

escaped to Aragon and when that province was called upon to

surrender him it declined to permit any infringement of the

rights of its tribunals. The fugitive was permitted to escape

across the Pyrenees. Then Philip sent a Castilian army into

Aragon, inflicted severe punishment upon those who had been

leaders in the defense of the Aragonese rights, and effected

changes in the provincial charter that favored the royal author-

ity. A fourth assistant was Nicholas Perrenot de Granvella

(1484-1550), a capable and faithful servant, recommended tc

Philip by Charles for employment in all matters relating to Ger-

many, Italy, France, and Englapd. He always cherished a love

for his natiye_„Burgundy and sought to advance the welfare of

his sons among whom was the Cardinal Granvella. Cardinal

Antoine Rerrenot de Granvella (1517-86), prime minister to

Margaret (half-sister of Philip) when that princess was regent

of the Netherlands, and who, after he had been compelled to

retire from the Low Countries because of the growing hostility

of the people towards him, was employed by Philip in important

diplomatic negotiations and made president of the council for

Italian affairs with headquarters at Madrid. Quite as important

as any of the principal ministers was Fray Diego de Chaves,
the king's confessor, who, of course possessed not only their

privilege of personal approach but also a far more private inter-

course from which they were excluded.

Despite these and other assistants Philip endeavored him-

The Night self to conduct the enormous work of the government. We
junta have seen that he was genuinely solicitous for the welfare of

his people. He read and annotated with his own hand all the

despatches, covenn^j^eamsof paper, sent _by his agents from
almost every part of the globe. In vain he sought the help of

the queen (Philip was married to Anne, daughter of the Emperor
Maximilian II, in 1570) and the infantas in this endless secre-
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tarial activity that he had assumed. The more papers he de- ^ffi
spatched the more he received. Timorous and hesitating by

nature, when he was not absolutely sure of his ground, the very 1556-98

routine of his procedure postponed his decisions still further

beyond the appropriate hour that would not wait. Much that

he decreed, therefore, failed of its purpose and vanished into

thin air. The evils in the condition of Spain were in themselves

so grave and so deep-rooted that had the activity of Philip been

devoted exclusively to their extirpation the task would have

severely taxed his strength, and when there was added to it the

prodigious work of governing the vast possessions beyond the

borders of Spain it was clearly beyond his capacity. In 1586

Philip's infirmities compelled him to abandon his practice of

dealing jn__detail jmih every pape r. A kind of intimate privy

council was formed to assist him. It consisted of three mem-
bers, Don Juan de Idiaquez, Don Cristobal de Moura, and the

Count of Chinchon. Because of its custom of meeting every

night in the palace the council was called the Night Junta^ It

went over the documents of the day before they were submitted

to the king. The three members, each of whom was concerned

with a special department of the government, were then granted

an interview with the king on the following day in which the

affairs of the various departments arising out of the documents

of the preceding night were discussed. The general policies

were then decided and the execution of the details was left to

the various secretaries of the councils. Thus was Philip re-

lieved of much of the arduous task of government.

But the mechanical work of government still undertaken by
Philip and the cares of office were so great that they swamped
him and left him utterly defeated. Spain to her detriment was Spain's

involved in the wars of religion that were going on in France.
lsas ers

The Netherlands were in revolt : and designs upon the English^

throne also engager! the king's attention. At home matters were
going from bad to worse. The courts were corrupt, lawlessness

was rife, the_clergy meddled in mundane affairs, poverty in-

crease'di the population declined, and ignorance descended upon
the land like_a thick fogj In 1588 came thejremendous catas-

trophe of the Armada, followed in 1 5Q6J3V the destruction by the

English of the new naval force of Spain in the harbor of Cadiz.

Two years later, still firm in the conviction, despite his many
reverses, that he had been chosen of God to lead the battle

against the forces of evil, Philip_ died . The ruin of his country

had very largely been his handiwork, " yet his people revered

him as a saint, and still cherish his memory as a great king, not
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chap. for what he did, but for what he dreamed," and his great failure

they deemed to hold the substance of eternal things.
1556-98

jt was a pecuiiariy difficult problem that confronted Spain.

Under Charles V she was involved in the multitudinous affairs

Spain's of the German Empire; and while with the abdication of that

monarch the tie that bound her to that heterogeneous congeries

of warring principalities was severed she was still united to the

provinces in Italy and to the Netherlands whose problems were
not her own. No European nation had yet learned how to

govern and develop trans-oceanic colonies; and Spain, there-

fore, found herself face to face with the huge and untried work
of governing vast possessions separated from her by half the

circumference of the globe. So the fact that the Spanish govern-

ment and the Spanish people failed to meet the situation suc-

cessfully does not necessarily prove their utter incompetence.

No other government and no other people in the sixteenth cen-

tury were subjected to a similar test; and few other countries

were similarly handicapped for the performance of a like task,

had such a task confronted them, by so sparse a population, by

so marked an absence of constitutional unity and common feel-

ing between its various sections, and by so backward a condi-

tion of the development of its natural resources, as was Spain.

After all due allowance for mitigating circumstances has been

made, however, the facts remain that Spain failed, that her his-

tory in the sixteenth century, though she was feared in every

other European country, is one of deepening gloom, and that

her splendid energy, expended in many a battle against infidel

and heretic and squandered in the uttermost ends of the world,

died away and left her barren of those economic and social en-

thusiasms that have animated the soul of every other modern
nation.

*"



CHAPTER XXV

THE REVOLT OF THE NETHERLANDS

1. The Netherlands at the Accession of Philip II.

2. The Regency of Margaret of Parma.

3. The Regency of Alva.

4. The Uniting of the Provinces.

5 The French Alliance.

6. The English Alliance.

7. Olden-Barneveld and Maurice of Nassau.

THE political State that was made up of the seventeen <g^
s
-

provinces of the Netherlands, and which is represented to-

day by the kingdoms of Belgium and Holland, was created by l364 "15£

four dukes of Burgundy, Philip the Bold, Tohn the Fearless,

Philip the Good, and Chariejj_jta_j3oldju and later on it was how the

perfected~~by the"Emperor Charles V. It lay between the two
J^dsTad

great kingdoms of France and Germany of whose erstwhile been

adjoining border provinces it was comprised. It was a hybrid rormed

State in more than one respect ; politically, because iTwaTlrlade^"

up of fragments of France and Germany; linguistically, because

the inhabitants of the northern provinces spoke a Germanic

tongue while those of the south spoke a Romance tongue; and

geographically, because except where its low-lying shores were

washed by the ocean and where in the southeast it was pro-

tected by the hills of the Ardennes there was no distinct and

natural frontier. Yet it had not come into existence merely

as the result of the arbitrary will of a succession of princes and

of blind chance. For many centuries political, economic, and

social forces had been at work drawing the various provinces

together. The people^oi-llie towns d^irpd political union ; and

they were very numerous and powerful in the valleys of the

three rivers that flowed through the land, the Rhine, the Meuse,

and the Scheldt. Theirtowns were situated in__tiie greatest -

overlandjzommercial higHway in Europe, £heir commerce was
international in its rangg. They ^desired political union as a

meansTol defenseT^So a multiplicity of agreements was signed

between the various principalities. When the Burgundian dukes

began to make a State out of these territories they did not find

the task to be particularly difficult. In 1543 Charles V added
the last two of the seventeen provinces to the union and thus

475
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fulfilled a plan that had been outlined in the reign of Charles

the Bold.

Each one of the seventeen principalities had preserved its

own constitution and its own institutions and each had its own
stadhouder nominated from the ranks of the nobility by the

Their In- central ruler. The JBurgmdian dnkps. rnpyinpr thp mnnajrViiV^l

institutions of_France--biit altering them to suit the circumstances

of thgir no rthern-Slate, endeavoreo^o^buihijp^arcentral govern-

ment, to establish__a _greater degree ofcommunity~of interests,

and thus to make more effective thlTcollectiveState. In this

they were aided by the economic forces of the time, the need
of peace and protection. In 1463 Philip the__Good_created the

States^Gejiexal, an institution made up of delegates frorn_the
estates__oi each province, one that met_almos^ every year, one
that gave thejjrince _an . opportimity_tojneet the statesmen of his

sub j ects face ^o_^ace__anxl-J£^discu^_jwith_Jhjm the thmgT o f

general impo7rt^^QJi£_that.gay^jthe^£04il£_a^hare inthe general
goverriment, and one^ha±-pxove4-^poleni_iactor in welding into
an organicuinity the rnisi^lla^€^u&--ag^lomeration of principal-

ities^ There was created also a council that had cognizance of

political affairs and another councjljhat forrned_a_ supreme court

of
j ustice with jurisdiction over the seventeen provinces.

Charles V divided the politlcaFcouncil into three councils; (1)
the rouncil of State , which had charge of political matters; (2)
the r>rjv-y council which was principally administrative in func-

tion; and (3) the council of finjm ce. The central court of jus-

tice, never acknowledged as the supreme court of appeal by all

the provinces and so never a complete success, sat^at Mechlin ^
and the three

^
councils sat at Brussels,, where, after 1 531, the

representative of the sovereign also resided, thus making if the

capitaLxi-the-caUgctive State^, But everywhere the ancient con-

stitutions of the different States were left intact and the ter-

ritorial autonomy was preserved. Each province retained its

estates, the essential organ of its autonomy, and through that

body ejcexc4S€4-Jtlie_right of votmg_-tiig_tases. And~with each"

of the provinces there rested the right to confirm or repudiate

the action of its delegates to the States-General. Particularism,

then, was by no means destroyed by the erection of a central

government.

Under__Charles V the Netherlands enjoyed great commercial

prosperity- But beneath the surface there was an increasing

discontent. The country had been persuaded to bear a larger

proportionate share of taxation than any other part of the"
imperial possessions, and it was in consequence burdened with
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debt ; Spamshgarrisons in the various towns aroused the hatred °^y *

of the populace; "andfthe persecution of the Lutherans, Zwingl i-

ans^ Calvinists and Anabaptists, while failing to erfecFthe extinc- 1555"64

tion of heresy^aggravated the general discontent. On October

25, i^jv^ Charles relinquished the government of the Nether^ Eeroit

lands to h is son Philip II and le ft to him the legacy of accumu- jff^S"
, lating__dissatis faction. The first four years of his reign were

spentby Philip in the Netherlands, and in that time, although

his financial and ecclesiastical policies, and the methods em-

ployed for their execution, were the same as those of his father,

the dissatisfaction greatly increased. Philip, unlike his father,

was unmistakably a foreigner in this northern State. To the

several causes of revolt that were already silently at work before

his accession to the throne there was added another and a more
fundamental one— a deepening antipathy to the Spanish rule.

In 1 559 _Philip__je_ft the Netherlands never to return. The re-

gent to whom he confided the care of the country was his half-

sister, Margaret of Parma, a woman of masculine character and

no slight administrative ability, who had been born and brought

up in the country. Secret instructions required her to continue

the policy of religious persecution and to accept the advice of the

council of State, the privy council, and the council of finance.

Thus she was directed in all things by Philip and by the three

men whom she had placed at the head of the councils — Berlay-

mont, Viglius, and Granvella (bishop of Arras and, later on, a

member of the college of cardinals) of whom the latter, the

virtual governor of the Netherlands, was by far the most im-

portant. The powerful and masterful ecclesiastic endeavored,

but without avail, to mitigate the cruel policy of persecution

upon which the absent king insisted. In the execution of that

policy, and in the general conduct of the government, the local

charters and privileges were often violated, the great nobles

of the land were practically ignored, and the populace were made
more dissatisfied than ever. Foremost among the nobles of

the Netherlands were William of Nassau, Prince of Orange

(1533-84), Lamoral, Count of Egmont (1522-68), and Philip,

Count of Hoorne (1520-68). The first, later known as "Wil-
liam the Silent," because of his customary discreetness, was the

most important of the three, being the heir of vast possessions

in Germany and France as well as -in the Netherlands, and,

despite his youth, an experienced general and a skilful diplo-

mat. Becoming aware about the time of Philip's departure for

Spain of that monarch's intention of resorting to the use of fire

and sword for the extinction of heresy in his realms he resolved
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to drive " tri *s verm in °f Spaniards " out of his country, and

. this despite the fact that he was himself a Catholic. The griev-
,i555-64 ances of the country were made known to Philip by the States-

General before he left the Netherlands. Fourteen months later

the Spanish troops were withdrawn. But the causes of discon-

tent were not removed. In some cases they were, indeed, in-

creased. Taxation continued to be oppressivej the rigorous per-

secution^of heresy , for which purpose the Inquisition had been
established in the Netherlands, was carried on in violation of

the provincial constitutions ; and the papal bulls, issued at the

instigation . of_ PhilifL that increased trie" number of HshopHcs

from three_io__seyenteen alsp_infringed upon the rights guararP
"

teed to__the_p_eople. The estrangement between Philip and his

subjects in the Netherlands was growing; and its progress was
not retarded by the marriage of William of Orange, soon after

the death of his first wife, to the Protestant princess Anne,
daughter and heiress of Maurice of Saxony. It was the mistaken

belief of the malcontents that Cardinal Granvella was primarily

responsible for many of the grievances ; but as a matter of fact

he favored a policy of moderation and in all repressive meas-
ures he was merely the reluctant instrument of Philip. Because

of this belief the three men who were at the head of the nobil-

ity wrote twice to the king in 1563 requesting him to recall

the cardinal ; and in the same year Margaret, seeing that things

were going from bad to worse, made a similar request. As a

result of these communications Granvella was removed in the

following year under the disguise of voluntary retirement. Five

months later Philip issued an order for the enforcement of the

Tridentine decrees in the Netherlands. The order aroused vig-

orous protest and Egmont was despatched as a special messenger

to the king to request in plain and unmistakable terms a redress

of grievances. But on the point of heresy Philip was inexorable

;

he insisted, after Egmont had returned home, upon the strict

enforcement of the placards, or edicts, against heresy and the

promulgation of the decrees of the Council of Trent. The mis-

sion was therefore a failure,. With this decision of the king

the die was cast. Revolt was made inevitable. It required no

special gift of prophecy to enable William of Orange to predict

that his countrymen would soon see " the beginning of a fine

tragedy."

When Philip's decision became known lawless outbreaks took

place among the indignant populace, many of the magistrates

declined to enforce the edicts, and the lesser nobility began

to join those of higher rank in opposition to the Spanish power,
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going, indeed, much further than at that time the greater nobles <g^
>
-

desired to go. The principles of the minor nobility were em-

bodied in a document known as the " Compromise " which was 1564 "67

directed chiefly against the Inquisition and which was soon

signed by over two thousand people many of whom were Cath- incipient

olics. When some two hundred and fifty of the nobles pre- ©clastic"'

sented to the regent a " request " that she should send an envoy Outbreaks

to the king to ask him to abolish the placards and the Inquisi-

tion, Berlaymont attempted to reassure her by describing them

contemptuously as gueux,— beggars. The name was accepted

by the confederates with enthusiasm and everywhere nobles,

burghers, and peasants wore the emblem of the beggar's wallet.

Foremost among the leaders of les gueux were Henry, Viscount

of Brederode, a Catholic, a man "oTmany 'faults, bold and reck-

less, a spendthrift and a rake, but generous, kindly, and sincere;

Marnix of St. Aldegonde, a Calvinist, poet, orator, and diplo-

mat, as well as a soldier; and Louis of Nassau, at this time

a Lutheran, le bon chevalier, a younger brother of William,

a brave and loyal man. Two months later the Marquis of

Berghen and the Baron of Montigny were despatched to Spain.

Seemingly they met with success, for although Philip definitely

refused to summon the States-General he_agreed to withdraw

the Inquisitionfjgmjthe Netherlands, to include in a general

pardon^aU tEose~^pprnvpd by the regent,, and to . grant religious ^
tolerance as far as it was consistent with the maintenance of

Catholicism. BuTthe kTng~did not intend to keep a single one of

these promises. He sought only to postpone revolt until he

found himself in a position to crush all opposition to his will.

In the meantime the revolutionary movement had been grow-
ing ever more tumultuous. The arm of the law seemed para-

lyzed. Great numbers of religious refugees ventured to return;

and Calvinist and Anabaptist preachers attracted great crowds
to hear them. At last in 1566 the pent-up wrath of the populace

found vent in a series of deplorable iconoclastic outbreaks in

the towns, especially in Antwerp where the splendid cathedral

suffered irreparable injury. It was only the scum of the popu-
lation that indulged in the wild debauch of pillage and destruc-

tion, but their deeds resulted disastrously to the Protestant cause

in the Netherlands. The more liberal Catholics, who had been
quite as ardent as the dissenters in their resistance to the Span-
ish oppression, were alienated by the desecration of their sanctu-

aries and withdrew from the revolt ; and eventually, in the last

years of the century, there came about the separation of the

Catholic south from the Protestant north. Becoming aware
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through his secret agents of Philip's intention to crush the oppo-

sition in the Netherlands and to punish the great nobles who
were regarded as the instigators of the revolt, and failing to

persuade Egmont and Hoorne to take up arms with him, Wil-

liam retired on April 22, 1567,. with all his household to his

ancestral castle in Germany. Exactly four months later the

stern and dreaded duke of Alva entered Brussels, having brought

with him into the Netherlands some eleven thousand Spanish,

Italian and German troops, splendidly equipped and controlled

with an iron discipline, , and having in his possession commis-

sions from the king that made him all powerful in both civil

and military matters. ' Finding herself to be regent in name
only Margaret resigned, and with the acceptance of her resigna-

tion there came the appointment of Alva to the office.

The gaunt and war-worn veteran who had never known de-

feat, fanatically devoted to his king and to Catholicism, pro-

ceeded to carry out his instructions to " arrest and bring to con-

dign punishment the chief persons of the country who had
shown themselves guilty during the late troubles." Egmont
and Hoorne were lured to Brussels in 1567, suddenly seized and
thrown into prison ; and a tribunal with summary procedure

popularly known as the " Council_ol^Blood " was established.

At the head of the court was the unscrupulous duke himseli,

and all the other members, including the infamous Juan de

Vargas (who consented to serve), were merely his tools.

"Wholesale condemnations jawre. made. • and everywhere, with

fagot and ax and gibbet, the public executioners were busily

engaged in putting the heretics and rebels to death and in seizing

their property. Confiscation rapidly__JniPQverished the country

and judicial murder stained it red with blood ; and when at

last the man who exceeded without remorse the cruelty of an

age of cruelty resigned his office he made the boast that he had

put to death 18,600 persons in addition_to those who had per-

ished in battle. William declined to appear before the arbitrary

tribunal and caused three expeditions to be made against the

Spanish forces. Only one of the invasions met with a tem-

porary success; but Alva was so enraged that he confiscated

William's property, sent Egmont and Hoorne to the block, and
inflicted a crushing defeat upon the miscellaneous bands that

Louis of Nassau had gathered about him. The two executions

instead of over-awing the populace served only to increase their

hatred of the Spanish tyranny; and the slaughter of seven

thousand men^^erved^only to increase the determination of Wil-
liam to_jTPj3£vpre. PYJrnTip~l:

Trhp. being Alva was able to con-
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the country and exterminating heresy. In order to meet his

financial needs he proposed to levy three taxes, (1) a tax_once__?669
"73

for all_of_one per—eent-upon all property , (2) a tax of̂ five per

cent upon every sale or transfer of landed property , and (3) a

tax of ten per cent, upon pypry ^fe of every article of commerce.

So ruinous would this burden have been and so brutal were
the endeavors of Alva to enforce it that it met everywhere with

vigorous opposition and he was forced to accept a compromise.

It was the men of the sea and not those of the land who
were the first successfully to dispute the power of Alva and

to begin the ending of his atrocities. In 1569 William gave
letters of marque io-some eighteen small vessel s to prev__uPon

the Spanish ships . The refugees ^and desperadoes who manned
the irregular fleet, the " w ild beggars of the sea," soon equaled

the cruel deeds of the duke, and William found himself unable Battles

to control their fearful barbarities. Within a year the number andLan^
of the ships had increased five-fold; and on April 1, 1572, they

seized the port of Brill and ran up the flag that later on was to

be the emblem of the Dutch Republic. In ' quick succession

other ports were captured, Flushing, Delfshaven and Schiedam;

and then, a thrill of hope running through the land, most of the

important towns of the north declared for William. On July

15 delegates from eight towns met at Dort, unanimously de-

clared William to be the Stadhouder of the northern provinces,

and voted him a large sum of money for carrying on the war.

But disasters were to follow. William entered the Netherlands

from Germany with 20,000 men ; but he made the great mistake

of failing to relieve Mons, which, with French aid, his brother

Louis had taken, and of then attacking Alva with the combined
forces. The town was retaken by the Spanish troops ; and then

the south being cleared of the revolutionary armies, Alva sent

his regiments into the north to wreak a terrible vengeance upon
the revolted towns. For three days Mechlin was handed over

to pillage, torture and murder, at the hands of the brutal sol-

diery ; more barbarous still was the sack of Zutphen ; and the

little town of Naarden was reduced to ashes and almost its

entire population was put to death. Then came the heroic de-

fense of Haarlem. Almost surrounded by its shallow seas, in

the midst of the dense fogs and the bitter cold of winter, the

brave city resisted every attempt of the besieging Spaniards to

storm and to undermine its walls. At last on July 11, 1573,
after a siege of seven months, in which extreme heroism "and

ferocity had been displayed on both sides, the city was com-
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f*^- pelled to surrender and suffered the fate of a general massacre.

Here, however, the triumph of the Spanish forces practically
1573-79 ended. They were defeated in their attempt to take Alkmaar;

and in October the " beggars of the sea," destroyed the Spanish

fleet and took its admiral prisoner. Inadequately supported by

his sovereign and broken in heart, Alva, at his own request,

was recalled by Philip, and so on December 18, 1573, the man
with the heart of stone, who everywhere else had been a victor,

left the land which for six years he had deluged with blood,

baffled and defeated.

The successor of the pitiless duke was Don Luis Requesens,

The unit- a man of milder manners, who endeavored to bring an end to

provinces tne revolution by negotiation. William, however, insisted upon
three things, religious_fjX£dom, the integrity of .ihe old charters ,

and the withdrawal jof—the Spanish troops, which the king was
r^willing to grant; and so the negotiations failed and the war
continued. Middleburg was captured by the sea-beggarsj but

in the battle of Mook the brave and chivalrous Louis, " the

Bayard of the Netherlands," lost his life. Leyden was besieged

for nine months by a large force of Spaniards ; but when the

dykes were cut and the land was flooded with water the sea-

beggars were able to sail in shallow barges to its rescue and the

city was relieved. After a cessation of hostilities a conference

was held at Breda; but owing to Philip's refusal to tolerate

Calvinism it ended in failure. The death of Requesens threw
the Spanish forces into confusion, in the~~midst of which

-
the

Dutch cause was advanced by the union of Holland and Zee-

land, a federation that foreshadowed the union of all the north-

ern States. Still further, but at an appalling cost, was the

patriotic cause furthered by a terrible massacre at Antwerp.

On November 4, 1576, the Spanish troops in that city^ mutinous

because of arrears of pay, seized and destroyed property of

untold value, set fire to the finest buildings, ravished the women
and tortured the men, and put six thousand men, women and
children to death. This atrocious outbreak, known as " the

Spanish .Enry," made Antwerp " the most forlorn and desolate

city of Christendom and sent a thrill of horror throughout the

Netherlands that Tor a time united the people despite their sun-

dering antagonisms. A treaty known as the Pacifrcation of —.

Hhent fisfaHished an alliance between the southern provinces

and Holland and Zeeland , and bound them to unite in driving

the foreigners out of tHe country and then to consider the

religious problem at a meeting of the States-General. In the

meantime all the placards and ordinances against heresy were
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to be suspended. Some military successes followed. Friesland ĉ -
and Groningen were regained from the Spaniards; and then, _
in January, 1577, the compact of Ghent received the indorse-

ment of the people in the Union of Brussels, an agreement that

was widely signed especially in the southern provinces. In the

meantime there had arrived the new representative of Philip,

the illegitimate son of Charles V, and therefore the half-brother

of the king. Don John of Austria was a handsome and fasci-

nating maS, the Kero of Lepanto, who had captured the sacred

banner of the Prophet, and struck a telling blow at the suprem-

acy of the Crescent. But until he had approved the compact

between the provinces and sworn to respect the ancient charac-

ters the States-General declined to receive him as governor.

Every way he turned " the impetuous and brilliant soldier found

himself thwarted by the sleepless and indefatigable diplomatist."

The favorable situation, however, was suddenly altered by the

arrival in the Netherlands, with a force of 20.000 men of Alex-

ander of Parma, a consummate military genius, and,
with his

patient, temperate and unscrupulous character, scarcely less able
.

as a diplomat. At Gembloux, in 1578,, he fell upon the federal

army and utterly routed it. After the death of Don John, in

the same year, the victorious commander was appointed regent.

The new and artful representative of the king saw his oppor-

tunity in the reappearing and increasing differences between the

north and the south, the Calvinists and the Catholics, and he

was quick to seize it. In the following January he was able

to bring about the Union of Arras between the provinces of

Artois and Hainault and the towns of Lille, Douai, and Orchies

for the protection of the Catholic interests in those districts.

This southern compact was answered in less than a month by

the Union of Utrecht in which the northern provinces of Hol-

land, Zeeland, Utrecht, Gelderland, and Zutphen, banded them-

selves together against every foreign force sent to oppress them.

Thus the impending cleavage between the north and south be-

came a fact. The south resumed the Spanish yoke which it

was to bear for yet two hundred years ; while the north, although

it still retained the allegiance to Spain, began the formation of

the heroic little Dutch Republic.

To William it seemed that France was the most likely source

of aid for the northern provinces and so he desired them to

accept the Duke of Anjou, the heir to the French throne, as their

titular sovereign. In the meantime Alexander of Parma, was

winning successes in intrigue and war. He regained the sup^

port of the south almost completely; he captured the important
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town of Maestricht (the entrance to Germany) almost extermi-

nating the population of the place in three days of pillage, out-

rage, and butchery; and he recovered Mechlin and Groningen.

On March 15, 1581, William was proclaimed an outlaw and a

reward of twenty-five thousand crowns and a patent of nobility

was offered to whomsoever should deliver him to the king, dead

or alive, or put an end to his life. Before long William replied

to the Ban with his Apologia which refuted every charge made
against him and leveled serious accusations against the king.

Becoming more aggressive he brought about the abjuration of

Philip's rule, on July 26, 1581, by Brabant, Flanders,, Utrecht,

Gelderland, Holland and Zeeland; and then he persuaded vari-

ous of the provinces to accept Anjou as their sovereign. It was
little aid the Dutch provinces received for the various titles they

bestowed upon the false and ugly duke. Not satisfied with his

nominal rule he determined to make himself the actual ruler by

force. But the " French Fury," an attempt in 1583 to seize

Antwerp, and with it William of Orange, was a failure, and
five months later Anjou returned to France. At last, on July

10 of the following year, avarice and fanaticism had their way.

William, after no less than five attempts had been made upon
his life, was shot to death by Balthasar Gerard, a Burgundian

whom he had just befriended. Thus passed away the noblest

statesman of the sixteenth century, and one of the noblest rul-

ers of all time. It is not possible to justify his every word and
deed. But for his undaunted devotion in the face of every

danger to the cause of his country's liberty and for his religious

tolerance in which he was the pioneer among modern princes he
deserves the lasting admiration of men. From the very begin-

ning of his public career he aimed to secure for the Netherlands

civic liberty and religious tolerance. This aim he kept always

clearly in mind. At first he did not deem independence from
Spain to be necessary to attain these desired ends. Only grad-

ually did he perceive them to be inseparable from revolution.

Then he desired to see the whole of the Low Countries in-

cluded in the new State and he was convinced only at the last

hour that such a dream was vain. Deficient in important re-

spects both as a general and as a practical statesman he yet won
all that could be won of the high aim he cherished in his heart

by the almost superhuman tenacity with which he clung to it.

The hour of his untimely death was indeed a dark one for his

country. And yet his task was done. The strength of Spain

was already sapped by the long and exhausting struggle, and
four years later it was shattered by the defeat of the Armada.
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His life was a series of failures. But out of those failures as c
£££-

the fruit of his imperturbable endurance and his steadfast devo-

tion, there arose a singular triumph— the freedom of the land 1584"89

for whi>hh p had suffered and djeiL__

The central government of the revolted provinces consisted

of their States-General., Possessed of little power7~and realiz- TheEng-

ing its serious weakness and the perilous strait of the country, "nce^*
that body looked for aid to a foreign ruler. When negotiations

with Henry III of France came to naught, Elizabeth of Eng-

land was approached. Declining to accept the sovereignty of

the Dutch provinces, that shifty and parsimonious princess con-

tracted to maintain in the Netherlands 5,000 foot and 1,000 horse

on condition of being repaid for the expense. In the midst of

the haggling over the petty details of the bargain, Parma, after

a six months' siege, captured Antwerp. Only after that event

was the English force sent over. Its commander was the Earl

of Leicester, the queen's favorite, who allowed himself, without

consulting his sovereign, to be invested with almost supreme

authority under the title of governor-general. Elizabeth had

feared to commit herself too completely against Spain and so

her cunning as well as her jealousy resulted in an outburst of

anger against her " sweet Robin." As a consequence of the

quarrel the suspicions of the Dutch regarding the intentions of

Elizabeth were aroused. Leicester was no man to make the

best of so difficult a situation. He could not speak the lan-

guage of the country; he did not understand the people with

whom he had to deal ; and he was neither sagacious nor tactful.

It was chiefly the governing classes who suspected the English

motives ; so Leicester turned for support to the people. In pur-

suance of his democratic policy he committed a number of

egregious errors, deepening the many divisions of the loosely

connected provinces. So in spite of the fact that Philip, bent

upon his preparations for an invasion of England, failed to send

efficient aid to Parma, the year 1586 was one of disaster for the

patriotic cause. Free rein was given to the separatist forces

;

and the provinces became increasingly antagonistic to each other.

Grave and Venloo were captured by the Spanish commander,

and Deventer and Zutphen were surrendered to him. Later on

he took the important seaport of Sluys. Then, broken in purse,

in health, and in spirit, Leicester returned to England. It was
in the hope that Spain's threatened attack upon England would

thereby be averted, that Elizabeth had refrained from accepting

the sovereignty of the northern provinces. The hope was vain.

On May 30, 1588, the Armada sailed for_the English Ch a ""»!,,
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but only to meet with a crushing defeat. In the following year

a joint Dutch and English expedition to Portugal inflicted some
damage upon Spanish shipping and indicated a rapprochement

of the two countries whose interests were almost identical.

The destiny of the divided provinces was now in the hands

of two men, a statesman and a soldier, each the necessary com-
plement of the other. Johan__^an Olden-BarngYeld ^(1547-

1619), trained as a lawyer, had become the principal minister

in the province of Holland and its chief spokesman in the States-

General. He was_j
L
jtatesman_of great_ability. and he became

the real founder of the Dutch Republic^ Philip William, the

oldest "sotTbf the martyred W illiam7 had T>een kidnapped in his

boyhood by Philip II of Spain and brought up in Madrid. So
his next oldest brother, Maurice of Nassau (1567-1625), a

born soldier and a master of military tactics, was the captain-

generaljmd admiral of the Union as well as the_stadhonder of

every provincejj^xcept Friesland! Assisted by his cousin, Wil-

liam Louis of Nassau, Maurice efTecteiLradical reforms-itLjthe

Dutch _army; transforming, with^better drill^ettpr Hisrjjjline,

better anns^ndregulax-pflyj. the motley mob of William'sjjrne

into a fighting machine__that could_cQpje—successfully with tW.

Spaniard^-dn__the_field. When these reforms were under way
Maurice beganT^hlTtask of reducing the Spanish strongholds in

the northern provinces. Early in 1590 Breda was taken by an
ingenious surprise; in 1591 Zutphen, Deventer, Hulst, and Ny-
megen were captured; in 1592 Steenwyck and Koevorden sur-

rendered; and in 1593 Geertruidenbupg and Groningen were re-

gained. Thus at the age of twenty-seven Maurice having

practically driven the Spaniards from the Dutch provinces, had
proved himself to be one of the ablest generals of his time.

In the meantime, in 1592, Alexander of Parma had died. There

came to the Netherlands in his place the archduke Ernest of

Austria who in turn was succeeded by the archduke Albert of

Austria. Some Spanish successes were followed in 1596 by a

triple alliance between France, England, and the Dutch, in which

the independence of the United Provinces was recognized by

the allies. A long series of victories was achieved by Maurice

in the following year; and then, in May, 1598,

J

he southern

provinces_were bestowed by Philip as a sepji^te_StaleJjipojQ_tEe_

arrlir1iTCp~^iKprt who, in fflg3ame--ye^rt_inarried Isabella, Phil-

ip's eldgst daughter. A desultory war between the southern and

the northern State dragged out its weary length until 1609,

when a truce of twelve years virtually recognized the independ-

ence of the latter.
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The Dutch State was made up of seven provinces- Gelfe__ xxv

lang^trecht, Friesland, Overyssel, GroniQgen, Zeeland, and _
H^^ D^thTbiHi^ of its poverty and its sparse popula-
Hollanx^ ^^ll^h

separate State until The Dutch

tion, was not admitted into the union db a ^
tV.nnah Republic

T7o6 The long struggle had bound the people together, though and its

rn^ny diffi ufe still" remained ; and with one will they set to acco^

work eagerly and intelligently, with unexampled enterprise, to

rncrLe fhe Industrial and commercial importance of their coun-

ts The generation of almost continuous warfare had by no

^exhfusted them. As fishers, ^^^^^^
traders they made the sea their own. Every sea ana every

shore saw The sails of their ships -the Baltic the Mediter-

ranean the Gold Coast of Africa, the East and West Ind.es,

and even the coasts of far Cathay. Their weavers' looms were

W and their prinlinggresses were the mostjnpartanUILEu-

^TiSouSfHrS « in our T5 chapter,^

arrSng the most distinguished of the later Renaissance. TheyBd every otherjkriJnjolilickErogress, for .t was they

who prej^reTlErway for democracy.
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1. France at the Outbreak of the Religious Wars.
2. The Provocations.

3. The Wars.

AT the outbreak of the religious wars in France that coun-

try was in a very disorganized condition. The maladmin-
istration of- the government, the financial extortion of which

it had been guilty, ^ppr^ssHjjie 1owpr classes and put them in

a state of sore discontent, and all the severe measures to which

Henry II had resorted had failed to check the- frfiread__of_he.resy.

When that monarch died, his wife, Catherine de' Medici, became
for the first time an important factor in the affairs of France.

For a quarter of a century she had been neglected by her

royal husband; but as soon as her son succeeded to the throne

she began her attempts to make herself the actual ruler. She
did not understand the people with whom her lot was cast; and
she remained always an alien in their midst. True daughter

of the Florentine despots, she looked at France through the

eyes of an Italian prince of the Renaissance period. The State,

so it seemed to her, existed for the benefit of its ruler; and
power, an end in itself, was to be gained, regardless of legal

or moral restraint, by any device that promised success. Her
own personal advantage, or that of her children, was with her

the mainspring of action. She could not understand men who
were impelled by a fanaticism or a passion that balked not at

self-sacrifice. It was a matter of indifference to her whether
the men who served her ends were Catholics or Calvinists.

She was tolerant, but it was the tolerance of indifference, and
not that of a wide spiritual horizon. Her son, Francis. TT^ ( T559-

60), was a boy noL-yet sixteen, weak in mindandbody. He
was married to Majx_Stua rjfc, a beautiful and DrrnlaaTgirl»_riiece

of the duke_jpf Guise and his brother Cardinal Lorraine* It

was these powerful uncles of the queen who were to be the

first obstacles in the path of Catherine. . But there were policies
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as well as people that were to stand in the way of the fulfilment ESSjE"

of her ambition. .

Two faiths divided the land. The Catholics far_ outnumbered 1559

the Calvinists. But the Huguejio_ts
lH
as the latter were called, The

were by no means insignificant in number. By the middle of J^pf^
the sixteenth century they had, perhaps, somewhere between tions, and

300,000 and 400,000 members ; and it is estimated that when the ernmentai

wars of religion broke out there were 1,500,000 of them. In Admini*

spite of persecution, they were to be found in every province,

particularly in the south; and in every class of society, even

among the ecclesiastics, but chiefly among the working classes

in the towns. Interwoven with these two faiths were several

factions^. One was grouped about the person of Anne de Mont-
morency^ constable of France, an able general and an ambitious

anJBpftd mam He had three nephews, the Chatillons, who
were men of note and chief of whom was Gaspard de Coligny,

the admiral. A second faction was gatherejj about the Guises.
These powerful lords, whose home was in Lorraine, then not

yet a part of France, were disliked both because they were
strangers and because of their aggressive ambition. Francis,

duke of Guise, had won a reputation as a successful soldier;

and both he and his brother were possessed of a grasping tem-

per. Charles, Cardinal of Lorraine, was a man of penetrating

insight, eloquent, scholarly, avaricious, and unscrupulous.

Their sister Mary had been married to James V of Scotland,

and it was her daughter, Mary Stuart, who was the wife of the

young king. A third faction had for its head Antoine de Bour-
bon,^ who, having married Jeanne d'Albret, the only child of the

king of Navarre, had succeeded to that throne upon the death

of his father-in-law. The little kingdom now consisted of only

a few square miles on the northern slope of the Pyrenees, but

its ruler was a sovereign monarch. Antoine did not cease to

be a French nobleman when he became king of Navarre. He
was the nearest blood relative to the French royal family. Nat-
urally the direction of affairs during the youth of the king
should have fallen to him, but this robust, affable and generous
man was also vain, vacillating, and essentially weak in char-

acter. Catherine was sagacious enough to see that she could

not clear the path in front of her of all three of these factions.

So >she threw mjier lot withJhg_Guises. But it was they and
iot she who assumed controFof the national government. That
government had become highly centralized. The feudal nobility

had lost much of their former power; and the towns had also

been deprived of the most important of the governmental priv-
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^vi' ^eSes ^ey once possessed. But the nobility had by no means
been reduced to impotence. Owning great estates and living in

1559-60 fortified castles, they were the most powerful class in the king-

dom; and they were eager to seize every opportunity to regain

something of their former independence. The administration

of governmental affairs under Henry II had been wasteful and
incompetent. Existing taxes had been increased and new ones

imposed. In the twelve years of that monarch's reign more
taxes were extorted from the people of France than in the

preceding forty years. Very naturally discontent was rife.

The control of the young king by the Guises and the usurpa-

tion of power by these hated " foreigners " was soon challenged.

To the ranks of the Huguenots there were added nobles who
opposition were opposed to the power of the Guises and who wished to re-

alises ga *n tne *r feudal independence. Thus religion and politics com-
bined to produce the wars in France that were to last for almost

half a century. It was planned to seize Cardinal Lorraine and
the duke of Guise, to obtain possession of the king, and then to

assemble the States-General. The " Tumult of Amboise " was_
a failure . But the cruel punishment 'inflicted upon the con-

spirators served only to fan the flames of discontent. There
were frequent outbreaks of disorder. Even in the court many
approved of the attempt to suppress the tyranny of the Guises.

Catherine, the queen-mother, was ill-pleased by their assumption

of power that naturally belonged to her. So when Francois

Oliver, one of their followers who held the office of chancellor,

died she was active in the appointment of Michel de THopital

in his place. A few weeks later, May^ 1560, the edict of Ro-
morantin was issued, restoring to the clergy the jurisdiction of_

religious affairs. _ This did away with the summary procedure

that had hitherto been employed with heretics. A supplementary

decree limited the action of bishops against religious dissenters

to preachers and to those persons who permitted heretical meet-

ings to be held in their houses. The situation that resulted was
favorable to the Huguenots. So they grew in strength. And
the personal attack upon the Guises increased in vigor. But
those strongly entrenched nobles were not easily to be deprived

of their ascendancy. Louis, Prince of Conde, a younger brother

of Antoine of Navarre, was arrested on the charge of being con-

cerned in the outbreaks in southern France, tried and sentenced

to death. Only the death of the king prevented the execution

of the sentence.

The new king, Charles IX (1560-74), was a child of ten.

So the kmg of Navarre, the oldest and nearest prince of the --
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blood, becameregent. But for a time Catherine succeeded in ^
m^aTdnT^eTflhVreal ruler. Throughout the land there was _-
such an insistent demand for the summoning of the States-

General to inquire into the affairs of State and Church, to re- Pro.oca-

dress the grievances of the nation, that, after an interval of ofWar

eighty years, that body was convened once more. Threefirob:

lems confronted the delegatej^sjenAled^Qlkans m Decern-

ber 1 c6o-^a^ZSl^iOTnLoLthe_tons^, and Ifie^reform
>

of 'theToin^tTofTaw. WithouTcoming to any final conclusions

the EitaliTw^eT?o7ogued and did not meet again until August

i S6i at Pontoise. Just as the adjournment at Orleans took

pJSeTroJaTelS^^
persecution_ipiLj^igjpi^^
prisoned .upon thC^^^^^~^^ encouraged, the

Huguenots^bSnTm^oTent^nTdefia^nt, many of their preachers

flocked back to France from Geneva and Germany, congrega-

tions and meetings were held openly in many places, dangerous

riots occurred in all parts of the country, and civil war seemed

imminent. The sittings of the States-General at Pontoise failed

to effect a satisfactory settlement of the secular problems
;_

and

the Colloquy of Poissy, held almost simultaneously at the insti-

gation of Catherine, far from producing the desired religious

unity did not even conciliate the opposing sects, but proved

instead to be "the watershed from which -the. two religions

parted" Disappointed in her purpose of finding a common

ground upon which the Catholics and Calvinists could agree

and failing also to arrange a compromise that would satisfy both

sides, the queen-mother caused to be issued the provisional

Edict of January (is62)_j^hj
__awaiting the decisions of the

Council of Trent, pel:n:miieTtnj_Hugue^

ship iran7pIace"outside the waljedJownL But even this degree

of toleration proved impossible for the administration to carry

out. For some time forces hostile to the insurrectionary heretics

had been drawing together. The dukeofJiuise_an d the Consta-

ble MontmorencxJ!eafe_ofopposi^^ reconciled

to earh"7^hlrT~Tolten^^ the m^-
shals ^TFrance, a tĉ l-the-J^is^ This powerful trium-

virate waTloTnedlateron by Anioine_jofJ^avarre, who, by

various considerations, one of which waslHepromise to bestow

upon him as a reward " the kingdom of Tunis," had been made

" never so earnest on the Protestant side as he was now furious

on the other." Opposed lo these militant-Catholics was a much

weakergrouju consisting of the courageous and fascinating

Prince of Conde, brother of Nayatre^and the three Chatillons,
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^ap. nephews of the Constable, one of whom, as we have seen, was
the masterful Coligny. Tumults and massacres continued to

1562-68 take pjace in various parts of the country, the most serious of

which was a conflict at Vassy, on March I, 1562, between armed
retainers of the duke of Guise and a body of Huguenots who
were conducting religious services in a barn. The massacre of

sixty heretics and the wounding of many others so incensed the

Protestants throughout France that it acted as the spark for

which the fuel was waiting. Civil war was inevitable.

In the first of the long series of religious_wars (1^62-63 ) the

The Huguenots secured aid fromJEjigjandJSut it profited them" little.

Sol?
6" Despite the presence of English troops, Rouen, which next to

War Paris was the most importam3Jty_JrJLjranoeT~wa
s
"rapTTTreH "" hy_

the duk^oTGujse! Yet the loss of the town was not without its

compensation. In the attack the king of Navarre received a

mortal wound, and the leadership of his house devolved upon
Conde and upon Antoine's son, a lad of nine, who in future

years was to lead the Protestant cause. Then followed a desul-

tory warfare in the south; while in the north was fought the

battle of Dreux, in which the Huguenots were beaten. In

February, iq6^,jthejukeofGuise was assassinated by a fanatical

Hrjgueno_t, The death of the Catholic leader so altered the con-

dition of affairs that less than a month later the Pacification of

Amboise was__signed. The provisions of the edict, which per-

mitted the Hjiguenotsto worship in certain prescribed places,
failed to_sadsJy^^itheriide, but under them peace was maintained
for several years. In this interval of peace the country was vir-

tually ruled by the learned, cultured, and_tolerant chancellor,

MicheJ^de_jTlQpiraLUe^ex_oXihe moderate Catholic party.

But despite the efforts of the wise and tolerant chancellor,

theological acrimony continued to increase. Fearful, in the first

The Sec- place, that Spain and France might join forces to exterminate
on«i Eeii- them and, later, that a body of Swiss troops employed to watch

Alva's march from Savoy to the Netherlands was really intended

to be used against them, the Huguenots, in September, J^y^Jt^
temptedjo seize^trre~1?ragL at Meaux^ The plot which failed "to

accomplish its purpose, opened the second war (1567-68). It

was not only religious rancor that had fanned the smoldering

fire into flame. Many of the Huguenot nobles were animated by
political ambition ; and the bourgeoisie were actuated by the

desire to effect administrative and economic reform. The most
important event in this second clash of arms was the battle of

St. Denis, which, despite fhf ^yprwViplrairtg nnmhpr pjfjJTf^TatVin-

lics, resulted somewhat to thg__.advantage, , of the Huguenots^
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And when the queen-mother and the chancellor, because of the chap.

mortal wounding of the constable, found their influence increased,

it became possible in the following year, 1^68. to issue the edict _
1568 "73

of Lonjumeau^ which was in the main a confirmation of the edict_
that ended thefirsLAvar

___

As usual neither side was satisfied with the settlement. In-

deed, the thircLw-aiLj' 1 568-70)Jproke out in less than six months.
This time it yv-as the Catholics who opened hostilities. Conde The

and Coligny _got wind of a plot to seize them and narrowly ™r*

escaped to T,a_Rorhe11e, the western strnr|ghn1H r>f the TT^T^T War

nots^JIhe dismissal of L'Hopital from office and the revocation

of the edicts of toleration indicated that the Catholics intended

to be more aggressive than before. In the battle of Jarnac .

March, 1569, Condejvas_slai_n. He was succeeded as the leader

of the Huguenot party by 'a boy of sixteen, Henry, son of An-
toine of_Navarre_^and Coligny_ja&s_made the commander^TrPcHiet '

of their__fojxes_ More serious was the defeat sustained by the

Huguenots in October at Moncontour. And yet in spite of their

reverses the Peace of St. Germain, 1570, was more favorable to

them than the edicts that had ended the previous wars. After
ten years of internecine warfare both the government and the

people of France desired peace. Only the ambition of the Guises

and the interference of Spain in the affairs of France made the

new cessation of hostilities of so short a duration.

In order to strengthen the position of France against Spain
and to forward her own interests and those of her children

Catherine planned to marry one of her spns, first the duke of TheMas-

Anjou and then the duke of Alencon, to Elizabeth of England, J5?Bar'
and to marry her daughter, Margaret of Valois. to Henry o f thoiomew

Navarre. The first of these projected marriages came to naught
; §£urth

but on August 18, 1572, jthe second was__performed. Many Religious

Huguenots had flocked to Paris to be there at the time of the
War

nuptials. Not all of them were careful to avoid offending the

intensely Catholic populace of Paris. And their exuberance of

spirits probably made the political ascendancy of Coligny seem
greater than was actually the case. That ascendancy aroused
the jealous animosity of Catherine. Ever since the death of her
husband she had sought to secure political control for herself

by balancing one party against the other. By his ascension to

power in the Huguenot party, and by his influence over the king,

Coligny had upset that balance and had become an obstacle in

her path. So^sh^-oiotted his deaths On August 22 an assassin

fired__upon the admiral, but succeeded onlyin inj^cting~a~serioTI5^

wq.undTlThe plot had resulted not in theremoval of the~enemy
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*jj*|ffi
but only in making him more dangerous. Wild with rage and
fear the queen-mother took council with the dukes of Guise and

1572-73 Anjou^n^jm^jevfera^o^ejsr^Tlie king was won over to the

action upon which they determined. Long before the day broke

on the feast of Stu_Bartholomew, August 24, the tocsin was
sounded for a generajjnassacre ojj±Le_Huguenots . It is impos-

sible to say how many were killed in Paris. The estimates range

from one thousand to ten times that number. It seems to be

well established that the massacre in the capital was unpremedi-

tated, that it resulted from the momentary fear and the jealous

passion of the queen-mother. But the__ subsequent provincial

massacres were deliberately ordered in cold blood. The total

number of victims, according to the computation of Sully, was
seventvtiioiisajidx-and ten tinonsand is the lowest estimate that

hasJjeen made. The wholesale slaughter of the Huguenots by
no means put an end to the difficulties of Catherine. " France,"

said Sully, " atoned for the massacre by twenty-six years of dis-

aster, carnage, and horror. The Huguenots, it is true, had lost

their leader ; but they had a number of strongholds— Montauban
in the south, Sancerre in central France, and La Rochelle in the

west. It was the effort to take these and other citadels of

Protestantism Jhat precipitated the fourth war (1572-7^.
Twenty ^thousand lives were lost in the^unsuccessful siege of La
Rochelle. .. Peace was concluded atthat place" in June, 1573.

Every individual was allowed to believe as he desired, but permis-

sion to hold public worship was granted only to La Rochelle,

Nimes, and Montauban. Later on the same privilege was ex-

tended to Sancerre. In spite of these provisions the war dragged

on in the south. Weary of the continual warfare there was grad-

ually formed among the moderate Catholics a new party known as

the " Pojitiques." They were opposed to the aggressive Catho-

lics, headed by the Guises, and entered into a working agreement

with the Huguenots. Jealousy among the Catholic nobles was

doubtless a factor in the_fomiation of this new party, but its

members wgre_also imbued_with a genuine desire to_put an en d

to the longdamtinued-xeligious-jgarfare and its depopulation and

impoverishment of the kingdom. " A man does not cease to be

a citizen," they said, " because he is excommunicated." In the

south the Huguenots themselves were much better organized than

they had ever been before. At the end of 1573 they had formed

a confederation that, under a written scheme of government,

took charge of the war, regulated finances, administered civil

affairs arid provided for religious protection. Thus they formed

a state within a state. In their ranks the bourgeoisie had
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gained power, while the influence of the nobles had declined, chap.

As a consequence republican ideas had become widespread among
them. These ideas found expression in many political pamphlets 1574-76

of which one is the Franco-Gallia of Francois Hotman, who for

some years had lived in Geneva, and another is the Vindicice

contra Tyrannos of Duplessis-Mornay. It was under such con-

ditions that the Huguenots put forth their most sweeping de-

mands. They required from the king the unhindered exercise

of their religion throughout France, the maintenance at national

expense of Huguenot garrisons in every stronghold possessed

by them, and the cession of two fortresses in every province

in the kingdom as a security that the compact would be kept.

Catherine was furious at the demands of ces miserables, as she

dubbed them, and the unfavorable reception of the Huguenot
stipulations made inevitable another war.

At the beginning of the fifth war (1574-76) the Huguenots

met with seme-success in the west; but the two plots to remove The

the duke of Alengon, the youngest son of Catherine, and the
£5JJioue

young king of Navarre from the influence of the court failed. War

The Huguenots and the Politiques both desired to see Alengon

recognized as the heir-presumptive to the throne in place of his

elder brother, the duke of Anjou, who had recently been elected

king of Poland and who was now in that distant and distracted

country. The death o f Charles IX, May 30. 1574. and the

absence of Anjou, now become Henry III (1574-80). in Poland,

contributed . to_bring_about a temporary__cessation of the struggle.

Acting under the influence of his mother, who, now that her

favorite son had succeeded to the throne, hoped that, after all

opposition had been crushed, her influence would be supreme,

Henry declined to adopt the conciliatory policy towards the
,

Huguenots~and Politiques jthat had been̂ ecommen̂ d_toJiirrL_
This decision oTthe king

-

turned the working agreement of the

moderate Catholics and the Protestants into a definite alliance.

The program of the combined parties consisted of full religious

tolerance, the cessation of the sale of offices, a reduction of taxes ,

and the summoning of the States-General The war, which in

the meantime had been dragging out its weary length, had now
to a large extent lost its religious character. It had become a

factional fight between Guise~on the one hand and Francis, Duke
of Montmorency, on the other, between intolerance and political

corruption and tolerance and administrative reform. Such was
the situation when the king's younger brother, Alengon, who had
now become the duke of Anjou, and the king of Navarre suc-

ceeded in making: their escape from the court. With the freedom
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of these princes from surveillance the Huguenots and Politiques

had decidedly the advantage, and so events soon led to the " Peace

of Monsieur," Mjay^jtj-^lS^ so-called because of Anjou's activity

in the~mattef7Tfie title of Monsieur being always given to the

eldest living brother of the king. The agreement gave to the

Huguenots the best terms they had thus far secured. They were
pprmitterl to worship everywhen^inFjgnce except within a

short distance of Paris and their_religiorj^ was not to disqualify

them from holding office. As for political reform, it was de-

cided to convoke the States-General.

The terms of the new peace aroused the indignation of the

Catholics and accelerated the formation of provincial leagues

among them which eventually coalesced into the general League
that prolongeddJae_w^jJ!ai£Joxvet3^^ Under
the inspiration of the Guises the elections to the States-General

resulted in Jjiej^p.ctinrLjTf_jlejTiijties oppo^eji_to_re1igions toler-

ance, When, therefore, the Estates were convoked at Blois they

declared that only one religion should be permitted in France.

Before this, the^bcth_war_Xi527) had broken out. The Hugue-
nots lost La Charite and Brouage, the latter being one of their

important places, and only the lack of unity among their oppo-

nents and the prevailing desire for peace enabled them to secure

terms at Bergerac, September, 1577, scarcely less favorable than

those they had obtained a year ago.

It is little wonder that the compact failed to give satisfaction

to the Catholic zealots and to those who were utilizing the

League to promote their own personal ends. Outbreaks occurred

in different parts of the country. But the real cause of the

seventh war (T5^n^_was the d ispute between the^mg_andjienry
of Nav«*i^4^gaiiiing_Jj2e_d^ wife. The war
consisted only of spasmodic skirmishes and attacks upon places

of minor importance and it was brought to an end in November
by the peace signed at Fleix. Then followed five years of peace

that was, however, by no means profound. They were years

filled with discontent, intrigue, duels, assassinations, and general

demoralization. The nobility gave free rein to their ambitions

and their vices; the lower classes complained bitterly of their

increasing burdens.

In 1584 Anjou, the only remaining brother of Henry III, died.

The king wasjchildless^and so Henry_of^Nayarre~-becam€- the

heir-prejUinpiiye^, and that prince, now tha t William of Orange

was dead,, was the most important of the military leaders of

Protestantism in continental Europe. Opposed to Navarre was
Henry of Guise who secured thesupport of the League, now in
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the final stages of its organization, and who concluded at Join-

ville, Januarv
r 1585. an alliance with. Spain against the Protes-

tants andjhe-ElQtestantJhejr. Six months' later trie king came

to terms with the League at Nemours by which he agreed to all

its demands and abandoned the principle of toleration. In con-

formity with the agjeement_^^dic^jwasissugd by which the

Huguenots werejoutlawed. Navarre maHe^a forcible protest,

but witlio^r^vaiirand in September the Pope pronouncetLMs

excommunication. Before this tHe^War oj the three Henries^'

the eighth waj^i^8j-8oJ^ had begun . Ostensibly it was a war

between^iemy~Tir^dj5ejir^of Guise against_Henry of Na-

varrg^ But the League was by no means a whole-hearted ally

of the royal party. It had become impregnated with repub-

licanism, and many of its leaders, especially the Guises, had

their own interests to conserve. The Huguenots were aided by

the Politiques and by the Duke of Montmorency, who was jeal-

ous of the Guises. At first the tide of war went against the

Protestants and their allies, but the discords in the Catholic

ranks, the fretting of the king under the control of the League,

and the military skill of Navarre, gradually wrought a change.

After a number of successes in guerilla warfare the Protestant

leader won his first pitched battle at Coutras, 1587, where he

defeated a force twice as large as his own. Shortly^after, how-
ever, Guise defeated a German force that was marching to the

aid of Navarre. Flushed with this success the leaders of the

League demanded of the king, who all along had doubted the

wisdom of the course he had been persuaded to pursue, that he

should dismiss from his presence all the persons of whom they

disapproved, that he should publish the Tridentine_jie£re.ejL i£L

France* and that _he_should confiscate theproperty of the Hugue-
nofe- The king hesitated to comply with these radical demands

;

and Guise, in defiance of the royal injunction, entered Paris.

Then the king ordered four thousand Swiss troops who were
stationed in the suburbs to enter the city. The Parisians, who
were the most ardent supporters of the League, rushed to arms,

barricaded the streets, attacked the Swiss and compelled them
to capitulate. Powerless to control the situation the king ac-

ceded to all the demands of the League, which had become an
imperium in imperio, and surrendered the conduct^ofthe war to

its leader^the duke of Guise^ Some months later" the king

deemed himself to be in a position to carry out a project he had
formed of getting rid of Guise. On December_2^ 1588. the

duke was assassinated and his brother, theCardinal of Guise.

was arrested and orTthe nextTday executeHl Theking's plan

CHAP.
xxvi
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chap. t make himself supreme failed to effect its purpose. The
League rose in revolt, declared the crown to be elective, strength-

1685-89 ene(j jts j^id Up0n pari S) an(i secured control of most of the

important towns in central and southern France. Catherine df!__

Medici diedin the midst of this tumult. January 5, ie;8q, worn
out m her jendeavor to secure, peace for the country of her

adoption. She had failed because the causes and the motives

which she had to deal with were beyond her experience and her

divination. The situation compelled the king to sign a truce

with Navarre. The Huguenots,were not to be_oersenited ; they,

in tHeTFTum
£
^er£_not to_jnole^JLJJie__Catholics ; and Navarre

was to ^(^fhejcrng against the duke of Mayenne, the sole sur-_

viving brotEerof the duke of^Guise. The royal forces thus

augmente^~took~many towns~and laid siege to Paris. But be-

fore the assault was del^_red_jrp^n_jthe_xap.ita1 a fanatig_Jriar,

Jacques J^Lement,_.stabbed the_kipg, who, two days later, August 2,

1589, after designating TSavarre as his heir, died of the wound,.

It was not an encouraging prospect that Henry IV (1589-

1610) now faced. Had he followed the advice given him to

become a Catholic it was probable that only the moderate Catho-

The Ninth lies would have flocked to his support, and he would certainly

war
S10U3 nave alienated himself from the Huguenots. So, for the present,

being guided very largely by policy, he decided not to abjure his

faith. Instead he issued a dg^laj^tioii-rfi^og^iiz-ing^iithnlirisin

as the religion_Xsf-JJie_J^eairn, prnmking_J:n grant tn, the Hngne-

nots no fmlher^pjidkg£sJLhjLn.J:^^

ing hisjwillingness-to be instructed in the_Catholic creed. The
declaration failed to rally the kingdom to his banner; and so,

feeling himself too weak to take and hold the capital, he moved
up into Normandy from whence the city drew its supplies.

Thither Mayenne, at the head of a far larger force, followed

him and thus the ninth war (i,s8q-9j_) began^ In the series of

engagements known as the battle of Argues, 1589, the advantage

lay with the new kingj and in the following year, in the famous

battle of. Ivry, althcnigh_j?reatly outnumbered, he inflicted a se-

vere defeat uj^n JVLayenne.. Then he^Ja^d^sje^e^tCLjParis. Be-

coming convinced that his acceptance of the Catholic religion

was the surest means ojLrestoring peaceTto his distracted country

he abandoned the ..faith of his- childhood and was received into

the Cathoh^_Jold_at_St Denis, one of the suburbs_of Paris._

Henry IV was not a man of impressive appearance. There was
about him a certain insignificance that hid the great leader from
casual eyes. He was a sensual man, this tireless, courageous

and skilful soldier, whose good-nature, unmistakable devotion
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to his country, and biting wit, won friends for him everywhere, ^yj"
Lacking in deep-seated religious conviction, and having a con-

siderable cynical element in his make-up, it may nevertheless be 1589 "98

true that his saying " Paris was well jvorth a mass " had some-

thing of bitter regret in it as well as the light-hearted indiffer-

ence to which it is usually attributed. In later years he seems

to have grown attached to his new religion. All but the most

bigoted members of the League and those nobles who, like

Mayenne, were bent upon advancing their own personal inter-

ests, came over to him. Rouen, the last important city in the

north, surrendered; and four days later, March 21, 1594, he

entered Paris. The capital had not been given to him, he said,

but had been bought " and at a goodly price."

It required more than the king's " conversion " to win the

kingdom. Opposition, though greatly lessened by the abjura-

tion of his old faith, was by no means extinct. Mayenne and

the duke of^Mercoeur, among_others, still held out.__An_attempt
on the life of Henry by a pupil of the Jesuits (though these seem The span

not to have been responsible for his deed) brought to a crisis j^^f
the hostility that had long been growing against that Order and Edict 0*

its members were expelled by the parlements of Paris, Rouen,

and Dijon from their respective jurisdictions. With courage or

with compromise, and with unfailing affability, Henry gradually

won his way. Then, when he jthought himself securely estab-

lished he declared war upon Spain. Ever since he had inherited

the crown he had been in reality* at war with that country, for

Spain had sent men and money to his opponents. Before the_

Spanish war_J^525z9§l_ ^a(^ l°ng beej^jmder way Burgmidy
was taken _bxJhe^J^ing- In the same year the Pope absolved

Henry from every taint of heresy, and soon after Mayenne
came over to the royal side and proved an able and loyal fol-

lower of his new master. Then the Spanish were beaten in

northeastern^Fj^jicej^and on May_ 2. ~i ^08. " peace was~signed~

between thej^vo^oiuninesf aT'^VenonSi. A short time previous

to the conclusion of peace Henry signed the famous Edict of

Nantgs^Apri l 15, that codified and increased the rights previously

granted tothe Calvinists.. Freedom to worship everywhere in

private Recording to_the rites of one's creed was granted^ and
freedom tcTworship in public in about two hundred towns and in

two placesjn every bailliage and eyerj^sJhihLlwussegJin ._the king-

dom and in many_rastles_jof the Huguenot nobles, and no Cal-

vinist was_to be disturbed in any way because of his religion.

Full civil_rig_his and the protection of the law was extended to

the Huguenots. They were once more declared eligible for all
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*g**- public offices ; and theyjvere permittedJjpJiald their ecclesiastical

assemblies. Two hundred towns were to remain in their control
1598

until 1607, their possession afterwards being extended to 1612,

among them the redoutable strongholds of La Rochelle, Mon-
tauban, and Montpellier ; and the State wasjo furnish fundsjor
the maintenance_of_the garrisons and fortifications- Like most
such agreements the Edict of Nantes was a compromise. If

was by no means perfect. It had serious shortcomings and con-

tained the seeds of discord. It extended tolerance to no other

dissenting sect than Calvinism. Its provisions for local political

liberty increased the decentralizing tendencies of the time. But
it was perhaps as good an agreement as could be made under
the circumstances. It brought peace to the unhappy land. At
last the wild struggles of the protracted religious wars were over
and there began that regeneration of France that made her the

heiress of the attainments and civilization of Italy and the intel-

lectual and artistic leader of Europe. ^
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PAPACY AND EMPIRE

1. The Two Medieval World-Powers in the Sixteenth Century.

2. Ferdinand of Hapsburg.

3. The Reforming Papacy.

4. Maximilian II.

5. Militant Catholicism in Germany.

CHAP.
XXVIITHE Papacy and the Holy Roman Empire had been the two

grpat^wgd-prrwgrs all through the Middle Ages. In the

sixteenth century they were eclipsed by the new nations. The 1493 "15S

Papacy had steadily declined in power from the day on which The Two

Boniface VIII was_strui± in the face by one ojJ-he emissaries Medieval

of the HnJ^mSinS Though it abated none of its great
Jjjjjj

claims to authority over the State it found it politic to let them

remain in abeyance. The Empire, too, had lost much of its

power^-and- prestige. The days of German expansion were long

past. Steadily the imperial boundaries had retreated. The loss

of the Burgundian and Italian domains was not significant of

weakness, for they had always been alien possessions, foreign to

the true purpose of the Empire. But the loss of the Swiss can-

tons and then that of the Dutch provinces were far more serious.

Internally, too, affairs were not such as to make for the renewal

of Germanic power. Potentially all the elements of power were

there. Germany was the land of inventors and engineers. She

had military strength and wealth of resources ; and her capi-

talists were the richest and ablest of the century. But the po-

litical forces of the time were increasingly centrifugal. The
territorial lords had passed too far beyond the position of the

nobility in France and England and Spain to make it easy or,

indeed, possible to reduce them to the position of mere barons

or grandees. As a result the imperial diet was not a real parlia-

ment but instead an assembly of princes who were intent upon

furthering the interests of their own houses, states, and class,

and of municipal deputies who were bent upon advancing the

welfare of their respective cities and of that of the bourgeoisie

m genera?.

The gifted and gracious Maximilian I (1493-1510^. over whose
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life so many German historians have loved to linger, had large__

drea^ns of reforrmbutjiis lack_gf perseverancejnH foresight , and

th€ expenditurTof hisresources upon territorial expansion rather

than upon internal reform permitted Jthg_
particularistic, fnrce^

to pursue thejraims successfully. ChajdeiTyj' 1520-56) , too, had

had his schemes for the unification of Germany, but they were
postponed by the great ecclesiastical revolution and hampered by

the encroachment of the Turks and the machinations of France

and crippled by the papal distrust of his intentions. For a mo-
ment, indeed, it seemed as though they would succeed. In 1547,

after the battle of Miihlberg, all Germany, with a few minor ex-

ceptions, seemed to lie at the Emperor's feet. But his widely-

scattered possessions and the multitudinous interests and affairs

in which he was involved dissipated his energy and left the true

interests of the Empire in an increasingly precarious condition.

Such was the Empire to which, upon the abdication of Charles,

his younger brother, Ferdinand T (1556-64) succeeded. The
new Emperor's brief reign was occupied chiefly with an attempt

to settle the religious differences of the Empire and in an en-

deavor to make a more vigorous attack upon the Turks. In

both efforts he was unsuccessful. He wacjpnlitic in mind, and
just and tolerant, in disposition It was His desire that substan-

tial concessions should be made to the Protestants by the Council

of Trent. That desire was not fulfilled by the conciliar fathers

;

and Ferdinand's refusal to abrogate the ecclesiastical, rpsprygjjrm

of the Peace of Augsburg served still furtHer tcTTender fnti1e
_

his efforts vto_bring about a reconciliation.. There had been no
permanent settlement between the two religions, but only a truce.

The history of the Empire in the sixty-three years that elapsed

between the Peace of Augsburg and the beginning of the Thirty

Years' War may. be summed up as a series of efforts on the

part of Catholics and Protestants to achieve territorial pre-

dominance.

The^jPapacy, it will be remembered, had been_oiilig£d_±o_r£le-

gate its policy of political expansion to jjie -backgrounds f not

to abandon it altogether, and to occupy itself with the tasks of

reforming the Church and combating heresy. We have already

noticed the reforming work of the first popes of the Catholic

Reformation. With the pontificate of Sixtu s__V (1585-90) we
come to the most remarkable of all the pontiffs since the medi-

eval age. Like so many other great popes he rose from extreme

poverty to the papal throne, by the strength of his intellect and

the force of his character. Very early he became a Franciscan

friar and won celebrity first as a preacher and then as a uni-
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versity lecturer. He served for a timers ingnisifnr-fffiieraljit

Venice, took partin^tli£^dj5ates"nf the £oun£i1 nf Jrent7~ancl

wa"s* piuiiiuled to~~Tfie cardinalate. When he assumed the duties

of his highest office he found the affairs of the Papal States in

a most deplorable condition. Learned in the canon law and in

patriotic lore he was also a most able administrator. With re-

lentless rigor, in little more than two years, he rkLjiiP Papal

States aTnTn^<^nniplH;fly--cif the hordes of brigands with \yhich

it had been^infestedT and he greatly curiailejInTlingering feudal

powers_oJ3Efi-Hobility. Then, with the same directness of pro-

cedure, he Uumed^lTiSjttention to the_ffiQrk_of putting th e finances

in order.. The defective system that he found was not replaced

with another, but it was improved and developed; and, as a

result, in spite of his vast expenditures, the new pope became

one of the richest rulers in Europe. Many public works were

undertaken^ roadswere__hoiilt, marshes drainech_Jiarms laid out.

mills erected^ old industries revived and new o_nes introduced,

palaces and churches rebuilt and enlarged, the vast_dome of St.

Peter's almost completed and a great obelisk, that once had

stood in the circus of Nero and had for long remained half

buried, was erected in front of the cathedral there to testify to

the victories of the Cross that was placed upon its summit. But

in the mind of Sixtus there loomed two things as being greater 1

deeds to do than these— the restoration to the ancient fold of

CHAP.
XXVII

the hereijcs and the driving back_gf the Turks beyond the eastern, •

fronTierof th e £Ioly Land . Friar as he was, with a strain of the

mystic in him, he dreamed of the conversion and cooperation

of Elizabeth. It was an illusion in which he was encouraged

by the Jesuits. His dream, however, did not dissuade him from

promoting an attack upon England. In every possible way he

furthered the great Spanish expedition against that country, and .

he attributedjthe de^ucjjgnofthe Armada very largely tr>

Vh^p^^^^^^^Thp^^^^^J^ FngHsh tn perieet their

preparations for defense. In order to carry out the canons and

decrees of the Council of Trent it was necessary that the machin-

ery of the papal administration should be improved. This was
done by limiting the number of cardinals to seventy and dividing

them into fifteen congregations each of which had its own spe-

cial work, and by taking into the employ of the Papacy the

ablest assistants that could be procured. Sixtusalsp__directed

an emejdationjjf the Vulgate . And he was notsTow to perceive""

the danger that might arise from the rapidly increasing power
of the Jesuits, but his death prevented the carrying out of the

radical changes in their constitutions that he contemplated. In
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the intricate relations that the circumstances of the time com-
pelled him to enter into with the various political powers of

Europe he was always animated by his central idea of inducing

the Protestants to return to the fold they had forsaken. His
pontificate was a brief one but it left traces of its aims and
methods that have not yet disappeared.

The successor of Sixtus, Urban, VII (i jjiQcA. died eleven days
after his election and before the ceremonies of his installation

had been completed by the act of coronation. Brief, too, was
the reign of the next pontiff, Gregory XIV (1590-91), who died

ten months and ten days after his election. He was a man of

blameless character who fasted twice each week, said mass every

day, and devoted a considerable part of his time to prayer and
to the reading of religious books. But, wholly subservient to

the interests of Spain, he was utterly incompetent as an adminis-

trator and he left the Papal States once more afflicted with

brigandage and suffering from famine. Still another short pon-

tificate was that of Innocent IX (i^qi) between whose election

and death only two months elapsed. It was the policy of jQem-
ent VXLL.(i 592-1 605) to bring about a rapprochement between

France and the Papacy. He granted absolution.^ Henry IV,

thus clearing the way for that monarch's legitimate inheritance

of the throne ; and he had much to do with the Peace of Vervins

(1598) that made ppr^? h^twffn -£fance and—Spain , the^ TWrp"

powers upon which' the welfare of Catholicism so largely de-

pended. Gradually the Papacy was freed from the dictation of

Spain and its policy made to rest upon a broader basis. It was
then possible for the work of internal reform to proceed with

less hindrance.

Ferdinand was succeeded in the imperial office by his eldest

son Maxjmjlian II ( 1564-76) much of whose early life had
been spent m Spain. Possessed of an open mind and a friendly

disposition, and, because of his sympathetic nature and varied

experience, able to appreciate the desirable elements in each of

the clashing forces of his conglomerate Empire, he became a
popular ruler. In his youth he had doubtless learned something

of Lutheranism, and political reasons led him to maintain friendly

relations with several of the Protestant princes. Later on his

association with Lutherans, and with men who had pronounced
leanings towards Lutheranism, caused no little uneasiness to his

father. But, although his religious views were colored with

Lutheranism, he remained, nominally at least, an adherent of the

ancestral Church, and his brief reign, overshadowed by ths terror

of the Turks and troubled with the religious and territorial"
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rivalries of the time^jwasjane in \yhich militant_Catholicism

i

met ^vii
with considerabIe

_
success in Germany.

Despite Maximilian's intelligence and his desire to treat every 1576-16
'
12

religious party with tolerance it was no peaceful situation that

he left to his son Rudolf II (1576-1612) who fell heir to all The Neg-

the sore perplexities of the distracted Empire. The jreligious Sr?
dEny

peace_of , 15 55^

w

as proving more and more to be no peace at all.

It lacked precision and so it was misinterpreted. It conflicted

with personal interests and so it was ignored. Protestant princes

continued their attacks upon Catholic property; and Catholic

authorities placed before their Protestant subjects the alterna-

tives of acceptance of the old faith or exile. There was no power
sufficient to interpret the settlement and to enforce it. Gejroanv

was already_djifting jnto_tlie Thirty_Yeaj^I_\Va_r. When eleven

years of age Rudolf, because of tEeambition of his father that

he should inherit the Spanish throne, had been sent to Spain to

be educated and there he had lived for nine years. He was not

without ability, but in character he resembled his uncle Philip II

more than his father. Quiet and reserved he had acquired If

reading knowledge of several languages and he was interested

in all the arts and sciences. Gradually he became a great patron

of artists and scholars, and he also became a notable collector.

Then he began to neglect the affairs of state. After I594_he_^
did not attend a meeting of the imperial diet and three orfouT

""*

years later he exhibited great reluctance to transact the ordinary

business of government. A series of valets gained ascendancy

over him and so completely did he withdraw himself from the

world that when the new century opened it became exceedingly

difficult even for the highest officials to gain access to him.

Rumors of madness spread abroad. All through his reign the

border warfare with the Turks continued and a great disaster

in which 50,000 imperial soldiers were killed was inflicted in

1596 upon the German forces. In the religions disputes "Rndnlf—

„

was a par̂ isan^oj^the Catholic cause , and despite insurrection,

the Catholic predominance in Austria was restored. So impotent

was his rule that he left the 'Empire in a condition bordering

upon chaos.

The reign of Rudolf II coincided with the militant activity of

Catholicism. The success of that activity was assisted, it will

be remembered, by a widely prevalent feeling of panic. It was
also furthered by the dissensions among the Protestants. Lu-
therans and Calvinists became ever more distrustful of each

other and their distrust was fostered by the Catholics. Accord-
ing to the terms of the religious settlement of 1555 the only
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Protestants who were to profit by its provisions were those who
subscribed to the Confession of Augsburg. But the Calvinists,

who were excluded from the scope of the settlement, had in-

creased in numbers within the borders of the Empire. They
were to be found principally in the territory that intervenes be-

tween Switzerland and the Low Countries. One of the results

of the battle oJLMur^erg^aswe have seen, was a new division of

Saxony . The electo?aTtitle and a large part of the electoral^

lands passed from the Ernestine to the Albertine branch of the

Saxon house. Ernestine Saxony was left a comparatively unim-
portant province. The first elector of Albertine Saxony was
Maurice I (1547-53) of whom we have seen something in our
study of Protestantism and the Balance of Power. He was suc-

ceeded by his brother Augustus I (1553-86) who increased the

area of electoral Saxony and developed its resources. He was,

however, a most intolerant Lutheran and he employed rigorous

measures to extinguish Calvinism in his dominions. At the head
of electoral Brandenburg at this time was Joachim II (1535-71)
who had established a state church of his own very like the

Church of England. He granted Lutheranism free entrance

into his dominions ; and he secularized Catholic bishoprics as a

means of adding to his wealth and personal territory. His suc-

cessor John George ( 1571-98) was a thorough-going Lutheran
who heartily disliked Calvinism. On the other hand Frederick

III (1559-76), elector Palatine, one of the most aggressive of

the Protestant princes, was an ardent Calvinist; and, though his

son and successor Louis VI (1576-83) was a Lutheran, his

brother John Casimir, who from 1583 to 1592 acted as regent

during the minority of his grandson Frederick IV (1583-1610),

was an equally active supporter of Calvinism. Under Freder-

ick III the so-called Heidelberg Catechism was put forth as the

prescribed form of belief and worship for the Palatinate. In

it the doctrine of the eucharist was formulated in accordance

with the ideas of Calvin. This aroused the antagonism of Lu-
therans and Catholics alike. The Lutheran citizens of the elec-

torate and some of the neighboring Lutheran princes protested

vigorously but in vain. The breach between Lutheranism and
Calvinism was made permanent and the Lutheran rulers became
more determined than ever not to permit the heads of Calvinist

States to be included in the scope of the Peace of Augsburg.

Thus was the split in Protestantism made wider and the task

of the Emperor Rudolf in furthering the cause of Catholicism

made easier.

But Lutheranism itself, as we have seen in our study of the
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sects to which the Protestant Revolution gave rise, was by no g$p.

means united. Differences of opinion regarding dogma that —
had their origin in the ill-defined character of the Lutheran

creed, in the idiosyncrasies of individual religious teachers, and The spM

in the personal preferences of rulers, began to crystallize into aniam

definite systems of belief between which enmity arose. The

principal arena_of_JheJn^ernaldjs^
the two Sa^oTMes; and the chief disputants may be classed as

FlaciarnitTanTPhilippists. The former professed to stand by

the tea^mngsroTXutherV While the-Jattei^laimeiLJo-_rept€S€Ht-

the more conciliatory views of Melanchthon. Each party, how-

ever muchTTthe fact waTdisclaimedTha^ made changes in the

views of its authority. The new Uinversity^f Jena (1558)

became the citadel of the Flacianists, while those oTWittenberg

and Leipzig were the str^nghoToT^r the Philippists. The con-

troversy between the two parties, which was exceedingly bitter,

was accentuated by the political animosity that existed between

the two Saxonies. One of the questions about which contro-

versy raged was that _of free will. Another was that of the

LordXSliEHeii The Flacianistslavored the Lutheran doctrine

that in the bread and wine the body and blood of Christ are

present as heat is present in red-hot iron. Some of the Philip-

pists leaned toward the Calvinist view that the bread and wine

are never more than mere symbols of the body and blood, while

others fully accepted that view. These latter from motives of

expediency avoided making any open avowal of their Calvinism.

They were known as Crypto-Calvinists .,
Later on, however,

they became bolder and then they werlTcruelly persecuted. So

rancorous were the disputes between the various Lutheran di-

visions that several of the princes, chief of whom was the elector

Augustus of Albertine Saxony, began to take measures looking

towards pacification and unity. In 1576 the Torqau Book, so

called from the place, of its composition, was issued. It is a

body of doctrine to which it was hoped all Lutherans would

subscribe It was discussed in many ecclesiastical conventions,

called for the purpose of considering it, but the result was far

short of universal acceptance. . The book was then revised in

the following year by some theologians and in 1680 it was pub-

licly announced. It became known as the ConcordBook. The

men who performed the task of recension deemeTtheir work

to be final. They declared it to be the true Lutheran doctrine.

But while the Formula of Concord settled some of the old con-

troversies it gave rise to others that were none the less serious

and acrimonious. It seems, indeed, to have done more harm
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xxvn than good. Abuse descended almost to unplumbed depths and
violent conflicts were of frequent occurrence.

1576-1612 "While Protestantism in the Empire was thus distracted with

internal dissensions Catholicism found the circumstances favor-

able for an effort to regain its lost territory. In this attempt
TheCath- the leadership was taken by Bavaria. Duke William IV (1508-

vivai

e

So) obtained a considerable grant of power from the Pope
over the bishoprics and monastic orders in the duchy and en-

acted repressive measures against the Protestants. In 1541 he

invited the Jesuits into his dominion. And the University of

Ingolstadt became their headquarters not only for Bavaria but

also for all Germany. Albert V (1550-79), the most aggressive

of all the Catholic princes in Germany, gave his sanction to the

decrees of the Council of Trent and vigorously furthered the

recently aroused militant activity of Catholicism. His son and

successor William V (1579-97), surnamed the Pious, had been

educated by the Jesuits and was one of their most ardent sup-

porters. Chief of the Jesuit propagandists was Peter Canisius

(1524-97), eloquent, prudent, and blameless of life. After ten

years' work in Bavaria he was summoned by Ferdinand I to

Vienna where he swayed vast audiences at his will and became
the chief adviser in religious affairs-of the Emperor. So aggres-

sive was the spirit of the great Jesuit, so tactful were his meas-

ures and so indefatigable were his labors, that he is justly

reckoned as being one of the most important forces in the reha-

bilitation of Catholicism in Germany. The restoration of Ca-

tholicism in Austria, begun under Ferdinand I, and continued

somewhat hesitatingly under Maximilian II, was pushed by Ru-
dolf II with great energy. The Catholic advance in Germany
was naturally disputed wherever possible by the Protestants.

The very ambiguous character of the Peace of Augsburg was
the excuse if not the cause of many altercations. Every prince

could determine the religion that should prevail in his princi-

pality. The same right was granted to the imperial towns. But
every imperial town where in 1555 more than one religion was
established had to maintain those religions in the same propor-

tion as then prevailed. Such a provision was admirably calcu-

lated to create trouble. Out of it disputes arose in Aachen where

the Lutherans and Calvinists demanded the right to exercise their

religions. Their contentions were not decided until 1598 when
all Protestant worship was abolished in Aachen by order of the

Emperor. The provisions of the Peace of Augsburg were also

involved in a struggle that arose for the possession of Cologne.

In 1583 the Archbishop Gebhard married, and being loath to
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lose his see he attempted to Protestantize it. Such an act was £Ivn
of course a direct violation of the ecclesiastical reservation. The

practical annulment of the provision in their favor was not
1576 '161<

unwelcome to the Protestant princes, but, owing to the disputes

between the Lutherans and the Calvinists and between the Lu-

therans themselves, Gebhard failed to receive the combined Prot-

estant support. The warlike prelate was forced to flee into the

Netherlands, the diocese was speedily restored to the ancient faith,

and Ernest, a brother of the duke of Bavaria, was elected arch-

bishop. The recovery of this important province to Catholicism

had a decided effect upon the situation. In 1585 three important

neighboring bishoprics, Minister, Paderborn, and Osnabriick,

were restored to Catholicism, and soon afterwards they were

followed by the smaller one of Minden. Not so immediately

successful for the Catholics was the fight for Strasburg, a town

in which, according to the settlement of 1555, churches of the

old and new faiths were to be permitted, but in which the an-

cient worship in the Catholic churches had been suppressed. An
eight months' war ended with the agreement to divide the dio-

cese between a Protestant and a Catholic bishop until the dispute

should be finally decided in court. At the compromise of

Hagenau in 1604 the Protestant bishop was bought out. New
Catholic leaders appeared in the persons of a new duke of Ba-

varia, Maximilian I ( 1583-165 1), and the archduke Ferdinand

of Styria who afterwards ascended the imperial throne. Maxi-
milian, who became known as " the Catholic," found the duchy

heavily burdened with debt and in a disorderly condition; but

a decade of his vigorous administration put the province into

such good shape as to enable him to take an effective part in

the great war of the next century. He was devoted to the cause

of Catholicism because for long that cause was the traditional

policy of his dynasty and because he perceived that it coincided

with his political prosperity. He was not only an excellent ad-

ministrator, but also an accomplished statesman itid a man of

fine courage. Educated by the Jesuits in the University of

Ingolstadt, Ferdinand became the most vigorous of all the Ger-

man princes in support of the aggressive Catholicism of the

time. When he assumed the government of the archduchies of

Styria, Carinthia, and Carniola he suppressed the Protestant

worship and offered to his Protestant subjects the alternatives

of conversion or exile.

Such acts of aggression as we have noted on the part of both

Protestants and Catholics found their excuse if not their origin

in the exceedingly unsatisfactory character of the Peace of Augs-
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burg. The conflict between the two camps could not find its

end in any such half-way measure. The whole period of the
1576-1612 Emperor Rudolf's reign was one in which the seeds of war were

germinating. The next century was to reap the harvest of

disaster.

Militant Catholicism achieved the most astonishing successes.

Much was accomplished by political and military measures. But

it was not chiefly to ordinances and to force of arms that these

successes were due, but to a great reaction of public opinion.
" During the first half century after the commencement of the

Reformation," says Macaulay, " the current of feeling in the

countries on this side of the Alps and of the Pyrenees ran im-

petuously towards the new doctrines. Then the tide turned,

and rushed as fiercely in the opposite direction. Neither during

the one period nor during the other did much depend upon the

event of battles or sieges. The Protestant movement was hardly

checked for an instant by the defeat at Miihlberg. The Catholic

reaction went on at full speed in spite of the destruction of the

Armada. It is difficult to say whether the violence of the first

blow or of the recoil was the greater. Fifty years after the

Lutheran separation, Catholicism could scarcely maintain itself

on the shores of the Mediterranean. A hundred years after the

separation, Protestantism could scarcely maintain itself on the

shores of the Baltic." After all due allowance has been made
for the rhetorical exaggeration of this passage the fact remains

that the situation at the end of the century was altogether unlike

that at the opening of the second quarter of the century. " Not
only was there at this time a much more intense zeal among the

Catholics than among the Protestants," continues Macaulay,
" but the whole zeal of the Catholics was directed against the

Protestants, while almost the whole zeal of the Protestants was
directed against each other. Within the Catholic Church there

were no serious disputes on points of doctrine. The decisions

of the Council of Trent were received . . . the whole force of

Rome was therefore effective for the purpose of carrying on the

war against the Reformation. On the other hand, the force

which ought to have fought the. battle of the Reformation was
exhausted in civil conflict. While Jesuit preachers, Jesuit con-

fessors, Jesuit teachers of youth, overspread Europe, eager to

expend every faculty of their minds and every drop of their

blood in the cause of their Church, Protestant doctors were con-

futing, and Protestant rulers were punishing, sectaries who were
just as good Protestants as themselves."
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CHAPTER XXVIII

MAGYAR AND SLAV

1. The Eclipse of Hungary.

2. The Uniting and Dissolution of Poland.

3. The Rise of Russia.

LAST of the peoples whose political careers we are to notice

are the Magyars and Slavs. It is merely as a matter of

convenient arrangement" that we are to deal with them in the

same chapter and not because they are closely related to each

other. There is, indeed, between them a greater difference than

between German and French. They lived upon the confines of

European civilization and so they have not figured very largely

in our previous chapters.

The Magyars found themselves situatjdJn_a_^untgr_o^jm^

usual ^geog|a£hjcaL4mity_^^ lying "asltdoes

within the immense curve of the Carpathians and having for

its southern boundary the Danube and the Save. But dwelling The De-

as they did between the Byzantine and Germanic Empires they theUTLn

were subjected to many dangers. After a varied and turbulent garians

history the thirteenth century witnessed their imminent relapse

into barbarism. From that peril they were saved by two princes

of the house of Anjou, Charles I (1310-42) and Loujs_I_(i342-

82), who led the Magyars back to civilization and won for their

nation an important place in the affairs of Europe. But almost

a generation before the death of Louis the Turks had set foot

in Europe and begun their advance to the west. Three names

stand out prominently in the resistance of Hungary to the Turks.

The Emperor Sigisnmnd^a brave soldier and a far-seeing states-

man who from 1387 to 1437 was also king of Hungary, strug-

gled valiantly against the oncoming of the Crescent throughout

the half-century of his reign ; and the famous warrior John ,

Hunyady^C 1 387-1456), who rose from the position of an ob-

scure noble to be the leader of his nation, seemed at one time

to be on the point of driving the Turks back across the Helles-

pont. No less famous was Matthias I (^1458-90), a son of
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Hunyady who ascended the throne, who made his country the

most powerful in central Europe, and who if he did not threaten

the position of the Turks as seriously as his father had done at

least compelled them to retreat beyond the Balkans. It was
after his death that the Turk became so great a terror to Chris-

tendom. The death of Matthias was followed by a relapse into

medieval chaos. So terrible was the oppression of the peasantry

that they rose in revolt. But although the half-clad and poorly

armed countrymen, joined by the rabble of the towns, met with

some successes they soon fell victims to the mail-clad nobles

who punished them with fiendish ferocity. The suppression of

the revolt did not put an end to the troubles of the time. The
entire laboring class had been transformed into a force sullenly

hostile to the selfish aristocracy and the whole atmosphere of the

time was one of robbery, cruelty, and violent death. Every spark

of patriotism had been extinguished. "If this realm could be

saved at the expense of three florins," said the papal envoy,
" there is not a man here willing to make the sacrifice." Little

wonder that city after city fell into the hands of Solyman the

Magnificent. In 1526 the hastily gathered forces of the Hun-
garians, so pitiful in their appearance that the sultan could not

believe that they constituted the national army, were completely

annihilated in the battle of Mohacs. When the Turks set out

on their homeward march they took with them more than a

hundred thousand captives and an enormous amount of spoil.

One quarter of the country, wrote a contemporary, had been

ruined as completely as if it had been subjected to a devastating

flood. No longer could Hungary make the proud claim of being

the " Buckler of Christendom."

But a worse disaster was to befall the unhappy country.

There were two claimants for the throne, John Zapolyaj^ 1526-

40) and the archduke T^r^njri^ n f An g ti-; ? an(i under the

pretext of enforcing the contentions of the rivals, unscrupulous

adventurers of every sort oppressed the peasants from one end
of the land to the other. Rapine and robbery were every day
affairs. Finally, in 1538, the two contestants agreed to divide

between themselves that part of the country which was not in

possession of the Turks. One-third of the land,, the part ad-

joining^Ausjxia^jyiis.jrjelam while-the remaiping
two-tmrdsT^oi which the principal part was Transylvania^ to-

getF^rrwitL thje_title_jo£4drig^of^^

War broke oul.Jbetween Hu£g^J3L_a4id--Atis*t4a^^

of 7apr>lya and-Solyman i£n£wed_his Jnvasion . Peace was con-

cluded by another division. This time Austria obtained a much
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larger share, securing thirty-five of the seventy-three counties. ^J^i
John Sigismund, the_Jnfant_son'"of ZapoJya, kept JCransybania -—
and sixteen_counFies together~with the title of prince ; while the

Turks acquiredfall the remainder of the country which jncludeiJL

most of the central counties. This partition of Hungary con-

tinued untiTaTmost the end~bf the seventeenth century. The bor-

ders of the three divisions continually fluctuated, and Transyl-

vania fell alternately under the influence of the Hapsburg and

the Ottoman power.

We have seen something of the development of humanism in

Poland and of the part which that border land played in the humanist

ecclesiastical revolution. At this point we are to deal with its

political development and the changes effected by the militant

Catholicism of the time. It was after a period of lawlessness

and retrogression that Sigismund_j (1506-48) came to the

throne. On every side save^onry^on the southwest where it

touched* the Carpathian mountains his country lacked_Jhe ad- ,

vantage of a natural boundary ; and on all sides she was face to

face with aggressive and hostile neighbors. Clearly, as the new

king saw, there was great need of an effective army. But so

indifferent were the privileged classes to the welfare of their

country that a quarter of a century went by before Sigismund

succeeded in getting- sometKihg like a satisfactory increase and

improvement _ot_thp"mi1itary-forc£^and even that step was gained"

only by the granting of impolitic compromises. It was nofonTjT

the advancing Muscovite and Turk that threatened the peace of

Poland. There, weregrave internal disturbance s. Members of

the nobility ancfthe bourgeoisie had appropriated the humanism

of the Renaissance with such avidity that it was said that " more

Latinists were to be found in Poland than there used to be in

Latium." But this appetite for the new learning could not be

satisfied in the provincial schools of the country nor in the uni-

versity of Cracow, the national capital, for those institutions

were still committed to the scholasticism of a departed age. So

they went abroad, especially to the schools of Germany. Many
of them returned to propagate the conflicting creeds of the vari-

ous Protestant churches ; and the Anti-Trinitarians, as we have

seen, gained a substantial following in the distracted country.

SigismunorTF"(ij48^72) proved a sagacious director in this The umor

period of grave"^ disturbances. To his initiative was due the and
U
the

n

acquisition of the Livonian provinces in 1^61-2 and the welding Emascuia-

togethe~r~lii_i ;6o of all the loosely related Polishjyssf.spionsjjy th^Eing-

the nnir>n_of T.nhlin . Sigismund, however, died childless, and sup

with him the great Jagellon dynasty that for so long had guided
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xxvui Wlt^ keen perception the destiny of this country so prone to

anarchy. After an interregnum of a year Henry of Valois.
1548-86 Duke nfAnjon, was elected Jkjnjr But previously the Polish

noble^^Eaa passed the " Henrican Articles " that made the

monarchyJbut_jjn_ejn£ty_jiame. No king thereafter was to blT

entrusted with any power beyond that of summoning_j&e_die,t
at will, leading the army, appointing to the chief military and
ecclesiasticaLposts, and figuring in the public pageants and hal f-

barbaric feasts. He had no yoke in the choicg_of his successor,

nor couldhe marry without the consent of the__senate. Thus
was theToTIsh monarchy completely transformed. Henry, in-

stead of hesitating at the insulting terms, employed cajolery and
corruption to obtain the crown under them; and, in the Pacta
Conventa, signed other burdensome and humiliating conditions.

Then, thirteen months after his election, he suddenly abandoned
the Polish throne in order to secure that of France made vacant

by the deathj)f_his brolh&r. This trying period was~Tollowed

by the brief but brilliant reign of Stephen (Bathory) 1^ (1575-86),
a gallant soldier who had seen much service in Transylvania,

where, indeed, he had been elected prince, and a skilful diplomat.

As soon as he was able Stephen turned his attention to the en-

croaching enemies from the east. _ Not content with defending

the frontier he crossed it and marched far into the realms of

Muscovy. For five months in 1581-82 his little army laid siege

to the great and strongly fortified city of Pskov under conditions

of arctic severity until TVanthe__Terrih1e
T

fearing- to lose the

largest city in his Empire, ceded all of Livonia to the intrepid

invader. _
On the vast plain that stretches from the Dnieper to the

Ural Mountains there lived a wild people, hunters, fishers and
The Cos- fugitive serfs, who because of their occupations and the neces-
BackB

sity of defending themselves against the Tartars had acquired

great strength and skill as horsemen and in the use of arms.

They were known as Cossacks, a word meaning freehnntgr^

strangely_derived from their very enemies, the Tartars^ Some-
where about the beginning of the sixteenth century they began

to form themselves into a definite state. It was but a nebulous

state, however, and its history, inextricably confused with legend,

need not detain us. Stephen organized six thousand selected

Cossacks into six regiments and confi ded to their rare, the de-

fense of the eastern frontier^ The Cossack community still con-

tinued its independent existence, and it was Stephen's intention

to respect their independence as long as they performed the duty

of protecting the frontier. But social, racial, and religious dif-
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ferences between the Poles and the Cossacks gave rise to many ^^jj
conflicts that culminated, in the fourth decade of the seventeen^

cerrtury, jn the abolition of the Cossack State.
1548-86

It was in Stephensj-eign that the Jesuits were established in

Poland Their schools and colleges were soon to be found in~TheJesu.

every part of the country, the most important center of their p^d

teaching being the University of Wilna. They penetrated even

into Livonia, which haa gone over toProtestantism almost en-

tirely and two of their colleges were founded at Dorpat and

Riga. The religious tolerance that formerly prevailed in Poland

and made the country a refuge for the most radical thinkers of

the religious revolution gradually disappeared. Calvinism was
eliminated. Lutheranism was restricted, the oppression of the

Greek Catholics greatly, diminished their number, and Catholicism"

became thoroughly reinvigorated.^

In the mind of Stephen there was born the idea of uniting

Poland, Muscovy and Transylvania into one compact State

whose military power should eventually expel the Turks from
Europe. But only the Jesuits were able to appreciate the sig-

nificance of the plan, and the sudden death of the king prevented

an attempt to realize it.

The ejectionofSigismund III (1587-1632), a sonjrf John_III_.

of Sweden, was unTbrtunatelrTmany respects. In the course

of his long reign there came to Poland the opportunity of making TheDomi-

herself the most effective nation in central Europe. The Mus- {£*
ionof

covite power in the east suffered a serious set-back and Germany Szlaehta

in the west was plunged into the horrors of the Thirty Years'

War. But Sigismund was unequal^tojjip1 gi>na±iaia— He fa iled .

to strengthen the country within its existing boundaries. His
claim to the Swedish crown involved Poland in a series of wars
from which she could hope to gain little and was certain to lose

much. And this together with his other external interests, made
still more difficult the task of reforming the deplorable Polish

constitution which, as he well knew, was a most effective pre-

ventive of all measures looking to the permanent security and
real greatness of the country. The constitution provided for an
extreme condition_of decentraUzatipn^whereas at the end~oTThe
sixteenth century it was clearly evident that the future belonged
not to any feudal congeries of powers but to the strong, com-
pact, and centralized monarchies. Chief of the Polish powers
among whom the governmental power was distributed were the

greaterjiobles, the lesser_ nobles (Szlaehta} and the cities . At
this time

i
trie Szlachta^~dominated. the national diet,

,
Narrow-

minded and selfislibeyond measure they were intensely hostile
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£££& to anything that in the remotest degree resembled discipline.

The dire needs of their nation left them unmoved. Money they
1587-1632 wou ] (j not v te> and service they would not volunteer. And the

requirement of a unanimous vote in the diet made it possible for

any one of them to veto any and every measure of reform. This

liberum veto they regarded as one of their most valuable privi-

leges, and even had not Sigismund been engrossed in so many
external matters it would have been a very difficult task to have
replaced it with the decision by a plurality of votes that he so

much desired. Upon the rock of their opposition every attempt

to reform the constitution was wrecked. Religious troubles has-

tened the decline. Sigismund, actuated by the Jesuits, was con-

sistently opposed to every sect outside the Catholic pale. The
Protestants were deprived of all their civil rights; and the

Orthodox Greek Catholics who refused to follow the example
of large numbers of their co-religionists in acknowledging the

authority of the Pope incurred the bitter hatred of their erst-

while associates and were subjected to severe persecution. Thus
it was that Poland fell irretrievably into a condition of political

decrepitude.

In the forest land of Lake Ilmen, which lies between the

Muscovy easternmost arm of the Baltic Sea and the headwaters of the

Dnieper River, there lived in the ninth century some_SIS3L-and

Finnish tribes w^ we^j^^j"gj^:H -by Norsemen and-who—in
time agQimifafgcLtheir conquerors. These Norsemen were known
as Rus or Ros and it is from

-

their name that the word Russia,

which did not become the customary name for the new Empire
until the eighteenth century, has been derived. Territorial ex-

pansion went on apace, until the Caspian Sea and the Ural Moun-
tains were reached, with little regard to internal consolidation.

The land of these " tall, white and crafty barbarians " was di-

vided into many principalities', each ruled^ by its own prince,

that were connected with each other only by slender ties. For
several centuries innumerable struggles took place between the

various divisions for leadership and for land. Several of the

more important of the principalities, especially those of Moscow
and of Novgorod,"were still struggling for precedence in the

middle of the thirteenth century when a great body of Tartars,
" the terrible strangers whose origin no man knew," invaded

the vast and thinly populated plains in the southeast of Muscovy
and made a capital for themselves,* which they called Sarai, on

the lower Volga. For nearly three hundred years they held the

Russians in sway. Their own State, or Khanate, was known
as the Golden Horde. At last in 1380 internal dissensions among

and the
Tartars
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them enabled a number of Russian princes to inflict a severe
^s^iii

defeat upon them in the battle of Kulikoo. Then the work of

consolidating the various principalities of the victors was carried 85 °-1584

well on towards completion by Dimitri Donskoi, but it remained

for others to finish the work.of creating the autocratic Empire of

Muscovy.
First of all the three great rulers who together completed the

policy of absorbing the principalities that still remained inde-

pendent and of centralizing all governmental authority was Ivan
j

ivan the

,111^1462-1505), surnamedjhe_Great, Of the five principalities and"!?
that were independent at the time of his accession he succeeded in Predeces-

subduing two; while his son Basil III (1505-33) incorporated

the remaining three. The tasks that confronted Ivan IV

_

( 1533-

84), known as the Terrible , were to prevent the revival of any

of the extinct principalities and to establish an autocratic rule.

The progress of gradual centralization that had been going on
met with the sullen discontent of many of_thejnoble]T Ivan was
a child of three when his father died. The time seemed ripe

for the recovery of lost power and during the government of

the queen-mother and afterwards of first one faction of the

nobles and then another the autocracy of the two preceding

reigns began to disappear. But in 1547 the boy of seventeen

had himself crowned, not merely as the_grand-duke_o£ Muscovy,
but as the Tsar (supposed by some to be a corruption of the word
Caesar and declared by others to be an Asiatic title) of all Russia.

The Golden Horde having become separated into severaT

khanates, two of them, Kazan and Astrakhan, were annexed in

1552-54 by the young Tsar without much difficulty. But Ivan

was not satisfied with expansion to the east. Like his prede-

cessors he looked with longing eyes beyond the western border

of his domains. There the Polish possessions stretched from
the Baltic to the Black Sea barring the way to farther advance

in that direction. The Polish kings were equally desirous of

extending their territory to the east. It was, therefore, in-

evitable that conflicts should occur. Ivan the Terrible looked

farther thanjmy of his predecessors, who had desired merely

to obtain a^stnp^ô Lithuan 7̂^n^n_order jtqjxiak-e it possible

for his subjects to trade directly with western Europe, sought

to secure a stretch of the Baltic coast. He knew that his coun-

try was closed to outsIHe influences by vast intervening wastes

on the east and by hostile and warring States on the west, he
realized perhaps that it was powerless to develop unaided a

satisfactory civilization, and he hoped in particular, as a result

of direct trade with the west, to be able to equip his soldiers
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with the arms and ammunition of the modern nations. When in

1553 an English ship, endeavoring to j^achjChina by_the_jiorth-

east passage^entered the^3^li^Sg^2_another_rojite. was^called^

to his attention, and_Jhe~English were granted_the freedom of

trading in__the "towns of Muscovy . Acting on this permission

Anthony Jenkinson, an English sailor, merchant, and explorer,

journeyed from London by way of Archangel, Novgorod, As-

trakhan, and the Caspian Sea, to Bokhara, being the first Eng-
lishman to penetrate central Asia, and returned by the same
route. It was a roundabout way, however, and closed for a

considerable part of the year by ice and so Ivan still longed for

a port on the Baltic. . But war, alternately with one of his west-

ern neighbors and then another, Sweden, Livonia, Poland, and

Denmark, that lasted intermittently until his death, failed to

attain his object. u .

The atrocities of Ivan have doubtless been exaggerated. But
those that remain after all possible winnowing of legend and

fact are quite sufficient to reveal a cruel and relentless character^
Yet it was not the Russians who called him Terrible. By them
he was styled aroznui

x
a word that signifies the quality of being

respectable and the fact of being respect_gd. In that wild~lancl7"

however, in those wild times, the ruler who was engrossed in

the great task of fusing into one the score of peoples who owned
his sway and of finding an outlet for them to the" western ocean

might conceivably resort to extreme measures without losing the

approbation of the mass of his subjects. And^theJIact 4s^that

in spite of all his errors, vices, and crimes he never lost their

support

IFwas not in one life-time that the gigantic task the Russian

Tsar had set himself could be accomplished. So when his weak
if saintly son Feodor d 584-08) came to the throne it is scarcely

a matter of surprise that the old elenients_ofjdisorder ancLdis-
integratiQn reasserted themselves . Fortunately, however, the

brother-in-law of the new Tsar, Boris Godunoy
T proved strong

enough t£> keep the restless nobles in subjection. Godmioy^cou1
-

pleted tlie establishment of serfdom. The wide-stretching plains

of Muscovy were very thinly populated and so the demand for

agricultural laborers was greatly in excess of the supply. In

the competition for laborers the large land-owners had a decided

advantage over the small ones. It was proposed, therefore, that

the laborers should be forbidden to move from one estate to

another. This permanent attachment of the peasants to the

land, accomplished in the time of the last of the dynasty that

had ruled since the days of the Norsemen, put them under the
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complete control of the men on whose estates they lived . An- ^mjj^
other Innovation brought about by the active administrator was

the creation of the patriarchate.. The highest ecclesiastical ofr-158 *-16^

ficial in M^rnyy up tn this time was the, metropolitan. Nomi-

nally he was subject to the jurisdiction of the patriarch of Con-

stantinople who was the head of the Greek Church. But nearly

a century and a half ago Constantinople had fallen into the

hands of the Turks and since that time the Tsars had asserted

themselves to be the successors of the Byzantine Emperors. The
Eastern Church is not, like that of Rome, a monarchy endowed
with practically unlimited power. It is, instead, an oligarchy

of patriarchs in which each patriarch is supreme within his dio-

cese and subject only to a general council. It seemed but natural,

therefore, that the church in Muscovy should be given a head of

its own with primary jurisdiction. To this establishment of a

new patriarchate the Eastern Orthodox Church gave its consent.

The patriarch of Constantinople raised the metropolitan bishop

of Muscovy to the patriarchal dignity and the act was subse-

quently approved by a general council of the Eastern Church.

So skilful had been Godunov's conduct of the affairs of state Boris

that when the Tsar died without a son to succeed him he was
a8°£ga°

v

chosen by a national assembly to be the next ruler. The reign

of Borris Godunov ( 1508-1605) was brief, and because of the

opposition to him on the part ot the great nobles it was less suc-

cessful than his administration under Fendnr For almost two
decades the land was filled with mercenaries and marauders of

all sorts who pillaged at will and perpetrated the most frightful

atrocities. Not till the Romanov dynasty ascended the throne

in 1

6

13 was peace restored to the rnhber-ridden and famine-
~

stricken country. And until the coming of Peter the Great this

land whose possibilities are still nnphimhed, where m edieval

pilgrims still trudge the highways, where the west with its

febrility gradually merges into the leisured east, remained Jn
almost utter ignorance of the civilization of Europe . The cul-

ture and the Christianity of Muscovy were both borrowed from
the corrupt and decrepit Eastern Empire. And when the culture

and the religion of the later Byzantine Empire are recalled to

mind the claim of the Tsars to be the successors of the Byzantine
rulers becomes most significant.
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wont to do, the nobles ended by sending their sons to their XXIX

schools. Thus .were th^e^raLd^sseAJn-each of the various ^—^
countries represented.inJ.he new republic.

The inta^ToTthe publishers in helping to establish this

republic of letters should not pass unnoticed. After the inven- n.bfl»

tion of printing the wprk of writing a book and the business ol thePut.

producing it and placing it for sale upon the market came to be un-

differentiated. In the process of becoming established as a

separate class the publishers found that they needed men of let-

ters as assistants . Thesemen_whose work it_was to correct

typographicaJUm>rs, mistaleTin grammar ,
andotherjhortcom-^

ings, were kngwn_as pro^jgjsT^TT^were employed to esti-

mate the value of the mnn t i scripts^ubmit1ed_fo£ ĥcation ,
to

give advice toJhriLJsmplQymLJ^^
intrinsic worlri^OEiSy-JaiQduclions. Thus^hey exercised_a_

great influenceJnJ&Li^y^ Leading meTToF-

letters werV"noTreluctant to accept such positions, lhe pub-

lishers th^^^^djTTudiJg further the interests of the repub-

lic of letters. AI40 Manuzio ( 1450-15 * 5) >
the founder of the

Aldine^prl^y", made mor^^ecureJhe-fiQssp ssinns of many master-

piec^roT~Greek, Latin±_and_Italian literature and greatly ejc-

tended their use_by_^uttin£j^^ He chose Venice as

the site~ofTnTpr1ssbecause it was a great distributing center

;

and the beauty of his type and paper surpassed that of any o

his predecessors. So devoted was he to his work that he died

a poor man, but he had "bequeathed Greek literature as an in-

alienable possession to the world." His son, Paolo Majumo

(1512-74), who, after an interval, carried on his work, found

the list of' Greek classics almost completely finished
;

so, being

passionately devoted to Cicero, his principal publications were

in the field of Latin Tetters. 'He left th<Twork of his press to

be carried on by his son, the younger Aldo Manuzio ( 1547^97)

with whom the work of the famous press came to an end._

Johannes Froben, ( 1460 ?-i 527) published many__of ErasmusJL-

works and his press made_Jjage1 the most important center o f^

German printing and publication, in the sixteenth century. After

his death the work of his press was carried on by his son Jerome

and by his son-in-law Nicolaus Episcopius.

The ideals and_the work of the Ciceronians were also a factor

in shaping thg^Iiterary republic. All through the Middle Ages TheCicer

it was Cicero who had been the principal exemplar of the art ° an8

of rhetoric, as Vergil was the leading name in Latin literature.

In the period of the Renaissance his influence became paramount.

" Father supreme of Roman eloquence," he was styled by Pe-
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trarch, who was enchanted with the linked smoothness long

drawn out of his favorite author. Something of the influence

of Cicero upon Italian men of letters from Petrarch to Bembo
we have seen in our previous chapters that deal with literature.

In the sixteenth century there had come to be a cult of Cicero,

a servile imitation, which, in 1528, in his Ciceronianus, was
cleverly caricatured and seriously refuted by Erasmus. The
masterly exposition aroused a storm of opposition. Erasmus
himself did not reply to any of the attacks of the extreme Cicero-

nians but others did. The battle of books continued beyond his

death and did not come to an end until the first decade of the

seventeenth century had been passed. The phrase-mongering

of the Ciceronians was unfortunate in so far as it led men to

devote their entire attention not to what an author had to say

but to the manner in which he said it. Yet in so far as it helped

to banish a barbarous Latinity and substitute in its place one of

lucidity and elegance it performed a needed service.

Important, too, in the formation of the republic of letters was

the in Alienee of Erasmus that, for an en tire generation domjngj-ed

the minds of men, whose Latin, devoid of pedantry and instinct

with an incomparable linguistic feeling, w^ a world-fongne for

the ideas and the sentiments of the time
r
and whose thought did

so much to lead men into the modern world We have already

discussed the remedy that he had to offer for the settlement of

the ecclesiastical abuses and theological differences of his time.

It was but natural that this delicate, small, and sickly man, with

the half-shut, blue, observing eyes, should rely so entirely upon
words. But always he battled for the liberal ideas of the time.

The joy of the emancipated intellect in its freedom irradiates

his personality and shines through his wit and humor no less

than through his scholarly and critical earnestness. The tide

of enthusiasm^ for the new learning had already flowed into the

principal countries of Europe and now it was finding its way
into the most remote places. Much of the love of letters that

had grown up in Germany, France, England, Spain and the Low
Countries was the creation of Erasmus. We cannot measure
his influence in the new republic, but we know it to have been

vast.

The unfavorable results to letters that were the immediate out-

come of the Lutheran schism
T
and the stillmore unfavorable

results of the mutual jmtagonismsof tbe-jytaftotts Protestant

churches""and sects, havJTTlfli'eftdvHSeen:noticed—In Germany
throughout the entire country, in Catholic and Protestant lands

alike, there was a distinct intellectual retrogression. It seems
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as if that land had exhausted itself in the efforts put forth dur-

ing the great revolution. In those years hope ran high and a

general soaring of the intellectual life had been expected. That 145°-160G

hope was not fulfilled. Instead, all the conditions of the times,

the petty squabbles of the period, weighed upon the intellectual

life. The opening of the second half of the sixteenth century

saw the beginning of the rudest period in the social and literary

history of Germany. The theological interests, which became
ever narrower and duller, killed every other form of intellectual

activity There was a long pause in the progress of the Ger-

man intellect. The indestructible strength of that intellect re-

vealed itself in only one thing, the development of the positive

sciences , in this period of decline.

Tf such had been the influence of the Protestant Revolution,

what was that of the Catholic Reformation? It has been cus-

tomary to describe the revival of the militant activity of the

Mother Church as being reactionary in character. And such it Results

was in so far as it wished to restore to Catholicism its medieval "fntca-
character and to make that Catholicism predominant in Europe, ttoiicistt

But what was the influence of the movement upon letters and
upon art? It has been the fashion to describe that influence as

wholly detrimental. Such, however, was not the case. _ In Spain,

it is true, the Inq uisition, under the control of the State far

more than that of the Church, had a blighting effect upon
intellectual and artistic activity . But the social and intellectual

decline_o f Italy was due in a large degree to secular causes . The
interminable wars ot the_plundering French. Swiss. Germans and
Spaniards did much to despoil the peninsula of its bloom and
to impoverish the people. Without the least desire to palliate

the crimes of the Inquisition or to condone the oppression of

the Index, it may be said that these and the other instruments
and forces of militant Catholicism, while they were antagonistic

to the philnsnpfiiral thought of "the time, had less_jto_ do with
the decline, nf .art and literature in Italy than is generally as-

sumed. Militant Catholicism, though antagonistic to the thought
of a Bruno, whose philosophy we are soon to consider, was by
no means opposed to literature and art in the abstract. The
militant movement of Catholicism was directed against the abuses
that existed within the Church, against Protestantism, and
against philosophic thought that seemed to deny its dogmas.
It was by no means directed against the Renaissance in its

artistic aspects. The truth is that the artistic Renaissance died
a natural death. Like all other similar outbursts of the human
spirit it was followed naturally by a period of the sere and
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yellow leaf, a time of lassitude and decline. It seems to be a

law in the economy of nature that a period of creative produc-

tion leads to one of introspection and meditation. Militant

Catholicism, then, did not attempt to stifle or to put back the

artistic Renaissance. It rather appropriated the products of

an epoch whose decline was due to internal conditions. The
enthusiasrn fnr arfr ?rid literature was greater in Catholic than

in Protestant countries. In every land that was invaded by
Calvinism the appreciation of art declined, while the ideal of

life in Catholic countries continued to be sensuous and aesthetic.

The life and culture of the Catholic -peoples was richer ?md more
harmopious than that of the Protestants. " Enthusiasm for art

and taste spread in proportion as the Counter^Reformation ad-

vances," says Gothein, " while in Protestant countries ecclesias-

tical and civil art alike fall into decay." The noble bearing and
the careful calculation of appearance and deportment which were
practised at the Catholic courts of the Romance countries, as

distinguished from those of the Protestant lands, which for the

time nearly all sank into rudeness of manners, were favorable

to art. Yet the opposition of the Church to philosophic thought

and scientific investigation had a most depressing and detrimental

effect. The two were almost inseparably connected at that time.

Speculation seemed to be opening its wings for a great flight.

There was a noble loftiness of anticipation in the air. How
glorious might have been its accomplishments had it been free

to expend its zeal in the pursuit of truth!

The period of creative production in art in Italy was rapidly

drawing to a close. Torquato . Tasso wast_ the .orily^surviving
genius in the realm of literature. In paintingsVeronese and

Tintoretto represent the splendid colorof the sunset . CeryantesL

and Shajkgspeare represent the acme of the creative period in

Spain and England which naturally came later in those coun-

tries than in the land of its origin. An age of reflection was at

hand. Humanity always needs time to digest and absorb the

new materials that have been introduced into its life by such a

period as that of the Renaissance. Criticism, speculation, and
the developmentjof science were the engrossing occupations x>f

the members of therepublicof letters and of arLwJiQae^activities

are now^Eolje^fescTibect:

First^ then, we are to_deal with those members of the republic

who deyoled__their lives_to_philosophy . We shall find them di-

vided into two schools . Every one, said Coleridge, is born a

Platonist or an Aristotelian. The Aristotelians and their op-

ponentsformed the two philosophical camps of the_time. The
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former regarded the universe_jis_beingj.irm**p^ in PYtfnt and as_ S££.^'

being created by God who stands apart from his work, transcend-

ing it, and regarding it as a potter regards the vessel he has 145 °-160t

turned upon his wheel. The Platonists of the time held that

God is immanent in the universe; that nature is but the vesture

of its creator. The former were legalists ; the latter were
mystics. We have seen something of the mysticism of the

Florentine Academy. In the first part of the sixteenth century

the Neo-Platonism of the Renaissance threatened to assume pre-

dominance in philosophic thought ; but the second part witnessed

a stiffening of the opposing thought into exclusive Aristotelian-

ism and intolerant orthodoxy, a retrogression into medieval

scholasticism. Platonism , like all mystic thought, influences

only thos^jarticulaxjninds that have an inward' affinity to it.

It leads easily to innovation and to heresy. Aristptehanism, as

it was known at that time, lends itself to formal logic and to

the schematization of theology, It had become the tyrant of

souls. Numerous ^controversial writings flew back and forth

between the two hostile camps, and academic disputations were
held. But theologians of all the leading creeds lent their aid to

the Aristotelians, whose views were so well-fitted to give sys-

zematic develojjment and formal completion to the doctrines they

regarded::as-4nconte~stable, and therefore by The middle of the

century -ih^_reaction in_fay_QiL-of-scholasticism, becjmie_everyj1
wherg_£omplgte. The most important of the AntirAristotelians

in the latter part of the controversy was Pierre de la Ramee_
(1515-72), better known as Ramus, whom w"e~paused to "notice

as one of the free-thinkers of the exa^jthe-Protestaat Revolu-

tjpn. _The son of a peasant, he had found an opportunity to

satisfy his consuming thirst for knowledge when he became
the servant of a student in the College of Navarre. After he
had studied the Aristotelian logic for three and a half years he
became convinced of its emptiness and uselessness. For a quar-

ter of a century he was the most prominent teacher in the

University of Paris. There, in that citadel of the Stagirite, he
succeeded in breaking down the supremacy of the Aristotelian-

ism of his day; and, although he perished as a consequence in

the Massacre of St. Bartholomew, he gave rise to a movement
that eventually permeated the entire republic of letters.

Born of the revival of science, and deeply imbued with_Neo^_
Platonism, a new philosophy came into the world . One of the

earliest of these thinkers was Giroiamo__Cardano (1501-76), to

whose work in the development of mathematics we have already caxdano

alluded, In two great works, De Subtilitate Rerum and De
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Varietate Rerum, he embodied the most advanced speculation of

the unfolding science of the time that thus far had been made;
and in the assertion that the inorganic as well as the organic realm
is animated he dwelt upon a topic that still fascinates but eludes

the world of science. It is true that in spite of his great ability

and his unfailing industry he was more of an ignis fatuus than
a steadfast light to his followers, leading them at times astray

;

and yet by insisting upon the necessity of observing the processes

of nature he helped to give a new direction to philosophical

thought.

More important work than that of Cardano in the founding
of a distinctive philosophy of nature was accomplished by Ber-

nardino Telesi£ (1508-88), a vigorous opponent of Aristotelian-

ism and one of the most widely educated scholars of the time.

Born of a noble Neapolitan family he was the leader of a great

movement in the south of Italy that aimed to substitute for au-

thority and formal logic the principle of individual freedom and
the process of experimentation. Of course exact individual

observation of any considerable range in time or space was lack-

ing as yet, and its procedure and apparatus were still in their

infancy, so that the beginnings of the new philosophy of nature

were very imperfect. And the ties that bound speculation to

the thought of the ancient philosophers were still strong. But
the principles of observation and induction were firmly grasped
and so it was inevitable that philosophy should break with the

past and spread its wings for a larger flight.

With that knight-errant of thought Giordano Bruno^ (1548-
1600) philosophy soared to great heights. Born at Nola, among
whose inhabitants, it was said, distinct traces of the early Greek
colonists of southern Italy were still discernible, he entered a
Dominican convent from whose walls could be seen the gay life

of Naples and all the glamour of its beautiful bay. The exact

knowledge of Aristotle that he displayed in his later years leads

one to think that he began life as an adherent of that thinker.

The Dominicans swore by Aristotle, and in that very convent his

great continuer, St. Thomas Aquinas, had lived and worked.
But gradual change led Bruno into a philosophy of his own.
He drank deep from the well of Neo-Platonism ; and so thor-

oughly imbued was he with the scientific thought of his time
that he became the first great philosopher of the Copernican
theory of the world. " Noble Copernicus," he said, " whose
monumental work set my mind in motion at an early age."

Filled with many doubts, dissatisfied with the old astronomical

theory of the universe and the monastic view of life, and threat-

Giordano
Bruno
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ened with first one inquisitorial process and then another, he fled

from Naples to Rome, and, failing to find a harbor of refuge in

the Holy City, he discarded his friar's robe and began those long ll

wanderings of which we have but an imperfect record and that

were to end only with his death. For sixteen years he traveled

in Switzerland, France, England and Germany, feeling himself

everywhere an exile, until his irresistible yearning for the land

of his birth drove Him back to Italy and his terrible doom. It

was only that south-land, the district of his birth that lies be-

tween the fiery volcano of Vesuvius and the blue and smiling

Mediterranean, of which he was so indigenous a product, that

could understand him. His verses, his stupendous memory, his

yearning, his sparkling wit, his virtuosity of conversation, his

soaring imagination* and his passionate feeling for beauty— all

these opened to him the doors of many a courtly society, won
for him the favor of kings, the admiration of great men, and the

affection of women. But the stormy contrasts of his volcanic

nature, his outbreaks of immeasurable conceit, his violent attacks

upon literary opponents, and the constant outcroppings of that

burlesque and buffoonery that is native to the Neapolitan, gave

rise to frequent conflict and catastrophe. Superior to his con-

temporaries in reach of imagination and power of synthetic

thought, he was a lonely man wherever he went. Yet if these

wanderings brought only trouble and sorrow to the man they

were filled with suggestion to the philosopher. The intolerance

of all the leading churches of the time, personal experience of

which was his in abundance, led him to believe that not one of

them could raise life and society to that high level it ought to

attain. He found them all opposed to the progress of science;

each was as narrowly dogmatic as the other. The, narrow
Aristotelianism of the schools , the medieval astronomy, and the

benurhtiTng dogmas of every creed, these were the three oppres-

sions that distressed him everywhere he went— at Rome, at

Geneva, at Paris, at Oxford, and at Wittenberg. So he made war
upon them. He was the first philosopher to cast them utterly aside.

The two years that he spent in England form the zenith of his

career. In that refined society in which he lived and moved, pene-

trated with the delicate aroma of -the Italian Renaissance, he be-

came for the first time his true self. There in the society of Sidney

and of Shakespeare, in that brief space of time, he produced one

after another the six philosophical masterpieces that have given

to his name undying fame. His soaring thought broke through

the fixed-star firmament and his philosophy is the first to include

the full consequences of the Copernican system, the idea of the
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unity of the universe, the idea of the gradual development of

the universe, and the idea of the immanence of God in the uni-

verse. His distinguishing faculty was .imagination, and it was
the imagination of a poet rather than that of a philosopher. His
genius was essentially spontaneous. Prolonged and exact obser-

vation, patient and silent reflection, were not the processes he

employed. He was^damigjrath^ii-than-gtudieus, a meleox-jcathej*

than a _§jar. But he was the first monistic philosopher of mod-
ern times and as such he was the forerunner of Spinoza. To-
day a statue stands in Rome to mark the place where, because

he declined to retract his thought, he was committed to the

flames.

Militant Catholicism sp.cms to have limited very greatly the

contemporary influence of Bruno , though the fact that it was
by no means entirely extinguished is proved by the affinity of

the systems of later thinkers to his ideas. The time was ripe

for new philosophic thought and so we find original thinkers in

almost every land into which the revival of science and the

renewed regard for Plato had won their way
v

Thomas Carji=_

paB£Uaj( 1 568-1639), another poet-philosopher, began, quite in the

spirit of Immanuel Kant, to doubt the reliability of the knowledge

that man possesses. Such knowledge, he said, has been obtained

solely through the senses which are limited in their range and
which fail to report the things of the outside world without

obscuring them. He therefore started with a keen analysis of

the faculty of cognition. The germs of many of the thoughts

that since his day have been fruitful in science and philosophy

are to be found in his writings. He wandered restlessly from
place to place and his teeming ideas never reached cohesion.

But, by the magnetism of his noble personality and the stimu-

lating character of his thought, everywhere he went he drew
men towards him. The sum of his reasoning is that in the

universe there is a law which, in conformity with reason, leads

men in the true way of life. Christianity is in harmony with

this law and therefore it is the true religion. In his " City of

the Sun " he drew a picture, as Sir Thomas More in " Utopia
"

had drawn one oefore him, of an ideal state of society. His

thought was too audacious for the ecclesiastical authorities and

so he spent a quarter of a century in Neapolitan dungeons from
which he was liberated only to die.

The greatest and most fundamental force in thejmovement
of lifej^at we calFthe Renaissancewas~the revival andintensin-
caticm of individuality. In the "writings of Michel Eyquem
(1533-92), Seigneur de Montaigne, the autonomy of the human
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reason, the gospel of the freedom and self-sufficiency of the

individual, finds its most impressive utterance. All through the

long turmoil of the civil and religious wars of France he lived

in his chateau, writing at his ease, up in the third story of the

tower, those inimitable essays that win so readily not only the

interest but also the affection of the reader. He may be said to

have been the r.rigrinatoj rJ thf; pssav and he it was who first

revea led the real power of French prose . His essays give the

impression at first of being the careless compositions of a pro-

found but random thinker. And his own description of him-

self as a nouvelle figure, un philosophe impremedite et fortuit,

accords with that impression. But his neatly poised sentences

are not the accidents of a moment. He had read widely and
systematically in the philosophers of antiquity, he was gifted with

a keen insight into human nature, his ideas of life were organ-

ically arranged and articulated and he expended no small amount
of toil in the expression of what he had to say to men. From
the Roman stoics he inherited the idea that a single law gov-

erns the universe, the law of nature, which includes in its do-

minion both the human and the divine. Wisdom, therefore,

consists in living one's life in accordance with this law. It is

a law that permits the widest emancipation of the individual.

The literature of the revival and development of individuality

increased greatly during the sixteenth century, and in the sev-

enteenth it became a stream of amazing breadth. But in one
sense it found its culmination in the essays of Montaigne who
held that all the inclinations and passions of man can be con-

trolled and directed by the inherent strength of his will . The
stoic belie t that virtuê consists in jiying_aWording to""nature_ is

the central idea o f his philosophy, and he expressed and devel-

oped it more simply and soundly than any classic writer had
ever done. Nature, he said, actuates us in the earliest years of

our life. It is our duty to listen to her voice. She guides us

by the impulse to seek joy. The passions are a legitimate part

of any sound life. Without them a human soul would be as

motionless as a ship upon a windless sea. All this is very far

away from the lingering metaphysics of the Middle Ages and
the ecclesiastical dogmas of the contemporary time. Montaigne
has been described as essentially a skeptic. The description is

unjust. He certainly was skeptical towards the metaphysics and
the theologies of his age. But his assertion of the rational and
moral autonomy of man is the very antithesis of the point of
view of one whose general attitude towards life is skeptical. In

this cardinal principle of his philosophy he gives expression to

CHAP.
XXIX
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the entire humanistic sentiment of the age which reached its

zenith in the second half of the sixteenth century. Yet there

is much in his writings, the imperturbable and unaffected joie de
vivre, the happy combination of a clear intellect and a cheerful

heart, of his own individuality and of the spirits of the French
nation. He was at one with the stoics of old in preferring to

the feeling of compassion the vigorous, joyous, and fearless

emotions. Regret and remorse he repudiated because the past

has become a part of the general cohesion of the universe. But
he differed from the stoics in finding the general law of the

universe not in abstract principles, which he always regarded with

suspicion, but in the harmony of our aims with the universe

and their consequent regulation. Man 'should seek to live ac-

cording to the universal law of nature, to preserve himself from
danger, to fill his life with joy, to regulate his passions in their

early stages while they are yet amenable to discipline, to shun
melancholy, to heighten such gratifications as he permits himself

by thoroughly chewing and digesting them, and never to allow

any sentiment or passion to take complete possession of him.

One may treasure health, wife, children,' and wealth, but one
must preserve an inner chamber for oneself into which one can

retire with a sense of perfect freedom. " The happiness of

life," he said, " depends upon the tranquility and contentment of

a well-disciplined spirit, upon an inflexible will in a well-regu-

lated soul." He was a follower of Socrates and Seneca ; but,

because it was more far-reaching and touched to finer issues

than that of the ancients, his assertion of the autonomy of the

individual made him the precursor of Descartes.

The moral autonomy of man, the ability of man to regulate

the proper conduct of his own life, and the independence of

such autonomy of every theology, received expression at the

Francia hands of other thinkers. In the writings of Francis Bacon
(1561-1626) it found a popular and powerful exposition. The
English philosopher undertook to win for man dominion over

the world of natureby__obtaining a complete, kn o^lprlorp r»f nat-

ural lawT~"Trrus would he place in the hands of the emanci-

pated individual a key that should unlock every riddle. Human _
thought, he insisted , is creative in its power ; and by the power
of the Truman will the general welfare of man may be realized.

Slowly these two great forces would develop and replace the

warlike and theological passions that had not yet relinquished

their hold upon humanity. Thus from a practical point of view

did he postulate the moral autonomy of man . His great work,

the NovumVrganum, is only a part of his vast and unfinished

Bacon
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scheme for reorganizing the sciences and developing a method ££££'

by which man could win for himself a complete knowledge of

the law of nature and so direct with certainty his individual life
154 °- 161<?

and the conduct of society.

From the philosophersjnjhe republic of letters we now pass

to the philologians . For a long time classical studies had occu-

pied the front rank in the activities of scholars. But in spite

of their achievements those studies gradually lost the leading ThePhii,

position in the world of letters and underwent a transformation. 0l°gians

They became changed from humanism, which sought in the

literature of antiquity the classical ideal__of life
r
into philology,

the new-born science of words. This change was accomplished

most decisively in Holland where Huguenot scholars devoted

themselves to philological studies with much zeal. But with

this metamorphosis of the old humanism the servile imitation

of the styles of classic authors, which was exemplified by the

Ciceronians, passed into the background and was replaced by

an effort to understand correctly the subject-matter of the an-

cient writers and to appropriate their culture. The philology

of the second half of the sixteenth century, then, had for its

aim interpretation. It was from this fact that it derived its

value. Adrianus Turnebus (1512-65) was a French scholar

who taught' in the University of Toulouse and who then went
to Paris where he devoted himself to textual criticism of Greek
literature. He wrote philological commentaries on ^Eschylus,

Sophocles, and other Greek authors, and made translations of

several Greek writings into Latin and French. Conrad Gesner

(1516-65), of Zurich, compiled a biographical and bibliograph-

ical dictionary of all the writers in Greek, Latin and Hebrew
whose works were known to him. He also made a dictionary

of classical and proper names, and made the first attempt towards

the comparative study of language. Marc-Antoine Muret (1526-

85), better known as Muretus, was a great French philologian

who, in spite of a bad character, raised himself merely by writ-

ing good Latin from poverty almost to the cardinal's purple.

His melodious cadences enchanted every ear. One of the Cicero-

nians who replied to the criticisms of Erasmus was Julius Caesar

Scaliger (1484-1558), an Italian who went to live in France.

He wrote a book on the principles of the Latin language and
another in which, almost for the first time in the modern era,

an attempt was made to deal with the art of poetry in a sys-

tematic way. His son, Joseph Scaliger (1540-1609), the fore-

most scholar of his age, after making progress in textual crit-

icism, measuring out the boundaries of the science and estab-
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lishing its method, devoted himself to the study of ancient his-

tory and the subject-matter of classical writings. He was a

great man who studied life as well as literature. " He did not

beat about the bush like the rest," said one of his students at

Geneva where for a time he lectured, " but explained his au-

thor." When he undertook the study of ancient history he was
the first modern scholar to venture into that field and it was
not until the nineteenth century that he found his first follower.

In his time nothing was known of the civilizations beyond that

of Greece. The Hebrew, the Syrian, the Egyptian and other

early civilizations were unknown or ignored. Indeed the study

of ancient history was discountenanced by the principle of Prot-

estant exegesis that secular history should have no place in the

interpretation of the Bible. But as Scaliger put aside the dil-

ettantism of the Ciceropians, so did he go beyond the narrow
limits of the sectarians and set himself to travel along the road

to truth. For thirty years he carried on his studies in the milieu

of the religious wars in France. Then he went to the University

of Leyden, where he was held in the highest esteem, and with

him he took to its new home in Holland the unfolding science

of philology. Fourteen years before Scaliger went to the newly1

founded university another great Latin scholar, Justus Lipsius.

( 1 547-1606), had taken up his residence there, only to leave it,

however, twelve years later to be received again into the Cath-

olic fold. He was especially skilled in textual criticism and in-

terprptatjinn and hjs masterpiece is an edition of Tacitus which
is based upon a very thorough knowledge of Roman history .

Isaac Casaubon (1559-1614), the child of a Huguenot pastor

who had fled to Geneva, was compelled to pursue his classical

studies in that city where literary interest had become almost

extinct. But he corresponded with other scholars and when
Scaliger died he wrote of him as " the sweet patron " of his life.

When the religious wars in France drew to their close he went
to lecture on classical literature and history at Montpellier and
afterwards at Paris. After the assassination of Henry IV he

went to England. He edited a number of classical authors,

and he lives for later centuries in his " Letters " and in a journal

that he wrote in Latin.

We have seen something of the part played by the publishers

in the creation of the republic of letters. We have now to

deal with the activity of the leading printer-publishers in the

literary world. A printer in the sixteenth century was of neces-

sity^ scholar, his business_was~recognized as a learnedjprofes-

sion. In our own times the combination of the scholar and
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editor with the practical printer is comparatively rare. A PJ™t^__g.-££-
ing establishment in the era of which we write was like a little" -—
rnllegp^ofjearnen

1 men. It was jible to direct and to assist in 150°-16**

the work of literary production as well as to perform the me-

chanical details of the press. Such an establishment was that

of the Estiennes which was founded by Henri Estienne ( ?-i52o)

in Paris. His son Robert Eslienne (1503-59) was himself the

author of a Latin dictionary that greatly surpassed any of its

predecessors. Becoming involved in theological disputes with

the Sorbonne he fled to Geneva; and so there came to be two

Estienne presses, one in the capital of France and the other in

the capital of Calvinism, each sending forth books simultaneously.

His editions of the biblical writings constitute his most important

work. They are of great typographical beauty, being printed

in the most perfect and beautiful of all Greek types ; and he was

the first to print the New Testament with an accompanying crit-

ical apparatus. When Robert went to Geneva the printing estab-

lishment in Paris was carried on by his brother, Charles, Estienne

(i5o.4?-6), who in his turn as a printeiv.was succeeded by Rob-

ert's eldest son, Henri Estienne (1531-98), the greatest scholar

of the family. This second Henri continued the press at Geneva.

Seldom has the cause of learning had a more devoted promoter.

For more than a generation he labored as author, editor, and

printer and gave to the world an enormous mass of work. Some
of his views were objectionable to the Genevan consistory, and

so he became a wanderer. Because of his poverty he was un-

able to use the best paper and ink and so the beauty of his books

is due to the type. But it is for their scholarship ratherjthan

their appearance that his productions are noted. His principal

works are a Greek dictionary and an Apology for Herodotus.

In the Netherlands, too, where printing had been invented, the

art was carried to a high degree of perfection. One of the most

famous presses was that of Christophe Plantin (1514-89), a

Frenchman who settled in Antwerp,lmd^wnose books are famous
for their beauty and accuracy. But more noted was the press

of the Elzevirs , founded in Leyden by Louis Elzevir (1540-

1617) and continued by his sons, the most important products

of which appeared in the seventeenth century.

The j urists, too, had their place in the republic of letters

The scholars, of the Renaissance liad~discovered thp true text spread

of Justinian's codification of the old Roman law ; and even be- 1**™"*

fore that the study of the civil law of the Romans had begun the Ro-

to curtail the wide pretentions of the canon law of the Middle

Ages and to reduce the Church not merely to a condition of
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^E^Z- equality with the State but to one that was distinctly subordinate.

For this reason the legists had been encouraged by those kings
i2i -1600 wh0) iike Philip IV, of France, were bent upon increasing their

power at the expense of that of the ecclesiastics. The evident

superiority of the Roman law to the common law and to feudal

custom was another factor in the zeal with which men started

to study it anew. So the Roman law made encroachments upon
the indigenous law of France, Germany, the Netherlands and
Spain. The primacy of theology as a study in the universities
of those countries wag displaced by jurisprudence. Bourgeois

-

and even peasant students who fitted themselves for the work
of jurists found important positions in the judicial, administra-

tive, and legislative work of their countries. In France a new
nobility, that of the robe

!

_cameJnla^existence, obtained many
privileges, and succeeded in making itself_hereditary. In Spain,

too, the entire class of municipal and StaTeofricials got itself en-

nobled. The jurists wrested for their profession the placeof
pride__which the^ccJesiasfTcs had_held for so many rpntiyrips

A better interpretation of the Roman law was gradually devel-

oped. Andrea Alcjati (1492-1550), an Italian scholar who en-

joyed the patronage of Francis I and taught at Bourges, was
the leader in the reformation of jurisprudence in France. He
employed history, the classical languages, and literature in the

exposition of the civil law, and he made the teaching_of law
Leading something ofjijgcience. The new j urisprudence alsp__found ttg
unst8 Way ihTiQnT^imlversitTes of Orleans , Poitiers , Bordeaux, and

Toulouse, At Toulouse, however, the citadel of medieval juris-

prudence,
—
Jean de Boyssone. a fine scholar whose name has

slipped out of the pages of history, found grave obstacles in his

way. Yet he succeeded in getting rid of the medieval impedi-

ment to the proper study of the Roman law. Other such teach-

ers were Andre de Govea "(1497-1548) at Bordeaux; Francois

Daaifip, C
1 509-59), who held a professorship at Bourges; Fran-

cois Baudouin (1520-73), who taught at Paris and Strasburg;

Jacques de Cujas (1520-90), who, by ignoring the incompetent

commentators upon Roman law and devoting his attention to

the law itself, gained a European reputation as a teacher in

various French universities; Frangois Fiotman (1524-90), who
conceived the thought of a national code of French law but

whose espousal of the Huguenot cause made him" a wanderer

from place to place; and Hugo Pjonellus (1527-91), one of the

greatest jurists of the epoch.

Still another group of scholars in the republic of letters was
that of the publicist^ the men who wrote upon national and
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international law. The Protestani^Re^olution had given rise_ gg-
to new poljticalihojjght In the opening years of the movement
the question whether, because of religious opinion, extreme op-

153°-1600

pression by the State might be resisted by force had become a

burning one. Luther held that every civil authority had a The Pub-

claim 4p unconditionaLoliedienrft. . He was temperamentally pre-

disposed in favor of the established secular authority no matter

how it had come into power. Tyranny, he declared, should be

endured as a divine punishment of the sins of men. But it is

difficult if not impossible to harmonize all of Luther's views,

and it may be deducted from his writings that a contract exists

between the prince and his subjects and that the people possess

the right to resist oppression. Calvin, who also preached the

doctrine of _p_aji£ml obedience to the magistrate, spoke very cau-

tiously of resistance to godless attempts on the part of the ruler.

But the circumstances of the time proved too strong for the

temperamental preferences of the leading reformers. The cen-

tury and a half that immediately followed the outbreak of the

great revolt from Rome proved to be an extraordinary fertile

and determinative period in the field of political thought. To
the conclusions of the ancient world and those of the Middle

Ages it added its own. ~So, with all their dislike of democracy,

the reformers indirectly gave impetus to a movement very_closelv
i<jf>ntifiprj_jyjj-h- rpprpgpntativp-.nnrl rrpnhlipon iHpas_ Humanism
also contributed something to the new political thought of the

time. TT fnrnUhpH critical comparisons__Qf- the^_contemporary_

wlth4he_classical, world in which the freedom of the latter was,,

extolled^ Erasmus wrQte_on the Jdly^jjJLhereclitary jrionarchy

and the arivantqgrpg nf representative institulioas ; and in the

writings of Sir Thomas_More the_Jde^^oi-4fae-jp^uality__,£dLall

citizens before_the_kw is a basic_rjrinn'p1e. Thus there was
formed a common opinion, of varied origin, opposed to the in-

creasing absolutism of the time. In his Discours de la servitude

volontaire, fitienne de la Boetie (1530-63) protested boldly

against the monarchical theory. " Nature gave us all the same
form and the whole earth to inhabit in common and thus quar-

tered us in the same house," he said;" it is impossible to doubt

that we are all free by nature ; it is inconceivable that nature in-

tended any of us to be slaves." Even more outspoken and cer-

tainly more original is the Franco-Gallia of Frangois Hotman
(1524-90), a work so far in advance of its age'that it was looked

upon with disfavor not only by the Catholics but also by the

Huguenots in whose behalf it was written. Yet it was widely

read. Driven from France by the Massacre of St. Bartholomew.
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Hotman attempted to prove by history that the French mon-
archy was limited by the people and the Estates and that a con-

ii53(M600
stitution was legally established. The people^he held^jvere_

justified in rebelling whenever the contract between them and
the prince was violated by the tyranny of The latter. In' trie

. Vindicice 'contra Tyrannos, written by Philippe du Plessis-Mor-

nay (1549-1623), the development of modern constitutional law

was continued. The constitutional contract, it holds, is the sole

source of political organization and of law. Rebellion isTjusti-

fied whenever oppression results from the violation of the con-

tract by the ruler. Down to the French Revolution this idea,

expressed with great force and eloquence in this book of dis-

puted authorship that was " fitted by its very faults to become
the text-book of ordinary men," served as the basis of every

theoretical and practical attempt to reform the political organiza-

tion of the modern States. The Englishman John Poynet

(i5i4?-56), or Ponet, bishop of Winchester, was one of the

first modern advocates of the justifiability of tyrannicide. The
Scottish humanist George Buchanan (1506-82), who spent much
of his life in France, and who there embraced Calvinism, also

proclaimed the doctrine that all political power emanates from

the people, that every monarchy is limited by the contract under

which it was established, and that the punishment of tyranny

is permissible. When Henry of Navarre became the heir-pre-

sumptive to the throne of France the scene was suddenly changed.

The Huguenots now became the advocates of legitimism and

the Jesuit theorists and those of the Catholic League became the

champions of the doctrine of resistance and tyrannicide. And
the Catholic publicists, as befitted " the party of the Paris mob,"

outdid their Protestant predecessors and contemporaries in the

democratic tendency of their writings. Amid the great mass of

pamphlets to which the French wars of religion gave rise the

Satire MSnippee (1593-94), written by several collaborators no
one of whom was an author of importance, stands preeminent

It is a burlesque account of the proceedings of the States-General

that met in 1593 for the purpose of furthering the aims of the

League. Its biting satire upon the evils of the time, its expo-

sition of the wrong-doings of the chief members of the League,

and its concluding speech of noble eloquence, lead us to believe

that its contemporaries were right when they said that it did

more for Henry IV than all the other writings on his behalf.

In the midst of all the opposing and struggling tendencies of

the time there appeared Jean Bodin (1530-96) who with Grotius

and Hobbes created a definite political science. And the great-
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.t_- i • ^ +v,p three was undoubtedly Bodin. In his Re- ^xix

ilititill
RnHin lived in the communion ot the uamoiic uiui.
Bodin lived in tne

doubtless his advocacy of

::
g
Rkhard Hooker 553?-^)- whose La™ »/ *"'"•":

the latent power.of E^«^ the customs and polity

2 ^r.^s-.-iiSTrrJ reus
£*£ asaftsmlssm
fhe ^^ri^r^tSTdire^ by thoiTwho are at the

erned hasdeveloped into the fundamental pnnc.ple of democ-

"cLdv connected with the publicists were_th^_hM^

The writing of history had been undergo.ng a gradual devetop.

Th© His-
torians
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rxix ciardini, gave a distinct impetus to historiography. Classical

examples of history writing were recovered, interest in the hu-
1535-1624 man past an(j intelligent curiosity in the present were aroused,

the spirit and method and apparatus of criticism were all de-

veloped, the sense of literary style became keener and more
general, and the invention of printing was an enormous advan-

tage both to the historian and to his readers. The revival of..

individuality, the fundamental factor of the entire Renaissance

movement, gave rise to num erous biogr-aphkaL_and auto-bio*

graphicalwritings ;„and the reviyaljDijatiojiaHty_^

of many" an attempt to write a national history. Then came
the ProtestanrRrevoIuTioiran'dThe answefing~outburst of militant

Catholicism _to_ give a special impulse to the^ictivity of his^

torians. The new theologies had to justify themselves historic-

ally; and, on the other hand, their historical claims had to be

refuted. In Germany, the most notable historian was John Slei-

dan (1506-56), conscientious and cautious annalist of the re-

ligious revolution, whose great work, containing many important

documents, remains one of the most valuable of the contemporary

histories of its times. The writers of the Magdeburg Cen-

turies, of whom the principal one was Matthias Flacius, gave

to the world (1559-74) the first general ecclesiastical history

written from a Protestant point of view. The reproach of

revolutionary innovation made against the Protestants turned

the attention of Flacius and his collaborators to the past. The
centuriators endeavored to gather for the overthrow of the

Catholic claims documentary proof of alterations that had been

made in doctrine, ceremonies, and ecclesiastical polity. Written

in the midst of the bitter controversies of the time the Centuries
is nevertheless a scholarly work and it has been called " the first

monument of modern historical research." With far greater

resources at his commandCardinai Caesar Baronius (1538-1607)

the chief of the Vatican library, and the little army of scholars

in the libraries of many lands whom he was able by his position

to summon to his assistance, began a work in reply that took

forty years to complete. The work of Baronius is defective,

yet it greatly excelled any previous similar attempt. Such work
as that of the centuriators and the librarian of the Vatican had

for its impulse an avowedly polemical purpose; nevertheless the

researches that it entailed bore fruit in the development of his-

torical method. The necessity of consulting original sources

gradually became evident. Collections of sources were made
by a number of scholars. The History pf the Council^of
Trent is the most important work of Fra~FaoT<r~Sarpi (15P-
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1623) whom Gibbon called an " incomparable historian." It is c^ap.

informed by an undying hatred of the Papacy of his time, but it

is notably accurate in detail and is brilliantly written. The con- 1535 "1624

scientious and reliable work of Geronimo de Zurita (1512-80),

as the official historian of Aragon, still has its worth for the

student of Spanish history. Also important is the work of an-

other Spanish writer, the Jesuit Juan de Mariana (1536-1624),

deemed in his own time and country to be the " prince of his-

torians." His work has been described in a later century by

Ticknor, the historian of Spanish literature, as being " the most

remarkable union of picturesque chronicling with sober history

the world has ever seen." The merit of his style is beyond

question, and his work, although it is defective and is not notable

for critical sifting or analyzing of sources, is not without a con-

siderable degree of accuracy and penetration. In France where

constitutional law rather than theology engaged the attention

of the historians, Claude Fauchet (1530-1601) made researches

in the history of the Franks down to the beginning of the Cape-

tian dynasty in which is displayed a mature and systematic mind.

A far greater historian was Jacques de Thou (1553-1617) who
undertook to write a history of his own times. His history,

which deals with events from 1546 to 1607, consists of five

parts. The fact that it is written in Latin shows that French

had not yet won complete acceptance as a language fitted for a

learned work. In the matter of style he was surpassed by

many of his fellow countrymen but he is unequaled in breadth

of view, ripeness of judgment and invincible sense of justice.

With few exceptions his views have been confirmed by the

historical research of our own time; and his own century re-

garded his history, which is by no means narrowly confined to

political affairs, as something of a secular bible. In England

historiography was represented by William Camden (1551-1623)

who, in his Britannia, wrote in elegant Latin a survey of the

British Isles, and in his Annates a history of the reign of Eliza-

beth. George Buchanan (1506-82), whom we have already no-

ticed as a publicist, gained for Scotland the fame of possessing

the best Latinist in contemporary Europe. His Rerum Scoti-

carum Historia, written to clear the history of his native country
" of some English lies and Scottish vanity," is still of great value

for the history of Scotland during the period known personally

to its author.

Side by side with the historians there should be noted the The

memoir-writers, whose work did not always rise to the dignity of witters"

history but who nevertheless oftentimes exhibited attractive lit-
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xxix
erary qualities and who inaugurated a species of literature in

which France remains unequaled and, indeed, unapproached.
1535-1624 i^g French very early brought to a high degree of perfection

their national art of writing lively and learned memoirs and witty

biographical essays with sharp portrayal of character. More
than the men of any other country they seem to have a predi-

lection for confiding to print all they have seen or heard, felt

or thought, dreamed or done. And, tumultuous as it was, the

long period of the religious wars, so full of color and passion,

was rich in these chatty and charming memoirs. A few of these

writers we must stop to notice. The Qommentaires of Blaise

de Monluc (i 503 ?-77), it is said, was described by Henry IV
as the " soldier's Bible." Whether the saying attributed to the

king be authentic or no, it is a fitting description of this engag-

ing book which is generally acknowledged to be superior to all

other similar works of the time. Monluc was a true Gascon.
Ferocious and fanatical in the Catholic cause, he was at once
vain and valiant, crafty and impetuous. He saw the humor of a
situation or a saying with unfailing quickness

;
yet he was piti-

less in the warfare upon Protestantism. His memoirs, dictated

in his old age, reveal a ready command of language and they

are full of vivid passages and striking images. Frangois de la

Noue (1531-91) was a Huguenot soldier whose memoirs are an
impartial account of the wars in which he participated, who
saw the humorous side of life, and whose style is virile, clear,

and exact. Pierre de Bourdeilles (i540?-i6i4), better known
as Brantome from the abbey of which he was the lay abbot, was
another vivacious reporter of experiences and persons. In his

pages are reflected the love of display, the immorality, and the

cruelty that characterized the French court of his time. Mur-
der and adultery are reported by him with the same gusto and
facility as any other exciting episode of the world's pageantry that

so delighted him. His range was limited. Real greatness was
beyond his understanding. Italy, too, made a notable contribu-

tion to the literature of reminiscence. The charm of a natural

language, close akin to conversation, was not confined to France.

The Italian goldsmith and sculptor Benvenuto Cej]
[
|n| (1 500-70

V

whom we should have noticed as a master of his craft, wrote
his celebrated autobiography which is still read in every civilized

country. His energetic,- egotistical, quarrelsome and vindictive

character doubtless made him unbearable to most of those with
whom he came into contact, but it made the story of his life

full of movement and interest, and this, combined with the zest

and vivacity of the improvised style and the passion for unre-
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served communication, make the book one of absorbing interest, chap.

Here, too, there must be noticed the dawn of the newspaper.

Peaceful intercourse between the various governments had grad- 1526 "1615

ually assumed stable forms. The papal curia, by virtue of its

world-wide relations, was the first to establish an elaborate dip- The Dawn

lomatic correspondence. The civil States of Italy, because of ^ews-
6

their ramified commercial connections, had long been compelled paper

to develop regular intercourse with other powers. With the

opening of the sixteenth century Spain and France began the

maintenance of permanent embassies at foreign courts. From
this collecting of news by politicians, merchants, and scholars,

there gradually developed the profession of journalists. The
reading public had greatly increased, people were eager to get

the " latest intelligence," and the invention of printing had made
the necessary multiplication of copies a commercial possibility.

Newsbooks preceded newspapers. It was probably in the Neth-

erlands, about 1526, that a continuous series of news-pamphlets,

which may be called the first newspaper, first started; but the

first definite regular publication containing current news, started

in 1615, was the Frankfurter Journal.

To the poets we must now turn our attention. There were t—

,

still men 6t 'etters," especially in Italy, who had so far surren-
j £ €. T^T

dered themselves to the study of antiquity that they repudiated Tassc

personal inspiration and the direct observation of life and de-

voted themselves to the narrating in Latin verse of fabulous or

historical subjects. But it is not with them that we shall spend

our time, but rather with those men who were able to put the

life they knew into poetry. Such a man was Torquato Tasso

(1544-95) the last of the great cycle of the Italian poets oTtlTe
-

Renaissance. For the first ten years of his life he lived in the

fairy-like surroundings of the Bay of Naples whose languorous

beauty found a responsive echo in the sensitive nature of the

dreamy little child. There, too, he heard much of the piratical

descents of the Turks upon the shores of Italy. His father was
a poet and under his direction he made rapid progress in his

studies. When his education was concluded he entered the

service of the Cardinal Luigi d'Este at Ferrara. And he was
not more than eighteen years of "age when his Rinaldo, in-which

he submitted the romantic and desultory adventures of his hero

to the rigid rules of the epic, won him an early celebrity. Am-
orous lyrics, too, he wrote, musical and touched with a languorous

sensuality, limpid and caressing, such as suited the taste of the

courtiers of his time. Handsome in person, elegant in manner,

and accomplished in his profession, he had become a general
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chap, favorite of the brilliant court at Ferrara. But his great work,

the Gerusalemme Liberata, was still to be written. The recov-
1544-95 ery £ Jerusalem, the crowning work of the crusades, afforded

a story of true epic character; and the anxieties and fear caused

by the encroachments of the Turks made it especially timely and

popular. The plot is very simple, and it possesses that unity

and logical connection of its component parts which Tasso deemed

to be the first j^qn:Ui£e__of an epic. The main outline of the

story recalls the IJmd^ but the brilliant series of episodes re-

mind one of the Orlando Furioso. The romantic and the classi-

cal elements are intermingled in the poem, but the latter is often

submerged by the former; and it seems that a greater success

would have been achieved had the poet abandoned his desire

to write an epic and confined himself to a pure romance. For
it is due to its lyrical and romantic elements rather than to its

epic qualities that the poem retains its place in the affections of

all lovers of Italian literature. Despite passages of a somewhat
empty sonorousness, frequent stiffness, and a continued tension

due to the endeavor to attain the majesty and splendor of the

epic, the Jerusalem is the most truly popular of the great

Italian poems. It is " pitched in a lower and a calmer key

"

than the Orlando Furioso, the rich imagination of Ariosto is

replaced with a silvery delicacy of sentiment, but within its lim-

its it moves gracefully and with dignity. It* fine description of

battles, its moving melody, its tender gaiety, its sincere emotion,

its nobility and above all its large humanity, give this swan-song

of the Italian literature of its epoch a permanent human interest.

The story of Tasso's insanity we have not space to tell. His

life may be taken as an exemplification of the Renaissance— a

smiling morn, a golden noon, the rich glow of the sunset, and
then the chill of the approaching night. He lived, this precursor

of modern romanticism, with its mysterious longings and vague

shudderings at unknown perils, in the midst of an over-refined

civilization and his delicate spirit was made sick with all the

contradictions of the age.

From the days of that memorable invasion of Italy by Charles

VIII there had been, it will be remembered, an increasing influ-

Ronsard ence of Italian art and literature in the artistic activity of

Pleiad
8

France. That influence, however, was, at this time, the influ

*

ence of an era that was passing into the night, for that is the

destiny of all such outbursts of the human spirit as the Renais-

sance. Tasso's song was lonely amid the host of men who strove

to sing with the voices of Latin poets of a time long dead. But

this influence of imitative writers who wefe preoccupied with
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style was not altogether amiss in the development of French

literature. Style was a quality in which French verse was to

seek. The group of poets
__
who succeeded in giving style to

French poetry is known as the Pleiad. It was not to Italy alone

that they were indebted for their lesson. They learned much
from the literature of Greece., The leader of the group was
Pierre jje .Ronsard (1524-85) and his associates were Joachim

du ISgllaxTi 522-60) « Remi Belleau ( 1526 ?~77), Jean Antoine

de JBaif (1532-89), JeanJQoxat (i50i?~58), Pontius de Tyard
(?-^i6o5), and JJienne_Jodei]£ (1532-73). In 1 54Q Du Bellay_

gave to the public a treatise defending the French language and

demonstratinga_way in which it could be made illustrious. Po-

tentially, he said, it was as fina-a-medlum- of expression as the

classic tongues ; it nee^ed^only cultivation. The innovators met
with no little opposition, but gradually they won the support of

the literary persons of the day. Ronsard became the official

poet of the court and secured a wide general popularity. It was
the "Hymns of the " prince ot poets,'

J

as he was called, that most
pleased his contemporaries ; but it is in his lovely songs, his

beautiful sonnets, and his elegiac odes, full of a real love of

fields and flowers and a tender regard for his fellow-men, exhal-

ing a suave regret, expressed with flawless taste and skill, reveal-

ing the charm of music and of mood, that we of to-day find the

chief attraction of the " first__great -master of French meter/'

Du__Beilay, the author of the famous manifesto of the Pleiad^

is more uniformly excellent than Ronsard, butjie wrote far less,

and he is^Jnferior in technical slaTT and poetic vision. Tyardls^

work, strongly influenced by his Italian predecessors, is correct

and monotonous, and he soon abandoned verse for theology and
mathematics. BeUgau^ displayed his love of the country with

something of the true Vergilian spirit. Baif was more of a

scholar than a poet, but his verse reveals a lively fancy, grace

and elegance. The verse of Dorat is insignificant ; while Jodelle

won for himself an important place in the development of the

French drama. The best work of tnis group of poets is not trans-

latable. Its tender grace and airy spirit are too elusive to be

conveyed by any other medium than their own language. Its

cool and silvery air, fragrant with the faint odors of the dawn,

may be seen in the pictures that Cojjot -loved to paint, its delicate

distinction in those of Watteau, What was the effect of the

new program for poetry that found its origin in the travelers'

talk of a chance encounter between Ronsard and Du Bellay in

a wayside tavern? It gave to French literature some of the

refinement which hitherto it had lacked and it prepared the way

CHAP.
XXIX
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Spenser
and
Sidney

for the perfection which was eventually to win for that litera-

ture the admiration of the literary world.

Portugal was represented among the poets by T,nis v%7, de

Camoens (1524-80), an untitled noble, who came under the in-

fluence of the Renaissance at the University of Coimbra where
he absorbed a mass of classical learning so completely that after-

wards he was able to write his epic crowded with literary and
historical allusions in the far-off fortresses of Africa and Asia.

Exiled from the court of Lisbon because of his indiscretion he

became a soldier and served in Africa and India. It was prob-

ably on the voyage to India that he conceived the idea of his

maritime epic, the L.uciad^ After an absence of seventeen

years in the East he returned to Lisbon with the completed epic,

written in the intervals of a most checkered career, ready for

the press. The Luciads is thejnost successfulattempt_tg_jyrite

a modern epic. It^is pfolix^and frequently commonplace, but

is often touched with a real tenderness and at times it rises

to nobility. Camoens knew how to choose his material from
the history of his own country with an unerring eye for its tragic

moments. His epic transfigures the past of the land he loved,

and it breathes a stirring patriotism. So it has been a potent

factor not only in keeping alive the national feeling of the Por-

tuguese but also in preserving the ties that bind Brazil to the

mother-country.. Better examples* of his genuine poetic power
are his sonnet's and other poems of which he wrote a great

number. In them the tenderness and the melancholy that he

often felt receive a fitting expression. So well did he write

his own language that even to-day it is called " the language of

Camoens."
The poetry of the great Italians, of Boiardo, Ariosto, and

Tasso, found a worthy addition in the workof-E3mund]3peiLseiL

(1552-99) which was, however, not merely imitative but born

of its author's own individual genius and filled with the Eng-
lish spirit. All the splendid pageantry of forests and castles

and caves with their knights, ladies, dragons, and enchanters,

the picturesque phantasmagoria of knight-errantry, is to be

found in the " Faerie Queene," sung with the exquisite melody
that gained for Spenser the fame of being the poets' poet and
steeped in the magic of a restful and dreamy felicity. The alle-

gory that was demanded by his abstract and contemplative genius

and his predilection for Neo-Platonism is fortunately so unob-

trusive as to make it unlikely that it would ever have been dis-

covered had he not himself called attention to it. The heroic

circumstances of the death of Sir Philip Sidney (1554-86) have
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Drama-

made his name familiar to every school-boy; but to the lovers XXIX
-

of literature he is known as the first voice capable of soaring
i5^^35

melody in the lyric choir of the Elizabethan age.

The birth of the modern drama brought a new set of men into

the republic of letters. Two sources furnished ,sUgg£S£ipn_for

the plav-wright ofjhetime^— the medieval and the^classical

drarna^ Italy, some oFwhose earlier dramatists we have al-

ready noticed, won n<* conspicuous success in the field of dra- tj^

matic literature, but she gave to the world a new type in the form ^
of the pastoral drama. Bucoiicj)oetry had always been keenly

enjoyed in Italy ever since the days of Boccaccio. Perhaps it

was because of the strong contrast it afforded to their own lives

that the idealized life of the shepherds, the portrayal of its tra-

ditional innocence and simplicity, appealed so unfailingly to the

refined and corrupt courts of the peninsula ; at least the recogni-

tion of a contrast, either explicit or implicit, between the sim-

plicity of pastoral life and the complexity of the life of the court

or the city is a constant element in the literature known as pas-

toral. This longing of the satiate soul to escape, if only in im-

agination and for a fleeting moment, from the world that is too

much with us to a life of simplicity and innocence is expressed

with idyllic sweetness in the writings of Theocritus and is given

with greater and more poignant intensity in those of Tasso and

Guarini. Indeed, Tasso in the simple and artless drama of

Aminta produced the typical pastoral play. Full of tender im-

ages, roguish innocence and melodious verse, touched here and

there with the profound melancholy of the waning Renaissance,

its alluring simplicity concealing a most consummate art, it is

one of the most beautiful flowers of Italian poetry. Ten years

later one of Tassc's fellow-courtiers at Ferrara, Battista Guarini

(1538-1612), paid him the compliment of imitation by writing

II Pastor Fido. Guarini was a clear-eyed man of considerable

culture who was well aware of the true character of the society

in which he lived and moved. " The court is a dead institution,"

he wrote ;
"

it is a shadow not a substance in Italy to-day.
^

Ours

is an age of appearances, and we go a-masquerading." His play

is far more complex in plot than the Aminta; indeed, so consum-

mate is the ingenuity of the plot that it is not equaled by that

of any preceding Italian play; and it combines the features of

the lyrical eclogue, of tragedy, and of comedy ; but it is almost

entirely lacking in true dramatic feeling. At first its success as

a play surpassed that of its immediate predecessor and it exer-

cised a far greater influence upon the succeeding drama of Italy

than did Tasso's " perfumed and delicate " play ; but its essen-
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^£|- tially artificial character has left it stranded upon the shores

of time while the poetry of the Aminta continues successfully to
L638-16S5 ^y eveiy change in taste. Guarini's ornaments are merely

stage jewels; and the type of play itself is one that by its very

nature was destined to early decadence. The work of his suc-

cessors was given over to preciosities and affectations, an ex-

pression of the decline of Italian culture after a supreme and
glorious age. In France the medieval drama gradually gave

place to the modern because of the impact of the drama of

classical antiquity and the Italian Renaissance. To Jodelle, one
of the stars of the Pleiad, belongs the credit of having written

both the first comedy and the first tragedy in French. But while

French comedy soon became distinctly national in tone, tragedy

had to wait until the seventeenth century for its real dawn in

France. Spain would have nothing to do with translations of

classical drama, and she interested herself but slightly in the

contemporary theater of Italy. In consequence her writers un-

dertook to represent her own life on the Spanish stage. They
found a fitting leader in Lope de Vega (1562-1635), the number
of whose plays makes the greatest demand upon our credulity.

Eighteen hundred comedias and four hundred autos sacrament

tales are said to represent his total contribution to the stage.

Whether these vast ascriptions be authentic or no the fact re-

mains that he had the creative faculty in abounding measure.

In his works are to be found either in developed form or in germ
every subsequent quality and characteristic of the Spanish drama.

In his time the native drama fulfilled all the conditions of a na-

tional art. It was born of a national passion for the stage, and
it appealed to all classes of the people. The English, also, had
the wisdom and the courage to be themselves on the stage, to

cast the classical unities to the winds, and to make their own
rules, much freer than those they discarded but none the less

conducive to a glorious art. With but a scant development of

the technic of playwriting and a slight improvement in the lan-

guage of the drama as the only performance of his predecessors

there burst upon the scene William Shakespeare (1564-1616),

the greatest of all modern poets with a profound knowledge of

man. No other writer has portrayed for us so many aspects of

human nature or rendered for us so many moods and passions

each with its own authentic accent. To him and to his numerous
contemporaries is due the fact that the Elizabethan stage infi-

nitely transcends that of any other country and any other time

since the long departed days of " the glory that was Greece."

X~ast of the members of the republic of letters whom we shall
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1530-1616

deal with are the novelists. The rise of the novel and some- no-
thing of its development we have already noticed. With the

death of Bandello the Italian novel began visibly to decline and

nothing more of merit was produced in the peninsula in that line

until the nineteenth century. France did not make a practice
J£®eUsts

of novel-writing until the sixteenth century was well under way.

The one French novelist of importance in the period with which

we are dealing is Margaret of_Angoulem£ (1492-1540) whom
Michelej^has happily qtylpH " the amiable mother of the Renais-

sance.1' She set out to write a new Decameron, but only seventy-

two stories were completed. It is thought that all the characters

of the Heptamerpn represent real persons and it is certain that

they illustrate the society of that day. The book is the most

vivid portrayal that we have of the early French Renaissance,
•

' of its social and intellectual atmosphere, of that curious mix-

ture of coarseness and refinement, of cynicism and enthusiasm,

of irreverence and piety, of delight in living and love of medi-

tation on death which characterized that period of transition be-

tween the medieval and the modern world." The stories them-

selves are for the most part mediocre. By the middle of the

sixteenth century Italian novels " as merry companions to shorten

the tedious toil of weary ways " had become very popular in

England. The bent of the literary genius 'of the time was

towards the lyric and the drama; but Sidney's Arcadia, usually

styled a pastoral novel, though in reality a """book of knightly

deeds," may be mentioned to demonstrate the fact that the Eliza-

bethans did not wholly neglect the prose story. Another species

of the story of adventure, the picaresque novel, gained great

favor especially in Spain. The picaroon story is the autobi-

ographical narrative of a real or imaginative rogue who recites

his robberies and depredations upon society with gusto and who
exhibits a feeling of contempt for the public he has plundered.

It may be found in undeveloped form in classical literature and

in the fableaux of the Middle Ages, but it was in Spain that it

received its final form. The first example of the novela

picaresca is La vida de Lazarillo de Tormes, of uncertain author-

ship, that made its appearance about the middle of the sixteenth

century. Many imitations were made of so popular a story, but

it was not until the last year of the century that in the Guzman
de Alfarache of Mateo Aleman (1547-1609?) its first serious rival

appeared. This was quickly followed by a number of brilliant

narratives in the same style and the picaresque literature rapidly

won for itself a wide popularity not only in Spain but also in

the other countries of western Europe. Romances of chivalry
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^ had long been popular in every European land. Especially popu-
lar in Spain was the story of Amadis of Gaul wbickumsjgxohatiiy

1530-16I6 written in Castile about 1350; and many other stories of knight-

errantry were written in imitation of it. These stories, like

chivalry itself, degenerated into the most fantastic and tedious

absurdities. One of the two chief theories about DgnQuixote^
the masterpiece, begotten in a jail, of Miguel de Cervantes^

Saavedra (1 547-1616), which is the only product of Spanish
literature, tbaf ha g won for itself the world's esteem , is that it

was intended as a^bjirje^que^upon^these romances of chivalry;.

The other is that 'rtwasmtenrieri a
^~~

a JJgtJT^ 11Pnn human pn-

thusiasm^ Be these surmises as they mayTlTTsTroTTo either of

these purposes, or even to its numerous adventures, that the

book owes its wide popularity but to the true and sympathetic

portrayal of its brave, humane and courteous hero, his shrewd
and selfish yet wholly kindly and loyal seryant, and all the minor
characters, priests and innkeepers, hidalgos and beggars, tavern

wenches and lady's maids, shepherds and barbers, muleteers and
monks, and all the panorama of contemporary Spanish life un-

folded in its teeming pages with penetrating insight and genial

spirit. In Cervantes, said Victor Hugo, was the deep poetic

spirit of the Renaissance. So full is his book of the milk of lov-

ing kindness that the simple human relations, become more sig-

nificant to us and we become more aware of the value of the

words of our fellow-men and more responsive to the touch of

their hands in our greetings and partings.
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XXX

1540-80
FIRST among the artists whom we shall consider w.our study

of the"epublie of arts are the architects. We have noted
the "P"°"c

.

th arcffilecturSr work of Michel-
the germs of decadence aW

ounced as the years

unfold The chas hy of the April of the Renaissance had £--
unrolled. « . J

.

£ its Inuian summer was at toA«w.

ssXaBS^^ h
%
pend

6^d^n-
emolov SirfT]ifoir^lh^ken pediment overd^F^idwm

^to ttat of the Ciceronians in literature. So powerful was

?he influence that he exerted, by means of writings as well as

Architectural works, that the cold and calculated^tewtaAte

fostered has received the name of Palladiao. Yet the tyranny

of Ms mathematical and correct uniformity, restrained and rest-

ful but intolerant alike of diversity and spontaneity, was not

without its value in a time when architecture was running to

Teed in the unchecked desire for novelty of design and luxuriance

^We'haveTe'en that the varying Italian interpretations of classic

architecture made their way into France and, fused with the

flamboyant Gothic of the end of the Middle Ages produced

R

rst

a transitional style and afterwards a d.st.nct Renaissance type

inform d with the national genius. But the architecture of the
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Italian

Influence
in France

French Renaissance was not so distinctively national as it might
have been had not the Italian influence, induced by sixty years of

French military activity in the peninsula and supported by the

great Medicean princess at the Parisian court, been prolonged.

Among the French architects of the time were Pierre Lescot

(P-I578), the designer of a part of the Louvre, who worked in

close conjunction with Jean Goujon (i520?-66?), a sculptor

who possessed the architectural sense in a high degree ; Philibert

de l'Orme (?-i57o), who studied his art in Italy a,nd strove to

remove the lingering Gothic traces, and to restore the style of

Greece; and Jean Bullant (i5i3?~78). an artist of exceptional

power and originality. French architecture, like that of Italy,

experienced a decline.. It had depended very largely upon the

patronage of the court and the taste of the later Valois kings

tended towards extravagance. Then, too, the- long anarchy

of the religious wars was disastrous to almost every kind of

art.

But it is to the degeneracy of Italian architecture, more im-

portant in itself and in its influence than that of France, that we
must turn our attention. The exuberant ornamentation of build-

ings produced a fantastic style that is called " baroque," a term

derived from the Spanish word barrueco or berrueco which is

the name given to an imperfectly rounded pearl. The baroque

is sometimes called the style Jesuite, but with injustice to the

followers of Loyola. Long before the first Jesuit church was
built in Italy examples of baroque exaggeration were to be found

in more than one of the plastic arts in the peninsula. It is true

the Jesuits were the leading patrons of the style in ecclesiastical

buildings, but that was perhaps because they were building more
churches at the time than was any other religious order. And the

style was by no means confined to churches. It was adopted for

secular buildings, both public and private, of every sort. It has

been the fashion to condemn the baroque unsparingly. Every

pediment was a paradox we are told, and every column a con-

ceit. And we have just spoken of it as a degenerate style. Yet

it was not without its merits. What produced this style whose
embodiment one may see in the beautiful church of Santa Maria

della Salute in Venice? Was it not a revolt against the cold and

oftentimes clumsy classicism of Palladio and his contemporary

purists? Baroque, it is true, could break every canon of the art

and become bizarre, even delirious, almost beyond belief. Yet

do we judge Gothic by its worst examples? Baroque had cer-

tain qualities of scale and composition that have too frequently

been overlooked ; it was not always insincere ; and he who looks

The
Baroque
Style
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with eyes to see may behold in it much that is imaginative and °^££
'

not a little that is beautiful.

Signs of decay were not wanting in the art of sculpture. The 155°-1608

culture of the time which produced the Ciceronian literature in- The

duced the sculptor to neglect his own vision of the world and to
J/SJ5JJ?

n

work only in accordance with the accepted standards of classic tureto

beauty. So, instead of thinking, the sculpture of the later Re- ^qJ
118*"

naissancejnerely adaptgjithouj[ht_: and, instead of feeling, it was _
content tQ simulate_lhg]7eeling ofthe classic age

t
The revelation

of the individual, then, which is the most precious thing in art,

was diminished. But on the other hand technical , facility was
greatly increased. There was nothing possible to the carver of

stone which the sculptors at the end of the sixteenth century

could not do. Indeed, the marble group known as the Rape of

the Sabines is said to have been made by Giovanni da Bologna

(1524-1608) to prove that the fragility of the stone placecTno

limit upon his technical skill. Yet wonderful as was that skill

it produced for us figures that appeal to us only as poses and not

as personages. When the century closed, the transition of sculp-

ture to the sensational was almost complete. For the sake of

surprise and wonder, truth was banished and in its place was
substituted _the_ display of a rnnsnmmate technic. extravagant

movement, and exaggerated conduct.

Painting on the other hand had found a new center in Venice

where the cult of antiquity was not so controlling as at Florence

and Rome and where rich impulses came from the prevalent de-

sire to see, originally and independently, life and the world in

which men live. And a new force, as it were, had come into

existence to renew the vitality of painting. For the first time Veronese

the full glory of color was being revealed by the Venetians . In

the sumptuous art of Paolo Veronese (T52R-8S) the golden and
magistral pageant of the city in the sea found a masterly expres-

sion. It is not form but color, miraculous, rich, smoldering,

alternatingly gorgeous and tender according to the circumstances

of light and shade, that gives to the cathedral of St. Mark its

special beauty. So, too, is it color and not form that makes
Venetian painting beautiful. The greatest master of color that

Venice produced, the most glorious painter of her pageantry, was
Veronese,, In him we shall seek in vain for nobility of thought

and for religious fervor, and seldom shall we find a touch of

tender sentiment; but the life of the city impearled amid its

ministering sea, its slender campanili, its glistening domes, the

palaces that fringe its fantastic waterways, its processions and
banquets, its pomp of color, the fullness of its splendor, all this
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°xxx'
and mucn more born of his own imagination he painted as no
one else in the world has ever been able to paint.

1518-94
j£ profoun(j imagination and spiritual insight are lacking in

the work of Veronese they are surely present in that of Jacopo

1^0^10^^4.1518-94) whom, because as a boy he helped his father

Tintoretto in the work of dyeing silk, men have always called Tintoretto.

On the wall of his studjo, when still a youth, he wrote the words
" the drawing of Michelangelo anrl the color of Tjtjan " as the

ideal to which he wished to attain. And the energy of the one

and the color of the other of the two masters whom he most

admired speak to us to-day from the great pictures that he

painted. The range of Tintoretto's subj ects is very wide.- It

includes themes from the classic past, the Christian story, and the

life and personages of his own republic. All of these he treated

in his own original way. Imagination, excelled only by that of

Shakespeare, enah1er| him to penetrate to the heart of every suf>I

j ect -that fap selected, to picture almost every phase of human
pvppripnre pnd tr> portray the many sides of its aspiration. His

pictorial sense, and a masterly technic obtained by infinite pains-

taking, enabled him to obtain, with instantaneous touch and
almost unapproachable precision, certain qualities of light and
color charged, beyond that of any other artist, with the emotion

of the subject, and to steep his figures in a poetry of atmosphere

that gives to them life and meaning and imparts to his scenes

their astonishing effect of reality.

Tintoretto was the last of alL-th? supreme RaUafl, painters.

The art that followed him was but the bloom of a period of

decay. Most of the great painters had left behind them a train

of followers, servile imitators who were known as " mannerists "

;

but a reaction, in the form of eclectic schools, arose against the

various mannerisms based upon the imitation of the works of

single great painters. Chief and most influential of these schools

was the academy at Bologna founded by Lodovico Caracci

(1555-1619), whose two nephews, Agostino Caracci (1557—
1602) and Annibale Caracci (1560-1609), were for a time asso-

ciated with him. The principle that determined the proceeding

of these eclectics, who forgot that. " poems distilled from other

poems pass away," was to copy from the work of each great

master the quality that seemed most worthily to represent him
and to combine these qualities in their own productions. The
whole was to be at least as excellent as the sum of the com-
ponent parts. It is quite evident from such a program as this

that all spontaneity in painting had spent itself. But, although

The
Eclectic

Painters
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it has been said that the only result of this attempt to resuscitate °j^J
'

the dead was to kill the living, the work of the eclectics is not

altogether without merit and significance. Something they con- 1585-1609

tributed to the technic of their art and they gave expression

to the fervor of the first stage of militant Catholicism. One of

the most important followers of the Caracci was Zampieri

Domenichino (1581-1641), whose work testifies to the sway that

religiorThacTresumed over the minds of the Italians. After the

death of Lodovico the school was led by Guido Reni ( 1 575-1642)

whose masterpiece, the fresco of Aurora, is so well-known by

its reproductions, and whose work at its best has a soft charm of

delicate color and graceful line.

In still another way did the reaction against the mannerists

express itself. Michel Angelo Caravaggio ( 1 569-1609 ) , and TheReai-

the realists who followed his lead, painted the baldest of tran-
1

e

s

r

t

8

Paint"

scripts from nature. The principle of reproducing nature with-

out modification was not without its attractive results as long as

the subjects were the gamesters and bravi of the wayside taverns,

but when it attempted religious figures it failed completely. One
other thing, an exaggerated chiaroscuro, characterized Caravag-

gio and his followers. So theatrical became their contrasts of

light and shadow, and so somber the colors they preferred, that

they were known as the Tenebrosi.

These painters of the period of decline, especially the eclectics,

became extremely popular in other countries than their own.

The art criticism of the two succeeding centuries is full of their why Liter,

praises. Literature and art inJTtalv had spent their force and
Arti>e-

nd

declined_ fronTThe summits of poetry and inspiration to the^ ciined •

depths^of a facile skill that had nothing to say. The motives

that inspired the brush of Raphael and the pen of Ariosto were

exhausted. Painters and poets alike depend in great measure .

uponj^tah^epoch. They give utterance to its thought and aspira-
,

tiong^ Wneri~tnese have "Been expressed a pause must come until

a succeeding age has made its contribution in thought, emotion,

and ideals, to the history of the world,, Art cannot anticipate

thesejjjmgs. And it requires a long time for human experience
""

and aspiration to work out new thought, to develop new emo-
tion, and to choose new ideals, for art to express. Between the

different periods of great creative actiyity, therefore, there will

always be found times of reflection which may take the form of

pedantry or of sound criticism. So the decline of literature and
painting pingf nnt hp Vi?«rfj1y attributed to the action of militant

Catholicisirju^ That movement, beyond all doubt, was unfavor-
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Pales-

'

trina #nd
the Birtlr

of Modern
Music

c^p
- abk to art in its purest form§ ; but it was by no means the

sole or even the principal cause of the general decline. The
1526-94

s impie truth is thatihe aloe had blossomed and the end had
come^^
But in this period of decline Italy had become the cradle of

another art, even purer and nobler than those whose decadence

we have just noted. Thus far music had made no notable

progress, and it was especially backward in Italy. Not a single

great composer appeared in the peninsula until the second half

of the sixteenth century and most of the executants were men
from beyond the Alps. The first fonrj^jn_which_modern music
began itSL development was that of the madrigal, a s^g written

for three or more voices . The true madrigal may be said to have

had its rise in Flanders, but the art of its composition did not

reach its full maturity until it was transferred to Italy. Tn_Romp
the madrigal found many composers

,
_of_dist ;ri^t^n ; in Venice

and Florence it enjoyed great popularity; in Naples it had a

brilliant period ; and, though it failed to ingratiate itself into the

favor of either the French or the Germans, it won for itself the

affection of the English. The Church was in great need of this

power to write harmonically and melodiously. She was in stift

greater need of the power and the desire to write in a true reli-

gious spirit. The mass, its poetic and dramatic situations en-

tirely ignored, had become a performance of musical acrobatics

in which the jigs and catches of the taverns, together with their

words that were oftentimes licentio.us, ha'd found a place. And
so inappropriate and discordant was the instrumental accompani-

ment that the Council of Trent seriously thought of reverting

to the stern and naked plain-song of the Middle Ages. The con-

ciliar fathers, however, contented themselves with a resolution

against the mescolamento di sagro e profano in the music of the

mass; and in 1564 Pius .IV created a commission of eight cardi-

nals to carry out the resolution. Fortunately in the person of

Giovanni Pier Luigi da Palestrina (i5i4?-94j there appeared the

very man for the hour. Aftgr_suffering the pangs of poverty.

and the bitterness of defeated hope he had been installed as.

maestro di' laprittT ift ffie~~church of Santa Maria_ Maggiore-in
Rome when two-oLtheicardinals of the commission requested him
to sufmii t a musical setting of the mass In response, so it is

averred, Palestrina placed three masses in the hands of Cardinal

Carlo Borromeo. The third mass, the ineffably beautiful Missa
Papce Marcelli, in which the words ot the mass are most elo-

quently expressed, was sung in the Sistine Chapel before the en-

chanted pope, and soon " the whole of Italy welcomed it with a
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burst of passionate applause." All doubts were set at rest. c
-^f'

Music, the most spiritual of all the arts, found its fitting place

in the most solemn and majestic ritual that the world has known. 1526'9*

It is not easy to reconcile the story of the submission of the three

masses with the chronology of Palestrina's works, but there is

no doubt that the Church was greatly aided by him in the task

of improving the music of her services. The " Mass of Pope
Marcellus " is perhaps Palestrina's greatest work, but he wrote

at least ninety-four masses and many hymps. Among the former

is the Missa Brevis, which is often sung to-day, and the beautiful

Assumpta est Maria in Caelum; while among the latter is the

splendid Surge, illuminare Jerusalem, the sweet and tender Pec-

cantem me quotidie, and the pathetic Super Humine Babylonis.

Thus did a new and noble art arise and religion receive if not

its most splendid music at least that which can rightly claim to

be its most reverent and devout.

The modern mass was not the only music-form that had its__

beginning at this_time. In Philip Neri's church at Rome, known
as the Oratory^ as well as in other churches, it was the custom Birth of

to present from time to time one or other of the biblical stories tortoand

with choruses, solos, and instrumental accompaniment. It be- the opera

came the endeavor to express more faithfully in the music the

dramatic character of the words, and thus was developed the

oratorio. Closely allied with the oratorio at this time was still

another new music form, the opera^ which is a secular drama set

to music. The first distinct work of the new species was the

Euridicejoi Jacopo Peri (1561-1609?), which is not without

beauty and effectiveness in the new declamatory style. But
opera had to wait for its first real master until Gluck began to

compose in the eighteenth century.

Our study of the revival of science carried us to the end of

our period and even beyond it, for Galileo did not die until _,

almost the middle, of the, seventeenth century^. Each of the progress

sciences that we have noticed continued to progress, to become ?
f *

aware more definitely of its field, to make explorations in that

field, and to perfect its procedure ; and other sciences were being

born. The progress of the sciences did much to spread the con-

viction that the human understanding is in itself-suffir.ient to_

comprehend nature and to regulate the life of the individual and
that of society From the close of the sixteenth century there

was an ever-increasing body of scholarly and cultivated men who
based their thought and their ^aily life upon the autonomy of

the human understanding. Thus did they disown the dominion

of external authority and carry on in the realm of thought that
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End of

the Six-

teenth
Century

revival of the individual which we have found to be the basic

element of the Renaissance.

Our story comes to an end with the opening of the seventeenth

century. It was an unsettled time. The opposing forces of

human life, called into greater energy by the revival of nation-

ality and that of individuality, had not found their resultant.

Indeed, they have not done so yet; nor can any man say when
that will be accomplished. It was a time of gusty and variable

storms, rather than of winds that were setting steadily into ac-

customed directions. But in all this seething and clashing life

there was at work quietly and unceasingly, as there is to-day,

that most potent of all the forces of all the ages, aye. of life

itself— the development of individuality^

*ds
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MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF HAPSBURG
The names of the emperors are printed in larger type

Rudolf I; Emperor 1273-91

I

Albert I;

Emperor Albert I 1298-1308

f

Matilda=Louis II of Wittelsbach

Frederick, claimant of the imperial title Albert II

died 1330

Albert III

I

Albert IV
I

Elizabeth =Albert V;
daughter Emperor

of Albert II
Emperor 1438-39
Sigismund

l

Leopold

I

Ernest

Frederick III Emperor
1440-93

Mary of Burgundy=Maximilian I; Emperor
1493-1519
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MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF LUXEMBURG

Henry VII; Emperor 1308-13

John of Bohemia=Elizabeth,
daughter of Wenzel II of Bohemis

Charles IV; Emperor 1346-78

Wencelaus; Mary daughter of =Sigismund; King of Hungary:
Emperor 1378-1400 Louis of Hungary

|
Emperor 1410-37

Elizabeth=Albert V of Hapsburg;

Emperor Albert II 1438"39

MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF WITTELSBACH

Otto I, first Wittelsbach duke of Bavaria; died 1183

I

Louis I; 1183-1231

I

Otto II; 1231-53

I

Louis II (1253-94)= Matilda, daughter of Emperor Rudolf I

I

Louis III, the Bavarian; Emperor Louis IV; 1314-47
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HOLY ROMAN EMPERORS
Rudolf I (of Hapsburg) ; 1273-91.

Adolf I (of Nassau) ; 1292-98.

Albert I (of Hapsburg) ; 1 298-1 308.

Henry VII (of Luxemburg) ; 1308-13.

Louis IV (of Wittelsbach; the Bavarian) ; 1314-46.

Frederick II (of Hapsburg), claimant of the imperial title,

1314-21.

Charles IV (of Luxemburg) ; 1346-78.

Wenceslaus (of Luxemburg) ; 1 378-1400.

Rupert (of Wittelsbach) ; 1400-10.

Sigismund (of Luxemburg) ; 1410-37.

Albert II (of Hapsburg) ; 1438-39.

Frederick III (of Hapsburg) ; 1440-93.

Maximilian I (of Hapsburg) ; 1493-15 19.

Charles V (of Hapsburg) ; 1519-56.

Ferdinand I (of Hapsburg) ; 1556-64.

Maximilian II (of Hapsburg) ; 1564-76.

Rudolf II (of Hapsburg) ; 1576-1612.

Mathias (of Hapsburg) ; 1612-19.

LIST OF POPES

(The schismatic Popes are printed in italics.)

Gregory X (Teobaldo Visconti) ; 1271-76.

Innocent V (Petrus Tarentasia) ; 1276.

Adrian V (Ottobuono Fieschi) ; 1276.

John XXI (Petrus Juliani) ; 1276-77.
Nicholas III (Giovanni Gaetani Orsini) ; 1277-80
Martin IV (Simon de Brie) ; 1281-85.

Honorius IV (Giacomo Savelli) ; 1285-87.

Nicholas IV (Girolamo Masci) ; 1288-92.

Celestine V (Pietro di Murrone) ; 1294.

Boniface VIII (Benedetto Gaetano) ; 1294-1303.

Benedict XI (Niccolo Boccasini) ; 1303-04.

Clement V (Bertrand de Goth) ; 1305-14.

John XXII (Jacques d'Euse) ; 1316-34.
Benedict XII (Jacques Fournier) ; 1334-42.

Clement VI (Pierre Roger) ; 1342-52.

Innocent VI (fitienne Aubert) ; 1352-62.

Urban V (Guillaume de Grimoard, or Grimaud de Beauvoir) ;

1362-70.

Gregory XI (Pierre Roger de Beaufort) ; 1370-78.
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The Great Schism of the West

Roman Popes Avigonese Popes

Urban VI (Bartolommeo Prig- Clement VII (Roger of Ge-
nano)

; 1378-89. neva) ; i278-94 .

Boniface IX (Piero Toma- Benedkt XIII (Peter de
celh)

; 1390-1404. _ Luna); Im-I4H .

Innocent VII (Cosimo dei Mig- clement VIII; 1424-20.
horati); 1404^6 Benedict XIV ; 1424.

Gregory XII (Angelo Corra- Pope dected b the Council of
no) ; 1406-09. Basd

Alexander V (Pietro Phi- FeUx y (Amad Duke of
largi) ; 1409-10. s } ™,p~

John XXIII (Baldassare
y,J 4iV W

Cossa) ; 1410-15.
Martin V (Odo Colonna)

;

I4I7-3I-

Eugene IV (Gabriel Condul-
mieri) ; 1431-47'.

Nicholas V (Tommaso Parentucelli of Sarzana) ; 1447-55.
Calixtus III (Alfonso Borgia) ; 1455-58.
Pius II (iEneas Sylvius Piccolomini) ; 1458-64.
Paul II (Pietro Barbo) ; 1464-71.
Sixtus IV (Francesco della Rovere) ; 1471-84.
Innocent VIII (Giovanni Battista Cibo) ; 1484-92.
Alexander VI (Roderigo Borgia) ; 1492-1 503.

Pius III (Francesco Todeschini Piccolomini) ; 1503.

Julius II (Juliano della Rovere) ; 1503-13.
Leo X (Giovanni de' Medici) ; 15 13-21.

Adrian VI (Adrian Dedel) ; 1522-23.

Clement VII (Giulio de' Medici) ; 1523-34.
Paul III (Alessandro Farnese) ; 1534-49.
Julius III (Giammaria Ciocchi del Monte) ; 1550-55.
Marcellus II (Marcello Cervini degli Spannochi) ; 1555,
Paul IV (Giovanni Pietro Caraffa) ; 1555-59.
Pius IV (Giovanni Angelo Medici) ; 1559-65.
Pius V (Michele Ghisleri) ; 1566-72.

Gregory XIII (Ugo Buoncompagni) ; 1572-85.
Sixtus V (Felice Peretti) ; 1585-90.
Urban VII (Giambattista Castagna) ; 1590.

Gregory XIV (Niccolo Sfondrati) ; 1590-91.
Innocent IX (Giovanni Antonio Facchinetti) ; 1591.
Clement VIII (Ippolito Aldobrandini) ; 1 592-1605.



A LIST OF REFERENCES

INTRODUCTORY NOTE

No attempt is made here to give an exhaustive bibliography of the

original and derived sources of the period with winch the present

work deals. There is neither space nor necessity for such a bibliog-

raphy between the covers of our book. The lack of space is evident

to all who have an inkling of the vast literature that deals with the

life of continental Europe and the European colonies in the three and

a half centuries of the Renaissance and Reformation period
;
while

the lack of necessity will be apparent when it is remembered that the

book is addressed not to scholars engaged in research work though

the hope is expressed that it may be of occasional value even to them,

but to the undergraduate student and to the general public Only

here and there, principally in the chapters that have to do with litera-

ture, are original sources given, those sources that speak to us of their

own knowledge, that are for us the ultimate resort in the search for

information. The college student and the general reader are more

likely to need references to derived sources, those sources that are in-

debted to others for their knowledge; and it is, therefore, this class of

sources that chiefly comprises our list of references.

It should not be understood that original sources are invanab >

superior to derived sources. An original source is trustworthy on y

in so far as its author knew the truth, was animated by the desire to

tell the truth, and possessed the capacity to tell the truth. The best

derived sources are based not merely upon one original source, but

upon several or upon all of them that relate to the subject with which

the derived source has to do. The value of a derived source indeed

is determined by the extent of its use of original sources and by the

competency of its study of them.
CnmAriAoa

The bibliographies of the first three volumes of The Cambridge

Modem History, those in the pertinent volumes of the Histoire

Generate of Lavisse and Rambaud, and those appended to the per-

tinent articles in the Encyclopedia Britannica, though these last are

often erratic and incomplete, are excellent guides to the original

sources for the study of our" period.

The encyclopedias are so comprehensive in their scope that they

will be found to contain articles on almost every topic with which the

book has to do, and so, with a few exceptions, they are named here

once for all. The very brevity of their treatment of most of our topics

and their inclusive character often make these articles the most de-

sirable preliminary surveys and sometimes the most effective sum-
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maries. Chief of the encyclopedias are, in English, the Encyclopedia
Britannica, not without serious faults, but unrivaled in many impor-

tant respects, and The Catholic Encyclopcedia, an authoritative ac-

count of Catholicism in all its phases by eminent Catholic writers of

many countries; in French, the Dictionnaire Universel, of Larousse,

the Nouveau Larousse Illustre, and the Grande Encyclopedic; in Ger-
man, Brockhaus's Konversations Lexikon, which, though its articles

are often briefer than one wishes, is very dependable and is especially

valuable as a source of information relating to German topics, the

Neues Konversations-Lexicon, of Meyer, an admirable work closely

following that of Brockhaus, and, more copious than either of these,

Ersch and Gruber's Allgemeine Encyklopadie der Wissenschaften und
Kunste, Herzog-Hauck's Realencyklopadie fiir Protestantische The-
ologie, and Wetzer and Welte's Kirchenlexik'.n; in Italien, the Naova
Enciclopedia Italiana; in Spanish, the Diccionario Enciclopedico

Hispano-Americano ; in Scandinavian tongues, the Nordisk Conversa-

tions-Lexicon, and the Svenskt Conversations-Lexicon; and, in Rus-
sian, the masterly Russkiy Entsiklopedicheskiy Slovar, to which all the

leading Russian scholars in letters and science have contributed. En-
cyclopedias have also been published in the Polish, Hungarian, Bo-
hemian, and Rumanian languages.

It may be well to call attention here to the fact that the general

histories, such as the Histoire Generale, of Lavisse and Rambaud, the

Cambridge Modern History, and, when the last voiume is published,

the Cambridge Medieval History, contain matter that relates to every

chapter of our book.

CHAPTER I

THE PAPACY

The twelfth chapter of Adams's Civilisation of the Middle Ages forms
an excellent introduction to this study ; and good chapters are to be found
in Pastor's History of the Popes, a learned and well-documented work,
but unmistakably clerical in spirit; Creighton's History of the Papacy,
attractively written, but touched here and there by an insular point of

view; chapters eighteen, nineteen, and twenty of the second volume of

Sedgwick's Italy in the Thirteenth Century; Medley's Church and Empire;
Schaff's History of the Christian Church; and, fairly impartial, but incom-
plete as yet, Grisar's Storia di Roma e dei Papi nel Medio Evo.
More special works are Valois's La crise religieuse du XV siecle;

Mollat's Les Papes d'Avignon; Valois's Le Pape et le Concile; Hallays's

Avignon et la Comtat-Venaissin ; Tosti's History of Pope Boniface VIII,

the work of a scholarly Benedictine monk; Tosti's Storia del Concilio di

Costanza; Gregorovius's Rome in the Middle Ages, an interesting work,
rather spectacular at times, marred here and there by slight errors, but

unusually valuable; Rocquain's Le cour de Rome et Vesprit de reforme
avant Luther; Kitts's In the Days of the Councils; Kitts's Pope John the

Twenty-Third, two books that may be cordially commended ; Gardner's

Saint Catherine of Siena, written by an English Catholic scholar who has

made himself a master of the period, wholly delightful and dependable,

it gives an impartial, minute, and orderly study of a difficult age ; Ragg's
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j u- r*„i«. Villari's Medieval Italy: Mackinnon's History of

^,,fl^ Ages; Drumanns Bomfaaus

^UI

e ' n^^sTa%ance sous PhitiPPe le Bel; Danger's Smjus m

European History, the work of an in<

greatest contribution of America to histoncal writing.

CHAPTER II

POLITICAL AFFAIRS IN THE AGE OF THE RENAISSANCE

For the history of the Germanic Empire the best survey is Bryee's

5
^htVnzurfescMchte des 13. und 14. Jahrhundert; Knull's fsonsche

GeoaraPhie Deutschlands itn Mittelalter; and Henderson s A Short His-

tory of Germany, a book whose leneth belies its title and whose learn ng

and literary style alike commend it. To these should be added the

excellent biological articles in the Allgemeine deutsche Btographie,

one of thefines
g
t works of its kind, in which the word deutsche is given

an exceedingly broad interpretation, and the article on Occam in the

corresoondinR British publication, The Dictionary of National Biography.

BriefeHSdfes are Lo'dge's Close of the Middle Ages; and Dollingei^s

Studies in European History. Pattison's Leading Figures of European

the HoTsJof Austria, and that is now superannuated. A recent book of

considerable merit is Steed's The Hapsburg Monarchy. Leger
s
History

TAtstHaHZgary is translated from the French; Dopsch's Forschungen

tr^enGeTichte Osterreichs is still incomplete; and Drage s Aus-

'tfrs: t\arhiTo
a

do

bo
wth the riSe^ s*. *;*««*-

the best is Dierauer's Geschichte der schweizenschen Etdgenossenschaft

which in considerable detail, gives the original and derived^sources tha

are the bases of its statements. Other works are McCrackan s 1 he Kise

Jf TeS^ss Republic; Van Muyden's Histoire de la n£on wsse;

Oechsli's Die Anfange der schweizerischen f^enos»nsc^ft;^\^

Les origines de la confederation Suisse; Sutz's Schwetzer-Geschichte fur
L
d
e

a

S

s °V

r

o% erzahlt, which is gd£ft*"*^,*^££

^e belrJk 2TSMS^ LutWs *,*«* and an
The best DOOK

5o ,jm; . For an intensive study of the

°
f

r

h'^orv of tL country Bachmann's toc/uV/./, *5J»m««, which is
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Montague blanche) are comprehensive and scholarly, and they extend
beyond the limits of our study.

The story of Bavaria may be traced in Riezler's Geschichte Bayerns;

Brecher's Darstellung der geschxchtlichen Entwickelung des bayrischen

Staatsgebiets; and Heigel's Die Wittelsbacher. In Dollinger's Studies in

European History there is a chapter devoted to the House of Wittelsbach.

Important, too, is Riezler's Die literarischen Widersacher der Pdpste zur
Zeit Ludwigs des Baiers.

The affairs of other Germanic states may be studied in Hausser's

Geschichte der rheinischen Pfalz; Droysen's Geschichte der preussischen

Politik; in Prutz's Preussische Geschichte; Bornhak's Preussische Staats-

und Rechtsgeschichte, especially valuable for constitutional matters;

Stenzel and Berner's Geschichte des preussischen Staats; Bottiger's

Geschichte des Kurstaates und Konigreichs Sachsen; Sturmhofel's

Geschichte der s'dchsischen L'dnde; Jacobs's Geschichte der Provinz
Sachsen; Heinemann's Geschichte von Braunschweig und Hannover;
Blok's History of the People of the Netherlands; Putnam's Alsace anh
Lorraine; Barante's Histoire des dues de Bourgogne de la maison de
Valois; Barthold's Geschichte der deutschen St'ddte; Schlozer's Die Hansa;
Danell's Geschichte der deutschen Hanse ; Zimmern's The Hansa Towns;
and, for the Vehmic courts, Lindner's Die Verne.

The literature of the Hundred Years' War is catalogued in Molinier's

Sources de I'histoire de France. The war itself is dealt with in the

following books : Lodge's Close of the Middle Ages; Vickers's England
in the Later Middle Ages; Tout's The History of England from the

Accession of Richard II to the Death of Richard HI; Macdonald's A
History of France; Lavisse's L'Histoire de France, one of the greatest

productions of the brilliant French school of history, written by fifteen

different authors; Luce's Bertrand du Guesclin; Luce's La Jacquerie;

Luce's La France pendant la guerre de Cent Ans; Luce's Jeanne d'Arc;

Anatole France's Joan of Arc, written with all the author's well known
literary charm and skepticism of temperament; Lang's The Maid of

France, a chivalrous and ardent defense of the deliverer of her country;

Lowell's Joan of Arc, a scholarly and beautiful book, still the best life

of the wonderful girl whose story it recounts ; Richemond's Jeanne d'Arc,

d'apres les documents contemporains; Hanotaux's Jeanne d'Arc; and Lea's

Inquisition of the Middle Ages, in the third volume of which will be

found a concise and vivid account of Joan's career. For the more
advanced reader the great work of Quicherat, Le Proces de Jeanne d'Arc,

which contains nearly all the original sources for the study of Joan, will

be found indispensable. Important, also, is Marty's L'Histoire de Jeanne

d'Arc.

For the story of the European invasions of the Turk and Mongol
those who read German should consult Purgstall's Geschichte des Os-
manischen Reiches, a monument of patient research, which, despite the

fact that its first volume appeared almost a century ago, is still the stand-

ard work. Based upon Purgstall's great work are Creasy's History of

the Ottoman Turks; and Lane-Poole's Turkey. Abdurrahman Sheref's

Tarikh-i-devlet-i-osmanie, in Turkish, is said to be careful and impartial.

Among other books that may be recommended are Miller's The Balkans;

Remusat's Relations politiques des princes chrctiens avec les empereurs
mongols; Remusat's Nouveaux melanges; Remusat's Memoires sur

plusieurs questions relatives a la geographic de I'Asie centrale; Lane-
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Poole's The Mohammedan Dynasties; Freeman's The Ottoman Po*er

in Europe- Finlays The Byzantine and Greek Empires; Finlays Greece

and he Empire of Trebizond; Grosvenor's Constantinople; Paparng°-

ZtisSw d* /a cMM« JtoBMffiM/ Gregorovms's G«cW«
^VJtZen in Mittelalter; Pears's T* »*»™%^%f%£
Fmbire- Sturdza's La ferr* et les races roumaines; Xenopols Histoire

many collaborators, not written in English as the t tie as oivenjiere

would seem to indicate, but in Magyar; Leger s History of Austria

Hungary'translated from the French; Vambery's Hungary m Anctent

and Modern Times; Acsady's History of the Magyar Empire; KnatehbuU-

CeseV Tk PoKhVaf £w/uHo» of the Hungarian Nation; Karam-

2ffj££*i de Umpire russe, translated from the Russian; Morfill s

^lS rftafr ffieen described in Sedgwick's /fc/y in *,

^Lltl Celtury; Sedgwick's ^ S*or* HMo* */ {*&; Smeaton s

rleSL/Cantu's Sforfa d^K Jtafem; Gregorovms'sH^ of Rome

L the Middle Ages- Balan's Siona d7*a/«a; Cipolla's Stona delle Signone

haKane- Duffy's tVo» KtfiiMk»; Butler's 77* Lombard .Co«'Sj2i Italy; and Sismondi's /fa/fan Ktf«Wi«, which has been

111^ tel7recas

a

t and'supplemented by BoulUng. There are many books

rdating to single states and cities. See Brum's Hisoriarum Floren-

tinarum Libri XII.; Machiavelli's Historie Aorentine; Guicciardmi s Stona

dTtalia- Villari's tffldbferaUi and Mi 7«fi«; Cappom's Stona d» Ar»M«;

P rens's tfSfoL d* Ffcm**; Gardner's Ftor^r*; Ohphants Makers

of Florence; Oliphant's Mafcm of Venice; Okey's JW;
.

Molmenti s

TA« Story o> fW; Daru's Storia della Republica di Venezta; Hazhtt s

TA« F«S£ «#*»&; Thayer's Short History of Venice; Browns Ven-

ice- Brown's Studies in the History of Venice; Kretschmer s Geschichte

von Venedig; James's Bologna; Brequigny's Histoire <j™r™ol

f°
ns
J*

Giles; Malleson's Studies from Genoese History; Gar a's Stona del regno

della Due Sicilie; Crawford's Southern Italy and Sicily; Vern s Stoiadi

Milano- Malaguzzi's Milano; Ady's History of Milan under the Sforza

Noyes's Milan; Noyes's F.rraro; Symonds and Gordon's Perugia; Young s

Rome; Wiel's' ^La; and Gardner's Sfcna To these may bepadded

Browning's Guelphs and GhibeWnes; Browning's The Age of the Condot-

tieri- and Symon and Bensusan's The Renaissance.

The building of Spain may be studied in Altamira's Histona de Espana

La Fuente's Estudios critico,; Dozy's Spanish Islam iaow happdy avail-

able in an adequate English translation; Lane-Poole's The Moors in Spam

Scot" History of the Moorish Empire in Europe; and Humes Span.

O cooks relating to Portugal the following are recommended: Her-

rXln'Tmstoria de Portugal; Barros's Historia da admmistracado pub-

l^£^;it£LJs Portugal; MacMurdo's History of Portugal;

and Schafer's Geschichte von Portugal.
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CHAPTER III

THE REVIVAL OF THE NATION

The best exposition of nationality is Renan's essay Qu'est-ce qu-une
nation? And Mulford's The Nation will be found illuminating and
inspiring. Suggestive passages will be found in Pollard's Factors in

Modem History; and in Berger's Die Kulturaufgaben der Reforma-
tion. Chapter nine of Acton's History of Freedom is helpful; and sev-

eral chapters in Dewe's Psychology of Politics and History bear upon
the subject and are provocative of thought. See also the first two chap-

ters in Van Dyke's Age of the Renascence. A brief but excellent

survey of the rise of the principal modern nations is to be found in

Wilson's The State; and more detailed accounts of the early history of

the different nations that were in existence in the Renaissance period

are to be gathered from the articles dealing with those countries in the

encyclopedias, in the various national histories, and in the larger general

histories.

CHAPTER IV

THE REVIVAL OF THE INDIVIDUAL

The pioneer book on this subject, and still one of the best, is Burck-
hardt's The Civilization of the Period of the Renaissance in Italy.

A writer who has developed Burckhardt's germinal idea is Gebhart.

See especially his Les origines de la Renaissance en Italie, his Conteurs
Florentines du Moyen Age, and his Les Jardins de VHistoire. A trans-

lation of a part of one of Gebhart's books that bears upon this sub-

ject is to be found in Munro and Sellery's Medieval Civilisation. The
first pages of Hudson's Story of the Renaissance and the first chapter

of Mackinnon's History of Modern Liberty touch upon our topic; and
much that is suggestive will be found in Symonds's Age of the Despots;
Symonds's The Revival of Learning; Symonds's The Fine Arts; Voigt's

Die Wiederbelebung des classischen Alterthums ; Geiger's Renaissance und
Humanismus; Korting's Geschichte der Litteratur Italiens im Zeitalter

der Renaissance; Robinson and Rolfe's Petrarch; and Sedgwick's Italy in

the Thirteenth Century, especially chapter eleven of the second volume.
It would be well, also, to read Voysey's Individuality; and Holmes's
thoughtful pamphlet The Tarn ana he Lake.
The first great exponent of indiv- uality among the political rulers at

the end of the Middle Ages may I studied in Hampe's Friedrich II;

and in Kington's History of Frederic I.

For the wandering scholars see Haezner's Goliardendichtung und die

Satire; Spiegel's Die Vaganten und ihr " Orden " ; and Symonds's Wine,
Women, and Song.
Provence and the Albigenses are well treated in De Manteyer's La

Provence du i
eT

a 12* siecle; Marieton's La Terre provengale; Schmidt's

Histoire de la Cathares ou Albigeois; and Alphandery's Les idees morales
ches les heterodoxes latins au debut du XIIP siecle. And for the trouba-

dours see Diez's (revised by Bartsch) Leben und Werke der Troubadours;
and, by the same authors, Die Poesie der Troubadours. See also Meyer's
Les Derniers Troubadours de la Provence; Appel's Provensalische chresto-

mathie; Anglade's Les Troubadours; and Smith's The Troubadours at

Home.
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For the city republics and the despots see Boulting's edition of Sis-

mondi's History of the Italian Republics, and Symonds's Age of the

Despots.

CHAPTER V

THE REVIVAL OF LITERATURE

No other writer has so well demonstrated the reasons why Italy,

and not France, became the birthplace of the Renaissance as Gebhart has

done in his Les origines de la Renaissance en Italic.

Much that relates to the revival of literature is to be found in the

general histories of the several countries in which that revival took place.

There are many excellent books for the study of Italian literature and

the revival of learning in Italy. The early volumes of the Storia let-

teraria u" Italia scritta da una societd di professori are scholarly and

interesting. They are Giussani's Letteratnra romana; Novati's Orxgini

della lingua; Zingarelli's Dante; Volpi's // Trecento; and Rossi's II

Quattrocento. Of great interest and value is Monnier's Le Quattrocento;

and a more recent book, written with unusual charm and insight, is

Hauvette's Littcrature italienne. Other recent books that may be recom-

mended are Rossi's Storia della letteratura italiana; Flamini's Compendio

di storia della letteratura italiana. Useful still are the two older histories

of Italian literature by Giudici and by De Sanctis, the latter having a

distinct literary value. In German there are the two works by Bartoli

and Gaspary, a part of the former having been translated into English;

and two later works are those by Wilse-Persopo and by Casini. In Eng-

lish there are three brief books; Garnett's History of Italian Literature-

Castle's Italian Literature; and Everett's The Italian Poets Since Dante.

The last of these is especially valuable because it contains verse transla-

tions and its literary criticisms succeed unusually well in revealing the

characteristic qualities of the various writers with which it deals. A
larger book in English is Symonds's Italian Literature, vivid and full of

color, written by a gifted and ardent lover of beauty who devoted him-

self under difficult circumstances to an intensive study of the Renaissance.

There are good chapters in Symon and Bensusan's The Renaissance and

its Makers; and Whitcomb's Source Book of the Italian^ Renaissance is

a useful body of translations from Italian writers of this time.

A complete edition of Dante's works has been published by the Oxford

University Press, Tutte le Opere di Dante Aligheri. There are two

excellent translations of the Commedia into English prose, one by Norton

and the other by Tozer; and two translations into English blank verse,

one by Cary and the other by Longfellow, are to be commended. The

Vita Nuova has been done into English by Norton and by Rossetti
;
and

the De monorchia has been translated into our tongue by Church, by

Wicksteed, and by Henry. An admirable introduction to the study of

the great poet is Church's Dante and other Essays. Excellent, too, are

Gardner's Dante; Dinsmore's Teachings of Dante; Dinsmore's Aids to

the Study of Dante; Symonds's Introduction to the Study of Dante;

Scartazzini's A Companion to Dante; Gardner's Dante's Ten Heavens,'

Gardner's Dante and the Mystics; Harris's Spiritual Sense of Dante's

Divina Commedia; Moore's Studies in Dante, three volumes of scholarly

essays by the editor of the Oxford edition of Dante's works that will be

found particularly helpful in difficult passages; Rossetti's A Shadow of
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Dante, a fine analysis of the great epic, and a study of the poet's life, by
the daughter of the English poet; Wyld's The Dread Inferno, despite the

fact that it deals only with the first part of the Commedia, is an exceed-

ingly helpful preface to the entire poem. One of the most penetrating

studies of Dante is to be found in Gebhart's Italie Mystique; and the same
author's Les origines de la Renaissance en Italie contains passages that

relate to all the early Italian writers of note.

Of the books in foreign languages that relate to Petrarch those by

Koerting, De Sade, Badelli, Fracassetti, Domenico Rossetti, Mezieres, and
De Nolhac will be found helpful. One of De Nolhac's books, Petrarch
and the Ancient World, has been put into English. And in English there

are, among others, Hollway-Calthrop's Petrarch, written with intimate

knowledge of the subject and in a lucid and alluring style; Robinson and
Rolfe's Petrarch the first Modern Scholar and Man of Letters, which
gives a vivid presentation of the conditions of the period of the early

Renaissance in Italy; and Jerrold's Francesco Petrarca, Poet and Human-
ist.

In Italian there are lives of Boccaccio by Tiraboschi, Mazzuchelli, and
Baldelli. In German there is one by Landau, and a much better one by
Koerting. And in English, in addition to Symonds's Giovanni Boccaccio

as Man and Author, there is a very satisfactory one by Hutton. Not to

be overlooked is a fine essay on Boccaccio by Ker, in Studies in European
Literature (The Taylorian Lectures, i88g-gg). His relation to the revival

of letters, as well as that of Petrarch, is treated in Voigt's Die Wieder-
belebung des classischen Alterthums, and in Sandys's History of Classical

Scholarship. A dependable translation of The Decameron is that by John
Payne.

The authoritative modern edition of Chaucer's works is that edited by
Skeat and published by the Clarendon Press. In The Modern Reader's

Chaucer the complete works of the poet have been put into modern Eng-
lish by Tatlock and MacKaye. The question as to what works may rightly

be regarded as Chaucer's is discussed in The Chaucer Canon by Skeat.

Helpful criticism of Chaucer's work are to be found in The Cambridge
History of English Literature; in Newcomer's English Literature, an elo-

quent little book that, in itself, is a fine piece of literature; in Chaucer,
an admirable primer by Pollard; and, at greater length, in Lounsbury's
Studies in Chaucer. Coulton's Chaucer and his England is especially

valuable as an exposition of the social conditions in England at the end
of the fourteenth century.

The revival of learning can be studied in the book by Voigt whose
title we have just given, and in his Enea Silvio und sein Zeitalter; and
in English in Symonds's The Revival of Learning; in the first volume of

The Cambridge Modern History; in Woodward's Studies in Education
during the age of the Renaissance; and in the scholarly History of Clas-

sical Scholarship by Sandys.

The second creative period in Italian literature and the development of
humanism are treated in the histories of Italian literature already men-
tioned. To these should be added the lives of Lorenzo de' Medici by
Roscoe, Armstrong, and Horsburgh, the last of which is an exceptionally

useful book; and Pattison's Leading Figures in European History, which
contains an essay on Lorenzo. See also Ross's Lives of the Medici from
their Letters. A biography of Pico della Mirandola was written by his

nephew and translated into English by Sir Thomas More; it was re-

printed in 1890 with a prefatory study by Rigg. The charming and
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illuminating study of the young philosopher in Pater's Renaissance m
Italy should not be overlooked. Boulting's £«w Silvius is a recent

study of one of the humanist Popes; and still another good study ot

yEneas Silvius is Ady's Pius II, the humanist Pope. The other Popes

who were patrons of art and letters can be studied in any of the general

histories and in the histories of the Papacy already mentioned. The

Italian poems of Poliziano have been edited by Carducci
;
and his writ-

ings in prose and in Greek and Latin have been edited by Del Lungo

Translations from his works are to be found in Symonds s Sketches and

Studies in Italy. The political and social background of all this artistic

and literary activity is set forth in The Cambridge Modern History; m

Villari's Machiavelli and his Times; in Capponi's Storia della Republica

di Firenze- in Perrens's La civilisation Aorentine; in Jamtschek

j

,
Die

Gesellschaft der Renaissance in Italien; in Hyett's Florence; in Gebhart s

Florence; and in the other histories of the various Italian towns.

Humanism beyond the Alps is treated in The Cambridge Modern His-

tory. Extracts from original sources are given in Whitcomb s Source

Book of the German Renaissance.

CHAPTER VI

THE REVIVAL OF ART

The architecture of the early Renaissance in Italy is described in

Hamlin's brief History of Architecture; in Sturgis s History of Archi-

tecture; in Simpson's A History of Architectural Development; and

in the scholarly but unsympathetic Character of Renaissance Architec-

ture by Moore. Suggestive snatches of information are to be found in

Peabody's delightful book An Architect's Sketch Book. Of great im-

portance, one is almost tempted to say indispensable is the chapter on

"The Rise of the Renaissance" in Phillipps's The Works of Man an

illuminating book. Of the monographs on the three leading architects

of the early Italian Renaissance the following are commended
:
Von

Fabriczy's Filippo Brunelleschi; Mancini's Vita di Alberii; and Semper s

Donato Bramante. , .

.

Cox's Old Masters and New contains an essay on the sculptors ot this

time; and Freeman's Italian Sculpture of the Renaissance is well adapted

for a preliminary study of the subject. Other books that deal with the

revival of sculpture in Italy are Symonds's The Fine Arts; Waters s

Italian Sculptors; Bode's Florentine Sculptors of the Renaissance; and

Balcarres's The Evolution of Italian Sculpture. An excellent book to

which we shall refer later on with enthusiasm, Mornings with Masters

of Art by Powers, contains a fine chapter on Donatello and another on

Ghiberti. Written with the suavity that is characteristic of his style,

Pater has devoted a chapter to Luca della Robbia in his Renaissance in

Italy The following books relate to individual sculptors: Cornelius s

Jacopo della Querela; Balcarres's Donatella; Meyer's Donatello, translated

from the German; Cruttwell's Donatello; Cruttwell s Luca
°»f f»

dr™
della Robbia and their Successors; Reymond's Les della Robbia and

Marquand's Luca della Robbia, a masterly work that supersedes everything

d
ThT revised Sion of Bryan's Dictionary of Painters and Engravers,

which, unfortunately, is devoid of references, contains brief biographies

of the painters, and criticisms of their art, with whom we have to deal
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here and in our two subsequent chapters devoted to art. A great deal

of our information about the lives of the early Italian artists is obtained

from Vasari (1511-71), whose great work Delle Vite de' piu eccellenti

pittori, scultori, ed architettori was first published in 1550. Modern re-

search has disproved many of his biographical details; and his criticisms,

remarkable as they are for a man of his time, seem somewhat thin when
compared with those of our own time; but, with all this, the work re-

mains a classic that must be consulted in any thorough study of the art

of the Renaissance in Italy. There is a recent translation into English

by De Vere. A German edition, by Frey, with the original text anno-
tated with characteristic German completeness, is in course of publication

and promises to render all previous editions obsolete. The recent edition

of Crowe and Cavalcaselle's History of Painting in Italy by Langton
Douglas is inaccurate here and there, and it is rather too polemical, but

it contains much information that is very useful. Venturi's Storia dell'

Arte Italiana is uneven in merit but valuable. Michel's Histoire de I' Art
is sympathetic and discriminating; Symonds is at his best in his volume
on The Fine Arts; Taine's Philosophy of Art in Italy is subtle and sug-

gestive as to the influence of environment upon art; and Powers's Morn-
ings with Masters of Art is one of the very best books with which to

begin the study of Italian painting. Berenson's three books, Florentine

Painters of the Renaissance, Central Italian Painters of the Renaissance,

and Venetian Painters of the Renaissance, are the work of an original

mind. Caffin's How to Study Pictures is a popular and useful intro-

ductory study; and MacFall's A History of Painting is the best of the

recent general histories of the subject. Cole's Old Italian Masters, illus-

trated with wood-cuts that give an unusually faithful idea of the original

paintings in whose presence they were made, is also an admirable book
to begin with. Not to be overlooked is Hirn's The Sacred Shrine, a
study of the poetry and art of the Catholic Church, which, though it

relates very largely to the Middle Ages, has much of value for the

understanding of the period of the Renaissance and Reformation. For
the beginnings of Italian art no better introduction can be found than

Gebhart's charming Les origines de la Renaissance en Italie; and for

the social background of the time Janitschek's Die Gesellschaft der

Renaissance in Italien und die Kunst is useful. From the flood of mono-
graphs on the individual painters of our period the following are selected

:

Perkins's Giotto; Douglas's Giotto; Yriarte's Tommaso dei Guidi (Masac-

cio) ; Douglas's Fra Angelico; Strutt's Filippo Lippi; Kristeller's Man-
tegna; Home's Botticelli, the most important book upon its subject;

Gebhart's Botticelli; Binyon's admirable study The Art of Botticelli;

Oppe's excellently written and finely illustrated Botticelli; Cruttwell's Sig-

norelli; Davies's Ghirlandaio; Hauvette's Ghirlandajo, in French; William-

son's Perugino; and Hutton's Cities of Umbria, which contains good

chapters upon Umbrian art and Perugino. Botticelli's passionless paint-

ing is the subject of one of Pater's languorous chapters.

CHAPTER VII

THE REVIVAL OF SCIENCE

The childish conception of science in medieval Christendom is por-

trayed in the books written on the subject in that period. One of

these is the D' naturis rerum of Alexander of Neckam (1157-1217),
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an English schoolman and man of science who probably compiled his

work about 1180. The most famous encyclopedia of the Middle Ages
is the Speculum Majus of Vincent of Beauvais (nc)0?-i264?), a great

compendium of all the knowledge of the time, which consists of four

parts, the last being quite evidently the work of a later writer. The first

part, the Speculum Naturale, is a summary of all the natural history

known to Latin Christendom about the middle of the thirteenth century;

the second part, the Speculum Doctrinale, deals with the mechanic arts

as well as with the philosophy, logic, mathematics, and inorganic science

of the time ; while the third part, the Speculum Historiale, is, as the name
implies, a "mirror" of history. Langlois, in La Connaissance de la

Nature et du Monde au Moyen Age, has reprinted six medieval writings,

most of which deal with the physical environment of man, that help to

afford us an idea of the scientific knowledge current in the thirteenth

century.

There are two excellent books in English from which one may gather

the medieval point of view and learn the slow and painful steps by
which men rose out of it into the freer and more truthful attitude of our

own time. They are White's History of the Warfare of Science with

Theology in Christendom; and Taylor's The Medieval Mind. Somewhat
out of date, but still useful, is Draper's History of the Intellectual Develop-

ment of Europe; and his History of the Conflict between Religion and
Science. The medieval attitude is given an able exposition in Von
Eicken's Geschichte und System der mittelalterlichen Weltanschauung.

Other books that deal in a general way with our topic are Hudson's

The Story of the Renaissance ; Berger's Die Kulturaufgaben der Reforma-
tion; and Allbutt's Science and Medieval Thought.

For the restoration of Aristotle one may consult the first two chapters

of Douglas's Pietro Pomponazzi; Valois's Guillaume d' Auvergne ; Jour-

dain's Excursions historiques et philosophiques a travers le moyen age;

Renan's Averroes et I'Averro'isme; and De Boer's History of Philosophy

in Islam. The recovery of some of the lost books of Aristotle and its

effect upon the thought and science of the time may, of course, be studied

in the histories of philosophy. Good general histories of philosophy are

those by Erdmann, Ueberweg, and Windelband ; and good histories of

philosophy in the Middle Ages are those by Haureau, Stockl, and Werner.
To these may be added the history of materialism by Lange. There is a

brief essay on Lull in Gebhart's La Vieille Eglise.

For the revival of research and of criticism in philosophy one may go
to the article on " Petrarch and the beginning of modern Science," in the

first volume of The Yale Review, by George Burton Adams ; and to that

on " Des progres des sciences historiques en France depuis le i6e siecle,"

by Monod, in the first volume of the Revue Historique. And there are

passages relevant to the same subject in Von Wegele's Geschichte der

deutschen Historiographie, and in Bernheim's Lehrbuch der historischen

Methode. In Langlois's Manuel de bibliographic historique one will find

a general survey of the whole apparatus of historical research.

Much that relates to the revival of science is to be found in Rashdall's

The Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages, now unfortunately out of

print; in Lecky's History of the Rise and Influence of Rationalism in

Europe; in Whewell's History of the Inductive Sciences; in Maugain's
Etude sur revolution intellectuelle de YItalie; and in White's History

of the Warfare of Science with Theology. The best history of mathe-
matics is Cantor's Vorlesungcn ilber Geschichte der Mathematik; and a
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briefer one is Ball's A Short History of Mathematics. On astronomy-
there are two books by Delambre, Histoire de I'astronomie au moyen age,

and Histoire de I'astronomie moderne. In German there are Madler's
Geschichte der Himmelskunde ; and Wolf's Geschichte der Astronomic
While in English one may turn to Berry's History of Astronomy. Not
to be overlooked is Fahie's Galileo. In other sciences there are Cajori's

History of Physics; Kopp's Geschichte der Chemie; Ladenburg's Entwick-
lungsgeschichte de Chemie; Meyer's History of Chemistry; Carus's

Geschichte der Zoologie; and Sachs's History of Botany. There is no
satisfactory history of anatomy, but a fairly complete summary is to be
found in the first volume of The Reference Handbook of Medical Sciences

(New York; 1900) ; and to this should be added the opening pages of

Roth's Versalius. Osier's Michael Servetus contains useful information

and valuable illustrations. Baas's History of Medicine may be recom-
mended; and there are others by Daremberg, Haser and Park.

No satisfactory general history of inventions has yet been written, but

much may be learned from the articles on the various inventions in the

encyclopedias and from those upon the inventors. The best work on the

book-making of the Middle Ages is Wattenbach's Das Schriftwesen im
Mittelalter; and for the changes incident to the invention of printing one
should read the first volume of Kapp's Geschichte des deutschen Buch-
handels. Other books in German that deal at length and in a trustworthy

manner with the subject are Hartwig's Festschrift sum fiinfhundert-

jdhrigen Geburtstag von Johann Gutenberg ; Schwenke's Untersuchungen

zur Geschichte des ersten Buchdrucks ; Borckel's Gutenberg ; and Borckel's

Gutenberg und seine berilhmten Nachfolger in ersten Jahrhundert der

Typographic The best English history of the art of printing is De
Vinne's The Invention of Printing; and a briefer one is Hoe's A Short

History of the Printing Press. An able and interesting work that deals

with the whole subject of book-making at the time of our study is Put-

nam's Books and their makers during the Middle Ages.

CHAPTER VIII

THE REVIVAL OF CONSCIENCE

It would be well at the outset of this study to obtain as correct an

understanding as possible of the schoolmen's notion of conscientia and

of synderesis. Perhaps the most convenient modern discussion of these

medieval ideas is to be found in Gass's Die Lehre vom Gewissen, and

in his Geschichte der Christlichen Ethik. For the insistence of medi-

eval authorities upon implicit faith, and for the beginnings of the gradual

return to reliance upon conscience, Reuter's Geschichte der religioscn

Aufklarung im Mittelalter is still of value; but Hoffmann's Die Lehre

von der Fides Implicita is indispensable. An admirable introduction to

the subject of our entire study is the chapter on " Reform before the,

Reformation" in Beard's eloquent The Reformation of the Sixteenth

Century.

For the first group of critics, the Goliardi, see, first of all, the collection

of some of their songs published under the title of Carmina Burana, and

those of them that were translated into English by John Addington

Symonds in his little volume Wine, Women, and Song. These wandering

students have been dealt with at some length in Haezner's Goliardendich-

tung und die Satire; and in Spiegel's Die Vaganten und ihr " Orden."
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The final chapter in Gebhart's illuminating L'ltalie Mystique is a pene-

trating discussion of Dante's attitude toward the religious and ethical

questions of the time. References to the writings of Dante, to those of

Petrarch, to those of Boccaccio, and to those of Chaucer, and to writings

about them, are given in our list of books for the chapter on the revival

of literature. For Valla, the most systematic of all the critics, see Man-
cini's Vita di Lorenzo Valla; and Wolff's Lorenzo Valla. Much that is

pertinent to our topic is to be found in the histories of philosophy and

the histories of literature; and Owen's The Skeptics of the Italian

Renaissance is particularly useful.

The monastic, papal, and conciliar reformers are treated in the church

histories and in the histories of the Papacy, especially those by Creighton

and Pastor. The articles on the individual reformers in the encyclo-

pedias should be consulted. The councils are dealt with in Von Hefele's

Conciliengeschichte ; in Du Bose's The Ecumenical Councils; in Harnack's

History of Dogma; and in Loofs's Leitfaden dcr Dogmengeschichte. And
for the papal reformers see especially Rocquain's La cour de Rome et

l'esprit de reform avant Luther.

For the biblical reformers one may read, in addition to the church

histories, Ullmann's Reformers before the Reformation; and Hahn's Ge-
schichte der Ketzer im Mittelalter. The Waldenses are treated in

Schmidt's Histoire des Cathares; Dieckhoff's Die Waldenser im Mittel-

alter; Preger's Beitrdge zur Geschichte der Waldesier; Cantu's Gli Eretici

in Italia; Comba's Storia della Riforma in Italia; Tocco's L'Eresia nel

medio evo; and in Lea's monumental History of the Inquisition of the

Middle Ages. The best work on the followers of Wycliffe is Gairdner's

Lollardy and the Reformation in England. For the individual biblical

reformers see Lechler's Johann von Wiclif; the masterly study prefixed

to Shirley's edition of the Fasciculi Zizaniorum; Trevelyan's England in

the Age of Wycliffe; Loserth's Hus and Wiclif; Liitzow's The Life and
Times of John Hus; and Schaff's John Hus.
The mystics may be studied in the histories of philosophy, in the church

histories, and in the histories of dogma. General works relating to them
are Gorres's Die christliche Mystik; Preger's Geschichte der deutschen
Mystiker; Jones's Studies in Mystical Religion; Steiner's Mystics of the

Renaissance ; and Inge's Christian Mysticism. Joachim of Flora and The
Everlasting Gospel have been described with great sympathy and notable

synthetic power in Gebhart's L'ltalie Mystique; and for additional reading

one may turn to the essay by Renan on " Joachim de Flora et l'Evangile

eternel" in his Nouvelles etudes d'histoire religieuse ; to another by
Fournier on " Joachim de Flora, ses doctrines, son influence " that, in 1900,

was published in the Revue des questiones historiques ; to the fourth and
twenty-sixth chapters of Sedgwick's Italy in the Thirteenth Century; to

Sabatier's Franciscan Studies, which has two chapters on the great Cala-

brian mystic ; and also to the third volume of Lea's Inquisition in the

Middle Ages. The mystical friars are described in Muzzey's scholarly

little book The Spiritual Franciscans. For the German mystics see

Landauer's Meister Eckharts mystiche Schriften; Delacroix's Le Mysti-
cisme speculatif en Allemagne au XIV siecle; Bihlmeyer's Deutsche
Schriften (by Suso) ; Preger's Briefe Heinrich Susos; Jager's Heinrich

Seuse aus Schwaben; the edition of Tauler's sermons for festivals by
Hutton published under the title of The Inner Way; Schmidt's Die Gottes-

freunde; Jundt's Les amis de Dieu; Altmeyer's Les precurscurs de la

Rcforme aux Pays-Bas; Maeterlinck's Ruysbroek and the Mystics; and
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Underbill's Ruysbroek. There is a Catholic life of Thomas a Kempis by

Cruise ; and a recent Protestant one, Thomas a Kempis, his Age and Book,
written with appreciation of the saintly recluse and his age, by Mont-
morency. There are many translations and editions of The Imitation of

Christ, and, naturally, they vary very greatly in merit. A good one is that

by Bigg, to which is prefixed an excellent introduction that has been re-

printed in his Wayside Sketches in Ecclesiastical History. For the French
mystics see Chevallier's Histoire de Saint Bernard; Eales's Saint Ber,
nard; Storrs's Bernard of Clairvaux; D'Haussonville's Saint Bernard;
Dupin's Gersoniana, which includes a life of the Parisian scholar,

statesman, and mystic, and is prefixed to an edition of his works

;

Tschackert's Peter von Ailli; Salembier's Petrus deAlliaco; andDeWulf's
Histoire de la philosophic medievale. The English mystics may be studied

in Inge's Studies of English Mystics. The subject of mysticism itself is

well discussed in three books by Underhill, Mysticism, Practical Mysticism,

and The Mystic Way. Boutroux's Psychologie du Mysticisme is very sug-

gestive.

CHAPTER IX

THE AGE OF DISCOVERY

The first chapter of the first volume of The Cambridge Modern
History is a detailed account of the geographical discoveries of the

era of the Renaissance; and to the volume is appended a comprehensive

bibliography of the subject. The other general histories, the histories

of geography and of commerce, the histories of the countries that were
discovered at this time, and the articles on the different continents and
countries in the encyclopedias contain information relating to the age

of discovery in convenient form. Among the more important books dealing

with the subject are Beazley's The Dawn of Modern Geography , altogether

the best work upon the subject; Brown's The Story of Africa and its

Explorers; Payne's History of the New World called America; Beazley's

Prince Henry the Navigator; Mees's Henri le Navigateur; Mees's Histoire

de la decouverte des iles Agores; Jayne's Vasco da Gama and his Suc-
cessors; Ravenstein's Vasco da Gama's First Voyage, a translation into

English, with notes, of a journal written by one of the great sailor's sub-

ordinates; Calcoen [Calicut], a Dutch Narrative of the Second Voyage of
Da Gama, written by an unknown seaman of the voyage and translated into

English; Stephens's Life of Albuquerque ; Winsor's Christopher Columbus;
Gaffarel's Histoire de la decouverte de VAmerique ; Elton's Career of
Columbus; Pattison's Leading Figures in European History; Thatcher's

Christopher Columbus; Young's Christopher Columbus and the New
World of his Discovery; Guillemard's Life of Magellan; Pigafetta's

Magellan's Voyage around the World, translated and edited by Robertson;

Hudson's The Story of the Renaissance; Symon and Bensusan's The
Renaissance; Fiske's The Discovery of America; Helps's The Spanish

Conquest in America; Kretschmer's Die Entdeckung Amerikas; and the

twenty-fifth chapter of Walsh's The Thirteenth Century.

Accounts of journeys to the eastern lands by western travelers, among
them Carpini and Rubruquis, are to be found in the publications of the

Hakluyt Society. Richard Hakluyt (i5S3?-i6i6) was a British geographer
who collected and published narratives of journeys and discoveries. The
Society bearing his name was founded in 1846 for the purpose of printing
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rare and unpublished voyages and travels, and its publications, together

with those it has " fathered," number more than one hundred and fifty

volumes.

CHAPTER X

POLITICAL AFFAIRS AT THE OPENING OF THE PROTESTANT
REVOLUTION

For Louis XI of France see Lavisse's Histoire de France, in which

there is an admirable summary by Charles Petit-Dutaillis. See also

Macdonald's A History of France; Charavay and Vaesen's Lettres de

Louis XI; Willert's The Reign of Louis XI; and Hare's The Life of

Louis XI.

The story of Charles the Bold is narrated in De Vausse's Histoire des

dues de Bourgogne; Fredericq's Le role des dues de Bourgogne dans les

Pay-Bas; De la Marche's Memoires; Kirk's Charles the Bold; and Put-

nam's Charles the Bold.

The dreams and the deeds of the gifted Maximilian I are told in

Watson's Maximilian I; Ulmann's Kaiser Maximilian I; Schulte's Kaiser
Maximilian I; Hare's Maximilian the Dreamer; Kaser's Deutsche
Geschichte zur Zeit Maximilians I, very useful for the social conditions of

the Germanic lands at this time; and, in a brief but excellent

manner, Von Bezold's Staat und Gesellschaft des Reformations-
zeitalters.

The building of Spain may be studied in Lafuente's history of Spain,

edited by Valera; in Altamira's Historia de Espana y de la civilizacion

espafiola; in Prescott's Ferdinand and Isabella; and in De Nervo's Isabella

the Catholic, which has been translated into English by Temple-West.
For the important Popes of this period see Pastor, Creighton, and

Gregorovius; also Gregorovius's Lucrezia Borgia; and Villari's Machiavelli.
The first French invasion of Italy is described in Delaborde's Expedition

de Charles VIII en Italie; and its significance is well stated in Robinson's
The End of the Middle Ages. See also for all the topics of our chapter
Lodge's The Close of the Middle Ages; and Johnson's Europe in the

Sixteenth Czntury.

The political activity of Savonarola and his tragic end are dealt with in

the histories of the Papacy. See also Pastor's Zur Beurteilung Savona-
rolas; Lucas's Girolamo Savonarola; and Schnitzer's Quellen und For-
schungen zur Geschichte Savonarolas. Villari's Studies contains an essay
on the reforming friar.

For Louis XII and his foreign and domestic policy turn to the chapter
by Lemonnier on " Les Guerres d'ltalie " in Lavisse ; to Lacroix and
Maulde-la-Claviere's Louis XII; and to Maulde-la-Claviere's Les originei

de la revolution frangaise au commencement du 16° siecle.

For France under Francis I, and, incidentally, that mirror of chivalry at

its best, the Chevalier Bayard, le chevalier sans peur et sans reproche, see

the general histories, Lavisse, and Macdonald, and also a biographical study
of Francis I by Bourrilly in the fourth volume of the Revue d'histoire

moderne et contemporaine.
Of general use for the topics of our chapter are the second and fifteenth

chapters of Acton's Historical Essays; and several chapters of Symon and
Bensusan's Renaissance.
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CHAPTER XI

HUMANISM AND HERESY

The beginnings of English humanism are described in the second and
third volumes of the monumental Cambridge History of English Lit-
erature, where exhaustive bibliographies will be found. Other histories

of English literature are Courthope's History of English Poetry; Jus-
serand's Literary History of the English People; and Seccombe and
Allen's The Age of Shakespeare. See also Einstein's The Italian Renais-
sance in England, a work of considerable charm as well as pronounced
scholarship; Harrison's Platonism in Elizabethan Poetry; Lee's Elizabethan
Sonnets; Herford's Literary Relations of England and Germany in the

Sixteenth Century; Underbill's Spanish Literature in the England of the

Tudors; Spingarn's History of Literary Criticism in the Renaissance;
Sandys's History of Classical Scholarship; and Seebohm's The Oxford
Reformers. To the leading English humanists (Grocyn, Linacre, Colet,

and More) articles in The Dictionary of National Biography are devoted,

each of which has a list of references. For More see the chapter that

deals with him in Lee's Great Englishmen of the Sixteenth Century; and
the two books by Bridgett and by Hutton, both of which bear the same
title, The Life and Writings of Sir Thomas More. A fine chapter on
" The Dawn of the English Renaissance " is to be found in Fisher's His-
tory of England from the Accession of Henry VII to the Death of Henry
VIII ; and the chapter on " The Birth of the Reformation " in Innes's

England under the Tudors is pertinent. One should not overlook the

gracious pages of Green, both in his longer and his shorter History of the

English People.

An excellent introduction to the study of French humanism and its con-
nections with heresy is the chapter by Buisson in the fourth volume of the

Histoire Generale. See also the great history by Lavisse. Then turn to

the article " De l'humanisme et de la reforme en France " by Henri Hauser
in the sixty-fourth volume of the Revue historique; to the article by
Paquier on " L'universite de Paris et l'humanisme au debut du i6e siecle

"

in the sixty-fourth and sixty-fifth volumes of the Revue des questions

historiques; and to the article by Imbart de la Tour on " Renaissance et

Reforme; la Religion des Humanistes " in the Compte Rendu de I'Academie

des Sciences Morales et Politiques, June, 1914. Much valuable matter is to

be found in Petit de Julleville's Histoire de la langue et de la littcrature

francaises. Briefer histories of French literature are Saintsbury's A Short

History of French Literature; and Dowden's French Literature. Two
admirable books by a master of the subject are Tilley's Literature of the

French Renaissance ; and his Rabelais. Gebhart's charming Rabelais con-

tains a fine chapter on the religion of that original thinker ; Stapfer's book
on Rabelais is by no means antiquated; and one may turn to a number
of valuable articles on the far-seeing Frenchman in the Revue des etudes

Rabclaisiennes which first appeared in 1903 ; and also to the essay on
Rabelais in Faguet's Seizihme Siecle. Delaruelle's Etudes sur l'humanisme

is a book of merit. For Dolet see the two books with the same title,

Etienne Dolet, by Christie and Galtier, the first in English and the second

in French. The opening chapters of Buisson's masterly monograph
Sebastien Castellion and parts of Doumergue's great work on Calvin are

of much importance in the study of French humanism.

The Spanish humanists are at least touched upon in the histories of
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Spain already mentioned; and one may find something relating to them in

the histories of Spanish literature, especially Ticknor's History of Spanish

Literature. Briefer books are, in German, Baist's Die Spanische Littera-

tur; Becker's Geschichte de Spanischcn Litcratur; and Beer's Spanische

Literaturgeschichte ; in French, the slight Precis d'histoirc de la littcruture

espahole by Merimee; and, in English, Fitzmaurice-Kelly's History of

Spanish Literature and his Chapters on Spanish Literature. Of books

devoted to individual humanists there are, among others, Hefele's

Ximcncz, translated from the German; Boehmer's Spanish Reformers;

Wiffen's Life and Writings of Juan Valdes; San Martin's Louis Vives y
la filosoiia delrenacimicnto; Woodward's Studies in Education, which i = also

useful for the study of German and English humanism; and Hoppe's Die

Psychologic von Juan Louis Vives. With one or two slight exceptions all

the Spanish humanists who were perceptibly inclined toward heresy are

treated in Menendez-Pelayo's Los Heterodoxos Espaholes. Of prime im-

portance is Lea's History of the Inquisition of Spain; and not without

value for our purpose is his History of the Inquisition in the Spanish De-

pendencies; while one may still turn with profit to his Chapters from the

religious history of Spain, which was the forerunner of his greater book.

One may well begin the study of German humanism in histories that

relate to the Empire at this time, two of which are Von Kraus's Deutsche

Geschichte im Ausgange des Mittelalters; and Von Bezold's Geschichte dcr

deutschen Reformation. Then it would be well to take up books that deal

specifically with literary men and with literature; and to these Nollen's A
Chronological and Practical Bibliography of Modem German Literature

is a guide. One of the best of these is Geiger's Renaissance und Humanis-

mus in Italien und Deutschland; and others are Hagen's Deutschlands

religiose und literarische Verhdltnisse im Reformationszeitaltcr; Paulsen's

Geschichte des gelehrten Unterrichts; Paulsen's German Education, Past

and Present; and Borinski's Geschichte der deutschen Literatur seit dem
Ausgange des Mittelalters. Of exceeding value are Berger's Die Kultur-

aufgaben der Reformation, and Dilthey's essays on Weltanschauung und

Analyse des Menschen seit Renaissance und Reformation, now happily

published in book form as the second volume of his Gesammelte Schriften.

And, written in ingratiating style with fine sympathy and scholarship, one

of the chapters in Beard's Reformation of the Sixteenth Century forms an

admirable survey of the subject in English. WT

hitcomb's Literary Source

Book of the German Renaissance will supply the student with transla-

tions into English from the writings of a number of the German humanists.

Biographies of all the leading German humanists are to be found, of

course, in the indispensable Allgemeinc Deutsche Biographic. In Stokes's

edition of the Epistolae Obscurorum Virorum the Latin text and a sur-

prisingly good translation into English are given. See, too, with regard

to these famous " letters " Brecht's Die Vcrfasser der Epistolae Obscuro-

rum Virorum. Strauss's Ulrich von Hutten, translated from the German,

may still be read with profit as well as pleasure. A briefer and more
recent account is Deckert's Ulrich von Huttens Leben und Wirken. For

the study of Erasmus a useful book is Meyer's Etude critique sur les rela-

tions d'Erasme et de Luther. One may find several of the books by the

prince of humanists translated into English ; and in Nichols's The Epistles

of Erasmus some of his letters are done into our language. In the Letters

of Erasmus, edited by Allen, all of the great humanist's letters that are to

be obtained are in course of publication by the Oxford University

Press. Books on Erasmus in English have been written by Froude,
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Emerton, Allen, and Capey. In Hudson's Story of the Renaissance there

are good pages for the study of humanism and its connections with heresy

;

and see, toe, the introduction to Vedder's Reformation in Germany.

CHAPTER XII

THE GERMAN REVOLT FROM ROME

Of recent general histories w English of the Protestant Revolution,

or, as it is more commonly called, the Protestant Reformation, the best

is Lindsay's A History of the Reformation; and another good one is

Vedder's The Reformation in Germany. StiH another recent book is

Plummer's The Continental Reformation. The first three volumes of The
Cambridge Modern History relate to the subject, and in them may be found
extensive bibliographies. The chapters that have to do with Luther, in the

Cambridge History, are to be found in the second volume. They are the

work of Professor Albert Frederick Pollard, of the Universitv of London,
one of the finest scholars working in the field of history to-day. Not to be

overlooked is Von Ranke's History of the Reformation, the work of a
pioneer in scientific history. Creighton's History of the Papacy has
much to say of the German revolt. In English, too, are to be found
translations of Pastor's History of the Papacy, not yet completed, the most
scholarly presentation of the Catholic view of this much mooted movement;
and Janssen's History of the German People at the Close of the Middle

Ages, which abounds in information, and which, here and there, is cleverly

polemical. Harnack's great History of Dogma may also be read in Eng-
lish; and there is an admirable survey, comprehensive in its scope and
authentic in the mastery of its material, by Professor James Harvey
Robinson in the eleventh edition of the Britannica. Among the older

books in English one can do no better than to turn to Beard's eloquent

and illuminating The Reformation of the Sixteenth Century, and to the

excellent little Era of the Protestant Revolution by Seebohm. Of the

many books in German the best introduction to the subject is Berger's

Die Kulluraufgaben der Reformation; and a very satisfactory general

history is Von Bezold's Geschichte der deutschen Reformation.

The best book in English that relates specifically to Luther is Beard's

Martin Luther, of which, unfortunately, only the first volume was written;

and the latest one, based very carefully upon the writings of the great

heretical friar, is that by Preserved Smith, The Life and Letters of Martin

Luther. Interesting and well illustrated is McGiffert's Martin Luther.

The standard books in German are Kostlin's Martin Luther, sein Leben und
seine Schriften; Kolde's Martin Luther; Boehmer's Luther im Lichte der

Neueren Forschungen; Berger's Martin Luther in kulturgeschichtlicher

Darstellung, only two volumes of which, bringing the story down to 1532,

have as yet been published ; and Friedrich von Bezold's able and interesting

Stoat und Gesellschaft des Reformationszeitalters. For a vigorous expo-

sition of Luther and his work by a Catholic scholar see Denifle's Luther
und Lutherthum; and see, too, Grisar's Luther, which has been translated

into English. Luther's three great pamphlets of 1517-20 are to be found
in English in Wace and Buchheim's First Principles of the Reformation;
and other documents of the time are contained in Kidd's Documents illus-

trative of the Continental Reformation; and in Smith's Luther's Corres-

pondence and other Contemporary Letters.
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CHAPTER XIII

THE SOCIAL REVOLUTION

The social theories of the Waldenses are described in the works relating

to these interesting heretics, such as Preger's Beitr'dge zur Geschichte

der Waldesier; Comba's Histoire des Vaudois d'ltalie; Tocco's L'Eresia

nel medio evo; and Hahn's Geschichte der neumanichaischcn Ketzer.

See also Lea's Inquisition of the Middle Ages.

A good brief account of the English peasant revolt is to be found in

Oman's History of England from the Accession of Richard II to the

Death of Richard III; another in Vickers's England in the Later Middle

Ages; and a fuller one in Oman's The Great Revolt of 1381. See also

Reville's Le Soulcvemcnt des travailleurs d'Angleterre en 1381; Trevelyan's

England in the Age of Wycliffe; and the article by Cronin in the twenty-

second volume of The English Historical Review on "The Twelve Con-
clusions of the Lollards."

The story of the social revolution in Germanic lands is given briefly in

Von Bezold's Geschichte der deutschen Reformation; and in his Staat und
Gesellschaft des Reformationszeitalters; and, at greater length, in

Gothein's Politische und religiose Volksbewegungen vor der Reformation;
Zdllner's Zur Vorgeschichte des Bauemkrieges; Vogt's Die Vorgeschichte

des Bauemkrieges; Zimmermann's Geschichte des grossen Bauernkricgs;

Schapiro's Social Reform and the Reformation; Bax's The Peasants' War
in Germany; Bax's Social Side of the Reformation in Germany; Bax's

German Society at the Close of the Middle Ages; Kautsky's Communism
in Central Europe at the time of the Reformation. See also for brief

treatments of the subject Vedder's Reformation in Germany; and the

second volume of The Cambridge Modern History, where, too, there is a

bibliography.

Among the biographies that bear upon this study are Merx's Thomas
Miinzer und Heinrich Pfeiffer; Barge's Andreas Bodenstein von Karl-
stadt; Strauss's Ulrich von Hutten; and Deckert's Ulrich von Huttens
Leben und Wirken.
The influence of the almanac-makers upon the social revolution may be

studied in Friedrich's Astrologie und Reformation.

CHAPTER XIV

PROTESTANTISM AND THE BALANCE OF POWER

The general histories, the church histories, the histories of the Ger-
manic Empire, and the histories of the Reformation, and the histories
of France, enumerated in the references for the four chapters imme-
diately preceding this one contain abundant information relating to this

subject. A good brief book is Johnson's Europe in the Sixteenth Century.
Among the books that relate more specifically to the topic are Robertson's
History of the Emperor Charles V, a classic work, which should be sup-
plemented by Armstrong's The Emperor Charles V ; Mignet's Rivalite de
Francois I et de Charles-quint; Coignet's Frangois I; Paris's Etudes sur
Francois I ; De Meaux's La reforme et la politique francaise en Europe;
and Maurenbrecher's Karl V und die deutschen Protestanten. Original
sources relating to the growth and organization of Lutheranism are con-
tained in Kidd's Documents illustrative of the Continental Reformation.
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CHAPTER XV
THE SWISS REVOLT FROM ROME

One of the best recent general histories of Switzerland is Dierauer's

Geschichte der schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft, which, having reached

the year 1648, is still in course of publication. Briefer books are Van
Muyden's Histoire de la nation Suisse; McCrackan's The Rise of the

Swiss Republic; and Vulliety's La Suisse a travers les ages, the last of
which deals with the industrial and social aspects of the history of the

country.

The Zeitschrift fur Schweiserische Kirchengeschichte contains much
material relating to the ecclesiastical history of the Confederation ; and a

book devoted to the subject is Ruchat's Histoire de la Reformation de la

Suisse. The chapter devoted to the subject in the second volume of The
Cambridge Modem History is disappointing, but there is a good bibliog-

raphy appended. The second volume of Fleischlin's Studien und Beitrage

zur schweizerische Kirchengeschichte comes down to 1520 and is written

from a Catholic point of view ; and another Catholic book is Mayer's Das
Conzil von Trent und die Gegenreformation in der Schweiz. A Protestant

book is Bloesch's Geschichte der schweizerisch-reformiertenKirchen; and
another is Hadorn's Kirchengeschichte der reformierten Schweiz.

There are biographies of Zwingli by Hottinger, Christoffel, and Grob,

translated into English; and one, Huldreich Zwingli, written in English

by Jackson. The best exposition of Zwingli's religious views, as far as

the knowledge of the present writer extends, is that to be found in the

second volume of Dilthey's Gesammelte Schriften, a book that becomes
increasingly valuable to us from now on to the last of our chapters. A
body of Zwingli's writings translated into English will be found in Jack-

son's Selected Works of Huldreich Zwingli; and for other original source

material see Kidd's Documents illustrative of the Continental Reforma-
tion.

CHAPTER XVI

THE FRENCH REVOLT FROM ROME

The pertinent chapters in Lavisse and Rambaud's Histoire Generate,

in Lavisse's Histoire de France; and in MacdonakTs History of France,

may be recommended to the reader to begin with. In the first two of

these books, as well as in the second volume of The Cambridge Modern
History, and in Hauser's Les Sources de I'Histoire de France, extensive

bibliographies of the subject will be found. The other general his-

tories, the histories of France, and the ecclesiastical histories, that we
have previously mentioned, deal with the subject; as does Jervis's History

of the Church of France. And of books that deal only with the French

revolt there are Hauser's Etudes sur la Reforme Frangaise; Browning's

History of the Huguenots; Smedley's History of the Reformed Religion in

France; Baird's The Rise of the Huguenots, strongly biased in favor of the

theological seceders ; Puaux's Histoire de la Reformation frangaise;

Polenz's Geschichte des franzosichen Calvinismus; Imbart de la Tour's

Les origines de la Reforme; and, most important of all, the Bulletin de la

societe d'histoire du protestantisme frangaise.

Biographies of some of the early French Protestants are to be found in
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Bordier's revised, but incomplete, edition of Haag's La France protestante.

Special biographical studies are the old one of Lefevre of Etaples by

Graf; Schmidt's Etudes sur Farel; Bevan's William Farel; Morley s

Clement Marot; and the essay on Marot in Faguet's Seizicme Steele.

For Geneva use Roget's Histoire du peuple de Geneve; Gaberel's His-

toire de I' eglise de Geneve; Borgeaud's Histoire de I'universitc de Geneve;

Denkinger's Histoire populaire du canton de Geneve; Gautier's Histoire

de Geneve; Perrin's Les Vieux Quartiers de Geneve; and the scholarly

article, with numerous references in the footnotes, by Foster in the eighth

volume of The American Historical Review.

The standard edition of Calvin's works is that by the five Strasburg

scholars (Baum, Cunitz, Reuss, Lobstein, and Erichson) in fifty-nine

volumes, the last of which contains a very full bibliography. Most of the

writings have been published in English, at Edinburgh, by The Calvin

Translation Society. And for other original sources see Kidd's Docu-

ments illustrative of the Continental Reformation. Three biographies of

Calvin in English may be recommended. They are the one by Dyer; a

more recent one, John Calvin, an admirable book, by Walker; and John

Calvin by Reyburn. In German there is Kampschulte's Johann Calvin,

seine Kirche und sein Staat in Genf, a scholarly and fair work of con-

siderable value. In French the outstanding work is Doumergue s great

work, elaborately illustrated, Jean Calvin; les hommes et les choses de son

temp's. But the best study of his early years is still Lefranc's La Jeunesse

de Calvin. Two excellent books on the government of Geneva during Cal-

vin's regime are Choisy's La Theocratie a Geneve au temps de Calvin; and

his L'Etat chretien Calviniste a Geneve au temps de Theodore de Beze.

One of the best of the many articles on Calvin is that by Mark Pattison

to be found in his Essays and also in the fifty-ninth volume of The Living

Age. Another brief essay is that by Gebhart in his La Vieille Eglise; and

still another is the one in Faguet's Seizicme Siecle.

The copious literature relating to Servetus is listed quite fully in

Linde's Michael Servet. And of books that deal with him as a religious

thinker and as a man the following are recommended. In English,

Willis's Servetus and Calvin; Porter's Servetus and Calvin; in German,

Tollin's Characterbild M. Servets; and, in Spanish, the second volume of

Menendez-Pelayo's Los Hctcrodoxos Espanoles. For the great apostle

of tolerance see Buisson's admirable monograph Sebastien Castelhon,

which contains a bibliography useful for our entire chapter; and Giran's

Sebastien Castellion et la Reforme Calviniste.

CHAPTER XVII

REVOLT IN THE NORTH AND HERESY IN THE SOUTH

For a list of references for the first part of this study see the biblio

graphy for the seventeenth chapter of the second volume of The Cam-

bridge Modern History; and for one dealing with the second part see

the bibliographies for the twelfth and eighteenth chapters of the same

volume.

The revolt of Denmark from the ancestral Church may be traced in

Danmark's Riges Historie; in Bain's Scandinavia, which, as the title implies,

deals also with the other Scandinavian countries; in Weitemeyer's Den-

mark; and in Schafer's Geschichte von Ddnemark. In each of these books

a bibliography will be found. For Norway see Wilson's History of Church
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and State in Norway. Something of our topic may be learned from
Nystrom's Sveriges politiska historia; and much more from Butler's The
Reformation in Sweden; and from Watson's The Swedish Revolution

under Gustavus Vasa. Original sources relating to Protestantism in

Scandinavia are to be found in Kidd's Documents illustrative of the Con-
tinental Reformation.

Protestantism in Prussia may be studied in Prutz's Preussische Ge-
schichte; in Lohmeyer's Herzog Albrecht von Preussen; and, to much bet-

ter advantage, in Tschackert's Herzog Albrect von Preussen als reforma-
torische Personlichkeit; and in Plum's The Teutonic Order and its Secu-
larisation.

For the beginnings of Protestantism in the other Baltic lands see

Schiemann's Russland, Polen und Livland; Seraphim's Geschichte Liv-

lands, Esthlands, und Kurlands; Seraphim's Geschichte von Livland; and
Schybergson's Geschichte Finnlands.

Something of the story of Protestantism in Poland and Lithuania may
be gathered from Sokolowski's History of Poland; and Darowski's Bona
Sforza; and much more may be learned in the Historia reformationis

polonicae of Lubieniecius (Lubienski) ; in Krasinski's Reformation in

Poland; in Dalton's John a Lasco, an English translation of the first part

of a German book; in the article on Laski in The Dictionary of National

Biography; in Pascal's Jean de Lasco; and in Bukowski's History of the

Reformation in Poland, which is available only in Polish.

For Hungary see the references to histories of that country given in the

list for our twenty-eighth chapter ; and see also the references that relate

to the Socini which are included in the list for chapter eighteen.

For the general attitude of Italy at the time of the Renaissance see

Burckhardt's History of the Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy; the

introduction to the fifth volume of the English translation of Pastor's

History of the Popes; Owen's Skeptics of the Italian Renaissance; Voigt's

Die Wiederbelebung des classischen Alterthums ; Dejob's La Foi Religieuse

en Italie au Quatorzieme Siecle; and Barzelotti's Italia mistica e Italia

pagana.

Bembo and the trend toward paganism may be studied in Casa's Vita di

Bembo; and in the histories of Italian literature. For Pomponazzi and the

trend toward rationalism see the histories of philosophy; Benn's History

of Rationalism; and Douglas's Philosophy and Psychology of Pietro

Pomponazzi.
The proceedings and influence of the Fifth Lateran Council and the

reforms of Adrian VI are described in the church histories and the his-

tories of the Popes, in Hefele-Hergenrother's Conciliengeschichte, and in

Gregorovius's Rome in the Middle Ages.

In the ecclesiastical and papal histories one may study the beginnings of

Catholic reform in Italy. For this, and for all the subsequent topics of our

chapter, see the twelfth and the eighteenth chapters, with their bibliog-

raphies, of the second volume of The Cambridge Modem History. For
the newer monastic orders see the articles on them, each with a list of

references in Heimbucher's Orden und Kongregationen; in The Catholic

Encyclopedia; and in Herzog-Hauck's Realencyklopddie. In the church

and papal histories, too, one will find the story of the mediating reformers

;

and in such books as Maurenbrecher's Die Katholische Reformation;

Braun's Cardinal Gasparo Contarini; and Pasolini's Adriano VI.

The out-cropping of Protestant ideas in Italy and their penetration into

the peninsula from other lands may be studied in two old books, Gerdes'g
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Specimen Italiae rcformatae, and M'Crie's History of the progress and
suppression of the Reformation in Italy, that still have some value; and in

such later books as Comba's Storia della riforma in Italie; Comba's / nostri

protestanti; Cantu's Gli Eretici d'ltalia; Jerrold's Vittoria Colonna; Hare's
Men and Women of the Italian Reformation; and Lea's History of the

Inquisition in the Spanish Dependencies. There is no satisfactory history

of the revived Inquisition, nor can there be one until the archives of that

terrible institution are opened to the historical scholar. But see Buschbell's

Reformation und Inquisition in Italien, and the passages in Pastor's History

of the Popes that relate to Paul III and Paul IV.
Nearly all the books relating to Spanish humanism mentioned in the

references for our eleventh chapter will be found useful for the study of

Spanish Protestantism. The greatest work on the subject is Lea's History

of the Inquisition of Spain; but see also his Chapters from the Religious
History of Spain. Interesting articles by Reinach on Lea's great work
were published in 1906-08 in the Revue Critique. A far slighter book, but
of some use in our present study, is Sabatini's Torquemada and the Spanish
Inquisition. There are two slight but attractive essays on Saint Teresa in

Gebhart's La Vieille Eglise. More important works on this great mystic
are the Life edited by Graham; Whyte's Santa Teresa; Hello's Studies in

Saintship; Tory's excellent Saint Teresa; and Colvill's Saint Teresa of
Spain.

CHAPTER XVIII

THE RESULTS OF THE PROTESTANT REVOLUTION

Summaries of the results of the Revolution, differing from each other
as widely as the points of view of their authors, are to be found in

most of the church histories and in the histories of the Reformation.
Of the latter, the more important recent ones are Lindsay's History

of the Reformation; Von Bezold's Geschichte der deutschen Reformation;
Troeltsch's Protestantisches Christentum und Kirche der Neuseit; and,
best of all for our present purpose, Beard's admirable book, The Reforma-
tion of the Sixteenth Century in its Relation to Modem Thought and
Knowledge. See also the articles on the Reformation in the various en-
cyclopedias. The social and economic results are clearly outlined in See-
bohm's The Era of the Protestant Revolution; the place of the Revolution
in the development of Christianity is satisfactorily indicated in Piinjer's

History of the Christian Philosophy of Religion; and its part in the his-

tory of civilization is admirably set forth by Laurent in his La Reforme,
which is one of the volumes of his Etudes sur I'histoire de Vhumanite.
Not to be overlooked is the brief but effective statement (pages 1 17-18) in

Robinson's The New History; and also that (pages 121-26) in Hudson's
Story of the Renaissance. There are, too, pertinent pages in Lecky's
Rationalism in Europe. There is, of course, a great mass of literature

from each of the two great camps of western Christendom upon this

mooted subject. It may suffice to mention, from the Catholic side, D61-
linger's Die Reformation; Balmes's European Civilization; Protestantism
and Catholicity Compared; Janssen's History of the German People at

the End of the Middle Ages; Baudrillart's The Catholic Church, the
Renaissance, and Protestantism; and the fifth chapter of Acton's History
of Freedom; and, from the Protestant side, Carlyle's essay on "The Hero
as Priest" in his Heroes and Hero-Worship; and Mead's Martin Luther.
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There is much thoughtful matter pertinent to our topic in the second book
of Sabatier's Religions of Authority and the Religion of the Spirit; and a

useful book is Pfleiderer's The Development of Christianity.

For the Bohemian Brothers, or, as their spiritual descendants are now
called, the Moravian Brethren, see Gindely's Geschichte der Bomischen-

Bruder; Gindely's Quellen sur Geschichte der Bbhmischen-Bruder ;

Miiller's Zinzendorf als Erneurer der alten Bruder-Kirche; Becker's Zinzen-

dorf und sein Christentum; and Hutton's History of the Moravian Church.

Of the increasing number of books that relate to the Anabaptists, a set

of men still much misunderstood, the following, of the more recent ones,

are useful. Bax's Rise and Fall of the Anabaptists ; Heath's Anabaptism;
Keller's Geschichte der Wiedertaufer und ihres Reichs zu Minister;

Kerssenbroch's Leben und Schriften, edited by Detmer; Tumbiilt's Die

Wiedertaufer; Burrage's The Anabaptists of the Sixteenth Century; and
Newman's History of Anti-Pedobaptism. In addition there are Merx's

Thomas Miinzer und Heinrich Pfeiffer; F. O. zur Linden's Melchior

Hofmann; Loserth's Balthasar Hubmayer ; Vedder's Balthasar Hubmaier;
and Burckhardt's article on " Jan of Leyden " in his Basler Biographien.

The Anti-Trinitarians may be studied best in their writings and in the

biographies of the leaders. The literature relating to Servetus is extensive.

In addition to the books relating to him cited in the references for our
sixteenth chapter, see Tollin's Das Lehrsystem Michael Servets genetisch

dargcstellt. Tollin has discussed, in at least forty magazine articles, almost

every question connected with the ill-fated thinker; and his book is the

best study of the theological speculations and conclusions of Servetus.

For the Socini see Trechsel's Die protestantischen Anti-Trinitarier vor

Faustus Socin; and Fock's Der Socinianismus. For the Anti-Trinitarians

in general see Bonet-Maury's Early Sources of English Unitarian Chris-

tianity, translated into English; Sand's Bibliotheca Anti-Trinitariorum;

and Allen's Historical Sketch of the Unitarian Movement since the

Reformation.
For the schisms see Dollinger's and Punjer's books already named;

Dorner's Geschichte der protestantischen Theologie; Richard's The Con-

fessional History of the Lutheran Church; and M'Giffert's Protestant

Thought before Kant, a little book that will be found useful for several

of our chapters.

The freethinkers are dealt with in the histories of philosophy; in Beard's

Reformation; in Robertson's Short History of Free Thought; in Owen's

Evenings with the Skeptics; in Owen's Skeptics of the Italian Renais-

sance; and in Owen's Skeptics of the French Renaissance. See also Mor-
ley's Life of Agrippa; Stoddart's Life of Paracelsus; Sudhoff's Versuch

einer Kritik der Echtheit der Paracelsischen Schriften; the Corpus
Schwenckfeldianorum; Tausch's Sebastian Franck von Donauworth und
seine Lehrer; and Graves's Peter Ramus and the Educational Reform of
the Sixteenth Century.

The study of the history of tolerance, and of its champions, may be

carried on in Ruffini's Religious Liberty, now happily translated into Eng-
lish, which has pages that bear in a helpful manner upon most of our

remaining chapters ; in the chapter entitled " On Persecution " in Lecky's

Rationalism; in Creighton's Persecution and Tolerance; in Volker's

Toleranz und Intoleranz im Zeitalter der Reformation; in Schaff's History

of the Christian Church (6:50-86; 7:612-58, 687-712) ; in the chapters on
" Reason and Liberty " and " The Sects of the Reformation " in Beard's

Reformation of the Sixteenth Century; in Giran's Sebastien Castellion et
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la Reforme Calviniste; in Buisson's masterly Sebastien Castellion, which

is of greatest value to us at this point of our study; and in the second

volume of Dilthey's Gesammelte Schriften, which deals with the subject

in an admirable manner. The eloquent French version of the remarkable

little book Traite des Heretiques, doubtless a collective work by Italian

refugees, aided by several men of Teutonic race, at Basel, of whom

Castellion, a Savoyard, was the most important, has recently been reprinted.

Copies of the Latin original (1554) are extremely rare; and only three

copies of the French version (1554) are known to be extant, and they are

all in Swiss libraries. The book is indispensable in any serious history of

civilization.

CHAPTER XIX

THE DEVELOPMENT OF LETTERS AND ART

For the development of literature during the disturbances of the

Protestant Revolution see the histories of letters and of literature cited

as references for our fifth chapter. In addition to them see Salis-

bury's The Earlier Renaissance; Gardner's Dukes and Poets in Ferrara,

in which historical accuracy and literary charm are pleasingly com-

pounded; Gobineau's Renaissance, which has been translated into English;

and chapter fourteen, with its bibliography, of the third volume of

The Cambridge Modem History. Panizzi's edition of Boiardo contains

all the important works of the poet; and in Euphorion, by Vernon Lee

(Violet Paget's nom de plume), there is a notable essay on "The School

of Boiardo." There are other essays in this suggestive but immature book

that will be found of considerable value in the study of Italian social

conditions and Italian art in the period of the Renaissance. Panizzi's

edition of the Orlando Furioso is the most useful. See also W. Stewart

Rose's translation of Ariosto's great poem; and Gardner's Ariosto: the

Prince of Court Poets, a scholarly and sympathetic work that succeeds

admirably in giving the spirit of the age; and the little essay on Ariosto

in Gebhart's De Panurge a Sancho Panga. The more complete editions of

Machiavelli's writings are those by Parenti and by Usigli. But see Burd's

// Principe, which contains an excellent introduction. The best biography

of the great exponent of statecraft is Villari's Machiavelli and His Times,

finely translated into English by the historian's wife, Linda White Villari.

See also Morley's Machiavelli; the essay on Machiavelli in Gebhart's La-

Renaissance Italienne; and the notable passages relating to Machiavelli in

the second volume of Dilthey's Gesammelte Schriften. Gherardi, a Flor-

entine archivist, is engaged upon the first complete edition of Guicciar-

dini's works. The best biography of the historian and statesman is

Rossi's Francesco Guicciardini. For Leo X see Pastor's History of the

Popes; Creighton's History of the Papacy; Gregorovius's Rome in the

Middle Ages; Roscoe's Life and Pontificate of Leo X, a notable book in

its time and still quite useful; and Vaughan's The Medici Popes. In the

second volume of Casa's works will be found his Vita di Bcmbo. There

are three biographical works relating to Sadoleto; one by Fiordibello,

which is to be found in the Verona edition of the cardinal's works;

Pericaud's Fragments biographiqucs sur Jacob Sadolet; and Joly's Etudes

stir Sadolet. Bembo and Sadoleto are both dealt with in Sandys's History

of Classical Scholarship. There is a recent translation, by Opdycke, of

Castiglione's golden book The Courtier. See also Hare's Courts and
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Camps of the Italian Renaissance; and Cartwright's Baldassare Castig-

lione, the Perfect Courtier, which has a good bibliography.

For the development of architecture see the references relating to that

art given in the list of books for our sixth chapter.

The general books on sculpture listed in the references for the same
chapter are useful for our present study. Add to them Symonds's The
Life of Michelangelo; Mackowsky's excellent Michelagniolo ; Gebhart's

Michel-Ange, sculpteur et peintre, written with much of the charm and
insight that characterize the books of this historian; Knapp's Michel-

angelo; and Davies's Michangelo.

For the painters of this period see the general histories of the art cited

in the references for our sixth chapter; and also the following books.

Fromentin's The Masters of Past Time; Gronau's Leonardo da Vinci;

Berenson's The Drawings of Florentine Painters; the second edition of

Solmi's Leonardo; the second edition of Seailles's Leonardo da Vinci,

I'artiste et le savant; McCurdy's Leonardo da Vinci, a good brief book;
McCurdy's Leonardo da Vinci's Note-Books; and Thiis's Leonardo da
Vinci, unique in the difficult questions of attribution, but notable for its

clarity of exposition and for a vivid portrayal of the personal and social

background of Leonardo's early career. Pater's essay on Leonardo, which
contains the famous interpretation of the Mona Lisa, is to be found in his

Renaissance. Raphael is dealt with in Morelli's Italian Masters; in Ber-

enson's Central Italian Painters; and in Oppe's Raphael, a useful mono-
graph, well-illustrated. There is a brief biography of Andrea del Sarto

in English by Guiness. For Correggio see Ricci's Life and Times of Cor-

reggio; Thode's Correggio; and Moore's Correggio. A fine exposition of

the great contributions of Venice to the development of painting (the

marvelous enrichment of coloring, and a broad and simple fashion of

treating the landscape background) is to be found in Phillipps's The
Venetian School of Painting. Meynell's Giovanni Bellini has quite a full

set of reproductions of the pictures that are authentically attributed to

this early Venetian painter. For Giorgione see Gronau's Zorzon da Cas-

telfranco; Cook's Giorgione; and De Villard's Giorgione da Castelfranco.

For Titian see Crowe and Cavalcaselle's The Life and Times of Titian;

Gronau's Titian, translated from the German, the most important work
on the painter; Phillipps's The Earlier and Later Works of Titian; and
Ricketts's Titian, the most recent book on the subject, well-illustrated.

For the art of the Low Countries see Crowe and Cavalcaselle's The
Early Flemish Painters; Wurzbach's Niederldndisches Kunstler-Lexicon ;

Weale's John van Eyck; Bode's Studien zur geschichte der Hollandischen

Melerei; and Harvard's The Dutch School of Painting. Ward's The
Architecture of the Renaissance in France has a scholarly text and unusu-

ally serviceable illustrations. Lafenestre's Jehan Fouquet is a very satis-

factory study of the most representative French painter of the fifteenth

century; and admirably illustrated is Vitry and Briere's Documents de la

Sculpture frangaise du Renaissance.

The early history of German painting may be studied in Janitschek's

Geschichte der deutschen malerei. Of the many books that relate to the

great German painter, draughtsman, and engraver, see Cust's Albrecht

Diirer; Knackfuss's Diirer, translated from the German; Zucker's Albrecht

Diirer; and Wolfflin's Die Kunst Albrecht Diirers, an excellent monograph.
And for Hans Holbein, the younger, see Knackfuss's Holbein; Davies's

Holbein; and Woltmann's Holbein und seine Zeit.
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CHAPTER XX

THE TURK, THE COMET, AND THE DEVIL

Many of the books relating to the Turk and Mongol in Europe cited

in the references for our second chapter will be found useful for this

present study of the continued advance of the Turk. To these may
be added Pears's The Destruction of the Greek Empire; Lane-Poole's

Mohammedan Dynasties; Butler's The Arab Conquest of Egypt; and

Becker's Beitrdge zur Geschichte Agyptens. For the maritime successes

of the Turk see Lane-Poole's Story of the Barbary Corsairs, in which,

and in the fourth and fifth volumes of Lavisse and Rambaud's Histoire

Generate, will be found bibliographies of the subject. The Janizaries

are described in Djevad Bey's Etat militaire ottoman; in Thuasne's

Djem-Sultan the Turkish relations in these years with western powers are

set forth; while in Ranke's Die Osmanen und die spanische Monarchic

in Eliot's admirable Turkey in Europe, and in Lybyer's The Government

of the Ottoman Empire in the time of Suleiman the Magnificent, much
may be learned of the Turkish administration.

Some information of the terror in Latin Christendom caused by the

encroaching Turk may be gathered from Knolles's Historie of the Turks,

and from the anonymous Libellus de ritu et moribus Turcorum, a little

book, widely circulated in that day, one edition of which was prepared by

Luther; but by far the best source of information is to be found in the

news-letters, sermons, and other writings of the day, which are to be

found not in books but in the great libraries.

The terror caused in the sixteenth century by celestial signs and won-

ders may at least be glimpsed in Friedrich's Astrologie und Reformation;

in Lund's Himmelsbild und Weltanschauung; and in White's History of

the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom (see the chapter

entitled "From 'Signs and Wonders' to Law in the Heavens"), where

the footnotes give references to the contemporary comet literature.

For the study of the panic, created by the belief in the Devil and his

alleged servants, the witches, that prevailed throughout Latin Christen-

dom, and for the rise of the terrible witch persecution of the sixteenth

century, use Roskoff's Geschichte des Teufels; Soldan and Heppe and

Bauer's Geschichte der Hexenprozesse, whose wealth of illustrations in

itself makes the book one of unusual value; Janssen's History of the

German People at the End of the Middle Ages; Hansen's Zaubcrwahn,

Inquisition und Hexenprozess im Mittelalter; Hansen's Quellen und Unter-

suchungen; and the second volume of Duhr's Geschichte der Jesuiten in

den Ldndern Deutscher Zunge. In English there are several chapters in

Lecky's Rationalism in Europe; and others in White's Warfare of Science;

Scott's Letters on Demonology and Witchcraft; Wright's Narratives of

Sorcery and Magic; the little collection of extracts from original sources,

edited by George Lincoln Burr, entitled "The Witch Persecutions," in the

University of Pennsylvania series of Translations and Reprints; Burr's

The Fate of Dietrich Flade; and Notestein's interesting and authentic

History of Witchcraft in England.
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CHAPTER XXI

THE RISE OF THE JESUITS

A great mass of original source material relating to the Society of Jesus
and its early leaders, including the fundamental documents of the Order
(its Constitutiones and Deereta Congregationum Generalium, its

Regulae, and its Rationes Studiorum) , is in course of publication. The
volumes that have appeared are listed, for the most part, in the bibli-

ographies appended to the articles on Ignatius Loyola and on the So-
ciety of Jesus in The Catholic Encyclopedia and in The Encyclopedia
Britannica.

For the life of the founder of the Order see his autobiography, com-
municated to Gonzalez de Camara, translated into English by Rix, and
published under the title of The Testament of Ignatius Loyola. There is

also another translation into English by O'Connor, entitled The Auto-
biography of Ignatius Loyola. Hundreds of biographies of Ignatius have
been written. Perhaps next to the Autobiography in point of time is the

Vita Ignatii Loiolae by Polanco, who, towards the end of Loyola's life,

was the saint's secretary. It is to be found in the Monumenta historica

Societas Jesu, which, as already stated, is now in course of publication.

Ribadeneira, who in his youth was associated with Loyola, wrote a life

of the great leader in Spanish. It has been translated into French, and
edited by Clair, under the title of La Vie de Saint Ignace. Another early

biography is that by Bartoli, written in Latin, of which the best modern
edition, published under the title of Histoire de Saint Ignace, is that by
Michel. Of the numerous lives written in later times the following are

among the best. Genelli's Das Leben des heiligen Ignatius von Loyola,

which has been translated into English; Henri Joli's Saint Ignace de

Loyola, one of the best of the briefer books, which also has been done into

English; and a recent one by Francis Thompson, the English poet, Life

of Saint Ignatius, beautifully illustrated. See also Watrigant's interesting

study La genese des exercises de Saint Ignace de Loyola.

For the first associates of Ignatius, as well as for Ignatius himself, see

the very useful and well-illustrated Saint Ignatius and the Early Jesuits,

by Stewart Rose (nom de plume of Caroline Stewart Erskine) ; Pise's

The Founders of the Jesuits; Taylor's Loyola and Jesuitism in its Rudi-
ments; Coleridge's The Life and Letters of Saint Francis Xavier; Midler's

Les origines de la Compagnie de Jesus, in which the author endeavors to

establish a Mohammedan origin for many of Loyola's ideas; and the

eloquent essay on " Ignatius Loyola and his Associates " by Sir James
Stephen in his Essays in Ecclesiastical Biography.

The organization of the Order may best be studied in its fundamental

documents, which we have already mentioned ; and, after them, in the

encyclopedia articles ; in Cartwright's The Jesuits, their Constitution and
Teaching; and in Heimbucher's Die Orden und Kongregationen. Its edu-

cational methods may be studied in Hughes's Loyola and the Educational

System of the Jesuits; and in Schwickerath's Jesuit Education.

For the history of the Order one may select out of the great mass of

literature on the subject the notable essay by Macaulay on Ranke's His-

tory of the Popes; the little book by Ward on The Counter-Reformation

;

the sixth chapter of Wishart's Monks and Monasticism; Symonds's The

Catholic Reaction, written in a spirit of animosity; Philippson's La contre-
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revolution religieuse au i6
e

siecle ; Laurent's Les guerres de religion, a

book that displays something of its author's fine synthetic power; Got-

hein's Ignatius von Loyola und die Gegenreformation, one of the very

best books on the subject, and one which, as the title indicates, relates to

most of our succeeding chapters ; Bohmer's Les Jesuites, translated from

the German into French by Monod, who has written an excellent introduc-

tion to the volume ; Reusch's Beitrdge zur Geschichte der Jesuiten; Taun-

ton's History of the Jesuits in England; Brou's Concerning Jesuits;

Tacchi-Venturi's Storia della Compagnia di Gesti in Italia; Duhr's schol-

arly and sincere Geschichte der Jesuiten in den Ldndern deutscher Zunge;

Droysen's Geschichte der Gegenreformation; Philippson's West-Europa

im Zeitalter von Philipp II; Cretineau Joly's Histoire de la Cotnpagme de

Jesus; Guettee's Histoire des Jesuites; Wolff's Allgemeine Geschichte der

Jesuiten- Fouqueray's inclusive, credulous, and sharply partisan Histoire

de la Compagnie de Jesus en France; and McCabe's Candid History of the

Jesuits.

CHAPTER XXII

THE COUNCIL OF TRENT

The religious crisis at the middle of the sixteenth century may be

studied in the church histories, the general histories, and the national

histories, whose titles have already been given; and in such general

works, given as references for the chapter immediately preceding this, as

Gothein's Ignatius von Loyola und die Gegenreformation.

All the original sources for the history of the Council, ably edited, are

in process of publication by the body of German Catholic scholars, organ-

ized in 1876, known as the Gorres-Gesellschaft (Societas Goerresiana),

named after the historian Johann Joseph von Gorres. The great work is

entitled Concilium Tridentinum: diariorum, actorum, epistularum, tracta-

tuum nova collectio. There are older collections of sources, of course,

but all of them are incomplete. They are listed in most of the encyclo-

pedia articles on the subject, especially in the Britannica.

One of the standard histories of the Council is still "the brilliant old

book of the Rome-hating Venetian statesman, Father Paul Sarpi," Istoria

del concilio tridentino, "accessible to us in the quaint old Englishversion

of Brent"; and another is "its elaborate refutation," by the Jesuit priest

and cardinal, Pallavicini, entitled Istoria del concilio di Trento, " enriched

in its French translation by valuable additions." Following these it might

be well to read Brischar's Zur Beurteilung der Kontroversen zwischen

Sarpi und Pallavicini. A more general work, of which the third and fourth

rolumes relate to our subject, is Wessenberg's Die grossen Kirchcnver-

sammlungen; and in the third volume of Mogller's Lehrbuch der Kirchen-

geschichte, and the third volume of Hergenrother's Handbuch der allege-

meinen Kirchengeschichte (the new edition of 1909, by Kirsch), general

accounts of the Council and its work will be found. See also Dejobs De

1-mHucnce du Concile de Trente; and Dollinger's essay on the Council in

his Kleinere Schriftcn. In English the best Catholic history of the Counci
,

aside from the article in The Catholic Encyclopadia, is that by Waterford

which also contains an English translation of the Canons and Decrees of

the Council. And in our own language one may read Bungener's History
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of the Council of Trent, translated from the French, and Froude's pungent
Lectures on the Council of Trent.

Particular aspects of the Council are treated in Deslandres's Le Concile

de Trente, et la reforme du clerge; in Korte's Die Konzilsp olitik Karls V ;

in Kassowitz's Die Reformvorschldge Ferdinands I ; in Hefner's Entste-

hungsgeschichte des trienter Rechtfertigungsdekretes; and in Prumbs's Die
Stellung des Trienterkonsils su der Frage nach dem Wesen der heilig-

machenden Gnade.
For the Popes of the period see the ecclesiastical and papal histories, and

add to them Duruy's Le Cardinal Carlo Caraffa.

For the Index Librorum Prohibitorum see Reusch's Der Index der
verbotenen Biicher, in every respect the most important book on the sub-

ject; Arndt's De Libris prohibits commentarii; Hilger's Der Index der

verbotenen Biicher; Vermeersch's De prohibitione et censura librorum;

Mendham's Literary Policy of the Church of Rome; Putnam's The Cen-
sorship of the Church of Rome, the largest book on the subject in English,

based very largely upon Reusch, but lamentably inaccurate ; and Betten's

little book, The Roman Index of Forbidden Books, written for Catholic

readers.

The Catechism of the Council of Trent, Catechismus Romanus, after the

original Italian text was revised by Carlo Borromeo, was turned into

elegant Latin by the famous humanists Julius Pogianus and Paulus Manu-
tius; and, by command of Pius V, it was translated into Italian, French,

German, and Polish. The first known English translation, by Jeremy
Donovan, was published in 1829 at Dublin. A more elegant translation

into English it that by Buckley, published in 1852 at London.
An article on the famous bull In coena Domini will be found in The

Catholic Encyclopedia (7717-18), to which several references are ap-

pended.

CHAPTER XXIII

THE TRIUMPH OF MILITANT CATHOLICISM

Many of the references given for the two chapters immediately pre-

ceding this will be found useful for the study we have now in hand.

They will often be found far more useful than the more special refer-

ences given here, and certainly they are more available. Not to be
forgotten is the scholarly and stimulating Staat und Gesellschaft des

Zeitalters der Gegenreformation by Gothein, which will be found useful

for almost all our remaining chapters as well as for this one.

There is a contemporary life of Pius V, in the Vitae et gestae summorum
pontificum romanorum, by Ciaconius. Mendham's Life and Pontificate of
Saint Pius V is extremely controversial ; Falloux's Histoire de Saint Pie V
is highly eulogistic; while Hillger's Die Wahl Pius V is quite a well-

balanced book. There is also an interesting article on this Pope in the

forty-ninth volume of The Dublin Review.
For the work of Carlo Borromeo, cardinal and saint of the Catholic

Church, see Giussano's Life of Saint Carlo Borromeo, one of the three

lives written by contemporaries, translated into English; Canon Sylvain's

Histoire de Saint Charles Borromee; and, more valuable than either of

these, Cantono's Un grande riformatore del secolo XVI.
It might be well at this point to speak of the Acta Sanctorum, a great

work that deals with the lives of men and women canonized by the Catholic
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Church. It was begun in the first years of the seventeenth century. The
first volume was edited by Father John van Bolland, of the Society of

Jesus ; and since then the collaborators have been known as the Bollandists.

The idea of the work was first conceived by Heribert Rosweyde, who also

was a Jesuit. The work now consists of more than three score volumes,

and it is still incomplete.

The character and work of Gregory XIII may be studied in the con-

temporary biography by Cicarella, continuator of the gossipy and inter-

esting Platina, in De vitis pontiff. Rom.; in the life by Ciaconius, which is

to be found in the work by him already cited ; in Ciappi's Comp. dell' attioni

e santa vita di Gregorio XIII ; in Bompiano's Hist, pontiiicatus Gregorii

XIII ; and in Maffei's Annates Gregorii XIII. For the correction of the

calendar see the articles in the various encyclopedias under the heading
" Calendar."

For the activity of the Jesuits in the various countries see the references

already given on the history of their Order; and add to them Pollard's

The Jesuits in Poland; Duhr's Die Jesuitcn an den deutschen Furstenhofen;

Lohr's Der Kampf urn Paderborn; Keller's Die Gegenreformation in West-

falen und am Niederrhein; and Astrain's Historia de la Compania de
Jesiis en la Asistencia de Espana.

There is an article on the Ratio Studiorum in The Catholic Encyclopedia

(12:654-57), very guarded in its statements, to which is appended a select

bibliography.

There is no adequate work dealing with the revived Inquisition. Busch-
bell's Reformation und Inquisition in Italien has dealt with the beginnings

of it in Italy. Ranke has touched upon it in his History of the Popes.

Pastor has spoken about it in dealing with the lives of Paul III and Paul

IV. And Fredericq is at work upon the history of the institution in the

Netherlands. But it seems hopeless to expect a satisfactory general his-

tory of the subject until the Congregation of the Inquisition decides to

give access to its records to competent scholars.

For the Index, in addition to the books cited in the references for our

twenty-second chapter, see Reusch's Die Indices librorum prohibitorum

des 16. Jahrhunderts, in which all the sixteenth century indexes have been
collected into a single exhaustive volume.

CHAPTER XXIV

THE SPANISH SUPREMACY

Bibliographies are to be found in Hume's Spain, its Greatness and

Decay; in his The Spanish People; in Armstrong's The Emperor Charles

V ; and in the second volume (chapter XV) and the third volume (chapter

XV) of The Cambridge Modem History. Only a few of the more
important sources, and certain studies not included in these bibliographies,

will be given here.

Among the writings on general Spanish history by Spanish writers the

Estudios criticos of Don Vicente de la Fuente, and Don Rafael Altamira's

Historia de Espana, hold a distinguished place. A commendable book in

French is Romey's Histoire d'Espagne.

For the Moors in Spain see Lea's The Moriscos of Spain; Lane-Poole's

The Moors in Spain; Scott's History of the Moorish Empire in Europe;
Dozy's Spanish Islam, now fortunately translated from the French ; Dozy's

Histoire des Musulmans d'Espagne; Codera's Decadencia y desaparicion
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de los Almoravides en Espana; and Codera's Estudios criticos de historia
arabe espanola.

The economic conditions of Spain are ably discussed in Bernays's article
" Zur inneren Entwicklung Castiliens unter Karl V " in the first volume of
the Deutsche Zeitschrift fur Geschichtswissenschaft. The social conditions
of the time are authoritatively and interestingly set forth by Morel-Fatio
in his chapter on " L'Espagne du Don Quijote" in Studies in European
Literature (The Taylorian Lectures 1881-99) ; in his Etudes sur I'Espagne;
and in his L'Espagne au XVI* et XVII* Siecle, a collection of historical
and literary documents. See also Julio Puyol y Alonso's Estado social que
re-Heja 'El Quijote'; and Havelock Ellis's The Soul of Spain, a book of
penetrating insight by a scholar unusually gifted and trained for such a
study.

Of books that relate specially to Philip II see Forneron's Histoire de
Philippe II, in which the personal equation is a disturbing element ; Hume's
Philip II, a fair-minded book, with a good bibliography, by a notable
authority ; Hume's Two English Queens and Philip II, written eleven years
after the preceding book; De Cordoba's Felipe II; Clauzel's Philippe II,

one of the best recent books that have to do with this somber sovereign;
BratH's Philippe II, roi d'Espagne, which contains a good survey of
Spain in the middle of the sixteenth century; and the essay on Philip in
Pattison's Leading Figures in European History. For the politics of
Spain and the Papacy see Herre's Papsttum und Papstwahl im Zeitaltcr
Philipps II. See also the English translation of Coloma's Don Juan of
Austria.

CHAPTER XXV
THE REVOLT OF THE NETHERLANDS

Lists of references relating to the subject are to be found in Blok's

History of the People of the Netherlands; in both volumes of Putnam's
William the Silent; in Harrison's William the Silent; in Squire's Wil-
liam the Silent; and (for the sixth, seventh, and nineteenth chapters)

in the third volume of The Cambridge Modern History.

Of derived sources one naturally thinks first of all of Motley's classic

work The Rise of the Dutch Republic, of its continuation The History of
the United Netherlands, and of The Life and Death of John Barneveld;
but these works, eloquent and scholarly though they be, are colored with

the pronounced views of their author and they must therefore be rectified

by the work of more dispassionate writers. Four such historians and their

works we have already named; and to them we may add Pirenne's His-
toire de Bclgique; Laurent's Les guerres de religion; Nameche's Guillaume
le Taciturne et la revolution des Pays-Bas; Rachfahl's Margaretha von
Parma; Stirling-Maxwell's Don John of Austria; and Gossart's L'etablis-

sement du Regime Espagnol dans les Pays-Bas et ^Insurrection, the last of

which, like the books by Pirenne and Blok, emphasizes the political rather

than the religious causes of the revolt.

CHAPTER XXVI

THE RELIGIOUS WARS IN FRANCE

The literature of the subject is listed in Monod's Bibliographic de
I'histoire de France, and in the bibliographies of Lavisse and Rambaud's
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Histoire Generate, Lavisse's Histoire de France, the third and fourth vol-

umes of Hauser's Les Sources de I'histoire de France, and the third vol-

ume of The Cambridge Modern History. Many of the abundant memoires

of the time are included in great collections, and to these Franklin's Les

sources de I'histoire de France furnishes a convenient key.

General descriptions of this tumultuous time are to be found in the his-

tories already named; and in Macdonald's History of France; Armstrong's

The French Wars of Religion; Baird's The Rise of the Huguenots ; Baird's

The Huguenots and Henry of Navarre; Thompson's The Wars of Religion

in France; and Ranke's Civil Wars and Monarchy in France, translated

from the German.
Among books dealing with aspects and personages of the time the fol-

lowing are useful. Sichel's Catherine de' Medici and the French Reforma-
tion; Forneron's Les Guise et leur epoque; Decrue's Anne, due de Mont-
morency; Marcks's Gaspard von Coligny; Whitehead's Gaspard de Coligny;

Merki's L 'Admiral de Coligny; Besant's Gaspard de Coligny; White's The
Massacre of Saint Bartholomew; Atkinson's Michel de I'Hospital; and

Willert's Henry of Navarre.

CHAPTER XXVII

PAPACY AND EMPIRE

For works that relate to the Empire see the Quellenkunde der deutschen

Geschichte of Dahlmann-Waitz-Steindorff ; Jastrow's Jahresberichte der

Geschichtswissenschaften; and Loewe's Biicherkunde der deutschen Ge-

schichte. See also the bibliography for the fifth and twenty-first chapters

of the third volume of The Cambridge Modern History; and also fhe lists

of references appended to the pertinent biographies in the Allgemeine

Deutsche Biographic. Many of the general histories of Germany already

enumerated will be found useful for this study. And to them should

be added Ranke's Zur deutschen Geschichte vom Religionsfrieden bis

zum 3ojahrigen Kriege; Stubb's Lectures on European History; Kaser's

Deutsche Geschichte zur Zeit Maximilians I; Scherg's Ueber die religiose

Entwicklung Kaiser Maximilians II; Droysen's Geschichte der Gegenre-

formation; Ritter's Der Augsburger Religionsfriede ; Wolf's Der Augs-
burger Religionsfriede ; Von Bezold's Staat und Gesellschaft des Refor-

mationsseitalters, and Gothein's Staat und Gesellschaft des Zeitaltcrs der

Gegenreformation, which will be found to be admirable summaries of the

second and third periods of our book.

Books for the study of the reforming Papacy have been mentioned in

preceding lists of references. They are, for the most part, church his-

tories, histories of the Papacy, and histories of the Counter-Reformation
or the Catholic Reaction. These should now be supplemented with the
biographies of the Popes of this period and with other books that relate

specially to them. Chapter thirteen of the third volume of The Cambridge
Modem History is an excellent description of the character and work of
Sixtus V, and a very complete bibliography is appended. See also Von
Hlibner's Sixte-Quint, which has been translated into English. It may be
well to call attention once more to Von Ranke's masterly History of the

Popes and to the suggestive and stimulating essay on it by Macaulay.
For the theological divisions among the Protestants see the list of

books that relate to the schisms included in the references for our
eighteenth chaptei.
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CHAPTER XXVIII

MAGYAR AND SLAV

The most important of the recent histories of Hungary in the Magyar
or Hungarian language is the History of the Hungarian Nation by
Szilagyi and many collaborators; and of considerable value is Acsady's

History of the Magyar Empire. Szilagyi's Hungarian Historical Biog-
raphies is a dictionary of national biography, well illustrated, by many
notable scholars. Of the books on Hungary in French one may read

Sayous's Histoire generate des Hongrois; and Chelard's La Hongiie
millenaire. In English there are Knatchbull-Hugessen's The Political Evo-
lution of the Hungarian Nation; Andrassy's The Development of Hun-
garian Constitutional Liberty, translated from the French, more valuable

for a later period than our own; and Vambery's Origin of the Magyars,
the work of a Hungarian scholar who made himself famous as an Orien-

talist. Many of the books on Austria are useful for the study of Hun-
gary, and of these Leger's History of Austria-Hungary, translated from
the French, Huber's Geschichte Ocsterrichs, and Drage's Austria-Hungary,

may be mentioned.
lor Transylvania (the name in German is Siebenbiirgen) see Bielz's

Siebenburgen.

The histories of the Turks enumerated in the references for previous
chapters and some of those contained in the bibliography for the fourth

chapter of the third volume of The Cambridge Modem History will also

be found serviceable for our present study.

For a bibliography of Poland see the one for the third chapter of the

third volume of The Cambridge Modem History. Among the books in

the language of the country are Szuj ski's monumental History of Poland,
and Sokolowski's Illustrated History of Poland. In German there are

Roepell and Caro's Geschichte Polens, and Schiemann's Russland, Polen
und Livland. In French there is De Noailles's Henri de Valois et la

Pologne. And in English there are Morrill's Poland, and Bain's Slavonic

Europe, the latter of which is also useful for the other Slavonic countries.

A good bibliography of Russia is contained in the seventeenth volume
of The Times edition (1907) of The Historians' History of the World,
where also will be found considerable extracts from Russian works not

elsewhere to be found in English. The two most important secondary his-

tories of Russia are Karamzin's work, translated into French, and
Soloviev's monumental work, which, though inferior to the former as

literature, greatly surpasses it in authentic scholarship, but which, unfortu-

nately, remains inaccessible to all of us who do not read Russian. Of the

many other books that deal with the early history of the great empire

these may be commended. Morrill's Russia; Morrill's History of Russia.

which, however, begins only with the birth of Peter the Great ; Munro's
Rise of the Russian Empire; Rambaud's History of Russia, translated from
the French ; Schiemann's Russland, Polen und Livland ; Waliszewski's La
Crise revolutionnaire; and, for the relations of Russia with the Papacy,

Pierling's Russie et le Saint-Siege. Of great value are the pertinent chap-

ters in the Histoire Generate of Lavisse and Rambaud.
The publications of the Hakluyt Society, of which we have spoken pre-

viously, include accounts of the journeys of Chancellor, Jenkinson, Fletcher

and Horsey to these eastern lands and beyond them.
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CHAPTER XXIX

THE REPUBLIC OF LETTERS

For general introductions to the study of the Republic of Letters and
also to that of the Republic of Art see the passages relating to the intel-

lectual tendency of the age in the first volume of Von Ranke's History

of the Popes; Symond's two volumes on The Catholic Reaction, which
are stamped with a vigorous anti-clerical spirit; and Gothein's Staat und
Gesellschaft dcs Zeitalters der Gegenreformation.

The Ciceronians may be studied in Sandys's History of Classical

Scholarship; in Hauvette's Litterature italienne; and in other histories

of Italian literature. For the influence of Erasmus see, in addition to the

lives of the great humanist mentioned in the references for our eleventh

chapter, Dilthey's eloquent Weltanschauung und Analyse des Mcnschen
scit Renaissance und Reformation, which constitutes the second volume of

his Gesammclte Schriften. The results of the Lutheran schism and of the

Protestant dissensions upon literature and art are nowhere stated better

than in Beard's The Reformation of the Sixteenth Century. In Gothein's

book, already mentioned, the results of the Catholic Reformation to letters

and art are clearly set forth.

The philosophers are treated in a most satisfactory way in Dilthey's

Schriften and in the various histories of philosophy. For Giordano Bruno
see M'Intyre's Giordano Bruno; Owen's Skeptics of the Italian Renais-

sance; Adamson's Development of Modern Philosophy; Louis's Giordano
Bruno seine Weltanschauung und Lebensauffassung ; Reiner's Giordano

Bruno und seine Weltanschauung ; Gentile's Bruno nclla Storia della cul-

tura; and, of great value, Brinton and Davidson's Giordano Bruno.
Carriere's Philosophische Weltanschauung der Reformationszeit deals with

other thinkers of the time as well as with Bruno. For Montaigne see

Bonnefon's Montaigne, I'homme et I'ceuvre; Stapfer's Montaigne, a notable

book; Sichel's Michel de Montaigne; Emerson's Representative Men; and
Pater's graceful story Gaston de Latour, which remains unfinished. There
is a reliable translation of Montaigne's Essays by Cotton and Hazlitt; and
Waters has put The Journal of Montaigne's Travels into English in a very
acceptable manner.

For the philologians, printer-publishers, jurists, and publicists, see the

articles in the encyclopedias with their bibliographies, and see, too, the

histories of literature and of the Roman Law. The second and the twenty-

second chapters of the third volume of Th e Cambridge Modern History,

together with their bibliographies, are both convenient and useful. There*

are. of course, special books that deal with these men, such as Brown's
George Buchanan, Humanist and Reformer, of which the bibliographies

will furnish information.

The historians, poets, dramatists, and novelists are to be studied in the

histories of literature enumerated in the references for our fifth and nine-

teenth chapters and in Hannay's The Later Renaissance. Of books that

deal with historians, special attention may be called to Courteault's Blaise

de Monluc, an unusually scholarly book. For the poets the following books
are recommended. Rosini's edition of Tasso's works. Boulting's Tasso,

an excellent biography. For all the French writers included in our pres-

ent study, see Petit de Julleville's Histoire de la langue et de la litterature

francaiscs, whose chapters, written by different authors, are of unequal
merit, and whose bibliographies are particularly valuable. The Manual of
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French Literature by Brunetiere, a critic of great learning and undaunted

courage, whose intense convictions and smashing blows were directed

against the trivial and the unreal in life and in literature, was done into

English by Derechef. Tilley's Literature of the French Renaissance is an

admirable book for our purpose. In the Causeries du lundi, a series of

articles, afterwards reprinted in book form, that for three years appeared

every Monday in the Constitutionnel, a Parisian publication, and in a

previous set of essays called in their collected form Critiques et portraits

litteraires, admirable studies are to be found of a number of the French

writers of the sixteenth century by Sainte-Beuve, a critic of great gifts

and conscientious industry. The Life of Benvenuto Cellini has been trans-

lated into English by Symonds ; and also by Cust,— The Memoirs of

Benvenuto Cellini. For the poets see Perdrizet's Ronsard et la reforme;

Wyndham's graceful and dependable Ronsard and La Pleiade; Pater's

essay on "Joachim du Bellay " in his Renaissance ; the essay on " Ronsard,"

the one on " Du Bellay," and the one on " Montaigne," in Faguet's

Seizieme Steele; Braga's Cambes, epoca e Vida; Braga's Camoes e o

Sentimento National; Martin's Camoes e a Renascenga em Portugal;

Burton's Camoens; Aubertin's translation into English of the Lusiads;

Church's Spenser; Carpenter's Guide to the Study of Spenser; Fox
Bourne's A Memoir of Sir Philip Sidney; Fox Bourne's Life of Sir Philip

Sidney; and Symonds's Sir Philip Sidney.

For the dramatists, in addition to the histories of literature, see Creize-

nach's Geschichte des neueren Dramas; D'Ancona's Origini del teatro

italiano; Lyonnet's Le Theatre en Espagne; Fitzmaurice-Kelly's Lope de

Vega and the Spanish Drama; Lyonnet's Le Theatre au Portugal; Petit

de Julleville's Le theatre en France depuis ses origines jusqu' a nos jours;

Rigal's Le theatre frangais avant le periode classique; Roy's Etudes sur la

theatre frangais du XV e
et du XVI" Steele; Ward's History of English

Dramatic Literature to the Death of Queen Anne; Symonds's Shakespere's

Predecessors in the English Drama; Baker's The Development of Shake-

speare as a Dramatist, one of the most substantial and satisfying of the

innumerable books upon the great play-writer; and Raleigh's Shakespeare.

The novelists may be studied in the histories of literature, in such books

as Gebhart's Conteurs du moyen age; Warren's History of the Novel
previous to the Seventeenth Century; Bever and Sansot-Orland's CEuvres
galantes des conteurs italiens; Raleigh's The English Novel; Menendez y
Pelayo's Origines de la Novela, one of the most remarkable contributions

to the history of Spanish literature ; and Jusserand's The English Novel in

the Time of Shakespeare. In addition to these books that are devoted to

this particular form of literature, there are, of course, books that relate

specifically to individual novelists, such as Aspraiz's Estudio historico-

critico sobre las Novelas ejemplares de Cervantes; De Icaza's Las Novelas
ejemplares de Cervantes; De Escovar's Apuntes escenicos cervantinos

;

and Fitzmaurice-Kelly's The Life of Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra. And
there are many magazine articles and separate chapters in books, such as

the three essays on " Don Quixote " and the one on " Camoens " in Gebhart's

De Panurge a Sancho Panga, and the one on "Don Quixote" in his La
Renaissance Italienne, that will be found useful. For the pastoral element
in literature no better book can be found than Greg's Pastoral Poetry and
Pastoral Drama, the product of exceptional learning, unusual delicacy of

appreciation, and a grateful felicity of style. And for the picaresque

novels Chandler's Romances of Roguery; Clarke's essay on " The Spanish

Rogue Story " in Studies in European Literature (The Taylorian Lectures
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1889-99); Schultheiss's Der Schelmenroman der Spanier; Gamga s Estudio

de laNovela picaresca; Morel-Fatio's Etudes sur I'Espagne; and Chand-

ler's The Literature of Roguery.

CHAPTER XXX

THE REPUBLIC OF THE ARTS

The study of the architecture of the sunset period of the Renais-

sance may be pursued to advantage in the general histories of the art

given in the references for our sixth and nineteenth chapters, where

also will be found the titles of books suitable for the study of the sculpture

and painting of this period. And of books that relate exclusively to the

architecture of this time the following are recommended. Fletchers

Andrea Palladio; Ricci's Baroque Architecture and Sculpture m Italy,

profusely and admirably illustrated; Briggs's In the Heel of Italy, a charm-

ing description of this less-frequented part of the peninsula in which

baroque architecture may be studied at its best, and a sympathetic appre-

ciation of this florid style of building. But the best literature relating to

this much berated style is to be found not in books but in the leading

periodical architectural publications of Europe and America.

For the continuation of the study of Venetian painting no better books

can be found than Phillipps's The Venetian School of Painting; Powers s

Mornings with Masters of Art; Berenson's Venetian Painters; and Kus-

kin's Stones of Venice, the last of which is especially good for the study

of Tintoretto.
.

_ ,. ... ,

There are biographies of Veronese (Paolo Cahan, or Paolo Caghan) by

Yriarte Meisner, and Bell. For Tintoretto see Thode's Tintoretto; Hol-

born's lacopo Robusti; and, best of all, handsomely illustrated, apprecia-

tive and authentic in its criticism, Phillipps's Tintoretto. The Carracci and

their followers are adequately treated in Venturi's / Carracci e la loro

scuola. See also Sweetser's GuiJo Rem.

The birth of the new art of music may be studied to advantage in various

articles in Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, especially in the

article on Palestrina; in The Oxford History of Music; and in Eitners

Quellenlexicon. For the rise of the Oratorio see (20:161-64) the article

in the Brhannica; and the rise of the Opera (20:121-26) may be studied in

the same volume.
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Aachen, religious disputes in, 508.

Abelard, Peter, precursor of the modern
world, 65, 72. «45. 148, ISO! his

opposition to the doctrine of im-

plicit faith, 146.
, ,.

Academies, the first group of literary

men, 92; their advantages, 96;

the Platonic Academy of Florence,

96-98; the Academy of Naples,

Aconzio, Giacomo, advocate of religious

tolerance, 362.

Acquaviva, Claudio, fifth general of the

Jesuits, 450-52.
Aden, 181. _
Adolf (of Nassau), Emperor, 19-20.

Adrian VI (Adrian Dedel), Pope, 235,

237. 3i7-i8.
Agrippa, Cornelius, free-thinker, 350.

Agricola, George (George Bauer), Ger-

man mineralogist, 135.

John, Lutheran theologian, 354-

Michael, Finnish humanist and Luth-

eran reformer, 309- .

(Roelof Huysmann), German human-
ist, 211. , .

Ailly, Pierre d', conciliar theorist, 156.

Albert I (of Hapsburg), Emperor, 20.

II (of Hapsburg), Emperor, 24.

Duke of Prussia, 238-39- . ,

Alberti, Leo Battista, as a writer of

Italian prose, 99; as an architect,

Albertus Magnus, as a philosopher and
scientist, 126, 133. I 34", «« advo-

cacy of implicit faith, 147.

Albigenses, 65, 67.

Albizzi, Rinaldo degh, Florentine leader,

45-46.
Albornoz, Cardinal, administrator of the

Papal State, 44.
„ „

Albret, Jeanne d', Queen of Navarre,

304, 489.
Albuquerque, Alfonso, Portuguese of-

ficial, 181.

Alcala, University of, 208, 415, 459-.
Alchemy, as the forerunner of chemistry,

Alciati, Andrea, Italian legal scholar,

Aldegonde, Marnix of St., 479.
Aleander, Cardinal Girolamo, 324.

Aleman, Mateo, Spanish novelist, 547-

Alengon, Francis (youngest son of Cath-

erine de' Medici), Duke of, after-

wards Duke of Anjou, 495, 496.

Alexander V (Pietro Philargi), Pope, 15,

156.
VI (Rodrigo Borgia), Pope, 102, 195.

Alfonso V (the Magnanimous), King of

Aragon, Sicily, and Naples, 46-47,
102.

XI, King of Castile, 47.
I, King of Portugal, 47.
V, King of Portugal, 180.

Algebra, see Mathematics.
Alkmaar. siege of, 483.

Almanac-makers, 253, 408.
Alva, Fernando Alvarez de Toledo, Duke

of, Spanish general, 469, 471,
480-82.

Amadis of Gaul, 413, 548.
Amboise, "Tumult" of, 490; Pacification

of (1563). 492.
Amsdorf, Nicholas, on the results of the

Protestant Revolution to morals,

365-66.
Anabaptists, not to be identified with

the " prophets " of Zwickau, 235;
at Zurich, 272; Zwingli's opposi-

tion to certain of their views,

281; their first appearance, 346;
their views, 346-47; their lead-

ers, 347-49; their persecution,

349; at Minister, 349-5?.
Anatomy, revival of research in, 135-36.

Andelot, Francois d', French Protestant,

304.
Andre, St., Marshal of France, 491.

Andreae, Jacob, on the results of the

Protestant Revolution to morals,

366. . ...
Andrew of Hungary, his activity in

Naples, 38, 42.
Angelico, Fra, Italian painter. 11S-19.

121.
Anglican State Church, 345.
Angouleme, Margaret of, French prin-

cess and humanist, 285, 547.

Anjoa in south Italy, first House of,

38; second House of, 42, 46.

Henry (of Valois), Duke of

Alencon and of, see Henry III,

King of France.
Anne, daughter of Emperor Maximilian

II, fourth wife of Philip II, 472.

daughter of Maurice of Saxony,
wife of William the Silent, 478.

Anselm, medieval theologian, his advo-

cacy of implicit faith, 146.

Antinomianism, 354.
Antwerp, iconoclastic outbreaks at, 479;

the "Spanish Fury" at, 482; the
" French Fury " at, 484; capture

of, 485- . .

Appenzell, Swiss canton of, 278; its ad-

mission to the Confederation, 269.

Aquinas, Thomas of, medieval theologian,

his advocacy of implicit faith,

147—48.
Arande, Michel d', French religious re-

former, 384. .

Aragon, its incorporation into Spain,

47-48; its social character, 191;

its various parts, 456-57; assertion

of its provincial rights, 472.

Arc, Jeanne d\ 32-35, 55- .

Architecture, Gothic, 63, 109-1°; early

Renaissance, 63; Greek, 108;

Roman, 108; Classic, 109; the re-

vival of, 110-11; Michelangelo a

influence upon, 380; French, 391-

92, 549-50; the new classicism in,

549; Baroque, 550-51.

6ll
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Aretino, Pietro, Italian writer, 380.
Arezzo, Guittone di, Italian writer, 77.
Argentina, 461.
Argyropulos Joannes, Greek teacher, 91.
Ariosto, Lodovico, 372—73.
Aristotle, devotion of the Middle Ages

to, 124-25; restoration of missing
works of, 125-26, 134; as an ob-
stacle to progress in the Middle
Ages, 132, 133; his philosophical
point of view, 524-25.

Arithmetic, see Mathematics.
Armada, the Spanish, 447, 473, 485-86.
Armagnac Party in France, 31-32, 35.
Arnauld, Antoine, French Catholic

writer, 425.
Arques, battle of, 498.
Arras, Union of (1579), 483.
Art, its relation to life, 108-10; its re-

vival, 110-23; its development,
380-94; the republic of the arts,
549-56-

Artevelde, Philip von, Flemish revolu-
tionary leader, 31.

Asti, Bernardino of, Italian preacher,
3i9-

Astrakhan, Tartar khanate of, 517.
Astrolabe, its use by Europeans, 137,

176.
Astrology, as a forerunner of astron-

omy, 131; as a factor in produc-
ing the social revolution, 235; as
a factor in the success of militant
Catholicism, 405—09.

Astronomy, revival of research in, 130-
32.

Augier, Edmond, French Jesuit preacher,
449-

Augsburg, as a humanistic center, 213;
the confession of, 262; the Diets
of dS3o) 262-63, (1547) 267;
Peace of (1555) 268, 505-06, 509-
10.

Augustine, Latin Church Father, his ad-
vocacy of implicit faith, 145-46;
his regulation of priestly life, 152-
53; his influence upon the medieval
Church, 226-27; his influence upon
Luther, 228.

Ausculta fill, a papal bull, 10.
Austria^ Don John of, natural son of

Charles V, Spanish commander in
the Netherlands, 471, 483.

House of, see Hapsburg and also
the names of the various Hapsburg
Emperors.

Margaret (of Parma) of, see Mar-
garet, of Austria.

Autos-da-fe, in Spain, 338.
Auvergne, William of, medieval theolo'

gian, 147.
Auxerre, William of, medieval theolo

gian, 147.
Averroes (Abul-Waled Muhammad ibn

Ahmad Ibn-Muhammad ibn
Rushd), Arabian philosopher, his
part in the restoration of the miss
ing books of Aristotle, 126; his in
fluence as a rationalist, 148-49,

. 3M-
Avignon, character of the city, 13. For

the Avignonese Captivity of the
Papacy see Papacy.

Azorean Islands, discovery of, 179, 180.

Bacon, Francis, 530-31.
Roger, 127, 129, 133, 138, 141.

Baden, ecclesiastical disputation at, 273.
House of, 25.

Baif, Jean Antoine de, French poet, 543.

Balance of Power, theory of the, 193.
Balearic Isles, 457.
Ball, John, a leader of the English social

revolution, 242.
Bandello, Matteo, Italian novelist, 379.
Barbarossa, Turkish corsair, 264, 399,

404.
Bar aamo, teacher of Greek, 89.
Barnabites, monastic order, 319.
Barocchio (Barozzi da Vignola), Gia-

como, Italian architect, 549.
Baronius, Cardinal Caesar, Catholic his-

torian, 538.
Baroque architecture, see Architecture.
Barzizza, Gasparino da, Latin scholar, 86.
Basel, Swiss canton, its admission to the

Confederation, 269; its character,
270; its part in the first Swiss
religious war, 273-74; its revolt
from Rome, 276-77; its dislike of
the doctrine of predestination, 344.

Swiss city as a center of humanism,
276.

Council of (1431-49), 17-18, 157.
University of, 211, 276.
Nicholas of, see Friend of God in

the Oberland.
Basil III, Grand-Duke of Muscovy, 517.
Bassi, Matteo de', founder of the Capu-

chins, 319.
Baudouin, Francois, French jurist, 534.
Bavaria, Albert V, Duke of, 508.

Ernest of, Archbishop of Cologne,
509-

Maximilian I, Duke of, 509.
William IV, Duke of, 508.
William V, Duke of, 508.

Bayazid I, Turkish Sultan, 37.
II, Turkish Sultan, 398.

Beaujeu, Anne of, Regent of France,
193.

Beccadelli, Antonio, Neapolitan humanist,
102.

Bedford, Duke of, English regent and
military commander in France, 32,
36.

Beghards, religious association, 169.
Beguines, religious association, 169.
Belgrade, its capture by the Turks, 259,

393-
Belleau, Remi, French poet, 543.
Bellini, Giovanni, Italian painter, 387.
Bembo, Pietro, Cardinal and humanist,

.3i4.,378-
Benedict XI (Niccolo Boccasini), Pope,

11.

XII (Jacques Fournier), Pope, 11.
XIII (Pietro Francesco Orsini),

Pope, 15.

Benedictus Deus, papal bull confirming
the proceedings of the Council of
Trent, 442.

Benefits of Christ's Death, On the, 323,
327-28.

Berauld, Nicholas, French humanist, 206.
Berg, Heinrich von, see Suso.
Bergerac, Peace of (1577), 496.
Berghen (Bergen-op-Zoom), Jan van

Glimes, Marquis of, 479.
Berlaymont, Charles, Count of, royal

councilor in the Netherlands, 477,
479-

Bern, Swiss canton, its admission to
the Confederation, 269; its char-
acter, 270; its part in the first

Swiss religious war, 273-74; its re-
volt from Rome, 275-76; its aid to
Geneva, 288; its part in the Gen-
evan revolt from Rome, 288, 294.

Bernard, of Clairvaux, as a reformer,
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65; his attitude towards science,

127; his modification of the doc-
trine of implicit faith, 147; as a
mystic, 163.

Berquin, Louis de, French humanist and
religious reformer, 284, 286, 417.

Bessarion, Cardinal, 90-91.
Beze, Theodore de (Beza), Calvinist

leader, 305, 364, 410.
Bible, first printed Greek text of the

New Testament, 208; the first

Polyglot, 208; errors in the Vul-
gate Version, 215-16, 433, 503;
Erasmus's work in revising, 220;
Luther's translation of, 233-34;
Lefevre's work as an editor and
commentator, 283; Spanish trans-
lations of, 339; its susceptibility of
various interpretations, 345-46,
353-54; sole reliance of Protes-
tantism upon, 433.

Biblical Reformers, 158-61.
Bicocca, battle of, 258.
Bienne, 270, 273.
Black Death, 29, 43-44, 242.
Black Prince, 29, 30.
Blois, meeting of the States-General at

(1576), 496.
Bobadilla, Nicolas, Jesuit father, 418,

427-
Boccaccio, Giovanni di Certaldo, his writ-

ings, 82-83; as a Latin revivalist,

86, 87; as a Greek revivalist, 89;
as a critic of ecclesiastical im-
morality, 151.

_

Bock, Jerome, botanist, 134.
Bodenstein, Andrew, see Carlstadt.
Bodin, Jean, French publicist, 536-37.
Boetie, Etienne de la, French publicist,

535-
Boheim, Hans (the Piper of Niklas-

hausen), 247-48.
Bohemia, revival of nationality in, 56;

social revolution in, 243-44.
Bohemian Brethren, religious sect, 312.
Boiardo, Matteo Maria, Italian poet, 371-
_ 72.
Bologna, sessions of the Council of Trent

at, 435-36.
Giovanni de, Italian sculptor, 551.

Bolivia, 461.
Bolsec, Jerome, 300-01.
Bonaventura, General of the Franciscans,

165.
Boniface VIII (Benedetto Gaetano),

Pope, his character and policy, 9;
his career, 9-1 1, 55.

IX (Piero Tomacelli), Pope, 15.
Book-making, improvements in, 139-

40.
Bordeaux, University of, 534.
Borgia, Cesare, 196.

Francisco de, third General of the
Jesuits, 449-50.

Juan, 196.
Lucrezia, 196.

Borgo San Donnino, Gerard of, reputed
author of the Introduction to
The Everlasting Gospel, 164.

Borromeo, Cardinal Carlo, at the Council
of Trent, 439-40; his part in the
election of Pius V, 444-45; as a
reformer, 446-47.

Bosnia, 397.
Botany, revival of research in, 134.
Botticelli, Alesandro Filipepi, Italian

painter, 120-21.
Bourbon, Antoine de, titular King of

Navarre, 304, 489, 490-91, 491,
492.

Charles, Duke of, Constable of
France, his opposition to Francis
I, 258; his capture of Rome, 259.

Bourdeilles (Brantome), Pierre de, 463,
540.

Bourges, Synod of, 17-18.
Boyssone, Jean de, French jurist, 534.
Bramante (Donato d' Augnolo), Italian

architect and painter, 1 10-11.
Brandenburg, Albert of, Grand-Master of

the Teutonic Order, 310-11; first

Duke of Prussia, 311.

Joachim II, Elector of, 265, 506.
ohn George, Elector of, 506.

Brant, Sebastian, German humanist, 212.
Brantome, see Bourdeilles.
Breda, Conference at, 482; its capture,

486.
Brederode, Henry, Viscount of, 479.
Brescia, heresy at, 325.
Brethren of the Free Spirit, religious as-

sociation, 168.
Bretigny, Peace of (1360), 29.
Breviary, revision of the, 442.
Briconnet, Guillaume, French bishop and

reformer, 206, 284, 285-86.
Bridget, St. (of Sweden), 166.
Brill, its seizure by " the beggars of

the sea," 481.
Brittany, Anne of, wife of Charles VIII

of France, 193.
Brothers of Charity, see Charity, Broth-

ers of.
Brouet, Paschase, Jesuit father, 418.
Briiccioli, Antonio, Italian translator of

the Bible, 326-27.
Brunelleschi, Filippo, Italian architect,

no.
Bruni, Leonardo, Italian humanist, 93.
Bruno, Giordano, Italian philosopher,

526-28.
Brussels, Union of (1577), 483.
Bucer, Martin, associated with Calvin

at Strasburg, 295; on the results
of the Protestant Revolution to
morals, 366.

Buchanan, George, Scotch publicist and
historian, 536, S39.

Biichlein von dentschen Theologie, 168-

Bude, Guillaume, French scholar, 205-06.
Buenos Aires, vice-royalty of, 461.
Bugenhagen, Johann, German Protestant

reformer, 308.
Bullant, Jean, French architect, 550.
Bullinger, Henry, Zwinglian leader, 275.
Bundschuh, 248-51.
Burghers, see Cities.
Burgundian Party in France, 31-32, 35.
Burgundy, Duchy of, 25, 189-90, 468,

475-76.
Charles the Bold, Duke of, 25, 189,

475-
John the Fearless, Duke of, 473.
Mary of, 189.
Philip the Bold, Duke of, 475.
Philip the Good, Duke of, 25, 31, 36,

189, 475, 476.
Burr, George Lincoln, on the relation of

the development of science to the
rise of tolerance, 361.

Busbecq, Augier-Ghislain, Austrian am-
bassador to the Turks, cuoted,
401-03.

Busch, Hermann von dem, German hu-
manist, 210.

Cabral, Pedro Alvarez, Portuguese, sailor,
181.

Cadiz, naval battle of, 473.
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Cajetan, Cardinal, 229.
Calabria, Charles of, Neapolitan prince,

38-
Calais, its capture by the English, 29.
Calendar, reform of the, 447-48.
Caliari (or Cagliari), see Veronese.
Calicut, 180.
California, 461.
Calixtus III (Alfonso Borgia), Pope,

105, 155.
Calmar, Union of, 307.
Calvin, John, his flight from Paris,

his arrival at Geneva, 289,^-291,
292; his training, 289-90; his In-
stitutes of the Christian Religion,
290-91; his visit to Renee of
Ferrara, 291, 322-23; his first stay
at Geneva, 292-94; his banishment
from G'eneva, 294; his part in the
religious colloquies, 295; his recall
to Geneva, 296; his second stay at
Geneva, 296-302, 368; his church
polity, 298; his pivotal dogma,
298-300; his position in Geneva in
his last years, 305 ; estimate of his
supervision of conduct, 305-06; his
intolerance, 363-64; his rejection
of reason as a religious guide, 367;
his belief in diabolical possession,
410; his doctrine of non-resistance
to the civil authorities, 535.

Calvinism, its faith and discipline, 290-
91, a92-94, 298-300, 305-06; in
France, 302-05, 489, 499-500; its

state churches, 344-45. 345; in
the Germanic Empire, 506; its re-
sults to letters and to the arts,
522-23.

Camden, William, English historian, 539.
Camoens, Luis vaz de, 544.
Campanella, Thomas, Italian philosopher,

528.
Campanus, Anti-Trinitarian, 351.
Campell, Ulrich, Swiss religious leader,

279.
Campion, Edmund, English Jesuit mis-

sionary, 450.
Canaries, discovery of, 179.
Canisius, Peter, Jesuit leader in Ger-

many, 442, 508.
Cannon, invention of, 138.
Cano, Melchor, Spanish theologian, 339.
Capito, Wolfgang, Strasburg Protestant,

295, 344.
Capistrano, John of, religious revivalist,

154-
Cappel, battle of, 275.
Capell, first Peace of (1529), 273-74;

second Peace of (1531), 275.
Capuchins, monastic order, 319-20.
Caracci, Agostino, Italian painter, 552.

Annibale, Italian painter, 552.
Lodovico, Italian painter, 552.

Caraffa, Cardinal, see Paul IV.
Caravaggio, Michel Angelo, Italian paint-

_ er » 553-
Cardano, Girolamo, Italian mathematician

and philosopher, 130, 525-26.
Cardinals, College of, 5.
Carlos, Don, son of Philip II of Spain,

470.
Carlstadt (Andrew Bodenstein), religious

and social radical, 229, 234, 272,
363.

Carmagnola (Francesco Bussone), Italian
condottiere, 42.

Carnesecci, Pietro, Italian martyr, 328-
29.

Carpini, John de Piano, Asiatic explorer,
177.

Carrara, Jacopo da, Italian despot, 103.
Francesco da, Italian despot, 103.

Carranza, Bartolome de, Spanish eccle-
siastic, 339-4°-

Casaubon, Isaac, French philologian, 532.
Casimir, Margrave of Brandenburg, 238.
Castellio, Sebastian, apostle of religious

tolerance, 302, 360-62, 364.
Castelvetro, Ludovico, Italian heretic,

330-31.
Castiglione, Baldassare, Italian courtier

and writer, 378-79.
Castile, its incorporation into Spain, 47-.

48; its lawless character, 191; re-
volt in, 258; its independence of
the Papacy, 332; its geography,
457. 459; its institutions, 457-59;
its argicultural and industrial con-
ditions, 459-60; the character of
its people, 460.

Catalina, Queen of Portugal, 340.
Cateau-Cambresis, Peace of (1550), 469.
Catechism, the Lutheran, 261; the Cal-

vinist, 293; the Racovian, 352; the
Catholic, 442; the Heidelberg, 506.

Cathari, religious sect, 65.
Catherine of Siena, St., see Siena, St.

Catherine of.
Catholic Church, see Church.
Catholicism, Militant, its beginnings,

431-32; its instruments, 443; its

triumphs, 444-55. 505, 508-10; cir-

cumstances that favored it, 454-
55. 456, 411-12; its results to let-

ters and to the arts, 523-24, 553-
54-

Cavalcanti, Guido, Italian writer, 77.
Caxton, William, English printer, 140.
Cazalla, Augustin, Spanish Lutheran, 338.

Pedro, Spanish Lutheran, 338.
Celibacy of the clergy, decision of the

Council of Trent regarding, 441.
Cellini, Benvenuto, Italian sculptor and

memoir-writer, 540-41.
Celso, Mino, advocate of religious toler-

ance, 362.
Celtes, Conrad, German humanist, 210,

271.
Cerdagne, 456.
Cervantes (Saavedra), Miguel de, 459,

_ 524, 548.
Cervini, Marcello, see Marcellus II.
Ceuta, occupation of by the Portuguese,

179.
Chalcondyles, Demetrius, Greek scholar,

91.
Chalice, debate in the Council of Trent

over the question of the, 439.
Charity, Brothers of, monastic order,

319-
Charles IV (of Luxemburg), Emperor,

22, 243.
V (of Hapsburg), Emperor, (Charles

I, King of Spain), as Arch-Duke
of Austria and King of Spain, 198;
his character and his hopes, 198-
99, 258; his attitude towards
Luther at the Diet of Worms, 232-
33; why he could not enforce
the Edict of Worms, 258-59; his
conflicts with other powers, 259;
his attempts to solve the religious
and political problems in Germany,
259-60, 262-64, 264-68; his mili-
tary activity in Italy and Africa,
264; his final struggle with Fran-
cis I, 265-66, 432; his desire for
religious reunion, 295; his neglect
of the imperial interests in the
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Slavonic provinces of the Baltic,

311; his belief in astrology, 406,
407-08; his desire for a general
council of the Church, 432; his

part in the Council of Trent, 435,
436; his flight from Innsbruck,
436; as King of Spain, 457; his

position and prestige, 462; his

training of Philip II, 466-67; his

last years, 467-68: his unification
of the Netherlands, 475; his re-

linquishment of the government of
the Netherlands, 477; summary of
his career, 502.

IV, King of France, 28.

V, King of France, his part in the
Hundred Years' War, 29-30.

VII, King of France, his part in the
Hundred Years' War, 31-36.

VIII, King of France, 42, 193-94,
398.

IX, King of France, 493-95.
I (of Anjou), King of Hungary, 511.
I (of Anjou), King of Naples and

Sicily, 38.
II (of Anjou), King of Naples, 38.
III (of Durazzo), King of Naples,

42, 46.
Chaucer, Geoffrey, as a writer, 83-84;

as a critic of ecclesiastical immoral-
ity, 151.

Chaves, Fray Diego de, confessor of
Philip II, 472.

Chemistry, development of research in,

133-34-
Chile, 461-63, Chinchon, Count of, mem-

ber of the Spanish Night Junta,
473-

Christendom, at the dawn of the Renais-
sance, 1-9.

Christian II, King of Denmark, 239, 307.
Ill, King of Denmark, 308.

Christianity, socialistic character of med-
ieval and early, 241.

Chrysoloras, Manuel, Greek humanist, 90.

Church, the Catholic or Latin, its faith
and worship, 5-6, 203; its cor-
ruption, 12-13, 428-29; differences
between it and the Greek Church,
17; its teachings in the Middle
Ages, 60, 65; its influence upon
art, 63, in, 116; its influence
upon science, 133; critics of, 150-
51; its many-sided activity, 199;
its dependence upon the State in
Spain, 332; its changed attitude to-

wards letters and the arts, 393-
94; its militant spirit, 429, 431-
32, 444-55; episcopal party in, 439;
its reformation, 44^.

Ciceronianism, its first apostle, 86; its

leading exponent, 393; caricatured
and refuted, 521-22.

Cimabue, Giovanni, Italian painter, 116-

Cities, as centers of commerce and civi-
lization, 8; character of their life

in the later Middle Ages, 60-61;
as cradles of individuality and civ-
ilization in Italy, 68-69; as cen-
ters of humanism and heresy, 212-
14; discontent of their population
in Germany at the eve of the re-
volt from Rome, 235-36; influ-
ence of their culture upon the
Protestant Revolution, 237-38;
causes of their social discontent,
245-47; social revolutions in the,
249-50; their part in the Great
Peasants' War, 255-56.

City Leagues, 26.
Clario, Isidoro, 322.
Classical Letters, see Greek Language and

Literature, and also Latin Lan-
guage and Literature.

Clement, Jacques, assassin of Henry III
of France, 498.

V (Bertrand de Goth), Pope, 11.
VI (Pierre Roger), Pope, 11.

VII (Giulio de' Medici), Pope, 14-
ISr 15. 259, 264, 2S6, 319, 320,

(Ippolito Aldobrandini), Pope,VIl
3
!
5 '

504-
Clergy, the Regular, their organization

and character, 5; their efforts to
effect moral reform before the
Protestant Revolution, 152, 153-55.

the Secular, their organization, 5;
their efforts to effect moral re-

form before the Protestant Revo-
lution, 152-53.

Clericis laicos, papal bull, 9.

Cleves, William, Duke of, his practice of
religious tolerance, 364.

Clocks, improvements in the making of,

141.
Codure, John, Jesuit father, 418.
Cognac, League of (1526), 259.
Colet, John, English humanist, 204.
Coligny, Gaspard, Admiral of France,

206, 304, 489, 491-92, 493.
Colleoni, Bartolommeo, Italian condottir

ere, 42.
Cologne, University of, 210, 428, 449.
Colombe, Michel, French sculptor, 392.
Colonna, Vittoria, Italian princess and

humanist, 325, 326.
Columbus, Christopher, 38, 64, 181-82,

461.
Comets, as a source of terror, 407-08.
Commander, John, Swiss religious leader,

279.
Common Life, Brothers and Sisters of

the, religious association, 170.
Como, heresy at, 325.
Compass, invention of the, 137, 176.
Compiegne, Edict of, 304.
Conciliar theory, 156, 369, 432.
Concord Book (.Formula of Concord),

^
507-08.

Conde, Louis, Prince of, 304, 490, 491,
493-

Condottieri, in Italy, 41-42.
" Confutation," the Catholic answer to

the Augsburg Confession of the
Lutherans, 263.

Congo River, discovery of the mouth of,
180.

Congregation of the Index, see Index.
Conrad, Poor, 250-51.
Conscience, revival of, 144-74; deriva-

tion and meaning of the word,
. .

J 44-
Consilium de emendanda Ecclesia, 321.
Constance, imperial city, 273.

Council of (1414-18), 15-16, 17, 24,
I56-57-

Constantine, Donation of, see Valla.
Constantinople, its capture by the Turks,

37r38.
Contarini, Cardinal Gasparo 265, 320,

434-
Coornhert, Dirck V., advocate of religious

tolerance, 362-63.
Cop, Nicholas, rector of the University

of Paris, 286, 290.
Copernicus, Nicholas, astronomer, 131-

32.
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Cordier, Maturin, French humanist, 289.
Cordus, Valerius, botanist, 134.
Correggio (Antonio Allegri), Italian

painter, 387.
Corsairs, Turkish, 403-04^
Cortes, Hernando, Spanish conqueror,

461.
Cossacks, 514-15.
Council of Regency (Reichsregiment),

the German imperial, 232, 236-37,
253_54. 260. ^^

Councils, Church, see the names of the
places in which the various coun-
cils were held.

Courcy, Edict of (1535), 287.
Courland, 311, 312.
Courtier, The Book of the, see Castig-

lione.

Coutras, battle of, 497-
Cracow, University of, 210, 513.
Crecy, battle of, 29.
Crescenzio, Cardinal Marcello, 436.
Criticism, scientific, 128—29; see also

Valla.
Critics of the Church, 150-51.
Crusade, the Perpetual, of the Spanish

peoples against the Moors, 51,
191, 331-32, 464-65-

.

Crusades, their results to civilization, 64,
65-66, 75, 169; their influence
upon geographical discovery, 176-

Cruz, San Juan de la, Spanish mystic,

Cujas, Jacques de, teacher of Roman law,

Culmbach, George of, German Lutheran
prince, 239.

Cum ad nihil, papal bull creating the
Inquisition at Lisbon, 340.

Curione, Celio Secondo, Italian heretic,

33°> 33i; 3s an advocate of toler-

ance, 362.
Curiosity, as a factor of progress, 64-

65.
Cusa, Cardinal Nicholas of, 130, 131,

133-

Dalberg, Johann von, German humanist,
211.

Dante, his dream of a united Italy, 40;
revival of individuality in his
literary work, 62; his testimonv as
to the influence of the Sicilian
civilization upon Italian literature,

77; his point of view, 77-78; his

writings, 78-80; as a critic of
ecclesiastical immorality, 150-51.

Decameron, The, 82-83.
Defensor Pads, 20-21, 22.
Delfshaven, its capture by the sea-beg-

gars, 481.
Delia Quercia, Jacopo, Italian sculptor,

112-13, 115.
Delia Robbia, Andrea, Italian sculptor,

Luca, Italian sculptor 115.
Delia Scala, Cangrande, Italian despot,

41, 102-03.
Mastino, Italian despot, 41.

Denck, Hans, Anabaptist leader. 348.
Denis the Laborer, King of Portugal, 47.
Denmark, relation to Norway and

Sweden, 7, 307; its revolt from
Rome, 307-08.

Desperiers, Jean Eonaventure, French
humanist, 206.

Despots, Age of the, in Italy, as a period
in which individuality was fos-

tered, 69-70.

Deventer, humanistic school at, 211; iti

capture by the Spaniards, 485; its

recapture by the Dutch, 486.
Devil, the, belief in, 409-11.
Diaz, Bartholomeo, Portuguese explorer,

180.

Juan de, Spanish heretic, 337.
Discovery, geographical, the age of, 175-

85; motives of, 175, 178; medieval
hindrances to, 175-76; influence
of the Crusades upon, 176—77;
commercial results of, 183; social
results of, 183; political results of,

184; religious results of, 184-85.
Divine Comedy The, 79-80.
Djem, captive Turkish prince, 398.
Dolcino (of Novara), Italian mystic, 166.
Dolet, Etienne, French humanist, 287.
Domenichino, Zampieri, Italian painter,

Dominic, St., 65, 153.
Dominicans, monastic Order, resume of

its history, 153; activity of its

members against the humanists in
Germany, _ 216-17; its jealousy of
the Jesuits in Spain, 427; its

support of Aristotelianism, 536.
Donatello (Donato di Betto Bardi),

Italian sculptor, 63, 1 14-15, 380.
381.

Donation of Constantine, see Valla.
Donellus, Hugo,_ jurist, 534.
Donskoi, Dimitri, Muscovy leader, 517.
Dorat, Jean, French poet, 543.
Doria, Andrea, Spanish sailor, 399, 466.
Dorpat, Jesuit college of, 515.
Douai, College of, 449.
Dramatists, 101, 379-80, 545-46.
Dreux, battle of, 492.
Dringenberg, Ludwig, German humanist,

21 1.

Duaren, Francois, French jurist, 534.
Du Bellay, Joachim, 543.
Du Bourg, Anne, French martyr, 304-05.

Antoine, Chancellor of France, 387.
Duccio

_
(di Buoninsegna), Sienese

painter, 116-17.
Duplessis-Mornay, see Mornay.
Duprat, Cardinal, Chancellor of France,

285, 287.
Durer, Albrecht, as a humanist, 214; as

an artist, 392-93.
Dutch Republic, its beginnings, 483; its

provinces, 487; its character, 487.

Eck, John, Catholic theologian, 229-30,
273-

Eckhart, Meister, German mystic, 167.
Edward I, King of England, 27.

II, King of England, 28.

III, King of England, his part in
the beginning of the Hundred
Years' War, 28-30; his part in
the rise of English nationality, 56.

Egidio, Doctor, Spanish Lutheran, 337.'

Egmont, Lamoral, Count of, 477. 478,
480.

Eidgenossen, Genevan party, known as
the " Libertines and as the
" Patriots," 294-95.

Electors, imperial, 22.
Elizabeth, Queen of England, 485.

of Valois, third wife of Philip FI of
Spain, 469.

Ellis, Havelock, quoted, 460.
Elzevir, Louis, founder of the famous

press at Leyden. 533.
Empire, the Holy Roman, its extent and

character, 6-7; its cities as centers
of commerce and culture, 8; elec-
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tors, 22, 25-26; disintegrating

forces, 24-27; lack of national feel-

ing in, 57; character of the Re-
naissance in, 106; its decline, 501

the Greek (the Later Roman Em-
pire; the Byzantine Empire), its

character and its services to civili-

zation, 6; its abolition and restora-

tion in the thirteenth century, 37.
Latin, of Constantinople, ;-.

England, rise of nationality in, 7, 55-
56; character of the Renaissance
in, 106; Calvinism in, 430; its re-

volt from Rome, 430; at war with
Spain, 473.

Enzinas, Francisco de, Spanish Lutheran,

. 337, 339-,
Jamie de, Spanish martyr, 323, 337.

Episcopius, Xicolaus, printer and pub-
lisher, 521.

Erasmus, his opinion of Luther and the
Lutherans, 203, 239, 367; his in-

fluence in England, 205; his in-

fluence in France, 207-08; his

influence in Spain, 209, 335-36;
his writings and his attitude to-

ward the problems of his time,

218-21; as a humanist at Basel,

276; his influence in Portugal,

341; why he did not join the
Protestants, 355; as a promoter of
free thought, 355-56; as an up-
holder of religious tolerance, 359;
'.-..;

. - .-. : .:: :.;:v .;". _ - : . is '='

ooponent of the Ciceronian;. ;.-.

his influence in the European re-

public of letters, 522; his views on
government, 535.

Erasmitas, Spanish followers of Erasmus,

, 335-3.6- .

Erfurt, University of, 210, 214-15' 2-3-
Ericson, Leif, reputed voyage ot, 180.

Ernest, Archduke of Austria, in the
Netherlands, 486.

Duke of Luneburg, 238.
Este, House of, 103, 291, 322-23.
Esthonia, 312.
Estienne. Charles, French nrinter-pub-

lisher, 533.
Henri (the first), French printer-

publisher, 533.
Henri (the second), French printer-

publisher, 533.
Robert, French printer-publisher,

£toile, "Pierre de 1', French legal scholar,

289.
Eugene IV (Gabriel Condulmieri), Pope,

17, 104, 155, 377-
Europe, at the dawn of the Renaissance,

J-9-
Eustachio, Bartolomeo, Italian anatomist

and physician, 136.
Exsvrgi Dotnine, papal bull, 230.
Eyck. Hubert van, Flemish painter, 390.

Tan van, Flemish painter, 390.
Ezzelino da Romano, Italian despot, 40-

41.

Faber, Peter, Jesuit father, 418.
Fabricus (.Geronimo Fabrizio), Hierony-

mus, Italian anatomist, 136.
Faith, implicit. 144-49.
Fallopio, Gabriello, Italian anatomist,

136.
Farel, Guillaume, French Protestant re-

former, 284, 285, 288, 292, 294.
295-

Fauchet, Claude, French historian, 539.

Felix V (Amadeus, Duke of Savoy),
Pope, 18.

Feltre, Yittorino da, Italian humanist,
86-87, 94-

Feodor (Theodore), Tsar of Russia, 518-
19-

Ferdinand I (of Hapsburg"). Emperor.
King of Hungary and Bohemia,
acquires possession of the -

lands and claims, 323; his attitude
towards the Council of Regency,
237; his demand for the enforce-
ment of the Edict of Worms, 260;
his possession of Wurttemberg,

his alliance with the

Catholic cantons, 273: his special

dislike of Zwinglianism, 274; his

belief in astrology. 406; his sup-
port and use of the Jesuits. 427,
508; his compensations for the
division of the Empire, 467-68;
summary of his career. 502.

II (of Hapsburg), Emperor, as
Archduke of Styria. 509; as Arch-
duke of Austria. 5:-.

I, King of Aragon. 47-48.
V (the Catholic: II of Aragon; V

of Castile), King of Spain, 48,
191- 197. 332, 333-

Ferrara, as a center of culture, 103, 371;
as a center of heresy, 222-2 z-

Council of, 1 7.

Ercole II, Duke of, 322-23.
Renee. Duchess of, 291, 322-23.

Ferrer, Bonifacio, translator of the
Bible into Catalan, 339.

Vincent, Dominican reformer. 154.
Ficino, Marsillio, Italian humanist :

_
:

Filelfo, Francesco. Italian humanist, 94.
Finland, establishment of Lutheranism

in, 309-10.
Flacianists, religious group. 507.
Flack, Matthias (Flacius Illyricus),

Lutheran theologian. 354-55. 53.8-

Flaminio, Marc Antonio, Italian heretic,

327-
Fleix, Peace of (1580). 496.
Flora, Toachim of, Italian mystic, 164-

65.
Florence, its early history, 39; continua-

tion of its history, 45-46; revival

of individuality in, 62; prevalence
of its dialect in the formation of
the Italian language. --; its social

spirit, 91-92; its citizens painted
by Ghirlandajo, 122; reestablish-

ment of the republic, 194-95.
Florida, 461.
Flushine. its capture bv the sea-beggars,

481.
Foix, Germaine of, second wife of

Ferdinand I of Spain, 196.

Folengo, Giovanni Battista, Italian here-
":.:. ;.-

Fontainebleau, Edict of (1540). 287.
Foucquet, Jean. French painter, 392.
France, national consolidation in, 7,

189-90; revival of nationality in,

55; why it was not the cradle of
the Rehaiss:. .haracter

of the Renaissance in, 106; its

Gothic architecture, 109-10; na-
tional spirit of the Church in, 17-
18, 4;': rtliignaE wars in, 4SS-
500; its Renaissance architecture,

549-60.
Francis I (of Valois), King of Fiance,

his accession and political policy,

197-98; his candidature for the
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imperial title, 198; his rivalry with
Charles V, 258-59, 264, 265-66;
his changed attitude toward the
French heretics, 286; his persecu-
tion of heresy, 286-87.

II, King of France, 488, 490.
of Assisi, St., as a reformer, 65; his

influence upon Italian literature,

77; his new ideal and his Order,
.153-54. 241.

_

Franciscans, monastic order, 11, 13, 153-
54. 319-

, , .

the Conventual, their origin, 165.
the Spiritual, their quarrel with

the Papacy, 11, 13; their reform,
153; their adoption of The Ever-
lasting Gospel, 164-65; their
origin, 165.

Fraticelli, monastic order, 165-66.
Franck, Sebastian, German free-thinker

and historian, his opinion of Hans
Denck, 348; as a free-thinker and
historian, 357; as an advocate of
religious tolerance, 359-60.

Frankfort-on-the-Oder, University of, 211.
Frankfort-on-the-Main, religious colloquy

at, 295.
Frederick II (of Hohenstaufen), Em-

peror, evoker of a premature
Renaissance, 68, 75, 76, 102, 148.

Ill (of Hapsburg), Emperor, 24,
406.

the Fair (of Hapsburg), claimant
of the imperial title, 20.

I (of Schleswig-Holstein), King of
Denmark, 239, 308.

Freiburg, Swiss canton of, its admission
to the Confederation, 269; its aid
to Geneva, 288; its opposition to
religious change in Geneva, 288.

University of, 211.
Friend of God in Oberland, 168.
Fritz, Joss, a leader of social revolu-

tion, 250.
Froben, Jerome (son of Johannes),

printer and publisher, 521.
Johannes, scholar, printer, and pub-

lisher, 276, 521.
Froment, Antoine, French Protestant,

288.
Fuchs, Lionel, botanist, 134.
Fuente, Constantino Ponce de la, Span-

ish Lutheran, 337.
Fuggers, German capitalistic family,

213, 245, 246.
Funck, John, Lutheran propagandist, 311.

Galilei, Galileo, Italian physicist and as-

tronomer, 132, 133, 141.
Gall, St., abbey of, 270, 278.

town of, 270, 273, 277-78.
League of, 269; Protestantism in the

_
territory

_
of, 277-78.

Gallicius, Philip, Swiss religious leader,

279.
Gama, Vasco da, Portuguese explorer,

180.
Gansvoort (formerly known as John

Wessel), Wessel, Biblical re-

former, 160-61.
Gattamelata, Stefano Giovanni, Italian

condottiere, 42; Donatello's statue
of, 114.

Gaza, Theodoros, Greek teacher, 90.
Gebhard, Archbishop of Cologne, 508-

09.
Geertruidenburg, its capture by the

Dutch, 486.
Geismayr, Michael, 323.

Gembloux, battle of, 483.
Geneva, its early history, 287-88; its

condition before Calvin's arrival,
291-92; its government, 296-98;
its religious intolerance, 350.

Genoa, its early history, 39; its struggle
with Venice, 44; unimportant as
a center of literature and art,
101-02.

Gentile (Gentilis), Valentino, Italian
Anti-Trinitarian, 331, 351.

Geometry, see Mathematics.
Gerard, Balthasar, assassin of William

the Silent, 484.
Germany, see Empire, Holy Roman.
Gerson, Jean, as a conciliar theorist and

worker, 156; as a mystic, 163-64;
his reputed authorship of The
Imitation of Christ, 172.

Gesner, Conrad von, Swiss-German bot-
anist, zoologist, and philologian,

134. 53i-
Ghent, Pacification of (1576), 482.
Ghibelline party, 40, 41.
Ghiberti, Lorenzo di Cino, Italian sculp-

tor^ 113, 115, 121.
Ghirlandajo, Domenico, Italian painter,

122.
Giani, Lapo, Italian writer, 77.
Giberti, Gian Matteo, Catholic reformer,

318.
Giorgione (Giorgio Barbarelli, or Bar-

barella), Italian painter, 388.
Giovanni I, Queen of Naples, 38, 42, 46.

II, Queen of Naples, 46.
Giotto (Giotto di Bondone), Italian

painter, 1 17-18.
Glareanus (Henry Loriti), Swiss human-

ist, 2J7.
Glarus, Swiss canton of, its admission

into the Confederation, 269; Prot-
estantism in, 277; its part in the
government 01" St. Gall, 278.

Goa, 181.
Goch (Pupper), John of, Biblical re-

former, 160.
Godunov, Boris, Tsar of Russia, 518-19.
Goes, Damiao de, Portuguese humanist,

34i.
Golden Bull, 22, 25-26, 26.
Goliardi, as revivers of individuality,

66-67; as critics of the Church,
150.

Gomez, Ruy, Prince of Eboli and friend
of Philip II of Spain, 471-72.

Gonzaga, Family of, 86, 103, 120.
Cardinal Ercole di, 438.
Giulia, 326.

Good Hope, Cape of, rounding of the,
180.

Gospel, The Everlasting, 164-66.
Gothein, Eberhard, quoted, 524.
Gothic architecture, see Architecture.
Goujon, Jean, French sculptor and ar-

chitect,^ 550.
Govea, Andre de, teacher of Roman law,

534-
Granada, recapture of the province from

the Moors, 191; secret Treaty of
(1500), 196.

Granvella, Antoine Perrenot, Sieur de,
Cardinal, Bishop of Arras, 472,
477. 478.

Nicholas Perrenot, Sieur de, 472.
Gratius (Ortwin de Graes), Ortuinus and

Letters of Obscure Men, 217.
of, Pr

tantism in, 279.

Graubiinden, Swiss district of, Protes-
tantism in, 279.

Grave, capture of, 485.
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Grebel, Conrad, Swiss religious radical,

Greek Church, its extent, 4; causes of its

separation from the Latin Church,

4; its organization, 519.

Greek Language and Literature, knowl-
edge of it in the Middle Ages,

84-85; its revival at the time of

the Renaissance, 8S-91; its revival

a necessary preparation for litera-

ture in the modern tongues, 98-99.

Gregory I (the Great), Pope, 146.

XI (Pierre Roger de Beaufort),

Pope, 11, 13. .

XII (Angelo Coriaro, or Orrer),

Pope, 15. _
XIII (Ugo Buoncompagni), Pope,

340, 447-48. 450.
XIV (Nicolas Sfondrato), Pope,

504-
Gribaldo, Matteo, Anti-Trinitarian, 351.

Greifswald, University of, 211.

Grocyn, William, English humanist, 203.

Groningen, its recapture by the Dutch,

486.
Groote, Gerard, Flemish mystic, 170.

Guarini, Battista, Italian dramatist, 545-
46.

Guarino da Verona, Italian humanist, 94.

Guelf party, 40.
Guicciardini, Francesco, Italian historian,

his admiration of Savonarola's

government of Florence, 194-95;
as a historian, 376-77- ,. , _.

tuiddiccioni (1480-1541), Cardinal Gio-

vanni, Italian poet and prelate,

(Guinea, discovery of the coast of, 180.

Guinicelli, Guido, Italian writer, 77. _

Guise, House of (of Lorraine), in

France, 488-90.
Charles of, second Cardinal ot

Lorraine, 488, 489, 490.
Charles of, Duke of Mayenne, 498,

499.
brands of, second Duke of, 488,

489, 490, 49i. 492.

ffcnry of, third Duke of, 494. 495.

496, 497.
Louis of, second Cardinal of, after-

wards Cardinal of Lorraine, 497.

Mary of, wife of James V of Scot-

land and mother of Mary, Queen
of Scots, 489.

Gun, invention and use of the, 138.

Gunpowder, invention of, 138.

Gutenberg, Johannes, German printer

and inventor, 139-40.

Haarlem, defense of, 481-82.
Hagenau, religious conference at (1540),

295; Compromise of (1604), 509.

Haller, Berthold, Swiss Protestant, 275-
Hansa League, 26.

Hapsburg, House of, its rise, 19-20; its

struggle for additional territory,

23; the settlement at the Diet of

Worms of the question of the

succession of its hereditary lands,

2 32 -

Harvey, William, English anatomist, 136,

301.
Hawkwood, Sir John, English condottiere

in Italy, 42.

Hegius, Alexander, German humanist,

211.
Heidelberg, University of, 210, 211.
" Henrican Articles," 514.

Henry VII (of Luxemburg), Emperor,
20; his invasion of Italy, 40, 41.

II, King of Castile, 47.
II, King of England, 27.

III, King of England, 27.

IV, King of England, 31.

V, King of England, 31.

VI, King of England, 31-36.
VIII, King of England, as a mem-

ber of the Holy League, 197; his

candidature for the imperial title,

198.
II (of Valois), King of France, his

marriage to Catherine de' Medici,

286; his persecution of heresy,

287, 303-05; his death, 305; his

part in the Council of Trent, 436;
failure of efforts to check the

spread of heresy, 488; character

of his administration, 490.

III (of Valois), King of France,
previously Duke of Alencon, Duke
of Anjou, and King of Poland,

483-84, 485, 494, 495. 496, 497,
514.

IV (of Bourbon), King of France,

previously Henry III, King of

Navarre, 492, 493, 495, 496, 497.
498-500.

Cardinal and King of Portugal, 471.

the Navigator, Portuguese prince

and explorer, 38, 179-80.

Hermandad, the Santa, of Spain, 191.

Herzegovina, 397.
Hess, Eoban, German humanist, 214.

Hesse, House of, 25.

Philip, Landgrave of, 238, 260, 262,

265, 266, 274.
Hilton, Walter, English mystic, 169.

Historians, 537-39. . .

Hochstetters, German capitalistic asso-

ciation, 246.
Hofman, Melchior, Anabaptist leader,

348.
Hofmeister, Sebastian, Swiss religious

leader, 278-79.
Hohenzollern, House of, 25.

Holbein, Hans (the youngest), 393.
Holy League, 197.
Holywood, John of, see Sacrobosco.
Hoogstraten, Jacob van, Dominican friar,

216-17.
Hooker, Richard, English publicist, 537.

Hoorne, Philip, Count of, 477, 480.

Horde, The Golden, 516, 517.
Hospitallers, Knights, 399-

Hotman, Francois, French publicist and
jurist, 495. 534. 535-36.

_

Hubmaier, Balthasar, Anabaptist leader,

272, 347-48. _ _

Huguenots, see Calvinism.
Hulst, its capture by the Dutch, 486.

Humanism, definition of, 87-88; militant

period of, 88; at Florence, 89-101;
in the other city-republics, 101-02;

at the Italian courts, 102-04; on
the papal throne, 104-05; and the

schools, 105-06; beyond the Alps,

^- 106-07; its scope, 107; its rela-

tion to heresy, 105, 201-22; char-

acter of Italian, 201; character of

Trans-Alpine, 202; effects of

Trans-Alpine upon religion 202;
individuality of its devotees, 203;

English humanism, 203-05, 283-

85; French humanism, 205-08,

302-03; Spanish humanism, 208-

10; German humanism; 210-21;
European humanism, 520-56.
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Hundred Years' War, 27-36.
Hungary, a Turanian nation, 8; humanis-

tic societies in, 210; its conquest by
the Turks, 259, 389-99; 5""

Calvinism in, 430; its eclipse as a
State, 511-13.

Hunyady, John, Hungarian general, 37,
511.

Hus, John, Bohemian religious re-

former, 157, 159-60, 243.
Hussites, 24, 65, 243-44, 312.
Hutten, Ulrich von, as a student at

Erfurt, 214; as a reformer, 215,
217-18; as one of the authors of
The Letters of Obscure Men, 217;
his denunciation of the new capi-

talism, 251; as a promoter of free
thought, 356.

Iceland, Protestantism in, 308.
Idiaquez, Don Juan de, member of the

Spanish Night Junta, 473.
Ilanz, Diet of (1526), 279.
Images, use of in religious worship, de-

cision of the Council of Trent re-

garding, 440.
Imitation of Christ, The, 170, 171-72.

_

In cccna Domini, papal bull excommuni-
cating heretics, 442-43.

Index, Congregation of the, 453-54>
the Papal, of forbidden books, 442,

Individuality, definition of, 59-60; how
it had been lost, 60-6 1 ; how it

came back through taste, 62-64;
how it came back through curios-

ity, 64-65; how it came back
through conscience, 65; when and
where it came back, 65-70; the
fundamental factor of the Renais-
sance, 70-71; influence of its re-

vival upon religious thought, 352-
53. 358.

Indulgences, theory of, 225; sale of in
Germany at the time of Luther,
226; decision of the Council of
Trent regarding, 440.

Ingolstadt, University of, 211, 427, 449,
S°8.

Injunction nobis, papal bull giving com-
plete sanction to the Society of
Jesus, 419.

Inquisition, j
t« activity against the

mimariists in "Germany, 21b; Cal2it>; L
vin's communication with^Segard-
ing Servetus, wj

:

refused ad-^

mittance to France. ' 704: branch*
of the Perfected at Vernce, 324 ;_

establishment of the Perfect^cTr

_22&i the Spanish, 3 33-34. 335 ,

336,' 337^9^^39-40: censOrsnip of
the press "by lilt; Spanish, 334J
the Portuguese, 340-41 ; the Re-
vived, as a product 6? its time,
429: _

the Revived . in . Italy,
America, Asia, and France,
in the Netherlands,

Innocent III (Lando da

*. 453;

IV (Sinibaldo Fiesco), Pope, 147.
VI (£tienne Aubert), Pope. 11.

VII (Cosimo dei Migliorati). Pope,

VIII (Giovanni Battista Cibo),
Pope, 104, 192, 398.

IX (Giovanni Antonio Fachinetti),
Pope, 504.

Interim, the Augsburg, 268.
Irenicus, quoted, 215.
Isabella, daughter of Philip II cf Spain

and wife of Archduke Albert of
Austria, 486.

Queen of Castile, 47-48, 191; as
a patron of humanism, 208; her
independence of the Papacy, 332;
and the Spanish Inquisition, 333.

Italy, a congeries of small States, 8;
its cities, 8; its history after the
Hohenstaufen, 38-40; its history
during the absence of the Papacy,
40-44; its history during the
period of the Schism and in the
time of the Councils, 44-47; its

lack of national feeling, 56-57;
character of its civilization, 73-76;
character of its language, 75;
character of its paganism, 94-95;
the restriction of its language for
a period to the common people,
98; the revival of its language for
literary purposes, 99-101; the
character of its courts, 102; its

Gothic architecture, 109-110; its

history in the half century imme-
diately preceding the outbreak of
the Protestant Revolution, 191-98;
its trend toward paganism, 313-
14; its trend toward rationalism,
314-16; orthodoxy of its lower
classes, 316-17; its opposition to
the German ideas of religious re-

form, 317; Protestant ideas in,

322-31.
Ivan III, Grand-Duke of Muscovy, 517.

IV (the Terrible), Tsar of Russia,
514, 517-18.

Ivry, battle of, 498.

Jagellon, Polish dynasty of, 513-14.
Jamaica, discovery of, 182.
Jandum, John of, joint author of the

Defensor Pads, 20.

Janizaries, the Turkish, 402-03.
Janow, Matthew of, Bohemian religious

reformer, 160.
Janssen, Zacharias, Dutch optician, 141.
January, Edict of (1562), 491.
Jarnac, battle of, 493.
Jeanne d'Arc, see Arc.
Jena, University of, 507.
Jenghiz Khan, 36.
Jenkinson, Anthony, English sailor and

explorer, 518.
Jesuits (Society of Jesus), their checking

of Protestantism in Italy, 320;
their opposition to the Anti-Trjni-
tarians in Poland, 353; their rise,

413-29; selection and training of
their members, 420-21;

_
their

ranks, 421-22; the provincials,

422; the general and his assistants,

422; the general congregation,
423; their ideal and guiding prin-
ciple, 423; as preachers, 424; as
confessors, 424-25; as teachers,

425, 451-52; as missionaries, 425-
26; their progress under the gen-
eralship of Loyola, 427-28; as a
product of their time, 428-29;
their activity in the Council of
Trent, 428; under Lainez, 448-49;
under De Borgia, 449; under
Mercurian, 450; under Acquaviva,
450-52; their merits, 452; their
expulsion by the Parlements of
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Paris, Rouen, and Dijon, 499;
in Poland, 515-

Jodelle, fitienne, French dramatist, 543.

John, King of Bohemia, his invasion of
Italy, 41.

II, King of Castile, as a patron of
humanism, 208.

King of England, 27.

II, King of France, 29.
Palaeologus, Byzantine Emperor, 17.

I, King of Portugal, 179, 180.

III, King of Portugal, 340, 427.
XXII (Jacques Duese), Pope, his

quarrel with Louis of Bavaria, 11,

20-22, 41 ; his quarrel with the
Spiritual Franciscans, 11, 20-22.

XXIII (Baldassare Cossa), Pope, 15.

Sigismund, Prince of Transylvania,

Jordan, David Starr, quoted, 464.
ordanus of Saxony, medieval mathema-

tician, 129.

Joris, David, Anabaptist leader, 348-49.
Julius II (Giuliano della Rovere), Pope,

197.
Ill (Cardinal Giovanni Maria del

Monte), Pope, 321, 433, 435-37-

Junta, the Spanish Night, 473.
ustification by faith alone, the doctrine

of, explanation of, 226-27; its

adoption by Luther, 227-28; a
Catholic view of, 320-21; discus-

sion in the Council of Trent of,

433-34. 44°-

Kaiserberg, Geiler von, German human-
ist, 212.

Kant, Immanuel, on religious tolerance,

361-62, 365.
Karsthans and New Karsthans, 253.
Kazan, Tartar khanate of, 517.
Kempis, Thomas a, 170-72.
Kessler, John, Swiss Protestant, 277.

278.
Khair-Din, Turkish corsair, 404.
Knights, the imperial, 26, 235, 238.

the Teutonic, see Teutonic Order.
Koevorden, its capture by the Dutch,

486.
Konrad, Der arme, see Conrad.
Koster, Laurence, Dutch painter, 139.
Kulikoo, battle of, 517-

Laborers, the English Statute of, 242.
Lainez, Diego, second general of the

Jesuits, 418, 427, 439, 448-49,
45°-

Lamoral, Count of Egmont. see Egmont.
Landino, Christofero, Italian humanist,

97~98 -

Langland, William, English poet, 243.
Languet, Hubert, French historian, 322.

La Rochelle, stronghold of the Huguenots,
493. 494. 500; Peace of (1573).
494.

Laski, Jan, Polish humanist and re-

former, 313.
Lateran Council, the Fifth, 157, 317.
Latin Church, see Church.
Latin Empire of Constantinople, 37.
Latin Language and Literature, knowl-

edge of it in the Middle Ages,
84-85; its revival at the time of
the Renaissance, 85-87; its spirit

and its importance, 88-89; its re"

vival a necessary preparation for
literature in the modern tongues.

98-99; its general European use,
520.

La Tremoille, Georges, 43, 35, 36.
Laurent, Frangois, Belgian historian,

quoted, 370.
Lea, Henry Charles, American historian,

on the desirability of religious
rivalry, 368.

League, Catholic, the French, 496-99.
of the Public Good, 189.

Lefevre, Jacques, French humanist, 205,
228, 283-85, 302.

Leicester, Robert Dudley, Earl of, 485.
Leipzig, University of, 210, 507.
Le Jay, Claude, Jesuit father, 418, 427,

449.
Lenses, discoveries of properties of, 141.
Leo X (Giovanni de' Medici), Pope, his

paganism, 156; his political policy,

197; his attitude in the prosecu-
tion of Reuchlin, 217; his issuance
of indulgences, 226; his attitude to-

wards Luther, 229-30; his neglect
of religious matters, 317; as a
patron of art and literature, 377-
78; as a patron of astrology, 405-
06.

XIII (Vincent Joachim Pecci), Pope,
his revision of the Index, 453.

Leon, Fray Luis de, Spanish mystic, 335.
Lepanto, naval battle of, 464, 471, 483.
Lescot, Pierre, French architect, 550.
Letters of Obscure Men, The, 217.
Leyden, Jan of, Anabaptist leader, 348,

349. 350.
siege of, 482.
University of, 532.

L'Hopital, Michel de, Chancellor of
France, 364, 490, 492, 493.

Libertines, Genevan party, see Eidgenos
sen.

Licet ab initio, papal bull establishing the
Perfected Inquisition, 328.

Lichtenberger, Joseph, Austrian astrol-

oger, 406.
Lilio, Luigi, Italian bishop and scholar,

448.
Linacre, Thomas, English humanist, 203-

04.
Lippi, Fra Lippo, Italian painter, 119-20.
Lipsius (Joest Lips), Justus, Dutch phil-

ologian, 532.
Lismanini, Francis, Polish humanist, 312.

Literature, revival of, 76-107; develop-
ment of, 371-80; the republic of
letters, 520-48.

Lithuania, national consolidation, 7-8;
its union with Poland, 310.

Livonia, Protestantism in, 311-12.
Lollards, 13, 65, 242.
Lonjumeau, Edict of (1568), 493.
L'Orme, Philibert de, French architect,

550.
Loriti, Henry, see Glareanus.
Louis IV (of Wittelsbach ; the Bavarian)

Emperor, 20-22, 41.

IX, King of France, his acknowledg-
ment of English claims in France,

27; his individual character, 61;
his activity in geographical explo-

ration, 177.
X, King of France, 28.

XI, King of France, 189-90.
XII, King of France, 195-97-
I (of Anjou; the Great), King of
Hungary and Poland, 42, 511.

II, King of Hungary and Bohemia,
398.

Louvain, University of, 449.
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Loyola, Ignatius (Inigo Lopez de Re-
calde), his part in the establish-

ment of the Perfected Inquisition,

328; his early life and the rise of
the Jesuits, 413-27; his ideal of the
Jesuit Order, 423, 451; his cor-
respondence, 424; his character,

427, 429; his generalship, 427-28;
his death, 428.

Lublin, Union of, 513.
Lucca, heresy at, 325.
Luder, Peter, German humanist, 210.
Lull, Raymond, medieval humanist, 127-

28.

Lupetino, Baldo, Italian martyr, 325.
Luther, Martin, his indebtedness to the

Biichlein von deutschen Theologie,
168; timidity of his revolution,

172, 355; his attitude towards the
mystics, 173; his realization of the
importance of the financial motive
in the opposition to Rome, 199;
his revolt from Rome, 223-40; as
the long-awaited leader of social

revolution, 251; his social teaching
and its effects, 251-52; his repudi-
ation of the peasants and support
of the secular authorities, 256-57,
368, 454, 535; his death, 267; his

part in the religious conference at
Marburg, 274; contrast of his

views with those of Zwingli, 279-
81; his intolerance, 363; on the re-

sults of the Protestant Revolution
to morals, 366; his rejection of
reason as a religious guide, 367;
his belief in astrology, 406-07; his

belief in the devil, 410.
Lutheranism, how it came to be a po-

litical power, 259-60; its develop-
ment, 260-63; its state churches,

343-44, 345; its spread, 430; its

schisms, 354-55, 506-08; its re-

sults to letters and to' the arts,

522-23.
_ , . .

Luzerne, Swiss canton of, its admission
to the Confederation, 269; its part
in the first Swiss religious war,
273-74; its Part "l the govern-
ment of St. Gall, 278..

Lyons, as a center of humanism, 207.
Edict of (1536), 237.

Macaulay, Thomas Babington, quoted,

431, 445, 5*0.
Machiavelli, Nicolo, his theory of "the

return to the original source," 221;
his opposition to Christianity, 373~
74; his fundamental principle, 374-
75; his aims, 375; his writings,

375-76; defects of his social view,

376; as a historian, 376; as a dram-
atist, 379-80.

Madeira Islands, discovery of, 179.
Madrid, Treaty of (1525). 259-
Maestricht, massacre at, 483-84.
Magdeburg Centuries, 538.
Magdeburg, Metchild of, German mystic,

167.
Magellan, Ferdinand, Spanish explorer,

182.
Magyars, history of the, 511-19.
Mainz, University of, 211.

Major, George, Lutheran theologian, 355;
Malacca, 181.
Malatesta, Gismondo, Italian despot, 70,

104.
Maldonat, Jesuit teacher, 449.
Malta, siege of, 399.

Manetti, Gianozzo, Italian humanist, 93.
Manresa, 414.
Mantegna, Andrea, Italian painter, 120,

121.
Mantua, as a center of culture, 103, 120,

371.
Manuel, Nicholas, Bernese artist and

statesman, 275.
Manuscripts, Classical, discovery of, 87.
Manuzio, Aldo, founder of the Aldine

press, 521.
Jr., Aldo, Venetian publisher, 521.
Paolo, Venetian publisher, 521.

Manz, Felix, Swiss religious radical, 272,
Maps, improvement in the making of,

138.
Marburg, religious conference at, 274.

University of, 211.
Marcellus II (Marcello Cervini), Pope,

321, 433. 437-
Margaret (of Parma), of Austria and

Burgundy, Duchess of Savoy,
Governor-General in the Nether-
lands, 472, 477-80.

(of Valois), first wife of Henry IV
of France, 493.

Maria, Portuguese princess, first wife of
Philip II of Spain, 466.

Mariana, Juan de, Spanish historian, 539.
Marot, Clement, French poet, 304, 322.
Marsigli, Luigi, Italian humanist, 92.
Marsilio of Padua, medieval writer, 20-

22, 359.
Marsuppini, Carlo, Italian humanist, 93.
Martin V (Otto Colonna), Pope, 16, 155.
Mary, Queen of England, second wife of

Philip II of Spain, 467, 469.
(Stuart), Queen of Scots, 469, 488,

489.
Masaccio (Tommaso Guidi), Italian paint-

er, 118.
Mathematics, revival of research in, 129-

30-
Matthias I, King of Hungary, 511-12.
Mathys, Jan, Anabaptist leader, 348-49.
Maximilian I (of Hapsburg), Emperor,

190-91, 193, 197, 198, 236, 406,
501-02.

II (of Hapsburg), Emperor, 504-05.
Meaux, ecclesiastical reform at, 284,

285-86.
Mechlin (Malines), Treaty of (1513),

197; sack of, 581; its recovery by
the Dutch, 484.

Mediating reformers, Catholic, 320-21.
Medici, House of, at Florence, 45-46,

194, 197.
Catherine de', Queen of France, 286,

446, 488-98.
Cosimo de', Father of his Country,

as the ruler of Florence, 45-46;
as a patron of literature and art,

92-94; founder of the Florentine
Academy, 96.

Cosimo I de', first Grand-Duke of
Tuscany, 446.

Giovanni de', 45.
Lorenzo de', the Magnificent, as a

ruler, 46; as a patron of litera-

ture and art, 95-99; as a poet,
99-100.

Piero de' (1419-69), father of Lo-
renzo the Magnificent, 46.

Piero de' (1492-1503), eldest son
of Lorenzo the Magnificent, 194.

Medicine, revival of research in, 136.

Meditatio cordis, papal bull putting the
Inquisition under way in Portugal,
340.
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Melanchthon (Schwartzerd), Philip, his

character and influence upon the

Lutheran revolt, 234; his author-

ship of the Confession of Augs-
burg, 262-63; his recognition of the

hopelessness of theological reun-

ion, 265; at the religious Confer-

ence at Marburg, 274; his oppres-

sion by Protestant scholasticism,

355; his intolerance, 364; on the

results of the Protestant Revo-

lution to morals, 366; his belief in

astrology, 406, 4°7-
Meloria, naval battle off the island of,

39, 44.
Memling, Hans, Flemish painter, 390.

Memoir-writers, 539-41- , , ,

Mercurian, Everard, fourth general ot

the Jesuits, 450.
Metz, siege of, 467.
Meyer, Sebastian, religious reformer at

Bern, 275.
Mexico, 461-63.
Miani, Girolamo, Italian Catholic re-

former, 319.
Michelangelo, his influence upon archi-

tecture, 380; as a sculptor, 381-

83; as a painter, 385-86.

Middle Ages, character of its science,

124-28; its efforts to effect moral
reform, 149-

Middleburg, capture of, 482.
# _

Milan, its early history, 39; its insignifi-

cance as a center of literature,

103; important as a center of

painting, 103; quarrel over its con-

trol between Charles V and Fran-

cis I, 264; heresy at, 325- .

Militant Catholicism, see Catholicism.

Minden, bishopric of, 509.
_

Mineralogy, beginning of the science ot,

Mirandola, Pico della, see Pico della

Mirandola.
Mirrors, improvements in making, 141.

Missal, revision of, 442.

Modena, as a center of humanism ana
heresy, 323.

Mohacs, battle of, 259.,, 398.

Mohammed II, Turkish Sultan, 397.

Moncontour, battle of, 493-

Monluc, Blaise de', French memoir-
writer, 540.

Mons, battle at, 481.
Montaigne, Michel Eyquem de, as a free-

thinker, 357; nis writings and
philosophy, 528-30.
luban, HiMontauban, Huguenot stronghold, 494.'

Monte, Cardinal Giovanni Maria del, see

Julius III.

Montigny, Floris de Montmorency, Baron

Montmorency, Anne de, Constable of

France, 489. 49 1> 493- , _
Francis, Duke of, Marshal of France,

Henry (Count of Damville), Duke

Montpellier, Huguenot stronghold, 500.

Montserrat, 414-
Mook, battle of, 482.

Moors, in Spain, 47, 191, 331-32, 334.

Morato. Olympia, Italian scholar and
heretic, 322.

Pellegrino, Italian scholar, 322.

Moravian Brethren, see Bohemian Breth-

ren.

More, Sir Thomas, as a humanist, 204-

05; his views regarding religious

tolerance, 359.
Morgarten, battle of, 244.
Moriscos, in Spain, 465, 470.
Mornay. Philippe de, Seigneur du Pies

sis-Marly, Huguenot publicist, 495,
536.

Morone, Cardinal Giovanni, mediating re-

former, 321, 323, 325, 440.

Moura, Don Cristobal de, member of

the Spanish Night Junta, 473.
Muhlberg, battle of, 267.

Miiller, Hans, a leader of social revolu-

tion, 254.
Mundinus, Italian anatomist, 135.

Miinster, bishopric of, 509; Anabaptists

at, 349-50.
Miinzer, Thomas, radical religious and

social leader, 234-35, 252.

Murad I, Turkish Sultan, 37.

Muret, Marc-Antoine, French philolo-

gian, 531-
Muscovy, see Russia.
Mutian, see Rufus.
Myconius, Oswald, Zwinglian leader, 277.

Mysticism, definition of, 161-63.

Mystics, French. 163-64; Italian, 164-67;
German, 167-69; English, 169; of

the Low Countries, 169-72; Span-
ish, 334-35-

Music, the birth of modern, 554-55-

Naarden, destruction of, 481.

Nantes, Edict of (1598), 499-5°°-
Naples, its Angevine, Hungarian, and

Aragonese rulers, 38, 4.2, 46-47;
as a center of culture (with Sicily}

under Frederick II, 58, 75. 76;

as a center of culture after Fred-

erick, 102; as a center of heresy,

325-26; the spirit of the place,

526-27.
Ladislas of, 46.

Nassau, Louis of, 479. 480, 481, 482.

Maurice of, 486.
William (the Silent) of, 365. 477-85-

William of, oldest son of William
the Silent, 486.

William Louis of, 486.

Nationality, definition of nationality, 5°-

53; how nationality had been lost,

53-55; where nationality came
back, 55-56; where nationality

lagged, 56-57; the worth of nation-

ality, 57-58. .

Navigation, revival of invention in, 137.

Navarre, description of, 47. 457; con-

quest of the Spanish portion by
Ferdinand of Spain, 48, 191, 197.

489.
Margaret, Queen of, 322, 326, 33°-

Nazianzus, Gregory of, Greek Father of

the Church, 145.
.

Nebrija, Elio Antonio de, Soanish hu-

manist, 208-09.
Neckham, Alexander of, English scho-

lastic and man of science, 137.

Neo-Platonism, see Platonism.

Neri, Philip, Catholic priest, philan-

thropist, and saint, 448.
Netherlands, how it had been formed,

475-76; its institutions, 476; re-

volt of, 475-87-
New Granada, 461.

,

New Life. The. Dante's autobiography

cal and symbolical work, 78-79.

Newspaper, the, dawn of, 54i>

Nice, Truce of (1538), 264. .

Niccoli, Niccolo, Italian humanist, 93*
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Nicholas V (Tommaso Parentucelli of
Saranza), Pope, as a humanist and
patron of humanism, 104-05, 155,
4°5-

Niklashausen, the piper of, see Boheim,
Hans.

Mimes, Huguenot stronghold, 494.
Norway, relation to Sweden and Den-

mark, 7, 307; Lutheranism in, 308.
Noue, Francois de la, French memoir-

writer, 540.
Novara, battle of, 197.
Novelists, 379, 547.
Noyon, Peace of (1516), 198.
Nuremberg, as a center of humanism,

213-14, 348, 392-93- ,

Diets of (1522-23), 237; (1524), 253;
(1532), 263-64.

Nymegen, its capture by the Dutch, 486.

Obscurantists, 216-17.
Occam, William of, medieval writer, 21-

22.

Ochino, Bernardino, Italian preacher and
heretic, 319, 325, 326, 329-30, 362.

Odense, Danish Diets of, 308.
Odersland, territory of the Teutonic Or-

der, secularization of, 311.
Oecolampadius, John, Zwinglian leader,

273> 274, 276-77.
Olden-Barneveld, Johan van, Dutch

statesman, 486.
Oliver, Francois, Chancellor of France,

490.
Opera, birth of the, 555.
Optics, inventions in, 141.
Orange (William the Silent), Prince of,

see Nassau.
Oratorio, birth of, 555.
Oratory of Divine Love, 318-19, 320.
Orcagna (Andrea di Cione), Italian paint-

er and sculptor, 112.

Orinoco River, discovery of the mouth
of, 182.

Orkan, Turkish Sultan, 37.
Orleans, meeting of the States-General at

(1560), 491-
Louis, Duke of, his claim upon

Milan, 193.
University of, 534.

Ormuz, 181.
Osiander, Andreas, his misrepresentation

of Copernicus, 132; his Lutheran
propaganda in Prussia, 311; his

theological views, 354.
Osianderism, 354.
Osnabriick, bishopric of, 509.

Paderborn, bishopric of, 509.
_

Padua, as a center of humanism, 103;
as a center of rationalism, 314; as

a center of heresy, 325.
Paganism, 94-95; of the Renaissance,

149-50.
Painting, an individual art, 63; early

Flemish, 389-90; early Dutch, 390-
91; early French, 392; early Ger-
man, 392-93; decline of, 552-541
see also Art.

Palladio, Andrea, Italian architect, 549.
Palaerio, Aonio, Italian heretic, 328,

329.
Palatinate, Electors Palatine, Frederick

III, 506; Louis VI, 506; Fred-
eric IV, 506; John Casimir, regent
of, 506.

Palayo, Alvaro, papal controversialist, 21.

Palestrina, Giovanni Pier Luigi da, 554-

Papacy, its power and character, 4-5;

its struggle with France, 9-1 1; its

captivity in Avignon, 11: its re-

turn to Rome, 1 1 ; effects of its

captivity upon the Church, 12-13,
155; effects of its captivity upon
the religious life of the time, 13-
14, 166-67; the Great Schism of
the, 14-16; its guarrel with the
Empire, 20-22; its opposition to
national feeling in Italy, 56; as a
patron of letters and art, 104-05,
202, 196; its adoption of the policy
of nepotism, 192-93, 196; its Ital-

ian character, 313; its decline, 501.
Papal State, its early history, 39; under

Cardinal Albornoz, 44; see also
Popes Sixtus IV, Innocent VIII,
Alexander VI; Julius II, Sixtus V,
and Gregory XIV.

Paper, invention of, 139.
Paracelsus (Theophrastus Bombast von

Hohenheim), as a chemist, 134; as
a free-thinker, 356.

Paraguay, 461.
Paris, Parlement of, 190, 284-85, 304,

453-
University of, 525. See also Sor-

bonne.
Parma, Alexander Farnese, Duke of,

Spanish commander in the Nether-
lands, 483-86.

John of, general of the Franciscans,
165.

Margaret of, see Margaret of Austria
and Burgundy.

Parsons, Robert, English Jesuit mission-
ary, 450.

Passau, Peace of (1552), 268, 436.
Paterini, religious sect, 65.
Paul II (Pietro Barbo), Pope, 155.

III (Alessandro Farnese), Pope, 264,
296, 320, 321, 419, 432-33. 435-

IV (Cardinal Giovanni Pietro Car-
affa), Pope, his reforming activity
as a bishop and Cardinal, 207, 318,
319, 321, 323, 324, 328; his first

meeting with Loyola, 418; his en-
mity towards Loyola, 419; as a
member of the Council of Trent,

#
434; as Pope, 437-38, 469-

Pavia, battle of, 259, 285.
"Peace of Monsieur" (1576), the, 496.
Peasantry, character of their life in the

later Middle Ages, 61 ; their dis-
content at the eve of the German
revolt from Rome, 235 ; cause of
their social discontent, 245-47.

Pederson, Christian, Danish humanist,
307-08.

Perez, Antonio, Spanish politician, 472.
Juan, Spanish humanist, 339.

Perpetual Crusade, see Crusade.
Peru, 461-63.
Perugino (Vannucci), Pietro, Italian

painter, 122-23.
Peter III. King of Aragon and Sicily, 38.

I (the Cruel), King of Castile, 47.
Petrarch (Petrarca), Francesco, his

dream of a united Italy, 40; his
comment upon the Black Death,
44; called " the first modern
man," 62; his advocacy of the
freedom and development of the
individual, 62; his influence upon
civilization, 80-81; his writings,
81-82; as a Latin revivalist, 85-86;
as a Greek revivalist, 89; and the
schools, 105 ; as a pioneer in scien-
tific criticism, 129; as a critic 0/
ecclesiastical immorality, 151.
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Peuerbach, George of, German astron-

omer, 131.

Peutinger, Conrad, German humanist,

Pfefferkorn, Johann, opponent of Reuch-
lin, 216. .

Pfeffinger, John, Lutheran theologian,

354.
Philip IV, King of France, his policy

and career, 9-10; relations with
Pope Clement V, 11; suppres-

sion of the Templars, 11; his

projects for the advancement of

France, 27-28; his encouragement
of the legists, 534.

V, King of France, 28.

VI, King of France, 28-29.

II, King of Spain, his presence at

the second auto-da-fe in Spain,

338; his appropriation of the reve-

nue from Carranza's property, 340;
his conditional acceptance of the
Trentine decrees, 445; aided and
influenced by Gregory XIII, 447;
as regent of Spain, 466-67; his

character, 468-69; as King of

Spain, 469-74; as ruler of the
Netherlands, 477-86.

Philippine Islands, discovery of, 182.

Philippists, 507.
Philologians, 531-32.
Physics, the revival of research in, 132-

33.
Physiology, the revival of research in,

135-36.
Picaresque Novel, 547-48.
Pico della Mirandola, Giovanni, Italian

humanist, 98, 271, 405.
Piers the Plowman, The Vision of Wil-

liam concerning, 84, 243.
Pilato (Pilatus), Leontius, Greek teacher,

89-90.
Pirkheimer, Willibald, German humanist,

213-14.
Pisa, its early history, 39; the Black

Death at, 43.
Council of (1409), is, 156.

Andrew of, Italian sculptor, 112,

Giunta of, Italian painter, 116.

John of, Italian sculptor, 112.

Leonardo of, medieval mathemati-
cian, 129.

Nicholas of, Italian sculptor, 111-12.

Pistoia, Cino da, Italian writer, 77.

Pistoris, Maternus, German humanist,
214.

Pius II (vEneas Sylvius Piccolomini),
Pope, as a humanist and a patron

of humanism, 105, 155.

IV (Giovanni Angelo de' Medici),
Pope, 438-42, 554- „ _

V (Michele Ghislien), Pope, his

character, 329; and the trial of
Carranza, 340; his pontificate,

444-46; and Index, 453.
Pizarro, Francisco, Spanish conqueror,

461.
Plantin, Christophe, French printer-pub-

lisher in Antwerp, 533.
Plato, his attraction for the scholars of

the Renaissance, 96-97; his philo-

sophical point of view, 524-25.
Platonic Academy, see Academies.
Platonism, the adulterated character of

Renaissance Platonism (Neo-Plat-

onism), 96-07; Neo-Platonism ex-

pressed in Poliziano's poetry and
Botticelli's painting, 101; influence

of Neo-Platonism upon religious
thought, 280, 351, 359; influence
of Neo-Platonism upon the new
philosophy, 524-28.

Pleiad, a group of French writers, 542-
44.

Plethon, Gemistos, Florentine humanist,

90, 96.
Plettenberg, Walter von, ruler of Livonia.

Plotinus, the chief Neo-Platonist of Alex-
andria, 97.

Poggio Bracciolini (Giovanni Francesco),
Italian humanist, 93~94-

Poissy, Colloquy of (1561), 305. 448-49.
491.

Potiers, University of, 534.
Poland, national consolidation in, 7; hu-

manism in, 210, 513; its union
with Lithuania, 310, 312; heresy
in, 312-13, 351-52, 43°> 513; the
uniting and dissolution of, Si3~
16.

Pole, Cardinal Reginald, 321, 325, 433.
434-

Polish Brethren, Anti-Trinitarian group,

352.
" Politiques," French political-religious

group, 494, 495, 496.
Poliziano (Politian), Angelo Ambrogini,

as a humanist, 98; as a poet and
dramatist, 100-01.

Polos, the, Venetian explorers, 177-78.
Pomponazzi, Pietro, Italian rationalist,

314-15.
Pontano (Pontanus), Giovanni Gioviano,

Neapolitan humanist, 102.

Pontoise, meeting of the States-General
at, 491.

Portolani, see Maps.
Portugal, its early history, 47; the re-

ligious movement in, 340-41 ; its

annexation to Spain, 471.
Poyet, Guillaume, Chancellor of France,

287.
Poynet, John, English publicist, 536.
Pragmatic Sanction of Bourges (1438^

18, 157-
Prague, Jerome of, Bohemian religious

reformer, 157.
University of, 210, 243.

Prester John, fabled king, 176-77.
Printer-Publishers, see Publishers.

Printing, invention of, 130, 139-40.
Proletariat, see Cities.

Protest (at the Second Diet of Spires),

the famous, 262.

Protestant Revolution, its antecedents,

173-74; political affairs at the
opening of, 189—200; the com-
plexity of its character, 199-200;
why it gained no foothold in the
Romanic lands, 341-42; its results,

343-70, 431; its new scholasticism,

355; the intolerance of its leaders,

363-64, 431; its occurrence in an
age of immorality, 367; its neces-

sity, 369-70.
Provence, as a center of heresy, 65; as

a cradle of individuality and cul-

ture, 67-68, 75.
Provins, Guyot de, medieval inventor,

Prussia, creation of the duchy of, 311;
Protestantism in, 310-11.

Publicists, 534-37-
Publishers, 521, 532-33-
Pulci, Luigi, Italian poet, 100, 371.

Pupper, John, see Goch.
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Purgatory, decision of the Council of
Trent regarding belief in, 440.

Quadrant, its improvement and use at
the time of the Renaissance, 137-
38, 176.

Rabelais, Francois his opinion of Calvin,
203; a critic rather than a re-
former, 206; his writings and his
views, 207.

Radewyn, Florentine, Flemish mystic,
170.

Ramee, Pierre de la (Ramus), Anti-
Aristotelian and free-thinker, 357,

Raphael, Sanzio, 384-85.
Rationalism, the Italian trend toward,

314-16; some leaders of, 355-58;
its limitations, 357-58; influence of
the Protestant Revolution upon,
358.

Ratio Studiorum, Jesw't pedagogical man-
ual, 451.

Ratisbon (Regensberg), religious Con-
ference at (1541), 265, 295, 320.

Ravenna, Giovanni da, Italian teacher of
Latin, 86.

Regimini Militantis, papal bull giving
conditional sanction to the Society
of Jesus, 419.

Regiomontanus (Johann Muller), Ger-
man astronomer, 130, 131, 137.

Reichsregiment. see Council of Regency.
Reichskammergericht (German imperial

Supreme Law Court), 232.
Reina, Cassiodoro de, Spanish humanist,

^ •
*39"

. t . .

Renaissance, its beginning, 1; its gen-
eral character, 48-49, 61; its un-
derlying cause, 61, 70-71, 556;
why it did not begin in France,
72-73; why it did begin in Italy,

73-76; its character in the Ger-
manic Empire, 106; its character
in Italy, 106; its character in
France, 106; its character in Eng-
land, 106; its character in Spain,
106; the forces that animated its

art, 123; importance of the revival

of research in, 137; its paganism,
94-95, 149-50, 313-14; its spread
by the soldiers of Charles VIII of
France, 193-94; its rationalism,

313-14. 35o; its failure to take
root in Spain, 332; its formation
of a common European culture,

520; why it declined, 523-24, 553-
54.

Requesens y Zufiiga, Don Luis de, Vice-
roy of the Netherlands, 482.

Reuchlin, Johann, German scholar, 215-
17-

Rhaetian League, 269.
Rheticus (George Joachim). German as-

tronomer and mathematician, 132,

367.
Rhodes, its capture by the Turks, 2S9,

398, 404.
Richard II, King of England, 30--31.

243-
Rienzi, Cola di, Italian patriot, 12, 42-

43. 44-
Riga, Jesuit college of, 515.
Rimini, as a center of humanism, 104.

Robert (of Anjou), King of Naples, 38,

42, 102.
Rodriguez, Simon, Jesuit father, 418.

Rojas, Domingo de- Spanish Lutheran,
338.

Rolle, Richard, English mystic, 169.
Romano, Ezzelino da, Italian despot, 40-

41.
Roman Law, its influence in the revival

of nationality, 190; its spread and
general influence, 533-34.

Rome, its history during the residence
of the Papacy in Avignon, 11-12;
its history under Rienzi, 42-43;
its capture by German and Spanish
troops (1527), 259.

Romorantin, Edict of (1560), 490.
Ronsard, Pierre de, French poet, 542-

43-
Rostock, University of, 210; Roussel, Ger-

ard, French religious reformer,
284.

Roussillon, 456-57i, 4 S
Rubianus, Crotus, German humanist,

214, 2I7
;

Rubruquis, William de, medieval ex-
plorer, 177.

Rudolf I (of Hapsburg), Emperor, his
territorial acquisitions, 7; his
career as Emperor, 19.

II (of Hapsburg), Emperor, 505-10.
Rufus, Mutianus, German humanist,

214, 215.
Rupert (of Luxemburg; of the Palati-

nate), Emperor, 23.
Russia, its absorption of

_
Livonia, Cour-

land, and Esthonia, 311-12; its

rise, 516—19.
Ruysbrook, John of, Flemish mystic, 160-

70.

Saavedra, Miguel de Cervantes, see Cer-
vantes.

Sacchetti, Franco, Italian poet and novel-
ist, 379-

Sacraments, decision of the Council of
Trent regarding, 440.

Sacrobosco (John of Holywood), Eng-
lish astronomer, 131.

Sadoleto, Cardinal, his attempt to win
back the Genevese to the Mother
Church, 296; as a mediating re-

former, 320-21; as a humanist,
378.

Sadolin, Jorgen, Danish reformer, 308.
Sagarelli, Gerard, Italian mystic, 166.

St. Bartholomew, Massacre of, 493-94.
St. Denis, battle of, 492.
St. Germain-en-Laye, Peace of (1570),

493-
St. Quentin, battle of, 437.
Saints, adoration of, decision of the

Council of Trent regarding, 440.
Salamanca, University of, 8, 208, 415,

Salmeron, Alfonso, Jesuit leader, 418,

427. 435. 439- ,. .

Salutato, Coluccio, Italian humanist and
Chancellor of Florence, 92.

Sancerre, Huguenot stronghold, 494.
Sannazaro, Jacopo, Italian poet, 379.
San-Roman, Francisco de, Spanish mar-

tyr, 337-
Sarai, European capital of the Tartars,

5 16.

Sardinia, 457.
Sarkilaks, Peter, Finnish Lutheran re*

former, 309.
Sarpi, Fra Paolo, Venetian historian,

538-39-
Sarto, Andrea del, 386-87.
Satire Menippee, 536.
Savonarola, Girolamo, 65. I54-S5t 104-
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Savoy, Dukes of, as rulers of Geneva,
388.

Louise of, mother of Francis I,

283.
Saxony, House of (Wettin), rise of,

24-25-
its division into the Ernestine and

Albertine lines (1485), 267.
Ernestine, 506.
Augustus I, second elector of Alber-

tine, 506, 507.
Frederick III (the Wise), Elector

(1486-1525) of Ernestine, 228,
229, 238.

George, Duke of Albertine, 260.
Henry, Duke (1539-41) of Albertine,

265.
John Elector (1525-32) of Ernestine,

238, 252, 260, 262.
John Frederick, Elector (1532-47)

of Ernestine, 262, 266.
Maurice, Duke (1541-53) and Elec-

tor (1547-53) of Albertine, his
accession to the Duchy, 265; his
neutrality in the Schmalkaldic
War, 266-67 ; his acquisition of
the electoral title and of territory
from Ernestine Saxony, 267-68,
506; his return to the Protestant
ranks, 268; his march towards
Innsbruck, 436.

Scala, Family of, 40-41, 102-03.
Scaliger, Joseph, philologian, 531-32.

Julius Caesar, philologian, 531.
Schaffhausen, Swiss canton of, its ad-

mission to the Confederation, 269;
its part in the first Swis religious
war, 273; its revolt from Rome,
278-79.

Schiedam, its capture by the sea-beggars
481.

Schism of the Papacy, the Great, its

causes, 14; its alignments, 14-15;
its settlement, 15-16; its conse-
quences, 16.

Schlettstadt, humanistic school at, 211.
Schmalkaldic League, the, 263.
Schmalkaldic War, 267.
Scholasticism, its effects upon French

thought, 72-73; its comparative ab-
sence from Italy, 73; its struggle
with humanism in Germany, 216-
17; the new Protestantism; 355.

Schwartz, Bartholdus, reputed inventor
of gunpowder, inventor of the
first fire-arms, 138.

Schwenkfeld, Caspar, free-thinker, 356-

Schwyz,
_
Swiss canton of, its member-

ship in the original Confederation,
269; its character, 270; its part in
the first Swiss religious war, 273-
74; its part in the government of
St. Gall, 278.

Science, the revival of, 124-43; progress
of, 555-56.

Scotland, rise of nationality in, 56; Cal-
vinism in, 430.

Sculpture, an individual art, 63; French
Gothic sculpture, 72; the revival
of, 111-16; the development of,

380-83; its decline, 551.
Sebastian, King of Portugal, 471.
Sects, religious, as a result of the Protes-

tant Revolution, 345-55.
Selim the Inflexible, Turkish Sultan, 398.
Seripando, Cardinal Girolamo, 434.
Servetus, Michael, as a scientist, 136; as

a heretic, 301-02, 351.
Servia, 397.

Seso, Carlos de, Italian Lutheran in
Spain, 338.

Settignano, Desiderio da, Italian sculp-
tor, 115.

Seville, Protestant ideas in, 337-38.
Sextant, its invention, 138.
Sforza, Family of, 103, 197, 264.

Queen Bona, of Poland, 312.
Shakespeare. William, 524, 546.
Sicily, its Angevine and Aragonese rul-

ers, 38; as a cradle of individ-
uality and humanism, 68; as one
of the Spanish possessions, 457.

Sickingen, Franz von, German imperial
knight, 236.

Sidney, Sir Philip, 379, 544-45. 547-
Siena, the Black Death at, 43; as a cen-

ter of humanism, 101; heresy at,

325-
Bernardino of, Italian religious re-

former, 65, 154.
Guido of, Italian painter, 116.
St. Catherine of, Italian mystic and

statesman, 13-14, 166-67.
Signorelli, Luca, Italian painter, 121-

22.
Sigismund (of Luxemburg), Emperor and

King of Hungary, 23-24, 511,
I, King of Poland, 513.
II, King of Poland, 513.
III, King of Poland, 515-16.

Sigismund, The Reformation of the Em-
peror, 244-45.

Sirleto, Cardinal, and the reform of the
calendar, 448.

Sixtus IV (Francesco della Rovere),
Pope, 192.

V (Felice Peretti), Pope, 502-04.
Slavs, history of the, 511-19.
Sleidan, John, German historian, 538.
Sluys, battle of, 29; its capture by the

Spanish, 485.
Social Revolution, the, 30-31, 241-57.
Socini, Fausto, Italian Anti-Trinitarian,

313, 33i. 352-53-
Lelio, Italian Anti-Trinitarian, 331,

352.
Solothurn, Swiss canton of, its admission

to the Confederation, 269.
Solyman I (Sulayman, Suleiman) the

Magnificent, Turkish Sultan, 398-
99. 512.

Somaschi, monastic order, 319.
Sorbonne, College of the, 284, 285.
Spain, national consolidation in, 7, 47-48;

rise of nationality in, 56; the
building up of, 191; Protestant
ideas in, 331-40; its supremacy
among the European nations, 456-
74; its various parts, 456-57; Cas-
tile the most important unit of.

457-60; its backward agricultural
and industrial condition, 459-60;
its colonies, 460-62, 462-63; its

failure and subsequent history, 474.
Spalatin (George Burkhardt of Spelt),

German humanist, 214.
Spectacles, invention of, 141.
Spenser, Edmund, 544.
Spina, Alessandro di, Florentine monk

and optician, 141.
Spires, Diets of (1526), 260; (1529),

262. /" ^m „""
Spiritual Exercises, The, 414, 416-17.
Spurs, battle of, 197.
States-General of France, 190, 491, 496.
Steenwyck, its capture by the Dutch, 486.
Stein, John von, Swiss humanist, 275.
Stephen (Bathory) I, king of Poland,

514-15.
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Storch, Nicholaus, German religious and
social radical, 234-35.

Straparola, Giovan Francesco, Italian

novelist, 379.
Strasburg, German imperial city, its

part in the first Swiss religious

war, 273-74; religious disputes in,

509.
Strategy, military, development of, 138-

39-
Strozzi, Family of, 92.
Stubner, Marcus, German religious and

social radical, 235.
Sturm, Jacob, friend of Calvin at Stras-

burg, 295.
Styria, Archduke Ferdinand of, see Fer-

dinand II, Emperor.
Sully, Maximilien de Bethune, Duke of,

494-
Surgery, revival of research in, 136.

Suso (Heinrich von Berg), German mys-
tic, 167-68.

Swabia, Duchy of, 23, 25.
Swabian League, 26.

Sweden, its relation to Norway and Den-
mark, 7, 307; establishment of
Lutheranism in, 308-09.

Swiss Confederation, its early history, 23,
244, 269-70.

Swiss revolt from Rome, the, 269-82,
Sword, Brothers of the, 311.
Synergism, 354.
Szlachta, the, 515-16.

Taborites, Bohemian religious sect, 244.
Tactics, military, development of, 138-39-
Tartaglia, Niccolo, Italian mathematician,

130.
Tartars, in Europe, 516-17.
Tasso, Torquato, Italian poet, 524, 541-

Tauler, John, German mystic, 168.

Tausen, Hans, Danish reformer, 308.

Telesio, Bernardino, Italian philosopher,

526.
Teresa, St., Spanish mystic, 335-
Tetzel, John, seller of indulgences, 226,

228.
Teutonic Order, 238, 310-11.
Theatins, monastic order, 319.
Thiene, Gaetano de, Italian Catholic re-

former, 319.
Third Estate, effect of its advent, 54-

Thou, Jacques de, French historian, 539.
Thought, the growth of free, 355-58.
Timur, or Tamerlane, 37, 178.

Tintoretto (Jacopo Robusti), 524, 552.

Titian (Tiziano Vecelho, or Vecelh),
Venetian painter, 388-89.

Toggenburg, the valley of, Protestantism
in, 278.

Tolerance, religious, the rise of, 358-65.
Torgau Book, The, 507- ...
Torquemada, Thomas de, Spanish inquis-

itor, 333.
Toscanelli, Paolo, Italian geographer and

cartographer, 181.

Toulouse, University of, 534-
, .

Tournon, Francois de, Cardinal and
minister of Francis I, 287.

Tradition,. Catholic doctrine of, 433-
Transylvania, 353, 399. 5I2-I3- ,

Trapezuntios (George of Trebizond),
Georgius, Greek teacher in Italy,

90.
Trastamara, House of, 47-48.
Traversari, Ambrogio, Italian human-

ist, 94.
Trent, Council of, its summons by Paul

III, 266; activity of the Jesuits
in, 428; as a product of its time,
429; history of, 430-43; reception
of its canons, 445 ; reception of its
decrees in various countries, 445-
46; opposition to its decrees in the
Netherlands, 478.

Trier, University of, 211.
Trigonometry, see Mathematics.
Trinitarians, the Anti-, 313, 315, 350-

53-
Trionfo, Agostino, papal controversialist,

21.

Trithemius (von Trittenheim), John, Ger-
man humanist, 212.

Troubadours, character of their poetry,
67; their influence upon the civili-
zation of Italy, 68, 76.

Troyes, Treaty of (1420), 31.
Tschudi, Swiss family of, 2JJ.
Tubingen. University of, 211.
Turks, their advance to the Danube, 36-

37; their conquest of Athens and
the Morea, 47; their advance to
Vienna, 259; their defeat at Guns,
263; their continued advance, 397-
99; their rule, 399-400; as a Eu-
ropean terror, 400-401; their cus-
toms and institutions, 401-05; their
naval activity, 470, 471; border
warfare with, 505; their struggles
with the Hungarians, 511-13.

Turnebus, Adrianus, French philologian,
53i-

Twelve Articles of the Peasants, 246,
254-55, 256, 257.

Tyard, Pontius de, French poet, 543.

Unam sanctam, papal bull, 10.

Universities, at the dawn of the Ren-
aissance, 8-9; at the dawn of the
Protestant Revolution, aio-11;
their influence, 520-21.

Unterwalden, Swiss canton of, its mem-
bership in the original Confedera-
tion, 269; its character, 270; its

part in the first Swiss religious

war, 273-74.
Urban V (Guillaume Grimoard, or Gri-

maud de Beauvoir), Pope, 11.

VI (Bartolommeo Prignano), Pope,
14, 15.

VII (Giovanni Battista Castaf»na),
Pope, 504.

Urbino, as a center of culture, 103, 378.
Frederick, Duke of, 103.
Guidobaldo, Duke of, 103.

Uri, Swiss canton of, its membership in

the original Confederation, 269;
its character, 270; its part in the
first Swiss religious war, 273-74.

Utopia, 204-05.
Utrecht, Union of (1579), 483-

Vadianus (Joachim von Watt), Swiss
humanist, 277-78.

Valais, district of, 273.
>, S;

335-36.
Valdes, Alfonso, Spanish humanist.

Juan, as a Spanish humanist, 209;
as a heretic, 325-26, 327, 328, 330,
338.

Valera, Cipriano de, Spanish humanist,

Valero, Rodrigo de, Spanish humanist.

Valla, Lorenzo, his work in historical

criticism, 102, 129, isi, 314: as a
forerunner of Anti-Trinitarianism,

35.V
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Valladolid, Protestant ideas in, 338-39-
Vargas, Juan de, 480.
Vasa, Gustavus, King of Sweden, 308-

°9- „.
Vassy, conflict at, 492. ,

Vatable, Francois, French humanist and
reformer, 284.

,

Vega, Lope de, Spanish dramatist, 546.

Venemic Courts, 26-27.

Vermigli, Peter-Martyr, Italian heretic,

329, 330, 33 1-

Venezuela, 461-63- ,

Venice, League of (i49S)» 193-94, 195-

its early history, 38-39; >ts

struggle with Genoa, 44~4S; con "

tinuation of its history, 45; and
the humanists, 101; at the height

of its power, 196-97; its defeat

by the signers of the League of

Cambray, 197; its membership in

the Holy League, 197; as a center

of heresy, 324-25; Treaty of

Peace with the Turks (1503). 39°;

as a publishing center, 521; the

spirit of the place, 387, 551.

Venloo, capture of, 485-
Vergara, Francisco de, Spanish humanist,

Juan de, Spanish humanist, 209, 336.

Vergerio, Pierpaolo, Italian heretic, 330.

Verona, its rulers in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, 40-41; as a
center of humanism, 102-03.

Veronese (Caliari, or Cagliari), 524.

Verrocchio, Andrea del, Italian sculptor,

Vervins,
D
peace of (1598). 499, 504- .

Vesalius (Vesale), Andreas, Memish
physician and anatomist, 135.

.

Victor, Hugo of St., German ecclesiastic

in France, his modification of the

doctrine of implicit faith, 146-47;

as a mystic, 163.
.

Richard of St. Scotch ecclesiastic

and mystic in France, 163.

Vienna, University of, 210, 271, 427. 43°,

449-
Vienne, Council of, 33I-32-. . ,

Vieta (Francois Viete; Seigneur de la

Bigotiere), Franciscus, French
mathematician, 130.

.

Viglius (Wigle van Aytta van Zwichem),
Dutch jurist and royal councilor,

Vignola, see Barocchio.
Vinci, Leonardo da, as a mathematician,

130; as a painter, 383-84-

Viret, Pierre, Calvinist preacher, 288.

Virtu, the virtuoso as the embodiment of

the Renaissance, 76.

Virues, Alonso de, Spanish humanist,

Visconti, Family of. beginning of its rule

at Milan, 45.
Gian Galeazzo, Italian despot, 45.

Viterbo, heresy at, 325.
Vivero, Beatriz de, Spanish Lutheran,

Vives, Luis, Spanish humanist, 209,. 335-

Waldenses, religious sect, 65, 158-39,
241-42, 287, 346. . .

Wat Tyler, English social revolutionist,

30, «43-

Watches, invention of, 141.
Watt, Joachim von, see Vadianus.
Welf, House of, 25.

Welsers, German capitalistic association,

246.
Wenceslaus (of Luxemburg), Emperor,

22-23, 26.

Werner (Guernieri) " Duke," German
condottierc in Italy, 42.

Wesel, John of, Biblical reformer, 160.

Westeras, Swedish Diet at, 309.
Weyden, Roger van der, Flemish painter,

390.
White, Andrew D., on the results of the

Protestant Revolution to science,

Wiclif, John, his followers (the Lol-
lards), 13, 65, 242; his teachings
and his work, 159; his influence
upon John Hus, 243.

Wilna, University of, 515-
Wimpheling, Jacob, German humanist,

211-12.
Witchcraft, belief in, 409; epidemic of

persecution, 410-11.
Wittenberg, University of, 211, 224, 234-

45. 3o8, 367, 507- ,

Wolflin, Heinrich, Swiss humanist, 271.

275.
Worms, Diets of, (1521), 232-33, 253;

(1540), 295.
,

Edict of, its issuance, 233; Luther s
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